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Statement Explanatory and Defensive Position Assumed
By Certain Ministers and Elders of the Free Church of Scotland
In Consequence of The Decision of Last General Assembly in Regard to the Present Scheme of Union.
"Buy the truth, and sell it not."—Prov. xxiii. 23.
"Peace is always desirable in itself, and the peace of the Church ought to be earnestly pursued. But the cry of
peace is often employed by those who are engaged in courses of defection, in order to drown all opposition to
their measures; and not unfrequently those are loudest in proclaiming the evils of division and schism who are
themselves chargeable with them."—DR M'CRIE'S Statement. Edinburgh: 1807. P 201.
"I see no prospect of any efficient stand being made for the public cause, unless by a firm and compact .... body
of those who are cordially attached to that cause, being collected and combined."—LETTER OF DR M'CEIB, Life,
p. 253.
Edinburgh: James Nichol. GLASGOW: T. MURRAY & SON. 1867.

AT a numerous and influential meeting, held in the Large Hall, 5 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh, on the 19th
November 1867, of those Ministers and Elders who have subscribed the "Declaration" adopted after last
General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, in reference to the decision of that Assembly on the subject
of UNION, the subjoined resolution was unanimously adopted:—

"This Meeting, having heard a STATEMENT EXPLANATORY AND DEFENSIVE of the 'DECLARATION'
subscribed by Ministers and Elders in consequence of the proceedings adopted by the majority of last Assembly
upon the Union Question, approve generally of the same, and order it to be circulated for the information of the
Church and Country."

The following is the document referred to in the above Resolution.

Proceedings of the General Assembly of the
Free Church of Scotland, 1867, on Union,

Referred to in the Following Statement.
[As we believe that great ignorance prevails throughout the Church in regard to the actual proceedings of

last General Assembly of the Free Church on the subject of Union, caused partly by the fact that these
proceedings were not fully or fairly reported in the HOME AND FOREIGN MISSIONARY RECORD, we give the
following account of what actually took place.]

On Thursday, 30th May, the Report of the Committee on Union was given in by Dr Buchanan, who also
addressed the Assembly on the subject. Dr Rainy brought forward the motion on Union, of which Dr Candlish
had given notice, as follows:—"That the General Assembly approve of the report, and express their grateful
satisfaction with the large measure of agreement under the First Head of the Programme, as well as with the
reiterated assurances of entire agreement under the Second Head. Further, the General Assembly being more
than ever impressed with the duty and importance of aiming at a cordial union among all the disestablished
branches of the Church of Scotland, re-appoint the Committee with the former instructions. And being of
opinion, as at present advised, that, as regards the First Head of the Programme, considered in itself, THERE
APPEARS TO BE NO BAR TO TUB UNION CONTEMPLATED, the General Assembly, while reserving final judgment
on the whole case, and every part thereof, direct the Committee to give their earnest attention to the other Heads
of the Programme, especially those which deal with the worship, government, and discipline of the Church, and
with those important practical questions which relate to property and finance." Dr Begg proposed the following
amendment:—"That the Assembly, in receiving the report laid on the table by the Com- mittee on Union with
other Churches, approve of the diligence of the Committee, and re-appoint it, with its former instructions. The
Assembly, at the same time,—considering the immature state of the question, the overtures now on the table,
and the fact that whilst only one-third of the ministers of this Church are entitled to be present in the Assembly,
the people of the Church at large have never been consulted in regard to this matter at all,—reserve their
judgment on any part of the Programme till the Union Committee shall have completed its work, by bringing up
a Report on all the Heads of the Programme, with definite proposals, and the grounds on which they rest, so
that the General Assembly and the Church may have the whole subject before them." Mr Nixon moved:—"That
the General Assembly approve of the report, and express their satisfaction with the increased and largo measure



of agreement under the First Head of the Programme, as well as with the amount of harmony under the Second
Head. The General Assembly continue to be deeply impressed with the duty and importance of aiming at the
union of all the disestablished Churches of Scotland, and re-appoint the Committee, with former instructions.
And they direct their Committee to use all diligence in prosecuting the conferences on all the subjects to be
embraced, with a view to a final report, which shall contain the conclusions arrived at, with the grounds on
which they rest, so that the General Assembly may be in circumstances to submit the whole question in a
satisfactory form to the Church at large." The discussion on these three motions occupied the Assembly on
Thursday and the forenoon of Friday. There being three motions, the House divided between the second motion
(Dr Begg's) and the third (Mr Nixon's). Mr Nixon's was carried by 90 to 65. Mr Nixon's motion was then put
against the motion of Dr Rainy, or rather of Dr Candlish. The division was as follows:—

Dr Begg then rose and said,—"Moderator, I wish to lay on the table of the General Assembly the following
Protest:—'We, the subscribers, for ourselves, and on behalf of all others who may adhere, do hereby protest
against the resolution now adopted by this Assembly, and that on the following, among other grounds:—1st,
Because the resolution, as adopted, implies an abandonment and subversion of an admittedly constitutional
principle of the Free Church of Scotland. 2nd, Because the resolution, as adopted, is ultra vires of this
Assembly. For these and other reasons, we protest that we, and all other office-bearers and members of the
Church, shall not be committed by the said resolution, to any action that may be taken thereupon, and shall be
at liberty to oppose all such action by every competent means. (Signed) James Begg, D.D.; Peter Denny; John
Forbes, D.D.; James Galbraith; Jas. Gibson, D.D.; Robt. M'Corkle, minister; James Julius Wood, D.D.; D.
Thorburn, M.A.; Robt. Gault, minister; Wm. Balfour, minister; John M'Millan, elder; Patrick Borrowman,
minister; A. Macbride, minister; John Irving, elder; D. Crichton, elder; Alexander Cameron, minister; D.
Macdonald, elder; Wm. Moffat, minister." The Assembly appointed this Protest, with reasons, to be kept in
retentis. The following Dissent, with reasons, was also given in and read, and ordered to be inserted in the
minutes:—"We, the undersigned, for ourselves, and on behalf of all others who may adhere to us, dissent
against the resolution now adopted by this Assembly, for the following, amongst other reasons:—1st, Because
the resolution, as adopted, implies an abandonment and subversion of an undoubtedly constitutional principle
of the Free Church of Scotland. 2nd, Because the resolution, as adopted, is ultra vires of this Assembly.
(Signed) James Begg, D.D.; James Gibson, D.D.; John Irving, elder; James Julius Wood, D.D.; Robert Gault,
minister; Thomas Gardiner, minister." To this Dissent Mr Borrowman, minister at Glencairn, and Mr M'Corkle,
minister at St Ninian's, intimated their adherence. The following Dissent was also given in and read—"We
dissent, because we deem the resolution come to by the Assembly as fitted to hinder, instead of furthering, the
proper union of the Churches. (Signed) William Nixon, Thomas Main, James Stark, Alex. Ferguson, Thomas
Hislop, John Fraser." Dr J. J. Wood, Dr Begg, Dr Gibson, Mr Nixon, Mr Main, and Captain Shepherd, then
resigned their places as members of the Union Committee. A number of members afterwards adhered to the
above Protest and Dissents.

Index.

Statement.
WHEN the proposed union between the Non-Established Presbyterians of Scotland was first introduced into

the General Assembly of the Free Church in 1863, it was clearly understood that no attempt was to be made to
compromise any of the essential principles maintained in the Disruption conflict. This was explicitly and even
prominently proclaimed; and hence, in appointing the Union Committee, the Assembly instructed it to aim at
the accomplishment of the object "by all suitable means consistent with a due regard to the principles of this
Church." An amendment, expressing the same view more distinctly, was proposed, but was withdrawn, on the
clear understanding that the duty of conserving our whole distinctive principles was already fully embodied in
the motion, which was therefore carried unanimously.

The mover, in withdrawing his amendment, did it expressly "on the understanding that these words" (i.e.,
consistent with a due regard to the principles of this Church) "honestly express the same thing as my
motion."—See Blue Book.

During the course of the year, however, it began to be evident that the appointment of a Committee at all
was supposed in certain quarters to imply a willingness to compromise our distinctive principles. This subject
was specially discussed in the Assembly 1864, in re-appointing the Committee. Dr Wood moved in substance,
that, as the Free and United Presbyterian Churches still adhered to their distinctive principles in regard to the



Civil Magistrate, the negotiations should now be limited to the object of securing a profitable co-operation. Mr
Nixon, in urging the withdrawal of this motion, said in effect, that the subject had not yet been fully considered,
and that the statements made might yet be modified. The following explanation was afterwards asked and
given, as appears from the Blue Book:—

"DR GIBSON.—I wish to ask, whether or not, by consenting to the reappointment of the Committee, the
Assembly will be hold as admitting that we are prepared to make any modifications. (Cries of 'No, no.') Well,
but I know what many members of this House do not know.

"SIR H. W. MONCREIFF.—It has been put on this footing all along. We should go to this Committee
altogether uncommitted on any of the questions involved in this proposal.

"DR GIBSON.—Then I am perfectly satisfied."
In the same Assembly, 1864, as appears from the Blue Book, not only the theory of solving the difficulty

by abandoning our principles was repudiated, but also that of disposing of it by means of "open questions." In
the Union debate, Bailie Johnston is reported to have said—"We have left the Establishment, we have ceased to
have any direct or personal interest in the question; but is that a change to warrant us in altering our testimony
('No, no,') before the world, or to compromise it? May we make it an open question? (Dr Candlish, 'No.')"

Not only was this the ground on which the negotiations were carried forward, hut repeated assurances were
given that there would be no haste or hurry, and that the satisfying and carrying of all along to any
contemplated result would be made a matter of special study.

Appendix, No. I., page 29.
At last Assembly, however, a step of the most decisive kind was suddenly taken, in the face of a formal

protest and of the most solemn dissents, accompanied by the resignation of six members of the Union
Committee. Although the so-called "Articles of Agreement" had never been formally agreed to by the United
Presbyterian Church, and although the representatives of that Church in the Union Committee had declared that
they regarded the principle of a Church Establishment, which this Church has always maintained, to be
essentially sinful, the Assembly, without any farther attempt at conference, came to the resolution that they saw
"no bar" to the contemplated union under the First Head of the Programme. This resolution had never been
discussed in the Union Committee,

It is understood, however, that the United Presbyterians intimated in the Union Committee, that unless such
a resolution was carried in the Assembly, their Synod would probably put an end to all farther negotiations.

other important questions both of principle and practical detail under the remaining heads of the
programme were still undisposed of, and the resolution was adopted, NOT ONLY WITHOUT THE CONSENT OF P
RESBYTERIES, BUT WITHOUT ANY PROPOSAL TO SUBMIT IT FOR THEIR CONSIDERATION. In these unprecedented
circumstances a number of the brethren found it necessary to hold a meeting, at which the following
Declaration was adopted, which has since been subscribed by a large number, both of ministers and elders,
throughout the Church; many more signifying their full sympathy with the movement, though, for the present,
withholding their signatures:—

"We, the undersigned, are convinced that the recent decision of the General Assembly on the question of
Union is fitted to hinder rather than to promote the proper union of the Churches. We are well aware that great
diversity of opinion and feeling exists throughout the Church with regard to the present negotiations. We are
deeply impressed with the serious risk now being incurred of distracting and even dividing our own
Communion. We therefore feel constrained to express our united determination to resist any attempts to press
or pursue these negotiations in a manner that would imperil the great and vital interests which our whole Free
Church is so solemnly bound to preserve and maintain."

Subsequently it was resolved to draw up a Statement in which the whole case should be presented to the
Church, and the position of the signers of the above Declaration explained and vindicated. To the office-bearers
of the Free Church, and no less to its individual members, the following pages are submitted, with the earnest
entreaty, not only that they be read calmly and solemnly;—but in connection with the whole history of the
Church of Scotland since the Reformation;—as well as in special connection with the history of the last forty
years.

We now submit the following as some of the grounds upon which our resolution is based:—
1. Our position is that of a minority
Our use of the word minority is ecclesiastical; and refers to the vote in last General Assembly; but there is

no reason for believing that we are a minority in the Church. The general indications given in the "Suggestions"
of Presbyteries pointed in an opposite direction. The Assembly, besides, only embraced one-third of the
Ministers of the Church; and there is the best reason to believe that a number both of Ministers and Elders
voted in the majority in last Assembly under various misunderstandings. We have reason to know also that the
eldership and membership of the Church are, very largely, with us in their sympathies. A very large proportion
of the ciders in the Assembly are from Edinburgh and Glasgow, and by no means represent on such a question



the general mind of the Church. We are persuaded that our Sessions and Congregations in general will, as soon
as an opportunity is given, support us by decided and, in many cases, "overwhelming majorities." Why the last
Assembly should not have sent down their deliverance for the judgment of Presbyteries is inexplicable, save on
the supposition that Presbyteries could not be counted on to support the Assembly's decision, and could not be
so easily managed as the upper Court.
It is our being such that has made our position; that has created, as we conceive, a necessity for action in the
present case. The vote, the speeches, the tone of last General Assembly,—all indicating extreme pressure, and
impatient, if not intolerant haste,—have brought us face to face with a crisis in our ecclesiastical history, and
compelled us to take up a position from which no majority can dislodge us. Believing that a union settlement,
forced on by majorities, against the convictions and protests of even a smaller minority than that of last
Assembly, must issue disastrously,—rending, not knitting the Churches,—our desire is to do what in us lies, ere
it be too late, to avert the possible disunion. It is thus our being a minority that has suggested and shaped the
measures which we have thought it needful to adopt. We unite, not simply for self-defence, and the assertion of
our own rights, but to prevent, if possible, the surrender or compromise, by our Church, of principles once
reckoned not only distinctive, but sacred, and which, as such, occupied no second place in our Disruption
Protest, in our Acts of Assembly, and in statements put forth from time to time, by authority, for the instruction
of our people.

2. Our attitude is defensive, not aggressive. Our object is not the promulgation of what is new, but the
conservation of what is old. We are not innovators, tampering with our venerable constitution, and advocating
changes either in our principles or in the working out of these. We contend for the integrity of our Standards,
not simply in their abstract propositions, but in the practical interpretation of them, as assumed and acted out
by ourselves hitherto, and by our fathers since the Reformation; an interpretation which forms one great feature
in our historical identity, and one great link in the chain which connects the Free Church with the Church of
Knox and Melville, of Henderson and Rutherford. Our desire is that our Church should not only recognise the
same Articles as hitherto, but the same construction of these as has been embodied in her history; lest, shaking
herself loose from the said historical construction, by opening questions which have been all along deemed
settled, she should drift entirely from her old anchorages, condemning the past three centuries of Scottish
Church history as pervaded with one grand mistake and blotted with one fatal sin. Our earnest wish is that we
should still be in circumstances to reckon the Scottish Church history from Knox's days an integral part of our
own,—that we should be able to appeal, as hitherto, to recognised Acts of Assembly, and cite old decisions as
precedents and rules. In the Church of the future we wish to see the great elements which have impregnated the
constitution of the Church of the past not eliminated but reproduced.

3. Though a minority, we are yet brethren,—brethren in Christ and brethren in one common Church,—and
as such we appeal to brethren. May we not be listened to? Many of us are of pre-disruption standing; not now
young in years; and recalling the memory of past days, we appeal to those who shared with us the conflict and
the sacrifice; brethren who were then of one heart with us in what we contended and suffered for. Shall our
appeal be mot, not by the response of Christian sympathy, but by repeating the numbers of the "overwhelming
majority"? All of us are office-bearers in the Church, and as such we lay our case before our fellow
office-bearers and before the members of our congregations, claiming at once their brotherly regards and their
solemn attention. May we not hope that our conscientious scruples will be respected, seeing we are but doing
what we believe our duty to Christ and our allegiance to our Church demand?

4. What we have done has not been done in haste,—out of the soreness of defeat or in the spirit of
unreasonable obstructiveness,—but under the deep conviction, in the sight of the Church's Head, that we are
maintaining the principles to which our Church has from the beginning borne witness, the sum of which is, The
supremacy of Christ over the Church as her Head, and the supremacy of Christ over nations and governments
as "Prince of the kings of the earth;" in the former, recognising Him as the sole lawgiver of His Church; in the
latter, demanding from all kings and rulers obedience to His statutes, and the regulation of all affairs in
conformity with these, with a special eye to the support of His Church and the promotion of His Gospel.

5. A majority has its powers, but a minority has still its rights; rights which no judgment of a majority can
touch; rights fenced both by civil and ecclesiastical law; rights which, for reasons shown, we may surrender, but
which cannot be taken from us without our consent. These rights it is our purpose to maintain; and in
maintaining them we are following no divisive nor mutinous courses, but fulfilling our ordination vows. To us
does not belong the guilt of causing "divisions and offences, contrary to the doctrine which we have learned"
(Rom. xvi. 17): the causing of division lies with those who, in the face of these rights, press on us a scheme
which, under the name of union, will rend the Church, as well as change both its character and its testimony.

6. In ordinary circumstances, a minority, after recording its dissent or protest, with accompanying reasons,
may, without any surrender of principle, and with a good conscience, be silent, and allow the will of the
majority to be carried out without impediment. But there are cases in which a minority may continue its action;



nay, is bound to do so; claiming as a Christian right that its scruples be respected; as when the decision
complained of involves changes in the original platform of our Church (to which platform we have all alike
sworn); requiring modification and relaxation either in our Articles themselves or in their working out; when it
encroaches on, or violates the paction into which those constituting the Free Church entered, solemnly and
unanimously, with each other; when no absolute necessity exists for urging on the changes proposed; and when
the conscience of the majority would not have violence done to it by concession, or delay, or arrestment of
procedure; but when the conscience of the minority would he seriously aggrieved by an enforcement of the
deliverance dissented from.

7. The law of our country recognises the claims of minorities, however small, and protects their civil rights;
and it is hardly conceivable that Christian brethren, who, along with us, fought the battle of conscience, should
deny the claim which we now assert, viz., to be allowed, even though a minority, to maintain and carry out in
their integrity the principles to which in 1843 we so solemnly set our seal. "Within certain limits a majority may
and must control a minority. But these limits are easily definable; and beyond these, in cases or changes never
contemplated in the formation of the Church, a minority, resting on ordination vows, may refuse to yield,
without incurring the charge of disobedience, far less of contumacy. And were the majority, in the endeavour to
vindicate their authority, pro- posing to visit the recusant minority with censure, or suspension, or deposition,
what reasons could he urged, or what articles of libel framed, against men whose only crime would be that of
unwillingness to alter the constitution of their Church and compromise its character?

8. More especially do we feel ourselves warranted in presenting such claims, because of the repeated
protestations

Appendix, No, I., page 29.
made by the leaders of the majority that individual rights should be respected, and, to use the current

language, "not a hoof left behind." We accept such statements as really meaning what the words imply. Our
brethren, we are persuaded, did not volunteer such solemn promises without meaning to keep them. In certain
cases men may not feel bound by "consistency;" but promises are sacred. They have "opened their mouth to the
Lord, and cannot go back." (Judges xi. 35.)

9. The cases in which a minority may claim that their scruples be deferred to are, no doubt, exceptional and
extraordinary. But the present case we hold to be such. It is peculiar in itself; not provided for in our Disruption
settlement, nor coming under any of our usual forms of procedure. It is, moreover, in its bearings and
ramifications, both primary and subordinate, of such intricacy and wide extent as to make the exact adjustment
of the various points involved in it a matter of no common difficulty. As it happens in all great changes, so here
it will be found that the indirect and unforeseen results are more numerous and important than the direct and the
foreseen. And seeing that each of the Churches has a distinctive and traditional policy, as well as a peculiar
interpretation of certain Articles, we are justified in hesitating to incur the risk, not simply of confusion and
conflict, but of creating two great parties in the Church, at continual variance with each other; a risk which the
attempt to fuse into one two such opposing lines of policy and interpretation necessarily supposes. The
importance of these considerations is the greater when we know that the step proposed to be taken must be
final. The union is for better or for worse. Whatever its results may be, it is irrevocable. No after regrets or
recriminations would avail to dissolve the tie. Our brethren of the majority are willing, surely, to count the cost;
and many seem anxious for unanimity before proceeding farther, which shows some measure of deference to
the scruples of a conscientious minority, and some recognition of the necessity of our present movement.
Whether they have taken the proper way, either in their actings or speeches, to conciliate that minority, is
another question.

10. Ordinary eases, then, fall to be ruled by majorities; but in one like this the minority has a valid standing,
and may plead both justice and equity for its refusal to acquiesce. Here unanimity is essential, whether we
consider the nature of the Union contemplated or its consequences. Union without unanimity is not simply
hollowness, but injustice; injustice all the worse, and all the more keenly felt, because done in the name of
Christian concord, and by those whose professed object is to heal the breaches of the Church. Old breaches are
certainly not to be healed by creating new ones. External uniformity, purchased by internal discord, would be a
disappointment in the end. "The rent would be made worse;" and it is invidious, as well as unjust, to throw the
odium of disunion on the minority, and to insist that they, because they are the minority, should either forego
their convictions, or submit to be evil spoken of, as obstructors of peace and enemies of charity. Union at the
expense of what the minority holds to be essential principle—principle embodied in our Free Church
Standards,—would give little promise of stability or comfort; nor is any Church entitled, even for such an end,
to do violence to the consciences of brethren; especially of brethren who up till this time have been one with all
the rest, both in trial and in testimony, both in labour and in blessing. They who, ex animo, subscribed our Free
Church Standards in the sense in which they were understood in 1843, and who are seeking no change in these,
may claim some consideration from those who have discovered that certain points are outside these Standards,



which were, when our subscriptions were adhibited, supposed to lie within.
11. Claiming rights for ourselves, as a minority, we protest against being voted out of the Free Church

merely because we adhere to its principles; and we protest against a majority voting away that Free Church
itself—name, and history, and distinctive principles—for the sake of a human sentiment, under the name of a
divine idea; for external uniformity under the name of Christian Union. As we do not hold that the separate
action of Churches is schism, so neither do we believe that the incorporation or amalgamation of Churches is
unity.

12. Junction is not union; yet junction is all that the vote of a majority can accomplish. In urging this
junction, there is a double temptation to its advocates,—that of underrating old principles, and overrating new
ones; perhaps, we might add, of overvaluing new friends and undervaluing old ones. In pleading for union, and
for the necessity of paying some price for it, there is the danger of magnifying ecclesiastical amalgamation into
a divine idea, and making it equivalent to the union between the living members of the body of Christ. We
desire friendship, common action, and closer union also, when consistent with principle; but outward
uniformity and acknowledgment of one government, we, in common with all Protestants, do not hold to be
essential to the unity of the Church or Churches of God.

13. That all who are in Christ Jesus ARE one, we believe; and all efforts for unity assume this. That this
individual spiritual oneness should have some external exponent, some visible and corporate manifestation, we
also hold. But as all Christians on earth cannot now meet in one building, such a universal gathering could not
be meant to be the exponent of unity here. As all Churches cannot now form one universal Church, governed
from one centre, under one General Assembly, or one head, as Romanists contend for, such a united Church of
all nations cannot have been intended to be essential to unity. Thus, while the inner unity has no limitations, the
outer unity has many,—of place, and circumstance, and time, and other diversities. Such limitations do not
touch the inner oneness; nay, do not always necessarily prevent the visible expression of this oneness. This
must be kept in mind when we are assailed by the strong and sweeping arguments as to the duty of union,
current in the present day. The duty of all Churches to amalgamate is not absolute nor unlimited. Such an
amalgamation might, in certain cases, be an imperfect and insincere expression of Christian oneness; nay, it
might be the intimation of laxity, or indifference to truth; and perhaps, too, the beginning of discord.

14. Some who are most zealous in proclaiming "the duty of union" are the most decided limitarians after
all, and were leading instruments in bringing about a necessary Disruption twenty-four years ago. It is only
union with a certain class of Churches that they seem now to believe to be inculcated by Christ, not with all true
Churches, whatever be their name,—Congregational, or Baptist, or otherwise. "Union between Non-Established
Presbyterian Churches" is their programme. Such is their idea of union; such their principle of limitation; such
their avowed sectarianism, according to their own newly adopted principles. We are not speaking of the
possibilities or probabilities of union; we are merely referring to the supposed duty of seeking union with all
whom we do not deny to be Christian Churches; and it is something worse than a contradiction to urge the duty
of Christian union, yet to limit that union by one's own arbitrary theories, to make union between the
"Non-Established Presbyterian Churches of Scotland" the answer to their Lord's intercession in the seventeenth
of John. Our United Presbyterian brethren would probably not so restrict the duty of union, as they have never
scrupled to exchange pulpits with ministers of the Establishment, nor to co-operate with them in various ways;
but we of the Free Church, who have not yet seen our way to such intimate acts of communion with the
Established Church, ought to be moderate in our advocacy of the "Duty of Union," until we are prepared to
place the question on its Scriptural basis, viz., that there is no limit to the duty of seeking union with all true
Churches, though many limits to the practical carrying out of that duty. The hindrances which create these
limits we are bound, so far as lies in our power, to remove from all, and not merely from the "Non-Established
Presbyterian Churches of the land." The fact of our United Presbyterian brethren frequently preaching in
"National" pulpits and worshipping in Parish Churches, in preference to Free, when their own was not
accessible, has not raised against them the cry of hankering after a share in national endowments, so our
proposition, which is simply the doctrine of Disruption days, ought not to subject us to the charge of seeking to
be "re-established," or "re-endowed." We have no desire to be otherwise than we are in regard to such
temporalities, although the question of endowments will probably soon assume a position of vast importance in
connection with National Scriptural Education.

15. To these considerations we of the minority would specially call the attention of our brethren in the
present case, if possible to stay their haste, and induce them to attach some weight to our scruples. But besides
all this, the change contemplated will reverse or modify so many principles; will alter the aspect and value of so
many facts, such as the Disruption itself, with all its memorable scenes; will make so many now settled subjects
matters of internal dispute; will affect so many consciences; will touch on so many interests; will introduce so
many new elements which have hitherto been excluded by our well-defined Disruption position, as protesting
against Erastianism on the one hand, and Voluntaryism on the other; will raise so many new questions for



ecclesiastical discussion or theological controversy or civil litigation; that a minority is justified in taking
decided steps to protect its rights, civil and ecclesiastical, to save its conscience, and to preserve the Free
Church from becoming historically extinct, or its Protest and proceedings from turning out a boast or a mistake
or a failure. As appears to us, judging from the published materials, the projected union can only be effected by
such a change or relaxation of creed, constitution, and civil title-deeds, as will amount to a dissolution of the
Free Church, and the construction of a new body, with a new name, on a new basis, with a stock of new points,
called "open questions," for agitation and warfare; in which newly constructed body Free Church principles, if
still hold by individuals, cannot be acted out or even spoken out, without offence and variance. Thus the new
body would be simply the present United Presbyterian Church, with the Free Church merged in it; all the
peculiar tenets of the United Presbyterian Church being retained, and all the distinctive Articles of the Free
Church being, if not eliminated, at least degraded to the level of open questions, to be settled annually, or
oftener, by the vote of a majority; or, more likely, to be shelved, as unprofitable and embarrassing. In 1843 we
knew perfectly well that the United Presbyterians had never authoritatively declared in favour of Voluntaryism,
or made it a term of communion. We knew then that we could have entered their Church on precisely the same
terms that are offered to us now. We were either wrong in not joining them then, and so the establishment of the
Free Church was, at the least, a mistake; or else the forming of the contemplated union now would be wrong.
The United Presbyterians have been perfectly consistent. Have we changed?

16. The result of union thus consummated would be disunion; and both in process and result there would be
a reversal of all usual plans for drawing Christian men together, viz., by excluding all repulsive or explosive
ingredients; but the present scheme is to unite two Churches, by importing into the new body proposed to be
formed, under the name of "open questions," all the explosive materials that formerly existed outside. This
would be to sacrifice Christian unity on the altar of ecclesiastical uniformity. It would be the semblance of
union, with all the reality of aggravated discord. It would exchange the present quiet of brotherly juxtaposition
and pleasant neighbourhood, in which our differences, however decided, are neither irritants to brethren nor
scandals to the world, because they silently work themselves out in the respective Churches without coming
into practical collision, for the perpetual conflict of one great incorporation into which all the elements of
discord have been imported by the creation of the so-called "open questions."

17. The settlement of union by means of "open questions" was, when negotiations were resumed in 1864,
repudiated as not to be entertained by the Free Church. Gradually our Church has been sliding into this mode of
procedure, and now it is defended as the true method of solving a great difficulty. The number of questions to
be thrown open has not yet been determined, nor the exact extent to which they are to be left open. But the
principle, once repudiated, is now adopted by those who at first rejected it. It would have been fairer, and better
for us all, had it been avowed at first. Had it been proclaimed three years ago, the nature of our negotiations
would have been different, and their results less perplexing. We should then have known what we were doing.

18. This creation of "open questions" seems to us full of danger. It amounts to a declaration that certain
points which our Church has from the beginning reckoned true, and acted on as such, are henceforth to be
treated as unsettled and uncertain. One of the special open questions in the present case is that of
"Endowments," or rather, the great principle upon which religious endowments rest,—the duty of the
Government to aid in supporting the ordinances of Christ. This question, which has been considered a settled
one since the Reformation, is now to be unsettled,—and upon the plea that it is outside the Confession. If the
question of endowments be the only point of difference, and if it be outside the Confession, why do our United
Presbyterian brethren make any difficulty about receiving the entire Confession? If they who drew up either our
present Confession or our former one had been divided in opinion, and, of set purpose, left out this point, or if
the many thousands who have, during these three hundred years, signed these Confessions, had subscribed
them on this understanding, there might be some force in the argument. But to say that because endowments are
not explicitly mentioned, although this is not admitted,
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they are therefore "outside" the Confession, would be to expel from our creed some most vital

points—such, for example, as verbal inspiration. The Confession, in speaking of what is revealed in Scripture,
makes a distinction between what is "expressly set down," and what "by good and necessary inference may be
deduced from Scripture," and both are declared to be equally binding. (Chap. I.,§6.) The Confession itself must
surely be interpreted by the same rule, and a matter may be declared there all the more strongly, simply by
clearly assuming it, and taking for granted that it is fixed and unquestionable. In this belief thousands of
ministers and elders have signed these Standards. If the question of "Endowments" is to be made an open one, it
must be on some other ground than that it is "outside" the Confession. Such an argument would prove too
much, and reach too far.

19. These statements, thus urged, in bar of the present union scheme, ought to carry the greater force,
seeing the minority are not advocating any change, but are simply desirous of remaining as they have done



since 1813, and of retaining the ancient historical position of the Reformation Church of Scotland.
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They revere the ancient landmarks, and would preserve them. They are not interfering with the consciences of
brethren by attempting to force them into a new position, but are only craving the liberty of being allowed to
retain their old one, and of not being forced, by superior numbers, into one altogether novel in the history of
Scotland, for which they are not prepared, and for which (even were the position a right one) they believe the
Churches are not ripe.

20. Some of those who are urging on the present scheme have avowedly altered or modified their opinions
on certain points which bear upon what we consider a proper union settlement, repudiating the argument of
personal or even ecclesiastical consistency; they ought therefore to bear the more with those who have not seen
their way to change their Disruption principles, or to let go their Disruption Protest. Our claim is reasonable and
moderate; it would be listened to by the Church were men less excited or less committed to a particular course,
which, according to present appearances, seems to allow of no arrestment or retrogression. Our claim is to be
permitted to remain as we are. Our earnest desire is that our Church may abide with us true to its Scriptural and
Disruption principles. We may not, in the judgment of the majority, have produced sufficient arguments against
moving; but it is enough that we do not yet see our way to move or to change. Motion is not always a necessity
or a duty. It is often both a hazard and an evil, even when it seems to point in the right direction. Our appeal to
our brethren is that they will not force us beyond our convictions of duty, but allow us to act according to the
light which God has given us.

21. The Free Church has for nearly a quarter of a century occupied a particular and distinctive position; a
position which is at once the result and exhibition of a peculiar history. It has been her glory in this, that she has
acted on the principles which our fathers, from the Reformation, counted true and sacred. We have not yet seen
reason to alter this position, or, without publicly altering it, to become silent in regard to it, or, without pledging
ourselves to keep silence, to place ourselves in circumstances in which our advocacy of that position would be
an offence to brethren. We protest against being compelled by a majority to unsay or undo what we have been
saying or doing these forty years; still more against being compelled to counteract or to neutralise what our
fathers have said and done these three hundred years. If the Free Church has become dissatisfied with its
Disruption position and principles, let us openly announce this to our people as distinctly as we once did the
unchangeable sacredness of that position and these principles. The maintenance of the double testimony against
Erastianism and Voluntaryism was once deemed a solemn duty. We undertook to prove this to our people. They
received our proof, believed our sincerity, and left the Establishment with us, desiring to assert along with us
not only Christ's Headship over the Church, but Christ's Headship over the nations, in the way in which our
fathers had held it and developed it. By this double testimony we induced thousands to leave the Establishment,
and so accomplished disunion. In connection with the same double testimony we have induced our people since
to give large sums to the Free Church. If, then, we have discovered that part of that great testimony was a
mistake, relat- ing merely to "the paltry question of endowments," we ought to confess this openly, lest we be
not merely charged with effecting a disunion on false pretences, hut with concealing from those whom we
persuaded to go along with us that we have since become aware that one-half of these pretences were, if not
false, at least grossly exaggerated. It becomes us in such a case, as honest men who have unwittingly misled
others, to point out the fallacies or exaggerations which our Protest embodied, and to let them know how
greatly we overstated the Disruption argument, and overrated some of the main points of our Disruption
testimony. It becomes us thus to deal fairly with the people who followed us in 1843, and who made such
sacrifices to support the Church of Christ, because they had been taught by us how momentous were the
principles contended for. If we do not make this avowal, but adopt a scheme of union which assumes the
incorrectness of our Disruption Protest, it will seem as if we, to serve a purpose, had magnified the importance
of our principles far beyond their real value, and that our strong statements against "Voluntaryism" were
introduced merely to win the support of the more conservative portion of our people.

22. They who would shrink from publicly emitting a declaration of this change of principles, may well bear
with those who shrink from taking any step which tacitly and indirectly indicates such a change. Holding still
the same great truths as we did in 1843, our desire is that the Church should enunciate these in the same way as
heretofore, and should by all means avoid placing herself in circumstances which would render such an
enunciation impossible or offensive.

23. We are met by the averment, that the question between us and our United Presbyterian brethren on the
power of the Civil Magistrate is merely that of endowments,—a "paltry question of money." This, in other
words, means that it is not in the theory, but in the practical application of the theory, that we differ. Even
assuming the truth of such a statement, which we only do with certain deductions, we ask, "What is it but the
exact case (mutatis mutandis) between us and the Established Church? That Church comes much nearer us in
theory, for it professes to adopt without reservation the whole of the 23d chapter of the Confession of Faith, and



proclaims the Headship of Christ in as decided language as we could desire. It was in the practical application
of a true theory that, according to our Disruption Protest, that Church erred; bartering (we maintained) the
crown rights of Christ for the privilege of endowment. The Headship of Christ was never, in words, denied,
through the whole controversy, by any one, but as frequently asserted on the one side as on the other. But the
decisions of the Civil Courts placed us in circumstances in which we could not carry out practically that
Headship. It was not, theoretically and formally speaking, the doctrine of the Headship that was the point at
issue, hut the practical bearings of that doctrine. These practical bearings were thought sufficient to justify
disunion then, and may not these practical bearings, coming in at another point and in an opposite form, and
maintained, theoretically as well as practically, be a bar to union now, justifying us in demanding an arrest of
procedure till the full extent and value of these practical bearings have been measured and weighed? A "paltry
question of money" may turn out to be either the maintenance or subversion of a mighty principle; the
turning-point in a Church's or a nation's history. Nay, it may be to us the vital practical question, whether we
are to be allowed, unmolested, to carry on more than one of our existing schemes of Christian usefulness at
home and abroad. Every theory has two offsprings—legitimate and illegitimate,—and it is only by a minute
examination of the minor features that the true kind of paternity can be discovered. If we discard the question of
endowments as a test of the practical working of a theory, we condemn our ten years' conflict as useless and
insincere; and we justify the taunts of our opponents in that battle, who, once and again, pointed out to us the
easy way of ending the strife by retiring from the field at once, and ceasing to give such importance to what was
after all only "a paltry question of money."

24. It would thus seem that, so long as the Establishment principle suited our purpose and secured our
temporalities, we counted it sacred; nay, were often at a loss for words to express our astonishment at the
blindness of those "Voluntaries" who could not see what the doctrine of the Headship of Christ had to do with
the question of endowments. But as soon as it is of no more pecuniary use to us, or when its depreciation will
serve another end, we come to understand its paltriness. Had we rejected it at the Disruption, the inconsistency
would not have been so noticeable. But we kept, year after year, protesting to our people that we held it as
sacred as ever, till now, when the undervaluing of it is needed, we come to the conclusion that it is a mere
money matter, "outside the Confession of Faith," unimportant in itself, and worse than unimportant when
appealed to in connection with the doctrine of Christ's Headship over kings and nations.

25. The question of endowments is not only a practical one, and as such a recognised exponent of certain
truths or articles of our creed, but its ramifications are of an extensive kind. We find it coming up at the very
commencement of our ecclesiastical history; and assuredly Knox did not treat it, either in regard to schools or
church, as a poor affair of money, though a grasping nobility taunted him with setting forth a "devout
imagination." It has, since then, pervaded our whole polity, and in one shape or other finds its way into every
one of our Courts. It has woven itself into our Constitution, our Schemes, our Acts. Our missions, our schools,
our chaplaincies, our title-deeds, our legacies, our connection with other Churches, are all, more or less, linked
with it. They with whom it is proposed to unite think all religious endowments not only inexpedient but
unlawful and sinful, and therefore cannot, without violence to their consciences, join us in retaining them, or
homologate any acts of ours by which they are retained. Nor can we, who deem them lawful, pass Acts, by
whatever majority, or carry out proceedings year by year, in connection with the acceptance of money from the
State, whereby the consciences of brethren will be aggrieved. The principle, that the minority could not help
themselves, seeing majorities must rule, would not apply in the case of positive and deliberate sin; and to
connive at "congregational" acceptances of money from the State under the plea that the Church, as a body, had
nothing to do with the acts of individual congregations, however contrary to the mind of Christ, would be
subversive of all discipline, as well as inconsistent with that law of ecclesiastical responsibility which connects
the doings of all the members and congregations of our Church with its several Courts, from the lowest to the
highest. No Presbytery nor General Assembly could legalise sin,
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nor connive at the commission of it by any congregation or kirk-session within its bounds. In such a case,

where the question between the majority and minority would turn upon the commission or non-commission of
sin (as, for example, on the payment or non-payment of the annuity tax, the reception or non-reception of
money for our schools), there could be no compromise; and the alternative would be, that the minority should
retire from a Church which thus violates Christ's laws, or that the majority, yielding to the conscience of the
minority, should sanction the refusal to pay the annuity tax,—should give up all endowments for schools or
missions, and all connection with Churches who are guilty of the sin of accepting the money of the nation for
religious purposes. Thus "Voluntaryism" would not only be an open question, but triumphant.

26. The question of endowments is not to be more disparagingly treated than that of ministerial support.
Our own Sustentation Fund might be thus refused a locus standi in the construction of the new Church; and
Paul's maxim, that the labourer is worthy of his hire, might be, in like manner, postponed or set aside when



found convenient. Certainly Knox and his fellow-workers did not speak of endowments in the terms which are
now used regarding them, nor did the men of the Disruption thus depreciate them. The language now used by
some regarding them is new in the Free Church, and but little in keeping with the past history of the Church of
Scotland. As soon as that language comes to be homologated by Articles of Union our historical identity is
gone.

27. It is, then, the practical nature of the endowment question, in connection with Scriptural principle
involved, that makes it so important, for it is the development that tests the theory. This meets us at every point.
It will not let us alone, even though we should consent to let it alone. It is not altogether the intrinsic magnitude
of the questions between us and our Congregational and Baptist brethren that keeps us asunder; it is their
practical character. They cannot be open questions; not merely because they are important, but because in the
working of them collision would be inevitable. The formula given in the Report of the Union Committee, and
affirmed by last Assembly to be "no bar to union," might have been such as we could subscribe, but this assent
is neutralised by the divergent practical interpretations put upon the formula. As soon as we come to work it the
diversity emerges. Our United Presbyterian brethren would work it out in one way, and we in another. So long
as this practical ambiguity exists it is impossible to affirm of any proposition that it is "no bar to union." Unless
we know how it is to be worked out in the jurisprudence, the proceedings, and the schemes of the Church, we
are not in circumstances to pronounce it no bar. Admitting that some of our brethren do see their way to accept
this formula, with all its practical ambiguity, and declared so in last Assembly, that should not make them
indifferent to the scruples of those who do not. They cannot but see that it is no light matter to accept of a
union, in which, while agreeing in propositions, we shall be at variance in practice; a union in which we shall
not be able to carry on our great schemes as heretofore, or act out our great principles, or preserve our history,
or maintain our past connection with such sister Churches as the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, to whose
sympathy, and liberality, and brotherly kindness, we have owed so much for twenty-four years.
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28. The practical uncertainty or ambiguity of the article in question does then, in our judgment, make it a

bar to union. But besides this, it is not enough to affirm of any article, negatively, that it is no such bar; it is
desirable that we should be able to adopt it, positively and heartily, as an indispensable link in the chain which
is to knit us together. Each article should be a bond of brotherhood, and the expression of true sympathy
between all the members of the Church.

29. It is of great moment that at the present time we should not drop our testimony as a Church to the
practical aid due from national rulers, as such, to the cause of Christ. That question is coming up in a form and
magnitude which it has not hitherto been allowed to assume, and it would be unwise in us to place ourselves in
a position which would prevent our voice from being heard with effect. Our testimony is at present, and will
continue to be, a disinterested one in behalf of the obligation of the rulers of nations to uphold the laws of
Christ that are essential to the well-being of society, and to provide to a greater or less extent, as required, for
the maintenance and extension of the means of instruction in the truths of the Gospel. We are now in most
favourable circumstances to advocate this practical national countenance of the truth, and to protest against
every kind of national patronage and promotion of error. In the new position proposed for us, with these open
questions on the one hand, and the open advocacy of an uncompromising Voluntaryism on the other, we should
soon feel ourselves unable to raise our old testimony, and be forced to petition equally against the endowment
of truth and error,—which the Church of Scotland for these three centuries has not yet done. Our voice will not
be heard as against error, but against truth as well.

30. To those who reckon the Government support of truth a sin, the way may be clear for the annihilation of
all public provision for its maintenance; but to those who consider the non-support of truth a failure of duty, the
solution of the difficulty is not so easy. The cessation of all national support of the truth is not the true way of
meeting the difficulty as to the indiscriminate endowment of all religions. Without attempting to solve this hard
problem of the present day, we are bound to consider the duty of the magistrate, from which no opinion of ours
can release him, and which yet has become so difficult to discharge, because of the divided state of the nation.
And in looking at this duty in the light in which our fathers did, we are the more bound to maintain our present
position, as that in which we can most effectually deal with the great questions of the day emerging out of it.

31. The importance of union has been pressed upon us, from some quarters, because of the political
strength it would secure to the Non-Established Churches of Scotland. We dread and deprecate such a line of
argument, even if we could expect any strength from union without unity. It is not legitimate for those who
belong to a kingdom which is not of this world. It degrades the question of Christian union. "We deprecate the
intermeddling of the magistrate with the polities of the Church; we no less deprecate the interference of the
Church, as a body, with the politics of the world. To urge on the union because of the additional political
influence which a large Church would possess, is certainly to act neither in the letter nor in the spirit of the
Lord in praying for the oneness of His members.



32. The reservation of certain questions (such as the introduction of organs,
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and the endowment of our foreign mission schools or home schools) seems to us unwise and unfair; and the

handing over of these to the new Church for discussion (which has been laid down as a line of policy by
respected ministers of the United Presbyterian Church), we consider one of the most dangerous parts of the
present scheme. It seems to us a deliberate declaration of intestine and inevitable war. It is the politic quashing
of present controversies, lest they should he an impediment to union, with the certain prospect of these
divisions breaking forth in greater keenness as soon as the Churches come together. Present strife is to be put
down, with the assurance to the contending parties that the day is coming and the field preparing for fully
fighting out their battles. All the elements of discord are to be, not thrown out, but gathered together for future
use. The combustibles are to be laid up in store till the new Assembly meets, and then the torch is to be applied.
Questions, regarding which there has been unanimity in each Church separately, are to be handed over to the
united body for debate; so that the preliminaries of present union are the preparations for future war. If such
questions are to be discussed, let them be discussed now. If they can be settled, let them be settled now. Let us
come to an understanding, as soon as possible, not only as to the Articles of Union, but as to the practical
working of these Articles. If our United Presbyterian brethren are right, let us adopt their views and policy
before union, and save the new Assembly (whenever that may meet) from scenes of annual strife, and the new
Presbyteries from perpetual controversy. If otherwise, let us understand each other now explicitly as to what is
to be our future course of action.

33. Believing that the union as now projected affects the most vital interests of the Church, and goes to the
very root of what are called "Church principles;" believing also that the change contemplated amounts to a
dissolution of the Free Church as settled at the Disruption and to the construction of another, from the platform
of which some of our distinctive principles are struck out under the name of "open questions"—we ask that the
membership of the Church be consulted. They were specially consulted in every step leading on to the Disunion
of 1843; they ought to be consulted again in reference to the proposed Union. They were recognised parties in
the former case, so ought they to be in the latter. We were careful to make everything known to them, and to
carry them along with us in all we said and did. It ought to be so now; for the "Union" is not to be a union of
Church Courts or of ministers, but of the Christian people. We ought to have taken measures, before coming to
any decision in regard to any of the points involved, to ascertain whether the people are going along with the
movement. The last Assembly acted as if the whole matter was to be arranged by Committees and Church
Courts, and presented to the people in the end for their passive acquiescence, as an ordinary deliverance on any
common piece of business. We must know what the congregations think, for even unanimity in all the Church
Courts would avail nothing, if the membership of the Churches be adverse or divided. A unanimous
membership is as necessary as a unanimous Synod or Assembly. Not a hoof, in the shape of a member, even the
poorest, should be left behind. If this is not attended to, we are persuaded that very many of our people will
consider themselves not merely as overlooked, but as betrayed. And this is genuine Presbyterianism, which not
only allows but demands, that on certain occasions the Christian people be consulted, and effect given to their
judgment. They have a standing in many cases, and only Prelacy would deny them this; but specially have they
a standing in the present case. It is pre-eminently their own. It is the question of union between the members of
two Presbyterian Churches; and in this, above all, the voice of the membership ought to be heard; they are
leading parties in the case. They have rights—"non-intrusion" rights—which must be respected. They are the
special parties in any union contract; they are so as individual Christians; they are specially so as members of
Presbyterian Churches.

34. We dread precipitation in a matter like this. An ill-assorted union would soon be repented of, and prove
worse than our present state of separate action. They who are conducting the movement have repeatedly and
solemnly assured us that there shall be no such haste; and yet the movement is urged on without slackening,
and every step gained is made a reason for more urgent action. Many earnest unionists see no reason why union
should not be immediate. They first, by their peculiar line of action, make the thing, as they think, inevitable,
and then they proclaim it such. Thus, calm judgment is overborne; the wavering are frightened into decision;
the refractory are bowed into submission; the Union is consummated in haste, to be repented of at leisure.

35. We are at a loss to know what, in such a case, is to become of those of us who do not see our way to
union. Are we really to be coerced by a majority in a matter of this kind, where reason and charity, not
numbers, ought to sway? We may be self-willed in the estimation of many; we may not have given reasons for
our proceedings sufficient to satisfy others; but if our consciences remain unconvinced, what are we to do, or
what is to be done with us? We are Free Churchmen of 1843; we have not changed; we want no change; we
desire to preserve the Free Church in its Disruption integrity; we wish to keep our Standards intact, our schemes
unaltered, our principles unfettered, our liberty to act out our well-known Protest uncurtailed. We are not
"Erastians;" we are not "Voluntaries;" and we refuse to be forced into a position in which we must be silent as



to the duties of the Civil Magistrate in his connection with the Church, as laid down in our Confession, and as
held by our fathers from the Reformation. Union with about six hundred brethren of another Church, who hold
entirely different views from us as to these duties of the Magistrate, seems to us a serious matter. We are driven
into a most painful position; unwilling to obstruct, yet unable to give way. We cannot repudiate our
"engagements," or our "protests," or our "claim of rights," or our "deeds of demission." We cannot pare down
our articles, nor throw questions loose which we once reckoned fixed and sacred. We do not regard the
Disruption as the declaration of war against Church Establishments, nor as the stepping-stone to what is
commonly called "Voluntaryism," nor as a release from the 23d chapter of the Confession, nor as the
inauguration of an "advanced" ecclesiasticism. We do not desire to undo our Disruption work, nor to unsay our
Disruption testimony.

36. In making these statements we disclaim the thought of charging our brethren who differ from us with
any intentional deviation from our Standards beyond what they explicitly avow. We mean to say that such is
our interpretation of their proceedings, and our impression of their speeches. We may be wrong, but many
things have been said and done recently which we cannot reconcile with Disruption Free-Churchism.

37. We are the friends, not the enemies, of true Christian union. We love as brethren all who love the Lord
Jesus Christ, "both theirs and ours;" but we dread a union of compromise; it would be the seed-sowing of
internal strife. We resent a union of compression, Such as a majority might force upon the Church. We must
love and agree, and understand each other thoroughly before we can unite.

38. True union may not be consummated so swiftly as that which is false, but it will be enduring and
blessed. Harmony both of mind and heart, both of principle and of sentiment, must grow; it cannot he forced; it
refuses to obey majorities, however large.

39. We do not undervalue true union. We do not advocate isolation, far less variance and jealousy. Our
prayer is that the divided Church of God on earth may become one; one externally as well as internally; one in
government as well as one in creed. Yet we are not bound to adopt all modern theories of union, nor to
acquiesce in any special scheme which appears to us at variance with Scripture, with the principles of our
Church, and our own solemn vows.

40. We pray for union, and for the removal from all Churches of whatever hinders it. But in order to this,
we pray especially for the shedding down of the Holy Spirit on all who name the name of Christ, as the true and
safe preparation for such a union. When that mighty Spirit comes with his full flood of blessing, as the Spirit of
truth, and holiness, and love, then Christian sympathy will spring up unbidden, and unity will make union
become as easy as now it is difficult. In carrying out that blessed union there will be no heat of controversy, no
pressure either of argument or influence, no majorities nor minorities, no victories nor defeats, no extruded
brethren, no troubled consciences, no heavy hearts, no doubtful disputations, no compromised truths. Spiritual
sympathies will overflow and work out Christian harmony. It will be a thorough union both of creeds and souls,
not a mere junction of ecclesiastical Courts; a union of righteousness, and joy, and love.

41. We have been asked, once and again, Are you prepared to incur the responsibility of arresting the
present Union movement? Being fully persuaded that this movement, as recently conducted, is at variance with
the truth which we have sworn to maintain, we are prepared for this. Nor should we have taken the steps we
have done had we not been so. We did not shrink from a greater responsibility in 1843—that of dividing the
Church,—and we shall not shrink from this. We have deliberately taken up our ground, and we mean to
maintain it. We do not oppose true union, we reject the untrue and unscriptural.

42. We ask in return, Are our brethren prepared to incur the responsibility of rending the Free Church
asunder?
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This is a result of yet graver import than the other, and, so far as we can judge from the present aspect of

things, nothing less than this is likely to be the issue of the present proceedings and scheme. It is unfair in the
aggressive party to charge the defensive one with being the cause of discord. Let us alone, we say; let us retain
intact our Free Church constitution; desist from making a demand upon our consciences which we cannot
concede. It is with assailants, not with defenders, that the responsibility rests in such a case.

43. In conclusion, we protest against the way in which we have been misrepresented as enemies of
Christian unity. We are not careful to answer all the imputations cast upon us; but we may say that we reckon
them unfair and unchristian; unworthy of men aiming at union; unwise, no less than ungenerous, as tending not
to conciliate but to exasperate; intolerant also, as if brethren were to be coerced, not won; indicative more of
impatience and self-will than of confidence in a holy cause. A course like this is adverse to all kindly
deliberation, and fatal to any solid adjustment of the question,—a question which, more than most, ought to
carry us out of the region of human passion. The movement is one which appeals to our deepest sympathies as
Christian men, and should therefore lead us to seek the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace. It is a movement
which involves not only the principles of true Churchmanship, but of brotherly kindness and charity in the



fullest sense; and while proposing to make us see eye to eye with brethren of another Church, long separated, it
must not overlook the greater necessity of keeping us side by side with brethren of our own Church, from
whom we have never been estranged. The difficulties of the question are great; and any solution of them which
proceeds on an underrating of the calamity of internal discord either from the alienation of brethren or the
importation into the Church of divisions which have hitherto existed outside, must be defective. Not only will
the acquisition of new friends be small compensation for the estrangement of the old,—the long tried and long
trusted fellow-soldiers and fellow-sufferers of other days; but it will, of a surety, originate and perpetuate two,
or more, distinct parties in the new Church with conflicting views and irreconcilable lines of policy, with
separate histories to refer to, and separate precedents to guide them. Whether the future annals of a Church
composed of such elements are likely to justify the cost and peril of the erection is not for us to say. We confess
ourselves unable to acquiesce in the present scheme of union, in the position and form which it has now
assumed, or to approve of the way in which it is being carried out. Here we take our stand. There may come
light out of darkness. We may be spared many things which we dread. Our brethren may yet respect our
convictions. The day of open questions may yet be distant. We would rather deprecate the evil than forecast it.
Yet we could not be silent; though we make the present appeal to brethren with mingled hope and fear

Appendix.

No. I.—Hurry and Hard Driving.
Dr R. Buchanan, in 1863, said—"There are difficulties, and these of various kinds .... But in order that we

may deal with them wisely, and find a way to remove them, men must not be unduly hurried. (Applause.) The
truth is, in all such unions it is not merely men's views and convictions, but their feelings that need to be
harmonised. . . . . . . Hitherto we have been like two trains running, not, indeed, in opposite ways, but at least on
different lines. If we are to come together, as I earnestly hope and firmly believe we shall (applause), we must
not approach the point of junction at too great a speed. (Laughter.) We must glide into the Union station so
gently that when we meet and touch no shock shall be felt, and that even the most timorous passenger shall not
be disturbed in his seat. (Loud laughter and applause.)" He again said, at the termination of the Union
debate,—"I feel that if this matter be not prosecuted as it has been begun, that is, in a spirit and in a way and
manner that will carry the confidence Dot merely of some, or even of a considerable portion of this House and
the Church, but which will carry the confidence of the Church at large, in vain shall we proceed in it at all.
(Applause.)" And again, in the Assembly 1866, Dr Buchanan said—"That we ought to proceed in it cautiously
and with the utmost deliberation, I deeply feel. To use one of the terse and memorable phrases of our illustrious
Chalmers, there must be 'no hurry or hard driving' in a matter of this momentous kind. In time of war, when
richly laden ships have to be convoyed across the sea, the armed vessels that guard them must regulate their
speed not by that of the fastest, but by that of the slowest sailer in the fleet. (Laughter and applause.)" Even so
late as January 9 of this present year, so little indication was given to the Church of approaching haste and
hurry, that Dr Bannerman carried an overture in the Edinburgh Presbytery, supported by Dr Candlish, Dr Rainy,
and Sir H. W. Moncreiff, to the effect, that it "was highly important and necessary, in connection with the
present negotiations for union, and the negotiating parties, that the Church should inquire into the whole
principles embodied in the Word of God that ought to regulate the duty of union as between the separate
Churches." This "highly important and necessary" inquiry has not yet been instituted. Will these four brethren
tell us when it is to be begun?

No. II.—The Confession of Faith and Endowments.
In the 23d chapter of the "Confession of Faith," sec. 3, it is said to be the duty of the Civil Magistrate to

"take order" that "all the ordinances of God be duly settled, administered, and observed." It has been justly held
that these words refer to the establishment of the Church at first, and the continued maintenance and support of
Divine ordinances by the Civil Magistrate. To "settle," Dr Johnson says, means, amongst other things, "to place
in any certain state," "to establish," "to fix inalienably by legal sanctions."

The following are given as Scripture texts to illustrate and prove the duty thus said to be incumbent on the
Civil Magistrate. Isa. xlix. 23—"And kings shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy nursing mothers."
Ezra vii. 23—"Whatsoever is commanded by the God of heaven, let it be diligently done, for the house of the
God of heaven: for why should there be wrath against the realm of the king and his sons?" This text, quoted by
the Westminster Divines, refers to the command of Artaxerxes immediately preceding, viz., "That whatsoever
Ezra the priest, the scribe of the law of the God of heaven, shall require of you, let it be done speedily, unto an
hundred talents of silver, and to an hundred measures of wheat, and to an hundred baths of wine, and to an
hundred baths of oil, and salt without prescribing how much." Most people would surely regard this as of the



nature of an endowment. They afterwards quote Ezra vii. 27—"Blessed be the Lord God of our fathers, which
hath put such a thing as this in the king's heart, to beautify the house of the Lord which is in Jerusalem." These
texts wore furnished at the request of the Parliament of England, and they would be without meaning if they did
not imply that material help might lawfully be given, and ought in proper circumstances to be given, by nations
to the Church. The faith of the Church, moreover, must always be held to rest not on the letter of the
Confession, but on those Scripture truths which the Confession embodies, and to which it refers. Till recently
this view was never disputed. We shall give two illustrations of this.

Dr Patrick Macfarlan, in his Letters to his People,
Edinburgh, Third Edition, Letter II., page 8.
says—"It is predicted of the Kingdom of Christ that the kings of Tarshish and the isles should bring

presents; that the kings of Sheba and Seba should offer gifts; but instead of being permitted to interfere in the
administration of the affairs of Christ's Kingdom, the prophet adds, 'Yea, all kings shall fall down before him:
all nations shall serve him.' 'Kings,' saith the prophet Isaiah, shall be thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy
nursing mothers.' It is added, 'They shall bow down to thee with their faces towards the earth, and lick off the
dust of thy feet.' These, and a variety of other passages, prove that it is the duty and privilege of civil rulers to
protect and encourage the Church of Christ, and to provide for its support and extension in the world;

Confession of Faith, chap, xxiii. § 3.
but while the Church keeps within its own province, and occupies itself solely with things spiritual, they are

not at liberty to intermeddle in the management of its affairs."
Dr Cunningham, referring to the same passage in the Confession, in his chapter on "The Westminster

Confession on the Relation between Church and State," says—"The introductory words, that he 'hath authority,
and it is his duty,' do not necessarily mean more than that it is competent to, and incumbent upon him; and then
the next phrase, 'to take order,' on which the meaning of the whole statement essentially depends, can easily be
proved, according to the usus loquendi of that and the preceding period, to mean to attend to, aim at, to see
about, to provide for, to labour to effect . . . . . The words, then, do not necessarily or naturally mean more than
that the Civil Magistrate is entitled and bound to seek to effect the different objects here specified, which are all
comprehended under the general heads of the welfare of religion, and the purity and prosperity of the Church of
Christ. This is just the principle of National Establishments, which we believe to be not only true but
important."—Church Principles, pp. 225—6.

Apart from the Westminster Confession of Faith, this doctrine has been maintained by the Church of
Scotland ever since the Reformation.

The old Scots Confession (1560), chap, xxiv., holds that Magistrates not only "are appointed for civil
policy, but also for maintenance of the pure religion."

The Second Book of Discipline says—"It pertains to the office of a Christian Magistrate to assist and
fortify the godly proceedings of the Kirk in all behalfs, and namely, to see that the public estate and ministry
thereof be maintained and sustained, as it appertains according to God's Word."—Chap, x., section 2.

In the Larger Catechism of the Westminster Assembly, under the petition, "Thy kingdom come," it is said
that this prayer means, amongst other things, that the Church shall be "countenanced and maintained by the
Civil Magistrate."—Question 191.

In the Protest tabled by Dr Welsh in St Andrews Church, on 18th May 1843, forming the very act of the
Disruption, the subscribers say—"And finally, while firmly asserting the right and duty of the Civil Magistrate
to maintain and support an Establishment of religion in accordance with God's Word." They also speak of "our
enforced separation from an Establishment which we loved and prized;" whilst the Claim, Declaration, and
Protest of 1842 affirms the Establishment principle still more strongly.

In the "Catechism of the Principles and Constitution of the Free Church of Scotland," prepared by the Rev.
Andrew Gray of Perth, and published in 1844, "by authority of the Publication Committee of the General
Assembly," it is said that rulers (p. 12) are bound "to guard the liberties of the Church; to have respect to the
interests thereof in the administration of their affairs, and to employ their power and resources in such a way as
shall best contribute to its successful progress within their territory and throughout the world." Of this
Catechism Dr Cunningham, in 1847, after the new Formula was made, says it is "now well known in this land,
in which I am sure every one will admit the great leading principles of our testimony are most clearly, carefully,
ably, and effectively set forth."

In 1851, the General Assembly "unanimously agreed to sanction the publication of a volume containing the
Subordinate Standards, and other authoritative documents" of the Free Church. An ACT AND DECLARATION of
a historical nature was adopted, and not only printed in the Acts of Assembly, but given as a preface to this
volume of Free Church Standards, published by Johnstone & Hunter in the same year, 1851. This Act contains,
amongst other things, a declaration, that this Church has "always strenuously advocated the doctrine taught in
Holy Scripture, that nations and their rulers are bound to own the truth of God, and to advance the kingdom of



His Son. And accordingly, with unfeigned thankfulness did she acknowledge the good hand of the Lord when,
after prolonged contests with the enemies of the Reformation . . . . .a national recognition and solemn sanction
of her constitution, as it had been settled by her own authority according to the Word, was at last obtained, first
in the Act of Parliament 1567, and again, more completely, in the Act of Parliament 1592, then and since
regarded by her as the great constitutional charter of her Presbyterian government and freedom."

Again, in reference to the doctrine held by the Associate Synod, admitted in 1839, the same Act
says—"And whereas the members of the Associate Synod do heartily concur with us in holding the great
principle of an Ecclesiastical Establishment, and the duty of acknowledging God in our national as well as our
individual capacity."

The Act goes on to say—"holding firmly to the last, as she holds still, and through God's grace will ever
hold, that it is the duty of civil rulers to recognise the truth of God according to His Word, and to promote and
support the kingdom of Christ without assuming any jurisdiction in it, or any power over it; and deeply
sensible, moreover, of the advantages resulting to the community at largo, and especially to its more destitute
portions, from the public endowment of pastoral charges among them," etc.

The Act concludes as follows:—"And finally resolved and determined, as in the sight and by the help of
God, to prosecute the ends contemplated from the beginning, in all the acts and deeds of her Reforming Fathers,
until the errors which they renounced shall have disappeared from the land, and the true system which they
upheld shall be so universally received that the whole people, rightly instructed in the faith, shall unite to
glorify God the Father in the full acknowledgment of the kingdom of His Son, our blessed Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ, to whose name be praise, for ever and ever. Amen."

In the Assembly 1852, a majority of the Synod of Original Seceders was admitted into the Free Church, on
the ground of a Representation and Appeal, which is declared to be in "no respect inconsistent with the
Standards of this Church, or with the principles for which she has been honoured to contend in the best and
purest periods of her history." Part of the said Representation is as follows:—"We believe that nations in their
national capacity, and rulers as rulers, are subject to His (i.e., Christ's) authority, and bound, according to the
nature of the powers bestowed on them, to do what in them lies to promote His cause and glory. We believe
that the Church and the State being equally ordinances of God, equally subject to Christ's authority, and equally
bound to advance His interests, ought, in accordance with the respective powers conferred on them, to support
one another in promoting whatever is good, and especially that they ought to co-operate together for promoting
the glory of God and the real welfare of man."

In the Assembly 1853, Dr Candlish moved—"That this Church maintains unaltered and uncompromised,
the principles set forth in the Claim of Right of 1842, and the Protest of 1843, relative to the lawfulness and
obligation of a Scriptural alliance between the Church of Christ and the State, and the conditions upon which
such an alliance ought to be regulated," etc. After stating that there was no present call to apply to the
Legislature, the Act goes on to say—"That it is the duty of the Church, all the more on this account, to adopt
measures for keeping before the minds of the people, and especially of the rising generation, the principles
which this Church holds, and the position which she occupies as the Free Protesting Church of Scotland."

In the Union Committee, whilst the United Presbyterian section maintained, "that it is not competent to the
Civil Magistrate to give legislative sanction to any creed in the way of setting up a Civil Establishment of
religion, nor is it within his province to provide for the expense of the ministrations of religion out of the
national resources; that Jesus Christ, as solo King and Head of His Church, has enjoined upon His people to
provide for maintaining and extending it by free-will offerings, that this being the ordinance of Christ, it
excludes State aid for these purposes:" the Free Church section unanimously, and throughout, declared that, "as
an act of national homage to Christ, the Civil Magistrate ought, when necessary and expedient, to afford aid
from the national resources to the cause of Christ, provided always that in doing so, while reserving full control
over his own gift, he abstain from all authoritative interference in the internal government of the
Church."—Report of the Union Committee, 1807.

It must require a very large measure of courage or credulity, after reading all these quotations, not to speak
of many others which might be made, to believe that the Confession of Faith docs not affirm, or that the Free
Church is not committed to the maintenance of, the principle of a Church Establishment.

Voluntaryism and the Establishment Principle.
Dr Robert Buchanan, in introducing a course of lectures on Church Establishments, at Glasgow, in 1835,

said, amongst other things,—"The one great doctrine which we, as Churchmen, maintain, and which
Voluntaries deny, is shortly this:—That whenever the ruling powers among any people have been called to the
knowledge and belief of that Word which was given for the light and for the life of men, it is incumbent on
them publicly to profess their allegiance to the great God and Saviour whom it reveals; and it is their duty,
officially, to use their power and influence to bring then-people also to know, and to acknowledge, and to obey



the same Divine Redeemer. And the reason wherefore we maintain that this duty is binding upon them is thus
stated in the Confession of Faith, because 'God, the Supreme Lord and King of all the world, hath ordained
Civil Magistrates to be, under Him, over the people, for His own glory, and for the public good.' For as the
glory of God and the good of men are both mainly promoted through the faith and obedience of the truth as it is
in Jesus, they whom God has set in authority over nations for these special ends must be bound to employ that
instrument, viz., the diffusion of the Gospel among their people, by which alone these ends can be effectually
advanced. This is the real nature of the question at issue.

* * * * * * * * *
If we hold, as the Voluntaries do, that kings and rulers ought not, in their public and official capacity, to

profess themselves to be servants of the Lord Jesus Christ—that they ought not, publicly and officially, to
recognise His religion as that which alone is true—that they ought not, publicly and officially, to interpose their
authority to have its truths made known, and its ordinances observed among the people over whom they have
been placed—if, I say, we hold, as the Voluntaries do, that kings and rulers ought not to do any of these things,
then we virtually maintain, that though God's revealed will may be a rule for the guidance of private, it is not
binding as a rule of public life; that a man may be one thing as an individual, and another thing as clothed with
the public office of a Civil Magistrate; that in the former ho may be, and ought to be, a Christian; that in the
latter he must be an infidel."

In farther illustrating the evils of Voluntaryism, Dr Buchanan traced the movement directly to Satan.
Speaking of all the efforts of that great adversary against the Church of Scotland, and of the recent "times of
reviving and refreshing," he exclaims—"What was her old enemy to do now! The tyranny of an arbitrary
government was no longer at hand, to be stirred up on the ancient plea of the Church's too great freedom and
independence. With matchless effrontery he now comes forth as the very advocate of that freedom and
independence he had once laboured to destroy. So jealous is he now of the very appearance of subjection, that
he will have her divorced from the Stale altogether."

Dr Candlish, in the Assembly 1853, said—"For my part, so far from having any inclination to
accommodate our principles and practice to the principles and practice of other non-established Churches in
Scotland, I confess, to my mind, and, I believe, to the minds of many, the Voluntary principle as it is called, has
come out since the Disruption as an infinitely worse thing than we ever thought it looked before the Disruption.
I thoroughly feel that I have got more insight since the Disruption, within the last few years, into the falsehood
in principle and mischiefs in practice of the Voluntary doctrine, than we ever had before. (Cheers.)"

Right Principles of Union.
When the Original Seceders were admitted into the Free Church in 1852, Dr Candlish said—"To-night we

stand out as uniting upon the ground of opposition to Erastianism on the one hand, and Voluntaryism on the
other. (Loud cheers.) This is in substance—in short compass—the ground and foundation of our present union.
"We stand out as united together upon this common opposition to Erastianism on the one hand, and
Voluntaryism on the other. If we had not been practically testifying against Erastianism, our brethren would not
have been prepared to join with us—(hear, hear, and cheers)—and if they not been practically testifying against
Voluntaryism, and that in circumstances of peculiar difficulty and trial, I venture to say we-would not have been
prepared to unite with them. (Renewed cheers.)"—Proceedings of Assembly, p. 19. Edinburgh: Greig & Son.
1852.

The Law of Ecclesiastical Property.
Mr Innes, in his able book on "The Law of Creeds in Scotland,"
Edinburgh: Blackwood & Sons.
thus sums up the present state of the law:—"That when a Church or general ecclesiastical body changes its

principles, it cannot compel the congregation to go with it. That when the Church, without changing its
principles, merges its separate identity by union with another body, it cannot compel the congregation to go
along with it. That not only a majority, but even a minority of the congregation, has a right to vindicate the
congregational property in the two cases last mentioned." (P. 363.) The application of these principles to any
attempt to force a union on the footing of abandoning our distinctive principles, and to carry over the property
of the Free Church to a united Church, without the consent of the ministers and people, is sufficiently obvious,
and has been established by several recent decisions.

No. III.—The Principles of the Disruption, as Explained by Dr Candlish.
The following extract from Dr Candlish's Manse Fund speech, delivered at Glasgow, 13th November 1855,

and reported in the Witness newspaper on the 17th of that month, will abundantly prove our statement, that the



minority in last Assembly were simply defending the principles of the Disruption against an attempt to abandon
them:—

"We must never forget the position we occupy as a Church in this country—the position, I mean, which we
profess to occupy. Of course I do not mean to say that all other bodies of Christians in the land can be brought
to acknowledge that, the position we claim is our real one, but we ourselves believe it to be the real one, and
should never, in the closest and most friendly association with others, shut our eyes to the position we claim as
in the sight of God our true position. We ought, as a Church, to cultivate the closest and most intimate relations
of Christian brotherhood with the non-established Churches in this land, and especially with our Presbyterian
brethren adhering to other bodies who have left the Establishment; but with all our friendly feelings towards
them, and our anxiety to co-operate in every good work, we can never forget that, as regards them, the position
we claim to occupy is this, that we are the Church of Scotland, from which they seceded, and to which,
according to the principles of their seceding fathers, they might fairly be expected to return. I do not, of course,
expect our friends of the United Presbyterian body, or other bodies not established, to acknowledge and admit
that claim to the full extent to which we make it; but, nevertheless, I hold it to be of vast importance to the
interests of Presbyterianism in Scotland, in the long run, and these, I think, are identified with the interests of
the Church of Christ—that we should maintain our position as the Church of Scotland, from which the Erskines
and Fishers seceded, and to which their descendants may be expected to return. As regards our brethren and
friends in the Establishment, with many of whom we may co-operate in the work of the Lord, we must never
forget, nor allow the world to forget, that we hold the Establishment to be a thing of yesterday, a creation of
Lord Aberdeen's—a thing which has existed only since 1843, and which, if not a creation of Lord Aberdeen's,
is at least the creation of the Court of Session and the House of Lords,—that we hold the present Establishment
to be a pure novelty, not the old Church of our fathers, but a Church got up when we were driven forth from our
connection with the State. We did not leave behind us the Church of Scotland; we did not leave any Church at
all, except a Church constituted anew in terms of a decision of the Court of Session and House of Lords.
However much we may esteem, and be willing to co-operate with, many in the Establishment, we cannot be
parties to any proceeding that shall acknowledge the Established Church as dating from any period before 1843.
The dale of the existence of the present Established Church of Scotland is 1843. The dale of our existence is
1560. We can trace our unbroken pedigree through many vicissitudes, trials, and persecutions, from that
eventful year when first the General Assembly met in Scotland; by all the historical signs and marks which can
possibly identify a national Church; we can certainly trace our descent far more clearly than any bishop can
trace back his to the apostles. That being our position, we are not, in the exercise of any false or spurious
charity, to be found for a moment admitting that the Established Church, as it now exists, is a Church of older
date than the last thirteen years. I am prepared to maintain that these views are entirely consistent with the
purest and widest exercise of Christian charity; but be that as it may, they are views which, in consistency, the
Free Church must hold, maintain, and avow in the face of all the world. They may be branded as fanatical,
called sectarian, abused as uncharitable. I cannot help that; it is the truth as I hold it, and as the Free Church
holds it. We maintain, on the one hand, as regards other non-established Presbyterian bodies, that we are the
Church from which their fathers seceded; and, on the other hand, we maintain, as regards the present
Establishment, that we are the old hereditary Church of Scotland—the present Establishment being only
thirteen years of age. But, important as our position is, especially as viewed historically and in a national or
Scottish point of view, the principles which our Church is called to maintain, and for which she is called to
testify, are tenfold more important still. Our constitutional position is important,—the position which belongs to
us in terms of the settlement of the Presbyterian Church, not only from the beginning, but after all the sufferings
of persecution times, and at the era of the Revolution. And if we shall ever be tempted, in the exercise of any
spurious charity, or to gain any temporary end, to do anything that implies the relinquishment of that principle,
we shall be false to ourselves, stultifying all we said and did in Disruption times,—false to the great and sainted
men who led us on at the Disruption, and are now passed into glory; and false to that venerable body of the
most eminent judges in this country—the minority in point of number, but containing the vast preponderance of
legal talent—Lords Moncreiff, Jeffrey, Cockburn, and others, who distinctly gave their solemn conviction that
the position we now claim to occupy is correct—that we are the Church of the time of the Revolution. We shall
be false not only to them, but false to our Great Head; to Him in whose name it was that we asserted our right
to be a Free and Independent Church before our separation from the State; in whose name it was that we left on
the table of the remanent Establishment our still unanswered Protest. (Great applause.) I have thus viewed
historically and nationally, and with reference both to the past and the future in our own land, the importance of
our position, and of the principles for which we are called to contend. But these are important in a vastly wider
sense. Our position is of course local and territorial, and does not apply to other Churches in other lands, and to
other times; but the principles involved in our struggle are permanent, they are summed up in two truths—the
Lord Jesus Christ is the only King and Head of His own Church, and the Lord Jesus Christ legitimately claims



to be King and Head of all the kingdoms of the earth. (Applause.) These are the two distinctive principles for
which the Free Church is called to contend, and for which she has been willing to suffer—the sole and
exclusive right of the Lord Jesus Christ to give laws to His own people; the right of Christ to rule over all the
kings of the earth; and the obligations under which they lie to regulate all their proceedings with regard to His
Word, and to countenance in every way His cause, and do what they can, by national influence and resources,
to promote the cause of His kingdom. (Applause.) These are the principles for which we are called to testify,
and they are not principles belonging to any particular place or time, but applicable to every Church, wherever
situated, in whatever country or circumstances and woe be to the Free Church, if she ever be found even
appearing to underrate the magnitude and importance of these principles. Most of all, woe to her if it be so in a
crisis like that which now appears to be impending over Christendom, for surely to any one who intelligently
apprehends the principles of the Free Church as regards the freedom and independence of the Church of Christ,
and the right relation between her and the Civil Government, it must be apparent, that if ever these principles
were important in the history of the world, they are important now, and likely to become more and more
important as years run on."

No. IV.—Sin, and the Homage Due to Christ, Proposed to be Made Open
Questions.

In the proposed plan for solving the difficulties in the way of Union, by means of open questions, it is
proposed to make an open question of what is regarded by the one party as sin, and by the other party as a duty.
The United Presbyterians profess to hold that "the ordinance of Christ excludes State aid" for the support of the
Church; in other words, that States which give endowments to the Church, commit an act of sin against the
ordinance of Christ; and yet it is proposed by them to make this an open question! On the other hand, the Free
Church section of the Union Committee maintain, that instead of its being a sin to give endowments to the
Church, it is, in proper circumstances, "an act of national homage to Christ;" and yet it is proposed by the
majority of last Free Assembly to make this also an open question! And the same thing thus proposed to be
done in theory is to be done also in practice. For example, in the case of the Irish Presbyterian Church, which,
on the United Presbyterian theory, is supported in violation of the ordinance of Christ, it is proposed "to leave it
to the United Church to decide what ought to be done" in the way of continuing to hold the closest fellowship
with this sinning body; a proposal which it is very difficult to reconcile with the Voluntary theory. This is also
true in regard to public State grants given for religious education, to which the United Presbyterian Committee
naturally object. The giving of State endowments for teaching religion to the young, is the very same thing, in
principle, as much a violation of the supposed ordinance of Christ, as giving endowments for teaching religion
to the old. The United Presbyterians, therefore, very naturally say (Report of the Union Committee, Assembly
1867)—"We object to grants given on condition that religion be taught in these schools." This is quite
intelligible; but what is added can scarcely be so easily understood. They say—"We would leave it to the
United Church to decide what might be done in this case, reserving for members of the United Church liberty to
testify against what they regard as objectionable." We have hero a sufficient number of open questions—points
left over for the decision of the United (Disunited?) Church; but how the decision of any Church can alter the
nature of sin, or settle questions so very serious, is by no means clear. Yet the majority of last Free Assembly
saw in all this "no bar" to union.

No. V.—The Irish Presbyterian Church.
This Church is nearly as large as the United Presbyterian. A deputation from it appeared at the

Convocation, to cheer the hearts of our ministers in their time of difficulty; and at the Disruption itself, they, in
the face of the Government, cordially made common cause with the Free Church. This brotherly intercourse has
ever since been maintained; but it is a very natural and important question, Can it be maintained after the
contemplated Union, or is the Union to consist only in breaking up one alliance for the purpose of forming
another? This question was discussed in the Union Committee, and it was very evident that the strongest
opposition would be made in the event of the Union, both by the United and Reformed Presbyterian sections to
the continuance of the existing intercourse. After assuming various forms, the final answer of the United
Presbyterian Committee on the subject, as given in to last Assembly, was as follows:—"That, as the views held
and universally acted upon in the United Presbyterian Church are opposed to Civil Establishments of Religion,
and as the endowment of the Presbyterian Church in Ireland forms part of a system of indiscriminate
endowment of truth and error, we are very much opposed to any such intercourse with the Irish Presbyterian
Church as would commit or seem to commit us to an approval of the course adopted by said Church in this
matter; but, at the same time, we would leave it to the United Church to decide what ought to be done in this
case, reserving for members of the the United Church liberty to testify against what they regard as



objectionable." The meaning of this is sufficiently obvious; but the discussions in the last United Presbyterian
Synod made it still more clear. In reference to the appointment of a deputation to the Irish Presbyterian Church,
it was asked, "Would the Moderator, or Dr Cairns himself, consent to act upon the deputation? "Dr Cairns is
reported to have said in reply, "It was distinctly understood in the whole of the discussion, that it would be a
perfectly open question in the Free Church to appoint or not to appoint that deputation; but that if it were
carried by a majority, I, for one, would take leave to enter my decided protest."

No. VI.—The Organ Question.
In regard to the allowing of instrumental music in public worship, Dr Cairns, in the U.P. Synod of 1867,

said—"In 1858, when the subject came up before, I was one of those who supported the granting of liberty in
connection with this matter, and not only so, but my name stands as one of the protesters against the decision of
that year. . . . . From the time we entered into negotiations with other Churches, we forewent our right of
discussion and judicial decision on this question, until either these discussions might be resumed by an
unfortunate breaking off of these negotiations, or our liberty of discussion was restored to us by our meeting on
the floor of a United Christian Church. . . . . I therefore cannot support the view which I held before, which I
hold still, and which, if I were on the floor of a United Church, I would slate afresh, and endeavour to the best
of my ability to defend." On the contrary, Dr Candlish holds, in his Preface to the Essay of Dr Porteous (1856),
that "we are bound to resist the introduction of it," i.e., the organ, "in all other congregations of the Church as
well as in our own." He adds—"All who are conscientiously opposed to it, who regard it as inexpedient and
unlawful, unauthorised and unscriptural, must feel themselves bound, as Presbyterians, to do their utmost
against a proposal to have it even tolerated." Dr Buchanan, in the Assembly of 1858, declared, that "if the
Presbyterian Church in England should actually sanction the introduction of the organ . . . . . he would take the
responsibility of moving the repeal of the law by which ministers in the Presbyterian Church in England could
be translated to charges in the Free Church."—Blue Book, 1858, p. 220.

No. VII.—Present State of the Question.
The resolution adopted by a majority at last Assembly was to the effect, that the Assembly saw [unclear:

NO BAR TO UNION] with those who declare the principle of [unclear: a Church Establishment] to be sinful,
being, as is alleged by them, [unclear: opposed] to an express "ordinance of Christ." This, if confirmed, would
[unclear: of a aboandonment] on the part of the Free Church, of one of the [unclear: must] principles the TEN
YEARS CONFLICT. That conflict might have been avoided if the Church had been willing to take this ground at
first, whilst, by taking it now, we proclaim that we formerly convulsed the kingdom unnecessarily, and were
"martyrs by mistake." It is said that we may still hold the duty of the Magistrate towards the Church as
individuals. This is certainly true. No power on earth can prevent us from holding our private opinions. But the
question relates to the public testimony of the Church, which the decision of last Assembly attempts to alter and
overturn, without consulting the Church as a whole. It is said that the alteration proposed is small. This is the
constant excuse of innovators. Small or great, however, the Assembly had no right to interfere with the fixed
testimony of the Church without special authority; but if the matter in question be so small, why do the United
Presbyterians adhere with such tenacity to the opposite view? Instead of being small, however, it affects the
crown-rights of Christ to the entire homage of nations; the historical position of the Church since the
Reformation, and even the constitution of the kingdom, as connected with the Protestant succession to the
Crown, besides having a direct bearing on a number of practical questions of urgent interest.

But what is to be done now? If we may judge by the report of the proceedings of the Union Committee
which has lately appeared, the union to be pressed forward. The negotiating parties are proceeding as resolutely
as ever, apparently on the assumption that some historical statement and the arrangement of details are alone
necessary, and that the recent proceedings in the Supreme Courts have virtually set aside all difficulties in the
way of principle in carrying out the contemplated result. This, however, must not be allowed. A clear issue has
been raised. The constitution of our Church has been attacked, and in so far as the Assembly had power,
subverted, and no proper means must be left untried to have the members of the Church fully instructed on the
subject, and to have the old Scriptural constitution again proclaimed and acknowledged in the General
Assembly. Let us pray that the Church at large may be fully aroused to the duty and privilege of rallying again,
at this new crisis, around the peculiar "banner displayed" in Scotland over since the Reformation, "because of
the truth," viz., THE UNIVERSAL SUPREMACY OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

Note.
Dr Cairns has since explained, in a letter to the Daily Review of date December 23, as follows:—"What I

did say was, that, while ready to go on any deputation, I should reserve to myself the right, in some way or



other, of showing that I did not thereby surrender my protest against the Regium Donum accepted by the Irish
Presbyterian Church."
Blasphemy. Most Respectfully Dedicated
To s The Rev. T. Roseby, M.A., LL.B., And the Author of
"Christ V. Spiritualism."

Blasphemy:
Who are the Blasphemers? The "Orthodox" Christians, or "Spiritualists?"

Webster defines blasphemy: "1, An indignity offered to God by words or writing; 2, That which derogates
from the prerogatives of God." John the Divine says that "God is love." Admitting both Webster's and John's
definition to be correct, it is difficult to conceive how a greater indignity can be offered to God than in charging
him with being addicted to "eternal hate," "wrath," "vindictiveness," "revenge," or any degrading vices or
propensities that falliable men are liable to.

Now, Spiritualists are often accused of blasphemy, and especially by the Orthodox clericals: let us examine
the subject a little, and learn, if we can, who are the blasphemers—Spiritualists, or their accusers.

In general, Spiritualists hold that John's definiton of God is true, and that the great incomprehensible Power
that sustains and controls the universes is altogether lovely in his attributes, and has done all things well, and
after the exact pattern intended; and that, in spite of man's inability to discern the wisdom and goodness of his
plans, everything will eventually work together for the good of his creatures, and insure to all a never-ending
progress and developement toward a better and a higher state of being. Holding the fall of Adam, as accepted
by the Churches, to be a mere allegory, or myth, they have no belief either in the necessity or the fact of a
vicarious atonement, but regard Jesus of Nazareth as a most eminent reformer and enlightener, such as seems
intended in the Divine economy shall be raised up, from time to time, to meet the progressive knowledge and
wants of humanity. That Jesus received power and inspiration through divinely appointed messengers from
higher spheres, to say and do many wonderful things, Spiritualists believe; but they hold that these spiritual
gifts afford no proof that the physical instrument through which they were exercised was necessarily of especial
Divine origin; much less that he should be endowed with the infinite attributes of the Godhead, as is claimed by
the Orthodox Churches. This, if admitted to be conclusive testimony, would seem to prove too much for their
argument; for it would then follow that all the instruments who have done or now do the seemingly miraculous
works that Jesus did, must likewise be endowed with personal attributes of Deity. Moreover, Spiritualists hold
that Jesus of Nazareth, so far from claiming any especial Divine origin, repeatedly took occasion to disabuse
the superstitious and hero-worship-inclined followers, to whom he mostly addressed his beautiful discourses, of
any such idea We find him not only reproving his followers, but rebuking even the devil for tempting him to
usurp prerogatives belonging only to God. He also tells his disciples, both when clothed in flesh and when he
appeared to them in his spiritual body, that those who truly believe in the gospel he enunciated, should not only
be endowed with power to do the miraculous works that he himself did, but even greater works. And it is a
remarkable fact, that church contemners of what is called "modern Spiritualism" might do well to note, that,
when the risen Jesus, whom they have Deified, sent forth his despised disciples of that day "into all the world,
he instructed them with his latest words how they might distinguish those who believed aright in the gospel he
commissioned them to preach, enumerating certain signs that should "follow them that believe," which,
singularly enough, are substantially the same that very generally attend upon the ministry of the despised "spirit
medium" of this day, but very seldom on that of the ordained ministers of the popular churches. The Orthodox
ministers of that day charged Jesus of Nazareth and his disciples with being blasphemers, and workers of
miracles through the power of the devil, precisely as those of the Orthodox churches in our day charge against
the "spirit mediums" who do the works that Jesus declared all should do who believed in (or rightly received)
him and his gospel Who, then, are the blasphemers—the "Spiritualists," or the "Orthodox?"

If infinite love is the all-pervading attribute of the God of Jesus Christ and his apostle John, then I again say
that nothing more blasphemous can be uttered, than to charge him with being a God of hate and malignancy,
after the manner of Calvinistic Orthodoxy—as may be abundantly proved from the written testimony of its very
highest authorities. John Calvin, the chief comer-stone and founder of the Presbyterian sect, says,—"Children
bring their condemnation with them from their mother's womb, being liable to punishment, not for the sin of
another, but for their own; for, although they have not produced the fruits of their iniquity, they have the seed
inclosed in themselves. Nay, their whole nature is, as it were, a seed of sin; therefore, it cannot but be odious to
and abominable to God."

I submit that this one dogma of Calvin, alone entitles the church he founded to lay claim to one of the seven
heads of the murderous beast seen by the Revelator, that was destined to pervert and trample upon the gospel of



Jesus, all of which were inscribed with the name of "Blasphemy"
Now, hear what the Rev. Jonathan Edwards (the American Calvin,) has to say: "Reprobate infants are

vipers of vengence, which Jehovah will hold over hell in the tongs of his wrath, until they turn and spit venom
in his face." And Emmons, an other reverend Calvinist, in his sixteenth published sermon: "The happiness of
the elect in heaven will in part consist in witnessing the torments of the damned in hell; and among these, it
may be their own children, parents, husbands, wives, and friends on earth. One part of the business of the
blessed is to celebrate the doctrine of reprobation. While the decree of reprobation is eternally executing on the
vessels of wrath, the smoke of their tor- ment will be eternally ascending in view of the vessels of mercy; who
instead of taking the part of these miserable objects, will say, Amen! Halleluiah! Praise the Lord!"

Up to the present time, the priest and the parson, as they ever have been, are the most deadly foes of human
progress; and while with braggart lies they claim that the advance of civilization among the superior Caucasian
race, over that of all others, has resulted from their labors, they stand as they have ever stood, a barrier againt
all attempts to ameliorate our laws or benefit the condition of the poor. It is they who erect and sustain the
gallows—it is they who shut the people from libraries on Sunday! Go, say they, as you see fit, to the "church"
or the grog shop for your recreation on the "Lord's Day," but to the free library you shall not resort, for that of
all institutions is the deadliest foe of ignorance, priestcraft and the church. A thousand criminals may die in
prisons, in cellars, or in garrets, unheeded by priests and parsons; but let one of these be brought to his end on
the gallows, and like crows, that flock about a dying sheep, the black-coated gentry gather around the
despairing sinner, that they may spectacle themselves before the world, and make the real or coined confession
of the culprit minister to their own or the church's glory. But tame indeed, oh, how infinitely tame are all the
millions of horrors that the priest has inflicted in secret and in public on mankind, when compared with the
ghastly system of everlasting punishment that Edwards and his creedists found (and logically so in some
measure) upon that dark and bloody code of Jehovah and the Jews, that Constantine and his council of priests
bound in the same volume with its opposite, the Gospel of Jesus, some fifteen centuries ago, and in the
plentitude of imperial and priestly power dubbed, and forced upon the acceptance of mankind as being in every
line and letter the "Word of God." As in that day, the system of theology then founded upon the Bible,
originated through and in the interests of imperial and priestly despotism—so it has continued ever since. And I
again repeat that there never has been a code of morals or a system of worship invented or practiced on earth
that inculcates precepts, doctrines, and dogmas more debasing and imbruting to humanity (when carried out in
full,) or blasphemously derogatory to the Divine Being, and his attributes of love, mercy, justice, and truth, than
is embodied in the creeds of most of the churches of to-day, and forced upon the acceptance of infantile minds
in our Sunday and other Orthodox schools.

How sickening to the heart of enlightened humanity to know that through the teachings and discipline of
that blasphemous order of men (who have ever "garnished the sepulchers of the prophets, whom their fathers
killed" in other days, and murdered those of their own day), begun with the child at the poor bigoted
priest-ridden mother's breast, the religious heart and mind of Christendom has been so fearfully warped,
perverted and emasculated as to surrender its reason and intellect, and bow in blind obedience at the feet of a
monstrous image that priests have made in their own likeness, "and exalted," in their temples and creeds,
"above all that is willed God," by Jesus of Nazareth as well as by Spiritualists.

What should we think of a fallible earthly potentate, who, for dis- obeying his commands in the matter of
eating tempting but forbidden fruit, placed purposely or inadvertently in their way, should condemn not only
his children, but his children's children to the severest torture for life he could invent. And what if, repenting of
his hasty judgment, the father should, from some fancied and incomprehensible necessity, consent to
partake—in some little degree—of their torment that they might be relieved, would the act be of a quality to
demand excessive praise, think ye? On the contrary, if such a Father was endued with any of the nobler traits of
humanity, would not the bestowal of excessive praise, much less Divine honors, upon him because of his
having made so small a personal sacrifice for the attainment of so great a good for his children, carry with it
under the cirumstances, an implied censure galling to his better nature? And might not the eternal sing-song
laudation at length acquire a mocking tone in his ear as if the cringing sycophants would say, "We, your poor
helpless slaves and children, always supposed you to be a horribly cruel demon, only acting out your nature
when you condemned your poor children to such unspeakable torments; but now that you have relieved them,
at the cost of some inconvenience to yourself, we think somewhat better of you, but still fear that you may
relapse into your former vindictive nature and serve us all as you did them; and for this, rather, than from any
sentiment of love, we offer you unceasing homage!" And yet, Orthodox divines would fain have us believe that
the bestowal of Divine honors is acceptable to Jesus in heaven, because he consented to suffer a few days'
agony on the cross that countless myriads of human beings might be saved from eternal torments infinitely
more terrible than any earthly potentate or even priestly inquisitor ever had the ingenuity to invent, or the power
to inflict!



From the bottom of my heart and inmost soul, I thank my God that, with all my imperfections, weaknesses
and sins, I feel that without an entire change of nature, I could never "enter on my list of friends" the man who,
whilst removed from all fear of suffering himself, could look down unmoved, even from the highest heaven,
upon the meanest reptile of earth, writhing in Edward's ghastly hell. Nay, more; when it came to be fully
apprehended, as is taught by Calvinistic and other Orthodox divines, that the whole of God's great universes of
suns and planets might pass away at the rate of only a particle of microscopic dust in cycles of myriads of
centuries, multiplied by myriads, and the ineffable torments of the poor creature not have been appreciably
diminished in duration—as Edwards, Emmons, and others teach—is the lot of the nearest and dearest
earth-relations of the blessed in heaven. When, I say, this horrifying thought should be fully realized, I feel that
my better nature would not only reject as a friend, but revolt almost to loathing from any man, angel, God, or
devil, who would not gladly undergo greater mortal agonies for the redemption of the poor unreasoning
creature, than we are taught in churches and Sunday schools to believe mankind must eternally offer divine
honors to Jesus of Nazareth, for undergoing to save countless myriads of the human race. To me the thought
seems too horrible to entertain without upsetting the citadel of human reflection and reason; and if I believed
that such enormi- ties existed in the providences of God, my prayer would be, to be relieved alike from the
horrors of heaven and the pains of hell, and that my soul might go out forever in annihilation.

But it may be said that men are always growing better than their religious creed, and that there are no such
horribly awful doctrines taught in our day, as those I have inveighed against. I grant the rule may fairly apply to
the majority of "the hearers of the Word"; but I hold that the real "Godly priest" affords an exception to it.
"Once a parson, always a parson," is not only a trite, but true saying.

Through testimony from the Spirits, I learn that the lowest strata of the lowest spirit sphere, instead of
being "paved with infants' skulls," is the place assigned for the early probation of the most wicked men, and
that its mosaic is thickly studded with the dark spirits of cruel and bloody tyrants and other muderers, and with
those of multitudes of persecuting popes, bishops, inquisitors, and priests; some of whom, tormented by
bloodstained consciences, have been gnashing their teeth, in chains of spiritual darkness, for hundreds and even
thousands of years, without having yet discovered a way, (in the words of Jesus) to "escape the damnation of
hell." There, all bigots and persecutors, who have delighted in inflicting pain and death on their fellow creatures
have ever gone, and there they will continue to go, as no intelligent reader of the record can fail to perceive that
the abominations against which Jesus hurled the fearful "woes" are, one and all, those that most Papal and
Orthodox Protestants, prelates, and priests are, as ever, peculiarly inclined to in the present day. Nor can there
be a doubt but that, if Jesus was to rise from the dead and attempt to repeat the same words in the Orthodox
churches of today that he formerly uttered in the Jewish temple, (were it not that Spiritualists and
lnfldels-would protect him,) the Orthodox "children of those Orthodox priests that killed the prophets" and
Jesus of Nazareth of yore, would seize upon the person of the seamless-coated vagabond, and offer him up at
Calvary's Mount, or Smithfield's stake, a holocaust to the heathen Moloch they have installed in their temples
of idol and hero-worship, and blasphemously inscribed with his loved and loving name. It is true that the
horrible religious doctrines of Calvin (who, I learn, is yet in darkness,) are not as openly avowed at the "corner
of the street" and from the "house tops," or belched forth from the pulpit as they were a few years ago; but this
is due rather to the outside pressure of public opinion than to the better culture of the priest. The congregations
may have grown wiser and better than their creed, but their parson remains at heart the same. "The snake is not
killed, but only scotched," and still seeks, in its wily, creeping, stealthy ways, to imbue its deadly poison into
the mind and heart of every man, woman, and child it can approach; whether through the press, the
confessional, or the Sunday school.

With such awful conceptions of the Deity taught in their infant Sabbath schools, and covertly cultivated and
enforced in the pulpit by thousands of "raw-head and bloody bone" ministers and priests, how can we expect
the status of morality in the (so-called) Christian nation to be other than what it is—a shame and reproach even
to the heathen.

I trust there are no readers of the foregoing remarks who will accuse me of manifesting an unchristian spirit
in the discussion; but that on the contrary, they will credit me with having striven, as far as I have ability, to
imitate Jesus of Nazareth in his considerate tenderness of spirit, when speaking of ordinary criminals and
sinners. And, further, should they notice that I have in anywise failed in extending a proper Christlike severity
towards those "serpents and vipers" and other Orthodox "hypocrites, whited sepulchers," and "blind leaders of
the blind," &c., that Jesus so often and eloquently thus characterizes, that it will not be attributed to any
intention on my part of avoiding imitating the pattern and example that was set by the gentle Nazarene for his
followers, in these as well as in all other respects; but because I am not gifted with his power of language to
give my sentiments the full force of expression, that he possessed and applied so infinitely more pungently and
effectively than any other denouncers of the ungodly, persecuting, murderous crew of priests and Pharisees,
have ever been Divinely, or otherwise inspired to do.



In closing, I flatter myself that I have succeeded in proving, in the judgment of all unorthodox and
unprejudiced readers, that, by the mere assertion, maintenance, and propagandism of their atrocious dogmas
and doctrines, the Orthodox Christians commit more heinous and intense blasphemy against the great God of
the universes, (in whose loving embrace—as Spiritualists hold—all His creatures repose in unquestionable
safety, secure in the consciousness that, in their progress, all things, however dark may be their surroundings,
will be made to work for the eternal good of all,) than any man or men, by mere exertion of their organs of
speech, though their lives were devoted to profanity, have the power to commit. Addressing his childlike
disciples, the spirit through the organism of Jesus said, "It were better that a millstone were hanged about a
man's neck, and he drowned in the depths of the sea, than that he should offend one of these little ones." And
how, in the name of all that is holy, let me repeat, can a greater offence be committed against "little children"
than to entice or force them into a Sabbath school, and, whilst their minds are plastic, and as easily crooked and
twisted to any shape as a young and growing vine, train and teach them to regard their loving Heavenly Father
in the light of a brutal monster, who made the first man and woman after so bungling a pattern that they
committed, within a few days of their creation, and before they had acquired knowledge or experience
sufficient even to know that they were naked, a sin so unpardonable in the eyes of their malignant creator, by
the mere eating of some tempting fruit that he had seemingly placed in their way for the express purpose of
enticing them to disobey him, as to subject not only themselves, but countless myriads of their progeny, to
eternal torment in such awful hells as Calvin, Edwards, Faber, and other reverend fathers of the Orthodox
churches describe? How blasphemously insulting too, to the benign attributes of the God that Jesus and the
Spiritualists trust in, and so lovingly revere, to distort and poison the minds and souls of these little unreasoning
children, by teaching them to believe that with the exception of the miserable failure of the plan to save
mankind from the terrible consequences of "the fall" by the universal drowning experiment, the great Creator
(although, as Barries says, he could, at any time, save the world if he wished to) neglected for centuries even to
propose his latest and final method of salvation, to come in the far-off future, through the vicarious atonement
of His only (to be) begotten son—a raw-head and bloody-bones experiment that the aforesaid Rev. Dr Barnes
asserts, (and is evident to all) has proven as fallacious and fruitless as all previous ones; and, above all, to instill
into the minds of these helpless infants the murderous, malignant, and truly infernal doctrine that, whilst at the
most, a small number of each loving earth-family only are to be saved and go to glory in that dreadful
Calvinistic and Orthodox Kingdom of Heaven, the joy of these few is to be enhanced by witnessing the eternal
torments of a majority of those who sucked the same doting mother's breast, and were dandled on the same
loving father's knee as themselves.

In some respects, the quality of vegetables and mental growth seems to be the same. Begin with a vine or
even a tree, when it is young, and its stem and branches may be trained in any direction and made to grow in
any form. But when it has attained to maturity, it is even less difficult to bend, in almost any direction, the
full-grown natural tree or vine, than it is to straighten out that which had been artificially crooked; and the more
intricate and unnatural the folds, so much the more difficult to reclaim them. If skilfully intertwined, they will
"break" rather than "re-bend" to the position Nature designed them to occupy. So with the human mind. Give it
over, in infancy, to the manipulation of the priest—that traditional enemy of God and his prophets, that John
saw was to usurp the dominion over the great-hearted Divine truths taught by Jesus of Nazareth, throughout all
the nations of the earth, and cover it all over in their countless idolatrous temples, with "names of
blasphemy"—I say, give this fungus of humanity,—the priest—exclusive dominion over the mind of the child,
and he can readily, by his manipulations, train it to assume any form of thought or worship that best suits his
interests, tastes, or superstitious belief; and the more inconsistent, unreasonable, monstrous, past
comprehending, mysterious, and intricate are the doctrines and dogmas he foists upon the impressible material,
the more difficult (if not impossible,) will it be for truth to enter and reassert its authority. In view of this
acknowledged and self-evident truism, does it not become the duty of "Spiritualists," and of all liberals and
honest-hearted skeptics and "Infidels," to exert themselves to the utmost to save as many of these little infant
brands" from the burning and soul-destroying influence of Orthodox teachings in Sabbath schools, even at the
risk of these being subjected to other degrading earth vices and influences more repulsive externally, but not
half so injurious to their eternal welfare, as are the blasphemous conceptions of the Deity and other malignant
dogmas they imbibe and suck in, as it were, with their mother's milk, in Orthodox Sabbath schools.
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Its Evidences, Characteristics, and Effects.
Reprinted from "The Argus" of August 20, 1872.

A lecture was delivered last evening, at the Independent Church, Collins street, in aid of the funds of the
Victorian auxiliary of the British and Foreign Bible Society, by the Right Rev. the Bishop of Melbourne, the
subject being "The Bible: its evidences, characteristics, and effects." In consequence of the unfavourable state
of the weather, the attendance was only moderate. Owing to the indisposition of his Honour Sir W. F. Stawell
and Judge Pohlman, the vice-presidents of the Victorian branch of the society, the chair was occupied by the
Hon. G. Harker.

The BISHOP said,—To deliver a lecture on the Bible would be at any time a task of great responsibility, but
it is especially so at the present day, when so many are endeavouring in various ways to undermine the
authority of the sacred volume. For this very reason, however, a servant of Christ, when required to undertake
it, may the more confidently depend upon the help of his Divine Master for its successful accomplishment. In
dependence upon that help I have prepared the essay which I am now going to read; and I trust that,
notwithstanding its defects, it will prove, by God's blessing, conducive to your firmer belief in, and higher
appreciation of, this most wonderful book. As the subject admits of being treated in many different ways, I
would in the first instance caution you against expecting what I do not purpose to attempt, and so
misapprehending the nature and purport of my argument. It is no part of my plan to explain or defend the
peculiar doctrines of Christianity. The fact of those doctrines being derived from it is doubtless the cause of that
repugnance to the Bible which makes the rationalist use all manner of sophistical artifices for persuading
himself and others that it is unworthy of belief; but I shall not now try to dispel his prejudicies by convincing
him of their unreasonableness. Neither shall I adduce any of the usual arguments for proving the "divine and
miraculous origin" of the Bible. Again, I shall not discuss the question whether this or that particular book
ought to be included in the Bible; for, if every book and portion of a book, concerning whose genuineness there
is any, the least ground of doubt, were omitted, the observations which I am going to make would not need to
be in the slightest degree modified. Neither shall I concern myself about the various readings—to the number, it
is asserted, of 150,000—which are found in the existing manuscripts of the Bible. The fact of their occurrence
can be easily explained; and they are of such a kind as not to affect at all materially the character of the volume
or any of the books which compose it One other preliminary remark I wish to make. While desirous, as far as
possible, to avoid giving offence or causing pain to any of my hearers, I must ask you to remember that,
speaking as a bishop of the Church of England, I must state as they appear to me the facts to which I refer, and
therefore some of my statements may probably be contrary to the conscientious convictions of individuals
among you. As, however, I do not profess to be infallible, I am quite willing to concede to everyone what I
claim for myself—the free exercise of that reason with which God has endowed us, and for the right use of
which we are severally responsible to Him alone. Having told you what you must not expect from me, I will
briefly state what I now propose to myself. My purpose at present is to consider the Bible simply as a volume
of ancient writings—such as those of Homer, or Herodotus, Plato, Demosthenes, or any other classical author.
Regarding it in this character, I shall first adduce some evidences of its authenticity—i.e., reasons for believing
that all the books of which it consists are really what they profess to be, and worthy of credit. I shall next
enumerate some of its peculiar characteristics; and, lastly, I shall remind you of the effects which it has
produced in the world. First, then, regarding the Bible simply as a volume of ancient writings, and therefore
omitting all consideration of that witness which the believer "hath in himself" (1 John, v. 10), I will adduce
some evidences, which, although far from including all that might be alleged, appear to me conclusively to
establish its authenticity. The volume which we call the Bible consists, as you know, of two parts, the Old and
New Testaments, each of which may properly be regarded as a distinct volume, and requires to have its
evidences considered separately. I will begin then with those of the New Testament This contains the
Scriptures, which belong exclusively to the Christian Church, and are accounted sacred only by that church.
Among the evidences of their authenticity are, first, the numerous ancient manuscripts which have been found
in various countries very distant from, and having little or no intercourse with, one another; some of them as old
as the fourth century of the Christian era, and all substantially agreeing with one another. Secondly, besides
manuscripts, there exist many ancient versions of these Scriptures, such as the Ethiopic, the Armenian, the



Arabic, two Egyptian, quite distinct from each other; the Latin of Jerome, known as the vulgate of the fourth
century; together with one much older, of which Jerome's was a revision, and the Gothic. No such evidence
from manuscripts and versions can be adduced for the authenticity of any other writings of the same or nearly
the same antiquity with the New Testament. Thirdly, in addition to that of manuscripts and ancient versions is
the evidence of quotations and allusions made by a series of Christian authors, commencing from the age of the
Apostles, and continuing onwards without any break through all successive generations. Among them may be
enumerated Barnabas, Clement of Rome, and Hernias, whose names occur in the Acts of the Apostles or in St.
Paul's Epistles; Ignatius, Polycarp, and Papias who were certainly contemporary with St. John, and probably
with others of the Apostles; Justin Martyr, Hegesippus, and Ireneus, who followed a few years afterwards; then,
in the next generation, Clement of Alexandria, and Tertullian, and afterwards Origin of Alexandria.
Subsequently to him is a host of writers, too many for me to name, in whose works not only do quotations and
allusions occur, but the historical books—the four Gospels and the Acts—are distinctly mentioned. The value
of this testimony also is greatly enhanced by the fact that the several witnesses lived in different countries, very
remote from one another. The first Clement at Rome, Ignatius at Antioch, Polycarp at Smyrna, Justin Martyr in
Syria, Ireneus in France, the second Clement and Origin in Egypt, and Tertullian at Carthage. No such
testimony as this can be adduced for the authenticity of any other ancient book. Fourthly, and this is especially
important, we have not only the private opinions of individuals indicated by quotations and allusions in their
writings, but also the judgment of the whole early church—that church which, despite of the most terrible
persecutions, extended itself throughout all parts of the world, and at length embraced the whole Roman
empire. This judgment is shown by the manner in which these Scriptures are always spoken of "as books sui
generis, possessing an authority which belonged to none others, and conclusive in all questions and
controversies among Christians." "They were in very early times collected into a distinct volume. They were
distinguished by appropriate names and titles of respect. They were publicly read and expounded in the
religious assemblies. Commentaries were written on them, harmonies formed out of them, different copies
carefully collated, and versions (as I have already noticed) made into different languages." And, besides all this,
when those heresies, of the springing up of which we have indications in several of the Epistles, began to
disturb the peace of the church, not any of their leaders ventured, so far as appears, to dispute the authority of
the Christian Scriptures. On the contrary, they "were usually appealed to by both sides in their controversies."
Even the early adversaries of Christianity, by attacking the Gospels as books containing the accounts on which
Christianity was founded, have helped to confirm their authenticity. These propositions, as remarked by Paley
(from whose admirable work on the evidences of Christianity I have borrowed the substance of this part of my
argument), cannot be affirmed of any other books besides those which at present constitute the volume of the
New Testament. It may indeed be alleged, and truly, that some books now included in that volume—viz, the
Epistle to the Hebrews, the Epistle of James, the 2nd Epistle of Peter, the 2nd and 3rd of John, that of Jade, and
the Book of Revelation—were not universally received by the church as canonical until some time after the
rest. But this fact, instead of invalidating, really confirms the argument for the authenticity of the whole; for it
shows that great care was taken by the early church in the formation of what is called "the Canon of Scripture,"
i.e., the volume of writings which contain the acknowledged rule of Christian faith and practice. Such is the
evidence which I would now submit to you for the authenticity—not, I repeat, the inspiration, but simply the
authenticity—of the volume of the New Testament; and I do not hesitate to say, that if it be pronounced
insufficient, none of the ancient classics can be proved genuine. 2. I proceed to adduce- evidences of the
authenticity of the Old; Testament, containing the writings which, though regarded as sacred by Christians as
well as Jews, may properly be termed the Jewish Scriptures. Considered in reference to the periods of time to
which they respectively relate, they may be arranged in the following divisions, viz., the Pentateuch; Joshua
and Judges; the books of Samuel, Kings, and Chronicles, with those of the prophets who wrote before the
taking of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar; the Book of Daniel; and the books of Ezra and Nehemiah, with those
of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, who wrote after the return of the Jews from Babylon. The Psalms were
probably written at different times throughout all these successive periods; but although the approximate dates
of some have been determined with tolerable certainty, those of the greater number can be only doubtfully
conjectured. I have therefore left them out of this arrangement. I have also omitted from it Job, the Proverbs.
Ecclesiastes, Solomon's Song, and the Book of Esther; because I shall not notice them in the argument which I
propose to ground upon it for the authenticity of the Scriptures included in its several divisions. This argument,
which appears to me conclusive, 1 will now briefly state, (a) That the Old Testament Scriptures, as we now
have them in their original language, or rather languages (for a small portion of them is in Chaldee), are
substantially the same with those in possession of the Jews at the commencement j of the Christian era, is
proved incontestably by the ancient Mss., which have been preserved by that people themselves in different
parts of the world, and likewise by the Greek version, known as the Septuagint, which was made of the whole
volume not less than 150 B.C. Starting, therefore, with this admitted fact, I would lead you backward through



the several divisions under which I have classified them, beginning with the books relating to the period which
followed the return of the Jews from Babylon. Of this period, extending from about 535 to about 400 B.C., it is
to be observed that the whole comes within the recognised historic age, and the authenticity of the Jewish
writings must be determined by the same evidence as Greek, or any others professedly written within it. What
evidence, then, have we for the authenticity of the histories of Ezra and Nehemiah, and the prophetical writings
of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi? We have; this, that they were accepted in the time of Our Lord by the
whole nation of the Jews—not only by the inhabitants of Judea and Galilee, but also by those Jews who were
dispersed abroad in every land, "Parthians, and Medes, and Elamites, and dwellers in Mesopotamia and in
Cappadocia, in Pontus and Asia, Phrygia and Pamphylia, in Egypt," and in all other countries. Such universal
acceptance of them at that time might alone be esteemed conclusive proof of their authenticity, but we have
likewise the independent evidence of a Septuagint version, which carries us back more than 150 years further.
No reasonable doubt, therefore, can exist as to the genuineness and trustworthiness of that portion of the Old
Testament, which belongs to the period after the return of the Jews from Babylon, (b) Assuming this, I would
next point out the testimony which these bear to the authenticity of those preceding them. The allusions which
they contain to what "is written in the law of Moses," to the praising of the Lord "after the ordinance of David,
King of Israel," to the re-peopling of Samaria by Esarhaddon, King of Assyria, to the widely extended
dominion of Solomon, and to all the long series of God's judgments and mercies, as recorded in the Pentateuch
and the book of Judges; clearly show, as does yet more certainly the reading of the book of the law in the
presence of all the people by Ezra, that the more ancient Scriptures belonging to ail the antecedent periods of
their history were then in the possession of the priests and rulers, and were regarded by the Jews of that age
with the same implicit belief and reverence as by the Jews of the present day. Moreover, it is to be remembered
that, while a large number of the Jews remained in the lands to which Nebuchadnezzar had removed them,
some of the ten tribes who had been carried away by Esarhaddon, or had previously joined the two tribes of
Judah and Benjamin, returned with their brethren and settled in the land of Judea. The testimony, therefore, of
Ezra and Nehemiah to the earlier books of the Old Testament, shows them to have been the sacred Scriptures,
not of the Jews only, but of the whole nation of the Israelites at the expiration of the captivity in Babylon. This
is an important link in the chain of evidence for their authenticity. But that which I now wish you particularly to
observe is, that since the captivity lasted only 70 years, and we are expressly told of old men who lived through
it, and remembered the glory of Solomon's Temple which Nebuchadnezzar destroyed, this acceptance by all the
Jews of the books of Daniel and Ezekiel, who wrote during the captivity, and of the book of Jeremiah, who for
the latter years of his life was contemporary with them, is conclusive evidence of the authenticity of those
writings. In respect to them, at least, the united testimony of the Jews who returned from Babylon, and those
who remained behind, must be received as decisive evidence of their general authenticity. I say general
authencity, because I am not concerned now with the genuineness of each particular portion. (c) We have thus
advanced another step in our progress, and may now proceed upwards to the historical books of Chronicles and
Kings, and from them to the two books of Samuel, and thence to Judges and Joshua, until we come to the
Pentateuch or five books of Moses, observing as we go along how, throughout the whole course, each portion
of the history bears testimony to that which precedes it, and how perfectly in accordance with each are those
prophetical books which belong to it. The whole series thus resembles a chain, all the several links of which are
inseparably connected with one another. This connexion of the several portions with one another, which I must
leave you to trace out, appears to me incontrovertibly to establish the authenticity of the Old Testament
Scriptures. But, in confirmation hereof, the providence of God has furnished us with two additional and
perfectly distinct proofs. As we ascend in the history, we arrive at what we should call the disastrous division of
the 12 tribes into the two kingdoms of Israel and Judah. But, disastrous as it undoubtedly was to the nation, that
division has afforded the strongest possible confirmatory evidence of the genuineness, both of the Scriptures
which relate to the period antecedent to it, and of those relating to the subsequent period which intervened
between it and the carrying away of the ten tribes by the King of Assyria. For you will remember that, while the
two kingdoms were always jealous of each other, and often in a state of open warfare, there was never wanting
in that of Israel a remnant who continued faithful worshippers of the Lord God of their fathers. If, therefore,
their ancient Scriptures had been added to, or in any way corrupted, by the tribes of Judah and Benjamin, or if it
had been attempted to foist upon them forged writings as new Scriptures, there must have been on their part a
determined resistance, and of this resistance some indications must have remained. But, instead of there being
an allusion to anything of the kind either in the Jewish annals or other ancient writings, all history and tradition
concur in witnessing to the unanimous consent of both kingdoms, during all the period of their separation, to
the authority of their sacred books. This is our first confirmatory proof, and the second is of a similar character.
After the destruction of the kingdom of Israel, when Esarhaddon had caused the people whom he transported to
Samaria to be instructed in the worship of Jehovah, the new nation of Samaritans, a mixed race, but quite
distinct from the Jews, retained, and regarded with the highest reverence, the oldest portion of the Jewish



Scriptures, the Pentateuch; and it is an interesting fact that there exists at the present day a Samaritan
manuscript of the first five books of the Bible, which is quite independent of, and yet in substantial agreement
with, all the Jewish manuscripts. There is other confirmatory evidence of a different kind which I must not
altogether pass over. My present plan does not allow me to enter upon the argument, clear and convincing as it
is, from the fulfilment of prophecy, because that implies the Divine origin of the Old Testament; but regarding
its Scriptures, as I now am, simply in the character of ancient writings, I may adduce two remarkable facts,
which I believe cannot be disputed concerning them. The first is, that the researches of critics, historians,
travellers, antiquarians, and other scientific men, have alt tended to confirm their accuracy, so far at least (and
this alone concerns my present argument) as they refer to facts which could be known by human observation or
learnt from human testimony. The second is, that, with respect to several portions of them, their language, and
the knowledge of various countries and national customs which they display, prove that they must have been
written nearly at the times to which they are ascribed, and by persons in the position of their reputed authors.
For example, the book of Exodus could only have been written within a short period after the children of Israel
went out of Egypt, and by some one who, like Moses, combined with an intimate knowledge of the Egyptian
language and customs a perfect acquaintance with the wilderness of Arabia; and the book of Daniel could only
have been composed by a writer of the age in which that prophet lived, and who was thoroughly conversant
both with the Chaldean language and mode of government and also with the usages of the Medes and Persians.
The testimony borne in the New Testament to the truth of the Old, which would alone suffice for a believer in
Christ, I have purposely omitted to notice. The evidences which I have now adduced, and the force of which
every man of ordinary intelligence and information is capable of appreciating, appear to me conclusively to
establish the authenticity both of the Old and New Testament Scriptures, ie., of the whole Bible. I now proceed
to the second branch of my subject,

The Characteristics of the Bible.
The first which I shall mention appears to me very greatly to conduce to its practical value, viz., its

historical framework. The one subject of the Bible is religion; but the volume does not consist of a number of
religious essays. It relates a series of events, beginning with the creation of man after the image of God, and
proceeding onwards, through his fall and its immediate consequences, to the destruction of the whole human
race except Noah and his family by the deluge, the call of Abraham, the establishment of his descendants, the
Israelites in the land of Canaan, and the varied dealings of God in the way of judgment and mercy with that
nation, during a period of 1,000 years; then, after 400 years, during which it is silent, taking up the story again
with the birth of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and carrying on its narrative through his life to his death, resurrection,
and ascension into heaven; and thence onwards to the labours, sufferings, and success of his apostles and their
associates in the evangelization of the world. All its doctrines and precepts, all its promises and threatenings, all
it sublime visions and prophecies, are interwoven with its historical records. With the exception of the Proverbs
and the Song of Solomon, there is no book of the Old Testament which has not its own historical origin and
connexion. Isaiah, Jeremiah and the other ancient prophets, were all messengers of God to his people Israel.
The Psalms contain the utterances of Israelites in the various circumstances of their national and personal life;
Ecclesiastes the experience of the wisest of their kings. So, likewise, the writings of the New Testament,
besides those which are directly historical, consist, with the exception of the Revelation of St. John, of letters
addressed to existing churches; and the Book of Revelation is itself nothing else than a prophetical history of
events which should befall the church. In consequence of this peculiar construction of the Bible, it conveys to
us its lessons of Divine Wisdom, not in the dry, dogmatic form which they assume in human treatises, but
simply and, as it were, incidentally, so as to be most easily understood by the unlearned reader, and to find their
way most readily to the hearts and fix themselves firmly in the memories of men. 2. This historical framework
of the Bible is the cause of another of its characteristics, which also deserves our special notice, viz., its gradual
growth. Regarding the book of Genesis with the four which follow (excepting a few passages obviously
inserted by way of explanation or added afterwards), as written by Moses, we date the first Scriptures of the
Old Testament at about 1,500 years before the coming of Christ. To these were gradually added the other
historical books, the Psalms, and the writings of Solomon and the prophets. Nothing is certainly known of the
date of the book of Job; but it has been conjectured to be of an age not later than that of Moses. It is possible,
and perhaps not improbable, that Moses introduced into the earlier portion of his history passages taken from
yet more ancient writings, and he may even have entirely compiled the book of Genesis from such writings. But
the question of his doing so does not at all affect my present argument. I am only concerned with the fact that
Genesis is one of those books of the Bible which we call the Pentateuch, and which we believe to have been
written by Moses, from whatever sources he derived his information, more than 1,500 years before the
Christian era. Assuming this, what I wish you to observe is, that from the time of their commencement, the Old
Testament Scriptures received a series of successive additions, until the volume was closed with the book of
Malachi at about 400 B.C. The earliest book of the New Testament was not written until about 430 years after



Malachi, and the latest about 60 years afterwards. Hence the interval between the dates of the earliest and latest
books of the Bible was not much less than 1,600 years. 3. With this gradual formation of the Bible during so
long a period is strikingly contrasted the fact which I would next notice, the completion of the volume before
the end of the first century after Christ. As after a period of 1,100 years, during which the Old Testament was in
the course of formation, there followed one of 430, in which nothing was added to it so since about the year of
Our Lord 90 no addition has been made to the New Testament. During nearly 1,800 years the Bible has been,
according to the belief of the whole church of Christ, perfected. In all these centuries no sect, no individual, has
ever ventured even to suggest the insertion into it of any writings of confessedly later date. If we bear in mind
its previous gradual growth—that it was not, like the Koran, compiled and published as a whole at once, but
was formed by the continual accretion of new parts—this acceptance of it by the universal Church as at a
particular period completed, and this abstinence, notwithstanding the manifold heresies and schisms which so
soon destroyed the unity of Christendom, from any attempt to add to it, must be regarded as an extraordinary
attestation to the peculiar nature of the several books of which it consists. 4. Another characteristic of the Bible
is its marvellous variety. This is observable, first, in its language. Besides that, the Hebrew of the later is very
different from that of the earlier books. A portion of the Old Testament is in Chaldee, and the whole of the New
Testament is in Greek. Again, what is more remarkable, its authors, as we learn from themselves, differed from
one another in almost every particular. Some were kings and rulers, others priests; one a herdsman, others
fishermen; one a pharisee, another a publican; some renowned for wisdom and knowledge, others "unlearned,
ignorant men" The Bible also contains almost every sort of composition both in prose and verse; plain,
unadorned history, a code of laws, the most sublime orations, the most touching elegies, the most terse
proverbs, the most beautiful odes, a series of admirable letters, together with prophetical visions, the imagery of
which is, I suppose, altogether unrivalled. 5. But while no collection of writings in the world exhibits so great
variety as the Bible, one of its most wonderful characteristics is the harmony which subsists throughout the
whole. Although the Old Testament contains the sacred writings of the Jews, who, as a people, have hitherto
denied the title of Jesus to be the Messiah, and continued irreconcilable enemies to Christianity; although the
several books of the Old Testament are of such various kinds, and were written in different ages by men so
diverse in station, education, and natural character; although likewise the writings of the New Testament are
strongly marked by the idiosyncrasies of their respective authors; although, above all, the law which was given
by Moses, and which remained in force until Our Lord's coming, is exhibited to us in direct contrast with the
grace and truth which "came by Jesus Christ;" yet does there exist the most perfect harmony on all subjects,
both between the Old and New Testaments in general, and between the several books of each in particular. In
saying this, I am well aware of the many contradictions which, it has been asserted, are to be found in the Bible.
Of these, however almost all are utterly insignificant, and the few which are of any importance generally admit
of a satisfactory explanation. Many of them occur in the same book, and sometimes in the same chapter, so that
they cannot have escaped the observation of the Jews themselves as well as of the early Christians, none of
whom seem to have been at all perplexed about them. Those, and there are some, which the best expositors
have failed to reconcile, do not at all materially impugn the substantial harmony of which I am speaking, and of
which many of the other characteristics which I am about to notice are conspicuous instances. It is remarkably
seen in the two which I shall next mention, the unique representation which the Bible contains of God and the
unique representation which it contains of man. 6. The unique representation which the Bible contains of God is
one of its most remarkable characteristics. In no other book are the attributes of the one living and true God, the
Creator, Preserver, and Governor of the universe, similarly set forth; and yet in all the various books whereof
the Bible consists, God is identically the same divine Being—a Spirit whom no man hath seen or can see;
infinite in power, wisdom, and goodness; holy and jealous, who will not overlook iniquity, nor allow Himself to
be dishonoured with impunity; yet merciful and gracious, long suffering, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and
sin; a just God, and yet a Saviour. Moreover, this character of God is not merely described, but also vividly
displayed, in his actual dealings with mankind—in the severity of his judgments and in the multitude of his
loving kindnesses. God, who brought in the flood upon the multitude of the ungodly, who turned the cities of
Sodom and Gomorrah into ashes, who commanded the Israelites to exterminate the idolatrous nations of
Canaan, who slew the men of Bethshemesh for looking into the ark and Nyzah for touching it, who caused
Herod to be eaten up of worms because of his self-glorification, is the same God who, the Bible tells us, so
loved the world as to give his only begotten Son to be a propitiation for sin, that He might be just, and the
justifier of him that believeth in Jesus. The God of the Pentateuch is the God of Joshua and Judges, the God of
Kings and Chronicles, the God of the Psalms and all the prophets; and He is the God also of the Gospels and
the Epistles. He is "light," combining in himself all moral excellence. He is "a consuming fire," who shall
execute judgment upon the multitude of the ungodly. He is "love," desiring that all men may be saved, and
come unto the knowledge of the truth That the attributes thus ascribed to Him appear to the natural reason
inconsistent with one another only renders this harmony of the Bible in its representation of God the more



remarkable. 7. Again, the unique representation which the Bible contains of man is almost as remarkable as the
representation of God, and is likewise throughout the volume perfectly consistent with itself. According to the
Bible, God made Adam, the first man, in his own image—a rational and moral being, holy and happy, free from
sin and not liable to death. But Adam transgressed the commandment of God, and so sin obtained dominion
over him, and over the whole race of mankind who sprang from him; and with sin death entered and passed
upon all men for that all have sinned. Thus the Bible portrays man as a fallen creature, bom in sin, a child of
wrath. But it further represents him as an object of divine mercy, for whom God has provided a way of
reconciliation unto Himself, deliverance from the dominion of sin, and resurrection after death unto eternal life.
This representation of man is, as I have said, unique. Nowhere else is to be found any similar to it. But it is
consistently preserved throughout the whole volume. As in every book of the Bible the same God, so also is the
same man portrayed—corrupt, but retaining visible traces of the divine image in which he was made; guilty
before God, but not forsaken by his Creator; shapen in iniquity, but capable of renewal in righteousness and
true holiness, suffering the evil consequences of sin; but, when spiritually renewed, able through divine grace to
rejoice always in the Lord. Such is the wonderful picture which the Bible draws of man. 8. Nor do we only find
in the Bible a unique representation of God and man separately; it also contains, what is much more wonderful,
a representation of God and man in union with each other—the Godhead and manhood joined together in one
person. The God man, Jesus Christ, stands out alone in the world's history. Never was any man like this man.
Never did any historian, or any poet, portray such a character as his—the character of a perfect man, a man
without sin; but not one of the world's heroes, not a mighty sovereign, nor a victorious general, nor an eminent
philosopher, nor a great orator or poet, but a man despised and rejected by his fellow-men, one in whom they
saw no beauty that they should desire Him. In Jesus Christ we have exhibited to us—not by a formal
description, but by his own words and works, his sufferings and death, his resurrection and ascension into
Heaven—a man who, while He spoke and acted with a divine authority, lived in poverty, not having where to
lay his head, submitted to every kind of reproach and indignity, and suffered an ignominious death, the death of
a malefactor; & man whom no outrage ever irritated, no insidious question ever perplexed, no danger ever
alarmed; a man who in all companies was the same example of holiness, the same teacher of divine truth, the
same reprover of sin, the same pardoner of the penitent sinner; a man, by whom no servile office was deemed
too humiliating for him to assume, and who yet did not hesitate, in the presence of the High Priest and of all the
council of the Jews, to claim the dignity of the Son of God, and to foretell his future sitting on the right hand of
power, and coming in the clouds of heaven. To one who, in however imperfect a manner, has realised the
character of the Jesus of the Bible, the attempt to substitute for him another Jesus, stripped of all his distinctive
features, as the founder of Christianity, must appear the most extraordinary instance of man's infatuation. 9 The
next characteristic of the Bible which I would mention is the silence observed in it upon all those particulars
which men so eagerly desire to know concerning the nature and attributes of spiritual beings, the place and
condition of the soul after its separation from the body, and the possibility of living men holding intercourse
with spirits, or with the dead. In the Bible is to be found nothing to gratify our curiosity as to any of these
matters. We learn from it that there are spirits—angels sent forth by God to minister unto them who shall be
heirs of salvation; and devils, permitted by Him for a time to exert a malignant influence upon mankind, but
destined hereafter to receive the righteous retribution for their wickedness We learn also that of the dead some
sleep in Jesus awaiting the resurrection of life, and others are reserved (in torments, if we may draw such an
inference from the parable of the rich man and Lazarus) for the resurrection of damnation. But this is all that the
Bible tells us concerning the one or j the other. As to the holding of intercourse with the dead, or with spirits of
any kind who do not come to us as messengers from God, the Bible does not tell us whether or not this is
possible; but it repeatedly, in the most emphatic manner, forbids the attempt We are not informed whether
consulters with familiar spirits and necromancers are impostors, or under a delusion, or actually receive
communications from beings of another world; but it is plainly declared that every such person is an
abomination unto the Lord. In all this there is a perfect agreement among the several books of the Bible. 10. I
pass on to some characteristics of a different kind. Among these is the pure moral teaching of the Bible. This is
sometimes impugned, on the ground that the Bible represents God as seemingly sanctioning customs and
practices that are clearly immoral, and as commanding, or commending, actions which are abhorrent to the
feelings of every good man. But although the reasons which we may be able to assign for God not having
prohibited slavery, or polygamy and concubinage, or for his having commanded the Israelites to exterminate
the inhabitants of Canaan, and, apparently, approved of the slaying of Eglon by Ehud, and of Sisera by Jael,
may not be deemed satisfactory, yet our failure to explain the motives of God in these and other particulars of
his conduct towards men does not affect the character of the moral teaching which we find in the Bible. The
fact which I affirm to be patent to all attentive readers is that the volume everywhere inculcates pure morality.
The precepts of its earliest Scriptures are, "Thou shalt not kill; Thou shalt not commit adultery; Thou shalt not
steal; Thou shalt not bear false witness; Thou shalt not covet;" and the language of a prophet 800 years after is,



"He hath showed thee, 0 man, what is good: and what doth the Lord require of thee but to do justly and to love
mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God?" Herewith agrees the teaching of all its several books; and what I
would have you particularly notice is, that not in any of them, from the first to the last, can there be found a
single sentence incentive to lasciviousness, or injustice, or covetousness, or any evil passion or iniquitous
practice. All unrighteousness, deceit, malignity, and whatever the enlightened conscience condemns, the Bible
enjoins the people of God to put away; and all that the enlightened conscience approves—whatever things are
just, honest, true, pure, lovely, and of good report—it exhorts them to practice. Am I not, therefore, right in
adducing as a characteristic of the Bible, its pure moral teaching? 11. At the same—and this is not inconsistent
with what I have just said—its teaching, as we proceed through the volume, may be observed to become of a
progressively higher spiritual character. Whatever explanation we may give of the fact, it is certain that we may
perceive, in passing from the earlier to the later books of the Old Testament, how the prophets—and yet more
clearly in passing from the Old Testament to the New—how Oar Lord and his apostles, taking the law of Moses
as a foundation, have erected upon it their own superstructure of spiritual doctrine. To quote particular passages
would occupy too much time; but in illustration of my meaning I would refer you to Isaiah i. 10 20, where the
prophet declares that the offering up of sacrifices and the observance of festivals by the wicked are an
abomination unto the Lord; and to the 55th chapter of the same prophet, where he describes what kind of fast is
acceptable to God, and in what manner the Sabbath-day should be kept holy. I would remind you also of our
blessed Lord's sermon upon the Mount, and of his summing up of all the commandments in love to God and to
our neighbour. The increasingly clear prophetical indication of the Divine plan for the redemption of mankind
is yet more remarkable than this progressively higher moral teaching; but I refrain from insisting upon it,
because to do so would be to assume the existence of a supernatural element in the Bible, which I am desirous
at present to avoid. 12. The consideration of its moral teaching naturally leads to the notice of another
characteristic of the Bible, viz., its constant appeal to a man's own conscience and reason. The Bible always
addresses man on the principle that he is to be convinced and persuaded, not to be coerced into belief and
obedience. Its language is, "I have set before you life and death, blessing and cursing; therefore, choose life." It
reproves the wicked for their folly: "Do ye thus requite the Lord? O, foolish people and unwise!" It describes
God as remonstrating with his people: "How long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity, and the scorners
delight in their scorning and fools hate knowledge? Turn ye at my reproof." To the same effect write all the
prophets of the Old Testament. In like manner our blessed Lord appeals to the Jews, "If I say the truth, why do
ye not believe me?' and declares the ground of their condemnation to be, that he had done among them "the
works which none other man did." and they had not believed on Him. So St. Paul writes, "I speak unto wise
men; judge ye what I say," and again, "Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind." This characteristic
of the Bible will appear the more remarkable by contrasting with it the principles and practices prevalent for so
many centuries in Christendom. 13. The Bible is characterised further by its uncoloured narration of the bad
deeds of good men. It affords no encouragement for heroworship. The actions which it records of some most
eminent saints have given the enemies of God in all ages occasion to blaspheme. In many instances they were
such as we should have supposed those guilty of them to have been from their general conduct least likely to
commit Abraham, who was especially distinguished by his faith in God, twice persuaded his wife to pass
herself off as his sister, that he might escape a fancied danger to his own life. Moses, who was renowned for his
meekness, was on one occasion provoked to speak and act so unadvisedly that he was not permitted by God to
enter the land of Canaan. Solomon, the wisest of men, was seduced into the folly of idolatry. Elijah, one of the
boldest of the prophets, fled for his life at the threat of Jezebel, and seems to have yielded himself up for a
season to despair. The good king Hezekiah, when the Lord left him to try him, manifested his natural pride and
vainglory. David, the man after God's heart, perpetrated the two atrocious crimes of adultery and murder; and
Peter, one of Christ's most zealous followers, thrice denied his Divine master. This characteristic also belongs
not only to one or more books, but to the whole volume. 14. Together with its; faithful delineation of the faults
of individuals, may be noted the absence throughout the entire volume of any commendation, or even
recognition, of national virtues, As having been chosen of God to be a peculiar people unto Himself, and as
having received from Him statutes and judgments such as none other people possessed, the Israelites are
addressed in the Bible as superior to all the nations of the earth; but at the same time they are told that the
privileges they enjoyed had not been bestowed upon them for their righteousness, for they were "a stiff-necked
people." In like manner, when their heroic deeds, such as the conquest of Canaan, the destruction of the army of
the Midianites by Gideon and his 300 men, and others, not surpassed by any achievements of the Greeks or
Romans, are any where related, no glory is attributed to them; all is ascribed to God alone. They might not say,
"My power and the might of mine hand hath" done this or that The only instance of commendation that I
remember is of Zebulun and Naphtali, in the Song of Deborah, for jeopardising "their lives unto the death in the
high places of the field." Other historians, such as Thucydides and Tacitus, have impartially related the
mistakes and misdeeds, and other poets, such as Juvenal and Johnson, have held up to reprobation the vices of



their fellow-countrymen; but of such persistent silence by a long series of historians and poets upon the virtues
of the nation to which they belonged, and for which they wrote, the world has certainly never known another
instance. I have referred only to the Old Testament Scriptures, but the same remark is applicable to those of the
New, only in them the fact is not so surprising. 15. In connexion with this last I would point out, as another
characteristic of the Bible, that, while its various writings contain threatenings of God's most terrible judgments
upon the Israelites for their idolatry and other wickednesses, the same writings, often in the very same page,
proclaim the promise of his ultimate forgiveness of them as a people, and their future unexampled prosperity
and greatness. I need not quote to you any of the numerous threatenings in Deuteronomy, and in almost every
prophetical book from that of Isaiah to that of Malachi, but I would ask you to observe, what you may perhaps
have overlooked, how these are almost always followed by predictions of future blessings. Not only Moses, but
Isaiah also, and Jeremiah, Hosea, Joel, Amos, Obadiah, Micah. Habakkuk, and Zephaniah, prophets who lived
before the cap ivity in Babylon Ezekiel and Daniel, who lived during it; and Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi,
who lived after it—all declare in one form of words or another, that the Lord their God will bring again the
captivity of His people of Israel, and they shall build the waste cities and inhabit them; and they shall plant
vineyards and drink the wine thereof; they shall also make gardens and eat the fruit of them; and He will plant
them upon their land, and they shall no more be pulled up out of their land which He hath given them. Of this
characteristic also we find, as was to be expected, the most numerous instances in the Old Testament
Scriptures; but it is to be observed also in the New, e.g., in Our Lord's lamentation over Jerusalem, when, after
foretelling the approaching desolation of the city, He added—"I say unto you, ye shall not see me henceforth
till ye shall say, blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord;" thus intimating that there would be a time
when they, the Jewish people, should see Him again and welcome Him as their deliverer. Another instance
occurs in the Epistle to the Romans, where the Apostle Paul, in reference to God's dealings with Israel, says that
blindness in part is happened to them until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in, and so all Israel shall be
saved; quoting in confirmation the words of the prophet Isaiah, "There shall come out of Zion the deliverer, and
shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob." 16. Two other characteristics I must not omit. One is the Bible's
simple manner of relating the manifold miraculous works which are recorded in it Its writers, one and all,
appear to have been so thoroughly convinced, and so constantly mindful of, God's providential government of
the world, that any extraordinary manifestation of His power was regarded by them not as a matter of wonder or
sceptical disputation, but merely as a means used by Him on special occasions for establishing His authority,
and making men to know and do His will. Hence in the Bible we are quite unable to separate the miraculous
from other historical events. The former are so interwoven with the latter that the two cannot be disconnected,
and therefore if the one be received as authentic, the other also must be acknowledged to be equally entitled to
belief. At the present day this seems to be often strangely overlooked. 17. The last characteristic of the Bible
which I shall mention is its uniform tone of Divine authority. I do not mean that every book—or, indeed, any
entire book, except the Revelation of St. John—claims to have been written by inspiration of God; but in them
all is a tone which, unless they were so written, would be unbecoming the writers. It is not, perhaps, remarkable
that the historical events should be related in a manner which implies that the accuracy of the narrative is not to
be questioned: but it is very remarkable that all comments, wherever introduced, should be made, not as
expressing an opinion which may be erroneous, but as declarative of a judgment which cannot err; and yet
more, that all references to God, all statements concerning Him, all precepts, promises, and threatenings, should
indicate a conviction that they express the exact mind, will, and purposes of Jehovah. This is a characteristic of
all the Old Testament Scriptures, and in accordance therewith Our Lord repeatedly spoke of them as possessing
a claim to the unhesitating belief and unreserved obedience of the Jewish people. The same tone also pervades
the Scriptures of the New Testament, although in some of the letters to particular churches, of which a large
portion of these latter consists, the sympathy of the writer with the persons whom he is addressing, and his
earnest desire to conciliate them, have caused him to use a tone of human persuasiveness which may appear at
the first reading inconsistent with that of Divine authority. Upon an attentive perusal, however, this latter may
always be perceived to underlie the former, and he who—as Paul, the aged, and a prisoner of Jesus
Christ—beseeches, does not himself forget, and would not have others forget, that as an apostle, he might be
much bold in Christ to enjoin that which is convenient. Even the very manner in which he recommends, but
does not enjoin, testifies to the authority with which he writes. Such is the Bible; a volume of religious writings
fitted, so to speak, into an historical framework, and hence of gradual growth, but received by the universal
Church of Christ as having been for nearly 1.800 years complete; a volume characterised by the marvellous
variety and perfect harmony of its several parts, by its unique representation of God and man, and by its yet
more wonderfully unique representation of the God-man (Jesus Christ); characterised also by its silence upon
those particulars concerning the spiritual world which men desire to pry into, by its uniformly pure and yet
progressively higher moral teaching, and by its constant appeal to the human conscience and reason; likewise
by its uncoloured narration of the bad deeds of good men, and the absence in it of all commendation, or even



recognition, of national virtues; and, lastly, by its quiet, simple, manner of relating miraculous occurrences, and
its uniform tone of Divine authority. I probably have omitted some particulars which you may think I ought to
have mentioned; but these are sufficient to show the singular nature of this volume of Scriptures; that none
other in the world is comparable to it; that it stands by itself alone and unapproachable by any rival. It remains
for me to speak of the effects of the Bible, which form the third branch of my subject. They may be considered
under two heads—those produced by the Old Testament Scriptures alone, and those produced by the Old and
New Testament Scriptures together. I shall first direct your attention to the former. The effect of the Scriptures
of the Old Testament may be summed up in the forming of a peculiar people, the people of Israel, and in the
preservation of that people in their identity from the time of their settlement in the land of Canaan until the
destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, and thence unto the present day. Reflect for a few minutes upon the
history, character, and influence in the world of this people. Assuming the general authenticity of the Bible to
have been proved, we learn from it that, after coming out of Egypt and taking possession of the land of Canaan,
they experienced, during a period of 1,500 years, all manner of vicissitudes. Again and again their country was
invaded and laid waste, their cities destroyed, themselves subjected to the most cruel oppression, and often
reduced to a mere remnant. Again and again, however, they were de- livered out of the power of their enemies,
recovered their independence, and became, as before, numerous and prosperous. In the reigns of David and
Solomon they acquired the dominion over all the surrounding nations; afterwards they were divided into the
two kingdoms of Israel and Judah, of which the former was uitimately destroyed, and the people carried away
captive by the Assyrians; and in like manner the latter was subdued by Nebuchadnezzar, and its inhabitants
taken to Babylon. Of the 10 tribes which constituted the kingdom of Israel there is no further mention; but the
other two, Judah and Benjamin, or rather a large proportion of them, returned from Babylon, and settled again
in Canaan, where they remained until their final dispersion by the Romans. Throughout all these centuries,
under every change of condition, in prosperity and in adversity, united in one and divided into two kingdoms,
before the invasion of the Assyrian, the twelve tribes and afterwards the remaining two, continued always
identically the same people, isolated and diverse from other nations. And what was their distinctive character
during this portion of their history? The most remarkable particular to be noticed in it is, that of all the nations
of the earth they only worshipped one God as the Creator, Preserver, and Governor of the Universe, the alone
rightful object of man's adoration and service. Not-withstanding their adoption at various times, for longer or
shorter periods, of the idolatrous practices of their heathen neighbours, they were, as a people, during those
1,500 years, witnesses in the world to the unity of the godhead and the vanity of all idol worship. Again, it will,
I think, appear evident from a careful examination of the historical and prophetical books of the Old Testament
that the Israelities were distinguished from other nations by their superior morality, political freedom, and
social and domestic happiness. From the frequent reproofs of them by the prophets for their ungodliness and
iniquity, their covetousness, hypocrisy, and formality, we are apt to form an unfavourable opinion of them as a
people, but if we observe the manner in which the vices of the heathen are referred to, and they are admonished
not to imitate those vices, we shall see reason to believe that they were not so bad as we might at first suppose,
and that the picture which St. Paul has drawn in I Romans, of the Gentiles, was never appropriate to them. That
they enjoyed great political freedom can scarcely be disputed; and of their social and domestic happiness during
the many long periods in which they were free from foreign invasion, we may judge from the description which
is given of them during the reign of Solomon, that they, "dwelt safely every man under his vine and under his
fig tree." Nor were they characterised only by their superior morality as a people. They were yet more
remarkable for the virtues of conspicuous individuals among them. In what ancient history do we read of rulers
like Samuel and Nehemiah, or of kings like Jehoshaphat, Hezekiah, and Josiah, eminent for their justice, their
fear of God, and care for the people whom they governed; or of men like Daniel and his three companions,
willing to expose themselves to a terrible death rather than sin against God; or of such men as the Psalms teach
us were to be found in every generation, faithful servants of God, who looked to Him in all dangers for
deliverance, and in all sorrows for consolation; whose great strength was in prayer, and whose delight was in
praise and thanksgiving? With respect to the influence of the Israelites in the world, it is to be remembered that
in consequence of their being brought successively into contact with each of the chief nations of
antiquity—first the Egyptians, then the Assyrians and Babylonians, and afterwards the Persians, Greeks, and
Romans—all these became in turn acquainted with the peculiarity of their religion, and the excellences of their
national and individual character. Of the influence which they thus exercised we have two remarkable instances
in Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, and in Darius the king of the Medes and Persians, recorded in the book of
Daniel. It is to be remembered, also, that during the 1,400 years which elapsed between the destruction of
Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, and the commencement of the Christian era, a large number of them were
dispersed, as at present, over all the more civilised countries of the earth, and that, wherever they dwelt, they
bore the same testimony, as in their own land, by their synagogue worship and otherwise, to the unity of the
Godhead and the vanity of idol-worship. We have no means of determining the results of that testimony in each



particular country, but the facts incidentally mentioned in the Book of Acts, with other historical evidences,
show that they were not inconsiderable; and we have good reason for believing that it did much to prepare the
minds of the Gentiles for their reception of Christianity. At the expiration of the 1,500 years of which I have
been speaking, i e., about the time of the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ, there prevailed, as you will remember,
among them a general expectation that there would shortly be born of the family of David one who should
become their king, and, as the Messiah or Christ, i.e., the anointed of God, raise their nation to all its former,
and more than its former, greatness and prosperity. But when He in whom Christians believe that expectation to
have been fulfilled, Jesus of Nazareth, came unto them, they rejected Him and procured Him to be crucified.
Within 70 years after this their temple and city were destroyed, and thenceforward up to this day (i e for more
than 1,800 years) they have been scattered over all the earth. Nevertheless, although without a country which
they could call their own, without a temple in which to celebrate their religious rites, without prophets or any
other miraculous aid, and often subjected to the most cruel persecutions, they have still preserved their
character as a distinct people, and have lived—sometimes in possession of enormous wealth, sometimes in the
most abject poverty—in the midst of and yet separate from all other peoples. Under every variety of climate,
government, national custom, and private circumstances—not with-standing the difficulty, often the
impossibility, of mutual intercourse—they have maintained their identity, preserving all their recollections of
the past, and, what is more remarkable, continuing to cherish the expectation of a future deliverer, and the
gathering together of their whole nation under him. Thus their truly marvellous history can be traced backwards
from the present day through a period of 3,300 years, during which they have retained all their distinctive
peculiarities, and in respect to their belief, their religious rites (so far as is possible in their present condition),
their isolation from the rest of mankind, and their relationship to one another, are now essentially the same
people with those who, 33 centuries ago, under the leadership of Joshua, entered and took possession of the
land of Canaan, and with those who 18 centuries ago mocked at the dying Jesus, saying, "If He be the King of
Israel, let Him now come down from the cross, and we will believe Him.' To what, then, is the first formation
and continual subsequent preservation of this so peculiar a people to be ascribed? The answer must surely be, to
the Bible, i.e., to those portions of the volume of Old Testament Scriptures which their successive generations
possessed. The only possible explanation of all their marvellous history, is their earnest, unshaken belief in
these Scriptures. The influence of their religious rites and customs, their sacrifices and festivals, in causing and
maintaining their distinctive nationality, is not inconsistent with this explanation, for those rites and customs
were all prescribed by the law, which was a part of the Scriptures, and are therefore to be included among their
effects. Nor, again, is the special providence which has been manifested, and the miracles which have been
wrought from time to time on behalf of the Israelites, inconsistent with it; for every such special interposition of
God, whether providential or miraculous, was designed to enforce, not to impair, the authority of the Scriptures.
I repeat, therefore, that the effect of the volume of the Old Testament apart from that of the New has been to
form and preserve unto the present day a peculiar people, altogether diverse from others, who, during 1,500
years that they dwelt in Canaan, were the sole witnesses in the world to the truth that there is one God, and
none other besides Him; and who since, during another period of 1,800 years that they have been dispersed over
the earth, have maintained their identity, and, while bearing still their testimony to the oneness of God, have
persistently refused to acknowledge Jesus of Nazareth as their Messiah, holding fast the expectation of another
deliverer who shall reestablish them in their old land, and reign over them as their King for ever. I pass on to
the effects of the whole Bible, the volume of the New in conjunction with that of the Old Testament. These also
may be summarily described as consisting in the formation and preservation during a long series of centuries
unto the present day, of a peculiar people, diverse from all the rest of mankind—the Church of Christ. Let us
consider some particulars concerning this people. Reflect, first, upon the origin of the church, how it sprung up
suddenly above 1,800 years ago, among the Jews, a small and despised nation; and not among the higher class
and ecclesiastical rulers of that nation, but among the poor and unlearned of the people. Reflect, further upon its
rapid growth, how it extended itself from Judea and Samaria to the neighbouring countries, and thence, in a few
years, throughout all parts of the Roman world. Reflect how everywhere it had to endure either official
opposition and ill usage or popular outrage; how one emperor of Rome after another attempted to extirpate it;
how, nevertheless, it still lived and increased, and became more and more powerful, until it gained the imperial
favour, and Christianity, having supplanted heathenism, was recognised as the established religion of the
Roman empire. So it continued, as you will remember, except for the brief period of the reign of Julian, while
that empire lasted. Carry then your thoughts onward to the overthrow of the dominion of Rome by the
barbarians, and reflect how, during the revolution which followed, the church still survived, and how it gathered
into itself, first, the hordes which overran the Roman provinces, and afterwards all the nations in the regions
beyond, even to the farthest extremities of Europe. The circumstances which next attract our attention are of a
different character. Previously to the establishment of Christianity by Constantine as the religion of the Roman
empire, much corruption both of doctrine and practice had crept into and spread itself in the church; and this



increased more and more afterwards, until it led in the seventh century to the rise and triumphant progress of
Mohammedanism throughout the East, and to the gradual establishment in that and the following centuries of
the usurped dominion of the Bishop of Rome throughout the West. Of the Eastern Church, which fell before the
arms of Mohammed and his followers, I shall say no more than that, although partially freed from the
tyrannical oppression to which it was formerly subjected, it still remains in a corrupt and for the most part very
degraded condition, and, like the 10 tribes of Israel, has not yet been restored to its ancient purity and
prosperity. But on behalf of the Western Church, as formerly on behalf of the two tribes of Judah and
Benjamin, the providence of God has graciously interposed. By the Reformation in the 16th century, a large
portion of the church in Europe, including that in our own fatherland, recovered the independence which it has
ever since retained. I might proceed further, and ask you to follow me in your minds to the extension of the
church since by means of the various missionary societies, and the self-denying labours of the devoted men
employed by these societies in all parts of the world. But merely to have noticed this will suffice for my present
purpose. I will, therefore, stop here, and ask concerning this peculiar people, the Church—as I asked just now
concerning the people of Israel—To what is its first formation and subsequent preservation to be ascribed?
Surely the answer in this case also must be, to the Bible. It may indeed be said that the origin and early growth
of the church cannot be ascribed to the Bible, because, when the Gospel was first preached by the Apostles and
their associates, none of the New Testament Scriptures were written; but this does not really affect my
argument. For these Scriptures, as I have already shown, contain all those things which were believed among
Christians. In fact, the writers of them were among the first preachers of the Gospel, and wrote only what they
themselves had previously taught. Nor is the result of the first preaching of Christianity to be the less regarded
as an effect of the Bible, because of the miracles with which we believe it to have been often accompanied; for
they, like the signs and wonders wrought at the introduction of the Mosaic economy, were simply means of
convincing the people that the things spoken—which, I repeat, were the same with the things now written in the
New Testament—had been commanded the speaker of God. For the preservation of the church after the
destruction of the Roman empire, and its subsequent comprehension of all the European nations, no adequate
cause can be assigned except doctrine taken out of the Bible. The book itself may have been, and doubtless was,
little known; but the truths contained in it, and conveyed in some way or other to the minds and hearts of the
people, must have been the means of converting them to Christianity, i e, bringing them into the church. That
the Reformation was the effect of the Bible, is yet more plain. The men by whose agency it was accomplished
did not claim to possess any miraculous powers. A copy of the Bible, which had then become almost altogether
an unknown volume, was discovered by a monk in a German monastery, and, like the copy of the Book of the
Law discovered in the Temple during the reign of Josiah, wrought at once a religious revolution, which spread
not only through Germany but over a large portion of the continent of Europe. Thus the mighty work effected
by Luther and his coadjutors was the direct and manifest effect of the Bible. In England, also, the bringing of it
to light by Wiclif, who had translated the volume into his native tongue more than a century before the time of
Luther, and the subsequent retranslation and circulation of it during the reign of Henry VIII., prepared the way
for and really effected the Reformation under Edward VI. These effects of the Bible—the origin and rapid
growth of the church, its establishment throughout the Roman empire, the surviving of it after the downfal of
that empire, the gathering into it of barbarian conquerors and of all the nations of Europe, and the reformation
of a large portion of its Western branch—are facts patent on the pages of history. But we shall not duly
appreciate their importance unless we observe the political and social changes involved in them. I would
therefore ask you further to compare in your minds the condition of the people under all the great empires of the
ancient world previously to the time of Constantine, and under the heathen dynasties of India and China in
modern times, with the condition of the subjects of any, even the worst, government in Christendom. Such a
comparison will show us—in the mitigation of despotic tyranny, in the increased personal freedom, in the
greater domestic happiness, and in the more friendly social intercourse which characterise every Christian
nation—the ameliorating effect of the Bible. And if this can be perceived in countries where the book itself is
little known by the people, and its influence only indirectly and feebly felt, how much more may it be seen in
lands where the volume may be listened to in public assemblies for religious worship, and read in their own
private houses by all of every class who desire to become acquainted with it. There needs not that I should
expatiate upon the civil privileges, the moral virtues, the social blessings, and the home comforts by which our
own favoured fatherland is distinguished. However much of vice, and misery consequent upon vice, exists
among the people of Great Britain, and of this and other provinces of the British empire, none can deny that we
are remarkable above almost all others for our liberty, our independence of thought, our sense of justice, our
truthfulness, our generosity, our observance of the duties and enjoyment of the happiness of domestic life. And,
to what are we indebted for all this? Not to any natural superiority of the Anglo-Saxon or Norman race; for the
Arab, the Persian, the Turk, the Maori, is physically by nature as fine a man in body and in mind as the
Englishman. Not to any law of progress observable in the history of the human race, for no such law can be



observed. What evidence have we of growth, intellectual or moral, in the transfer of empire from Babylon to
Persia, and from Persia to Greece, and from Greece to Rome? What progress do we perceive in the succession
of Eastern dynasties, or in the establishment of the Mohammedan rule in Greece and Asia Minor? The history
of the world refutes the hypothesis of such a law. The only rational explanation of our high position as a nation
is, that we have been raised to it by the Bible. To this we owe all that distinguishes the British government and
the British people throughout the world. We shall, however, greatly err if, in considering the effects produced
by the Bible, we confine our attention, as is too common at the present day, to the beneficial influence which it
has exerted upon governments and upon society. Far more remarkable than these is its influence upon the
consciences, the hearts, and the lives of individuals. I speak, not of matters of faith, but of facts concerning
which there can be no dispute, when I remind you how in numberless cases the Bible has spoken peace to the
troubled conscience, and enabled the contrite sinner to rejoice in the assurance that his iniquities were forgiven
and his sin pardoned; how fornicators and drunkards, thieves and extortioners, the covetous and the selfish, the
implacable and the unmerciful, have been wholly transformed by its teaching, and become in very truth new
creatures; how it has spoken comfort to the mourner, quieted the restless sufferer upon the bed of sickness,
sustained the spirits of the destitute, and enabled the prisoner to sing for joy; how it has constrained men to
make long and wearisome journeys, expose themselves to all manner of perils, suffer all kinds of privation, take
up their abode among the most barbarous nations, endure mockery, and violence, and death itself, for no other
purpose than to make known to their fellow men the book which they had found to be so precious to
themselves; how it has made others, rather than abjure their belief in it, or deny any portion of its doctrine, to
submit to be torn in pieces by wild beasts, or burnt at the stake; how it has formed a Luther and a Melancthon, a
Wiclif, a Ridley, and a Latimer; a Carey, a Swartz, and a Henry Martyn; a Williams, and a Moffat; an Ellis, and
a Pattesons; with a host of like minded heroes of faith—some renowned in history, others known only to God
and to those who have themselves seen their work and labour of love. And lastly (for I must not, as I might,
linger longer on these, its infinitely most important effects), how it has enabled the believer, in the prospect of
death, to say with him of old, "I have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith.
Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me
at that day." I have now completed my task. I have adduced evidences which I think must be deemed by you
conclusive for the authenticity of the Bible, regarded as a volume of ancient writings. I have opened, as it were,
this volume before you, and pointed out some of the characteristics which distinguish it from all others extant in
the world; and I have briefly noticed its effects in the formation and preservation of the people of Israel during
3,300 years, and of the Christian Church during 1,800 years, up to the present day; also in the superior morals,
freedom, and social and domestic happiness of the ancient Israelites, and of all existing Christian nations,
especially those by whom it is best known; and, above all, in the changed lives and peaceful deaths of
multitudes who have believed in it. Here, then, I might conclude; but before doing so, I would ask whether you
who have patiently followed my argument can help drawing from it the inference that the Bible is not the
product of man's un-assisted reason and knowledge. The fact that the writings of a number of men, living at
times so remote from one another, of such diverse natural characters, and in such different positions and
circumstances, should exhibit such a perfect agreement upon so great a variety of subjects, many of which have
always been and still are matters of controversy among the most learned philosophers and theologians; and yet
further, that these writings should be distinguished from all others by such peculiar characteristics, and should
have produced such wonderful effects in the world—appears to me of itself, an irrefragable proof that they had
a "divine and miraculous origin." Their composition without supernatural assistance would be to my mind as
inexplicable, as without the exercise of divine power the giving of sight to a blind man by the anointing of his
eyes with clay, or the calling forth of a dead man from the tomb. The only reasonable explanation of their origin
is that they were "given by inspiration of God." Believing, therefore, that the Bible, and the Bible alone,
contains a revelation from God to man, and contemplating the effects which it has wrought, and is now working
in the world, what, I would further ask, is the duty of the church of Christ, and what the duty of private
Christians in respect to it? Surely it behoves every particular church to make the Bible its one standard of faith
and duty; enjoining its ministers that they teach nothing as required of necessity unto eternal salvation but what
may be concluded and proved by the Holy Scriptures; and, further, to take care that in its modes of prayer, rites,
and ceremonies which, not being prescribed by the Scriptures, may be regulated at its own discretion, there be
nothing "repugnant to the Word of God." Moreover, it behoves every church to promote as much as possible
the reading of the Bible by all its people, and especially to provide for the training up of the young in such a
knowledge of the sacred volume that they may be strengthened to resist the manifold temptations to evil-doing
to which they will be exposed in after years, and enabled to "walk in the way of good men, ana keep the paths
of the righteous." In proportion as particular churches distinctly recognise and faithfully fulfil their duty herein,
they will severally maintain in themselves "the faith which was once (for all) delivered to the saints," and
likewise "the holiness without which no one shall see the Lord." In the same proportion also will they promote



the attainment of that true catholic unity for which Our Lord prayed, and which, therefore, all who love and
serve Him ought to pray for, and confidently expect, and earnestly endeavour to hasten on. The desire now so
generally, in various ways, expressed for it, may not improperly be regarded as an indication of God's purpose
at no distant time, in answer to the prayer of our Divine Mediator, to make all Christians to become so
manifestly one that the world may again see, and acknowledge, and admire the love which they have one
towards another. Again, turning from the consideration of particular churches as organised bodies to that of
individuals, I would ask. What is the duty of ministers of Christ with respect to the Bible? Surely it behoves
each one of them to remember that by no other means can he "compass the doing of so weighty a work as that
entrusted to him, pertaining to the salvation of man, but with doctrine and exhortation taken out of the Holy
Scriptures." Vain are all the discoveries of science, vain all the speculations of philosophy, vain all the
arguments and appeals of human reasoning and human eloquence, except so far as they illustrate, confirm, and
set forth the truths of the Bible, either for the conviction j and conversion of a sinner, or for the edification or
consolation of a saint. "To the law and to the testimony"—to the Bible in its imperfect state—was the
exhortation of j the prophet Isaiah; and to the Bible as we now have it in its completeness, must every faithful
steward of the mysteries of God direct his hearers; for, if any speak not according to this word, it is because
there is no light in them. Once more, what is the duty of private Christians with respect to the Bible? Does it not
behove each individual to "search the Scriptures," as knowing that in them we "have eternal life"—to search
them for himself not to take what they teach upon trust from others? While every Christian should be willing
and thankful, for the better understanding and more profitable use of the Bible, to receive instruction from the
voice of the living and from the writings of the dead, no one who can read the Scriptures ought to call any man
"master," or teacher, as not to "prove all things" by them, and so, with God's help, certainly distinguish, and
firmly "hold fast that which is good." To all who have received an ordinary education, the Bible ought to be the
"lamp" unto their feet, and the "light" unto their path. Out of it they ought to draw arguments for belief, motives
for obedience, strength against the day of temptation, and confidence and joy for the hour of death. But
Christians have also another duty with respect to the Bible. It teaches us that we should "look not every man on
his own things, but every man also on the things of others." Hence every Christian ought not only to read the
Bible himself, but also to take care, so far as he is able, that it be read by all the members of his family and
household, and others under his personal influence; and not only so, but likewise to help his poor neighbours,
who would otherwise be unable, and persuade the ungodly who are naturally unwilling, to procure and use the
sacred volume. Nor should he stop here. He should endeavour to extend the blessings which the Bible brings
with it over a wider circle still—throughout the land he dwells in, and further yet, even to the uttermost regions
of the earth. And this, blessed be God, by the agency of the British and Foreign Bible Society, and other
societies of a kindred nature, each of us may help to do. By them we can severally aid in circulating over all the
continent of Europe, among the English speaking population of the world wide British dominions, and among
all the chief nations of the earth—European and Asiatic, African and American—in their own native languages,
that book which has made our fathers, and will, we trust, make us and our posterity throughout all generations,
a free, intelligent, and prosperous, and, comparatively at least, a moral and religious people.

Throughout bis remarks, the bishop was listened to with the closest attention, and on resuming his seat was
loudly applauded.

On the motion of the Rev. H. M. BECHER, hon. secretary of the Bible Society, a vote of thanks to the bishop
for the lecture he had delivered, was carried by acclamation.

A collection was then made on behalf of the Victorian branch of the society: and votes of thanks to the
chairman for presiding, and to the Rev. A. M. Henderson and the deacons of the Independent Church, for
allowing the use of the building, were passed.

The Ven. the Dean of Melbourne pronounced the Benediction, and the proceedings terminated.
Stillwell and Knight, Printers, Collins Street East.
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"Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour until the evening."—PSALM civ., 23.
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Note.
This Sermon was preached on last Lord's Day evening, April 14th, in the Hanover-street Baptist Chapel,

with special reference to the efforts now being made in Dunedin to shorten the hours of shop labour; it is now



published, just as it was preached, in deference to the request of the Committee of the "GROCERS' EARLY
CLOSING ASSOCIATION," who are kind enough to think it should speak to a wider audience than that which
heard the preacher's voice. It was written, of course, without the slightest thought of publication, and the writer
must bespeak a lenient judgment of its many faults, and marks of evident haste. If it, in any degree, helps
forward a movement that has his warmest sympathies, he will be more than satisfied.

Dunedin,

April 15th, 1867.

The Law and the Limit of Labour.
"Man Goeth Forth unto his Work and to his Labour Until the Evening."—Psalm civ., 23.

You will not meet with a sublimer ode than this 104th Psalm in all the wide range of poesy, sacred or
profane. It is a grand, sustained strain of praise to the All-mighty and All-wise Creator and Preserver. The
language is of the richest poetical beauty, and the images employed, whether we isolate them or regard them in
their groupings, are surpassingly lovely; while the description is as faithful as it is eloquent. Though the Psalm
has no title and no author's name prefixed, it has been ascribed by many expositors to Israel's sweet singer,
David. Its close connection with the 103rd Psalm greatly strengthens this opinion; though it must be
acknowledged that many—Hengstenberg amongst the number—are against the Davidic authorship.
Undoubtedly the Psalmist's object is to set forth the majesty and might of Jehovah in the work of Creation, and
His beneficence and bountifulness in Providence. He seems to behold the Almighty clothed in a glistening
garment of light: he seems to hear His authoritative commands—done as soon as spoken: he seems to see His
plastic hand moulding matter to the fair designs of His will: and he marks the lavish profuseness with which all
things needed for the sustenance and comfort of His creatures have been provided. With such a theme it is not
to be wondered at that he whose harp had many notes, and whoso soul was capable of passionate adoration,
should almost surpass himself.

Careful critics have detected a plan in the composition well worth a passing remark. The author's model is
the first chapter of Genesis. He recounts the six periods of God's work, viewing them as perpetually prolonged
in the preservation of all; and at the close he appropriately hints at the seventh period of rest, wherein the Lord
rejoices in His works. If you will turn for a moment to the Psalm, you will see the justness of this principle of
interpretation. Verses 3—8 refer to the first and second "days"—as we call them—when the Light was created,
and the firmanent was built up and called Heaven. Verses 9—13 refer to the third "day" when the earth and sea
received their appointed bounds, and the grasses, the herbs, and the trees clothed the barren land with a raiment
of many-hued loveliness. Verses 14—19 refer to the fourth "day," when the two great lights were hung on
high—the sun to rule the day, the moon to rule the night—and when the stars were sprinkled through the wastes
of space. Verses 20—30 refer to the fifth and sixth "days," when the fowls of the air, the fish of the sea, the
living creatures of the field and forest,—and man, their monarch—were placed in their prepared homes. And in
verso 31 there is an allusion to that Sabbatic rest, which some identify with this lengthened dispensation of
grace, wherein God waits for the return of prodigal wanderers to His love and His bosom.

Now, set in the very heart of this Psalm, which is almost wholly about God and His work, we have
something about man and his work. God is spoken of as working and working always, because His work is
without weariness, because the pouring forth of His energy is without exhaustion. But man, because of his
frailty, because he is liable to fatigue, though under the law of labour, yet has a limit assigned to his labour. He
is not to be, like the Eternal Jehovah, ceaselessly working; nor is he to toil by day while the stork is making her
house in the fir trees, while the wild goats are gleaning their food on the tops of the high hills, and by night, too,
when all "the beasts of the forest do creep forth." Man has a time for labour, and that time is the day. Man has a
limit to his labour, and that limit is the evening. "Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour until the
evening." We have here, then—

I.—THE LAW OF LABOUR.
"Man goeth forth to his work and to his labour." He goeth forth, mark you, not by his own choice—for man

has little love for work. He goes forth in obedience to a law. The existence of this law can be proved from
Scripture, from reason, and from necessity. I do not prove it here, because I have neither time nor need to do so.
The character and obligation of this law may be seen from the following considerations:—



1. It is Divine. And we get some grand and cheering thoughts from the remembrance of this fact. Let all
workers note it. By working you follow a divine example, and obey a divine law. Light up your places of toil
and irradiate your common tasks with that reflection. See a higher model than the most skilful craftsman—see
God working for evermore, doing all things well, making all things perfect. Obey a higher law than the law
which comes from the lips of an earthly master—the law of Him whose name is Love, and whose nature is
what His name declares. No man will see what dignity, what nobleness, what consolation there is in work, until
he grasps that, until he feels: "I am doing, faultily, what He does perfectly, it is true—but still I am doing what
He does. He has laid upon me no severer law than He obeys himself."

It is necessary, also, to free labour from that false association with the curse into which it has been wrongly
dragged. Labour is not the result nor a result of the curse. Men do not work because Adam fell. Men would not
have been free from labour if our first parents had kept their first estate. Adam was not an idler during those
days at whoso cool eventide he heard the voice of the Almighty among the leafy lovelinesses of Eden. It is
wholly a mistake to say we work because of sin. For in the 15th verse of the 2nd chapter of Genesis—before
our common mother, who was the first in the transgression, was formed—it is written: "And the LORD GOD
took the man and put him in the garden to dross it, and to keep it." Now the word there rendered "to dress"
(ghabadh), is the root of the very word which in my text is translated "work." And by that word the meaning of
the Hebrew would be more clearly expressed:—"The Lord God took the man and put him in the garden to work
it and to keep it."

It is not labour then that divides us from God, and it is not labour that marks the difference between man's
state in innocency and man's state under condemnation. It is sin which has cut us off from God; and it is sin
which has made labour a curse, so that that which before was man's pastime and privilege is now regarded as
the sign and seal of his lapse, the irksome necessity of his lot. It was these words which flung a dark shadow
upon toil and made it bitter: "Cursed be the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy
life; .... in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground." There you have the cause
of all man's weariness and dislike for work. Still, with the sweat beading upon the brow as a result, the law of
labour is Divine. God has ordained it for us. It is His decree. And the organs, the faculties, the limbs with which
we are endowed—the planning brain, the far-reaching mind, the cunning right hand—all confirm the written
command, and teach that man was made "to go forth unto his work and to his labour."

If you need further proof, we have the law repeated in the New Testament: "If any man will not work
neither shall he eat." If you need further attestation you have it in the fact that the "Father worketh hitherto," the
Son toiled at his craft in despised Nazareth, the Holy Ghost intercedeth incessantly, and the angels, "are they
not all ministering Spirits sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation?"

2. This law is Universal. All men work. Work is manifold—of many kinds. "We have contracted the
meaning of the word work, until the hand-labourer is supposed to be the only working man. But' all men are
workers. Even those we call idlers work. Their pleasure—the filling up of their aimless days and vacant
hours—is a work indefinitely more wearying than that of the ploughman who walks in the furrow from day
dawn to shut of eve; than that of the backwoodsman who wields his axe from morn till night against forest
trees; than that of the brawny smith who swings the heavy hammer on the anvil, before a flaming forge.
Idleness, indeed, is the hardest of all work.

But there are many toiling labourers besides those who work with their hands: and there is other sweat than
that of the brow There are the men who work the mine of thought, who gather the wisdom of the ages, who
solve life's problems, who unravel earth's mysteries, who plan our gigantic works, who lesson by artificial
means the severity of toil, who manage our commerce, who write our books, who expose the false and teach the
true. These are true workers though their palms are unhardened, and their brows are dry. They work with
mental implements, and their sweat is the sweat of the brain. There are pitying ones, upon whom human sorrow
rests as a burden, whose hearts yearn over the outcast and the destitute; on whom there rests a woe if they do
not go forth redressing wrongs, striking off fetters, opening prison doors; if they are not devising how to teach
the ignorant, lift up the fallen, and reclaim the criminal. Their hands are soft, and, thank God, their hearts are
softer still. You will not refuse them an entrance into your ranks; you will not be ashamed to stand side by side
with these gallant leaders of forlorn hopes, in your "lordly chivalry of labour"—for the sweat they sweat is the
sweat of the heart, and the work they do is likest His who went about doing good. We are all working
men—some with hand, some with brain, some with heart, some with all three combined. Let neither class
despise the other, but like a triple-stranded cord, be all the stronger by being woven indissolubly together.

3. This law is Necessary. Some measure of physical work—to narrow the meaning—is needful for our
general well-being. It is needful for the body else the sinews relax, the muscles become flaccid, the nerves grow
over sensitive. It is needful for the mind else the over-wrought brain flags, and the tension of thought destroys
the balance of the intellect. Every wise man, therefore, who wishes to keep a sound mind in a sound body
works with his hands or his feet—for no better tonic can be found for the mind than physical fatigue. But labour



is necessary for other reasons than these. If we are to get the good there is in nature, if we are to be surrounded
with comforts, we must work for them personally or in order to pay those who have worked. Nature supplies
man with material, but it is in the rough. She furnishes the elements, but they are uncombined. To combine and
polish them is man's necessity, If man is to be fed, the soil must be broken up, the seed must be sown, the
harvests must be reaped and garnered; the fruit-bearing bushes and trees must be planted and pruned; the flocks
must be tended, the herds pastured. If man is to be clothed, the wool must be shorn from the sheep, the flax
fibre and the down of the cotton plant must be collected, the cocoons of the silkworm must be preserved; the
spinner must spin them, the weaver must weave them, the dyer must dye them, the sewer must sew them. If
man is to be housed, the quarryman must quarry the stone, the woodman must fell the trees, the architect must
plan, the builder must build. If man is to have in his house luxuries that delight the eye and charm the ear, the
painter must paint, the sculptor must ply his chisel, the musician must construct the instruments of music, and
the cunning workman must use his deft and nimble fingers to produce what the ingenious brain of the inventor
has designed. It is most plain the law of labour is a necessary one. We cannot have what we need, what God has
provided for us, without work.

4. This law is Beneficent. Labour is not only of divine institution, universal and necessary; but it is also the
best law there could be for us, fashioned as we are and hemmed in as we are by other laws. Idleness is an evil,
and the prolific cause of numberless evils besides itself. Wherever a man or nation of men has given up honest,
earnest toil—wherever pleasure has been made the only work—it has invariably ended in ruin. Idle periods in
nations' histories have always been improvident and vicions periods. An idle man with no occupation save the
gratification of his restless spirit and hungry heart, is ever as unhappy as he is injurious. There is something
both preservative of good and preventive of evil in the discipline of severe, faithful work, whether it be of the
hand or the brain. It gives stability and width to the character, it checks the rank growth of evil that quickly
overspreads the unoccupied mind, it gives a level beat to the heart, it gives an accurate skill to the motions of
the hand, it gives a zest to needful food better than the best of tonics and more provocative of appetite than the
choicest condiments, it gives a sweetness and a soundness to sleep which nought beside can furnish, so that the
labouring man closes his eyes, and "tired nature's sweet restorer" folds him in her arms, and hushes him to a
deep and dreamless slumber, upon a hard and an unpillowed couch, while pampered idleness tosses wearily
upon eider down and within silken curtains. Let the idlers and workers both declare if the law of labour is not
beneficent as well as divine, universal and necessary.

But—

II.—THERE IS A LIMIT TO THE LAW OF LABOUR.
"Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour UNTIL the evening." He is not to prolong his toil, nor is he

to have it pro- longed indefinitely. He is not to work by day and by night too. He is nut to labour both during
the light and the darkness—or the time when it would be darkness but for artificial light: light, which in every
jet and flame of it reads like a complaint of man's greedy heart, that God has not given time enough to buy, and
sell, and get gain. I make no appeal to your feelings, however; at any rate just now. One sentence of argument,
one authorative proof, is worth more than pages of appeal and declamation. I said Labour has a limit: I say
further that Limit is the Evening. For proof I appeal:

1. To Scripture. But at the outset, because it is necessary to the understanding of the passages I shall quote,
I must ask you to note the Scripture definition of Day. In Genesis i., 5, we find "God called the LIGHT Day."
We start then with that understood—the Day is the duration of Light. And now what saith the Scriptures? If you
turn to Genesis iii., 17—19, you will find the sentence upon man runs thus: "In the sweat of thy face shalt thou
eat bread ... all the days of thy life." In Deuteronomy xxiv., 15, we have the Mosiac Law: "At his DAY thou (the
master) shalt give him (the hireling) his hire, neither shall the sun go down upon it." in Judges xix., 16, we have
a casual reference which shows the custom during the time of the Judges; "And, behold, there came an old man
from his work, out of the field, at even" In Job xiv., 6, we have life compared to the term of labour: "He shall
accomplish as a hireling his day." In Psalm civ., 23,—the text—we have the length of the working period fixed
for the great human family: "Man goeth forth unto his work and to his labour until the evening." In Isaiah
xxviii., 24, we have the question: "Doth the plowman plow all day to sow?" In Matthew xx., 2—8, we learn by
a parable our Lord's will concerning labour: "The householder agreed with the labourers for a penny a day; and
when the even was come, the steward gave them their hire." Then, in John ix., 4, we have the duration of toil
definitely settled—Christ says: "I must work the works of Him that sent me while it is DAY; the night cometh
when no man can work."

No doubt these references point to a primitive period, and to primitive occupations; but the last one quoted
and the text are to be understood in the widest sense. If we accept the teaching of Scripture at all, we are not to
set up our modern customs against it as either invalidating or rendering its sanctions obsolete. If, then, the Bible



be of any authority, its utterances are plain, emphatic and consistent throughout that the limit of labour is the
evening.

2. Nature is another witness. Her testimony is unmistakeably on the side of early hours. She enforces her
law in her own domain. "The sun knoweth his going down;" and "the day spring knows his place." The sun has
his appointed time, and with undeviating regularity, according to the season, he slopes down to the west,
"upgathers his spent shafts, and puts them back into his golden quiver," and sets. And, though an unwearied and
unresting worker, he goes to shine on other lands, and light other men to their toil, he seems to pause and say,
as he rays out his last farewell beam: "Rest! Rest! Rest! oh earth-children; I have given you light for your work,
even as He ordained who appointed me for seasons. Let the busy rest, for there cometh another day to-morrow.
Let the idle rest, and be admonished to rise betimes and have no more reason to say, 'I have lost a day.' Let the
successful rest content, and care not to lay up treasure on earth, nor grow greedy of golden gains. Let the
disappointed rest, and sleep a tranquil sleep, knowing there is a blessing in failure, and that all things work
together for good to them that love God." And, I think, when the silver moon rides, in her white beauty, up the
skies, and the tender, throbbing stare come forth like sentinels to keep their watch, they take up the strain, and
whisper with a wondrous melody "in reason's ear:" "Pause till the morrow ye who are weary with toil, we keep
a faithful guard. Put away your finished and unfinished tasks. Like him who waited for his bride, go forth and
meditate at eventide.

'Toil comes with the morning,
And rest with the night.'"

It may possibly be objected that this is poetical and consequently most unpractical. It may be said the
difference between the length of summer and winter days renders the following of nature's rule most
inconvenient, for at one time it is too long, and at another too short." My reply is: "Take then, the long and the
short, add them together, draw the line at the average, and you will find seven o'clock outside the due and
proper limit.

3. Reason's utterance is in strictest agreement with that of Scripture and Nature. Man is a compound
creature. He is not all body. He is body, intellect, and spirit. The body in fact, because of its mortality, and the
brevity of its existenec, is confessedly of incalculably the least value. Reason, therefore, protests against the
monopolizing of nearly all man's time for the benefit of the body alone. Reason claims that the intellect and the
spirit shall both have their fair share, their due proportion of the three score years and ten. How can they have
this if twelve and fourteen hours are greedily grasped for providing the body with the bread that perisheth, and
if eight hours more—and few men who work twelve or fourteen hours can do with less—if eight hours more
are to be given to rest and sleep, to enable the body to endure its protracted labour? If you take the lesser
number, if a man works twelve hours and sleeps eight, you have FIVE-SIXTHS—if you take the larger number, if
a man works fourteen hours and sleeps eight, you have ELEVEN-TWELFTHS of the six working days wholly
devoted to the body. What can the jaded mind, what can the deadened spirit do with the miserable fragment that
is left? They can do nothing, but seek a short excitement that will spur them into an unnatural and harmful
activity. Is that right? Is it wise? Is that as it ought to be? Is it answering the end of man's creation? No; for it is
written "Man shall not live by bread alone," and Reason adds that an estimate of the comparative values of the
intellect and the body, and the soul and body, gives vehemence to the demand that a wider margin of hours
should be left for the culture and informing of the mind, and for preparing the soul to loose its moorings from
the anchorage of earth, and float out to that great ocean of eternity, the boom of whose waves are heard in the
farthest inland spaces of our being.

There is a Law of Labor. Let no man neglect it, or ask for pity because he has to work, and work hard. But
it is a Law with a Limit. Let no man habitually pass it, or compel others to pass it. "Man goeth forth unto his
work and to his labor;" yes, but he goes forth "UNTIL the evening," and then he should return to his home, or
devote his hours to his mind and his soul.

I have no time to do more than hint at what might have been a very long division, viz.:—

III.—THE EVILS THAT RESULT FROM EXCESSIVE LABOUR.
I could say much upon the physical evils that ensue The stunted stature; the undeveloped and impaired

constitution; the exhausted, because overtaxed, frame; the premature feebleness that comes before age—for
Nature is rigourous in her exactions, and demands the uttermost farthing. Youth may draw bills on the strength
of the future, but age, and oft times middle age, must pay them. Nature suffers no dishonour.

I might have dwelt upon the mental harms that follow. The forgetfulness of what once was learnt: the



fading out of facts and principles from the memory; the blunting of the keenness, the crippling of the
nimbleness of the intellect; the gradual lessening and narrowing alike of the capacities and aspirations of the
mind, until little is known beyond prices current, and ignorance covers it like green weeds cover a stagnant
pool, shutting out even the reflection of light and beauty,

I might have enlarged upon the irremediable and eternal ruin that results to the soul. It is chained to earth
like a captive eagle, and though it would fain soar up into the sunlight, it ceases at last to chafe itself with a vain
endeavour. Its energies are bent to the producing and laying up of treasures on earth. Every freshening thought
of a Father's and Redeemer's love is expelled—until plodding a weary round of unprofitable and unennobling
work, the soul's highest creed comes to be: "Let us eat and drink for to-morrow we die—

'For men mast work and women must weep,
And the sooner it's over the sooner to sleep;
And good-bye to the bar and its moaning.'"

And the end of such a godless life is a godless eternity of unending and unintermitted misery.
I have but touched on these things in passing. I trust that I have said enough to make all who hear me feel

that the subject has a solemn as well as a practical side to it.
Now I must hasten on, for I have kept you long, to point out

IV.—OUR INDIVIDUAL DUTY IN RELATION TO THIS SUBJECT.
1. I begin with Employers of Labour. Their duty is to rest, and give rest; to live and let live. "Masters are to

give to their servants that which is just and equal, knowing they also have a Master in heaven." They are to
apply the golden rule. They are to do as they would be done by. They are to do by those in their employ as they
wished to be done by when they were employed. For I have known very energetic advocates for early closing
when they were assistants grow very short memoried about their principles when they became masters, and
very loth to yield a single hour of grace. They should remember all the fine and bitter—and true things
too—they once said. They should remember how hard the bondage was to them, and mete out the measure they
wished to be meted out to them. Employers too are not to shut up their shops, and keep their employeés—a
practice very common in the case of milliners, dressmakers and sempstresses—working on far into the night, so
that even in Dunedin there are some who can sing with a dolorous voice—

"Work—work—work
Till the brain begins to swim,
Work—work—work
Till the eyes are heavy and dim!

* * *

Work—work—work
From weary chime to chime, Work—work—work
As prisoners work for crime.

* * *

It's oh to be a slave
Along with the barbarous Turk,
Where woman has never a soul to save,
If this be a Christian's work."

Employers should, further, as far as practicable, pay their wages on Friday instead of on Saturday night.
Then there will be some hope of putting an end to that most pernicious of all practices—late shopping on
Saturday nights. The very night when because "the Sabbath draws on." toil should be over earliest, is the very
one when it is the most prolonged. The result is, that some are so worn out as to be unable to attend the house



of God, and others are so jaded as to be unfit to profit by its hallowed exercises. This accounts for empty pews,
and nodding hearers. Then, further still, employers should generously give those in their employ time during
the day to make their purchases, that they who enjoy the blessings of short hours should not be compelled to
inflict long ones upon others.

2. I now pass to the Employed. Their duty is to be patient. They are to be subject not only to those who are
good and gentle, but also to the froward. It is better to make no mention of force. Anything like a strike
invariably places the employed in a false and worse position than the employers. I am well aware the
Association on whose behalf I am preaching needs no counsel to orderliness. The members of it have shown
they not only know how to plead their cause, but that they know what to do with their time. While, therefore, I
urge the general principle of judicious measures, I am far enough from bidding the employed to be content with
what has been aptly called "WHITE SLAVERY." On the contrary, I would say to them, "Work, and work hard, till
you get your right. Agitate! Agitate! Agitate! Endeavour by every proper means to obtain remedy and redress.
The prayers and hearty sympathies of every philanthropist are with you."

3. And now I come to what I may term the General Public, to which many of us belong. You and I then are
to act as if the downfall of the long hour system wholly depended upon us individually. There must be no
shirking of personal responsibility. There is no putting an end to any social abuse unless every member of
society rises to the dignity of his position, and individually wages war against it. We are not to mind what
others do; we are to do right, and use every effort to induce them to do right also. We are not to find refuge in
the flimsy excuse that it is a small matter, or that we are very unimportant units of the great whole. It is quite
enough that we are units—and what the units do that the whole does If each individual does his duty, society
will do its duty.

In this particular case, I have no hesitation in saying that it is the clear duty of every faithful friend of his
kind, to withdraw his support from every man who refuses to comply with the reasonable request to close at a
reasonable hour; and to give that suppor to those who think that to do what is right, and fair, and equal, is better
than to get pelf. Specially they who themselves know the benefit of early hours—specially they—should be
foremost to emancipate those who are still doomed to late hours. I hope no working man who leaves off with
the bell, goes himself or permits his wife to go buying at eight and nine o'clock. Then ladies who must have
their new bonnets and dresses to wear on Sunday, should give their orders early instead of late in the week; and
so offer no premium to wrong, no bribe to conscience. We must not expect too much from employers, we must
not ask them to be too heroic, we must bear our own part in the work.

I venture to recommend that all purchases of every kind should be made BEFORE SIX O'CLOCK. I ask that
those who have domestic servants will grant them time to do their shopping before that hour. If we, the public,
enter into a compact to do no buying after that hour, it will be worth no one's while to try and sell. For I desire
that not one trade but all trades should share in the benefits of the movement—that even those employed in
hotel-bars and chemists' shops should be set free from their interminable work, and in one city in the world at
least be permitted to go out in the daylight.

And now I must finish. I have been plain, practical, and pointed, for without particularising I should do no
good. I have said but little in the way of appeal to your feelings. Yet I could find materials for a pathetic appeal.
There are the sighs of the weary to echo. There are the wrongs of the dumb to give voiced to. There are the
rights of the timid to plead for. I could appeal to you on behalf of men, women, children—fathers and mothers,
sons and daughters. I could plead for their bodies, their minds, their souls. I fervently pray, though I have not
pleaded, you may be persuaded, and nobly, unitedly act.

In conclusion, remember that life itself is but one long day. We are accomplishing it. Evening comes on
apace. The night when no man can work draws nigh. Take care—Oh! take care—that none neglect the one
thing needful. Life has but one all important work. If that be left undone, all besides is vain and worthless. And
this is the work, to believe on Jesus Christ whom God hath sent to save us from our sins, and bring us to that
rest which remaineth for the people of God. May it be so when our life's evening comes, when the evening
deepens into twilight, and the twilight darkens into night, we may each close our eyes in peace, and then open
them where there is no night, and where an eternity of service will bring no weariness.—AMEN.

Reply to the Rev. John Jones, on Spiritualism
as "The Work of Demons."

Spiritualism the Work of Demons. By the Rev. JOHN JONES, Congregationalist Minister, Liverpool.

By THOMAS BREVIOR.
WHEN a scientist is confronted with the facts of Spiritualism, and is satisfied that they are genuine, he is



pretty sure to conclude that he has come upon the discovery of a "new force;" when the same facts are brought
home to a clergyman or Congregationalist Minister, he in general is equally confident that it must all be the
work of the devil or of evil spirits; and as the one naturally has recourse to levers, spring balances, and other
mechanical apparatus to prove his theory, so the other as instinctively resorts to Church doctrines, Scripture
texts, and other theological apparatus to establish his. I do not complain of this: every man to his trade and to
the tools he is most expert in the handling. The worthy shoemaker in the old story was no doubt sincere in
urging that for the defence of a city there was nothing like leather; his fellow-citizens, however, might, we
think, reasonably be excused for not taking quite the same professional view of the situation, and so a mere
layman may perhaps be pardoned if he takes exception to the validity of the conclusions and method of
reasoning of the conscientious and earnest Congregationalist Minister of Chadwick Mount Chapel, Liverpool,
in his late sermon on Spiritualism; the substance of which he has now "sent forth from the press, in order that it
may address itself to a still larger audience."

The Congregationalist Minister reminds us that "For these sixteen past years Spiritualism has been
spreading like a tidal wave over the land;" that it "is beginning to deeply agitate the masses;" and that it "is
coming up to the front in the town of Liverpool as in other places;" and he warns "the ministers of religion" that
they "had better deal with it in time." He sets his brethren in the ministry an example in this respect, but so far it
would seem the results are not encouraging, for we learn his sermon and pamphlet have given quite an impetus
to the movement of Spiritualism in Liverpool; and this is what might have been expected, for his testimony and
the evidence he adduces to the truth of Spiritualism could scarcely fail to arrest attention and excite inquiry,
which is all it needs. In reply to those who affirm that Spiritualism is a system of imposture and trickery, he
very forcibly remarks:—

"That is a strange imposture in which millions are leagued together, many of whom are eminent personages
in the ranks of literature, science, and nobility throughout the civilised world." Again, he shows that natural
causes alone are insufficient to explain the phenomena of Spiritualism, and refers as instances to direct
spirit-writing and spirit-music. He observes—"Now, there is in the fact of a written sentence and familiar music
a display of intelligence which neither magnetism nor electricity possess, and these laws of nature, therefore, do
not account for the mystery." In short, Mr. Jones considers himself to have established the following
propositions:—"1.—The facts of Spiritualism are sufficiently authenticated. 2.—These facts cannot be
interpreted in the light of imposture and trickery. 3.—Neither can they be accounted for by any known laws.
4.—They belong, therefore, to the domain of the preternatural."

The only contention with him is as to "what is the source of these preternatural manifestations?" To this
question he replies that they are Satanic; and he offers the following arguments in support of his
theory:—"1.—These Satanic manifestations are predicted in the Scriptures. 2.—They are corroborated by the
facts of history. 3.—Having recourse to the spirits of the dead is forbidden by God. 4.—Spiritualism is an
apostacy from the Truth?"

Of course this raises the whole question of Bible Spiritualism, the adequate consideration of which would
require far more space than can here be given to it; but without entering fully into this discussion now, I may
remark that the first two propositions have no bearing on the question unless it can be shown that all spirit
manifestations—and those of the present day especially—are Satanic. The adroit introduction of the term
"These," (meaning modern spiritual manifestations) is simply begging the question to be proved. In connection
with the third proposition it would need to be shown (which is not even attempted) that the prohibition to the
Jews is binding upon Christians, and that spiritual intercourse, through all time, of every kind and for whatever
purpose, is alike forbidden and unlawful.

I have treated the subject at some length in the first three chapters of The Two Worlds, and more
particularly in the second chapter on "The Law of the Old Testament and of the New."

The last proposition involves the inquiry—What is "the Truth" from which Spiritualism is charged with
being an apostacy, and are we to accept Mr. Jones as its infallible interpreter? We certainly cannot with him
receive unreservedly and without qualification the Romanist maxim that "the Truth" is "the doctrines of the
Gospel as received by the Church in all ages." From his standpoint of Protesting Nonconformity it would not be
easy to define these doctrines, but we know that with the gold and silver there is much hay and stubble; that
they are variable and fallible; and too vague, indeterminate, and open to exception to be received as the
standard or test of Truth. Concerning them Spiritualism only says with the Apostle—"Who art thou that judgest
another?" "Let every man be fully persuaded in his own mind." The text, 1 John iv. 1, to which the
Congregationalist Minister refers, may fairly be quoted in support of the Spiritualist, position, for when we are
told not to believe every spirit, it implies that there are some spirits worthy of credence; and the exhortation to
"try the spirits whether they are of God" could have no point if it did not mean that some were so, and that we
should discriminate between them; which is just what the Spiritualist affirms and what the Congregationalist
Minister denies.



The truth is, the Bible throughout recognises what the Congregational Minister does not—that there are two
kinds of Spiritualism: the good and the bad; the divine and the diabolical; the lawful and the unlawful. The
latter, doubtless, is prohibited; the former was practised by patriarchs, prophets, apostles, and by Christ himself.
Of this kind are the spiritual gifts of the early Church and the modern Spiritualists, and concerning which St.
Paul told the members of the Church at Corinth he would not have them ignorant, bidding them earnestly to
covet the best gifts. It is a sheer evasion of the Congregationalist Minister to say of the good men in the Bible
narratives to whom Angels of Light were despatched, "but these were exceptional cases, and always emanated
from God, and are a totally different thing to necromancy or Spiritualism." This is only asserted, it is not even
attempted to be proved.

But while prepared to meet our clerical opponent on his own ground, point by point, and text by text, and to
shew that while he ignores or evades one class of passages in Scripture, he puts upon another a construction,
and gives to them an application unwarranted and gratuitous; I apprehend that my readers, like myself, must be
weary of this constant battle of texts, which the experience of Christendom has proved so eminently
unsatisfactory, turning as it generally does to a considerable extent on verbal subtleties, questions of Greek and
Hebrew, grammar and critical exegesis,—laboured attempts to get at the mind of certain Oriental writers of
fifty or a hundred generations back. Protestantism not only admits but insists upon the right of every man to
exercise his private judgment on the interpretation of Scripture, and when our readings differ, as in the present
case, how is the question to be determined? When there are conflicting interpretations, who is to decide? There
is no court of appeal. Protestantism is a Legislature without a Judiciary, and the theory of infallible authority in
the letter of the Bible is thus practically nugatory. There is, for us, no infallible Pope, either at Rome,
Canterbury, or Liverpool, to settle the articles of our faith; and we cannot accept for the sterling coin of Truth
the tattered paper currency of bankrupt creeds.

The most casual reader of this sermon can scarcely fail to observe in it an evident straining of texts to fit the
facts, and an equally obvious straining of facts to fit the texts; as, for example, in the pretence that Spiritualism
leads men to become vegetarians and celibates, which, though it may be exceptionally true, as a rule is so
contrary to the universal plain fact that it could never have been made except to make it fit the text about
forbidding to marry, and commanding to abstain from meats.

So again, the text is quoted in which the seer of the Apocalypse saw two unclean spirits like frogs; but what
has this to do with Modern Spiritualism? The spirits seen by our mediums are not like frogs, but are our
departed friends and kindred. Mr. S. C. Hall, for instance, as quoted by Mr. Jones, tells us that he and seven
other friends saw the spirit of his "venerable and truly Christian sister," and that the "likeness was exact;" that
he "recognised every feature;" she was, therefore, no more like a frog than like a weasel or a whale. Again,
there is an eager clutching at any extravagant or exceptional utterance of any reputed Spiritualist which may
seem to serve the writer's purpose, with a desperate effort to fasten upon Spiritualism the responsibility for
these individual vagaries. We may smile at these puerilities and special pleadings; but it is a matter of serious
regret to find a Christian minister, in order to make a point against Spiritualism, striving to depreciate the value
of the belief in immortality, questioning if conversion to it may not be "a very barren result," and affirming that
"it is much to be feared that this mere abstract belief in futurity will be of little value in relation to the final
destiny of man."

Very different is the feeling of those who have ever experienced the agony of doubt. Speaking of the "idea
of a world to come," Robert Burns says—"Would to God I as firmly believed it as I ardently wish it;" and the
celebrated author of Night Thoughts says of the dispute about religion—"I think it may be reduced to this
simple question, Is man immortal, or is he not? If he is not, all our disputes are mere amusements, or trials of
skill . . . . . I have long been persuaded that most, if not all, our infidels are supported in their deplorable error
by some doubt of their immortality at the bottom; and I am satisfied that men once thoroughly convinced of
their immortality are not far from being Christians."

The experience of many a Spiritualist more than bears out this last assertion. They have confessed that
Spiritualism has made them, not only almost, but altogether Christians.

Writing of the late Professor Hare, Judge Edmonds says—"Dr. Hare has all his life long been an honest,
sincere, and inveterate disbeliever in the Christian religion. Late in life Spiritualism comes to him, and in a
short time works in his mind the conviction of the existence of a God, and his own immortality. . . . . The last
time I ever saw him, he told me that he was at length a full believer in the Revelations through Jesus—that, in
fine, he was now a Christian, full in the faith—that but a few days before he had made a public proclamation of
his belief at a meeting which he had addressed at Salem, Mass., and he read me a long article on that subject,
which he had prepared for publication." Judge Edmonds adds:—"In the Introduction to my second volume of
Spiritualism, I published some twenty letters from different persons, showing that the writers of these letters
were but a few of the long list we have of such conversions."

Of the efficacy of Spiritualism in bringing home the conviction of immortality to those who had doubted or



denied it, and whom the pulpit had failed to convince, we have the fullest admission in the pamphlet before us.
Thus, after citing Mr. Hall's account of the apparition of his sister, it goes on to say:—"Equally remarkable and
authenticated instances are recorded, apparently confirming the Spiritualistic theory, and what seems to
strengthen their belief in it, is the consideration of the object of such apparitions, viz., to lead back the world, in
this materialistic epoch, to the belief in the doctrine of immortality. In this Spiritualism has undoubtedly
succeeded. It has made a convert of many a bold materialist; it has gathered up into its chariot crowds of the
rationalists and sceptics of the world, and such like are still rallying around the unfurled banner on which is
inscribed the word 'IMMORTALITY.'"

If this is "the work of demons," may God speed it! The "demons" are manifesting His truth, and so doing a
great work, which the professed ministers of religion have been unable to effect, and which, alas! too many of
them are now striving to hinder.

Nor do the concessions of our reverend opponent end here. He tells us—"Spiritualism comes also under the
guise of benevolence; and human suffering and malady excite the compassion of the spirits." But we are told,
that "for all this semblance of religion and benevolence, there is within it the elements of the blackest
apostacy." That is to say, the theological opinions of some spirits and of some Spiritualists do not altogether
coincide with those of the Congregationalist Minister of Chadwick Mount Chapel, Liverpool. All his quotations
at the utmost prove no more than this. In the simplicity of his heart, the good pastor says in effect, "So much the
worse for them. They ought to believe as I believe, and to teach as I teach: if the spirits do not, it is a sufficient
proof that they are demons. Beware of them!"

Thomas Carlyle, alluding to the strange fantastic tricks played before high heaven by an eminent Anglican
divine, once wrote:—

"The Builder of this universe was wise,
He made all systems, planets, particles;
The plan He framed the worlds and æons by
Was—Heavens!—was thy small Nine-and-thirty Articles."

The Congregationalist Minister of Chadwick Mount Chapel is a seceder—or, to use his favourite term, an
"apostate" from the Church of the "Nine-and-thirty Articles;" but, nevertheless, he has his own small plan of
orthodoxy by which the wise Builder of this universe framed the worlds and æons, and to which pattern the
spirit-world must conform its teachings. If the spirits do not preach this Gospel of total depravity and endless
punishment, they are to be held "accursed." If they teach that the Divine Father is ever ready to forgive "all such
as do truly repent," in whatever world they may be; that "when the wicked man turneth away from his
wickedness, and doeth that which is lawful and right, he shall save his soul alive," whether he be physically
embodied or disembodied; and that there is hope and the possibility of progress for all; they are proclaimed
teachers of "damnable heresies."

Alas! for the rarity
Of Christian charity
Under the sun.

Steadying himself a little, and struggling to be candid, our Congregationalist Minister bethinks himself that
"it will be only fair to listen to the defence of the Spiritualists in regard to this charge of apostacy." Quite so. He
tells us that "they say, in effect, that as Spiritualism inculcates such things as love to God, charity towards men,
and morality of life, it is impossible for it to be Satanic, for then Satan is divided against himself." This, at all
events, was the reasoning of One, to whose authority we should think a Christian minister must defer—One
who summed up all the commandments in love to God and love to man; who laid down the rule to which
Spiritualists appeal—"By their fruits ye shall know them;" and who, when the charge was brought against Him,
which His professed minister here brings against the mediums of to-day—"He hath a demon,"—replied, as we
are told the Spiritualist now replies, that in that case "Satan is divided against himself." This, however, the
Minister tells us is all "a solemn delusion;" and "those who are under it are given up 'to believe a lie,' because
they had no pleasure in the truth." In reply to the reasoning of Jesus and of the Spiritualists, he says:—"We
frankly admit that such are some of the teachings of Spiritualism; but this is only what we should expect. For in
this consists the 'seducing' of the text: all this is trickery on the part of the demon, and is exceedingly good
policy. They know well enough that rank atheism and open immorality, and a negation of all religion, would
never do as yet. The stratagem is then for the present for 'Satan himself to be transformed into an angel of light'



(2 Cor. xi., 14); and through the demons, who are his subordinate ministers, to preach morality. The grand
purpose is the destruction of man; and the 'powers of darkness' take care to adopt any means whereby this can
be achieved. They can afford for awhile to preach love, and charity, and righteousness, if at the same time they
can subtract from the creed of their victims all the wise and saving points of the Gospel. For the present they
leave them the shell, after most carefully extracting the kernel. Yes, we repeat, demons can afford to proclaim
morality, if, at the same time, they can destroy the notion of natural depravity, of a Saviour, and an endless
doom."

Now, we ask, How does the Minister know all this? Have the "demons" taken him into their secret
counsels; or has he had a special revelation on the subject; or has he acquired it by instinct, or evolved it from
the depths of his own consciousness, or is it but the mere reflection of professional prejudice? One thing is
clear—it is unwarranted by any present facts; for in the same breath that he says, "We charge Spiritualism with
being a gross departure from the doctrines of the Gospel as received by the Church in all ages;" he adds, "Not
that it at present assumes a non-religious character. No, demons are wiser than that. Séances in Paris are, under
the direction of the spirits, opened with prayer. Séances in London, under similar instruction, are opened with
the reading of the 23rd Psalm, and closed with the Doxology. Nay, more, the spirits seem to be of a most
reveren- tial type, for at a séance held near London, the following message was received from the spirits—'We
do all that we can to convince you that we live, and that God is Love.'"

Could some of these "demons" gain access to the Congregationalist Minister, they might perhaps whisper
in his ear that, according to a Christian apostle, Chanty is greater than Faith; and that his Gospel of "natural
depravity" and "endless doom" is not quite the same with the Good News of God proclaimed eighteen centuries
ago by One who folded little children to His bosom, and reminded His disciples that "of such is the Kingdom of
Heaven and who exemplified the relation of man to God in the Parable of the Repentant Prodigal; and they
might remind him of that gentle warning voice—"Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of." "Judge not,
lest ye be judged."

And, after all, who are these "demons?" We are told by the Congregationalist Minister that they are "evil
men having departed this life." At the worst, then, they share our common humanity—weak, erring, sinful, as
who is not?—but still our brethren, members of the same family, children of the same Divine Father. Should we
then, on the plea that they are evil, refuse all communion with them, and withhold from them all sympathy? or,
because they hold what we consider incorrect opinions, or, as the Minister puts it, have "apostatised from the
faith," charge them with "teaching lies in hypocrisy," and treat them as accursed? Would it not be better, more
kindly, more Christ-like, to try to win them back to virtue and to truth? Would not this be acknowledged as
simply our duty were they in this world, and are our relations to them so wholly changed that we must adopt a
contrary code of ethics because they have "departed this life?" Are the principles of moral obligation so
mutable that, under change of circumstances, what was a duty may become a sin? Might not a disciple, and still
more a minister of Christ, deem it not incompatible with his Christian profession and office, to seek to save
those that were lost?—happy could he bring back some wandering sheep into the fold of the Good
Shepherd—happy could he give help and counsel to some misguided, unhappy spirit, seeking light and aid
from his mortal brothers.

Say not that for these dark and troubled spirits there can be no light, no help, no hope. Do not so malign the
All-merciful Father as to say that for these His erring children He has reserved only eternal wrath and infinite
despair. Say not that our counsels to them and our prayers in their behalf can be of no avail. The experience of
many and many a Spiritualist—aye, and the faith of the Church in all ages when it has not been smitten with
fatal paralysis—is evidence to the contrary. Think you that Christ would have preached to the disobedient
spirits in prison save with a view to their deliverance, or if His preaching could be of no avail? Think you that
the joy in Heaven over a sinner that repenteth is not felt alike, whether that repentance be in this stage of being
or in the next? And is there no force in the appeal which Christ makes to the witness in our own hearts—"If ye,
being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much more will your Father in Heaven give
good things to them that ask Him?" Do then the principles of God's moral government change with our change
of worlds?

But, as already intimated, I do not expect this question to be settled by mere citations or arguments from
Scripture. The theologian is indeed ready enough to pelt heretics with texts, but he is generally text-proof when
texts are quoted on the other side; and especially is this so with the clerical mind. If a text looks heretical, it
must be teased and tortured to mean something different to what it says; or it must be offset by some other text
more orthodox, or at least more convenient for the occasion. Instead, then, of further appeal to the logic of texts,
let me give an illustration from the logic of facts; premising that while I think the matter of it instructive, I must
not in quoting it be understood as thereby expressing approval of every incident related, or of the tone in which
every remark is written. I quote it, not only for its bearing on the question at issue, but incidentally, because I
think it may also be suggestive to those who regard forms of exorcism as of magical efficacy in casting out and



banishing evil or undeveloped spirits.
An Experience with "Demons" or "Dark Spirits."
Mr. Thomas R. Hazard, who states that he has had more than fifteen years' experience in Spiritualism, in an

essay just published on Mediums and Mediumship, narrates his experience with "demons" or "dark spirits," at a
circle of which he was a member. First, the circle broke up the séance, when they found these spirits had gained
possession of the medium. Then, they had recourse to exorcism. The spirits were commanded in the name of
God to depart, which they did. A command in the name of Christ was equally effective. At length, on one of
these occasions, a member of the circle, we are told, "bade every devil of them depart in the name of the devil,
and depart they did full as promptly as before."

Mr. Hazard continues:—"I was now satisfied of that which I had before began to suspect—that it was not
the particular name used that drove away the 'evil spirits,' but the amount of our own will that was embodied, as
it were, in the name that produced the effects. Even this pleasing thought, however, was soon dissipated; for our
enemies soon rallied, and concentrated their spiritual forces in the spirit-body of a very vicious and positive
man when on earth—known to some of the circle—who took possession of the medium, and defiantly boasted
that we could not cast him out, either by the 'name of God, Jesus, or the devil,' nor could any of us, or all
combined, throw sufficient will-force into the medium's mind to dislodge him.

"And now for a new phase of the 'devil' theory which these experiences prepared us to receive. Our
spirit-friends had always told us that those spirits that we had been taught to regard as 'fiends or devils,' are
simply spirits less developed than some others, but still destined, in the Heavenly Father's good time, to enter
into rest and joy; and that their return to earth in the way they did, was in accordance with the laws of
spirit-being and unfoldment, and that, instead of chiding and driving them away, we ought always to treat them
kindly, as by so doing we would greatly assist them to develope out of their dark state, and, at the same time,
benefit ourselves. This was too transcendental a doctrine for even nominal orthodox Christians—as some of us
were at that time—to readily receive; but at length, other means having failed, we determined to try the
experiment, and, at the next greeting of our unfriends, we all put on a grave look, and answered their customary
taunting expletives in as kindly a tone as we could command. At this the medium paused; and holding the
pencil quietly in his hand, inclined his head one side, very much as we have seen a pig do under an apple tree
when his attention has been aroused by a doubtful sound that indicated the approach of something unusual, the
exact nature of which, and whether friendly or otherwise, he was not fully assured of. The spirit in control,
however, in thus reading our minds, seemed to detect the exact nature of the experiment we were trying to
come over him, and soon commenced railing very much in the same strain, though not so decidedly rancorous
as before. We persevered, however, in our course through several sittings, until we arrived at a state of mind
consonant to the external manner we had assumed, and not only spoke kindly to the poor undeveloped spirits,
but from the bottom of our hearts felt so. This won for us the victory; and from that time we were not only
relieved of all annoyance, but it became a most pleasing duty—to some of us at least—to commune with the
poor dark 'spirits in prison,' and by our counsel and sympathy help them to progress out of their low and
unhappy state.

"The change was marvellous indeed. Ranting, profane 'spirits of the damned,' that but a short time before
came to-annoy and abuse us, when they looked into our hearts and minds, and saw that they were truly full of
sympathy and kindly feeling toward them, and that we were sincerely desirous to assist them—forgot all their
former animosity, and became as gentle and tractable as little children in their intercourse with us, and literally
they who once came to scoff, now remained to pray. From that day I have never experienced trouble through
any mediums from 'dark spirits,' but, on the contrary, have always encouraged their coming, believing that I
might in this way be made an instrument to do good and help to elevate them on their plane of being, just as I
must ever be dependant on those in advance of myself to assist me to rise on mine. Many have been the tokens
of gratitude that have been borne me from the other world for the sympathy and words of encouragement I have
thus extended to poor despairing souls in the other life, and among the most grateful of these has been the
railing and vindictive spirit that we had not will-power enough to subdue or expel from the medium.

"From such and other experiences, I learned that many souls, when launched into the spirit condition, find
themselves, through the false conceptions of the future state that they have imbibed in earth life, very much like
a ship at sea, without chart or compass, that has lost its reckoning; nor can they find any way to advance until
they return again to the earth-sphere, and through some mediumistic source acquire light and strength to begin
anew their voyage of progression in the spirit-life. Nor is there probably a soul, either on earth or in the
spirit-world, so utterly depraved as not to be amenable to the laws of kindness and love, such as Jesus taught
and practised, if these can be extended in such a way as to leave no doubt on the intended recipient's mind of
their genuineness."

Here is "philosophy teaching by example." I hope our reverend friend may profit by it, and not like too
many of his clerical brethren, steeped to the lips in prejudice, be "as the deaf adder that stoppeth her ears and



will not hear the voice of the charmer charm he never so wisely."
It is only the confused, perverted theologic vision, peering amid the dim religious light and sombre

shadows of the conventicle, that sees more devils than vast Hell can hold. These demons of the mist vanish in
the open sunshine. To that clear reason which is the eye of the soul and that purity of heart which sees God,
they are alike unknown; or if known they excite no terror. Had we more faith in God we should be less haunted
by these shapes of Ignorance and Fear, and the "Demon" we had cursed would be received by us in the spirit of
Christ as a man and a brother. It is not the sinner but the sin that we should dread, and our security from harm is
not the vain reliance on human creeds, but in conscious rectitude of motive; in the all-subduing power of
kindness; in the laws of order of the spirit-World; and in the protecting presence of God and His ministering
spirits. Trusting in that protection, we may say with one of old "I will fear no evil, for Thou art with me." we
have but to step out of the Egyptian darkness of men's pitiless theology into the light of God, and trust the
Infinite Love which, like the blue sky, bends over all.

Death is not a moral but a physical incident; it will not make us other than we are: we shall be neither
worse nor better for experiencing it. If we are "evil men" now, we are as much "demons" as we shall be when
we have "departed this life;" and "demons" (though we may not know it) are our associates now, as they will be
then, drawn to us by the attractions growing out of a like spiritual condition. "Death creates nothing new for us.
It only reveals our condition, and externalizes it. The only nearness in a spiritual sense is the nearness of
sympathy; physical proximity is no condition of influence. We are no nearer in reality to an evil being because
he happens to speak to us or to be in the same locality that we are in. Christ was never in any interior or real
sense near to the devil who stood by His side in the desert, on the Temple height, or on the mountain-top!"

I do not deny that there are "demons"—"evil men departed this life," alas! too often made evil by ignorance
and want, injustice and culpable neglect, and the force of strong temptation from which we may have been
happily exempt. Perhaps, in the eye of Infinite Justice we may not be wholly free from responsibility for the
misdeeds of our erring brother. If we would not have to do with "demons," let us cease to manufacture them:
and let us also be vigilant lest we each individually add one to the number. But, thank God, the spirit-world is
not peopled alone or chiefly by the vicious and the criminal. The wise and good who have "departed this life,"
and who come to us as "ministering spirits," are, indeed, a "multitude whom no man can number;" and if our
reverend brother's spiritual sight is holden to this great "cloud of witnesses" that surround us, so that he cannot
discern that "they that be with us are more than they that be with them," we should on his behalf offer up the
prophet's prayer—"LORD OPEN THE YOUNG MAN'S EYES THAT HE MAY SEE!"
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WHEN asked by the Rev. Mr. Edwards to lecture, during my visit to Dunedin to assist in the consecration of
the Bishop, I felt some hesitation in acceding to the request, because the duties of my office give me very
limited opportunities for working out a new subject, and also because the times do not justify any clergyman in
devoting his efforts to anything but that which will, directly or indirectly, advance his work. I have not,
however, fixed on my subject without mature consideration; it is one which has occupied my attention both
before and since I came into the Colony, and has been practically forced upon me by circumstances in which I
have found myself placed since residing in the Diocese of Nelson, so that I am handling a practical and
important problem, the solution of which I am endeavoring to find for purposes connected with the
advancement of my own particular work, rather than as a theory. I am conscious also that I am touching upon a
subject which is pressing upon the attention of many, if not of all, Christians in .New Zealand; and I therefore
desire to approach it in a spirit of gravity and thoughtfulness—fearing lest I may, if off my guard, use
expressions or give utterance to opinions which may wound those whom I am desirous of attracting, or rouse
undue suspicions and unwarranted anxieties in those whoso co-operation I look for. In the first place, therefore,
I only claim for what I may say, the influence of an individual opinion; holding an official position, I do not
venture to speak officially. The triennial General Synod of our Church lately held its session here, and did not
give an official utterance on the subject, but confined itself to a recognition of a correspondence that passed
between the Bishops and an eminent member of the Presbyterian ministry here. It would, therefore, be wrong
on my part, to give anything I may say the colouring of its being in any way official; and it would be erroneous
on your part, were you to fancy that you are listening to any but the individual utterances of but one member of
the Episcopal Ministry of the New Zealand branch of the reformed Protestant portion of Christ's Catholic
Church.

It may be that what I may say may be approved by others who bear office in our Church. I hope so; the
event will show. Men are changing most rapidly. Amidst the many changes of a doubtful character, if not
worse, may we not hope that there may be changes more cheering, more hopeful, more charitable, and more
Christian, than any we have yet seen. Further, I owe it to the position which will, we trust, shortly be occupied
by the Chairman, who has already begun to win respect and regard, to be hereafter developed into hearty
sympathy and affection, as chief pastor of the Episcopal Church here, to state that nothing that I say to-night
can in any way affect, unless he please it to be so, the future attitude that he may think fit to assume towards
those amongst whom he will live and work; and, therefore, I wish you to be so good as to bear in mind, that it is
quite possible he may hereafter take a very different aspect of the case; and while I doubt not that the end we
have in view is the same, even he and I may differ as to the best way of bringing it about. Mind, I do not say we
do differ; but I will claim for him, as for myself, the right to be utterly unhampered and unfettered by any view
that I may set forth; and I merely claim for myself what I would claim for him, the right of expressing our
individual opinions, without the risk of giving offence to each other, especially when the end in view is one of
such importance, as that every way must be tried, every suggestion even welcomed, every movement pointing
in that direction encouraged, and every stitch of canvas that can help the vessel on the tack of real not specious
unity, be made available.

In order to clear the ground, we must lay aside all appeals to antiquated prejudices, all such foolish
expressions as "nailing one's colours to the mast," when the question is not of differences with enemies, but of
misunderstandings with friends and neighbours,—all exhortations not to forsake the Church of our fathers,
simply because it is that. Why? Go to India, and see that poor wretch worshipping the tooth of Buddha, or the
impression of Gaudama's foot. Ask the Chinese merchants, Kum Goon Li and Co., at the end of the street, why
they cut out paper trowsers and jackets, and burn them for clothing the spirits of their deceased ancestors? Ask
them what they mean by this service, and they will tell you they are not forsaking the religion of their fathers.
Go back to early Church times, and ask what was the first obstacle to the progress of Christianity; did it not
arise from those to whom St. Stephen replied, "As your fathers did so do ye?" No! try the past as well as the
present by the true tests—God's Law and Will revealed in you, to you, and around you,—if they speak not
according to this, it is because there is no light in them. I look into history, not blindly to follow it, but to see, as
I often do, how very near the men of history came to the achievement of great discoveries in science, morals,
and religion, and yet just failed, just missed it, even when on the very point of discovery! I want to benefit by
their mistakes, and take up the thread where they dropped it.

There may be now fashioning a new cable along which the electric spark of unity is to flow, but I will also
try and pick up the broken strands of wire, even though merged in Atlantic depths of history. In this my
proposed inquiry, I wish to gather up first one and then another submerged wire of past history, to weld them
together, and through them to transmit to dear, and loved, and esteemed brethren, the message of affection and
oneness.

I confine myself to considering an eirenicon between the Presbyterian and Episcopal Churches; we shall
come to the relations of other bodies in due time; but both at home and here, this is the most pressing question,



and one of which there is perhaps greatest probability of solution. The question is, in this Province, whether
14,500 Church of England members will combine with 27,000 Presbyterians, or whether two such extensive
bodies of Christians shall stand aloof from each other? I do not forget the existence of others, and also the
Wesleyan Methodists, with whom I would that we had closer relations; but I see at present greater difficulty in
their case—1st. because we differ from them, and they from us, so little; and, 2ndly, because I cannot see,
under present circumstances, why they should so far depart from the traditions and principles of their own
founders, and continue still separate from us. One event of the times certainly is the actual reunion between the
Primitive Methodists and the Irish Protestant Episcopal Church; this is an accomplished fact, a sufficient
answer to all objections that our subject is a visionary and unpractical one. It may appear to some as if I
narrowed the ground of controversy between us into a question of Church Government as between
Presbyterianism and Episcopacy, but so I do. There is so con- siderable an actual agreement in doctrine, and
prospective agreement in the gradual adoption of liturgical forms, and simple but significant ceremonies, that
almost the only obstacle to union seems to be the form of government. The Church of England is, I am thankful
to say, so comprehensive, that it holds within its fold men who agree upon fundamental doctrines, while they
differ on points on which a partial revelation only has been vouchsafed.

I do not venture to go so far as to speak of union between Presbyterians and Episcopalians; there is no fear,
some would say, and no hope, others would say, "of love at first sight," and before there can be any happy
union, there must be a mutual appreciation of each other's good qualities, so that further acquaintance may be
the result; otherwise, there is some danger of such a state of things coming to pass, as that in which the answer
is given, "I cannot accept you, but I shall always regard you as a friend;" which means, or rather is interpreted
by the opposite party to mean, "I hope I may never see you again." Well, I will not propose that as yet. If it
conies to that hereafter, well and good. I hope it may, so that from a better understanding of each other may
arise the Church of the Future, holding the same faith as is now common to both of us, and with more or less of
the old constitution recast, and improved by the separate experience of Presbyterianism and Episcopalianism
during the last 300 years. In discussing this subject, I must refer to points of history familiar to many of you,
but which I fear too many have forgotten. It is the professed interest of some in the Colony to forget history;
we, however, do not intend to do so. I will first briefly explain the terms used in the title of the lecture, in order
to show how I purpose treating the subject.

I propose to consider those periods in the last 300 years, during which there were negociations actually on
foot for assimilating the system of the Episcopal and Presbyterian Churches to each other, and those periods
also during which overtures with that result in view might have been made with probable success,—tending to
the conclusion that the present bids fair to be a period most favourable for the consideration of such proposals.

By Persons of Contact, rather a singular expression I admit, I mean those many individuals who for their
personal excellence, or the character of their writings, have been mutually appreciated and honoured by both
these branches of Christ's Church,—men who, professedly of one side, are, as it were, common to both, and
who furnish by their catholicity, and the esteem in which they are held, a new and special ground for the
drawing together of those bodies into closer contact, of which they are the representatives.

Points of Contact, I understand to be a name applicable to those circumstances which may call for common
action, or those points on which there is at present unanimity or sympathy, or those formularies, rites, and
doctrinal statements which are shared by both Churches.

Prospects of Contact, forms an attractive and practical ending to the discussion, leading to consideration of
the best means to be devised for bringing about some mutual understanding between Presbyterians and
Episcopalians, so that we may not be doing the work twice over, nor unnecessarily hampering each other's
movements at the cost of the hindrance of spiritual religion. It will be noticed that I have almost exclusively
treated Episcopacy as identified with England, and Presbyterianism with Scotland. This does not represent the
whole question; but as English Presbyterianism developed into, or was to a great extent absorbed by
Independency, the consideration of the attitude of Independents to Episcopacy would be a different subject, and
may be discussed at some future time. This will account for my omission of reference to the Savoy Conference,
though it had its influence on ecclesiastical transactions north of the Tweed.

I. Periods of Contact between Presbyterian and Episcopalian Churches.—When we look back to
pre-reformation times, we find the realms of England and Scotland both existing as portions of the unreformed
Catholic Church. Their Service books, teaching and discipline, and their connection with the Papal See of
Rome as the visible Head of the Church, were the same. Prior to the dawn of the Reformation, they were one in
darkness, one in corruption, one in their acceptation of human traditions overriding divine simplicity, one in
their superstitions, one in their fondness for ecclesiastical grandeur and multiplication of ceremony, one in the
gross ignorance of their clergy, and one in the degradation of their moral standard. Would to God that those
who were so joined in darkness, had sought and found the light in company. At first it appeared as if they were
going to do so; and if Knox had followed up his own sagacious aspirations, he would have accomplished what



was done in England, viz., the reformation, as distinguished from the destruction, of the government of the
Church. The Churches of England and Scotland were as yet one, while Knox was hesitating whether he should
accept an English Bishopric at the hands of Edward the Sixth; and strange as it may appear to be, I refer to that
period as one of contact between Episcopalians and Presbyterians. What was it that hindered their accepting the
same form of government? Solely political considerations. The question of Episcopacy was in Scotland
inextricably combined with that of political matters; and in the struggle for social and political freedom, I admit
with the deepest regret, that the Bishops holding an unscriptural and exaggerated view of their own position,
cast in their lot with that of the despot, and as a class were found on the side, first of Queen Elizabeth,

In 1590, Queen Elizabeth wrote to James the Sixth thus,—"Let me warn you, that there is risen, both in
your realme and myne, a sect of perilous consequence, such as would have no King but a Presbyterye, and take
our place, while they enjoy our privilege. Yes, look we well unto them."

In 1592, James the Sixth said,—" It would not be weill till nobleman and gentlemen gott license to break
ministers heads."

We are not surprised accordingly at finding the following disloyal utterance from John Ross, a minister of
the Scotch Kirk, by way of repartee, in 1594. "Admit that our King be a Christien King, yit but a man dement,
he is a reprobate King. Of all the men in this nation, the King himself is the maist fynest and maist dissembling
hypocrit."

The reason why King James was so violent for Bishops, was neither their divine institution (which he
denied they had), nor yet the profit the Church should reap from them, for he knew the men and their
communications, but merely because he believed they were useful instruments to turn a limited monarchy into
absolute dominion and subjects into slaves, the design in the world he minded most.—Quoted in Buckle's
History of Civilization in England, vol. iii. ch. 3.
who cannot hope for much appreciation on the side of her transactions with Scotland; next of James the Sixth of
Scotland and First of England, who thought he would cowe his unruly Scotch subjects with the aid of
Episcopacy; of Charles the First, who was unfortunate to be advised and led captive by the most arbitrary and
tyrannical of counsellors; and again, of Charles the Second and James the Second, of whom we cannot but
admit that they conspired against the social and political liberties of their own subjects. Even if the Bishops of
these periods had been wise, acceptable, and moderate men, the alliance with such sovereigns would have been
fatal to the acceptance of the form of Church government which they represented. If indeed there is anything in
the nature of Episcopacy essentially tyrannical and despotic, their objections had some reason; if the idea the
Scotch formed of Episcopacy was a correct one, then their prejudices are not to be wondered at. There were,
however, during the stormy periods alluded to, men of power, men of sound Church principles and of profound
learning, such as Hooker, Archbishop Usher, and Dean Field, and very many others, who were at the very same
instant protesting against the unwarranted assumptions of some advocates of Episcopacy of their own day; they
could not indeed succeed in raising their voices loud enough to be heard above the din of the storm then fiercely
raging, but shall not their words, now to be perused in the calm of their writings, be listened to by us in these
more moderate days, so that we may perceive a period of contact which escaped the notice of many in that time
of confusion. The dove of union was let loose, but frightened back, not finding a place to rest the sole of her
foot, to go forth again in more halcyon days.

The following passages will prove the statements I have just made, being extracted from Usher, Hooker,
and Richard Field, the friend of Hooker, made afterwards Dean of Gloucester by James the First, and of whom
the present Dean of Chichester (Dr. Hook) says:—"The republication of this deeply learned work of Field
would in these days be very advantageous," and "one of the distinguishing features of this great divine is, that
in refuting error he always takes care to state with precision the opposite truth."

Dean Field's definition of a Church is as follows:—"What Church soever can prove itself to hold the faith
once delivered to the saints, and generally published to the world without heretical innovations and
schismatical violations, is undoubtedly the true Church of God." With this one Church Field identities the
Reformed Churches, such as those of England, Germany, and Geneva. They are called Churches as belonging
to different nations, but they are connected with that one Catholic Church which was established at Pentecost.
They did not begin with the Reformers, but God used the Reformers as His servants to put away some evils that
had grown up in them. The inclusion of non-Episcopal Churches determines what Field thought a lawful
ministry. (Hunt's Religious Thought in England, pp. 116-119.)

As to the possession of the bare and empty name of Catholic as a mark of the true Church, Field admits that
there may have been something in it in the days of our fathers, but it is now common to schismatics and
heretics, and therefore not a mark of the true Church. When there was but one main body of Christians, the
word Catholic meant something. But when the East was divided from the West, the name remained common to
both parties. The Greek Church, not less than the Latin, is the Catholic Church. As this name has ceased to be a
note of the true Church, so the names derived from men have ceased to be marks of heresy. Those who



followed the form of administration left by Ambrose, were called Ambrosians; those who followed Gregory,
Gregorians; so Lutheran, Calvinist, and Zwinglian, are called from Luther, Calvin, and Zwingle, "worthy
servants of God."

The Latin Church, Field says, was the true Church till our time. We condemn the errors, not the doctrines,
of that Church. Luther did not begin a new Church.

In speaking of Church Government, Field is very clear. Orders, he reduces to the necessity of order. He
dare not, he says, condemn those worthy men who were ordained by Presbyters, when the Bishops were
opposed to the truth of God. In their circumstances, ordination by Presbyters was orders, and therefore valid
orders. The Lutheran and Presbyterian Churches are therefore reckoned as one with the Church of England, and
as members of the Catholic Church.

Archbishop Usher did not regard the Presbyterian minister as unordained, but he thought it desirable to
restore the Apostolic model of Bishops acting with their Presbyteries. Ordination by Presbyteries might be
schismatical, but it was justified by circumstances. (Hunt's Religious Thought, 172.)

Hooker's view of orders may be gathered from the following extracts:—
"Which divisions and contentions might have easily been prevented, if the orders which each Church did

think fit and convenient for itself had not so peremptorily been established under high commanding form,
which tendered them unto the people as things everlastingly required by the law of that Lord of Hosts against
whose statutes there is no exception to be taken. For by this it came to pass, that one Church could not but
condemn another of disobedience to the will of Christ." (Hooker, Ecc. Pol., 161, Keble's edition.)

"If we did seek to maintain that which most advantageth our own cause, the very best way for us, and the
strongest against them, were to hold, even as they do, that in Scripture there must need be found some
particular form of Church polity which God hath instituted, and which, for that very cause, belongeth to all
Churches and all times. But with any such eye to respect ourselves, and by cunning to make those things seem
the truest which are the fittest to serve our purpose, is a thing which we neither like nor mean to follow."
(Hooker, p. 494.)

Hooker denies explicitly that in Scripture there must be of necessity a form of Church government.
Discipline is needed everywhere, but there is no necessity that it be everywhere the same. Throughout the world
there is need of speech, but from this he says, does not follow the necessity that all men should speak one
language. Even so, he concludes, the necessity of polity and regiment in all Churches may be held without
holding any one certain form to be necessary to them all.

It is curious to see how the Scotch clung to the reality of Episcopacy after the name of it was abandoned,
and they had committed themselves against its reintroduction. They regarded it in two aspects—
• 1st. As a purely monarchical, irresponsible, and absolute office, and as such they eschewed it.
• 2nd. As an administrative, responsible, constitutional position of inspection, presidency, and

superintendence.
In this latter aspect they were willing to accept it, only under another name; and it is almost amusing to read

the description given of the duties of the Superintendent, as laid down in the First Book of Discipline agreed to
by the Scottish Kirk of 1560, as compiled by themselves. In it we find the following orders respecting the
Superintendents (chap. ii. clause 2):—

"We consider that, if the ministers whom God hath endowed with his singular graces among us, should be
appointed to remote places, there to make their continuale residence, that then the greatest part of the realme
should be destitute of all doctrine, which should not only be the occasion of great murmur, but also be
dangerous to the salvation of many. And therefore, we have thought it a thing most expedient at this time, that
from the whole number of godly and learned men now presently in this realme, be selected ten or twelve, to
whom charge and commandments should be given to plant and erect kirkes; to set, order, and appoint ministers,
as the former order prescribes to the countries that shall be appointed to their care where none are now; and by
their means, your love and care over all the inhabitants of this realme, to whom you are equally debtors, shall
evidently appear; as also the simple and ignorant, who perchance have never heard Jesus Christ truely preached
shall come to some knowledge, by the which many that are dead in superstition and ignorance shall attain to
some feeling of godliness, by the which they may be provoked to search and seek further knowledge of God,
and his true religion and worshipping; whereas by the contrary, if they shall be neglected, then shall they not
only grudge but also seeke the means whereby they may continue in their blindness, or return to their
accustomed idolatry. And, therefore, nothing we desire more earnestly, than that Christ Jesus be universally
once preached throughout this realme, which shall not suddenly be, unless that by you men be appointed and
compelled faithfully to travel in such provinces as to them shall be assigned."

Then follow the designation of the Dioceses or Superintendencies, and the chief town at which the
Superintendents are to reside in each, Edinburgh, Jedburgh, Glasgow, Dumfries, &c.

"These men must not be suffered to live as your idle Bishops have done heretofore, neither must they



remain gladly where they would, but they must be preachers themselves, and such as may not make long
residence in any place, till their kirkes be planted and provided of ministers, or at least of readers. Charge must
be given them that they remain in no place above twenty daies in their visitation, till they have passed through
their whole bounds. They must thrice everie week preach at the least, and when they return to their principal
town and residence, they must be likewise exercised in preaching and edification of the kirk, and yet they must
not be suffered to continue there so long that they may seem to neglect their other kirks. But after they have
remained in their chief towne three or foure months at most; they shall be compelled (unless by sicknesse they
be retained), to reenter on visitation, in which they shall not only preach, but also examine the life, diligence,
and behaviour of the ministers, as also the order of the kirkes and the maimers of the people. They must further
consider how the poor be provided and the youth be instructed. They must admonish where admonition
needeth, and drene such things as by good counsell they be able to appease. And finally, they must note such
crimes as be heynous, that by the advice of the kirk the same may be corrected."

While reading the above description, we almost recognise it as a photograph of Bishops in New Zealand,
who are charged with all the above mentioned functions, in addition to several others of equally important
character. We can scarcely believe that the Presbyterians of New Zealand would object to that which was
accepted and approved by the very founder of their present establishment, John Knox, or refuse to join, for the
sake of greater union and more extensive usefulness, a system which he had expressed approval of. But for the
arbitrariness of James the First and Charles the First, Scotland would have received Episcopacy in a moderated
and more primitive form; but the times were out of joint, and so despotic were the claims of absolute monarchy,
so hoodwinked were many of the Bishops and their supporters, so obstinate and deaf to reason were many of
the Presbyterian leaders, that, as often happens, the views of each side were exaggerated by the asertions of the
opposite party, who forced words into their lips, and put constructions on their utterances which they
themselves never intended. The Presbyterians told the world what Episcopacy was, and, on the other hand,
Episcopalians drew their picture of the opposing Presbyterians, neither portraiture being fair, and thus each
party found itself in the possession of a reputed creed and watchword which was in its extreme character the
fabrication and imputation of its enemy.

Henceforth, on such a basis as this, there was small hope for union, and both parties seem to have declared
"war to the knife;" no state policy, no personal ability, not even a Chrysostom in holy eloquence, nor the
angelical life of as genuine a saint as ever trod the earth, could win over the Presbyterians of those days, who
were determined that a Bishop never could be anything other than a wolf, and no shepherd, they would not
believe, and not altogether without reason, but that Prelacy was a back-door by which Popery might be brought
back again into Scotland, forgetting that that was not the only danger, and that there can be Protestant Popes as
well as Romanist, and that spiritual despotism may exist as well in the cold grey kirks of Scotland as in the
darkened halls of the sun-emblazoned temple of St. Peter's,—forgetting that it is the papacy of human nature
which has from age to age to be protested against, and on which the door must be closed, whether it proceed
from judaic, papal, puritan prelatical, episcopalian, presbyterian, methodistic, independent, or secularist
sources; for all of these, so far as they are true to human nature, have an indisputable tendency to produce Popes
from time to time.

Nevertheless, from 1597 to 1637, Episcopacy was reintroduced into Scotland by force and fraud, by the
votes of packed Assemblies, and by arbitrary interference with their sessions. In 1605, James, backed by the
power of England, determined to show the difference of his position, and ordered fourteen of the Scotch clergy
to be imprisoned, and to be accused of High Treason; while all over Scotland numbers of the clergy were
imprisoned or forced to fly. In 1606, Andrew Melville, the leader of the anti-episcopal party, was imprisoned
four years in the Tower of London, and forced into exile, where he died, 1622.

In 1610, Episcopacy was re-establisned in an Assembly nominated by the Crown; and, at the same time, the
question of equality or inequality in the kirk was ordered not to be treated in the pulpit, under penalty of
suspension.

In 1637, the people began to rise against the introduction by compulsion of the Service Book; their
opposition seemed to be more directed against the forcible imposition of it than against the book itself. With the
opposition to it was combined opposition to the Episcopal office altogether, and when the one was rejected the
other fell. Howell wrote from Edinburgh thus in 1639:—"The Bishops are all gone to wrack, and they have had
but a sorry funeral; the very name grown so contemptible, that a black dog, if he hath any white marks, is called
a Bishop. Our Lord of Canterbury (Archbishop Laud) is grown here so odious, that they call him commonly in
the pulpit the Priest of Baal and the son of Belial."

In 1639 the Scotch took up arms against Charles the First; in the next year, 1640, they invaded England,
defeated the King, and on the principle that he who cannot pay with his purse must pay with his person, sold
their unfortunate Sovereign to the English for £200,000 sterling.

In 1650, Charles the Second promised amends for what his father had done to the Scotch, which, however,



he never meant sincerely to carry out. The cause of Episcopacy was once more attached to the fortunes of
royalty, and baneful indeed was its patronage.

The times are well described in a poem, entitled "The Bishop's Walk," by "Orwell," in which Bishop
Leighton speaks thus:—

"Alas, he said, an evil time
When simple truth is civil crime,
And God's anointed goes in quest
Of foolish mirth and ribbald jest;
And the high task of rule,
Falls or to knave or fool.

"A king that only cares for pleasure,
A court that dances to his measure,
A policy of passing shifts,
A parliament that thoughtless drifts
With any tide to-day,
On any evil way.

"They care not for Thy kirk, 0 Lord,
They reck not of Thy blessed word;
Alike the mitre and the rood,
Alike to them the cap and hood;
Their only wish on earth
The foam upon its mirth.

"And God's dear saints, alas, are dead,
Or to the misty moorland fled;
Or, with oppression mad, they come
To battle with the trump and drum;
To be trampled by the force
Of the rider and his horse.

"And all for what! alas, the while
Those deal in wrath, and hate, and guile;
And these to sorrow bow them all
For forms ecclesiastical;
And for the seed of grace
We but the husk embrace."

Charles the Second, like his grandfather, hoped to use Episcopacy as his tool for subjugating the Scotch to
despotism, and to prepare the way in time for the reintroduction of Popery, for which he had conceived a strong
desire during his exile. Accordingly, by forcible proclamation of Council, not on the petition of their lawful
ecclesiastical assemblies, Episcopacy was again established in 1661. To give it a fair chance it should have
been entrusted to worthy men; but instead of securing that advantage, with one notable exception, those who
were chosen were singularly unfit, and their behaviour the very opposite of that which would commend itself to
prejudiced persons. Those appointed were, Middleton, Sharp, Sydserf, Fairfowl, Hamilton, Alexander Burnet,
and, lastly, Leighton, the bright exception to the rest.

There was at that time again exhibited a disposition to accept a moderate form of Episcopacy. The Synod of



Aberdeen desired it, and two-thirds of the ministers conformed to it; and had the rest of the Bishops been
penetrated with the same humility, discretion, and love for the essentials of Christian conduct that characterised
Leighton, we should not have had to discuss the question before us.

Archbishop Sharp, however, proved himself a hard, rapacious, and cruel man. He set up a court of
ecclesiastical commission which filled the prisons to overflowing, and when they would hold no more the
victims were transported to Barbadoes.

These last Bishops were invested with such immense power, that the former set made by the Parliament of
1612 were but pigmies to these high and mighty lords, whose finger was felt to be greater than the loins of the
former Bishops. In 1668, Leighton, wearied with his incessant efforts at conciliation, and distressed at their ill
success, desired to resign his Bishopric, but Charles would not hear of it; and Leighton, willing once more to
try what could be done, suggested the following moderate proposals:—

1 That the Church should be governed by the Bishops and their clergy mixing together in the Church
judicatories, in which the Bishop should act only as a President, and be determined by the majority of his
presbytery, both in the matter of jurisdiction and ordination.

2 That the presbyters should be allowed, when they first sat down in their judicatories, to declare that their
sitting under a Bishop was submitted to by them for peace sake, with a reservation of their opinions with
relation to any such presidency, and that no negative vote should be claimed by the Bishop.

3 That Bishops should go to the churches in which such as were candidates for ordination were to serve,
and hear and discuss any exceptions that were made to them, and ordain them with the concurrence of the
presbytery.

4 That such as were to be ordained should have leave to declare their opinions, if they held that the Bishop
was only the head of the presbyters.

5 That provincial Synods should sit in course every third year, or oftener if the King summoned them, in
which complaints of the Bishops should be received, and they should be censured according to their deserts.

In 1669 the Assertory Act was passed, placing all power in ecclesiastical causes and arrangements in the
hands of the King in council. One result was to transfer Bishop Leighton from Dunblane to Glasgow as
Archbishop, in the hopes that, in a position of higher dignity, his influence might proportionally increase. In
connection with this a new conference was held at Holyrood, to endeavour to conciliate the Presbyterians. At
this meeting, Leighton dwelt on the calamities which had already arisen from the sad alienation of
Episcopalians and Presbyterians, and after notifying the readiness of the Bishops to stoop to the lowest point of
defensible yielding in meeting the Presbyterian scruples, he drew a comparison between the two platforms,
pointing out what he thought the defects inherent in the Presbyterian system, and the ground there was for
concluding that Episcopacy had existed in substance, if not in name, from the infantile age of Christianity. He
laboured to convince them, that many parts of the Presbyterian discipline were not fortified by apostolic
practice, and bore no signature of a Divine appointment; that in establishing a form of ecclesiastical
government, we are free to institute offices of which the inspired yolume furnishes no precedent, provided
nothing contrary to the orders of Christ, and to the spirit of his religion, be admitted; and that by submitting to
the Episcopal form, they would not bind themselves to comply with anything repugnant to the dispensation of
the gospel, nor to tolerate any encroachment on the pastoral functions.

Such reasonable negociations as these nevertheless proved useless where men had made up their minds; but
unsparing in his efforts to accomplish his desire for union, later in the same year, 1670, Leighton, assisted by
only two clergy, once more entered the lists with 26 nonconformists, repeated the former arguments, but aimed
at making his opponents sensible how unreasonable and blameable it was to abate nothing on their side, but to
exact unbounded concession from the other. He urged them further to reflect, whether they would have refused
communion with the Church at the time of the Nicene Creed and Council, when Episcopacy was of a lordlier
character than it now affected in Scotland.

The only answer given to such proposals was—"We are not free in conscience to close with the
propositions made by the Bishop of Dunblane as satisfactory."

His answer was:—"My sole object has been to procure peace, and to advance the interests of true religion.
In following up this object I have made several proposals, which I am fully sensible involved great diminutions
of the just rights of Episcopacy; yet, since all Church power is intended for edification and not for destruction, I
thought that, in our present circumstances, Episcopacy might do more for the prosperity of Christ's kingdom, by
relaxing some of its just pretensions, than it could by keeping hold of all its rightful authority. It is not from any
mistrust of the soundness of our cause that I have offered these abatements, for I am well convinced that
Episcopacy has subsisted from the Apostolic age of the Church. Perhaps I have wronged my own order in
making such largo concessions, but the unerring Discerner of hearts will justify my motives, and I hope ere
long to stand excused with my own brethren."

The only answer the Presbyterians would give to this last and final appeal was, that the solemn oath they



had taken forbad (to use their own words) a hoof or so much as a hair of the Scottish model to be departed
from. In 1674, Leighton at last succeeded in retiring from the task in which he had so signally failed, not
through any fault of his own, and from that time forward all hopes of recognition of Episcopacy banished, until
the dawn of move tolerant and less prejudiced days.

The Duke of York, afterwards James the Second, trod in the same steps of persecution and intolerance as
his predecessors, and even was said to take a sanguinary delight in witnessing the sufferings of the victims of
his tyranny when under torture.

It was left to William of Orange to terminate the sad struggle, and this only after recourse to very
questionable means of pacification, till at last the political atmosphere becoming calmer, and the union of the
two kingdoms being consummated on the basis of the existence and establishment of two national Churches,
Presbyterianism remained in the possession of the field, and the Episcopalian congregations, scattered and
harassed, had some difficulty in maintaining their existence; and by a natural reaction, were in their turn the
victims of restrictive and arbitrary laws; their service was proscribed, and their clergy denied the right of
ministration till very recent days.

We do not desire to prolong the traditions of the past into the present, but rather to look at the matter anew,
and hope that in the very heart of Presbyterianism itself, there will be found a disposition to unite with us on an
Episcopal basis, on terms which shall be honourable to both sides.

Arising out of the necessities of the case originally, and approved by the example and provision of the
Apostles, especially St. Paul, if Episcopacy is to be restored universally, it must be by its being regarded as
supplying a felt need; and thus revived and accepted, it will, we fully believe, in a well balanced system,
approve itself as one of the best organizations for the defence and spread of the truth. A new principle, that of
perfect toleration, is the principle of our æra; neither Episcopacy nor Presbyterianism have yet been tried on the
basis of complete toleration. We must not think that Episcopacy, acting with perfect toleration, and the absence
of coercive force, will produce the same evils as Episcopacy leagued with and hampered by the intolerance and
ignorance of the past.

How full of instruction and suggestion is this history; how noble, and, on the other hand, how weak and
vile were some of the actors in it. How nearly men approached to what we in these last days desire; will it be
our happiness to go further in accomplishing union than they did?

Perhaps we may gain what we wish by simple cooperation and combined action, whereas they persisted in
looking for it only in subordination of one to the other. Whether or not the present is an æra of favourable and
converging contact, has to be proved. My argument is this,—all that ever was said before in favour of union
holds good now, while very much that was then a justifiable obstacle is removed, especially in the country and
age in which we find ourselves.

Our circumstances are wholly new, and wholly different from those of any age before us; and there is room
for new action, new construction, and new results. Let us not, for the sake of quietness, cast away such a
precious opportunity, nor try to re-produce the cracked china of a past age, but present to the world a new form
of a Christian Church, unshackled as to its government and organization, either by local, territorial, or
traditional conditions,—that has all the family features of the blanches of Christ's Church from which it has
resulted, and through which it derives its unbroken connection with the Apostolic Church; a Church which
would be recognised by any primitive Christian in the simplicity of its creed and worship, while in its
comprehensiveness and fulness, it satisfies minds educated under all the varied influences of the past history of
churches and doctrines.

I conclude this sketch with the following extract from the Bishop of Christchurch's (our Primate) address to
the General Synod, February, 1871, which may be sufficient to justify our regarding the present as a period of
contact:—

"It is here in New Zealand, indeed, that we are made to feel most sensibly the unquestionable evils of
disunion, and the waste of power for good which must ever be the ease, when persons having the same object in
view, and labouring in the same field of labour, are systematically acting apart from each other. Our disunion,
in some instances, may have been overruled for good, but it is plainly an unchristian state of things; and if, at
this present time, we can do nothing more than retain upon our records the resolution referred to, it is at least
an admission, on our part, that such disunion is deeply to be regretted, and that it is our duty to be still seeking
to remedy it, and to be assistant in any practical efforts for that purpose. Much of course may be effected in this
direction, if the members of the various religious bodies maintain friendly intercourse with each other; honestly
appreciate the services of each other in the cause of religion; and if, with larger sympathies with those who
differ from them, they tolerate opinions and practices which are not opposed to the fundamental principles of
Christianity and to purity of morals; allowing, that is to others in such matters, the same liberty as they claim
for themselves. But I must add that, in my opinion, we must go further than this, if there is to be in this Colony
any effectual and enduring restoration of Christian unity. We must endeavour to realise our Christian



brotherhood, by uniting together in one religious organization, so that we may labour together side by side in
full communion with each other, not necessarily in the same way, but still under rules which shall be equally
binding upon all.

"Our Church, so far as I know, has never pronounced any opinion on the validity of the ministry of other
communions—she has only declared that no one shall be accounted or taken to be a lawful Bishop, Priest, or
Deacon in the United Church of England and Ireland, except he shall have Episcopal consecration or
ordination; and while abstaining, in like manner, from drawing any invidious comparison between our ministry
and that of other communions, we shall, I have no doubt, feel ourselves bound to hold fast the precious
heirloom which we have received in our ministry, and to hand it on unimpaired to those who may succeed us.
And hence the difficulty in devising measures under which those whose ministry may differ from ours, may he
united with us, in cordial cooperation, in the great work of saving souls. In other respects, as I conceive, the
difficulties may be comparatively slight. With the great majority of Christians in this Colony, there is already a
very substantial agreement in all the essential truths of the Christian faith, and a devout acceptance of the
sacraments of the gospel; all, therefore, on these points, that may seem to be required, is a readiness on all
sides to concede to one another the liberty in differing in opinion on the relative importance of such truths and
ordinances. There would be still less difficulty (if we on our part supplement our ordinary religious services
with such as I have ventured to suggest, or with others like them), in comprehending in the same religious
system, and in subordination to rules binding on all alike, 'diversities of ministrations' and 'diversities of
operations,' suited to the varied wants and customs of the members of our several communions."

Actuated by similar feelings, the Rev. D. M. Stuart, of John Knox Church, Dunedin, offered the pulpit of
his church to one of the Bishops when at Dunedin. The Bishops answered the kindly invitation in the following
terms:—

"MY DEAR SIR,—Mr. Edwards has placed in our hands your letter of February 1st, kindly inviting one of
the Bishops now in the city to preach in Knox Church on Sunday forenoon. We most sincerely thank you for this
token of your good will, and recognition of our common ministry as preachers of the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ; and personally we should have had much satisfaction in accepting your invitation, but in such a matter
as this we do not consider ourselves at liberty to follow our own inclinations without the concurrence of that
branch of the Church of which we are ministers. We are compelled, therefore, to decline your kind invitation.
Trusting, however, that the time is not far distant when, not only in preaching the Word of God, but in all other
efforts for the cause of true religion, we may be brought nearer to each other.

"We beg to subscribe ourselves yours very faithfully in the Lord,

H. C. CHRISTCHURCH, Primate.
W. WAIAPU.
A. B. NELSON.
W. G. AUCKLAND.
A, WELLINGTON.
Rev. D. M. Stuart.

Dunedin,

February 3rd, 1871."
The reason for the Bishops' withholding at the time was not, as was foolishly stated, any objection to

preach in a building not formally dedicated according to the rites of the English Church, but in order that, when
it was done, it might if possible be a public and official, rather than a private and personal, act. We are each of
us perfectly free to do it at any time.

II. Now, turning from these periods, during which there have been opportunities lost or improved for union
and comprehension, we shall have borne away from them the memory of many who stood forth conspicuously
in each sera as men of union—men claimed in spirit, if not in letter, by both sides—men whose catholic spirit
surpassed the limits of the particular fold of which they were members, and who seem to belong to the Church
of Christ—men in whose communications the gulf which politics created was bridged over, and who rose
above the prejudices of those with whom they were accidentally and unpleasantly thrown; and who, had they
lived in our day, would have hailed the opportunities for contact which we are now beginning to enjoy.

The very men who were exasperated to take a most prominent line in opposing our Episcopal system, or
rather the Episcopal system of their own day, were men whom, if they had lived now, we should have for our
allies.

John Knox himself would, we firmly believe, have voted for such Episcopacy as is proposed now, and such
as is practically carried out; but the only Bishops he knew in Scotland were identified with Romanist and



unreformed views, and this prevented his sanctioning the establishment of such a government. I cannot allow
him to be quoted against Episcopal government now, or against liturgical services, and many other features of
the Anglican Church; it was against a different Church altogether that he protested, and against the possible rein
traduction of Popery through its means. Had Scotland seen among its Bishops men like Cranmer, Latimer,
Ridley, and Hooper, it would have looked at the office with a more kindly eye, and admitted the possibility of
its being restored with safety and advantage.

Calvin, so misunderstood by those who bear his name, and fancy they are his followers, by no means
rejected the office; its associations were so strong, that he was afraid to carry out his own advice and system;
but shall we not rather recur to his well studied theory and approved system, rather than to the make shifts to
which he was reduced by the prejudices and dangers of the time. After reading his opinions, I have no
hesitation in classing him as a friend. Bishop Hall quoted him as such within a hundred years of his death.

Who would have thought at first sight that we should be justified in claiming Baxter as an ally in our
protest in favour of Episcopacy. I have transcribed here Mr. Baxter's own words, Church Government, part iii.
p. 276.

"An Episcopacy desirable for the reformation and peace of the Churches. A fixed president durantevita.
But some will say, we are engaged against all prelacy by covenant, and therefore cannot yield to so much as
you do without perjury. Ans. That this is utterly untrue, I thus demonstrate—

"1. When that covenant was presented to the Assembly with the bare name of prelacy joined to popery,
many grave and reverend divines desired that the word prclacy might be explained, because it was not all
Episcopacy they were against, and therefore the following concatenation in the parenthesis was given by way
of explication in these words: That a Church government by Archbishops, Bishops, their Chancellors and
Commissaries, Deans and Chapters, Archdeans, and all the other ecclesiastical officers, depending on that
hierarchy. By which it appears, that it was only the English hierarchy or frame that was covenanted against,
and that which was then existent, but was taken down.

"2. When the House of Lords took the covenant, Mr. Thomas Coleman, that gave it them, did so explain it,
and profess that it was not their intent to covenant against all Episcopacy, and upon this explication it was
taken; and certainly the Parliament was most capable of giving the due sense of it, because it was they that did
impose it.

"3. And it could not be all Episcopacy that was excluded, because a parochial Episcopacy was at the same
time used and approved commonly here in England.

"4. And in Scotland they had used the help of visitors for the reformation of their Churches, committing the
care of a country or circuit to some one man, which was as high a sort of Episcopacy as any I am pleading for.
Besides that they had Moderators in all their Synods, who were temporary Bishops.

"5. Also, the chief divines of the late Assembly at Westminster, that recommended that covenant to the
nations, have professed their own judgments for such a moderate Episcopacy as I am here defending, and
therefore never intended the exclusion of this by covenant."

After this Baxter adds:—
"As we have prelacy to beware of, so we have the contrary extreme to avoid, and the Church's peace (if it

may be) to procure; and as we must not take down the ministry, lest it prepare men for Episcopacy, so neither
must we be against any profitable exercise of the ministry, or desirable order amongst them, for fear of
introducing Prelacy."

Surely here is a person who may bring Presbyterians and Episcopalians together; who may say to the
former, surely you cannot object to this; to the latter, you do not ask more. Just as we appealed to the reformers
of whom we have spoken before, we appeal to Baxter's serious unprejudiced judgment, and we feel his advice
to us is that we need not keep asunder.

But of all the men of contact, none stands out so prominently, none has a name more acceptable to both of
us, than that of Archbishop Leighton, whose gentle spirit and Christ-like disposition are strikingly brought out
by his coming into contact with Presbyterians and Episcopalians, as we have seen above.

Few contrasts are more curious than those of Dr. Leighton, the father, and Leighton, Archbishop of
Glasgow, the son.

The father wrote a most intemperate appeal to Parliament, entitled "Sion's Plea against Prelacy." Of this we
are told, the arguments were those of the Presbyterian party, not strong in themselves, yet deriving strength
from the manifold evils unreformed in the Church.

"The Lord," he says, "had a controversy with the land, because the prelates had usurped the place of
Christ. Parliament is asked to remove Ashtaroth, that God's judgments against us may cease, that the honour of
the state may be redeemed, and there may be a dashing of Babel's brats against the wall."

This is a kind of contact not very agreeable to contemplate; and, according to the savage custom of those
times, R. Leighton reaped the reward of his intemperance and misquotation of Holy Scripture, by having his



ears cropped, and being condemned to stand in the pillory with his objectionable treatise slung to his neck.
Who would have expected with such a beginning and associations, to find his son a model Bishop, and,

above all, a Scotch Bishop; and yet we are quite willing to let the whole question between us be decided by
Leighton's arguments and writings. His integrity is undeniable; the advantage of his loving, wise, and Christian
superintendence over the clergy of his diocese cannot be questioned; and his proposals come to us with a force
and claim for our consideration such as none others can have. Others may overwhelm us with their history,
precedents, and arguments; he makes us feel such a man could scarcely have gone very far wrong in a matter of
this kind; and when we see in his history how many loopholes he had by which he might have escaped, he
becomes one of our most valued witnesses in any plan for reunion or combination of differing Churches. We
cannot adduce any new arguments,—we cannot make any further concessions than he made,—we cannot
outrun his charity,—we can scarcely equal his devotion; and as we read his life at the present day, we cannot
help feeling that there must be some great advantage to be derived by the Church by following out this
organization, otherwise so wise, so holy a man would scarcely have thought himself justified in spending so
much time and labour to re-establish it. The anecdotes related of him show, that he laid down the controversy as
soon as ever he could consistently; and if so, the fact that he took it up again as of necessity, proved how
strongly he felt about the matter.

But we have seen that even he did not succeed; and if so, is there any hope for us now? If so, it must be
wholly in the alteration of the times; and they are so completely changed, that we hope men's minds are
changed too, and that they no longer take fright at a name, nor adhere to a matter only for its age.

After Leighton's death in 1684, it was long before any men arose who were of equal interest to both
Churches; the deadness of the early part of the eighteenth century crept over England, and even the
non-conformists fell away from their primitive orthodoxy, while the Established Kirk of Scotland was
characterised by a cold philosophic heartlessness, and its pulpit was regarded as a stage for rhetorical display,
on which clergymen, who drew their inspirations and their attitude from the Roscius of the day, acted their part.
I know few spectacles more sad than the picture of unmitigated worldliness exhibited in the condition of the
kirk as set forth in the life of the Rev. Dr. Carlyle.

There were to be found a few individuals on both sides who recognised their common Christianity, as, for
example, we find the Rev. M. Hervey, author of "Theron and Aspasio," in 1750, referring to "Human Nature in
its Fourfold State," Edinburgh, 1729, by Mr. Thomas Boston, late minister of the gospel at Ettrick, as "one of
the best books for common readers,—the sentences short, the comparisons striking, the language easy, and the
doctrine evangelical."

If a revival came after, it was not owing to the excellence of either a Presbyterian or Episcopalian
government, for one of the chief agents in it was Whitefield, who, cast out of the Established Church of
England, visited Scotland in 1741, and at intervals until 1762, by unwearied efforts in preaching received so
signal a blessing. Both in Scotland and England the revival took place outside the Establishment; neither
Bishops nor Presbyters could, by the mere force of their office, either keep the Church orthodox, or revive its
spiritual life when asleep.

No sooner, however, were men roused to a sense of sin and to faith in the gospel, than there rose up in both
Churches men who were glad to fraternise, and appreciate good in other Churches besides their own,—men like
Dr. Chalmers, who could write thus in 1821:—

"It is not to any violent demolition in the existing framework of society, that we look for the impulse that is
to regulate our nation. The actual constitution, whether of Church or State, is a piece of goodly and effective
mechanism, were the living agents who work it animated with the right zeal and the right principle. And sorry
should we be in particular, were a rashly innovating hand laid upon the venerable Hierarchy of England. Even
the affluence of its higher dignitaries, so obnoxious to some, could be made subservient to the best of causes;
and through it, the principle of deference to station, which, in spite of all his assumed sturdiness, every man
feels to be insuperable within him, may be enlisted on the side of Christianity. We envy not that dissenter his
feelings, who could not bless God and rejoice in the progress of an Apostolical Bishop through the diocese."

What a change has come over Presbyterians for one of them to speak thus of Episcopacy. They can now do
justice to their own convictions, because their prejudices are not roused by being compelled to accept what is
distasteful.

From Dr. Chalmers' time persons of contact are frequent on both sides. Edward Irving, of Scotch Church,
Regent Square, London, thus preached at its opening:—

"I commend first of all to you the churches of our Presbytery, that you may pray for them, and
affectionately desire their prosperity in faith and righteousness. Next I commend unto you the churches of our
sister Establishment, that you may love them as sisters in the Lord, and join with them in sweet fellowship, as
Abraham did unto Eschol and Aner, when he went to do battle with Chedorlaomer who had spoiled Lot."

We wonder not that Dr. James Hamilton, his successor, the author of the "Mount of Olives," "Life in



Earnest," &c., was found dedicating some of his hooks to (his former fellow-collegian) the present Archbishop
of Canterbury, and constantly mixing and associating with Episcopalian clergymen.

You may judge of the way in which each side takes advantage of the excellencies of the other, by observing
on the shelves of how many Presbyterian clergy is to be found, Keble's celebrated collection of poems, "The
Christian Year," and the frequency with which you meet with the "Memoir of the Rev. R. M. M Cheyne," in
Church of England studies. We can only now mention the names of those who are men of contact,—time fails
us to show the degree in which they are so. But the names of Dean Alford, Lindsay Alexander, Arnot, Beith,
M'Cosh, Tulloch, Guthrie, Cairns, Horatius and Andrew Bonar, Smith of Jordanhill, Douglas of Cavers, Dean
Ramsay, Sir D. Brewster, Professor Balfour. G. Wilson, and Norman M'Leod, are familiar to both sides, their
works equally appreciated and consulted as being of an essentially catholic spirit; not to speak of the
community of editorship in Clark's valuable "Theological Library," in which clergy of both Churches are
associated together. The late Lord Aberdeen, when Lord Haddo, at one and the same time fraternised with the
Presbytery in his own native country, and liberally erected and endowed an Episcopalian church, parsonage,
and school in the east of London, in Whitechapel, which was then the parish of the present Dean of Lichfield,
the Rev. W. Champneys, Whitechapel., Such are specimens of men of contact.

Amongst men of contact who have recently lived, we must spare a special notice for Dr. R. Lee, of
Greyfriars' church—not indeed that he was an Episcopalian, or had any inclinations personally in that direction,
but he was identified with, and the prime originator of a movement which has gone far to break down the
differences between our modes of worship, and so, we trust, to help us to draw nearer to each other. He had to
fight an uphill battle against prejudice, in the effort to introduce and obtain license, if not sanction, for the
introduction of instrumental music into churches, and conducting service by a written, printed, or definite form,
and performing the office of matrimony for members of the church in the church; the able stand he made for
freedom in these matters cannot fail to bear fruit.

We find persons of contact in the missionaries to the heathen, of whom Dr. Duff and Dr. W. Burns are good
specimens. Of the former, there was no greater friend or appreciator than Dr. G. Lynch Cotton, the late Bishop
of Calcutta, who signalised his episcopate by arranging for the use of Episcopal churches by Presbyterian
congregations; and the latter was always ready to co-operate with the missionaries of the Church of England. In
the presence of heathenism the questions of government are in abeyance, and long may they remain so. A work
has been going on in Scotland and India, chiefly connected with the Presbyterian Church, in providing medical
missionaries. Some are trained in Scotland, some in India; of these latter, we hear last year of twelve who were
trained under Presbyterian influence, under Mr. David Paterson of Madras; three of them are under the Church
Missionary Society, and one under the Society for Propagation of the Gospel; while of four students who went
forth from the Institution in 1869, one is under the auspices of the Established Church of Scotland, two in
connection with the United Presbyterians, and one (Dr. Elmslie) was in Cashmere for five years in connection
with the Church of England. If men go forth from the same Institution, brothers in labour and in faith, to
consecrate their talents to the same work, the Churches which employ such agency cannot long remain apart
from each other.

Now, what are the signs of the times as regards contact between different religious sections,—are men
altering their tone, are they moderating their language as regards each other? Undoubtedly the leaders of
Presbyterian thought are modifying their ancient arbitrariness. You well know what used to be said in
Disruption times,—nothing could be said bad enough for those who did not come out of the Established Kirk;
but now just listen to Dr. Candlish, at a meeting held in Edinburgh, November, 1870, not a year ago:—

"Dr. Candlish maintained the independence of the Church. He would not consent to he tied to 1843, nor
would he send the Church down to posterity tied to 1843. He insisted upon being allowed to look at things from
the point of view of 1870. He looked forward to the time when they might hope to have a union of all the
Presbyterian Churches, and he did not exempt from that hope his brethren of the Established Church."

At a large meeting recently held at Glasgow, Dr. Islay Bums used the following remarkable language,
which, although used from a purely Presbyterian point of view, yet involves principles which, if acted out, must
produce a platform on which Episcopalians and Presbyterians could meet:—

"The Church was not a mere number of people having a kindly feeling to-wards each other, but it was a
living society of men and women, united together in the Lord in common faith, and for common work, and
common worship and service. The denominational system, with which they were so calamitously familiar, was
entirely an invasion of modern times, and in its very idea was new to the writers of the New Testament. Those
who discourage the unity of the Church were not sound Presbyterians. The terms of union were in essence the
same as the terms were from the first in the Church of Christ. It must be so, for Christ was their only legislator,
and He had never given any new laws to his Church since the completion of the New Testament canon, though
the duty of the Church in applying and defending them varied from age to age. This was the great distinction
between scriptural principles and the application of scriptural principles. The one was immutable,



unchangeable,—the other changed with the change of time and circumstances."
On the same occasion, Dr. Gould, Mr. Arnot, and Dr. Nelson' spoke in the same spirit.
Some, ignorant of Baxter's explanation, as given above (page 21). fancy incorrectly that the Westminster

Confession is an obstacle to the adoption of Episcopacy, but there are many Pres-byterians who agree with the
following sentiments uttered by Dr. Buchanan of Glasgow:—

"Our own Church does not now, and never did, receive that Confession without important explanations.
That any of the other negotiating Churches receive it in the same way, cannot possibly, therefore, in and of
itself, furnish any ground for saying that there is an objection in principle to our uniting with those Churches
on the basis of a common confession. The only possible way in which the contrary could be proved, would be
by making it clearly out that these explanations contained something so radically different from ours, and
something in which vital principle was so essentially involved, that not even for the sake of an object so great
or good as that of union among the unhappily divided sections of our common Scottish Presbyterian Church,
would we consent to make that difference a matter of forbearance, and this is really the hinge of the whole
controversy."

"No distance breaks the tic of blood;
Brothers are brothers evermore;
Nor wrong, nor wrath of deadliest mood,
That magic may o'erpower:
Oft, ere the common source be known,
The kindred drops will claim their own;
And throbbing pulses silently
Move heart towards heart by sympathy."

Christian Year.
IV. What now has our enquiry reached? and what fears and hopes has the review of the past raised in our

minds? One in darkness; the same Reformation led us into clearer light, but altered our relationship. Many
efforts have been made to bring us together; they have failed—will they continue to fail—is there not in our
circumstances here a call from God to join once more, and seriously to set that as an object before us? Events
tend in that direction; the number of persons we have in common has marvellously increased; men are giving
up old prejudices—what is to be done?

We thus come to the fourth division of our subject, the Prospects of Contact between Presbyterian and
Episcopalian Churches,

Here we approach some difficulties. If we have come, like the two goats in Luther's fable, to the middle of
the plank, so that one must bend down for the other to walk over, it will become a great question whether either
party has at present enough Christian humility or desire for union as to be willing to take the subordinate place;
it may not, however, be necessary to come to this; if, however, it is,—if Episcopalians do come down so far,
and yet Presbyterians will not move on and take advantage of it, at whose door will it lie?—at ours or yours?
Some Presbyterians say—"Wait a little, they are so anxious to have us—the Bishop of Nelson, and those who
think with him, will fall into our arms, and we will absorb them." "Excuse me, I do not think so." A leading
member of the Presbyterian community, not in Otago, said very recently to me, "If our people knew all your
organization of Diocesan and General Synods, and what power the people have in the appointment of Pastors
and Bishops, they would join you directly." I am not so sanguine as that. But what I want to show is, that
whereas in a case of this kind there must be some giving and taking, we, as Episcopalians, have given and
altered and reformed already. We do not, for example, present you with an arbitrary Church government. The
Bishop in our Church, as at present constituted, is, by way of government and executive, above his clergy, and
as such is valued by them. I would always myself prefer to be under one man than under many. I do not like
committees, or councils, or kirk-sessions, for that reason. If you have to deal with a man, you have all his
conscience and kindness there; but when you get to a number of men, one man's conscience crouches down
behind his neighbour's.

I am sure no definite Church system is enforced and laid down arbitrarily in the Now Testament; there are
records of what was done, evidently as a pattern to be followed; and in the remarkably honest words of one of
your own professors, Dr. Islay Burns—"There were three primary elements of the apostolic order—the
presiding minister (whether bishop or presbyter bishop), presbyters, and deacons—and to these were added,
A.D. 250, other offices." These facts lead us to believe that the Apos- tles were in the place of Bishops; and
when they ceased, Bishops arose, as the office was felt to be necessary.

For the sake of unity, and to avoid too great individuality, the Church erected Episcopacy; and such a form



of Church government was certainly in use universally from within 100 years after Christ until 1550, a space of
1400 years. Why so! Because it was the most convenient, natural, primitive, and apostolically sanctioned form
of government. The civil power found it indeed a convenient mode of governing the Church, and abused it; but
now that we have lighted on a new æra, and the civil power does not govern the Church, but the Church
governs itself, we cannot but think that the mode it originally adopted when the State had as little to do with it
as now, must be the wisest.

"Si quid novisti rectius istis,
Candidus imperti, si non his utere mecum."

Horace.

"Farewell: if you can mend these precepts, do:
If not, what serves for us may serve for you."

Conington's Translation.
The prospects of contact lie in the direction, first, of the recognition of Presbyterian orders; and, secondly,

in the Presbyterian adoption of Episcopal superintendence and organization.
It is my own opinion, that we in the Church of England ought to recognise formally, as we have already

done indirectly, and for a long season actually, the orders of Presbyterian ministers; that we ought to recognise
them as ministers of the gospel, and after receiving from them the declaration of their conformity to our
standards, admit them to officiate in our Church, subject, of course, to such conditions as our own clergy have
imposed on them, and subject to any other restrictions necessary for discipline and order. This may, to some of
my own Church, appear a bold step; but are they at all aware that, as a Church, we have already actually
recognised them, and that overtures have been made to them from time to time to this effect, which, however,
were not accepted, probably from want of confidence in those who offered them.

The foreign Reformed Churches of France and Germany were recognised by such men as Hooker, Lord
Bacon, Bishop Davenant, and even Bishop Cosin himself; and although narrower counsels prevailed in the last
revision of the Prayer Book, and Episcopal ordination was a sine quâ non, yet it is satisfactory to know that we
have, in taking this broad view, so many on our side.

I must commend to the notice of all my so called High Church hearers, the words of Bishop Cosin; he was
Bishop of Durham, and one of the chief speakers at the Savoy Conference. Baxter says of him, he was
excellently well versed in Canons, Councils, and Fathers, which he remembered, when by citing of any
passages we tried him. "I would be loath," he says, to determine that those ordained by Presbyters are no
ministers." It is not desirable that Presbyters should make Presbyters, yet their ordination is good and valid. "It
is," he says, "the judgment of learned and eminent men, both Catholics and Protestants, that Presbyters have the
intrinsic power of ordination in actu primo." And that this was the doctriue of the Church of England, he brings
forward the case of a French minister coming to incorporate himself with us. "In such a case we do not
reordain, and never did."

A little later we have the following propositions made by Archbishop Tillotson, 1680, and they are so
liberal, and yet wise, that I cannot but fain hope it may fall to the lot of our present Archbishop of Canterbury
and to our Primate here to make similar proposals:—
• "1. That the ceremonies enjoined or recommended in the Liturgy or Canons be left indifferent.
• "2. That the Liturgy be revised, &c.
• "3. That subscriptions be reduced to one of a very simple character. This has been done.
• "4. That a new body of Canons be made. This we are providing for in the. Constitution and Statutes of our

New Zealand branch of the Church of England.
• "5. That ecclesiastical courts be reformed.
• "6. That for the future those who have been ordained in any of the foreign churches be not required to be

re-ordained here to render them capable of preferment in the Church.
• "7. That for the future none be capable of any ecclesiastical benefice or preferment in the Church of

England that shall be ordained in England otherwise than by Bishops, and that those who have been
ordained only by Presbyters shall not be compelled to renounce their former ordination. But because
many have and do still doubt the validity of such ordinations where episcopal ordination may be had, and
is by law required, it shall be sufficient for such persons to receive ordination from a Bishop in this or the
like form—'If thou art not already ordained, I ordain thee.' As in case a doubt be made of anyone's



baptism, it is appointed by the Liturgy that he be baptised in this form—'If thou art not baptised, I baptise
thee.'"

I merely quote the above as the proposal of an Archbishop of our Church, to meet the objections which will
arise rather from our own side than yours, and also to prove my loyalty to our Church system before going
further.

As it stands at present, it will be necessary for a Presbyterian minister to be ordained by a Bishop and the
Presbyters of the Diocese ere he could become a full and proper minister of the Church of England. I should
not, however, consider this as casting any slur or reproach upon his ordination as a Presbyterian minister. I do
not, by requiring him to be ordained, pronounce any opinion upon what he was before; he may have joined any
number of sects or professions—he may have been a minister of Christ in and of the Scotch section of the
Church, but that does not make him a minister in every other section of the Christian Church, without his being
formally recognised as ordained or accepted by that section. I should like to see Presbyterian ministers ordained
in the Church of England, so that they might from time to time supply services according to the method
prescribed by each Church, or, if it were possible to combine the two together, he might then minister
accredited to both. I have a case in point; a good Presbyterian minister, highly esteemed amongst his own
people, and having several calls open to him, presented himself to me for ordination in the Church of England;
he had no fault to find with Presbyterianism, except that it lacked the bond and superintendence of Episcopacy,
a lack felt more in the Colony than any where else. In receiving him, and accrediting him with the examinations
he had already passed in admission to the Presbyterian ministry, I felt, and he also, that no opinion was thereby
expressed on his status in Presbyterian orders, but he had thereby gained admission to the ministry of the
Episcopal Church. I do not feel satisfied with individual exchange of pulpits; it is too private and unauthorised a
proceeding, though perhaps the way to authorise it is to try it. There ought to be a mutual recognition that the
administrators of each Church have an inherent right to inquire into the motives, and knowledge, and
profession, and behaviour, of every one who aspires to be a minister thereof; and, therefore, I am quite ready
for myself, if that be the condition laid down, to consent to give my account of my faith to any proper
authorities in the Presbyterian Church, who have from the nature of the case a corresponding right to ask a
reason of the faith that is in me, with a view to the exercise of that position of Christian minister in connection
with such Christian bodies as they themselves may represent. John Howe said, "I will not be re-ordained,
because a thing cannot have two beginnings." This seemed a smart, but, was it a true or wise, saying? How
much wiser and more reasonable was Leighton's view at the same period, when he having received Presbyterian
orders was admitted to Episcopal ordination by Bishop Sheldon. In his opinion, "the re-ordaining a priest or
dained in another Church, imported no more but that they received him into orders according to their own rules,
and did not infer the annulling the orders he had formerly received." Did not Howe take for granted that the
ministry was the same in each case, whereas the one was a ministry of one community, rule and ritual, and the
other a minister distinct in all these respects. Some modified form of service acknowledging the previous
ministry if it were in a Church with which we were in communion, might be adopted, or a special service might
be composed for the occasion, or some modification made to recognise the de facto previous ordination.

Is it Utopian to expect this? There would probably be some congregations and ministers who would hold
out long, perhaps as long as their existence, against such a theory; they would determine to regard a proposal
for any thing like re-ordination as an insult, notwithstanding the above explanation; and when a man makes up
his mind that you must, shall, and will insult him, not-withstanding all your protestations to the contrary, he
believes himself rather than you, and is even confirmed in his belief by your pretexts.

The next perfect point of contact is that of the recognition of Episcopal organization. I do not wish to see
what is known as Prelacy restored. No one desires it—certainly not Dunedin. But some, nay many,
Presbyterians have already expressed to me their feeling that such an organization has its peculiar merits, and
they feel themselves much drawn towards it. I do not fear the direction affairs are taking. The prospects of
contact are bright in this direction, and all we desire is to recommend such organization to your gradual
adoption, by proving in a quiet and uncontroversial yet progressive manner, that Episcopal organization is one
under which the best interests of Christ's Church in New Zealand will most rapidly and permanently be secured.

Whether, as some think, an occasional exchange of pulpits and services should precede any formal
expression of recognition of Presbyterian orders on the one side, and of Episcopal government on the other, is a
matter which will require very careful consideration. If it be adopted, I venture to suggest that there should be a
temporary form of license or admission of this description:—"I, A. B., about to be permitted, or being united, to
officiate in such and such a church, do promise, in discharge of such function to abstain from preaching
anything contrary to the doctrines or formularies of the Church in whoso buildings I may officiate."

It will be said no fair man or gentleman would take advantage of suck a position to utter anything contrary
to those who invited him there; but we cannot trust to this, and wish to render such a position more formal and
in accordance with law. This would give to each as much at least as we already give our laity. The ticket of



permission being signed by the whole Presbytery in the one case and by the single Bishop on the other.
I am convinced that some good would result from such a plan. Such occasional conferences and

interchanges would lead to better understanding and mutual esteem of each by the other. Men who had stood on
the same spot, and preached faith in the same Saviour, and heard one another do so, would in most cases be
marvellously drawn to each other, would learn to esteem one another very highly in love for the work's sake,
and be at peace among themselves.

Another point and prospect of contact in the future immediately over against us, will be that of our common
version of Holy Scripture, and our efforts added to those of others in supporting institutions for the object of
disseminating the Bible. With regard to the British and Foreign Bible Society all Church people who support
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel should support the forenamed Society, for without its aid this
venerable Society could not carry on its missions. But it is not only in maintaining and circulating our present
authorised version that we may unite, we shall have to combine together in support of the editing and
publishing of the new revised version of the Scriptures now being undertaken in England. The scorn raised
against this work by a few, shows how much they dread the increased power which the Word itself will have,
when divested of some of the human imperfections now hanging to it in its external form. It is specially
interesting to know, that scholars from the north of the Tweed, and representing the intellectual power of
Presbyterianism, are sitting on the Revision Committee side by side with men of strongly pronounced Anglican
Church opinions, brought into contact not by force of Royal Mandate, nor Court influence, but by the freedom
of a kindly invitation, and the cordiality of a self-imposed task and a mutually recognised duty. Those who have
joined together in breaking of the Bread of life in the Word of God, and distributing it to the multitudes waiting
for it, will be hereby drawn together into a closer union than they or we have ever yet experienced.

"If on one Book their minds have fed,
And they have in one meaning read."
They will hand over to us for increased distribution amongst the Anglo-Saxon race the Word of God in its

purest and most accurate form; and it will be our privilege to unite together, as now, in this our one Bible, and
to combine for the purpose of dispersing it over the world.

But common enemies and opponents will bring us together, and force us to find some way of union which
the halcyon days of peace and assent would never have brought about. It cannot be denied that Materialism has
of late raised its head proudly; there are men amongst us who are materialists, and who are not ashamed to
assert it; and there are many more who are such practically, but blush and are angry with the imputation, and try
to explain it away; such as these are our real opponents; these are they who will rob us of all high thought,
noble enterprise, glorious hope, or animating prospect beyond this life; they are destined to make life a misery,
man a being far more unhappy than the brutes he despises, and the world a blank and a great mistake. How are
such to be treated; are they to be put down as pests, stamped out as dangerously infectious, or to be tolerated?
To be tolerated certainly. To be left alone, or, if handled at all, to be met, not with the boots, thumbscrews, and
cropping of ears, as in olden days, but with the anti-dote of increased knowledge more widely diffused, of less
smattering, and better balanced education, and well pointed argument. Surely here is work for the Argyles, and
M'Leods, and Campbells, and the Mansells, Moselys, and Liddons, on the other. Work in which they may and
ought to join, to the help of Truth against Falsehood.

We cannot afford to spend a book or an hour in controversy about Church government, compared with the
duty of defending our young men against such unhappy soul and spirit destroying tendencies. The sense of a
common danger will make us better friends, and we shall have to thank our opponents for uniting us. Our
bookshelves are destined to receive many additions from the combined action of Presbyterians and
Episcopalians in arresting a common danger. In presence of the Amorite, Ephraim and Judah will let go their
envy and join one another.

But we have opponents in other directions, and we cannot refrain, for the sake of quietness and false peace,
from pointing them out, especially as not from any action of ours, but from their own, they force such notions
upon us. I refer to the Roman Catholics, and more especially to those of them, whoever they may be, who,
discontented with the quietness in which that body has hitherto held amidst the great Protestant community,
have forced the controversy on us, through the novel, specious, but unreasonable demands made in their name.
Many who would gladly have let controversy sleep, will be of necessity provoked to revive their real Protestant
feeling, and jealously to watch with eyes wide open, that our liberties are not taken away before we are aware
of it.

Not only in Dunedin, but in Nelson and elsewhere, we are asking what are to be the limits of interference
with education, in a country which has determined not to endow any religion, but to tolerate all such as do not
interfere with the liberty of the person We are asking what is to be the limit of Romanist claims upon our
educational funds, and the mode of their disbursement. We hear that history has to be re-written to please them;
that their young men when they go to College are not to read the same English history as their comrades. Will



you agree to this? Will you, at their dictation, blot out a painful but yet a most instructive page of English
history which we are not I hope ashamed of, nor have we ceased to be thankful for it as a whole, viz., the
Reformation.

Was it a mistake? Was it not needed? It was indeed brought about by mixed motives, but for all that we are
thankful for it, and stand to its principles,—which are, liberty of thought, liberty of speech, the Word in our
own tongue, and no [other] mediator between God and man, but Christ Jesus. We will run the full risk of what
private judgment will lead us to. We do not advocate ignorant private judgment, but well informed private
judgment; and are quite sure that, with a God above, a revelation in our hands, His government before our eyes,
the experience of history, the guidance of Christ's Church, and His voice of conscience in our hearts, we shall
not go far wrong.

We must stand together in this matter, and take care that the story of arbitrary religious tyranny, and the
emancipation of our country from the foreign Papal yoke, be told to our children. Is it that we wish to keep an
old sore open? No, it is not we who do so. It is they who propose to pass such a rule as this in the year 1869-70.
In the Canon XII. of a batch of Canons, published not long ago (Bishop Moran denies the existence of these
Canons, but see the reasons for believing them to have been proposed,' or at all events intended for
consideration, in the postscript), it is declared—"Whoever says that Christ, our Saviour and Sovereign, has
conferred on the Church the power to direct only by advice and persuasion those who turn aside, but not to
compel them by orders, by force, by external verdicts and salutary punishments, let him be anathema." In the
celebrated Syllabus, it is laid down that "ecclesiastical law takes precedence of civil law;" that "the sacred
ministers of the Church should have care and dominion over temporal things;" that "the Catholic religion
should be considered as the only religion of the State, to the exclusion of all other forms of worship."

By the Canons above quoted, if they are passed, every Roman Catholic makes it a part of his creed that it is
lawful for the Church to persecute; and, of course, if his Church is infallible, it must be lawful to persecute. It is
all fearfully consistent as a system. It stands or falls altogether. These are the arrogant claims of Rome, as
pretentious now as at any time of her history; they are recognised professedly by one-tenth of the population of
this Province, but utterly repudiated, I trust, by the remainder, and denounced by them. We say such doctrines
are dangerous to the liberty of the subject; and as such the State, our State at least, ought not to support them.
Give them their full and fair share of the rates; insist on their teaching their children to read and write, let them
share equally and fairly with all other citizens, but let us not be partakers in the responsibility of forwarding the
detestable doctrine that the Church may persecute.

We Presbyterians and Episcopalians of the year 1871 are resolved never to employ force, either directly or
indirectly, for the promotion of our most cherished beliefs; we have full confidence in them, while we
acknowledge and are not ashamed of our fallibility. In the noble words of Dr. Vaughan, in Sermons lately
preached before the most intellectual and critical audience of the world, the Temple Church, London:—

"Let us not be ashamed of but glory in our Protestantism! Let us make no compromise with the lying
vanities of Sacerdotalism, whether its home be Italy or England. But rather say boldly, say strongly, yet say it
in charity—I want no chair of human authority, I want no voice of human infallibility, I want no person sitting
in God's temple, calling himself whether Christ's vicar or God's vicegerent; these things are all foreign, all
repugnant to the spirit of my Christianity; these things are so many veils and barriers between me and my God.
My Church is not poor because she has them not—it would be her shame, her deformity, if she thought she had
them. It is written in the Prophets, and Christ, the Lord of the Prophets, condescends to endorse the saying—'In
gospel days they shall all be taught of God.'"

In such sentiments I hope we now are one; and if those who avow allegiance of body and soul to Rome
force themselves, as they seem inclined to do, on our notice, we must, however reluctantly, and it is with
reluctance join together as fellow Protestants to withstand exaggerated claims, wilful misrepresentations, and
snares for our liberty. We cannot surely consent, either for the sake of Secularist or Romanist, to deprive our
children of our common inheritance; and I believe you will find all Episcopalians ready to support such a
provision as has been made by the London School Board in reference to the reading of the Bible in the rate paid
schools. Our Synod did not mean, I think, to go further than this, except in cases where denominational
teaching is already given, and given well. It said, as the Parliament of England recently said, it is not right or
wise in a new scheme of education to ignore what has been done by the denominations? and we only ask that, if
a general scheme is promoted, it may not be allowed to overturn existing denominational schools, provided
they are efficient.

I sincerely trust that, come what may, you in Otago will keep the honourable position you have already
maintained, in having the Word of God read in your schools. I was told that for the last fifteen years, up till a
few weeks ago, no difficulty had occurred. Why this disposal to change?—whence does it emanate? We will be
true to our principles of complete toleration; but we claim that, with an ample conscience clause, no real wrong
is done; the 27,000 Presbyterians, and the 14,500 members of the Church of England, have a right not to be



overriden. Long may Otago flourish by the reading of the Holy Scriptures in the Public Schools; they must not,
and they need not, be made arenas of controversy or proselytising; but the motto of Christians at least should
be, "Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven."

We read the Bible in schools, because if parents read it at home, they at least will be thankful to be helped
by the additional study of it by their children in school; and if from ignorance, or any other cause, children do
not read it at home, then we hold it to be more than ever a duty and privilege for them to be taught it at school.

At all events, we Episcopalians and Presbyterians are at one on this point—we wish the Bible read by our
children. Are we to be refused this? If so, where is our boasted liberty and toleration!

My friends, I have now completed my task; the end has come at last,—I fear you must be weary; but I am
only here for a short time. I have no reason to think that, after this visit is past, I shall be here amongst you
again; but I am thankful that you have credited me with a desire to promote union, and I feel assured that those
of my own Church, who perhaps would like to sit down and be left alone, will, on reflection, see the urgency of
the call to reunion, and I hope recognise the daily increasing facilities for the same. It may not be in our day.
God forbid too that we should be busy about systems and machinery, and at the same time neglect the end. I
have dwelt thus long on the means, but your heart, I hope, is with my heart, that it is the same end we have in
view, viz., the salvation of individual souls. If the experience of history and mutual concession, and Christian
confidence, and opposition of outward enemies, bind us together, there is another power—

"I heed not much of forms; I thought
'Twere well indeed if we were brought
From our lax ways, and sects, and hate,
To primitive Episcopate,
And prayers lisped of old
By infants in the fold.

"Yet reck I not of forms; full well
I know the pearl gives to the shell
Some beauty and virtue like its own,
Some shining hue and gorgeous tone;
And the old forms to me
Gleam with old sanctity.

"Yet what boot they, and what boots all
Our garb ecclesiastical,
The white-robed priest, the altar high.
If we do err from charity.
O God, all gods above!
Knit us with cords of love!

"For O, I love not man's device
Of policy or statecraft nice,
Nor would I plant what I love most,
Christ's Gospel, even at the cost
Of hate and blood, which we
Bequeath to history.

"And I had been content to try
This or the other! What care I



For Priest or Presbyter, or Lawn
And Mitre?—I am no more drawn
By words and names and shows,
But what they do enclose.

"I love the kirk, with ages hoar;
I love old ways—but Christ far more;
I love the fold—I love the flock;
But more my Shepherd and my Rock;
And the great book of grace,
That mirrors His dear face!"

"The Bishop's Walk" ORWELL.

Postscript.
The following letter was inserted in the Otago Daily Times, in answer to one from Bishop Moran, which

denied the existence of the Canons referred to in the Lecture, notwithstanding they were of European celebrity;
he also denied that it was part of a Roman Catholic creed that his Church had a right to persecute. Universal
history is a sufficient refutation of Bishop Moran's denial. As to the Canons, the letter will explain the
circumstances.

(To the Editor of the Otago Daily Times.)

SIR,—I have just reached home, and find a letter of Bishop Moran's inserted in your issue of June 8th,
animadverting on statements made in my recent lecture.

"In reply, I assert that the 21 Canons, to one of which I referred, whose existence Bishop Moran denies, are
a matter of history. I have them all before me as printed in the 'Augsburg Gazette,' February, 1870.

"The originals were drawn up for acceptance by the (Ecumenical Council, and created on the Continent of
Europe considerable excitement at the time. Count Beust endeavored to dissuade the Papal Government from
having them enacted by the Council, and the note which he communicated to Rome on the subject was
forwarded to the ambassadors of Austria elsewhere, and the contents of it published. Count Daru, on the part
of France, seconded the representations of Count Beust by an additional dispatch to the authorities at Rome.
The answer given by Cardinal Antonelli to Count Beust did not ignore the existence of these Canons. but
pointed out that there was a great difference between theory and practice. 'No one,' said he, 'would ever
prevent the Church from proclaiming the great principles upon which its Divine fabric is based; but as regards
the application of those sacred laws, the Church, imitating the example of its heavenly Founder, would be
inclined to take into account the natural weaknesses of mankind, and accordingly would only exact so much
from human frailty as was within the power of every age and country to render.' Cardinal Antonelli, in reply to
Count Daru's note of February 20, 1870, did not dispute the authenticity of the text of the 21 Canons objected
to, but endeavored to explain away their objectionable features.

"I have not heard that these Canons aforesaid were either withdrawn or rejected. The above facts were
recorded and constantly repeated without a word of denial in the English journals, and if the Canons had been
withdrawn or modified in whole or in part, a fact so conducive to forming a favorable view of the proceedings
of the Council would scarcely have been passed over unnoticed. I must therefore adhere to my opinion, unless
Bishop Moran can throw more light than mere assertion on it, that these Canons are in force and do represent
the mind of his Church. That these Canons were put forth is matter of notoriety; if any modification of them
took place, it would be highly desirable to know it. Perhaps they were erroneously described as Canons, and
were only Postulates or Anathemas, on which further resolutions were to be based. But all that is beside the
real question at issue, which is the attitude of the Roman Catholic Church and its officers and members to the
question of toleration, and the use of force in advancing or maintaining religion.

"If Bishop Moran tells us that henceforth the Church of Rome never intends to use force even when it has



the power, and if he can shew that he is authorised to make this disclaimer, then I for one shall be rejoiced to
believe and bear testimony that Rome wishes to separate itself from its past history, and is indeed changed. My
argument was wholly misunderstood by the Bishop, owing to an error in the report of the lecture, whereby 'it
must lie' was read in place of 'it must be.' What I said was, if the Church of Rome was infallible, then it must be
a persecuting Church, for if it had but a short time to save men's souls in, and possessed infallibility, it would
be the utmost cruelty for it to neglect any means to bring men to the knowledge and obedience of such infallible
truth.

"The question is not whether it is Canon 12 or 13, or whether this is the last or last but one series of
Canons, but whether the principles expressed therein are those of the Roman Catholic Church; whether the
principle that Christ conferred on the Church the power to direct not only by advice and persuasion those who
turn aside, but also to compel them by orders, by force, by external violence, and by salutary punishment, is a
principle specifically rejected or approved by that Church. In the oath appointed to be taken by every Bishop,
as contained in the Roman edition of the Pontifical, printed at Rome by authority, 1818, on page 62, the Bishop
swears to be faithful and obedient to his Lord the Pope and his successors; to assist them in maintaining the
Roman Papacy and the royalties of Saint Peter, against all men; to preserve, defend, augment and promote its
rights, honors, and privileges; to persecute and impugn with all his might, here tics and schismatics and rebels
against his said Lord, etc.

"If this oath be exacted of all Roman Catholic Bishops, it is futile to try and persuade us that Rome has
given up both the desire and privilege of persecuting those of adverse opinions to her own, and the general
assent to the Church's teaching required of every Roman Catholic is sufficient to identify him with its
principles. I am, &c.,

"A. B. NELSON, N.Z.
"Nelson, July 1, 1871."

Bishop Moran objects to my rendering "persequor" persecute, in the above letter, and says I cannot
translate Latin! At all events I am in good company with the Bishop of Lincoln, Dr. C. Wordsworth, whose
translation I have given, and not my own at all. "Persequor" has two meanings, a literal and a figurative one,
and we must look at the surrounding associations to ascertain which of these meanings of the word is to be
adopted. I suppose Bishop Moran will admit that the use of it is ecclesiastical rather than classical, and
therefore it is in its use in ecclesiastical books that we must look for its meaning. Now, in the Vulgate, I find

Acts ix. 4, Saule, Saule! quid me persequeris.
Acts ix 5, Ego sum Jesus quem tu persequeris.
Which the Douai version renders
Saul, Saul! why persecuted thou me.
I am Jesus, whom thou persecutest.
I looked in 2 Tim. ii. 22, where the Douai version reads "Pursue justice, faith, charity." Here, thought I, as

it is the same word in the Greek original, the Vulgate will translate it by "persequor," and if so, it would be an
example of the use of "perseciuor" which Bishop Moran would be very thankful to meet with; but on turning to
the Vulgate, I found that it did not use "perseqaor" in this passage at all, but read it thus—"Sectare vero
justitiam," &c., proving that in the Vulgate "persequor" is not used in the sense of "following up perseveringly
with a good intention." To make the matter more sure, I looked in the Douai version, and I found the following
out of many similar passages:—

Rev. xii. 13, The dragon persecuted the woman.
I Thess. ii. 15, Killed the Lord Jesus and persecuted us.
Luke xi. 49, Some of them they will kill and persecute.
John v. 16, Therefore did the Jews persecute Jesus.
Matt. v. 11, Blessed are ye when they shall—persecute you.
The above passages are rendered thus in the Vulgate:—
Rev. xii. 13, persecutus est mulierem.
I Thess. ii. 15, et nos persecuti sunt.
Luke xi. 49, ex illis Occident et persequentur.
John v. 16, Propterea persequebantur Judæi Jesum.
Matt. v. 11, Beati cum—persecuti fuerint.
Certainly "persequor" has always hitherto been construed as I have translated it: I can only hope Bishop

Moran is, for the first time in the history of the Roman Catholic Church, going to translate it differently, and
that he will continue to do so.

P.S.—I have to thank "Omega" for strictures in the "Evening Star" on the above subject.
NELSON, October 7, 1871.
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Lecture

The Islands with the Manners and Customs of the Natives.
IN 1606 Quiros first discovered one of these islands. He called it Terra del Espiritu Santo, and founded a

town on it which he called the New Jerusalem. In 1768, Bougainville discovered four or five more of the
islands, and gave them the name of the Great Cyclades. In 1774, Captain Cook explored all the islands, and
called them the New Hebrides. The group is 400 miles in length, lying N.N.W. and S.S.E, between 14° and 21°,
S. latitude, and 166° and 171°, E. longitude, N. by W. from New Zealand, distant from Auckland 1200, and
from Sydney, 1500 miles. The time is 11 hours and a few minutes fast of Greenwich, and about half an hour
slow of Wellington. The islands are all within the tropics, and are from twenty to thirty in number. The names
of the larger islands beginning at the south, are, Aneityum, Tana, Eromanga, Faté, Api, Ambrim, Malikolo,
Whitsun, Aurora, Leper's Isle, and Espiritu Santo.

The area of the group is about 3,500 square miles, or equal to that of the counties of Ayr, Dumfries,
Kirkcudbright, and Wigtown, or to the half of Wales. The several islands lie S.E. and N.W. from each other, at
unequal distances, and their longest diameter is that between these points. They are all independent, that is, are
claimed by no other country. With two exceptions, they are of volcanic origin. They are lofty, being in some
cases 3,000 feet high. The scenery is varied, and very beautiful, being composed of sharp peaked mountains,
gently undulating plains, and deep valleys, covered with grass, ferns, and trees. Some of the islands rise
gradually from the shore to the inland peaks, others have a bold coast with table land at a considerable
elevation. A few have an outlying reef, but generally they have deep water close in shore, and the navigation is
free of danger. There are several harbours, three of which are not only capacious, but landlocked. The
surrounding sea teems with the whale, shark, and turtle, as well as smaller fish, and the shores abound in coral
and shells. The islands are well wooded and watered. On some of them there is abundance of Kauri, and other
timber, and on others, sandalwood, which brings from £30 to £40 per ton in China. The soil is very fertile,
especially along the shore, and in the valleys, and produces in abundance all sorts of tropical fruits—the
spontaneous and the cultivated. The cocoa nut, bread fruit, taro, yam, banana, sugar cane, wild fig, chestnut,
rose apple, arrowroot, &c., &c., are indigenous. The yam is the plant most cultivated on the dry islands, the taro
on those having swamps and abundance of water. The guava, custard apple, pine apple, melon, orange, lime,
cotton, &c., have been introduced, and grow well. The largest indigenous quadruped is the rat. There is a great
variety of birds, bats, and insects. There is a snake, but it is harmless. Some of the fish emit a poison, while
others when eaten are injurious to health. There are two volcanoes, one of which on Tana is visible at night for
more than thirty miles. The prevailing wind is the S.E. trades, but it goes round the compass by N., perhaps
once a month. In the more Northerly Islands the trade wind is very constant, and the land and sea breezes more
perceptible. There are two seasons—the wet and the dry. In the former, which lasts from December till April,
the sun is vertical, and the rains accompanied with thunder and lightning, are heavy and continuous. During
these months the hygrometer often indicates an atmosphere perfectly saturated. In the dry season, which lasts
from April to December, we have rain less frequently; and when the wind is well from the S., there may be a
difference of six or seven degrees between the two bulbs of that instrument. The thermometer, in the south of
the group, has a range of about thirty degrees all the year round—viz., from sixty to ninety deg within
doors,—about half the range in the Australasian Colonies. The climate, as compared with that of New Zealand,
is moister, more debilitating, and hotter, especially at night. The barometer has a range of a third of an inch. It
stands as a whole lower in summer than in winter. During cyclones, i.e., storms of wind having two motions,
one on their own axis and another in a direction forward, the barometer falls as much as one-and-a-half inches,
more especially at the centre, where a perfect calm prevails. There are whirlwinds also, which mow down every
thing in their path. These storms occur from December till April. Slight earthquakes are also experienced. The



prevailing disease is fever and ague. It seizes the Natives as well as Europeans. The epidemics are influenza and
dysentery. The latter at times commits great havoc. Measles and small pox have visited some of the islands and
proved very fatal.

The population of the group has been estimated at one hundred and fifty thousand. The Natives are
Papuan, i.e., they are like the inhabitants of New Guinea—not so fair, tall, or intelligent as the Malays, nor so
dark and degraded as the aborigines of Australia. It is impossible to say whence they have come, and whether
they be the real aborigines or a mixed race. They are rather under medium stature, well-built, fleshy, active, and
expert at swimming and climbing. Their hair is a dark brown, or a light sandy color, and is woolly in general,
but curly in some, and straight in a few. On some islands the men wear it long, and divided into numerous
locks, each lock being wound round or served with the fine inner bark of a native plant. These locks, about the
thickness of whipcord, are tied behind the neck, and allowed to hang down the back. The men are naked, with
the exception of a narrow girdle of bark or matting, and a wrapper of leaves. The women have a rude petticoat
made of grass, or the flax-like fibres of a native plant. They are all exceedingly fond of ornaments, such as
shells, teeth of various animals, beads, strips of red or other showy cloth, rings of tortoise shell, plates of pearl,
&c. These they wear in the tips of their ears, and on their arms, wrists, necks, and legs. A piece of wood is worn
in the septum of the nose. Their faces are streaked with red and black ochres, made into a paste with oil. Their
perspiration when excessive has a sensibly unpleasant odour. They are subject to scrofulous swellings and sores
difficult to heal, and they enjoy better health in the warm than in the cold season. Many children die in infancy;
families are not large, and as a race they are not long-lived. Owing to certain practices there are more men than
women. In disposition they are suspicious, revengeful, jealous, and selfish—not to be depended on, volatile and
treacherous. They are addicted to lying, stealing, cruelty, uncleanness, war, and bloodshed. Physical qualities
are far more appreciated by them than mental. They are not without intellectual ability. They learn easily to pull
an oar, handle tools, read, write, cipher, and sing tunes. They can tell you the owner of this dog or that fowl, or
of these fruit trees and those foot prints. They can commit long passages of Scripture, and many of them speak
two or more languages. If their minds are less powerful in any respect than our own, it seems to arise solely
from want of exercise.

On the same island there are several tribes, each having its own district and chief. The power of the chiefs,
which descends from father to son, is very limited. Their laws are few, and might is generally right. The
Natives do not roam much. They erect houses, make plantations and fences, fish, and go frequently to war.
They irrigate by taking the water along the hill sides for miles at a higher level than that pursued by the parent
stream. They fish with nets and also with hooks. They plait baskets and mats. They have one musical
instrument like a flute, and another like Pan's pipes. They are fond of singing, especially when a number of
them are doing some work, as carrying a log, but it is monotonous, embracing only a few notes. On Espiritu
Santo they make rude, unglazed earthenware. The principal meal is eaten in the evening. Their food, consisting
of vegetables with fish, fowls, and pork, is cooked among the ashes, or else by covering it up with leaves in
contact with stones at a red heat. Kava, a narcotic beverage, obtained by chewing the root of a plant of the Piper
family, is drunk by the men about sunset. They retire early, and rise at break of day. The men never go abroad
unarmed. Their weapons consist of clubs, iron bolts got from wrecks, and pieces of stone or branch coral. They
have also muskets, spears, and arrows, these last being tipped with bone and poisonous. They trade but little.
Occasionally they exchange fish for food, or other property for ochre, ornaments, and kava. In canoes they visit
the adjoining islands, and there are traces of a league of hospitality between districts on one island and those of
another island. Marriages take place early. A feast is given by the parents, and the girl goes to her new home.
They mourn for the dead. The corpse is buried or cast into the sea, a stone being attached to the feet to make it
sink.

They are polygamists, and infants are betrothed. Circumcision is practised, and they are inveterate
cannibals. No Native likes to tell you his name before any of his brethren. Chiefs often declare tabu, i.e., certain
places, fruit trees, kinds of fish and food, are pronounced tabu, or forbidden to certain parties for so many
moons. If you give a Native food, he will not touch it with his bare fingers—a piece of paper or a leaf must
interpose between his fingers and it. There are sacred men, who by their incantations make rain, wind, death,
and all other calamities. Hence the Natives are careful to pick up all scraps of food, and even hair, lest some
wizard find them and evolve evil from them. They have feasts, at which large collections of food, animal and
vegetable, are made. Dancing, singing, and beating of hollow trees are practised at night, at full moon. They
believe in the existence of gods or spirits—superior beings who have made and who govern the world. There
are priests who make offerings of food and drink to these spirits. They believe in an invisible world, in which
the sin to be most severely punished will be stinginess. They have faint traditions about the Creation, the Fall,
and the Flood. Their religion consists in a belief in magical incantations and spirits, and in the practice of
unmeaning rites and ceremonies.

Every island has its own language, and on several there are two dialects. Not only are the names for the



same object different on the several islands, but even the construction of all the languages is not the same. The
words are hard, long, and full of consonants. Every syllable does not end in a vowel as in the Maori. There are
four numbers, singular, dual, trial, and plural, and a double we, called by grammarians, we inclusive and we
exclusive. In the Aneityum language all the nouns with scarcely an exception begin with in or a. The verb To
be, as in English conjugates the verbs through all their moods and tenses, and the nominative is the last word in
the sentence. The following are the numerals on

The only resemblance is that between the words for two, just as in the Australian dialects. The words for
one, three, four, and five are very unlike. On Aneityum and Tana the Natives count by fives on their fingers and
toes, but on Eromanga and Fate by tens. As there is such a diversity in the numerals, we need not wonder that
the vocabularies of these islands bear scarcely any resemblance.

Heathen Life in the New Hebrides.
The condition of the South Sea islanders was at first greatly exaggerated. Their form was said to be erect,

and perfectly developed, and their minds were extolled for their quickness and the nobility of their conceptions.
The high qualities of generosity and unsuspecting confidence were predicated of them. It was supposed that you
were welcome to their hospitality and safe under their roof; that their individual, domestic, and social condition
was like that of their beautiful island homes; and that their lives were happy, because they were ignorant of
wealth, ambition, and the evils of civilized society. Contact with them has dispelled the delusion.—Traders,
missionaries, and teachers after having lived among them, and seen their every day life, cannot confirm such
glowing statements. Their condition, on the contrary, is one of want and suffering. Over their shipwrecked
vessel floats a flag of distress with these words—"Come over and help us."

The more prominent features of their life, as seen from a Christian point of view, are these:—
1st. It is a life of poverty. Their tools, utensils, works of art, and articles of furniture are not only rude, but

very few. A Native might carry all his moveable property on his back, or at least in his canoe. On their persons
they have ornaments. In the houses of the more wealthy (if the word can be used) may be seen a few floor and
sleeping mats, with some bark cloth, a pillow, a basket, a hank of native twine, a hatchet, a few spears and
arrows, a cocoa nut shell for water, a fishing net, a bag of sacred stones, and perchance a musket. Out of doors
you may see a plough, (a pointed stick five feet long,) a few fowls, a female dress suspended from a tree to dry,
a canoe, a pig, and a dog or cat. It is impossible for any one on these islands to accumulate much more property
than his brethren. As there is no law to protect him in the possession of it, he will be deprived of it, either by
importunity or stealth.

2nd. It is a life of discomfort. It is true that the Natives when seen, for example, paddling their canoes, or
sitting under the shade of the palm, or training the tendrils of the yam, in their ancestral possessions, or
marching along the beach with their spears poised ready for launching at the first suitable object—seen in Such
circumstances they may appear to be free and in want of nothing. But follow one of these Natives to his hut, see
him in his family, or when thwarted, or injured, or when weak from age or sickness, and you will come to a
different conclusion. His poverty is one cause of his discomfort. His hut is not a palace. The night air finds its
way through the numerous crevices—it is dark, for there is no window—it is badly ventilated, for the doorway
is low—it is full of smoke, for there is no chimney—it is nearly empty, for there is no furniture—it is
unhealthy, for the damp earth forms the floor—it is uncomfortable, for it swarms with ants and mosquitoes, and
there is no privacy, for it is all one apartment. When night comes on, all is dark save the feeble light of a dull
fire—no evening lamp lights up the scene, and no interesting conversation, or new volume, occupies the family
circle. If when sick, a Native loathe island food, he cannot have a change of diet. For him there are few kind
attendants, and no well approved medicine. Even in health, his supply of the most common necessaries is
precarious and is often exhausted, as a little, generally a supply for only one day, is provided at once. In bad
weather he is often both cold and hungry.

3rd. It is a life of fear. It is impossible for us, brought up under Christianity and just laws, to feel the burden
heathenism is, or the constant fear induced by it. In the first place, the Natives fear each other. This is to be
expected where there is no law and nothing to check the selfishness and innate wickedness of the heart. Every
man's hand is against his neighbour. Their hearts are not only full of bad intentions, but these intentions ripen
into all manner of evil deeds. Every man knows how he feels toward his neighbours and the things that are
theirs, and he judges rightly that they think and feel in the same way about him and his, and are only waiting for
a favorable opportunity of proceeding to action. They fear the sacred men, who are supposed to have the power
of causing all sorts and degrees of calamities. At their pleasure the rain descends, the wind rages, and men
sicken and die. They fear the spirits—so numerous as to people the air, earth, and ocean—all malicious, easily
provoked, and powerful to punish whomsoever they will. "To realise somewhat of their condition, let us
suppose that all our knowledge respecting God, angels, and spirits—every idea that we have obtained



respecting them from the Bible, were to be blotted out from our mind—that all this light were to be wanting,
and that all that we knew of the spiritual world was learned from fabulous legends about ghosts, apparitions,
and the appearances and doings of Satan, and suppose that we had a hereditary belief that every noted man was
a wizard, and every noted woman a witch, possessed of such powers that by a few incantations they could bring
famine, disease, or death as often as they would. If it were possible for its to realise such a state of feeling, we
should have some faint idea of the grievous fear engendered by heathenism."

4th. It is a life of isolation. They have scarcely any intercourse with the world, with its countries, peoples
and productions. They know little of it beyond their own islands, and as many more as may be visible from
them. They have but little intercourse with the adjoining islands, which form a part of the same group. Looking
at the numbers who have set out but have perished on the way to other islands, they are afraid to risk their lives
in their frail canoes. Nor can many of them visit other islands from another cause—viz., the hostility of the
Natives of one island to those of another. They only are safe who have a league of hospitality with those to
whom they go. But a Native may not even know the whole of his own small island. From the hatred that exists
between its several tribes, much of it may be a perfect terra incognita to him, and there are certain boundaries
which he cannot pass without risking his life. Even among the members of the same tribe there is not much
intercourse. They seldom live in villages, but build their huts wherever they may own a piece of good soil, or
fruit trees, or swamp, or a canoe harbour. Mutual protection or aggrandisement is almost the only cause leading
to combination. Even among the members of the same family there is not much intercourse; e.g., between
husbands and wives, parents and children. Husbands and wives do not eat together or occupy the same end of a
house, and they seldom consult together. In a word, a native by the time he has entered his teens is independent
even of his parents; he can supply his own few wants, and as he seldom requires the aid of others, he comes to
think almost exclusively of himself.

5th. It is a life of cruelty. They are cruel to infants, especially to females. There is no rejoicing at their birth,
being regarded rather as a burden than a blessing. Mothers not un-frequently, to save them the trouble of rearing
their offspring, destroy them in the womb, or after their birth, by leaving them in the bush or killing them
outright. They are cruel to the old and the insane. The hoary head is not respected, and as the insane are
supposed to be possessed by evil spirits they are rather maltreated than cared for. They are cruel to the sick. At
first they are waited on, but if the sickness continues they are left to provide for themselves. Hence many die
mainly from want of food and drink. They are cruel to women. They are the servants of the men, and do much
of the manual labour. They fish, dig, gather fuel, collect food, cook, and nurse their children. On Aneityum the
words wife and servant are interchangeable. If a woman meet a man in a narrow path, she rushes up among the
tall grass with her back to the path till he has passed. Before high chiefs they go on their hands and knees. They
sit apart from the men, and must not touch certain kinds of food. On Aneityum when a man died his wife was
immediately strangled that she might be his servant in the other world as well as in this. They are cruel to those
who have injured them. An offence they will neither forgive nor forget. It would be considered unmanly not to
take vengeance. An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth at the very least. If no opportunity occur of retaliating
for years, the memory of the event is kept up by notches on trees or other means. They are cruel to strangers,
e.g. to natives who when fishing have drifted away from their own islands—to natives who land on a part of an
island other than that they intended to visit—also to shipwrecked sailors who in boats reach their shores: they
escape the vengeance of the sea only to be seized on shore and their bodies cooked. They are cruel to Teachers
and Missionaries. On almost all the islands where Teachers have lived for a time, some of them have been
killed—perhaps as many as twenty in all. On every island where Missionaries have lived they have experienced
much cruelty, and on one, Eromanga, four have been killed—Williams and Harris in 1839, and Mr and Mrs
Gordon in 1861.

6th. It is a life of ignorance and error. They are ignorant of many things useful to them in this life, and to a
great extent with regard to this world, with its continents, islands, nations, languages, and productions—animal,
vegetable, and mineral. The Aneityumese, when they saw the first ship off their island, concluded that it was a
great spirit coming to them, and endeavoured to frighten it away by blowing on their conch shells. They are
ignorant of the causes of natural phenomena—e.g., volcanoes, earthquakes, eclipses, storms, &c. A barometer
belonging to the missionaries on Tana was believed to cause wind, because the missionaries were seen
consulting it during gales. They are ignorant with regard to the heavenly bodies. With them the sun and moon
are equal in size and greatly less than this world of ours, and equally distant with the stars. They are ignorant of
the causes of sickness and death. They believe that disease is caused by sacred men, who produce it by sorcery.
When a person takes ill, his relatives some-times endeavour by a present to appease the disease-maker.
Missionaries and teachers are regarded as sacred men of great power, and are blamed for many of the epidemics
and other calamities that occur. The Natives believe that if they receive the message of these men, viz. the
Gospel, they will certainly take sick and die. This belief in the deadly effect of the Gospel is a most formidable
obstacle in our way. They are ignorant of everything connected with their eternal welfare. They know not



Jehovah, the living and true God. They are all idolators, worshippers of stones which are the supposed
residence of spirits, none of them objects of love, but all requiring to be propitiated. These gods are legion, and
each has power over a locality or class of objects. One causes the taro to grow, another presides over
bread-fruit, another gives success in war or fishing, another causes the pigs to thrive, and so forth. They know
nothing, then, of the true God or of their relation to Him as Creator, Preserver, and Benefactor—nothing of their
souls, or of their fall in Adam and of recovery through Christ—nothing of the Law or Gospel—nothing of
heaven, hell, or of the eternal world.

7th. It is a life of helplessness. Like babes, they cannot elevate themselves physically, intellectually, or
spiritually. Unless aided, they will never procure the comforts of civilized life, their knowledge on all subjects
will remain the same, they will continue to practise all their cruelties, and they will never attain to the
knowledge of God. One generation will just resemble another. They may go back, and sink, and add to their
wicked customs, and lose a portion of their little knowledge, but they will never rise by their own unaided
efforts. When Cook was at Tana he saw the women carrying burdens as if they were pack-horses. The same
sight is still seen there, after the lapse of ninety-two years.

8th. It is a condition of unconsciousness. They are to a great extent ignorant of the painful circumstances in
which they are. They resemble some one in the last stage of disease, or one who has been stunned by a blow on
the head. He is in critical circumstances, but he knows it not; he makes no effort to help himself, not even a sign
to the by-standers. The sight, of him is the only thing to call forth help from the spectators. Just so; the
condition of the New Hebrides Natives more than their words call upon Christians to help them.

In the words of Scripture these people are—hateful and hating one another—perishing for lack of
knowledge—their dark lands are full of the habitations of cruelty—destruction and misery are in their ways,
and the way of peace have they not known—they are sitting in the region and shadow of death, and have no
light.

If such be the condition of these people, what Christian need envy them? They are blessed who know the
joyful sound; yea, happy is that people whose God is the Lord.

History of Missionary Operations on the Group.
Though the islands were discovered ninety-two years ago, it was only in 1839 that the first attempts were

made to evangelise them. In that year Messrs. Williams and Harris landed on Eromanga, but were at once killed
on the beach. In 1842 Messrs. Turner and Nesbit, from the London Missionary Society, settled on Tana. At the
end of seven months an epidemic, for which they were blamed, broke out, and they were forced to flee. In
1848, Mr. Geddie from Nova Scotia, landed on Aneityum, and was the first to obtain a permanent footing on
the group. In 1852, he was joined by Mr. Inglis from New Zealand. In 1857, Mr. Gordon, from Nova Scotia,
settled on Eromanga. In 1858, three Missionaries, and in 1860, a fourth, resumed the work on Tana, and in
l864, one was located on Faté, one on Eromanga, and one on Aneityum. In addition to these Missionaries, some
of whom have died or been killed, and several of whom have been but a short time on the field, and therefore
able as yet to do but little, there have also been a few native teachers, on an average about six. The effective
European Missionary staff may be estimated at about three. Well then these three Missionaries and six teachers
have been at work for a number of years printing, teaching, preaching, and civilizing. They have had to contend
against an unhealthy climate, diversity of language, the superstitious fears of the natives, and their cruelty and
ignorance. What are the results of their labors? Has much, little or nothing been accomplished? I have five
answers to this question.

1st. The whole group has not been evangelised. We have been working six islands only—viz., Aneityum,
Tana, Futuna, Aniwa, Eromanga, and Fate. Only one-fifth of the group is occupied, four-fifths are yet
untouched, at least so little has been done that it is hardly worth mentioning; only one-thirty-seventh of the New
Hebrides Natives have the Gospel preached to them, thirty-six-thirty-sevenths hear not, for they are without a
preacher; indeed, only one-fiftieth of the group is fully and efficiently worked.

2nd. On Tana no progress has been made. Three primers have been printed, some of the Gospels have been
translated, and four missionaries have labored there—two in 1842 for seven months, and two from 1858 till
1862, but they had all eventually to flee. We can scarcely say that there we have a single convert to
Christianity. It is true that we have obtained a good deal of local knowledge, and and that we have still a hold
on the island by means of the residence on it of three Aneityum teachers, but that is about all No living
Mis-sionary is there, but the bodies of four members of the mission—two adults and two infants—rest there till
the resurrection.

3rd. On Aniwa and Futuna we have made some progress. These islands are worked by teachers. On them
both we may have fifty Natives, who abstain from work on Sabbath, attend worship on that day, put on
clothing, and have abandoned the grosser heathen customs.



4th. On Eromanga and Faté we have made considerable progress. On the former there are 200 converts,
seven of whom have been baptised and admitted to the Church. The most of these 200 attend school and can
read, and all of them attend Church. The following books have been printed:—a primer, catechism, hymn book,
Life of Joseph, Jonah, and Luke. At present there is one Missionary and a few teachers on the island. The
Missionary came out in 1864, and is brother to Mr. Gordon, killed there in 1861! On Faté there are a
Missionary and three teachers. The first efforts for its evangelisation were made in 1845. Band after band of
teachers was taken to it, but they either died from the climate or were killed. Six years ago the work took a
favorable turn. A primer and hymn book have been printed, and there are about 150 converts, sixty of whom are
Church members. Applications have been made to the Missionary by several districts for teachers,—a proof
that the island is opening up for the Gospel.

5th. On Aneityum, the first island to be permanently occupied, the work has been very successful. The
whole population (2100) is professedly Christian. They have given up their idols, and now worship
God-heathen badges, such as long hair, paint and ornaments, have been laid aside,—heathen practices, such as
feasting, dancing, wearing no clothes, and These inflicted on infants, the sick, the old, the insane, the women,
widows and strangers—have been abandoned. They no longer carry arms, and the several tribes formerly
hostile, engage in war no more. Husbands and wives can now occupy the same end of a building and eat
together, and their superstitions about disease, rain-making and tabu have been uprooted. Polygamy no longer
exists, and marriages are solemnized in public. There are fifty schools attended by eighty per cent., and nine
churches attended by ninety per cent., of the population. All except the old and very young can read, and many
can write and cipher. Family worship is generally observed, and there are 500 church members. The New
Testament has been printed, with several books of the Old, and other minor publications. Several Aneityumese
act as teachers on the heathen islands. In six years they have exported 10,000 lbs. of arrowroot, and during the
last two years 5,000 lbs. of cotton. Life and property are as secure as in this country. Having lived there, I can
speak from experience.

But let me not mislead you by statements such as these. Un- derstand me. I do not say that these 2,500 (the
number of converts now alive on the group) are all changed in heart. This is more than takes place in the most
favoured lands. Nor do I say that Christianity among them is as fully developed and as firmly consolidated as
among British Christians; but this I do say, that a great outward change has taken place on them all, and that not
a few by their consistent lives show that a change of heart has taken place as well. The contrast between these
converts and their heathen brethren is most marked, and requires to be seen to be appreciated. These
Christianized spots, but especially Aneityum, are oases in the New Hebrides moral wilderness. In these results
we have a noble reward, and we are ready to go forward.

And now I stand before you to plead the cause of the other islands, nearly twenty in number, still in deepest
darkness. I ask you for the means of Christianizing and civilizing them. If you and others will only assist in the
way I shall point out, we are confident of success. If you ask me, What are the prospects for these other dark
islands? I reply in the words of Judson when he was questioned about Burmah, and say—If the Church of
Christ in the Australasian Colonies will only bestir herself, "the prospects for them are bright, yes, bright as the
promises of God, which shall all be fulfilled," for "the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the
waters cover the sea."

Remember, I do not say that we shall meet with no opposition or defection. Why should missionaries not
have trials, since they are met with by men in all spheres of labour? The merchant has his failures, and so have
the farmer, the sailor, the physician, and even the minister. When you shall hear of such things in connection
with our work, jump not to the conclusion that we have run unsent, or that Christ has forgotten His "Lo, I am
with you alway." If His promise appear to be a dead letter by His servants fleeing for their lives or falling under
the tomahawks of the heathen, it is a dead letter only on account of human imperfection. The missionary work,
it ought ever to be remembered, is a human work to a great extent. It is carried on by men, frail and erring, not
by angels—among men the most degraded and depraved, not among the redeemed in glory—in the use of
human means, e.g., printing, teaching, and preaching, not by miracle from heaven—and on earth, this vale of
tears, not in heaven where all is perfection. Being human, this work must have vicissitudes; being connected
with earth it must have its pains as well as its pleasures, its foul winds as well as its fair. We read (Ps. cxxvi.)
that in going forth to sow God's Word in the waste places of the earth we shall do so with tears (remember
that), but (forget not this) we shall doubtless, yes doubtless, come again with rejoicing, bringing our sheaves
with us. Occasional trials and reverses are not incompatible with ultimate success—success on earth I mean.
Why should people be so clamorous for results on the heathen field? Why expect us to make converts as if to
order? Our Christianity (how imperfect it is!) is the growth of many centuries. Because our labours fail for a
time in some places, are we to fold our arms and say, The time is not yet? Because many of the Maories have
abandoned Christianity and returned to heathen barbarities shall we declare the Gospel to be powerless, and
cease extending it over the world? God forbid! For what if some of them do not believe, shall their unbelief and



not the commission of Christ be our rule of duty? There must be room for unbelief: some will reject the counsel
of God against themselves. Besides, the Gospel has been extinguished among whites as well as among blacks,
not only in the case of modern missions but in lands evangelized by the Apostles.

The remedy for these other dark islands is the Gospel; not the arts and sciences merely, not civilization
merely, not secular know ledge merely, far less Mohammedanism and polygamy which some recommend us to
try. Some of these things are a good but not the good these islanders most require. In the Pacific, civilization
will follow the Gospel, but not precede it. Our experience goes to prove that if we would affect the body we
must do it through the heart—the rudder of the man. "Out of it are the issues of life." I regard the Gospel,
therefore, as the chief agency to be employed. And is it not adapted to remove the evils which exist among
these Natives? It brings light to remove darkness, and truth to be the substitute of error; it replaces superstitious
fears by an assurance of the mercy of God. By the atonement, it effects a reconciliation between God and man;
and by subduing selfishness and cruelty it puts men right in their relation to their fellow men.

How then can this remedy be conveyed to the New Hebrides? Neither by ship, nor post, nor telegraph, far
less by miracle. It can only go by men and women who will take it in their hearts, in their mouths, and in their
hands. Yes, that it be disseminated we require four-instruments, viz., Missionaries, Teachers, a Mission Vessel,
and the power of the Holy Spirit. These constitute

The Wants of the New Hebrides Mission.
1st. We want more Missionaries. In seventeen years, three Missionaries and six Teachers have received

about 4000 converts from heathenism. When, with the same number of laborers and at the same rate of
progress, viz: 230 per annum, will the whole 150,000 Natives come over to Christianity? Why, after the lapse
of 600 years! But this must not be. It will not be, for by the close of this year there will be ten Missionaries on
the field and a staff of teachers. But even with ten Missionaries at the past rate of progress per Missionary,
when shall we be able to say that every Native has had the Gospel preached to him? We be able, did I say 1
Why, we on the field now shall not only have grown old and gone the way of all the earth, but nine generations
of laborers shall have succeeded us before it can be said the New Hebrides Natives are all blessed for they
know the joyful sound. Must two long centuries yet elapse? I assure you for myself and brethren that we cannot
bear the crushing The ught that so many years must pass before the copestone is placed on the building the
foundation of which we have laid. Christian friends, can you wonder (knowing how the Home Societies are
taxing themselves, and that these ignorant Natives are dying at the rate of two per hour,) that we have turned
our wistful eyes to the Australasian Colonies and to New Zealand among the rest crying for help?

To overtake fully and at once the whole group, we require thirty men from the Colonies, of which number
New Zealand must send us five at an annual cost of £650. Yes, we want the Presbyterians to look out for, send,
and support five Missionaries—men of the right stamp—young-vigorous in body—skilful with their
hands—persevering—prudent-learned—of strong faith and full of love to souls. Aye, and we want as many
women, their wives, who will compassionate their sable sisters, and whisper in their ears that God cares for
them, and tell them of that Saviour through whose work, from being slaves to their husbands, they may become
servants to the Most High, and of the Holy Spirit who, The ugh their skins cannot be changed, can yet change
their hearts. We want men as like as possible to Paul, Martyn, Carey, Hunt and Williams; and women like
Priscilla, Harriet Newall, and Mrs. Judson—whose praise is in all the Churches.

Young men and young women of these Colonies, it is from you that a supply of labourers must come, for
the heathen field. You will readily get acclimatized and adapt yourselves to new circumstances, and acquire the
language of These to whom you go. The Missionary work is important and difficult, and I would not have any
one to undertake it rashly; but looking at the millions of heathen, and remembering that they can be evangelized
only through human instrumentality, I would ask you as in the sight of God if there be no indications that you
should think of this work. The Missionaries want more labourers, and so do the heathen, and the Church, and
even God himself. While volunteers can be found for our Queen, and soldiers to fight the battles of our country,
why is it that so few young men in these Colonies are turning their attention to the Ministry, not to speak of the
Missionary work? Young men and young women, have you no desire to be the first to claim some country for
Christ, to be the first to pronounce to some barbarous tribe the name of Jesus, and to be the first to give to some
people a translation of the Word of God? Why should you be so hard to persuade? Is it nothing to be a
co-worker with God, and to have the omnipotence and omnipresence of Jesus, to be, the one the breaker up of
your way, and the other your rearguard?

Perhaps you think of the Missionary work as one of loneliness and hardship only. These are some of its
features, but not all. Hear the testimony of Judson, a Missionary to Burmah:—"This is a filthy and wretched
place, still, if a ship were lying in the harbour, ready to convey me to any part of the world I might choose, I
should prefer dying to embarking. I know not that I shall live to see a single convert, but notwithstanding, I feel



that I would not leave my present situation to be made a king." Or take the testimony of Paul:—"We are
troubled on every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed but not in despair; persecuted but not forsaken, cast
down but not destroyed."

Ponder well this matter then, and if it appear to be the will of God that you should go far hence to the
heathen, begin at once to prepare yourselves.

But I would ask not only the young, but also parents, How can the heathen hear without a preacher? Yes,
Parents, what are you doing for the evangelization of the world? Perhaps you give money, well that is good;
perhaps you also pray, well that is better; but your first-born or your most gifted child would be the noblest
contribution of all. Mrs. Lyman, when she heard that her son had been murdered by the Battas, said,—"I bless
God who gave me such a son to go to the heathen, and I never felt as strongly as I do at the present moment the
desire that some others of my sons may become Missionaries also, and may go and preach salvation to these
savages who have drunk the blood of my son."

"But," you will say, "how can we send five men? We have more need of five men here, for the Church is
small and engrossed with Home extension efforts; wait a little." True, but you may as well tell your child to
wait for the strength of manhood before attempting to walk. Let the Church remember Carey's
motto—"Attempt great things for God and expect great things from God." The Reformed Presbyterian Church
of Scotland, Though numbering only about 40 congregations, will have in a few months five Missionaries on
the New Hebrides, or one for every eight congregations. Besides supporting them she, will raise if required,
£250 a-year for the Mission ship. Her efforts for the heathen have been a blessing, as her Home operations were
never more extensive or more prosperous than now. If forty congregations in Scotland can support five
Missionaries, will it tax the sixty Presbyterian congregations in New Zealand, to support that number? I think
not.

2nd. We want support for Native teachers. They are colored Natives of the Christianised islands in the
Pacific, who act as the pioneers and assistants of the Missionaries. They are well fitted from previous training
and habits for island life,—for subsisting on Native food, and for living in such houses as can be conveniently
erected, If food is scarce, they can fish and plant and raise food for themselves. Again, these teachers are less
apt to offend the Natives than white men, from knowing their habits, customs, feelings, and prejudices; being
more on a level with the heathen they obtain more ready access to them, and the heathen associate more readily
with them than with Europeans. Besides, their modes and forms of The ught are much the same with The se of
the heathen; and they can, especially at first, better explain things than the Missionaries. As showing what these
men can do, I may mention, The ugh the case is somewhat exceptional, that there was a Church of sixty
members on Fate when the first Missionary was settled there. All the instruction these people had received to fit
them for that position was received viva voce from teachers. A teacher and his wife receive a salary of £5 a-year
in clothing, medi- cine, tools and barter. We could employ with advantage 100 of these men, if we had support
for them, and Missionaries to superintend them.

3rd. We want support for the Mission vessel, "Day Spring." She is a brigantine of 115 tons, built in Nova
Scotia in 1863. Her purchase money, (over £3,000), was raised chiefly in Australia and Tasmania, through the
efforts of Mr. Paton. Her yearly expenses will be about £1,300, including nearly £200 for insurance. This sum
we hope will be raised by her owners—viz., the children of the Australasian Colonies, and leave the Home
societies free to send more Missionaries. If every Australasian Presbyterian Sunday School will give on an
average £5 per annum we shall have enough. The Presbyterian Church in Victoria has promised £500, and I
think it will not overstrain the Sunday Schools in New Zealand to give yearly £200. This is the work for the
young, and I trust that there will soon be in every Sunday School a Mission box, a portion of the contents of
which, at least, shall go for the "Day Spring." We consider a vessel quite as indispensable as Missionaries. But
for the "J. Williams" and the "Southern Cross" the Mission could not have succeeded in its early stages. The
"Day Spring" works the New Hebrides and Loyalty groups, and her importance to the Mission will be apparent
from the following statement:—

The "Day Spring" goes to the Christianized Islands for Native teachers, and settles them wherever there
may be an opening on the heathen islands.—Takes to the teachers their yearly supplies o clothing, medicine,
barter, &c., to the value of £5 each a-year; and takes away The se who require to be removed from age,
inefficiency, sickness, bereavement, or the hostility of the Natives.—Takes to the missionaries yearly supplies
of foreign food, clothing, and medicine; their home and colonial letters, magazines, and newspapers; as also all
other requisites for their own comfort and the progress of the work of God.—Takes missionaries who are in
danger to a place of safety, These requiring a change to a colder climate; new missionaries, or The se who may
have been recruiting, from the colonies to the islands, and the children to a Christian land to be
educated.—Enables the missionaries, teachers, and Native Christians on one island to write to and visit the
missionaries, teachers, and Native Christians of other islands, and all the missionaries to meet for
consultation.—Takes heathen Natives to Christian islands that they may see the effects of the Gospel, and have



their prejudices against it and against the missionaries and teachers somewhat removed. She also returns strayed
Natives to their own island.—Carries the word of God from the Press to the several islands, and the
contributions of the Native Christians for the support and spread of the Gospel to a market.

The "Day Spring" is the rope for lifting the Missionaries and Teachers occasionally up out of the mine of
heathenism, and for sending down necessaries for their minds and bodies. I wish all the young to put a hand to
this rope and to hold it firm and fast.

In addition to purchasing the vessel, the Australian Colonies raised last year for her sailing expenses—in
New South Wales, £346; Tasmania, £227; South Australia, £634; Victoria, £313. While all this has been done
in these places, not much has been done in New Zealand, not from want of interest I am sure, but "ye lacked
opportunity." The other colonies are thus a-head of you and a long way to windward. How can you lessen the
distance between you and them? You cannot help to purchase the vessel now, but you may still have a
connection with her. New Zealand might insure her. An association for this purpose has been formed, and her
estimated insurance value, £2000, has been divided in 440 shares of £5 each. Can New Zealand not produce
440 men and women to undertake the risk? A shareholder taking one share will require to pay £1 a year for five
years, unless he prefer paying up at once. If anything befall the vessel; say after three years, the balance of the
share, viz £2, will be called up at once to replace the vessel. Of these shares 110 have been allotted to
Auckland, 30 to Hawke's Bay, 50 to Wellington, 140 to Otago, and so on in proportion to the supposed ability
of the several Provinces. The only dividend that I can promise subscribers will be, not twenty per cent., nor
even five, but the consciousness of having done something for the cause of Christ.

But why not continue to insure the "Day Spring" in the regular way? The advantages of the plan above
proposed are these: 1st. We shall save the present premium, about £180 per annum. 2nd. The vessel will get the
benefit of the interest accruing from shares or parts of shares paid up. 3rd. New Zealand will have a connection
with the "Day Spring" not inferior to that of the sister colonies. 4th. We shall be free to go where and when we
wish, without losing time by writing to London for authority. We want a world-wide range for our vessel, like
that of the Gospel she is designed to spread.

4th. We want prayer for the blessing of God to attend our labours. These are our plans, but in what will they
result without prayer? I am not mocking you when I say "Brethren, pray for us, that the word of the Lord may
have free course and be glorified," in the New Hebrides, "even as it is with you." Pray that your hearts and the
hearts of the Church at large maybe opened to feel for the heathen. Pray that as the harvest is great and the
labourers few the Lord of the harvest would thrust forth labourers into his harvest.

We shall look to the children, then, to keep the "Day Spring" afloat; to the adults to support Missionaries
and Teachers, and to insure the "Day Spring;" and to all (for all can help us) to uphold the cause by prayer. And
may we soon see on the New Hebrides some of the sons and daughters of this country to aid the solitary
labourers now on the field, and to be the representatives among the heathen of the Presbyterian Church of New
Zealand.

Some Reasons Why you Should Support the Mission.
1st. You would not be singular. But the sect or congregation that has not its association for missionary

purposes is now the noticed exception to a general rule. The Episcopalians in New Zealand have their Mission
in Melanesia, under Bishop Patteson, and the Wesleyans theirs in the Friendly and Fiji Islands. Remember, too,
that the sister colonies, since 1862, have raised for one purpose or another in connection with our Mission, the
noble sum of £7,000.

2nd. You are near these Islands. They are only a week's sail from New Zealand, and form one of the
nearest groups.

3rd. Your past efforts. This Colony was the first to send help in the shape of boxes of clothing and money,
the latter being nearly sufficient to maintain the "John Knox," the predecessor of the "Day Spring." From you
we have had church-door collections and Sunday School contributions. You have thus put your hand to the
plough, and you cannot, nay, you will not, go back.

4th. The cheap rate at which Missions can be conducted there. A Missionary's salary is only £120. Five
Missionaries from New Zealand will cost the Church not more than £650 per annum. If we had forty
Missionaries on the group, the salary of a Missionary, even including his share in the "Day Spring," would be
only £150.

5th. By aiding the Mission you will promote Science. As the gospel extends, new languages will be reduced
to a written form, new plants, birds, and fishes will be discovered, and unheard of manners, customs, and
mythologies will be brought to light.

6th, By aiding the mission you will benefit Commerce. These Islands lie on the eastern passage to China,
and were they christianized, The ugh they may never have a numerous white population, vessels could call for



wood, water, and vegetables, or to effect repairs, and large exports might be raised. As soon as the Natives are
christianized they will cultivate and sell cotton, coffee, arrow-root, cocoa nut oil, cocoanut fibre, oranges, and
other tropical productions, and purchase manufactured goods in return.

7th. By aiding the Mission you will benefit suffering humanity. I ask your help as philanthropists. You feel
for the destitute and the sufferer. Even for the present life alone, on the supposition that heaven is a dream, that
not one of these Natives will reach it, and The ugh these tribes may one day become extinct, I would urge you,
notwithstanding, to send them the gospel. It will greatly relieve their physical distress. Do you not hear the
piteous wail of the helpless infants, the cry of the neglected sick, of; the old, the insane, the wounded in battle,
and the down-trodden women? Do you not hear the shriek of the widow about to be strangled, of the strayed
Native, and of the shipwrecked sailor, soon to be killed? Maidens and mothers, do you not pity the poor women
whose marriage ring or rather cord is also the instrument of their death? Ye worshippers of Jehovah, do you not
feel for those who fear a stone—an eyeless, earless, mouthless, handless, footless god?

8th. By aiding the mission you will benefit yourselves and the Cause of Christ in this country. You will not
be poorer in your basket or store. "Give and it shall be given" is the rule of Heaven. Have Britain's efforts for
the heathen impoverished her? The ocean is the fountain of all the rain, but it all returns to its source by rill and
stream and river. It will be even so with you; what you give in a right spirit will be returned many-fold into
your own bosoms. "There is that scattereth and yet increaseth, and there is that withholdeth more than is meet,
but it tendeth to poverty." No home interest will suffer by your taking the New Hebrides mission under your
wing. By lengthening your cords there you will not weaken your stakes here. The congregation in Leicester that
gave up Carey for India received as his successor the eloquent Robert Hall. Neither your brethren in the
outlying districts nor the aborigines of this country will suffer. There will be a healthful action and reaction.
The more you do for us the more you will be disposed and be able to do for these, just as when one branch of
business is brisk, all the other branches are more or less affected for the better thereby.

9th. You ought to aid this work from gratitude. You are blessed for you know the joyful sound; you are a
happy people because your God is the Lord; you know of salvation and of Him who is the way to heaven. Then
I charge you in person, or by your representative, to make them known to the heathen. "Can you," I ask,

"Can you whose souls are lighted
With wisdom from on high,
Can you to men benighted
The lamp of life deny?"

You believe that in Heaven are many mansions, and that men of every nation are welcome there; then do
not go up thither in selfish solitude—seek to take others with you.

10th. You are entreated and commanded to aid this work. As Christians and as individuals, not merely as
churches, you are hemmed in and shut up to it, on the right hand, aye and on the left too. You stand where?
Why between the commission of Christ and the prayer of heathendom, between the "Go into all the world" and
the "Come over and help us," between the will of the Saviour and the wish of humanity. Heaven calls upon you
to do it and earth entreats you, Christ commands you and men implore you, He who died for you says Go, and
they who are dying in their sins say, Come. O then, go over and help them.
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Report.
ON the 5th of Juno the Dayspring, Captain Fraser, arrived at Aneityum from Sydney, having on board as

passengers Mrs. Fraser, Rev. D. Morrison and Mrs. Morrison, Rev. W. M'Cullagh and Mrs. M'Cullagh, Rev. T.
D. Gordon, of the Nova Scotia Mission, and Rev. S. Ella, Mrs. Ella, and three children, of the London
Missionary Society; all on board well. The passage from Sydney was a very stormy one. (There was worse
weather and heavier seas between Sydney and Aneityum than in the whole voyage from Nova Scotia to
Australia.)

As the John Williams was daily expected from the eastward, on her way to Sydney, and as Captain Fraser
was a stranger, and unacquainted with the navigation of These seas, he was very desirous to meet with Captain
Williams, and obtain from him such information on various points as his long experience and intimate
knowledge of these islands could so easily supply. After being ready for sea he waited nearly a fortnight,
expecting every morning that the John Williams would be seen on the horizon. But, alas! on the 17th of May,
two days before the Dayspring left Sydney, after twenty years of remarkably efficient and successful service,
the John Williams, during a dead calm, was carried along by a strong current off Pukapuka, or Danger Island,
till she struck on a reef, and, four hours after she struck, went down—hull, masts, sails, rigging, and
everything—at one plunge into the depths of ocean, and not a vestige of her was ever seen afterwards. Very
providentially all on board, forty-one souls, got safe to land.

On the 28th of June the Dayspring sailed from Aneityum, with five missionaries on board, for the Loyalty
Islands, with the view of visiting all the mission stations on that group, and settling Mr. Ella and his family on
Wea. On the following day we came to anchor at Mr. Jones's station on Marè. We found the mission families
well. It was seven years since the writer of this had visited that island, and the improvements made during that
time on the mission station, and in the appearance of the natives, were very great indeed. The mission house is
commodious, convenient, taste- ful, and elegant; Mrs. Jones's schoolroom is a neat, comfortable, well-finished
building. The walls of a large new church were nearly finished; it does great credit both to the missionary and
the natives; it is built in the form of a cross, with a large square tower for a chime of bells, when they can be
got. A gallery is to be erected round the building. Every available means is being employed to promote religion
and civilization among the natives. Church and school, the blacksmith's forge and the carpenter's shop, are all in
turn made to bear respectively on the spiritual and secular interests of the people, and the results are visible in
both departments. Being a low coral island, Marè is poorly supplied with water; there is neither a stone nor a
stream on the whole island; but a good pump had here superseded the primitive and oriental mode of drawing
water, by going down into the well.

On the following day we went round to Mr. Creagh's station. As there is no anchorage there, the vessel lay
off and on while a party of us went ashore in one of the boats, taking off some goods for Mr. Creagh. This
station is in as good a condition as Mr. Jones's. Mr. Creagh has charge of the printing department. The New
Testament is printed as far as the end of Hebrews. A large building was being erected, intended, part of it as a
school-room for Mrs. Creagh, and the rest of it for other purposes connected with the mission. The spirit of
industry and liberality has been largely displayed by the natives of Mare: they have little, if any, money; but
this year they have prepared and contributed to the mission, or given as payment for books, about eight tons of
cocoanut fibre, worth in Sydney from £300 to £400. For many years, owing to the obstinate opposition of one
or two leading chiefs, the half of the island, or more, remained heathen. Latterly a large proportion of these
have professed Christianity. Still there are a few tribes who cling with tenacity to the old system of darkness
and cruelty, and our last accounts from Mare informed us that two of these tribes have been waging war with
each other, and in the last battle fought about twenty men fell on the one side, and somewhat more on the
other—a great slaughter for a native battle as wars are usually conducted in these islands. But this is likely to be



the expiring struggle of heathenism, unless French interference, to which we shall by-and-by refer, shall secure
it from the aggressive but benign influence of Christianity.

As a meeting of both the New Hebrides and Loyalty Island missionaries was to be held on Lifu, Mr. and
Mrs. Creagh and Mr. Jones came with us in the Dayspring. On the passage to Lifu Mr. Currie, the first mate of
the Dayspring, had a narrow escape for his life. The day was squally; they were bustling and taking in sail,
when a native, turning round quickly, came violently against Mr. Currie without observing him, and, as the
vessel gave a heavy lurch at the same time, he fell right overboard through the door of the gangway, which by
some oversight was not closed up. Providen- tially he caught or kept hold of a rope, and held on till Mr. Reid,
the second mate, a very powerful man, got hold of him and drew him up. As the vessel was running at the rate
of nine or ten knots an hour, he would have been a mile from the vessel before she could have been brought up,
and a boat lowered to go to his rescue. So strong was the current that the shoes were pulled off his feet. As it
was, through the mercy of God, beyond being The roughly drenched, he sustained no further injury, and all on
board were impressively taught the lesson, on what a slender thread human life is often suspended.

On the following day, July 1st, we came to anchor in Wide Bay, Lifu, at Mr. McFarlane's station. A French
steamer was lying at anchor in the bay. As soon as we came to anchor a boat came off, informing us that the
French and the natives were fighting, and that we could have no communication with the land. Captain Fraser
went on board the steamer, and was referred to the Commandant on shore. When he went to the Commandant
he was told that, as the island was under military law, all intercourse with the shore was forbidden. As he came
there in ignorance of the state of affairs, he might land the goods he had brought for the missionaries, but none
of the missionaries on board could go on shore, nor could either of the missionaries on shore go on board. As a
special favour, Mrs. McFarlane was allowed to come on board to see the ladies, and the ladies on board were
allowed to go on shore to return her visit.

The history of the war was this:—About a fortnight before this time the Governor paid first a visit to Marl,
but as the natives, through the influence of the missionaries, complied with all his demands, there was no
reasonable ground for a quarrel. He, however, imposed the following restrictions on the mission work:—All the
Samoan and Rarotongan teachers were to cease labouring in the mission. The missionaries were to cease
teaching till they can teach in the French language, and then they must apply for permission to teach. No
purchase of land from the natives is valid, unless a title be obtained from the French Government, and paid for.
The missionaries must first of all obtain a permit of residence. They are at present simply pastors to the
Protestant natives, but they must not preach to the Catholics or the heathen.

After leaving Marè the Governor proceeded to Lifu, landed 125 troops at Wide Bay, went round to the
other side of the island, and landed an equal number there. The French had three encounters with the natives.
Their first attack was upon the church. While Mr. McFarlane was conducting a morning service the soldiers
rushed in, but they found only five or six of the Samoan and Barotongan teachers, and a few natives. As the
whole party were unarmed, conquest was easy. They made the teachers all prisoners. One woman took
sanctuary under the pulpit; some part of her dress was discovered, and the soldiers assailed her with their
bayonets, and inflicted some wounds; she got out and fled to the mission-house. After making all secure in the
church, the soldiers attacked the village, the excitement connected with the Governor's visit having drawn a
large concourse of natives together. In this attack, which was quite unexpected, four or five natives were shot,
and a number wounded. The natives fled inland, and met a party of soldiers from the opposite side of the island.
Their blood being up, they attacked the soldiers. The soldiers had brought a Rarotongan teacher with them from
the other side of the island; when the fighting began they held a musket to his breast, and told him that unless
he caused the natives to cease fighting they would shoot him there and then. He called out to the natives, and
they, afraid lest he should be shot, ceased fighting and retired to the bush. The French took all the Rarotongan
and Samoan teachers, seven in all, and put them on board the man-of-war, where they were kept in irons and
shut up in the dark hold for five days. Their wives were also imprisoned beside them for a part of the time. One
Mare teacher and some natives were also treated in the same manner. When the teachers were in irons, one of
the French priests went down to them, and tauntingly said, "Well, how will you get on now? Who will help you
now" They said, "We will trust in the Lord; He will help us." "What," said the priest, "do you think the Lord
will come and take away the irons from your hands and legs?"

The mission and the mission family were suffering very seriously from this state of warfare. As soon as we
came near the anchorage we saw the effects of it in houses burnt down, and in the number of trees that were
scathed with the fire. One house belonging to the chief was burnt down, and about £100 worth of cocoanut fibre
destroyed. The church was converted into a barrack; the Commandant's bed was in the pulpit; the missionaries'
pew was a scullery, where dishes were washed; the forms in the church were being broken up for firewood. The
leg of Mr. McFarlane's horse was broken; the leg of one of his cows speared; his cocoanuts were fast
disappearing; his poultry were sharing the same fate; while the soldiers, without leave either being asked or
given, took the use of his boat as often as their convenience required it. Add to this, that their little baby, ten



days old, died the very day the Governor arrived. The restrictions here on the mission are even more rigid than
at Mare: Mr. McFarlane is prohibited from preaching, and all kind of missionary work; he is simply a resident.

It may be asked, what have the missionaries and the teachers done that these restrictions have been laid
upon them?—men who, by great labours and amid many perils and privations, have Christianized, and, to a
great extent, civilized, The usands of ferocious cannibals, introduced among them a written language, and given
to them a large portion of the Word of God, and were fast elevating them in the scale of humanity. They know,
and we know, of no crime they have committed, except that committed by Christ and his Apostles, of teaching
men the truth.

But what, it may be asked, have the natives done that war must be waged against them? We have two
versions of this—one by the French Governor, the other by the missionaries on the islands. We shall state both.
The Moniteur de la Nouvelle Caledonie of July 3rd, as reported in a Sydney paper, contains an official
document signed by the Governor, M. Guillain, of which the following are the most important extracts:—"We,
the Governor of New Caledonia and its dependencies,—Considering that, under cover of the Protestant
religion, strangers have sought to denationalize the population of the Loyalty Islands, and have induced some of
the chiefs to assume powers which belong to the Governor alone:—Considering also that the natives of the
village of Chepenehe, and The se of many parts of Leussi, misunderstanding their duties towards the colonial
authority, have fomented disorder and revolt amongst the other populations of the island of Lifu:—And
considering that, since our arrival at Hiacho, and in spite of the notices and summonses which we have
addressed to the refractory chiefs, These parties refrain from yielding obedience to our orders, and so persist in
their rebellion, therefore we have decreed the island of Lifu to be in a stage of siege. The military authority is
clothed with all the powers required for the maintenance of order and of police."

The missionaries say the cause of the war was this:—The French priests on Lifu were continually
threatening the natives, and speaking to this effect—"Unless you become Catholics a man-of-war will come;
soldiers will come; they will take away your chiefs and destroy your land." When the Governor came with 300
soldiers, and sent for the chiefs to come and speak to him, they, remembering the habitual threats of the priests,
and what the French had done some years before both at the Isle of Pines and Yengen, were so afraid that they
would not go to him. The two missionaries, Messrs. McFarlane and Sleigh, did everything in their power to
persuade them to go; they even got them to consent to go; but when the time came their courage failed. The
Governor wished to take some young men to Port de France to have them instructed in mechanical arts, but the
youths selected fled to the bush through fear. Their conduct, which was produced simply by fear and want of
confidence, was set down as rebellion, and punished accordingly. The Governor took with him as captives four
principal natives and thirteen common men, and left the island under martial law.

In the circumstances of the island and the mission, we were very anxious to have a personal interview with
the Commandant, to explain to him fully the nature and object of our visit. On the Monday we sent him a most
respectful application to that effect, written in our best French. He took full time to consider the document, and
sent us in the afternoon a distinct negative. Captain. Fraser also received instructions to sail as soon as
practicable. Had it not been that with us Sunday was a holy day, the Commandant said he should have ordered
us to sea on that day, and, as the weather was stormy-looking, he would not urge us out even on Monday, but,
as our business was done, there must be no unnecessary delay. The captain was requested further to take home
four Marè prisoners. He was not to settle Mr. Ella on Wea till he obtained a permit of residence from the
Government. He was to land Mr. and Mrs. Creagh and Mr. Jones, and the Mare prisoners, on Marè, and he was
to touch at no other point on the Loyalty Islands till he obtained permission from the authorities at Port de
France. As the Dayspring was not insured to go to New Caledonia, this was in effect to shut her out from again
visiting the Loyalty Islands.

Our appearance at Life, as we understood, was anything but agreeable to the French. When we first
appeared in the bay they would fain have made themselves and the natives believe that it was a small ship of
war from Port de France, bringing more troops for their assistance. The missionaries said, "O, that is our
vessel!" The French said, "O no, that cannot be; that must be a French vessel." But when it was found that we
were no other than the veritable mission vessel, the Dayspring, they were very much disappointed and annoyed.
The priests had been continually inflaming the fears of the French with the report that the natives were
collecting in the interior, and would be down upon them eight thousand strong, to drive them all into the sea.
Our presence, it was thought, would be the occasion for making this assault; but our presence was perhaps more
dreaded on another account: Here were seven missionaries and three missionaries' wives, all likely to give such
publicity to their proceedings in the colonies, in Europe, and in America, as would not redound to the glory of
either France or Rome. Rome especially would rather have such things done than published.

On July 4th, at four o'clock in the morning, we were awakened by a sudden and terrific squall; the wind
came in from the westward, blowing direct into the bay, and almost a hurricane. The rain poured down in
torrents, the thunder was one continued roll, and the lightning all but a ceaseless blaze; so loud was the noise



that the captain giving out orders at the top of his voice could scarcely be hoard by These nearest him on deck.
A second anchor was at once let down; seventy-five fathoms of chain were payed out; the yards were sent
down, and every precaution was taken to lessen the strain on the vessel and increase her power of resistance.
When daylight came and we could see our position, it was found to be very critical. The sea was rolling in with
tremendous power, and the rocks were close under our stern. The anchorage is on the ledge of a reef; if our
anchors had dragged, or our chains snapped, we should have got into the breakers at once. We agreed to hold a
meeting for prayer in the cabin; we sang a part of the 107th psalm, beginning at

"For He commands, and forth in haste
The stormy tempest flies," &c.

All the missionaries took part in the exercise. Our prayers were graciously heard: the wind came steadily
round to the south and south east, and the sea fell. After breakfast we had worship; the men, being The roughly
drenched, could not attend at the usual hour. We sang another portion of the same psalm, beginning at

"The storm is changed into a calm,
At His command and will."

At noon of the same day we weighed anchor and sailed for Marè In the evening we held a thanksgiving
service on board for our merciful deliverance. On the following day we landed all our Mare passengers, and
made for Fate or Sandwich Island, in the New Hebrides.

On Friday, July 8th, we came to anchor in Erakor Bay, at Fatè, a small Christian settlement. We met with a
cordial reception. There had been two Rarotongan teachers and one Aneityum teacher, and their wives. We
found that Moekore, one of the Rarotongan teachers, had died about a month before our arrival, and his widow
was in indifferent health. Toma, the other Rarotongan teacher, was also in very poor health, but his wife and
daughter were well. Thivthiv, his wife, and two children were well; they live at Pang, a place about three miles
from Erakor, and a very healthy spot. We lay at Erakor till Monday afternoon. On Saturday we paid a visit both
to Erakor and Pang, and received presents at both places, for which we made some suitable returns. The
settlement of Erakor contains about 150 people, who are all professedly Christian. Three years ago Messrs.
Murray and Geddie baptized a number of them, and formed a church, and dispensed the Lord's Supper among
them. In the following year, Messrs. Gell and Jones also visited them, in the John Williams, and baptized a
number more. The number of church members, we understood, was about 50 or 60. On Sabbath we dispensed
the ordinance of the Lord's Supper among them. Mr. Ella preached in Samoan, and Pomal, the chief, who had
been some time at the Institution in Samoa, interpreted. A part of the devotional services connected with the
ordinance was conducted in Aneityumese, and a part by Mr. Gordon in English, for the benefit of These
belonging to the vessel who understood neither the Fatean nor Samoan languages. The audience amounted to
about 130. They were all decently dressed in European clothing, and behaved with great propriety. It was an
interesting and impressive meeting. Here we stood on the very outskirts—on the utmost verge of the Christian
church; nothing beyond but heathen darkness—islands and groups of islands with not a ray of Christian light
falling on them till we reach the great empire of China.

At Pang the chief and a few of the people are professedly Christian; they have an Aneityum teacher, hut
they would prefer a Rarotongan, and the chief of Fil is also very desirous to have a teacher with him. "Waihit,
one of the first converts on Aneityum, who was with us, and who pleaded their cause very earnestly, put the
ease in its true light. "Misi," said he to Mr. Inglis, "they are just as we were when our hearts were dark, we did
not care about the teachers because they were poor, we wanted the missionaries because they had a great dead
of property." As it was in the beginning so it is now; our Saviour had the same experience. "Ye seek me, not
because ye saw the miracles, but because ye did eat of the loaves, and were filled." It is the temporal advantages
of Christianity which first commend it to the heathen. Its spiritual blessings cannot be appreciated till they are
understood, and those who expect anything else at such a stage of progress as this, show how little they know
of the nature of Christian missions.

We felt satisfied that one, and if possible, two missionaries, ought to be settled on this island without delay,
and we arranged to some extent accordingly. A stone church was being built at Erakor, but nothing had been
done to it since the death of Moekore. A house for the missionary was, however, the most pressing necessity,
and we looked carefully out for a suitable site. The village of Erakor lies in a low confined situation, and is
apparently very unfavourable for health, but in the centre of the bay there lies a beautiful island, slightly
elevated, and covered with wood, on this we fixed as the site of the mission premises, the chief and people



cheerfully gave up the island to the mission, and we gave instructions to the teacher and them to commence a
house for a missionary. We gave similar instructions to the teacher and chief at Pang. We left them all, in good
spirits. Fatè is a large, beautiful, fertile, and populous island.

Leaving Fatè we sailed for Erromanga, but as we encountered strong head winds, we did not get there till
Friday afternoon, and as it then fell calm, we did not get to anchor in Dillon's Bay till Saturday morning. We
had one Aneityum teacher, Nehieiman, and his wife on Erromanga, we found them both well, and in good
spirits. Within the last year matters have taken a very favourable turn on this island as regards Christianity.
Four stations have been opened, and about 200 profess themselves Christians. The teacher has been employed
without intermission in going from place to place assisting to erect school-houses. We spent three days here. On
Sabbath we conducted public worship in the principal station at Dillon's Bay. Like the previous Sabbath day's
service at Erakor, they were polyglot. After prayer and praise, conducted by natives, Mr. Gordon, who had been
studying the language for some time read portions of the Scripture out of his late brother's manuscripts, and a
short address prepared by himself. Mr. Inglis spoke in Aneityumese, and Nehieiman interpreted. About 150
people were present, and behaved themselves with great propriety.

On Monday a party of us went ashore, and visited the grave of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon. They are buried by
the side of the river, at or near the place where Mr. Harris was killed in 1834. We then visited the places where
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon were massacred. Mr. Gordon's house stood on the edge of the table-land, above Dillon's
Bay, on the left bank of the river, about 1000 feet above the level of the sea, a beautiful and healthy spot; but
two far away from the natives. He was removing his dwelling half way down the hill to an equally
healthy-looking, and greatly more convenient spot. He was working at this new house, about half-a-mile from
the house in which he lived, when a native came to him, and urged him to go home with him for medicine; he
was half-way home when he entered a gully covered with bush, where the natives lay concealed; as Mr. Gordon
was passing over a fallen tree a native was standing on the tree, and as soon as he stepped over it, from this
elevated position he struck Mr. Gordon a violent blow with his tomahawk on the neck or between the
shoulders, Mr. Gordon ran as fast as he could up the hill, for about a hundred yards, and then fell down,
evidently exhausted, when the natives rushed on him and killed him. One of them then ran on to the house,
Mrs. Gordon came out at the front door, and asked what the noise in the bush was about. "O nothing," he said,
"but the boys playing, Mrs. Gordon turned back into the house, passed through one of the rooms, and wont out
again at the end door, the native followed her; she evidently had no suspicions of any danger; but as soon as she
went out of the house, he came up behind her, struck her down with his tomahawk, and instantly killed her. The
house has been taken away, but the Christian natives have planted a bush to mark the spot where she fell.
Captain Eraser took his photographic instruments on shore, and took photographs of the places where both of
them fell. We were shown some of the spots on the rocks still brown, where Mr. Gordon's blood had fallen; the
rain and the torrents of three years had not washed it out. A stream of water runs through the gully during heavy
rains; the rocks are chiefly coral.

When we came ashore on Saturday, the first native that met us was Kaneauri, the murderer of John
Williams, wearing a red serge shirt, and giving us apparently a very friendly reception. When we returned to the
beach on the Monday, we found a great number of natives assembled, both Christian and heathen, but all
peaceable and friendly. The Christian natives had brought a small present of food for the ship. Among the
heathen party, was Narabalit, the murderer of Mr. Gordon, an impudent, savage-looking fellow; Mr. Ella,
however, got hold of him, and through Mana, the first Christian on Erromanga, who had been some years in
Samoa, and who understands that language, gave him such a solemn talking on the sinfulness of his conduct, as
he never heard before. The Christian natives were very much pleased with the Thought of having Mr. Gordon
as their missionary; but they were very distinct in saying that he must not live inland, or up in the mountain
where his brother lived.

The writer of this was present at the settlement of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon in 1857. He had read the memoir of
Mr. Gordon during the former part of this voyage, and he was thus in favourable circumstances to judge of the
actual state of the mission on Erromanga. He is fully of opinion that the readers of that memoir will receive an
impression, that the prospects of the mission on Erromanga, are far more hopeless and discouraging than they
actually are. No doubt Mr. Gordon's letters represent faithfully his own views, and some will say he must have
been a better judge than a mere visitor. This, on some points is doubtful; the soldier amid the din and dust of the
battle cannot judge so clearly of the progress of the contest, as the spectator who sees the whole from a proper
distance. Mr. Gordon was still in the first years of his missionary life, when he wrote the letters and journals
that appear in the memoir; and home notions of missionary work were still very strong in his mind. Not only
was this the case; but from his peculiarly ardent temperament, and strong impulsive feelings, he had evidently
formed for himself an ideal standard of progress and attainments, which except under peculiarly favourable
circumstances could rarely be realized. Judging the progress of the work by this standard, his readers are apt to
think that neither he nor the teachers who preceded or assisted him on Erromanga, had accomplished any thing.



His labours, mental and manual, were manifold, and these were greatly increased by the removal of the mission
premises to such a high elevation, a step resorted to chiefly for the sake of Mrs. Gordon's health, to whom he
was strongly and tenderly attached, and for whose comfort he spared no personal effort. But the result has
shown that his own labours, and The se of his sweet, saintly and accomplished wife, whose influence fell
around her like the dew, have been owned of God far beyond what he seemed to think; his success has been as
great as could reasonably have been expected in the circumstances. His brother has entered upon his labours;
and although to him, newly entering the mission field, the prospects are still sufficiently dark, dismal, and
discouraging, yet a great deal of preparatory work has been accomplished, and 200 people are waiting upon his
instructions.

There is a large sandle-wood establishment at Dillon's Bay, belonging to Mr. Henry. We are happy to say
that both he and Mrs. Henry have shown a great amount of kindness to the mission, to Mr. Gordon, the natives,
and, at each of her visits to all connected with the Dayspring.

Leaving Erromanga, we came next to Aniwa. Here we found the state of affairs very discouraging. When
we went ashore, the natives were shy, and would not shake hands with us. We found that Vaivai, the
Rarotongan teacher, had died in May, 1863, about a month after the last visit of the John Knox. The John
Williams had called at Aneityum last year, both in going to and returning from Sydney, but there was not time
for her visiting the other islands of this group. We found Nalmai, the Aneityum teacher, and his wife and child
well, and Vaivai's widow living with them. After the death of Yaivai, a little boy died, the son of the chief with
whom he lived. His death as is usual in such eases, was said to be caused by sorcery practised by some one
belonging to the tribe with whom Nalmai lived. War ensued, three were killed on the one side, and one or two
on the other. After this Nalmai, in accordance with native usage, killed a large pig of his own, and made a feast
to the chief whose son died, and restored peace between the contending parties. The missions, however, had
suffered a good deal on account of these untoward events. We did what we could to encourage the heart and
strengthen the hands of the teacher, and took Vaivai's widow on with us to Aneityum, where she awaits an
opportunity of returning to Rarotonga.

We sailed thence to Fotuna, where we found Ru and Kakita, the two Rarotongan teachers and their wives
well, also Sakaraka, the Aneityum teacher, and his wife. The natives received us kindly. The work is not
advancing under the teachers; still from the feeling displayed by the people, and the statements made by the
teachers, we felt satisfied that Fotuna is quite prepared for the reception of a missionary. We made and received
some presents, held a service with the teachers and the people, and then returned to the ship. We intended next
to visit Tanna; but as a westerly wind had set in, which would have rendered it necessary to beat up to Tanna,
but which was fair for Aneityum:—that and some other circumstances led us to decide on returning at once to
Aneityum. We did so, and came to anchor at Mr. Inglis's station on the following morning, the 21st of July.

On the 25th we held a meeting of the mission to decide on the location of the new brethren. It was
unanimously agreed that Mr. and Mrs. Manson should be located at Erakor on Fatè; Mr. Gordon, at Dillon's
Bay, Erromanga; and Mr. and Mrs. McCullagh, at Anelgauhat, Aneityum, to take charge of Mr. and Mrs.
Geddie's station till their return. It was also arranged that Mr. and Mrs. Copeland should accompany the
Dayspring on her return to the Colonies, before taking up a new station of their own. Mr. Ella had applied to the
French authorities for a permit of residence on Wea, but as the application had to be forwarded to Port de
France before an answer could be obtained, he and his family had to return again to Aneityum. It was therefore
arranged that Mr. Ella should proceed with the printing of Luke's Gospel, in the language of Erromanga, the
translation of which had been prepared by the late Mr. Gordon; the MS. was in the handwriting of Mrs. Gordon.
He had written it out in half-text, that the natives might read it sheet by sheet, as it was hung up in the
school-room, much in the same way as the Bible was exhibited in St. Paul's in London, and other churches of
the Reformation. Mr. Copeland and Mr. Gordon were appointed to examine the MS. and prepare it for the
press. The Dayspring was appointed to proceed without any delay to the settlement of Messrs. Morrison and
Gordon.

On the 3rd of August, the Dayspring sailed on her second voyage, and settled Mr. Gordon, on Erromanga;
and Mr. and Mrs. Morrison, on Fatè. The reception given to both was most cordial and encouraging. Great
disappointment was felt by the chief and people of Pang, that there was no missionary brought for them, but
they were partly reconciled when Simeona, a teacher from Aitutaki, and his wife, were located among them.
Simeona went to England in the John "Williams in 1860, and returned in 1861. He is a valuable man, and is
likely to do much good among them.

On the return of the vessel to Aneityum, Captain Frazer had an additional strip of copper put round the
vessel, and several other necessary repairs effected, before her third voyage was undertaken. The new
restrictions imposed by the French on the Loyalty Islands interfered very seriously with the usefulness of the
vessel to the brethren in that group: but it was hoped that the visits of the John Williams this year, on her way to
and from Sydney, would, to a great extent, supply her lack of service caused in this way. When the intelligence



came of the loss of the John Williams, the Dayspring was about to proceed on her third voyage. Before this a
quantity of goods had arrived at Aneityum from Sydney, for the Loyalty Islands. Some natives of Mare,
shipwrecked in the whaling vessel, the "Bonnie Doon," off Banks's group, were left on our hands ill with fever
and ague; it was arranged, therefore, that the Dayspring should take the goods and the natives on board, and
proceed to Lifu, and state the circumstances of the case, and as a favour ask permission to land the goods and
natives on Mare. A trading vessel, however, came in from the Loyalty Islands, and brought such a report of the
stringent regulations of the French, as led to the belief that such an attempt might endanger the insurance of the
vessel, and would otherwise effect no good. It was then agreed to refit the John Knox; two men were left for
this purposo from the Dayspring, while she proceeded on her third voyage and visited all the islands in this
group as far north as Fate. On the return of the Dayspring, the John Knox being newly caulked, coppered, and
painted, and otherwise fitted for sea, was dispatched under the command of Mr. Currie, the first mate of the
Dayspring, with the natives and as many of the goods as could be taken on board, to proceed to Port de France,
and there clear out for Marè, as she was not insured there was no insurance to risk, and she could go anywhere.
On proceeding to sea, she was found, from her being sixteen months or so out of the water, to be so leaky, and
the health of the natives so precarious—moreover the weather was somewhat unfavourable—that Mr. Currie
The ught it to be his duty to proceed direct to Mare and land the goods and the natives. This he did and
returned, bringing with him four natives of Ambrim, and two natives of Santo, who had been brought away two
years ago by the John Williams to receive instructions on Marè, hand who would have been taken home a year
ago, had the John Williams been able to visit the northern islands of this group.

On the return of the John Knox, the Dayspring proceeded on her fourth voyage, taking the Ambrim and
Santo natives with her. The vessel proceeded as far north as Ambrim, left three of the natives, and brought
away other three; the fourth one preferred returning in the ship, and going on as a seaman to Sydney. The other
three are to remain for five or six months on Aneityum. The two Santo natives were left with Mr. Morrison on
Fate, in the expectation that an opportunity of getting them home would occur before long. It was too far on in
the season for the Dayspring to go on to Santo and land them, and accomplish the other work that still lay
before her. On her return from this voyage on the 16th of November, she encountered a fearful gale off the
north end of Tanna. They tried to get to anchor at Black Beach, but they could not make the anchorage. The sea
was rough, but she rode out the storm without any damage, the aneroid fell six-tenths of an inch, it was the
heaviest gale that we have ever seen on Aneityum out of the hurricane months. The natives were in deep
anxiety lest the Dayspring should be lost; and the next morning but one, when at daybreak she was seen on the
horizon, the news of her safety was reported round the island almost with the speed of the telegraph.

More favourable reports were now being received as to the disposition of the French; and as it was all but
imperative that the vessel should visit the Loyalty Islands, arrangements were made for making the attempt, as
well as to visit Fotuna, Aniwa, and Tanna, as the vessel returned to Sydney. These arrangements were just
completed, when a letter was received from Mr. McFarlane, giving us distinct information that liberty could
now be obtained at Lifu from the commandant to visit all the Loyalty Islands.

On the 29th of November, the Day Spring set out on her last trip before going to Sydney. She called at
Fotuna, Aniwa, and Tanna, leaving an Aneityum teacher at the two last islands. On the 3rd December she
reached Lifu, and obtained permission to settle Mr. Ella on Wea, where he was landed on the 8th. She next
called at Marè, to land goods and take on board Mr. and Mrs. Creagh, but the commandant forbade their
leaving, under the penalty of not being allowed to return.

In reviewing the work done by the Day Spring during the six months she has been among the islands, and
the progress of the mission as affected by that work, we have abundant grounds for thankfulness. She has made
five voyages among the islands of the New Hebrides, and two among the Loyalty Group, while the John Knox
was repaired for the purpose of making the voyage to Mare. She has brought to these islands, and settled, four
missionaries, on as many different islands. She has also settled three teachers and their families. The frequent
visits made to the islands have had a most beneficial influence on the minds of the natives. Take the following
as an instance. While on her third voyage, the aspect of affairs was so doubtful at Black Beach, Tanna, that we
contemplated removing the two teachers at next visit of the vessel, if no improvement should take place. The
chief, however, and his son were induced to accompany the vessel to Aneityum. At Aniwa they found a party
from Erromanga, and a party coming from Tanna; these had so excited the minds of the natives against
Christianity, that, when the boat went ashore, both Mr. Copeland and the natives who were with him were in
considerable danger of their lives; but Mr. Copeland, being able to speak to the Erromangans in their own
tongue, kept them so in check that the boat was allowed to leave the shore peaceably. So apprehensive were we
of danger to the teacher, that we agreed to bring him away at the next visit of the Day Spring. However, by the
time the vessel returned, the Erromangans had sailed for their own island, and the Aniwans seemed quite
ashamed of their conduct; they were more favourable to the mission than they have been for a long time, and
two of their number came to Aneityum to seek another teacher. The visit of the chief from Black Beach to



Aneityum, and the treatment he received on board the vessel, produced a complete change in his sentiments. As
soon as he got ashore, he sought out a large pig as a present to the vessel. The consequence of these visits has
been that two new teachers have been appointed, one for Aniwa, and the other for Black Beach.

The sailing qualities of the vessel are of the first order. Captain Frazer has been very successful in gaining
the confidence of the natives, wherever he has come in contact with them; and the natives of Aneityum are loud
in their admiration of the good conduct of the officers and the crew.

Satan appears to have overshot his mark when he shut Mr. Ella out of Wea for six months; his residence on
Aneityum has been of signal advantage to this mission, especially to Erromanga. With the assistance chiefly of
two natives, he has printed 1000 copies of Luke's Gospel in the Erromangan language. It is printed beautifully
in English type, one of the finest specimens of typography and one of the most readable books ever printed in
the South Seas. He printed also a primer and a Catechism in the Erromangan language, a primer and a
hymnbook in the language of Fate, the first books ever printed in that language, and which were received with
an excess of joy. He also printed a portion of a Scripture history and an almanack for 1865 in the language of
Aneityum. He has ob- tained a permit of residence on Wea. He goes thither now. Had the John Williams gone
home to England, he meant to send his two daughters home for their education, but the loss of the John
Williams, as well as the doings of the French, have deranged their plans. Mrs. Ella is obliged to return to
Sydney with their children to make arrangements for their education. To leave their children in the hands of
strangers is often one of the most painful trials of missionary life.

The prospects of the mission on this group are, upon the whole, highly encouraging. The six mission
families who have been residing on the group since the arrival of the Day Spring have enjoyed good health. On
Aneityum, Christianity and civilisation are steadily advancing among the people. The natives are in a good
measure recovering from the fearful shock which they sustained by the measles and the hurricanes of 1861,
when the third of the population was swept away in a few months, and the rest left prostrated by the same
causes. Out of a population of little more than 2000, upwards of 500 are in the full standing of church members.
Out of 2000 copies of the New Testament received last year, 1400 are now in the hands of the natives, all of
which have been paid for by the natives themselves in arrowroot. The books of Genesis and Exodus, and some
other portions of the Old Testament, are also printed and in circulation among them. The Glasgow Cotton
Company has engaged the services of a young man of excellent Christian character and good business habits to
act as their agent. He has shipped in the Day Spring, 1800 lbs. of cotton, more than a third of it Sea Island,
nearly 7000 lbs. of French beans, and nearly 3000 lbs. of arrowroot. The natives are beginning to prepare
cocoanut fibre and to plant orange-trees; both of these articles and others will ere long swell the list of exports.
On Erromanga, the large supply of books with which Mr. Gordon has been furnished enables him to commence
his labours there with very great advantages. On Fate, Mr. and Mrs. Morrison are labouring with great
encouragement; every visit that has been made by the Dayspring and every letter received from them bears
testimony to the highly encouraging circumstances, and the very hopeful spirit in which they are labouring. The
Christian natives are kind, and the heathen are peaceable. We have already adverted to the important
advantages secured on Aniwa and Tanna by the repeated visits of the Dayspring. Mr. and Mrs. Paton are
expected to meet the Dayspring in Australia; Mr. Copeland and Mr. Paton have been appointed a deputation to
visit the Australian colonies, as far as time will permit them, and again urge the claims of this mission on the
attention of the churches. Mr. and Mrs. Geddie may be expected to meet her next year. The Dayspring brought
from Nova Scotia three valuable missionaries to this group. Mr. Paton's visit to Scotland has secured four more
there, two of whom may be expected next year, and the other two perhaps a year after. Before long, we hope
that some of the Presbyterian Churches in Australia or New Zealand will be sending men as well as money to
our aid. In the meantime, we trust that as the children of Australia so nobly re-sponded to Mr. Paton's call, and
raised £3000 to build the vessel, they will with equal readiness and cheerfulness raise the funds necessary to
keep her afloat. The churches in Nova Scotia and Scotland which are sending forth and supporting so many
missionaries, will be encouraged to do still more if the friends of Christ in these colonies continue the help
which they have already so liberally bestowed. The Dayspring is well adapted for the work in which she is
engaged. Without her assistance, the work could neither be vigorously nor successfully carried on, and her
value will be more and more felt as the number of missionaries increases.

There is one source of anxiety to us at present, and that is the vicinity of the French. It is reported that the
French authorities in New Caledonia have written home to France for liberty to take possession of the southern
part of the New Hebrides. For the last hundred years everything that has been done for the New Hebrides has
been done by Britain. These islands were surveyed and named by Cook; Aneityum and Fotuna were fully
surveyed and accurately laid down by Captain Tenham; Sir Edward Belcher surveyed and laid down Port
Resolution on Tanna; Captains Erskine and Oliver did something towards surveying Fate. A considerable
amount of British capital is embarked in the different branches of the island trade. The missions on this group
are all British: Bishops Selwyn and Patteson have made many a perilous voyage among these islands; Williams,



Harris, and the Gordons fell by the hands of savage men in Erromanga; Mrs. Paton, Mr. Johnston, and the
Mathesons and two children fell by disease on Tanna. When the heavenly tree of Christianity, planted with so
much toil, and watered with so much blood, is just beginning to bear its life-giving fruit, will the Christians of
Australia stand by and look on with indifference, and see the boar out of the forest threatening to tear it up and
trample it on the ground? We hope not. But & they should, there is One in heaven who laughs at princes and
rulers when they take counsel together against the Lord and against His Anointed; and seeking to put our trust
in Him, our duty as yet is very clear—to employ all the resources at our command for the evangelization of
these islands. Christ's kingdom must and will advance. It is an advancing tide, and The ugh from temporary
causes it may be interrupted, and even appear to recede, yet it will return and more and more advance, till "the
earth shall be filled with the knowledge of the glory of the Lord as the waters cover the sea."

Dr. John H. Goodlet in Account with the
"Dayspring" Mission Ship Committee. Cr.

£ s. d. To Subscriptions and Collections as per list .. 1,011 12 1, Interest from Bank .. .. .. .. 23 7 7, Amount
received from the Rev. A. Buzacott, as agent for the New Hebrides mission 180 0 0 £1,214 19 8 To Balance .. ..
.. .. .. .. £23 13 10 31st December, 1864. £ s. d. By Printing, Advertising, Stationery, &c., .. .. 15 9 11 "Draft on
London in favor of Mr. Finlay, Treasurer of Reformed Presbyterian Church, Glasgow, to pay for "Dayspring" ..
.. .. 700 0 0" Exchange on ditto .. .. .. .. 5 5 0 "Cash to Rev. J. G, Paton, for travelling expenses in the Colonies,
and to Scotland, &c. 109 10 6" Hire of Masonic Hall .. .. .. .. 12 12 0 "Bank Charge for collecting Kiama
cheque .. 0 1 0" Wilson's account for towing "Dayspring" .. 4 1 6 "NEW DECK HOUSE. Ritchie, Carpenter's
Account .. 243 18 5 Fitzpatrick, Plumber's Account 40 0 6 Goodlet and Smith, Timber .. 17 19 0 Smith,
Blacksmith's Account .. 33 0 9 Dawson, Engineers Account .. 2 11 8 Davidson, Paints, Oil, &c. .. 6 15 7 344 5
11" Balance carried forward .. .. .. .. 23 13 10 £1,214 19 8

John H. Goodlet,
HON. TREASURER.
31st. December, 1864.
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LIBRARIANS.
• MESSRS. GEO. BROWN, D. STUART, T. TRESSIDER, ROBT. BROWN, T. M'NEIL, MOSES BARDSLEY.

Pelichet Bay School.
• SUPERINTENDENT—MR. GRANT.
• Teachers—MISS RUSSELL, MISS IRVINE, MISS KEITH, MISS BENNETT, MISS WOOD, MR. DALGLEISH.

Report.
THE revolution of another year calls upon us to lay before you our Annual Report of the state of the

Congregation, spiritually and financially—of work undertaken and done. In the review of the year we are met
on the one hand by mercies which require devout acknowledgments, and on the other by changes and
occurrences which remind us of life's uncertainty, and the necessity of improving our opportunities of learning
and doing.

In carrying on the spiritual affairs of the Congregation the Session held twenty meetings during the year;
received into fellowship thirty-six by certificate, and thirty-six by examination—in all forming a goodly
addition to the membership and the working strength of the Church. The Communion was dispensed quarterly,
and the average number of Communicants was over four hundred.

It is desirable that Members on changing their residence, would leave their address with their former Elder
or the Church Officer, as otherwise they are apt to be overlooked in the distribution of Communion Cards,
which the Elders hope to render effective.

It is with great regret that the Session reports that Messrs Street and Smith have resigned their Eldership in
the Congregation.

The Congregation.
While the Session have pleasure in reporting that the attendance on Public Worship is well maintained, they

observe, in respect of the Evening Service, a slackness on the part of several families. Aware that there may be
sufficient reasons for this, they hope that none will reckon among these the increased facilities for Sabbath
travelling which the Port Chalmers Railway affords.

The Prayer Meeting.
For a part of the year the attendance on the Prayer Meeting was highly encouraging. Here, week by week,

prayers are offered for the sick, the tempted, and the young, and in general for all Church work and objects. The
Session record with pleasure that a fair proportion of These who attend give assistance in the service. After
conference with the Deacons, they recommend, with a view to meet the circumstances of many members, that
the hour of meeting be altered from seven o'clock to half-past seven p.m.

The Sabbath Schools.
The Church Sabbath School, under the care of Mr Street and his noble staff of Teachers, more than

maintains its ground—having the large attendance of upwards of four hundred. The spiritual work done from
Sabbath to Sabbath can only be appreciated by The se who are conversant with school operations. While
prominence is given to direct Scriptural teaching, the children are encouraged to store their memories with
choice Psalms and Hymns, and lessons of faith and duty. The fact that the religious instruction of our Public
Schools is now, from the religious divisions of the people, necessarily limited to little more than the reading of
the Scriptures, is a loud call to the churches to increase the efficiency of the Sabbath School. The Session have
learned with much pleasure that the Sabbath School Teachers of the Church meet from time to time not only for
prayer but also for conversation on the School lessons, and the best means of imparting their knowledge of the
Gospel.

The Pelichet Bay Sabbath School.



This School continues to prosper under the zealous care of Mr Grant and his unwearied assistants. The
attendance at this school is 45. The Minister has borne frequent testimony to the value of the Christian service
to the children of the Church and the Gospel by our Sabbath Schools—and we join with him in commending
them to your prayers and sympathies.

The Bible Class
Meets in the Class-room every Sabbath morning at ten o'clock. The ugh this institution, like the Church

itself, is subject to change—the older pupils giving place to younger ones—the average attendance is still
maintained. In the lessons of the class the Minister keeps steadily in view the end of all Christian instruction,
the conversion of the Scholars, their growth in sacred knowledge; with a view to Church Membership and
service in the diffusion of the Gospel. Appreciating the importance of this class as mid-way between the
Sabbath School and Church work, the Session would earnestly exhort parents to encourage their sons and
daughters to join it.

The Missionary Association.
This society reported at its annual meeting contributions to the amount of £108 9s for the spread of the

Gospel. Its nourishing condition is due, under God, to the devotedness of Mrs Glasgow and the Collectors. At
the Annual Meeting there was a general wish that the Synod should take a warmer interest in the spiritual
condition of our Maories. The Minister took care to convey this wish to the Synod, and he reports that the
Ministers adjacent to the Maori settlements have been instructed to do their utmost for their spiritual
necessities. Members of the Congregation interested in missions, are reminded that Missionary intelligence is
communicated at the Prayer Meetings held on the first Thursday of each month. Missionary publications can be
obtained through the members of the Committee.

Church Psalmody.
Mr Francis, the Precentor, devotes an evening every week during six months in the year to give instruction

in Sacred Music to Members of the Congregation. The Session would urge our young people to avail
themselves of the class, with a view to the still greater improvement of our service of song. They gladly
acknowledge the heartiness of our Congregational singing. The Session and Deacons' Court gladly
acknowledge a contribution of £10, through Mrs R. Gillies and friends, towards purchasing music for the Choir.

The Young Men's Association.
This Society meets in the class-room on every alternate Wednesday, at half-past seven o'clock p.m., during

its session. Its objects are the improvement of the Members by the delivery and criticism of original essays,
discussions, readings, recitations, and the cultivation of friendly feelings among the members. The Session
recommend it to the young men of the Congregation.

Election of Deacons.
At a Congregational Meeting held on the 21st May, 1872, a resolution was passed requesting the Session to

take into consideration the advisability of one third of the Deacons retiring annually. At a meeting of the
Session held on the 4th June, the Session having considered the said resolution, the Deacons concurring,
unanimously resolved that the number of Deacons be forthwith increased to fifteen, it being understood that
one-half of the present Deacons retire by lot in twelve months, and the remaining half the following year,
subject to the retiring members being eligible for reelection.

Accordingly the following gentlemen were elected to the Deaconship, viz.—William Baird, The mas
Cassells, Adam Johnston, James T. Mackerras, and Charles McQueen.

The change above referred to will necessitate an annual election of Deacons to fill the place of those who
retire by effluxion of time.

Deacons' Court.
The Deacons' Court held twenty-four meetings during the year.

Funds of the Church.



The sum contributed by the Church for all purposes during the year amounts to £1,572 5s. 4d., being £22 8s
5d in excess of last year.

Through some accident, The ugh the amount actually raised for the Sustentation Fund is above that of
1871—yet that reported is two guineas under.

The special collections show that the Congregation has a heart for objects not especially Congregational.

The Library.
There are Libraries in connection with the Sabbath Schools which are extensively used. The Church

Library, rich in history, biography, philosophy, poetry, and practical divinity, is open every Thursday evening
at the close of the Prayer Meeting, and is free to the Members of the Congregation. Mr Glasgow, assisted by Mr
Dalglish attends to issue books. The Deacons' Court have to repeat the hope that a plan may be devised
whereby the Catalogue of the Library may be periodically enlarged.

University Scholarship.
This Scholarship, held by John Ferguson, expires after another year. It will remain for the friends of the

higher education to decide whether they will renew it for the encouragement of young men studying for the
Ministry.

The Relief Fund.
The Congregational collection to this fund amounted to the handsome sum of £5-1 15s. 5d., for which the

Deacons' Court feels thankful.
There is still a balance in hand which will enable the Court to afford some relief until the next annual

Collection falls due.

New Knox Church,
THE erection of a new church has been under the consideration of your Deacons' Court for a long time. For

the information of members generally it may be desirable to recapitulate the salient facts connected with this
matter.

As far back as the 11th of April, 1871, the Court resolved that steps should be taken towards the erection of
a new church, and on the 12th of the following month a Congregational meeting was held at which the action of
the Court was approved of. A Committee was appointed to canvass for subscriptions and another Committee (to
act in concert with the Deacons' Court) was elected to obtain plans, and be prepared with information to be laid
before another meeting of the Congregation.

A Committee appointed to inquire and report as to the probable costs of the foundation of the present site
and also of the new site, unanimously recommended the purchase of the section adjoining the manse property,
and that the present church should be kept for the use of the Sabbath School. After much consideration it was
resolved by the Deacons' Court to adopt the suggestion of the Committee. A Congregational meeting was held,
on the 21st August, 1871, at which the proposal to purchase the section above referred to was discussed and
met with the cordial approval of the meeting.

The Building Committee having asked for competitive designs for a stone church capable of
accommodating one thousand persons, 17 plans were sent in. The Committee gave in a final report on the 25th
July last, which recommended among other things that the consent of the Congregation should be obtained to
the principle—that the Deacons' Court should select and appoint an architect for the erection of the new church.
At a meeting of the Congregation held on the 8th August last, this course was approved of, and a resolution was
passed remitting the whole question of the erection of the church to the Deacons' Court without limitation of
amount.

In accordance with this resolution the Deacons' Court, on the 22nd August last, nominated Mr David Ross
as architect, and a Building Committee (members of the Court) was appointed to make all necessary
arrangements with that gentleman. The Committee having come to an agreement with him sent him the
necessary instructions, and on the 1st of October 1872, your Deacons' Court instructed the Building Committee
to call for tenders. This was done, and the tender of Messrs Roach and Martin for £6,818 was accepted. On the
13th November the Building Committee and contractors signed the contract.

On the 25th November last the foundation stone was laid by Dr Stuart in the presence of the Office-bearers,
and on the 27th of the same month the sum of £175 was paid to the Architect in respect of commission.



The Committee were anxious to secure the services of a competent Inspector of Works, one in whom they,
the Architect, and Contractors, would have full confidence. They were desirous of consulting the Architect in
the appointment of the Inspector, but they were astonished to find that he (the Architect) demanded the
appointment and dismissal of this officer entirely in his own hands. To this the Committee, acting under the
instructions of your Deacons' Court, absolutely refused to agree, more especially as the person proposed by the
Architect was one whom the Committee did not consider suitable. The Committee endeavoured to adjust the
difficulty amicably by requesting the Architect to nominate one or more persons suitable for the office, from
whom the Committee would select one, leaving Mr Ross to appoint him. As the Architect declined to accede to
this proposal, and insisted on the person named by him being appointed, the Building Committee, in the interest
of the Congregation, after giving the Architect notice, advertised for an Inspector. On the 31st December last
the Committee appointed Mr David Henderson, and intimation of this was given to the Architect who refused
to recognise him as the inspector. Much correspondence passed between the Architect and the Building
Committee without any satisfactory result. The Committee therefore brought the position of affairs before the
Deacons' Court, with an intimation that having carefully considered all the aspects of the case, and having
ascertained that the Contractors were willing to annul the contract for a reasonable sum, they re-commended
that the contract be annulled.

Your Deacons' Court believing that the position assumed by the Architect regarding the appointment of an
inspector was unreasonable, on duly considering all the circumstances, anticipating further difficulties with him
during the progress of the work, and being pressed by the necessity for an immediate decision, adopted the
recommendation of the Committee and instructed that body to take the necessary steps for cancelling the
contract. Accordingly the Committee and the contractors annulled the contract and notice was given to the
Architect dispensing with his services.

The Deacons' Court regrets the unpleasant position in which it has been placed, but it is hopeful that at an
early date the erection of the new church will be proceeded with.

John Borrie, Session Clerk.
Colin McK. Gordon, Clerk to Deacons Court.

Dr. Balance Sheet, Knox Church
TO BALANCE AT DEC. 31st, 1871.

Deacons' Court, Dec. 31st, 1872. Cr.
BY BALANCE AT DEC. 31ST, 1871.
"We have examined the above for the year ending 31st Dec. 1872, compared with the books and vouchers,

and find it correct.

"A. JOHNSTON
"THOS. MOODIE
Auditor."
Babylon the Great is Fallen, is Fallen By Archibald MacDonald.
"And the third angel followed them saying with a loud voice, if any man worship the beast and his image, and
receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is
poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire and brimstone in
the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb: and the smoke of their torment, ascendeth up
for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and whosoever
receiveth the mark of his name."-(Rev. xiv. 9,10, 11. The war, contained in Chap. xx. to 7th verse)
Mills, Dick & Co. Dunedin: Printers, Stafford Street. MDCCCLXXII.

Archibald MacDonald

Babylon the Great



Is Fallen, Is Fallen.
(Arranged from Scriptures, Rev. xviii. 2.)

"AND the third angel followed them saying with a loud voice, if any man worship the beast and his image,
and receive his mark in his forehead, or in his hand, the same shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God,
which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation; and he shall be tormented with fire and
brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb: and the smoke of their torment
ascendeth up for ever and ever: and they have no rest day nor night, who worship the beast and his image, and
whosoever receiveth the mark of his name. (Rev. xiv. 9, 10, 11.) The war, contained in Chap, xi to 7th verse.

ABOVE earth's summits; over frozen peaks
Neath pristine rocks, great God, a language speaks,
Of Thee and thine; then must there in a man
Dwells life, be utterance, to speak of plan
Accorded to his state, now rises up, to shine
In cleared heavens, the birthright of Divine.
Light to this life! The u Holy Spirit! one
Enlightener! irradiate paths begun
By a Redeemer—beautify, till way
All clear, is gloried with the God of day.
Once was a sacred Eden, wherein sprang
Each fruit for food, and beauteous Angels sang
Of bliss and joy to occupants, while they
Creator's precepts willingly obey.
They disobeyed, and died; they slighted Him
Made Cherubim and mighty Seraphim
And listened to a creature, whence, came laws,
Destroy'd created, and Creator's cause,
And sent o'er earth with detonating knell
A cloud of death, on gloried nature fell,
Till for the fallen, and God's image sake—
Almighty's son, the well belov'd, thus spake:
These pardon, Father, and on me let lie
Deserved death the disobedient die.
My Son, exclaimed High God, thy will is mine
Redeem them, and the laud thereof be thine!
Mount Calvary beheld uniting scene,
Beheld forgiveness—intercourse between
High God and man, by this new testament
Of God's acceptance, whollily is sent
Direct from God to soul receives again
Inheritance awakens fallen men,
Yea, all who will, to bask amid the ray
Of Holy Ghost, breathes life for perfect day.
Thus well; but pardon'd, 'gainst this, even rise,
And spiritual life, from second birth despise,
By ordering, all would declare such life,
Down unto death, down to the shades of strife,
To centralizers—priests and soldiers feed
Again the dragon, would man's spirit lead
By creeds and laws, back unto death's desire
Where filths of flesh and nighted souls retire
"To open shaming rites" long past; but God
Was not again to be so us'd, for rod



Of chastisement, he, as he said, applies
On enemies, and to Archangel, cries—
Go Michael and these vile with Satan throw
To where the wicked writhe in flames below,
Now when predictions culminate, at time
Of doom of cities, rioted on crime
Debas'd even "Mystery Babylon"
And will debase, until her all upgone,
Dies curs'd of God and peace,—dies she,
Lay in men's blood the feed of majesty.
What crimes are hers! Could tigress not embrace
Even feigned kindness for the human race?
So that she might, less unsuspected, fold
School, child, and man, within death dealing hold
And therein teach her fondl'd sucks to learn,
What, mysteryship o'er subjects might discern!
But Christians, now is another voice
Come to redeem'd, saying, Saints arise, rejoice,
Word interferers, are to punishment
With land mark lifters, and all liars sent.
What are you would-be senators? Can He
Who sweeps far ages of eternity
With eyes of light, not see you as you are?
Can mortal man the Light of light debar?
Yea, can a man insult the God of heaven
With adverse homage—strength to centres given?
Come ye before the Lord, yet unto idols bow,
And ail their nests with gifts of God endow?
Yea, verily! Do men to cesspools go
For drink where streams of clearest waters flow?
Must centralists take Word and school at will
They may themselves with meat of parents fill,
And say to children—"Take we to give you
To cloak our way. Down unconceal'd ne'er knew
Almighty's ruling—Word or School or aught
Belongs thereto, or aught therein is taught,
For God o'er all, thus speaks! Who masters fold—
God's holy Word, makes known to young and old
The will of Him confers the glorious name
Of liberty, even where, all will, may claim
Divine inheritance from centre peace—
God's spirit, alone can bondag'd men release,
As you have oft been told, gets from Words Lord
Deserved death, of fire, disease, and sword.
Come schools to plunder'd parents from tax'd cry
Of indigence awakens wrath on high?
Come children's good from offices, that drew
Their maintenance from central'd plunderings knew
Compulsion for the claim? No, then to fire
With dragon and compelling brood retire
According as prophetic words declare
You would, for they, no distant centres spare
Behold a race in latest days arise,
As prophets said, would Word of God despise;
But risen has that Word to all its right



At second birth, in kingdoms of all light;
[unclear: to youth and age, it ne er]
As Christ has said, "earth and the heavens may
Depart but not my words," who then, this good
Would daringly from child or school exclude,
Disdains his Word again, thus speaks? "Permit the low
Of age to come to me, for wherefore, know
Of such are they of heaven"; which witnesses
Condemn you all, as Lord's own words are these
Bright luminaries, even first and last
Of schooling powers, now rule as in the past,
And is attested by fair Darling stands
In light of heaven with Word of God in hands
And views the minds of men. You say—we just
Exclude Word from our schools—our proffer'd trust;
Who gave that trust? Behold Napoleon
Pope's Bible keeper into tortures gone,
And shall you keepers, from his parings, shape
Your docky robes, his till of dress escape?
No! not indeed! In centrals you believe,
Because, by their dear fleece, you can deceive
Unwary, drawn onward into power
Of drone officials armed to devour
All hind'rers of your acts; such being done
Earth and the heavens are yours refute God's son;
You cannot plead excuse for doing so
As pattern from Word to all would know
How schools are held was shown you; why then,
You beast and image serve, and Word condemn.
None have authority but parents, or
Appointed children's guardians, to lore
Mind of a child, as unto God, alone
Are they responsible for book and tone
Imparted to their charge. A pretty charge
You cry aloud! how can the poor enlarge
Their children's faculties? Can they whose reach
Is only to a Bible, mathematics teach?
Or can they, having neither work, nor will
To work aright, their guardian dues fulfil?
Go! help the needy, houseless, wandering one
Whose feed is grief, that fain to death would run!
Go! help the feeble, cannot well compete
With stronger ones, nor think your work complete,
Until their children, have their God-given share
Of lands, earth seizers but for selves declare!
Then, not till then, take hunger'd men, before
Condemning courts for children's want of lore.
To you, will joyously meet Judge, go take
The scholars' fathers, of each school, and make
Committees of them, these shall keep in care
What should be taught therein. Build and repair
By voluntary gifts, and thereby, pay
The teacher for the fees deficiency;
And likewise through the votes of fathers, hold
His yearly settlement. Thus, schools unfold,



Unspector'd germs—arising laborers, who
Respect their parents chosen, will pursue
The ways of rectitude, untrammel'd, all
By sycophants for hire, would schools enthral,
By spurning youthful fold—theocracy
Given unto Israel to agree
With permanence, now rises, to amend
Conflicting atoms—ruling cities send
Against God's Word, those laws, now take their stance
Mid flame, of Babylon's inheritance,
When signed sun and moon, bloodstained, o'er earth,
Disclosed of judgments—sword, disease and dearth;
And Godwords, openly, o'er hearts subdued
By open judgments, gave a mind renew'd
To shine like higher works—concomitants
Of words design; whatever therefore wants
This governing, the veriest dull might know
Pursues a path, where dark eccentrics go,
Now when "The Time and Times and half" fulfill'd
Gave unto beast what blind Appolyon will'd
For master Pio Nono, from that cup,
Deterring cities, now, in wrath drink up,
As "The abhorred makes earth desolate"
By Papish poster, on Rome's walls of late
In eighteenth July, eighteen-seventy,
Proclaimed Nono, God, a majesty
"Infallible." To finish, "Times," relate
To regal powers, trust in an earthly state,
Had in "The end," arisen to scatter power
Of witnesses—God's Scriptures, in that hour
Of darkness covers earth, when mockery
Even unto Words deponents was to be,
As holy Word declares! But they ascend
Soon afterwards to power, for saints descend
To judge the quick and dead, when they who fac'd
Contempt and plunder wake, they who embrac'd
The scoff of powers, arise, to see in heaven
That promis'd signal, for long suffering given—
Blood colour'd moon, the sign, when plund'rers go
With Satan, down, where burning angers glow,
Amid the "name" and "mark" of Beast now takes
Predicted woes, as Word contemn'd, awakes.
Fullfilling were these woes, for posting on
Rome's doomed walls, enslaving polygon—
"Infallibility," lays waste each land
In last of Times-the twice six hundred, and
The ninety literal days, gives burning, so
Destructive all, that was it on to glow
Aught longer, earth of men and life bereft
Would follow priest, now 'mid his darkness left;
But for saints' sake, it quenched is, as
told By Word thus speaks; who waiteth to behold
"The thirteen hundred, five and thirty days
Is bless'd." Thus far, God's holy Word, outlays
The end of present governments—the end of all



Death dealing powers, the heirs of light enthral,
By binding down God's Word. Now, see is time
For Words to rise; loud mouth'd official crime
Has reach'd its greatest, utmost given bound,
And reeling earth, reechoing the sound
Of "angered peoples," under taxing swoon'd,
Reeling to arm administers the wound—
They, who by sword of cruel tyrants fell
Now call for peace, and under safety dwell.
They call and saved are; then answer this
Ye powers of earth—men idiots, was bliss
For you who cried, where is the promise of
Christ's into world coming? List!! that scoff
Proclaim'd of old, would ultimately tell
Of his arrival, now, is heard to swell
The jubilees of earth, 'mid rain and hail
Was over central dealers to prevail,
As hear: "Then said he unto me, this is
"The curse—a flying roll goes over face
"Of whole of earth, for every one who steals
"Shall be cut off, as this one side reveals,
"And every one who falsely swears shall be
"Cut off, as on that side accordingly.
"I bring it forth, saith Lord of Hosts, and it
"Shall enter into house of thief, and sit
"In house of him who falsely swears by name
"Of mine, and in it shall it stay, till same
"Shall be consum'd with timber thereof, and
"The Stones. Now see those on the other hand
"These are the things that ye shall do, speak ye
The conquering truth to neighbour, and decree
" Just judgment peace and truth your gates within
" And harbour not of any evil, in
" Your hearts 'gainst neighbours, nor create false oath
" For all these things, saith Lord of Hosts, I loathe"
These are chief faults now cumber men of sin
Bring in on world chastisements, begin
The ways for symboll'd Bride celestial
'Fore whom, all powers of wickedness, down fall.
How decks Lamb's wife? She wears not covering—lies
Wherewith she may destroying gins devise,
She is God's Government, that ray of light
In which the sav'd, and holy all, delight.
Come to her, sav'd, come to the light of day
For all else rise up, only to betray
Heaven's government by spirit; will ye lie
In central ruling cities, formed all, to die?
Come to elected straightway—to the Bride
By arbitration rules the world wide
As you were told; your courts of law declar'd
By changing minds, and for a time prepar'd
Are Contra Representatives of one,
God's Grace to men, and fallen nature won,
By sending spirit, that alone can guide
Humanity to symbol of Lamb's Bride—



The bright and beauteous, glorified stands
On Throne of Light, and all of Lord commands;
Here, list her language, speaks in accents clear,
Immensity's fair ways, lie still to hear.
"Corinthians—ye are manifestly, thus
"Christ's Word, as it is ministered by us
"Not with the ink, but spirit of our Lord—
"Not on stone tables, but in hearts abode,
"And such a trust have we by Jesus Lord
"To God, not as sufficient to afford
"Aught of ourselves to think of Word, for our
"Sufficiency is God, who by his power
"Ordained us able servants, not as wills
"Of letter, but of spirit, for the letter kills
"But spirit giveth life; and was throughout
"The ministering of death, penn'd and cut out
"In stones so glorious, that they of old—
"God's Israel, could not stedfastly behold
"The face of Moses, for the glory of
"His countenance; which glorified thereof
"Was to be done away; how shall to us
"That of the spirit be more glorious;
"For was the first—of guilt all glorious made,
"Much more was last, in righteousness was laid,
"For even, that was glorious made, had nought
"Of glory of itself, for it was wrought
"By glory that excels; and was that done
"Away, even glorious, much more, then that won
"By excellence was glorious; thus we
"Heirs of this glory, use simplicity
"Of language to you, not as Moses did
"When so by veil his countenance he hid
"That Israels children could not look to end
"Of that which is abolished; for attend
"Their minds were blinded, and remains to-day
"The self same veil, unmov'd away
"In reading of Old Testament; which shade
"Is done away in Christ, but yet remade
"On Israel's heart, by Moses' Testament
"To present day; but when the heart is sent
"Direct to God, the veil is put aside
"By him, then wherefore, wherein shall abide
"Spirit of this Lord, even there is liberty,
"For there we looking, as in mirror, see
"The glory of the Lord, and thus, are chang'd
"To similar form—reflecting glory rang'd
"On form of man, by spirit of the Lord"
Such are the festal accents shall afford
An entrance into glory—into Zion clear,—
God's holy residence, must now appear
By Parish ruling welcomes Christ, descends
A King o'er all—a Lord on whom attends
Regenerating life—that spirit shall
Redeemed men in pristine rank instal,
To make Christ's likeness follow them about—



Christ's statutes stamp'd on all their deeds throughout.
Aye! that in heaven! "names" and "marks" outcry
But where is heaven? It is where Christ is nigh;
Yet, still you say, is it not after death?
Thus holy language of the scripture saith,
"We shall not all die, but we shall be chang'd
"In twinkling of an eye," is there arrang'd
By God of Truth, as clear, and all as bright,
As other doctrines, lead to God of light.
This question, then, do ministerials now
To these plain statutes of His Scriptures bow?
For Scriptures judge, as prov'd already, by
Convulsive times, opposing madmen try?
No! simple speech, and simple forms give way
For laws of men and Churches of to-day!—
The stubble, hay and wood, men's treasur'd holds
Contain their all—their shepherds, and sheepfolds
And Holy Spirit, gift for sacrifice
Awayed that creeds and centrals laws might rise
Superior to great and glorious one
Had arbitration, for his followers, won.
What!! know ye not! Is he a ruler, where
Another's governments, strange laws declare?
Is God a Lord, is he the ruler of
Creation, and his laws not guides thereof?
Is the Almighty reach'd by human power,
Errs at its best, and lasts but for an hour?
No! God is the Eternal, and his Word—
Eternity, must be in judgment heard;
"Are none amongst you, fit to judge a cause
"That to the heathen—outcasts of God's laws,
"You go"—speaks Paul a teacher in that Lord,
Ordain'd him, pattern of the Spirit's sword;
Which sword, all take and with it fight
Your ways to Zion—unto City Light,
Where arbitration by just Judges keep
Security to all, for arbitrators seek
The truth of cause not personal renown
Comes from Insignia of devouring town
By License to debate, which, is not road
Conveys to Zion—Bridegrooms bright abode.
Again! Paul tells you "not to oversee
"God's flock," you answer, yes, that is, to be
No overseer o'er churches; but all men
Who would of immortality, say, when
Will ye arise, up to your proper place
Where given is, by heirship, to deface
The works of sin? The oversight is o'er
The commonwealth alike; we must adore
God's universal rule, for where is claim
To property, or unto life, or name,
It is to the Creator, as are those
Due services in Church!! Yes! nations rose
And fell accordingly, as all may trace
In varied histories of the human race;



This too you would not hear, tho' on you urg'd,
You then go down, as stained world is purg'd.
Who made me judge or ruler over you
Said Christ our Lord, and all he said was true
For he was not, till "It is done" to take
Judicial dignity, that clone, for sake
Of it, Christ would from Father God obtain
Dominion over all, where saints attain
Regeneration! come then "sav'd" let us
Depart from Death, to life made glorious,
For who obstructs Paul's courts of judging, must
Now even to death and all its judgments trust.
How beautiful is world, how great is man
Adorn'd and liven'd with Almighty's plan,
Yields those delights "that eyesight hath not seen,
"Nor ear has heard, nor ever hath it been
"Reveal'd to mind!!" Come Lamb, come Lord, for those
Their confidence on these bright joys repose.
Men, let us reason, what is there in this
Our earthly house, is equal to the bliss
Of God's bright home, where born again enjoy
Unbounded pleasures, no one can destroy?
Is man not creature, can to Maker go
And from his Scriptures intimately know
The journeying to bliss, even where
Outgiving posts these requisites declare:
"Dare any of you, with your disputes go
"To law fore unjust, and not them shew
"Before the saints?"—The well reported they
God's servants true, his statutes' laws obey.
Here, with preceded, is that evidence
Condemns the present, wicked laws pretence—
That social wonder, all may see and hear.
"In last of times, fierce mockers will appear
"Who walking after each ungodly lust
"Of sensualities, will not entrust
"Their acts to Holy Spirit; but may ye
"Who building up yourselves on faith, agree
"With Holy Spirit"—Here heard are they—
The witnesses God's government pourtray.
Awake then all, and glorify the power
Determines judgment in this trying hour,
When on false courts, those mockeries of God
By all deceit, is now applied a rod
Kills all adulterers, and false servants gave
God's ministries to murderers and grave.
But come of sav'd, let arbitrators, in
Your Parish Districts, other scenes begin.
Deliberate not, what shall such districts do
When interwoven subjects come to view?
Begin God's Kingdom, and ye shall increase
In knowledge on, until requirements cease;
Begin at once, all peoples, give son's right
To God's inheritance begins delight
In kingdom true; let disputants—each side



Select two arbiters, and let abide
By their decision, final settlement
Of cause, and its belongings, not as sent
By tongue—talk—craft of sliddery speech machines,
But by a God of wisdom intervenes;
Yet, should the arbitrators not agree
A third, well known for name of equity
Declares the right. And when communities
Each with another need of joint decrees,
Let one or more of Deputies, from each
In place convenient, common business reach
By a majority; are equal, sides?
Then the decision by prayer'd lot abides;
Such will allay requirements of the good,
While vile retire, to where God's martyr'd stood.
Search history, and cry to cities vast
Adulterated peoples of the past,
Where now your glories? cry again and say,
Where yours, ye cities of the present day?
"Not"—says the Lord—"by might or power, but by
"My spirit" shall humanity descry
The way leads unto life, where city, one
Uniting peoples, rises now mid sun
Of righteousness, shall all redeem'd restore
To light of life, and glory evermore;
Whom can this injure? none; not even you
Devouring Cities, your smooth'd taxes drew
From labouring poor, as by tax you became
A power attractive to devouring flame.
But, say you, willing are we to obtain
This scriptural government which you maintain
Is for redeem'd, still many ways commend
Your sight, we cannot, fully comprehend.
This is the answer! Scripture says, the vile
Would not perceive, for earth's base dross defile
Their consciences! Given was from Word a test
You saw fulfill'd on priests and powers express'd
Not truths of God; what more would you desire?
Remaining vial of devouring fire!
Then, tell your grasping power, death's race is o'er
And plunder'd orphans dread his thefts no more.
What would you have? Word's test you disobey'd
For words of man, by creeds and laws display'd
Another's government; God told you to be just,
Why then, just laws to centering powers entrust,
Whose actions are unjust, for were they true
They would Almighty's given course pursue
Along his ways? Man's rights they would not sell,
But would to all, of every parish, tell,
You have acquir'd your rights, yet will ye choose
Detracting arbiters—those will abuse
Their privileges, alone you are to blame,
Not self reliance, by the Spirit came
Along God's Scriptures, now arisen, will
Dissentients, and their attendants, kill.



Now every base, and cunning autocrat
Has long on men, and hidden glory sat,
Disdain Word government, and you are put
In winepress, all, and trampl'd under foot
Until you are consum'd, for now is time
When Angel goes to finish all of crime,
And Gog and Magog—Beasts last headships go
On Israel's hills to meet their overthrow,
As slighted Word gives to o'ergrown Beast
And all of his—a last great sumptuous feast
Prepar'd of God—men madden'd; horses blind,
As seen in sign, and symbol interlin'd.
Him now behold, Him fill'd with blood and flesh
Of Son of Glory, crucified afresh.
Here is he—"I beheld another Beast
"Rise out of earth"—Establish'd Church increas'd
To parish priest and magistrate; Beast sea—
Ecclesiastic riding "restlessly,"
Takes to a husband—centre with a grace—
A whole doing power, speaks from establish'd place;
"And like unto a Lamb, two horns he had"—
Twin harmless chicks, man-church and man-law clad
Like innocence; "And as a Dragon spake"—
He bellows out, he Christians may shake;
"And exercises he, the sea beast's power"—
He claims from creeds a freedom to devour;
"And causeth earth, and them who dwell therein,
"To worship Beast the first, of wound made clean"—
Established, he makes official horns
To help sea Beast, had fall'n 'mong Gospel thorns;
"And wonders does he, making fire—life birth"
Descend from heaven, in sight of men, on earth"—
Before his hearers, elevates the bread,
Or chauce, a wafer, and down comes instead
Flesh of a God; next, elevates he, wine,
And down it comes, made into blood divine;
Then eat and drink they, these, of Godhead, and,
The priest and bread and wine, new birth command.
Miraculous! Now Dervishes, can you
By wheel or flinging similar wonders do?
"And thus, deceiving them of earth, again
"By miracles to last of beasts pertain,
"In sight of First, he turns, and bids all make
"Obeisance to the wounded, poisonous snake"—
By mocking Saviour, this false horn'd beast,—
This civocleric—law'd and creeded priest
Deceives the carnal minded ritual,
And leads his peoples, into Popish thrall;
"And he had power, to liven form of First
"That First should speak, and cause those to be curs'd,
"Would not it worship"—Thus, again
Renew'd is spirit controller, to remain
Like Beast of Sea, a renegade to slay
All would not licensed earthly powers obey;
"And marks he all, both small, and rich, and grand,



"Poor, free, and bond, in forehead, or right hand"—
In hands of magistrates, he puts his staves
In heads of clergy, creeds of fools and knaves,
Dominion, then is theirs—eternal power
Is measured out, by moths of passing hour;
"And that no man, might buy, or sell, but same
"Had name, or mark, or number of Beast's name"—
Now given are earth's favors, from that birth
Apportions out by Beast of sea, or earth,
Not as Eternal wills, but as will those
Deterring powers, God's rights for hire expose—
Life—spirit is hid—earth's highest, holiest name
Is held by stablished, for some Moorfield claim;
"And here is wisdom! Who is? let him count
"The number of the Beast, for the amount
"Is of a man, which summ'd up, will affix
"Design—six hundred, and threescore and six"—
Research far back, to early ages, where
One rose to rule, alone that nations care,
And there arisen, on last Beast's employ,
Is name Lateinos would all earth destroy.
Lateinos—Brute—per contra of Lamb's bride—
Great Civocleric sweeping far and wide
As tempest driven flame mid dried bands
On dales and mountains, over all that stands
Or lies in way, sweeps, till its rising, twirls
The feather'd pines, send out involving swirls
Eucloud all nature—darken earth and sun
With smoke and death, a sparklit had begun;
Dim, drear and dismal is unfooded rage
Of dying flames o'er wastes; nought may assuage
The grief of sufferers! Is in bounds but stream
Meandering, there may its glistening gleam
Give hope of growth again; is not, dull kine
And abject owners, must in vain repine;
So where the stream of life—God's sprit, is
Amid abounding wickedness, then his
Enlivening ray gives promise, that around
Enleavening may yet o'er all abound;
But what has Brute? No livening stream was there
To which the weak, and thirsty might repair,
To drink and live; it, cleric'd! could no more
Produce for men, than hate and lust, before,
Had all of tax'd and alienated, led
Against bar'd gates and walls; when clergy bled
For killing people's rights—when disappear'd
The first cruel Beast, was up a second rear'd
To follow in first wake? No, up grew last
Despis'd first's judgments, wherefore, both are cast
Now, into flames, at hour when die all powers
Of centralism, on battlemented towers.
But, in my spirit says God, is trust, is all
Of safety, guards the lives of great and small;
Print this on banners, lay your swords aside
For God's breath breathes, sole power rules world wide.



Regenerated! be exceeding glad
For dead now rise, in Saviour's garments glad
And join your joy, as likewise unto them
Was given to rise, and ultimately gem
God's universe that now, for ever on
Endures, while liars are to ruins gone.
Come then and glorify, yes, praise ye God
For on false teachers, Word, now lays a rod.
Where wicked are no more, come ye away
To homes of light and, joys of promis'd day
Isaiah sings—now day, when men arise
With body of their Lord, which all are wise
Inherit from him, when they here, renew
Their hearts by Spirit, teaches them to do
Obedience to God's laws, which let us trace
From out His words, away from wicked brace—
The beasts of sea and earth, had risen to kill
Destroy and tax, and all the world fill
With animosities, by state reared men,
Degrade all, each, would either Beasts condemn.
Hear! "Not by might or power," saith the Lord,
"But by my Spirit" with his judging sword,
The Word of God, shall men with sin oppress'd,
Enjoy the Zion of the blessed in rest.
Such is the declaration, such the reign
Of righteousness, shall holiness regain
For wearied mortals here—such is the self
Reliant policy unlaid on shelf
For moths to gnaw—God gives his breath, to breathe
Of Him and His, and gives it to bequeath
Discrimination judges with all right
To God and man, and therefore such is light
Alone, and likewise evidencing link
Joined unto link, binds all, to act, to think,
In righteousness with one another, till
Redeemer's glories, rising glorious, fill
Predicted futute state, where are the ways
Of health, and peace, and joys of latter days?
But we have tried this self-reliant scheme
You say is reign of right—we read your theme
You say is glory, and we find it wild,
Chimerical, and has its dupes beguil'd!!
Where has it been experimented on?
True you have officed it, and put in drone
To oversee and manage it, and told
Subjected animals to toil and hold
Themselves as slaves at counterfeit's desire;
There you are wrong you cry, for central's hire
Officials' subs, to work! True! and as true
By such is Beast upheld! but what to do
With offices has self-reliance, is
Of Holy Ghost, and altogether His,
Ignores you both; his ways have that repose
Ordain'd by God, give homes, not those of crows
On tall tree tops, the soughing tempests sling



O'er ripen'd earth at Autumn harvesting.
Aha, you cry, where the compelling power
Directs this self reliance? God in his hour
Mark'd out to Prophet, makes His Word that hold
Of power shall now, o'er every land unfold
Controlling force, it, is the Spirit's sword
Upholds, and shews supremacy of Lord;
And when is hour? That hour of prophecy
Gives punishment to vile, was timeously
Begun, at end, as prophet Daniel said,
Of five and forty days, from Poster laid
On walls of Roman streets, proclaiming man
Infallible; then was it, Word began
Its reign and power; thence was it to o'erflow
Created all, till God earth powers o'erthrow.
But list, this Word, was at the end of Time
Ordain'd to judge, would all of serpent slime
Attempt to stain, yea make it, as is now
Fit mark for sports, will nought of God allow
Within their courts—three years and half would they,
God's witnesses and Holy Writings slay,
But after their allotment is expir'd,
They with their all, down into flames retir'd,
And Witnesses arose, by Spirit feeds—
The Combatants arise, and Michael leads
Almighty's armies; come then remnant where
God's Spirit is, and going let us wear
Redeemer's garments, yes, lest we be cast
Mid flaming fires, where gnawing tortures last.
Come unto City where reborn are,
Spirit is its life, and Jesus is its star
For ever shines, to give to life and light
Eternal glories yielding fresh delight.
How bright this City, has its streets of gold,
And walls of precious stones and pearls, unfold
The stream of life, with banks of heavenly trees
Yield healing leaves, to strengthen, and appease
Imagination, lingers fresh to those
The dead in Christ, with witnessing arose,
To shine in glory yet unseen to eye
Of mortal, cannot spiritual forms descry.
The Scriptures, are God's way, for they are pure;
The walls, his doctrines, ever shall endure;
And stream of Life, his Holy Spirit, gives
Divinity, whereby the creature lives
Secure, and happy, evermore all free
In glorious likeness of Christ's dignity.
This world of vapour form'd shall yet arise
A form of glory volving in the skies
And shall a man, with spirit of a God,
Resign his birthright, lay beneath a sod
Almighty's likeness, should he not, divine
With living, great, eternal power, entwine
His destinies; say, cannot he away
Above death powers, and reach long promis'd day



'Yond plundering laws and agonising stain
Awaking eyelid wakens up to pain?
God made his creature upright! Man in fault
Ought with Creator to commence assault
Against tormentor—leave no serpent's trail
Till Parish Rulers, over all prevail,
For which attaining, let reborn turn
To light Director, while rejectors burn;
God's Word the Judge is this Director, it
Condemner, or acquitter must then sit
Lord over all!! grapes grow not out of thorns
Nor figs from thistles, so, not spirit adorns
Unscriptural governing; and we are told
Not every one, exclaims Lord, Lord, shall hold
An entrance into heaven, but the workers, who
Do will of God; then let us here review
What that will is; we have already read
Of Beasts of Sea and Earth, and by the spirit led,
Have them unsymboll'd, to be men would kill
Destroy and tax, and all the world fill
With animosities, till Holy Spirit raise
A standard up, to God Almighty's praise,
Which standard is his Word shown forth by this
Directing spirit animates men's bliss
By analysing headships of the Beast
Pope and Napoleon, had, as stated, ceas'd
At time of end, when earth's great powers,
would Be given, to hunger'd, outcast men, for food,
And laughter, even as already you
Beheld their kingdoms, figuring in view
Of Revelation; see them, and rejoice
O'er their defeat by God Almighty's voice
Of Holy Scriptures, give the warring day
Ordained of old, to sweep all vile away.
Here are they! croakers! please! come out, God? Word
Administers now all, then come! be heard!
They come, all sanctified like!—they seem
Prepared to the purposes of scheme
Of personal appearances, appropriated for
Educing righteousness; for they do abhor
Appearingly all malice, for they stare
Accused in the face, and thus, prepare
Judge and the audiences to lend their ears
To evidence, no scrutinising fears.
Now hear this question? Can an audience know
Or can a Judge condemn by evidences, flow
From witnesses, their accusations find
In cursed heart, manuœvres but to blind?
O, but we make them speak the truth! How, say?
By kissing Bible; and this you call the way
Of finding truth! why ignorants, nine tenths
Unquestionably will go to any lengths
For one day's pay, or what is worse even still
To evidence, for predjudicing will!
What care these dead for Bible! Oh! you cry



Jehovah ordered, thus, we should espy
The whole of truth; By mouth of two or three
Of witnesses Israel shall decree!
Yes, even as long as Israel obey'd
God's covenants, but when from these they stray'd,
That course of witnessing avail'd them nought,
As disobedience, all divergence wrought
From truth bearing evidence. Yet were not they
Believ'd in Christ, commanded to obey
Impeachment of such witnesses? Dear men
Are ye of Christians? why leave ye then
Christ's law of judgment beareth evidence,
Yea, leadeth onwards, soul, and mind, and sense
To every truth? Great was the ransom, brought
This spiritual guide directeth every thought,
And rein of each, and all of us, to do,
And speak, and think of every word is true;
Such is regeneration, such, is said
In Word of God of rising from the dead.
When Israel kept God's law, two then appear'd
Of witnesses by law, for then they fear'd
True power, but when, they turned to Gods of dust
Encouraged lawlessness, they fell to lust
Succeeded righteousness, and law became
Abode of alien traffic. Out! earth's shame;
Out! ignorant and wicked, who let one
Or two unscrupulous individuals, run
Accused down, to hate, or death, even for
A scheme of hell, all justice must abhor.
Such are of minor courts you say! then take
Your courts supreme! these can you ever make
Deponents of the right? How can they fit
A court of justice, where reborn sit
O'er arbitration in each parish? Nought
Of right is there, when all from gold is wrought!
There, man of riches, summonses the poor
Ignoble moneyless but, to secure
The cause to wealth, as there the want of gold
Prevents the poor even judgment seat to hold,
They lacking fifty guineas, cannot there
Their cause, their plea, before that court declare,
And therefore, they and their's divided, lie
By monied plaintiff, claimants of that cry
Ascends to God of Right, and adds a foe
Against that land, can cause for gold o'erthrow.
Shame! Word professing ones, what heathdom
Acts baser part, than self-styled Christendom?
But, briars hear! on Word no more impose
For now, it scorns, and tramples on its foes
And gives just retribution, at the time
Administers due measurement for crime,
Now, as declared, when Antichrists retire
'Mid wars, and troubles, to unquenching fire,
When ruling "Manchild" looketh over all
Of Centralists, on unjust rulings call



As you were all inform'd, would be, yet you
Rejected Word, and to your pleasures flew
As the Omniscient saw, you would, when done
Was despite given to statutes of his Son
By that fiend power, all hitherto has killed,
Or Jesuited, even, as Appolyon willed
When sat he on his throne. And who are they
Coadjutors Appolyon's will obey?
They are of churches, all of mankind draw
Within their clutches by the power of law;
What is the Church? Is it of wood and stone?
Then word flies man, and is to matter gone;
Or is it minister? then is he made
A master o'er his hearers! But Christ said
Be not ye called masters, one is given
For all of world, and he is Lord of Heaven;
What then is Church? The congregated—they
God's Holy Word, by quickening Spirit obey.
Contemners come; do you imagine Paul
Spake heedlessly? Would he could overhaul
The Antichrists and all false shepherds, make
God's inspirations, any way, for sake
Of wood and stone, or minister, or would
Apostle Peter, in amusement stood
When ordered up, to eat of creeping beast
Of nauseous sorts to him, have had the feast
Presented him, unless it was to shew
Unquestionably, to all would learning know
That even Apostles were not judges! Then
Who made you such, ye satellites, even when
Word—Christ is Judge alone, and bringeth down
Whoever are, by his eternal crown.
Wait till "Well done" is said, when to the poor
And meek of heart, God will judge claims ensure.
Yet meanwhile, unto all, again be known,
How at this Time. God notably has shewn
By power of Word, one man could see
The following work of prophecy—
"Work out your own salvation;" for tho' his
"When foe comes in as flood" to act, it is
Almighty's will to bid redeemed, each
Dividually, his gates of meecy reach—
Each go on singly, else ye lean on reed
Bends and breaks down in every hour of need.
Responsible is each, then seek and find
Knock, and is open'd light to darkn'd mind,
Each singly on, to those fair dwellings, are
Deck'd out with precious stones, each stone as star
Adorning space, illumined, to reveal
Those seals of Time, came Jesus to unseal
In holy Scriptures to a universe
Of glorious life, a life, no foes reverse—
Immortal union brought from Word to view
Shall parted soul and body join anew—
The Union Scriptures shew by Spirit, one



Baptises all have homes of Jesus won.
Beloved, see additional jointures, make
Mortality immortal thro' Christ's sake.
"For thro' the Christ, we Jews and Gentiles reach
"The Father by one Spirit," and Words teach
"I afterwards my Spirit will pour out
"Upon all flesh, and prophecy throughout
"Shall sons and daughters," and that such was said
Of all, Paul proves; "By revelation made,
"Christ mystery shew'd me, as I wrote before
"That when ye read it, ye may there explore
"My knowledge of his hidden works, which in
"Past ages was not seen, as now within
"His Prophets and Apostles, even by
"The Spirit, that the Gentiles should thereby
"Be fellowheirs, and of same body, and
"Partakers of his promise, by that band—
"Christ in the Gospel" as is here revis'd;
"For by one Spirit are we all baptis'd—
"All into body one, both Jews and Gentiles all
"Both bond and tree, and made to drink withall
"Of Spirit one." Here, as is seen throughout
Almighty's Word, Episcopy, nor lout
Of Alien power can in God's Kingdom stand
With statutes fram'd by right of creed or wand,
But as are union'd all by Spirit, so
Must Word his sword uniting precepts shew
For great designing—"Perfecting of saints
"And working of the servants,—for constraints
"Of body of the Christ, until all run
"In unity of faith, and knowledge one
"Of son of God, to perfect man—the form
"And height of Christ." Come then, come all, conform
To Christ, be not of those have adverse stood
To his commands, and said, wherein is good
Of Christianity? Take Jesus' way
Then lay your charge, then only can dispraise
Attend the non-accomplishing of plan,
Redeemer God laid out in Word to man;
This you do not, but fraudulently seem
Determin'd to "surround" Words pleading theme
You may ignore God's servant, and may lay
Almighty's Kingdom on this earth away
To enemies of God; whatever good
From God of long endurance still has stood
Administering around, its good you turn
In hour of that long suffering to spurn
That sufferers cause—Episcopacy and
Centralisation rnin'd souls command;
But even these, declare not all your aim
For God you chew 'mong elements that claim
The intromission of God's flesh by man,
Creator formed for the subjected plan
In his dominions! Cry thus, who is first
To leave a madness, renders all accursed?



Come ye young children, let of breath divine
Mature you all, yea, let within you shine
Almighty God, then truly will ye be
By flesh of Life, heirs of eternity.
Let worshippers of Death, let slaves in those
Degrading powers, on priests their souls repose,
But go ye unto God, Zion's travellers all—
And ye will where, no liars can enthrall,
"For not by strength or might, but only through
"My breath saith God, shall fallen man renew
"Their lives afresh." Then come as told, who will,
Come eat of Spirit, take of waters, fill
Your thirsting souls as spoken by a God
Dissembles not; approach ye while is trod
The winepress of the Earth, where are indeed
All will not, on the spiritual manna feed.
Come, fellow men, why waste ye all your day
With lazy priests, go into flames away
With the Infallible!! Why have ye star'd
When Witnesses—God's tried servants dar'd
To speak in speech of Word! Ye foolish ones
Imagine situation; may God's Sons
Describe not language of primeval land
For you and all, Word's laws to understand?
As where they speak in holy, old, and new
Of covenants bv which we all renew
Earth's laws, say are they not to praise? are they
Not witnesses these lineaments pourtray?
Again the frivolous mock the anxious call
Of these prov'd witnesses for Word! How small
Despisers must appear to those would seek
Regeneration, birthright of the meek;
Because deceiv'd take not their eyes to learn
Even things of earth, must spiritual would discern
Those of the Spirit, be abus'd and told
They see therein, none else can there behold.
Come, fellow-workers, in this present strife
Ends in that glory, ushers in new life,
Come and prepare for presence of Bridegroom—
The Lord of Lords breathes over heart and tomb;
We must prepare his way, else we are not
His fellow heirs! Come, cast ye in your lot
With Zion's travellers through God's Word to heaven,
By Holy Spirit will the traveller leaven
With strength from Son of God; will ye not it
But with deceivers, elementings eat
And drink, and falsely call them Lords of that
Divinity, on heads of servants sat
To make them speak of God, ye then control
What is from God and forth goes into soul
Quite unattended with base meats of earth
Preserve material being—natural birth;
Spirit comes and changes instantaneously
Without the bread and wine; How could it be
Conveyed otherwise? By element



To body; then Christ's flesh and blood is sent
By matter, and this matter must partake
Of similar nature for the adjuncts sake;
Now all of matter let the Lord explain,
Goes in at mouth, and out is cast again;
But that of spirit, ye false servants hear,
Is life, no medium matter can come near.
"The wind blows as it wills, and you discern
"The sound thereof, but no one yet may learn
"Whence comes it, nor yet whither on it goes
"Even so to all, the Holy Spirit flows."
So, say the Scriptures of the Lord we serve
How then the contrary of that Lord observe
By fiat of a man, puts spirit in bread
And juice of grapes, and therein to be led
A captive in these traps, to earth descend
Full of God's life. Now Antichrists attend!
This life giving spirit, was, on Pentecost
Sent from first born, without a priested post,
As holy Scriptures have already prov'd;
How then have you the given way remov'd
By rites and ceremonies? Answer? Say! Refute
The way of Word, you trample under foot?
Test judicates the right! it calls a tryst
On Israel's hills, for wares of Antichrist,
Where would be masters, o'er God's heritage—
Schools, consciences, and life, and holy page,
Meet, and transact their merchandise with Word
Is Lord of trial, and over earth now heard
Proclaiming this great problem, say ye how
Could Jesus' life, heretically bow
So soon away, yea, like a priesty, lie
Amid foul rubbish, and itself deny
In time of trial, to the apostles, who
Fled with a trembling spirit, nor Jesus knew.
Was life of Christ in Peter—Stone had been
Of friable material, whose sheen
Had in one transcient night, been so defac'd
With wear of time, as had to be displac'd.
Again Word says, who will God's spirit resist
Will neither here, in uprightness exist
Nor in God's heavens, there forgiveness find;
Apostles therefore, had they got the mind
Of Holy Ghost from Eucharist, would not
At Pentecost, again have had their lot
Renew'd, as verily then were they those
Of priests and scribes, against Christ's life arose
And him devoured, as Psalmist had foretold
These would, when flock was driven from sheepfold,
And Calvary dim veil'd, rent at the sight
Of crucifixion of The Lord of Light
Hid in man nature, to obtain from sire
His covenanted, agonised hire—
Reunion of God's spirit with his brother man
According as the covenanting ran—



Release of men in flesh, and spirits bound
In prison, as ran, the soaring far spread sound.
Since spirit then came, but alter Jesus had
Gone to the God of life, how comes life clad
With Eucharist, since crucifixion, was
The only price, could purchase saving clause
Fulfill'd agreement twixt the Sire and Son
As all may see, and all may read who run.
Wait at Jerusalem, until ye be
Endow'd with spirit, spake Eternity
By voice of Son, to the Disciples, who
Altho' they ate of Eucharist, yet knew
Not promised substance of their Lord, till day,
They ate his flesh, from tongues of flames, convey
Divinity to soul, when mind and hand
Affiliate—Great God to understand,
And strike up for Him, with undaunted zeal,
As they did, when those tongues new lives unseal
The Lamb had died to give. Ne'er was impos'd
A greater falsehood, than that lie repos'd
On Holy Ghost, found in the bread and wine
Of Eucharist, where elements combine
To hold the God of Life, as Jesus' flesh
And blood, was Spirit sent from God all fresh
Direct to his recipients, who discern
Not, how it comes, nor, truly, yet can learn
How on it goes, yet gives, to all and each,
As told, a rest, no Pope or priest can reach.
Whence comes another teaching, now is trod
In crushing wine press of Almighty God,
As hear the Word—"Revealed from on high
"Shall Jesus with his mighty angels hie
"In flaming fire, to take account from those
"Who know not God"—will not of saints repose,
"And who obey not Gospel of our Lord—
"The Jesus Christ." Here is declar'd what sword—
God's Holy Word now does, as Jesus Christ,
Almighty Son of God, calls out to tryst
Assembled enemies, there to be crush'd
In winepress down, till latest foe is crush'd;
Ecclesiastics had begun the war
Are first to hand, then centrals near and far.
Great wickedness had come! The judge by laws
Of man's device, and clergymen by clause
Of creeds' deceit, destroy, until as given
In Word, they join in eighteen sixty-seven
And for three years and half, lay waste, which time
Expir'd, they slay the witnessing 'gainst crime—
They kill the holy covenants, with their
Unyielding bodies, God's plain truths declare;
Down lie they, on the foul predicted street
Of modern Sodom generates to complete
The reign of Antichrist; and for three days
And half, as there the last left voice decays
'Mid mockeries, these dead in God yield mirth



To present power—unbridl'd "Beast of Earth."
But look on high! That earthly power at end,
Then sun blood red, to evil deeds portend
Retaliation! and at same time, a sound
Wakes witnessing and witnesses—around
Pope and old Lewie—"Cities" o'er the towns
Pay out for same, by raffeling their crowns.
Priests and old "airs" depart—men breathe in breath
Breaks bands of lies, and rends the bars of death;
Jehosophat's lone dead, breath'd over, take
Immortal life, and wicked dead awake
To give account of gloriers in shame,
Now with the Devil, cast are into flame
By Word the Judge, whom saved now may see
Commencing trials, in Eighteen seventy.
Sing all of Him—of Christ the fight has won
And therefore Lord, while endless ages run.
Throughout eternity, Almighty Father praise—
To Him thy framer, earth your anthems raise;
He made thy hills, the glowing meadows, He
Encloth'd in robes of cheering flowery,
Where blossom, plant, and bird of varied wing,
In given way Creator's glories sing;
Each in their speech, to God Almighty, rise
From earth, in heaven, or highway in the skies.
Man! then awake, for though thou yet wert still,
When dale and meadow, flower, and bird and hill
Created were, God with a mind and soul
Ennobl'd thee, to guide the mighty whole,
And rise aloft, even unto distant star
Reveals of Glory, rules all near and far,
In one accord; join therefore in the voice
Lisps out His praise, come with it and rejoice
To clear God's ways on earth—His laws, therein
A holy, loving brotherhood begin
As fall those earthly governments and powers
Destroyed earth by guarding walls and towers
Established cruelties, now lowly lie
By hand of Him, rules earth and heavens high.
Lord! by thy Word, gave solace to the brave,
Now rise triumphant over death and grave,
Send, as confirm'd, to all, of "Beasts of Sea
And Earth," woes—want and strife continuously,
While, as according to thy promise, give,
Almighty God, thy long oppress'd to live
Securely in their lands declar'd of old,
Would in last Times, thy gracious laws unfold
To all of world; and meanwhile, as now sent,
Uphold thy Word—thy Scripture government.
Christ—Tree of Health, on each side river, flows
Through paradise—the Holy Spirit, goes
To give of Life, renews, enlivens all
Will for the homes of promis'd glory call
Has now made known, in last of days, his wrath
On Priest and Jesuit, ultimately, hath



Usurp'd his throne, who therefore will adhere
To aught of these, to welcom'd death draws near,
For eighteenth July, eighteen seventy
Commenced woe, ends, when it out shall see
The thirteen hundred five and thirty days
Of sword and famine, purify God's ways.

The End.
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Proceedings of the Synod

Of the Presbyterian Church of Otago and
Southland,
Held At Dunedin, January, 1873.

Session I.
First Church, Dunedin, 15th January, 1873.

The Synod of Otago and Southland met, and after sermon by the Rev. D. M. Stuart, D.D. (in lieu of the late
Moderator), on the text Deuteronomy i. chap. 21st verse, and Luke xxiv., and 47th, was constituted with prayer
by the Moderator. Thereafter the Clerk produced the following roll of ministers and elders, members of
Synod:—

PRESBYTERY OF DUNEDIN—

Ministers.
• REV. WM. WILL, East Taieri
• REV. WM. JOHNSTONE, Port Chalmers
• REV. D. M. STUART, D.D., Knox Church, Dunedin
• REV. J. H. M'NAUGHTON, Anderson's Bay
• REV. MICHAEL WATT, Green Island
• REV. WM. GILLIES, West Taieri
• REV. J. M. DAVIDSON, North Taieri
• REV. ALEX. GREIG, North-east Harbour
• REV. JAS. COPLAND, M.D., North Dunedin
• REV. JOHN GOW, St. Andrew's, Dunedin
• REV. ALEX. BLAKE, Kaikorai

Elders.
• MR. JAMES ALLAN
• MR. W. B. M'KAY
• MR. ALEX. RENNIE
• MR. JAS. PATRICK
• MR. WM. MARTIN
• MR. DONALD FERGUSON



• MR. WALTER RIDDEL
• MR. JOHN DUNCAN
• MR. J. P. MILLAR
• MR. GEORGE HEPBURN

PRESBYTERY OF CLUTHA.
• REV. WM. BANNERMAN, Clutha
• REV. JOHN M. ALLAN, Waihola
• REV. JOHN WATERS, Warepa
• REV. ROBERT TELFORD, Teviot
• REV. CHARLES CONNOR, Popotunoa
• REV. JAS. CHISHOLM, Tokomairiro
• REV. ANDRKW BEIT, Tapanui
• REV. JOHN M'ARA, Balclutha
• REV. JAMES H. CAMERON, Lawrence Inch Clutha
• MR. J. JOHNSTON
• MR. WM. ADAM
• MR. D. SUTHERLAND
• MR. G. LINDSAY
• MR. DUNCAN M'NEIL
• MR. JOHN STENHOUSE
• MR. ARCH. ANDERSON

PRESBYTERY OF SOUTHLAND.
• REV. A. H. STOBO, Invercargill
• REV. THOMAS ALEXANDER, Long Bush
• REV. ANDREW STEVENS, Wallacetown
• REV. ALEX. ROSS, Queenstown
• REV. ROBERT MORRISON, Switzers
• REV. CHAS. S. ROSS, Riverton
• MR. JOHN CUMMING
• MR. JAMES M. THOMSON, Winton

PRESBYTERY OF OAMARU.
• REV. A. B. TODD, Oamaru
• REV. JOHN RYLEY, Otepopo
• REV. JOHN CHRISTIE, Waikouaiti
• REV. JAMES CLARK, Palmerston
• REV. J. M'COSH SMITH, Naseby
• REV. JAMES BAIRD, Hampden
• MR. JAMES L. HASSELL
• MR. HECTOR BROWN
• MR. DAVID GARDNER
• MR. JOHN REITH

The roll having been made up and called over, the Synod proceeded to elect a Moderator for the next
twelve months, when the Rev. Mr. Bannerman, of Clutha, was unanimously chosen, who took the chair
accordingly and suitably addressed the Synod.

Rev. John M. Allan, of Waihola, was appointed Clerk during the meeting of Synod, and the Clerks of
Presbyteries were appointed a committee to attend to the printing of the Synod's Proceedings—Mr. Stobo,
convener.

Commission in favor of Rev. James Nish, of Sandhurst, from the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of Victoria, appointing him to represent that Church before this Synod, was given in and read. Mr. Nish
having been introduced by Rev. J. H. M'Naughton, was welcomed by the Synod and associated with it.

It was reported from the Presbytery of Dunedin, that the Rev. Mr. A Ives, of Kaikorai, had demitted his
charge; that Mr. Alexander Blake had been inducted into the pastoral charge of Kaikorai; and that Rev. George
Sutherland, of First Church, Dunedin, had demitted his charge. From the Presbytery of Clutha it was reported



that the Rev. A. B. Arnot, of Balclutha, had demitted his charge; that the Rev. Andrew Bett had been ordained
to the pastoral charge of Tapanui; that Rev. James Kirkland, of Inch Clutha, had been translated to Hokitika;
that Rev. John M'Ara, had been ordained to the pastoral charge of Balclutha; and that Rev. James Haynes
Cameron had been ordained to the Pastoral charge of Lawrence. From the Presbytery of Southland it was
reported that the Rev. Charles S. Ross had been inducted to the pastoral charge of Riverton, and Rev. J. M.
Thomson to that of Winton and Forest Hill.

The Moderator and Clerk of Synod, the Clerks of Presbyteries, and Messrs. James Copland, M.D., James
Chisholm, Donald Ross, and John Christie, ministers, and Messrs. Alexander Rennie, John Stenhouse, John
Cumming, and David Gardner, elders, were declared the committee on Bills and Overtures, etc. It was agreed
that the same be appointed a committee to arrange the order of business—the Moderator, convener.

Messrs. Stobo, Johnston, Waters, Todd, ministers, and Messrs. Wales, Brown, Cumming, and Anderson,
Mr. Stobo convener, were appointed a Committee to revise records of Presbyteries, and of standing committees.

The Moderator, and Messrs. Gillies, Will, Copland, Waters, Allan, Todd, Ryley, Clark, Stobo, and Ross,
Mr. Gillies convener, were appointed a committee to receive returns on Rules of Procedure, and to report.

Dr. Stuart reported that a friend had agreed to give the Princeton Review for one year to each of the
thirty-five ministers of Synod for five shillings each. It was agreed to accept the offer with thanks, and the clerk
was instructed to send extract of this minute to the General Treasurer, with instructions to arrange for the offer
being carried into effect.

It was agreed that the first hour of tomorrow's sederunt be spent in devotional exercises.
It was agreed to hold the Annual Missionary Meeting on Monday evening.
The conveners of standing committees were appointed a committee to nominate standing committees for

the year, Mr. Gillies convener.
Adjourned to meet in this place tomorrow at 11 a.m.
Closed with prayer.

Session II.
First Church, Dunedin, 16th January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The Synod engaged in devotional exercises during the first hour of meeting, led by the Moderator, and

Messrs. Gow, Stobo, and Ryley.
Rev. James Laurie, of Wairarapa, was introduced to the Synod and associated with it.
The minutes of the former meeting were read and confirmed.
The Clerk read reports of committee on Bills and Overtures, and on order of business, when it was agreed

to adopt the order as proposed by the committee.
It was agreed to record the thanks of the Synod to Dr. Stuart for his excellent sermon at the opening of the

Synod, and to the Moderator for his able opening address.
It was agreed that each speaker be limited to ten minutes; the mover and seconder of motions to be

excepted from this rule.
Mr. Gillies gave notice of motion, "That in the case of the death or removal from the ministry of this

Church of the Moderator of Synod during the term of his office, the duties pertaining to the Moderatorship
devolve upon the next preceding Moderator, being a minister of this Church."

The Moderator, Dr. Copland, Messrs. Gow, Gillies, Stobo, and Todd, were appointed a committee to confer
with the Deacons' Court of First Church anent new church, the Moderator convener.

Mr. Todd gave notice that he would move when returns on Hymn Book were given in, "That the English
Presbyterian Hymn Book be sanctioned by this Church for the use of its congregations." Mr. J. P. Millar gave
notice that he would move as an amendment, "That the Synod delay the adopting of the English Presbyterian
Hymn Book until the Synod receive the Free Church collection of paraphrases and hymns."

Mr. Gow gave notice that he would move "That whereas on completion of the First Church the funds now
devoted to its exclusive use will be available for the general benefit of the Church, and whereas St. Andrew's
Church is heavily burdened with debt, impeding the congregation's usefulness, the Synod resolve that so soon
as there are funds available a grant be given to St. Andrew's congregation in aid of the liquidation of its debt."

It was resolved to sanction the proceedings of Clutha Presbytery in the ordination of Mr. Bett, to the
pastoral charge of Tapanui, and also in the moderation of call at Lawrence in favor of Mr. Cameron.

It was agreed to instruct the Sustentation Fund Committee to include Mr. Alves as sharing in the equal
dividend from the Sustentation Fund for the past year.

Report on students having been called for, the clerk of Clutha Presbytery reported that Mr. John Stevens
had entered upon his second year's theological curriculum under the superintendence of the Presbytery; and the



clerk of Dunedin Presbytery reported that Mr. Andrew Fleming had not taken license under the Presbytery, and
was no longer under its superintendence, having accepted the rectorship of the Invercargill Grammar School,
within the bounds of another Presbytery.

Overture on theological training of young men having been read, and Dr. Stuart heard in its support, it was
resolved to adopt the overture, appoint a committee to consider the training of our theological students and
provision for this object, and to report to next Synod.

Mr. Gow gave in report of committee on Sabbath Schools, which having been read it was resolved, that the
Synod approve of the report, record its thanks to the committee, and especially to its convener, appoint a
standing committee on Sabbath Schools, and remit the recommendations contained in the report to the
committee, with powers, and further recommend the committee to endeavor to obtain funds to provide suitable
books for Sabbath Schools.

The report of the deputation appointed to visit the outlying districts having been called for, Mr. Ryley
reported verbally that owing to Mr. Kirkland's translation the deputation had not been able to fulfil their
appointment.

It was agreed to add the name of Mr. Will to the Finance Committee, to which committee the Synod
remitted the matter of insurance of church buildings.

Adjourned to meet in this place this evening at 7 o'clock.
Closed with prayer.

Session III.
First Church, Dunedin, eodem die.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
Minutes of former meeting read and confirmed.
It was agreed to appoint the University Committee a committee to consider the training of theological

students.
Overture from Presbytery of Southland anent funeral services was called for and read. Mr. Stobo having

been heard in its support, it was moved and seconded that the overture be adopted, and that "Whereas it has not
been usual to have religious services at graves among Presbyterians in the mother country, and the practice is
discountenanced by the directory for public worship; and whereas if the practice of having such services both at
the house and the grave-yard were to become customary, ministers might be subjected to serious
inconvenience, and run the risk of neglecting more important duties; this Synod declares that it is not desirable
that this should become the ordinary practice of the Church, but leaves it free to ministers to have a religious
service either at the house or at the grave, as they may deem it most expedient, or at both the house and the
grave if any special circumstances should seem to render this advisable in any particular case."

It was also moved and seconded that the overture be not adopted, and that the "Synod recommend that the
ministers of this Church hold religious service at the house of the deceased, and, when convenient, at the
grave."

It was further moved and seconded, "That the overture be not adopted, and that the Synod, deeming it
unnecessary to give any deliverance on the matter referred to therein, leave it to every minister to act according
to his own judgment."

A vote having been taken between first and second amendments, there voted for the first 17, and for the
second 24. A vote having been taken between the second amendment and the motion, there voted for the
motion 9, and for the amendment 31. The amendment was declared carried accordingly.

Commissions were laid on the table in favor of Rev. J. Elmslie, Moderator of General Assembly of
Presbyterian Church of New Zealand; Rev. Charles Fraser, Christchurch; and Rev. J. Kirkland, Hokitika; and
Messrs. J. D. M'Pherson and J. L. M'Donald, elders—appointing them deputies to this Synod. It was resolved
that the Moderator welcome the deputies present, and that they be associated with the Synod. Messrs. Elmslie
and Fraser being present, were welcomed by the Mode-hator, and took their seats accordingly.

Returns to overture on Hasty Legislation having been called for, it was reported that all the Presbyteries
disapproved of the overture, also eight Sessions, and that four Sessions approved.

It was resolved that the overture be not adopted.
Overtures from the Presbyteries of Dunedin and Southland anent the practice of the administration of

Baptism were read, and Dr. Copland heard in support of the overture from Dunedin, and Mr. Stobo in support
of that from Southland. Thereafter it was moved and seconded, "That the Synod having considered the
overtures anent the administration of baptism, declares that the law authorises the administration of baptism
only to those, and the children of those, who profess faith in Christ, and enjoins that any who, after due
examination, may be judged fit to receive this privilege for their children, but who have not joined the Church



as members in full communion, shall be placed on the roll of catechumens, or members on trial; that they shall
be subject to the same jurisdiction and discipline as members in full communion, but shall in no ease have any
voice in the management of the spiritual affairs of the Church until they shall have been admitted as members
in full communion. That in the event of their leaving one congregation to connect themselves with another, they
shall receive a certificate bearing that they are catechumens, or members on trial, and that their conduct has
been consistent with such profession, and that the minister to whom they may apply be required to receive such
certificate before admitting them to the privilege of baptism for their children. Further, the Synod declares that
the law of the Church requires that baptism shall, in all ordinary cases be dispensed in public before the
congregation, and enjoins that when, from special circumstances, a minister deems it right to dispense baptism
in private, or in other places than the ordinary place of public worship, the reason why it was so administered
shall be recorded on the minutes of the session."

It was also moved and seconded:—"Having considered the overtures anent baptism, declare that the
principles of this Church are opposed to indiscriminate baptism, both as to subjects and place, and require that
those receiving baptism for themselves or their children make credible profession of their faith in Christ and
obedience to Him; and that the ordinance, when practicable, be administered in public; and enjoin the ministers
of the Church to carry out these principles in their practice."

It was moved and seconded, that the motion and amendment be both sent down to presbyteries and
sessions, in the form of overture, for consideration.

It was further moved that the two original overtures be sent down to presbyteries and sessions for
consideration.

A vote having been taken between the two last amendments, the first was carried by a majority of 21 to 7.
A vote was then taken between the amendment carried and the one preceding, when the former was adopted by
a majority of 20 to 4. A vote was then taken between the original motion and the amendment, when the motion
was carried by a majority of 17 to 13, and the motion ordered to be embodied into an overture and sent down to
presbyteries.

Adjourned, to meet in this place tomorrow at 11 o'clock a.m.
Closed with prayer.

Session IV.
First Church, Dunedin, 17th January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
Minutes of former meeting read and confirmed.
Report of committee on order of business read and adopted.
Mr. Waters gave notice that when returns of presbyteries and kirk sessions anent the English Presbyterian

Hymn Book are given in, he would move that the motion of Mr. Todd to adopt said book is incompetent. Mr.
Watt gave notice of the following motion:—"That the Synod appoint two ministers to prepare short papers
bearing on such points of Christian faith and practice as may seem to them worthy of treatment, to be read at
next meeting of Synod."

Report of committee on sanctioning of charges having been called for, was read, and laid on the table. After
consideration, it was moved and seconded that the report be adopted, sanctioning Mataura as a ministerial
charge, but refusing at present to give sanction to Caversham. It was also moved and seconded, that the Synod
approve of the report in so far as it refers to Mataura, but in so far as it refers to Caversham it be not adopted;
and that the Synod sanction Caversham as a regular charge.

A vote having been taken, there voted for the amendment 13, and for the motion 33. The motion was
declared carried accordingly.

Overture from Oamaru Presbytery anent an Aged and Infirm Minister's Fund was read, and Mr. Ryley
heard in its support. It was agreed to adopt the overture, and appoint a committee to consider the whole matter
and report to a future sederunt.

Overture from the Presbytery of Clutha anent Hymns was read, and Mr. Allan heard in support of it. It was
moved and seconded, that the Synod receive the overture, and declare that the Synod in its resolution of 1870
held the view that the use of Hymns in the public worship of God is warranted by scripture. It was also moved
and seconded, that the Synod do not receive the overture. A vote having been taken, there voted for the motion
22, and for the amendment 19. The motion was declared carried accordingly.

Adjourned, to meet in this place this evening at 7 o'clock.
Closed with prayer.

Session V.



First Church, Dunedin, eodem die.
The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
Minutes of former meeting read and sustained.
Returns to remit on Hymn Book having been called for, it was reported that two presbyteries approved of

the adoption of English Presbyterian Hymn Book, and that one disapproved; that no return had been sent from
Clutha Presbytery; that eight sessions approved, and twelve disapproved. Mr. Todd moved, according to notice,
"That the English Presbyterian Hymn Book be adopted by this Church, for the use of its congregations." This
having been seconded, Mr. Waters moved that it was not competent to move the motion proposed by Mr. Todd,
in view of the return now read. Mr. Waters' motion was rejected by a majority of 32 to 5. It was then moved
and seconded, "That this Synod delay adopting the English Presbyterian Hymn Book until this Synod receives
the Free Church collection of paraphrases and hymns."

The Synod adjourned the discussion of the subject, for the purpose of hearing the deputies of other
Churches, whereupon Messrs. Elmslie and Fraser, from the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand, addressed the
Synod on the desirability of union or co-operation between the two Churches; and Mr. Nish, from the
Presbyterian Church of Victoria, who communicated much valuable information regarding the Church
represented by him. The deputies having been heard, it was agreed that the Moderator return the thanks of the
Synod to the deputies for their very able addresses, and that they be requested to convey the fraternal regards of
this Synodto their several Churches. Thereupon the Moderator suitably addressed the deputies, returning to
them the thanks of the Synod.

The Synod having resumed discussion on the adoption of the English Presbyterian Hymn Book, it was
moved and seconded, "That the Free Church Hymn Book be sent down to presbyteries and kirk sessions for
their consideration, with a view to its adoption at next meeting of Synod, if it be found suitable." A vote having
been taken between the first and second amendments, there voted for the first 18, and for the second 14. A vote
was then taken between the motion and the amendment carried, when there voted for the motion 21, for the
amendment 11; and the English Presbyterian Hymn Book declared sanctioned accordingly.

Adjourned, to meet in this place tomorrow at 11 a.m.
Closed with prayer.

Session VI.
First Church, Dunedin, 18th January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
Minutes of former meeting read and confirmed.
Mr Gillies moved, in accordance with previous notice, "That in the case of the death or removal from the

ministry of this Church of the Moderator of Synod, during the term of his office, the duties pertaining to the
Moderatorship devolve upon the next preceding Moderator, being a minister of this Church." The same having
been seconded, was unanimously agreed to.

It was remitted to the University Committee to take charge of the books in the Theological Library, with
instructions that the books be properly cared for.

Mr. Blake gave notice that he would move that the Synod continue services at the Heads during the year.
Report of Church Extension Committee was read by the Convener, and laid on the table. It was resolved,

by a majority of 28 to 3, to approve of the report, and also of the action of the Committee in sending home to
the Colonial Committee for two ministers; record the thanks of the Synod to the Committee, and especially to
the convener, and instruct the Committee to make application to the Colonial Committee for four ministers in
addition to the two already sent for, instead of two additional as recommended in the report.

Report on Dunedin Church properties given in and read. The Synod approved of the report, and instructed
the Factor to lease the several available portions of these properties, under advice of the Church Trustees.

Adjourned, to meet in this place on Monday, at 3 o'clock p.m.
Closed with prayer.

Session VII.
First Church, Dunedin, 20th January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The minutes of last meeting read and approved.
The Moderator read communication from Mr. Alves, thanking the Synod for its kindness and practical

sympathy with him in his present circumstances of ill health.
The following committee was appointed to consider and report on the proposed Aged and Infirm Ministers



Fund, viz.—The Moderator, Messrs. Will, Todd, Gow, Watt, Clark, Stobo, and Ryley, ministers; and J. F.
Millar, and J. Allan, elders—Mr. Ryley, convener.

The several standing committees were then appointed.—see Appendix.
Report of committee on Widows' Fund given in, read, and adopted.
It was remitted to the Finance Committee, with powers, to call for information anent all congregational

properties, and to consider the terms of the Model Trust Deed, and to report to next meeting of Synod.
The report of the University Committee was given in and read-After consideration, it was agreed to adopt

the report, record the thanks of the Synod to the convener, and recommend Presbyteries to make every effort to
provide one or more bursaries, as suggested by the committee, and report to next meeting of Synod.

It was agreed that the present holder of the Lang Scholarship (which the Synod declared at last meeting
should be tenable for two years) be permitted to hold it for a third year, on condition that he continue his
attendance at the University and show satisfactory progress, and that his theological curriculum be not reckoned
from an earlier date than the termination of such university attendance.

Adjourned, to meet in this place this evening at 7 o'clock.
Closed with prayer.

Session VIII.
First Church, Dunedin, eodem die.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The minutes of former meeting read and approved.
Report on Missions having been given in and read, the Synod engaged in the consideration of missions and

the missionary operations of the Church, when Messrs. Gow, Fraser (of Christchurch), Nish (of Victoria),
Elmslie (of Wanganui), addressed the Synod, and to whom a vote of thanks was accorded. The Synod having
resumed consideration of the report, the following deliverance was agreed to:—"That the Synod approve of the
report; record the thanks of the Synod to the committee, and especially to the interim convener; express their
gratitude to Almighty God for the continued success attending the missions of this Church in the New Hebrides
and among the Chinese in this Province; instruct the Presbytery of Dunedin to make arrangements that will
enable Mr, Blake to visit and preach at the Heads as frequently as possible; and that all the Presbyteries of the
Church be recommended to see that those ministers in the neighborhood of the various Native villages within
their bounds take some interest in and oversight of the Maoris; that the Synod deeply sympathise with the New
Hebrides Mission Synod in the bereavement it has suffered in the murder of Mr. Gordon, and in the death of
Dr. Geddie; record their deep sense of the Christian devotedness of the one, and of the many labours fulfilled
by the other, and pray the Head of the Church to sanctify these His dealings with this mission to His own glory
and the furtherance of His cause among the degraded population of the Islands of the Pacific; instruct the
committee to act in the matter of salaries and mission expenses in accord with the Churches interested in the
mission, and to agree with them in reference to the reports of the Dayspring, and printing of cards; recommend
that such efforts be made as may result in enabling the Synod to avail itself of the L50 already received towards
the support of a second missionary in the New Hebrides; and that efforts be made to obtain a second Chinese
missionary in connection with this Church; recommend to the grace of God, and to the prayers of
congregations, the missionaries now in the service of this Church, that their labours in their respective fields
may prove more and more successful."

Adjourned, to meet in this place tomorrow at 11 a.m.
Closed with prayer.

Session IX.
First Church, Dunedin, 21st January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The minutes of last meeting read and approved.
The Rev. Mr. Blake obtained leave of the Synod to withdraw the motion of which he had given notice,

respecting services at the Heads.
The Rev. Mr. Gow, with the leave of the Synod, withdrew the motion standing in his name, with regard to a

grant to St. Andrew's congregation.
The Finance Committee was instructed to advise the Factor as to an agreement with the Government with

reference to the carrying of Cumberland street through the Church Hill property.
Report of the deputation to Northern Church having been called for, the same was given in by Mr. Watt,

when the following deliverance was adopted:—"That the Synod receive the report of the deputy, record the



thanks of the Synod to the deputy for his diligence, appoint Dr. Stuart and Mr. Ryley, ministers, and Messrs. A.
Anderson and A. Rennie, elders, their deputies to the General Assembly, to meet at Auckland in December
next; and with a view to forward the carrying out of the practical suggestions made by the General Assembly
with respect to co-operation respecting theological training, and with a view also to make suggestions towards a
closer co-operation which may ultimately, and at no long distance hence, result in an incorporating union,
appoint the following committee, viz.—The deputies, and Messrs. Bannerman and Stobo (Stobo convener),
with instructions to communicate with any similar committee appointed by the General Assembly, to report to
next meeting of Synod." It was also resolved to empower the Moderator to grant a commission to a member or
members of the Synod to attend the Synod of Canterbury, appointed to meet in May next. And further, that the
Synod express its satisfaction at the presence of the Rev. James Nish, of the Victorian Church, as the deputy of
that Church, and record their thanks for the interesting information he has given to the Synod of the operations
of the Church to which he belongs, and for the fraternal sentiments he has expressed towards this Church. That
the Synod reciprocate the visit of the deputy by appointing the Moderator and E. B. Cargill, Esq. to represent
this Church at the meeting of Assembly in November next

Report of the Sustentation Fund Committee was read and laid on the table. After deliberation, it was
resolved to adopt the report; record the thanks of the Synod to the committee, especially to its convener; and
that the suggestion to insert L175 in Nos. 1 and 3 of the Sustentation Fund regulations, be sent down to
presbyteries and kirk sessions for their consideration, and to report to next meeting of Synod.

Appeal of Mr. J. P. Millar against decision of Presbytery of Dunedin anent proceedings of moderation of
call at Kaikorai, with relative papers, was read. Compeared—Mr. Millar for himself, and Mr. Gillies for the
Presbytery. Parties having been heard and removed, it was moved and seconded, "To dismiss the appeal, and
confirm the judgment of the Presbytery." It was also moved and seconded, "Sustain the appeal, on the ground
that it was incompetent for the Presbytery, in the face of a dissent and complaint (for leave to appeal), to
proceed in the matter appealed against; but sanction the settlement that has now been made at Kaikorai." A vote
having been taken, there voted for the amendment ten, and for the motion ten. The Moderator gave his casting
vote in favor of the amendment, which was declared carried accordingly, and the same was intimated to parties.

The Synod adjourned, to meet in this place this evening, in private conference on the state of religion, at 7
o'clock; in public at 9 o'clock.

Closed with prayer.

Session X.
First Church, Dunedin, eodem die.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and sustained.
Mr. Todd gave notice that he would move, "That in view of the desirability of the nature of the business

coming before the Synod being known by the members as early as possible, and for the better conducting of the
same, all overtures, petitions, reports, etc., be transmitted to the Synod Clerk, care of Mr. E. Smith, General
Treasurer, not later than the Monday preceding the meeting of Synod, and that the following committee be
appointed to print the same so as to have all papers on the table of the Synod the first day of meeting, viz.—The
City ministers and representative elders, with the Synod Clerk; the Clerk to be convener."

In terms of resolution of forenoon sederunt, the Synod met in conference in private, to consider report of
committee on the state of religion. The report having been read, and the convener heard in support of the same,
it was resolved to adjourn the further consideration of the report, and to meet in private at sederunt of tomorrow
forenoon for deliverance upon the report.

Remit, from the Presbytery of Dunedin, anent the employment of students, etc., was read and laid on the
table. After lengthened deliberation, it was resolved to send it down to presbyteries for further consideration,
and to report to next meeting of Synod.

It was agreed, that in the event of a congregation receiving a minister from home, said congregation shall
pay at least one-fifth of the passage money, which may be paid in two annual instalments.

Adjourned, to meet in this place tomorrow at 11 o'clock a.m., when the Syned resolved to meet in private.
Closed with prayer.

Session XI.
First Church, Dunedin, 22nd January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The Synod met in private conference, on the report of committee on the state of religion, in accordance



with resolution of last sederunt. Thereafter public business was proceeded with.
The minutes of the former meeting were read and sustained.
The following deliverance was adopted on the report of committee on state of religion:—"The Synod

approve of report as amended; record the thanks of the Synod to the committee, and especially to its convener;
express the satisfaction of the Synod at the favorable symptoms of a growing interest in religion indicated in the
report; regret the existence of so much that is opposed to the progress of true godliness throughout the Province,
and in terms of the report instruct the several ministers to observe the first Sabbath of November as a day of
special services for the young, and to address their respective congregations on the first Sabbath of March on
the subject of Sabbath observance; and to continue special evangelistic services during the year; and further
recommend that a deputation be appointed to visit the outlying districts of the Church during the year."

The Rev. Messrs. Todd and Ryley were appointed a deputation to visit the outlying districts of the
Province.

The Committee on Bills, &c., brought up minute of Presbytery of Dunedin (being a new application for the
sanctioning of Caversham as a ministerial charge), with the proviso that this proposal to reopen a matter already
determined should not be held as affording a precedent for like procedure in future. After consideration, powers
were granted to the Dunedin Presbytery to sanction Caversham as a ministerial charge, provided that the charge
be self-sustaining.

The committee appointed to consider the whole matter of the Aged and Infirm Ministers Fund brought up
the following report, which was adopteed: "1. That the Synod resolve to institute an Aged and Infirm Minister
Fund. 2. That each minister of the Church be required to pay into said fund not less than L2 per annum. 3. That
the wealthier members and friends of the Church be invited to contribute to this fund by donation, legacy, or
otherwise, as they may deem best. 4. That the whole matter be sent down to presbyteries for their consideration,
with instruc- tions that they bring the subject before their sessions and deacons' courts. 5. That presbyteries be
required to appoint committees within their bounds, for the purpose of obtaining contributions to this fund. 6.
That the following be appointed a Synod's Committee to mature this scheme and to further the objects of the
fund, viz.:—Revs. J. Ryley (convener) Dr. Copland, W. Gillies, J. Gow, A. Greig, J. H. M'Naughton
(ministers), with Messrs. Millar, Wales, Rennie, Reith, Smith, and Glen-dinning."

The Synod having taken into consideration the state of Mr. Alves' health, and the necessity of making
provision for him, resolved to remit the matter to the Presbytery of Dunedin, to deal therewith as they may see
fit.

Report of Committee on Tcmperance was called for, given in, and read. After consideration, it was
resolved, "To adopt the report, record the thanks of the Synod to the committee, especially the convener, and
instruct the several ministers to attend to the recommendations contained in the report.

Report of Committee on revision of records was given in, read, and adopted, and the Moderator authorised
to attest the several records as examined.

Mr. Wales gave notice that he would move that in Rule 27, page 9 of the rules of procedure, after the words
"duly elected," be inserted the words—"for a term of three years, and that an annual election of officebearers
take place, one-third of the elders and one-third of the deacons to retire annually. In the first election made
under this rule, those who have the lowest number of votes to retire first." And that the above be sent down to
presbyteries for their consideration, and to report to next Synod.

Report of Committee appointed to confer with deacons' court of First Church anent new church, having
been called for, was given in as follows:—"Your Committee have held several meetings with the
representatives of the deacons' court, and one meeting of said court along with the University Committee. The
accompanying extract minute of deacons' court was read and considered, when the following resolution was
adopted, though not unanimously:—'That no further grant towards First Church be recommended, but that
arrangements be made to secure the full grant of L14,000 being immediately paid up; and further, that the
present church be taken in lieu of L1500 now lying on it as a mortgage.'" The following is the minute of
deacons' court referred to in the Committee's report:—

The report of the Committee appointed to consider Mr. E. Smith's letter of 6th inst. was brought up by Mr.
Moore, as follows:—

"The Committee find that the new church building will probably be finished in about three months. That the
total cost of same will be as follows,

"That in terms of the contract payments have to be made only from the Manse Reserve Fund, as the rents of
the property accrue, but that a sufficient sum to meet the cost of the building has not yet accrued from this
source. That the deacons' court cannot get possession of the building until the above sum of L14,767 12s. 6d. is
fully-provided for. That the Synod has only voted the sum of L14,000, and that the deacons' court has no fund
from which to pay the balance of the said sum of L14,767 12s. 6d. That this sum represents the bare cost of the
building and approaches to same, but that it will be necessary to have the ground properly fenced and drained.



That this is estimated to cost about L1000. The Committee recommend that the Synod be respectfully requested
to make provision for the payment of the above sum of L14,767 12s. 6d., so as to enable the deacons' court to
get possession of the building on completion; and also to vote from the Manse Reserve Fund a sum sufficieut to
properly fence and drain the land in connection with the Church."

It was moved by Mr. Mollison, seconded by Mr. Wilkinson, and carried unanimously, that the report of the
Committee be adopted; and that the Committee be re-appointed, and instructed to lay before the Committee of
Synod an extract from this minute, and to support the views of this court before the Synod, if necessary, and
that the same Committee be appointed to arrange for a settlement with the Synod as to the present church
building.

It was moved and seconded, that the report be adopted, and that the Synod resolve in accordance therewith.
Further consideration of the report was adjourned till the evening sederunt.

Adjourned, to meet in this place this evening at six o'clock.
Closed with prayer.

Session XII.
First Church, Dunedin, eodern die.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The minutes of last meeting were read and approved
The Synod having resumed consideration of report on First Church, it was moved and seconded, "That the

Synod grant L14,000, together with the sum of L1767 12s. 6d. set forth in the extract minute of deacons' court,
on the condition that the latter body give a guarantee that no further grant would be asked in respect of the
erection of the new church, and that the present church building be handed over to the Synod in lieu of L1500
for which it is mortgaged."

Before determining the matter, it was resolved that the deacons' court of First Church should lay their
records on the table of the Synod. To give them an opportunity to do this, the Synod proceeded to take up other
business, when Mr. Todd's motion anent printing papers was adopted; and Mr. Watt, in accordance with the
sense of the Synod, withdrew the motion standing in his name, anent reading of papers before Synod. Motion
anent election of elders, of which notice was given in by Mr. Wales, was sent down to Presbyteries.

Committee appointed to revise Rules of Procedure continued, with name of Mr. Stevens added.
The records of deacons' court of First Church having been laid on the table, the Synod resumed discussion

of the report anent First Church, when it was moved and seconded, "That no further grant towards the First
Church be sanctioned; but that arrangements be made to pay the deacons' court such sum additional to what has
already been paid as will make up the amount to L13,000 on completion of their new buildnig; and that on
condition of their taking possession of the same and vacating the present building and site, the remaining
portion of the Synod's grant, amounting to L1000, be paid within six months thereafter; and that the present
church be taken in lieu of L1500 now lying on it as a mortgage, on condition that the deacons' court accept the
said sum of L1500 as a full discharge of all claims for said building." A vote having been taken between the
two amendments, the latter was carried by a majority of 18 to 6. Thereafter a vote was taken between the
original motion and the amendment carried, when the latter was adopted by a majority of 15 to 5. Thereupon
the following reasons of dissent were given:—"1. That the Dunedin Church Lands Ordinance, 1861, vested in
the Presbyterian Church of Otago the land known as the Manse Reserve, for the purposes, among others, of
erecting a church and manse for the First Church of Otago, and that the erection of such should form a first
charge against the rents accruing from said Manse Reserve. 2. That it rests upon this Synod to complete
thoroughly the church now in course of erection, in virtue of the authority given by the Supreme Court to the
Deacons' Court of First Church. 3. That the resolution carried, as a refusal to implement the responsibilities
resting on this Synod as bound to carry out the Dunedin Church Lauds Ordinance, is consequently a violation
of said Ordinance. Signed—James P. Millar, Charles Connor, Thomas Alexander, James M'Naughton, N. Y. A.
Wales, John Waters." The following were appointed a committee to answer the reasons of dissent,
viz.:—Messrs. Copland, Will, Gillies, and Todd; Dr. Copland convener.

The Synod adjourned, to meet in this place tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.

Session XIII.
First Church, Dunedin, 23rd January, 1873.

The Synod met and was constituted. The Moderator in the chair.
The minutes of former meeting were read and approved.
The Moderator intimated that he had received from an anonymous donor a second donation of L50, for a



second missionary to New Hebrides. It was agreed to record the thanks of the Synod for the same, and to
request the Moderator to acknowledge the donation through the press.

Dr. Stuart, as ex-Moderator of Synod, was authorised to sign the minutes of 1872, instead of Mr. Kirkland,
translated beyond the bounds of this Church.

The following answers to reasons of dissent were given in, read, and adopted:—"1. The dissentients in their
first reason have not correctly stated the position of the Synod under the Dunedin Church Lands Ordinance,
1861. By that Ordinance the Manse Reserve property is vested in the Superintendent, in trust for the
Presbyterian Church of Otago, and the highest court of the Church is constituted sole administrator of the funds
arising from rents, &c., of the property. As administrator of the funds, the Synod is not bound to erect a church
and manse for First Church; but only to give the first grant of such funds 'towards the erection of a church and
manse (see Dunedin Church Lands Ordinance, 1861, section 4) on Church Hill for First Church.' The limits of
that grant must of course be determined by the administrator of the funds, not the recipients of the grant. 2. In
their second reason the dissentients assert, without any attempt at proof, that the Synod gave authority to the
First Church to proceed with the church now in course of erection, and so are bound to complete it. The fact is,
however, that the Synod was never asked to give such sanction, but only to give a grant towards the erection of
a church, which they did, but all along persistently refused to become responsible for any contracts into which
the deacons' court might enter. 3. The resolution carried and dissented from is not a refusal to implement the
responsibilities resting on the Synod under the Dunedin Church Lands Ordinance, 1861, but a mere
administrative carrying out of the resolutions of the Synod of 1871, which finally fixed the limit of grant to be
given to the First Church, and from which there was no dissent taken by any party at the time it was
passed.—JAMES COPLAND, convener of committee."

It was agreed to instruct the Church's Factor to cany out the resolution adopted at the last sederunt anent
Manse Reserve Fund, and the Finance Committee were appointed to advise with him thereanent.

Report of Finance Committee given in and read. After deliberation) it was unanimously agreed to adopt the
report; record the thanks of the Synod to the committee, and especially to its convener, for the admirable
manner in which its business is conducted.

Report of committee on Synodical expenses was given in and read, and the several charges allocated.
Collections were appointed to be made on behalf of Church Extension not later than March next; for

passage-money of ministers, not later than July next; and for Missions, not later than November next. A
collection for the Bethel Mission, Fort Chalmers, was also recommended.

The Moderator, Clerk of Synod, and the Clerk of Dunedin Presbytery were appointed a committee to
superintend the printing and publishing of the Synod's Proceedings.

It was agreed that the committees be instructed to prepare notices to be laid in the pews of the churches
previous to collections being made, giving information regarding the object of the collection.

Pastor Heine, of Nelson, was introduced to the Synod.
It was agreed to record the thanks of the Synod to the reporters and conductors of the press, for the

satisfactory reports given of its proceedings.
The minutes of this meeting were read and approved.
The Moderator then addressed the Synod, which adjourned to meet in this place on the second Wednesday

of January next.
Closed with prayer.

Appendix.

Committees.
CHURCH EXTENSION.—Dr. Stuart (Convener), Messrs. Gow, Watt, Johnstone, M'Naughton, Copland,

ministers; Messrs. Ronnie, Millar, Wales, Cargill, elders.
MISSIONS.—Rev. Wm. Bannerman (Convener), Messrs. Cameron, Chisholm, Allan, Waters, M'Ara,

ministers; Messrs. Jamieson, J. W. Thomson, Henry Clark, Anderson, and Ritchie, ciders.
SUSTENTATION FUND.—Hon. .T. Paterson (Convener), Messrs. Wm. Thomson, E. B. Cargill, A. Mercer, A.

C. Begg, Wm. Somerville, J. Reith, G. Hepburn, N. Y. A. Wales, J. P. Millar.
SANCTIONING CHARGES.—Rev. A. H. Stobo (Convener), Messrs. Johnstone, Allan. Todd, Gow, D. Ross,

and Dr. Stuart, ministers; Messrs. Grant, Millar, Matthews, and Captain Thomson, elders.
FINANCE COMMITTEE.—Rev. Wm. Gillies (Convener), Messrs. Watt and Will, ministers; Messrs. Cargill,

Rennie, N. Y. A. Wales, A. C. Begg, Wilkie and Reith, elders.
UNIVERSITY COMMITEE.—Mr. E. B. Cargill (Convener), Messrs. Watt, Johnstone, Will, Stuart, Copland,



Gow, Chisholm, Todd, Stobo and Gillies, ministers; Messrs. Wales, John Paterson, and R. A. Lawson, elders.
TEMPERANCE COMMITTEE.—Members of Oamaru Presbytery, Mr. Clark, Convener, corresponding

members, Messrs. Stobo, Connor, and Copland.
SABBATH SCHOOL COMMITTEE.—Rev. John Gow (Convener), Messrs. Johnstone, Copland, Watt, Blake,

ministers; Messrs. John Paterson, Smith, Reith, Moore, Grant, and C. H. Street, elders.
STATE OF RELIGION.—The Oamaru Presbytery, Mr Ryley, Convener; corresponding members, Messrs.

Stobo, Chisholm and Copland.

Reports.

I.—report of Committee on Sanctioning Charges.
The Committee on Sanctioning Charges report that there are two applications for sanction this year. The

one is from the district of the Lower Mataura, at present under the pastoral care of the Rev. Charles Connor, bnt
distant thirty, and in some parts sixty miles from Popotunoa, which is the centre of Mr. Connor's proper charge.
The application is accompanied by a subscription list showing £158 1s. per annum. It is believed that the
district will soon be in a position to raise very much more towards the support of a minister, and in these
circumstances the Committee think it advisable that the ecommendations of the Clutha Presbytery be given
effect to, and the district be sanctioned as a ministerial charge.

The other application is from the suburb of Caversham, and comes up in the from of a petition from
residents in that district to the Presbytery of Dunedin, and accompanied by a subscription list showing £152
16s. promised in the district. The Presbytery of Dunedin have strongly recommended that Caversham be
sanctioned. In this recommendation your Committee do not concur. They are of opinion that if charges far
below the self-sustaining point be sanctioned, it should be in the districts of our land spiritually neglected, and
far removed from ordinances, and not in the immediate neighborhood of Dunedin; but recommend that it be
fostered by the Presbytery in order to be sanctioned as soon as possible.

A. H. STOBO, Convener.

II—the Committee on Widows' Fund
Report that no deaths have taken place during the present year, and that there was only one annuitant; that

the receipts amounted to £254 6s. 10d., and the capital fund to £1363 16s. 8d.

WM. GILLIES, Convener.

III.—finance Committee.
Your Committee have much pleasure in submitting the following report upon the general funds of the

Church, giving evidence as it does of progress and stability.
1. SUSTENTATION FUND.—The total sum collected for the past year in connection with this fund was L6215

16s. 5d. This shows an increase for the year of L613 16s. 7d. Owing, however, to the increased number of
ministers on the fund, the dividend payable to each minister is nearly the same as last year, viz.: for 1872, L187
19s. 8d.; for 1871, L187 12s. The congregational contributions to this fund, in order of amount, are as
follows:—There are 13 congregations contributing above L200, viz.: Knox Church, L408 17s. 1Od.; East
Taieri, L304 18s. 6d.; West Taieri, L295 12s.; Tokomairiro, L251 1s. 6d.; First Church, L243 6s. 5d.; St.
Andrew's, L242 14s. 6d.; Oamaru, L227 10s. 10d.; Invercargill, L225; Qneenstown, L206 2s. 6d.; Otepopo,
L204 18s.; Mount Ida, L203 Is., North Dunedin, L200; Palmerston, L200. There are eight congregations
contributing between L200 and L150, viz.: Popotunoa, L186 6s. 4d.; Oteramika, L172 2s.; Green Island, L165
2s.; Switzers, L160; Waikouaiti, L160; Anderson's Bay, L156 8s. 6d.; North-East Harbor and Portobello; L153
1s. 6d.; Teviot, L152. There are six congregations contributing below L150, viz.: Wallacetown, L140 5s.;
Clutha, L135 8s.; Waihola, L132 17s.; Port Chalmers, L131 4s.; North Taieri, L120 2s.; Hampden, L106 7s. 6d.
There were seven congregations vacant for part of the year, so that the sums credited to them do not represent
their contributions for the whole year. They are as follows:—Pomahaka, L133 10s.; Inch Clutha, L182 17s.;
Kaikorai, L125 10s.; Winton, L125; Lawrence, L112; Riverton, L107 17s.; Balclutha, L85. The return from
Warepa for the second half-year not being forward in time, it is credited with only one half-year's contributions,
viz., L73.

2. MISSION FUND.—Credit balance at beginning of year, L144 13s. 5d.; congregational contributions for
the year, L521 11s 6d.; donations, L6; special subscriptions to Chinese mission, L16 16s. Total income for the



year, L544 7s. 6d.; expenditure, L412 17s. 5d.; excess of revenue over expenditure, L131 10s. Id.; which, with
last year's balance, makes a credit balance to this fund of L276 3s. 6d. This large balance arises from the
removal of Mr. Blake from the Maori Mission. Had this part of the Church's operations been continued, the
income would not have met the necessary expenditure. The congregational contributions to this fund have been
as follows:—Knox Church, L98 13s. 2d.; Oamaru, L48 7s. 6d.; Tokomairiro, L45 18s.; East Taieri, L45; Inch
Clutha, L33 6s.; Otepopo, L26 4s. 10d.; Invercargill, L25 4s. 10d.; Green Island, L24 5s.; West Taieri, L20;
Balclutha, L15 16s. 6d.; First Church, L15 14s. 7d.; Waitahuna, L14 7s. 6d.; North Dunedin, L12 12s.;
Waihola, L11 10s. 6d.; Teviot, L11; Lawrence, L9 2s.; Palmerston, L7 17s. 10d.; North-East Harbor, L7 16s.
7d.; St. Andrew's, L6 6s.; Popotunoa, L6 5s. 2d.; Queens, town, L6 2s.; Anderson's Bay, L5; Clutha, L4 12s.;
Wallacetown, L3 18s.; Waikouaiti, L3 4s.; Oteramika, L3 3s. 8d.; Kaikorai, L3; Mount Ida, L2 Is. 6d.; Tapanui,
L2; North Taieri, L1 2s. 4d.; Hampden, L1; Wairuna, L1. Special contributions to New Hebrides
Mission—First Church, L6 16s.; St. Andrew's, L5; Invercargill, L1 18s.; West Taieri, 5s.; Caversham Sunday
School, L2 3s. 6d.; Miss Valpy, L4;—Total, L20 2s. 6d.

3. DAYSPRING FUND.—The contributions to this fund show a very considerable decrease for the year; but
this is accounted for by the fact that last year a special appeal was made for extra contributions for repairs
required by the mission vessel; still, only 22 congregations out of the 36 sanctioned charges of the Church have
contributed to this fund during the past year. They are as follows:—Tokomairiro, L23 15s. 8d.; Invercargill,
L26 16s.; Knox Church, L20 10s. 7d.; Palmerston, L15; West Taieri, L14 14s, 6d.; Lawrence and Waitahuna,
L14 14s.; First Church, L14; Oamaru, L10 10s.; Anderson's Bay, L8 18s.; Oteramika, L8 15s. 6d.; Clutha, L7
15s. 6d.; Kaikorai, L7 8s.; East Taieri, L6 6s.; Popotunoa, L5 11s 6d.; St. Andrew's, L5; North-East Harbor, L3
3s. 1d.; Green Island, L2 4s.; Teviot, L2; Wallacetown, L1 10s.; Balclutha, L1 7s. 6d.; Waihola, 17s. 9d.;
Riverton, 10s. 3d. Total, L195 7s. 10d. The Dayspring being so necessary to the carrying on of the Mission
operations in the New Hebrides, it is to be hoped that the congregations of the Church will not fail in their
interest in support of this fund.

4. CHURCH EXTENSION FUND.—Credit balance at the beginning of the year, L11 9s. 3d.; Congregational
contributions, L388 3s. 9d.; Donations, L33 7s. 8d. Total L433 8s. Expenditure, L344 14s.; leaving a credit
balance to be carried forward to next year of L88 6s. 8d. The following five congregations were vacant for part
of the year, and contributed for the supply granted to them as follows:—Kaikorai, L25 17s.; Lawrence, L83
11s.; Riverton, L47 11s.; Winton, L72 3s. 3d.; Alexandra, L15. Other 28 congregations of the Church
contributed as follows:—Knox Church, L23 18s. 2d.; St. Andrew's, L13 10s.; West Taieri, L13 7s.; Oamaru, L8
8s.; Invercargill, L7 12s. 3d.; Green Island, L7; First Church, L7; East Taieri, L6; Queenstown, L5 17s. 4d.;
Tokomairiro, L5 14s. 1d.; Otepopo, L5 1s. 6d.; Anderson's Bav, L5; Clutha, L4 3s.; Waihola, L3 8s. 6d.;
Palmerston, L3 5s. 8d.; North-East Harbor, L3 4s.; Waitahuna, L2 14s. 8d.; Inch Clutha, L2 12s.; Balclutha, L2
10s.; Oteramika, L2 10s.; Waikouaiti, L2 9s. 10d.; Port Chalmers, L2 6s. 6d.; North Dunedin, L2; Teviot, L1
15s.; Hampden, L1; Wallacetown, L1; North Taieri, 13s.; Popotunoa, 8s. 4d.

5. PASSAGE EXPENSES FUND.—There is at present to the credit of this fund, in the hands of the Treasurer,
the sum of L135 6s. 4d. The liability to the Church at home for ministers already in this Colony is about L240;
thus leaving a debt of over L100 against this fund. The Synod having, in consideration of the great necessities
of the Province, agreed to send for six additional ministers, the expense attendant on the bringing out of whom
may be reckoned about L600, strenuous efforts will require to be made by the Church at large to meet this
liability. Your Committee would strongly urge upon the ministers of the Church to see that the claims of this
fund and its great importance are fully brought before their congregations. The congregational contributions for
the past year are as follows:—Knox Church, L24 8s.; West Taieri, L14 17s. 6d.; Oamaru, L10 8s. 1d.;
Invercargill, L7 4s. 9d.; East Taieri, L6 10s.; Wakatip, L6 5s. 3d.; Green Island, L6; First Church, L5 10s.;
Tokomairiro, L5 2s. 9d.; Anderson's Bay, L4; Balclutha, L3 15s.; Riverton, L3 7s. 2d.; North-East Harbor, L3
6s. 8d.; Palmerston, L3 6s. 1d.; Waitaki, L3 4s.; St. Andrew's, L3 1s.; Clutha, L3; Waihola, L2 19s. 5d.;
Lawrence, L2 10s.; Mount Ida, L2; North Dunedin, L1 10s. 9d.; Oteramika, L1 4s.; North Taieri, L1 2s. 4d.;
Popotunoa, L1 6s.; Teviot, L1'; Hampden, L1.

6. THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE FUND.—Revenue for the year, L120 3s. 4d.; expenditure, L6 1s.; total sum now
accrued, L550 2s. 9d.

7. SCHOLARSHIP FUND.—The Lang Scholarship Fund amounts to L246 12s. 6d., the interest on which
affords an annual bursary of L20. To the credit of the Synod Scholarship there is L48 7s.

8. ECCLESIASTICAL TRUST FUND.—Credit balance at beginning of year, L189 4s.; revenue, two-thirds of
rental, L823 2s. 10d. Patd—Manse grants, L607. Balance in hand, L405 6s. 10d.

9. EDUCATIONAL FUND.—Revenue, one-third of rentals, L411 11s. 5d.; Interest, L172; total, L583 11s. 5d.
Expenditure, L558 12s. Amount of capital fund, L2493 16s. 1d.

10. MANSE RESERVE FUND.—Balance in hand at beginning of year, L1743 1s. 4d.; income for the year,
L942 1s. 1d. Expenditure, L112 I1s. 5d; payments to First Church during the year, L1737 10s. Balance now in



hand, L835 11s.
11. The general balance-sheet shows the amount of contributions throughout the Church for the past year to

have been L14,560 0s. 4d. This is a less sum than was reported last year, but a comparison of the two sheets
will show the decrease is not on the funds contributed for general Church purposes, but those for congregational
objects.

It is gratifying to the Committee to observe the very marked increase in the number of congregations
contributing to the various Church funds, and would recommend to the Synod that the instruction to
Presbyteries be renewed, to see that all the congregations within their bounds make the various collections
enjoined by the Synod.

To the General Treasurer the thanks of the Synod are very specially due for the manner in which he
conducts the whole business of the Church entrusted to him.

WILLIAM GILLIES, Convener.

IV.—committee on Sabbath Schools.
Your Committee beg to report that soon after the rising of the Synod last year, they, in order to elicit and

collect information regarding our schools, issued a schedule of queries asking the information desiderated.
Thirty-eight schedules were issued, and of these thirty-six were returned with answers. Two congregations
made no returns, viz.—Clutha and Switzers; and of the thirty-six congregations which made returns, two of
them report that they have no Sabbath School in connection with their congregations. These are Mount 1da and
Winton and Forest Hill. In connection with the remaining thirty-four congregations there are 63 Sabbath
Schools. They are as follows—Within the bounds of the Presbytery of Oamaru there are 6 schools, with 425
scholars and 40 teachers, of whom 9 are office-bearers; within the bounds of the Presbytery of Southland there
are 11 schools, with 637 scholars and 71 teachers, of whom 10 are office-bearers; within the bounds of the
Presbytery of Clutha there are 21 schools, with 561 scholars and 64 teachers, of whom 10 are office-bearers;
within the bounds of the Presbytery of Dunedin there are 25 schools, with 1848 scholars and 199 teachers, of
whom 48 are office-bearers. Together there are reported a total number of schools, 63; of scholars, 3471; of
teachers, 374, and of that number of teachers 77 are officebearers.

Before making a few suggestions calculated to promote the efficiency of our Sabbath Schools, your
Committee would draw the attention of the Synod to the comparatively small number of office-bearers who
take part in the religious instruction of the young in these schools. Of the 374 who give their time and energies
to this good work, only 77 are office-bearers. In no fewer than ten of the congregations which have reported, it
appears no office-bearer takes part in the Sabbath School instruction of the young, and in each of five
congregations only one officebearer is engaged in Sabbath School teaching.

Your Committee would also call attention to the fact that in a few cases a very large proportion of the
children of people connected with the Church do not attend the Sabbath School, viz.—in one case 77 are
reported as attending, while 50 are not attending; in another 53 are attending, while 50 are not attending. It is
worthy of note, that the sexes of both scholars and teachers are on the whole very equally balanced. Of the 3471
scholars, 1678 are male, and 1793 are female. Of the 374 teachers, 199 are male, and 175 are female. This is so
far satisfactory, for there is a strong tendency for the older boys to break away from the restraint necessarily
involved in Sabbath School attendance.

Although our Sabbath School teachers constitute a noble band of Christian labourers, and are doing a great
and good work, for which we have reason to give God thanks, still it appears that they do not sufficiently meet
the exigencies of our schools. In several instances ministers and Superintendents complain of the difficulty they
find in obtaining the services of a sufficient number of competent teachers, and of their being forced in some
instances, in the absence of such, to take those who are too young and too inexperienced for the important and
arduous work of leading the lambs to Christ. To remedy this state of matters, your Committee can suggest no
other means than these—that the ministers and elders of our Church endeavour as far as possible to impress the
more qualified of our Christian people with a sense of their obligation to devote a portion of their time to this
most important work, and that ministers' bible classes be conducted with a view to their being as far as possible
nurseries for the training of Sabbath School teachers.

Your Committee, after mature consideration of the suggestions made in the schedules, and of the whole
subject of our Sabbath Schools, would make the following recommendations:—

First—That each teacher should make it a matter of conscience to attend regularly, for almost nothing is so
calculated to destroy the interest of the child in the class, and to disperse and destroy the class itself, as
irregularity in attendance on the part of the teacher.

Secondly—That teachers be earnestly encouraged to visit periodically their scholars in their homes, and
especially if any one is absent on a particular Sabbath that the teacher shall visit the child at its home during the



week, and ascertain from the parents the cause of absence. This practice, where followed, is attended with the
most happy results.

Thirdly—That teachers should meet together once a week, or at least once in two weeks, for the purpose of
preparing lessons, and prayer for the success of their labours.

Fourth—That there be appointed by the Synod a central standing committee to be called "The Synod's
Committee on Sabbath Schools." whose object shall be to procure and distribute a Sabbath School literature, e.
g. books suitable for Sabbath School libraries—books fitted to assist them in the preparation of the lessons,
such as a scheme of lessons, notes on the Scripture lessons, and other publications which are calculated to
enhance the efficiency of our schools as a great Christian institute.

Fifth—That a short address to Sabbath School teachers be printed and circu- lated, containing such
considerations and hints as are fitted to deepen their interest and to stimulate their efforrs in their work.

JOHN GOW, Convener.
P.S..—

Since this report was written, a return has been received from Clutha, which it appears has one Sabbath
School, with 20 scholars and 3 teachers. This makes a grand total of 64 schools, with 3491 scholars and 277
teachers.—J. G., C.

V.—report of Committee on State of Religion and Sabbath Observance.
Your Committee have endeavoured to prosecute the work entrusted to them as far as possible during the

past year. That work embraced special services for the conversion of the young, and their dedication to God,
evangelistic services for the revival of vital religion in the congregations of our Church, petitions to the Houses
of Legislature with the view of securing the cessation of unnecessary traffic on railways and highways on the
Lord's Day.

Your Committee are happy to report that the state of religion generally throughout the bounds of our Synod
is improved, and matters are in a more healthy condition than for years past. The means of grace are, on the
whole, well attended, while in some places spiritual fruits are being gathered, and our Church is exercising an
influence for good throughout the laud. Whilst no decided revival, or marked work of God, has taken place,
there appears to be a growing interest in spiritual and divine things in several districts in connection with our
Church. The corresponding members of this Committee speak hopefully of the spiritual condition of the
congregations within the bounds of their respective Presbyteries. One Minister thus writes:—"I have no
hesitation in saying that, whilst there is much indifference to spiritual concerns, and a small residuum of our
population that are characterised by open ungodliness and profanity, yet there are a considerable number of
people that are known by me to be truly godly, in whose houses the incense of praise regularly arises, and that
are to a large extent a leaven for good amongst the population."

Evangelistic services have been held during the past year within the bounds of all the Presbyteries of our
Church, though not in all the congregations, and in some places with gratifying results. The experience of all
the Ministers in whose parishes these meetings have been held is, that the attendance and interest increase when
the meetings are continued for five or six evenings in the same place. Your Committee believe that the sermon
on Sabbath observance enjoined by last Synod was generally preached by the Ministers, and the day of prayer
appointed for the conversion of the young, was observed by all the congregations of our Church. What fruit
these services have produced, the great day alone will reveal; but one thing is certain that in connection with the
faithful use of God's own appointed means for bringing the young to the Saviour in the morning of their days,
the Divine blessing will be given sooner or later. Your Committee are glad to learn that a union prayer meeting
has been established in Dunedin by Ministers of various denominations, and is well attended. The week of
prayer appointed by the Evangelical Alliance at the beginning of this year was observed in this city and in
several other places throughout the Province. The corresponding member of the Dunedin Presbytery called the
attention of your Committee to a matter of very great importance to the cause of vital religion in this city. We
give the following extract from his communication, which will explain itself:—"Perhaps it should be stated that
what is termed the social evil exists here to a large extent, about fifty women habitually and openly seeking a
livelihood by vice, besides others following the same course more secretly. Repressive measures have recently
been adopted, and a number of them lodged in jail under sentences of about two months. I am informed that the
want of some refuge to which those women might betake themselves who desire to return to the paths of virtue,
has been keenly felt, but no steps, so far as is known to my informant, have been taken." Your Committee
would cherish the hope that the Christian ladies of Dunedin will take an interest in these poor unfortunate
women referred to in the above extract, and that soon there will be a refuge established to which those may flee
who wish to recover themselves out of the snare of the devil.



SABBATH OBSERVANCE.
The present aspect of the Sabbath question is one of great practical importance and growing interest, and it

is one for which your Committee would humbly solicit the careful and prayerful consideration of this Synod
and the Church generally.

With the proper sanctification of the Lord's Day is bound up the moral and spiritual welfare alike of
individuals, families, the Church, and the nation. The manner in which the observance of the Sabbath is
regarded, whether as a day of pleasure or drudgery, as a matter of conscience or of worldly enjoyment, as a
means of religious improvement or as a source of social recreation—will determine the character at once of a
Church, a nation, or an individual. In the present day not less than in the time of old, the Sabbath is a sign
between God and men, and its scriptural dedication to the Lord's service and glory is an indication of the inner
life; a test of our love and loyalty to heaven.

Your Committee, in accordance with instructions given, prepared petitions for the House of
Representatives and Legislative Council. The time at their disposal being too limited, no petition was sent to the
Provincial Council. A copy of these petitions, with an accompanying note explanatory of the object
contemplated, was sent to each Protestant Minister in Otago and Southland. The result was not so satisfactory
as might have been expected, considering the paramount importance of the subject. About twenty congregations
sent in returns. When the various lists of names were added together, the aggregate of signatures amounted only
to 2,250. The petitions were presented by the Rev. Mr. M'Gillivray and the Hon. Dr. Menzies. in the House of
Representatives and Legislative Council respectively, but nothing definite was decided on. The Committee on
Public Petitions recommended the prayer of the petitioners to the favourable consideration of the House, but
there was no one to take up the matter and bring it to a final issue. While no direct result has followed this
effort of our Church to pat down what all right-thinking men must regard as an open and flagrant violation of
the fourth commandment, your Committee are convinced that much indirect good will result from the public
testimony which has thus been borne to the Divine appointment of the Christian Sabbath, and the open
exposure thus made of the conduct of those who set pleasure and profit before them as the great end of their
existence, as the only goal they are to reach; regardless of whose feelings they may outrage, or whose interests
they may cause to suffer. In this connection your Committee are happy to report that an order has been issued
by the Postmaster General putting a stop to all labour in post offices on the Lord's Day throughout the Colony,
and it is earnestly hoped that the necessary additional assistance will be given, so that this instruction will be
carried out in every branch of the post office department in New Zealand. It is gratifying to know that there are
many members of the community who realise the preciousness of the weekly Sabbath, and hail its return not
merely on account of the rest it brings to the physical frame, but for the opportunity it affords of attending to
the requirements of their higher nature, and preparing for the rest and services of that eternal Sabbath the Lord
has promised to those that love Him. But whilst these friends of order and religion know their privileges, and
regard correctly the Sabbath as God's gracious gift to a working world, and seek to improve it for the high and
holy ends for which it was intended, your Committee are sorry to inform the Synod that the restless and
rebellious spirit of irreligion is busily engaged in every part of the Province, and increasing efforts are made for
setting aside the sacred and religious character of the Christian Sabbath, and for making it more and more a day
of business or pleasure.

Judging from the tone of the press, and the determined opposition manifested not only to the scriptural
authority of the Lord's Day, but to many other relative subjects, it would seem that Dunedin shares largely in
this spirit. The Harbour Company's steamers still ply between Dunedin and Port Chalmers on the Sabbath,
when sufficient inducement offers; and it is with profound regret your Committee observe that the Railway
Company advertise three trains to run each way between this City and the Port, on that blessed day. This is a
new source of Sabbath desecration, at least in this Province, and a fresh insult is thereby offered to the Lord of
the Sabbath, and to the moral sense and religious feelings of the community; while the officials connected with
the railway are deprived of rest and religious worship. Their liberty, their Christian privileges, and their
domestic enjoyment are all interfered with in order to increase the profits of the Company, and to meet the
wishes of (it is to be hoped) a small class of the community, who are lovers of pleasure more than lovers either
of God or man. It is a public scandal that one class of men should be enslaved for the pleasure or gain of
another class, and every true Christian should set his face against it.

Notwithstanding the resolution of the Provincial Council, carried by a majority of one at a recent session,
the friends of the Sabbath in Southland have prevented the running of trains, and the loading and unloading of
steamers at the Bluff on the Lord's Day, up to the present time. Your Committee would wish these brethren God
speed in every effort they put forth for continuing this happy state of things in their midst. Dray traffic on the
Sabbath is still prevalent in many parts of the country; not only are the draymen deprived of the Sabbath, but
through them many men are engaged all that day on the different lines of transit. Shops are also kept open in



Dunedin and other places throughout the Province, for the sale of liquor and other goods.
Your Committee look to the pulpit for a clear and oftrepeated testimony on behalf of the Sabbath, and

against every encroachment on its sacred hours. Let the Church gird herself to the great work of creating and
maintaining a public opinion on the subject of the Sabbath in accordance with the word of God and the best
interests of the community, assured that her labour shall not be in vain in the Lord. In conclusion, your
Committee would venture to make the following suggestions to the Synod:—1. That there be a conference of
the Synod before its rising, on the state of religion throughout the congregations of our Church. 2 That the first
Sabbath of November next be set apart as a day of special prayer for the young. 3. That a deputation be
appointed to visit the outlying districts of our Church during the year. 4. That evangelistic services be held in as
many congregations as possible. 5. That a sermon on Sabbath observance be preached on the first Sabbath in
March by all the Mimisters in our Church.

JOHN RYLEY, Convener.

Sixth Annual Report of Mission Committee For 1872.
The operations of your Committee have been somemwat hindered in consequence of the changes that have

taken place in the Convenership of the Synod's Mission Committee during the past year; firtt, by the
appointment of Mr. Kirkland in room of Dr. Copland, who had from the beginning of the mission scheme so
ably filled the convenership; and, secondly, by the translation of the Rev. Mr. Kirkland to another Church.

By the transference of Mr. Blake from the Mission to the ordinary field of the Church's work, your
Committee has been constrained to content itself with a somewhat circumscribed sphere of labour. No
successor has been found to take Mr. Blake's place, and do the work that was done by him among the native
population of the Province. All that the Committee have been able to do has been to continue the arrangement
sanctioned by the Synod, of employing the native Bartholomew, who has rsgularly held divine service at the
Heads. Your Committee would recommend to the Synod that the Dunedin Presbytery be instructed to make
arrangements whereby Mr. Blake may be enabled to visit the Heads once a month.

Though unable in respect of the Maori Mission to report progress, your Committee have abundant cause for
thankfulness to Almighty God in the continued success that has followed the Synod's operations in its other
Mission fields.

NEW HEBRIDES MISSION.
Mr. Milne, ably seconded by his devoted wife, continues faithfully at his post, in Nguna, manfully

breasting the difficulties of his position, and labouring with unabated zeal to make known the glad tidings of
salvation to the savage heathen among whom his lot has been cast. In the words of a recent communication
from Mr. Inglis, the devoted missioanry of Aneityum, and who recently visited this Church, "Mr. and Mrs.
Milne are working hard, anh fast establishing a strong position for Christianity in the midst of the darkest
heathenism. Mr. and Mrs. Milne are indeed fully meriting your sympathy and support." To be certified thus in
reference to the Synod's Missionary by one himself a successful servant of the Lord amid a like heathenism,
cannot be less gratifying to the Synod than encouraging to Mr. and Mrs. Milne. Already Mr. Milne has so
mastered the language of Nguna, as to have prepared a small primer and hymn book, to further his work among
the natives both young and old, in regard to whom in his letters to the Committee he speaks not without hope.
Though the evils to a large degree still exist that have seriously interfered with the work of the Missionaries,
through the unchristian labour traffic that has prevailed among the islands of the Pacific, it is with much
satisfaction your Committee have learned the determination of the British Government to put an end to the
traffic so wickedly and cruelly conducted.

The minutes of the annual Conference of Missionaries (hereafter to be designated the New Hebrides
Mission Synod), held at Anelgauhat, Aneityum, June 4th, 1872, have been received, and are laid upon the
Synod's table. These minutes furnish abundant reason for thankfulness to God, especially for the large addition
that has been made to the Missionary staff, in the arrival of four new Missionaries and their presence at the
Conference. These have been sent by the several churches which with ourselves are engaged in gathering into
the pale of Christianity these distant isles. The conduct of these churches should prove an incentive to ourselves
to provide a second Missionary, an object for which as you are aware a liberal friend presented to the Church
the sum of £50, which lies still unavailable for the purpose intended. The satisfaction afforded by this largo
accession to the New Hebrides Missionary staff is, however, clouded by the calamity that has befallen the
Mission in the murder of Mr. Gordon, of Erromanga, who with a martyr's heroism had raised the standard of
the cross that had dropped from the hands of a brother who also bad fallen a martyr to savage superstition and
cruelty; and by the further very great loss the Mission has sustained since the meeting of Conference, in the
decease of Dr. Geddie, the father of the Mission;—events both of them calling for the expression of the Synod's



sympathy with the Missionary brethren.
Several matters have been brought by the Conference under the notice of the Committee, which require

some deliverance on the part of the Synod. A memorial unanimously adopted by the Conference has been
received, and now lies on the table of the Synod, expressing the desire of the Missionaries to be placed by their
various Churches on the same footing as the agents of the London Missionary Society in the neighbouring
islands, as to salary and the meeting of the necessary expenses of the Mission. What the amount of salary is that
is given by that Society the memorial does not show, and your Committee have not yet been able to learn. The
Conference does not wish that this matter should be determined at once by us, but rather that in regard to it we
should put ourselves into communication with the other Churches connected with the Mission, that whatever be
resolved upon there may be simultaneous and harmonious action on the part of all the Churches, placing all the
Missionaries on the same footing. Your Committee would suggest that the Committee be authorised to
communicate on the subject with the Churches, and to agree to such salary and arrangements as to Mission
expenses as may be agreed to by them.

The Conference has also called the attention of the Committee to the necessity for the different Churches
providing for themselves collecting cards, and the annual report of the Dayspring. These have hitherto been
printed and issued by the Mission Agent in Melbourne, at an expense to the Dayspring Fund of £120 per
annum, a large sum withdrawn from its special object, and which the Conference thinks may be avoided by the
various Churches undertaking to provide at their own cost what of these may be required for their own use.

Changes have been made by the Conference in regard both to the Mission Agency and the head-quarters of
the Dayspring. The Mission Agency has been transferred from Melbourne to Sydney, and placed in the hands
of Dr. Steel, of that city, in room of Dr. Macdonald, of Emerald Hill, Melbourne, who has for many years ably
and with large success conducted the Agency. The headquarters of the Dayspring have been fixed at Sydney
instead of Melbourne, on the ground that Sydney is more suitable in consequence of two voyages between the
colonies and the islands being required each year, to meet the increasing demands of the Mission. Your
Committee are not in a position to give an opinion as to whether it rests with the Conference to make these
changes, and as to whether they are calculated to be profitable to the working of the Mission.

CHINESE MISSION.
Your Missionary Paul Ah Chin has throughout the past year pursued his labours among his

fellow-countrymen with his wonted faithfulness, zeal, and diligence. He has preached each Sabbath day to
about 15 to 20 at Lawrence. Prayer meetings have been held by him each Sabbath morning at the Chinese
camp, and on a week-day evening at Wetherstones. He has continued in almost daily intercourse with the
converts, who are ever needing his help and en- couragement. These now number six, three having been
baptised during the past year, two by Mr. Kirkland, and one by Mr. Cameron, of Lawrence. All the Converts
continue to give satisfactory proof of their stedfastness. It is known to your Committee that there are others
besides those who have made a public confession of Christianity who have been greatly influenced by the
labours of the Missionary, and are favourably inclined to receive the truth. Two of the converts have settled at
Adam's Flat, where they continue to encourage and strengthen each other and to exercise an influence for good
upon others of their countrymen. Paul Ah Chin hopes that the circumstances of the converts may speedily
enable him to extend his labours beyond Lawrence and its neighbourhood, to which from necessity they have
been hitherto chiefly confined. On the whole, your Committee have reason to thank God for the measure of
success that has attended this branch of our Missionary operations.

Wm. Bannerman, Interim Convener.

VI.—Report from the Sustentation Fund Committee, for Year Ending 31ST
December, 1872.

Your Committee, alive to the importance of the task it had undertaken, began its labours by asking the
blessing of the Great Head of the Church on every effort to be put forth by it, and trusts that the result which it
has now to report will show that such blessing has not been asked in vain.

Your Committee at the outset resolved to hold regular monthly meetings, which resolution has been
adhered to, twelve meetings having been held, with an average attendance, out of a Committee numbering eight
members in the Colony, of six.

Your Committee early prepared a short appeal to office-bearers, and sent the same to the various Deacons'
Courts of our Church, and has been assured by many that such appeal was generally approved and likely to
have a beneficial effect. Subsequently an address, which was thought by the Committee to be a very admirable
one, was adopted, printed, and extensively circulated throughout the Church, with what result is yet to be seen.



The Committee has also urged quarterly collections and returns.
Your Committee had, on the 9th July, before it a remit from the Presbytery of Dunedin, in re moderation of

a call to Kaikorai, and, after having heard Dr. Stuart in support of such, resolved "That the consideration of the
subject be delayed for three months." It is with regret your Committee has to report a misunderstanding having
arisen between the Presbytery of Dunedin and itself in regard to certain action taken by said Presbytery anent
said call, as recorded in extract minute of Presbytery of 4th September received by the Committee; and your
Committee has now to draw the attention of the Synod to the following resolutions, passed unanimously by the
Committee, after consideration of minute above referred to, and ordered to be embodied in this Report, viz:
• "1st. That this Committee protests against the action of the Presbytery of Dunedin in re the reference in

Kaikorai case, for the following reason—That the case having been referred to the Sustentstion Fund
Committee, it was not competent for the Presbytery to take any action in the matter until it had received
the decision of that Committee.

• "2nd. That this protest be embodied in the Report of this Committee to the Synod, and that the opinion of
the Synod be requested thereon."

Your Committee, on the expiration of the three months, again considered the remit of the Presbytery, and
resolved that it could not at present recommend the moderation of a call.

The Committee deems it its duty to report to the Synod, that the Presbyteries of Clutha and Southland
granted moderation of calls to Balclutha and Riverton respectively without first remitting the same to this
Committee, in terms of the regulations, and would urge on the Synod to recommend Presbyteries in every case
to conform to such regulations.

Your Committee has had under its serious consideration the desirability of raising the minimum amount
required to be contributed by congregations ere moderation of a call be granted, and unanimously adopted the
following resolution:—"That the following amendment in the 'Regulations anent the Sustentation Fund' be
recommended for adoption by the Synod, viz—That the sum of £175 be inserted in Nos. 1 and 3, in lieu of
£150."

On the 9th July your Committee considered a recommendation received from the Presbytery of Dunedin,
that the Rev. Mr. Alves, in consequence of the state of his health, should be continued on the Sustentation Fund
up to the end of the year, which the Commit- tee agreed to, and to report the same to the Synod, which it now
does. The carrying out of the above request will reduce the equal dividend for the past half-year to £93 3s 2d,
which the Committee leaves the Synod to arrange.

The total sum contributed to the Sustentation Fund for the first half of 1872 was, including 5s 11d of a
balance on hand brought forward, £2804 4s 3d. No return was received from Switzers; that from Mount Ida was
incomplete; and the Balclutha one had not been completed in time. After deducting £2 4s for printing, etc.,
there remained available for division £2802 0s 3d, from which a dividend was declared to each of 28 Ministers
of £94 16s 6d; and a proportion, viz., 4 months, of £63 4s 4d each to Mr. Bett of Pomahaka, and Mr. Thomson
of Winton; and £19 15s 1d to Mr. C. S. Ross of Riverton, for 1¼ months.

For the half-year ending 31st December, there has been received, including 14s 6d of a balance on hand
brought forward, £3412 12s 7d, from which must be deducted the sums of £23 6s 6d paid for printing, postages,
etc., and proportion of Synodical expenses, and also refunds of contributions from Mount Ida for 6 months
ending 30th June, to Mr. Smith, £83 16s 6d; Switzers, Mr. Morrison, £80; and Lawrence, Mr. Cameron, £11
9s;—there then remained available for division £3213 15s 4d, out of which the Committee declared a dividend
for each of 33 Ministers of £95 18s 8d, and a proportion, viz., 3 months, of £47 19s 4d, to Mr. Kirkland; thus
making the dividend for the year 1872 £190 15s 2d, being an increase of £3 3s 2d to each Minister. As the
Synod has, however, agreed to continue Mr. Alves on the fund for the half-year, the Committee has deducted
the sum of £2 15s 6d from each full dividend declared, and £1 7s 9d from the half, to make up the dividend
agreed to, thus making the nett sum payable to each £93 3s 2d, and £46 11s 7d respectively for the past
half-year.

The Committee has considered the case of Hampden, and agreed, seeing that there was a small advance on
the half-year, and that efforts had been successfully made during the year to reduce the debt on their church, to
leave it on the equal dividend for the past year.

Your Committee is pleased to notice that no fewer than 21 congregations have made a step in advance, and
some a large one, either on the year or half-year, on behalf of this great fund; that 12 out of the 21 are by
non-self-sustaining congregations, a fact your Committee records with much satisfaction, and 9 by the
self-sustaining or above. The Committee desires specially to notice a few, whose returns show a considerable
increase, with the view of encouraging them to continued efforts in so good a cause, and others throughout the
Church to follow their good example—viz., West Taieri, Anderson's Bay, Port Chalmers, Clutha, Popotunoa,
and Oteramika.

There are several congregations which have either only had broken periods of a year to report, or which are



only in their infancy as it were, and have no complete years to compare with, but whose rate of contribution
seems hopeful, and to such your Committee would earnestly say, do not relax in your efforts to be not only
self-sustaining, but to be able to help the weaker charges. There are other congregations again, of whom the
Committee had reason to expect better things when the whole Church was making an effort to increase, but
which are found among the decreasing number, and apparently without any good cause—viz., Knox Church,
Oamaru, and North Taieri.

From Warepa no return had been received when the Committee met to declare dividend, but it understands
that it has since been received, and is £77, showing an increase on the year of £4 10s.

Your Committee cannot but feel that its efforts have not been altogether seconded by the Deacons' Courts,
on the whole, as it could have anticipated, but trusts the reason is not lukewarmness in the cause.

Monthly collections, where possible, and at least quarterly collections and returns to the Clerk, your
Committee would suggest to the Synod to recommend or enjoin as it may think best.

The only returns of supplement sent in are as follows, viz:—Green Island, £15; East Taieri makes up to
£300; West Taieri to £290; Tokomairiro to £300; Oamaru to £350; and Otepopo to £300; and none is given by
N.E. Harbour, Switzers, Waihola, Long Bush, and Palmerston. The Committee regret that so little attention is
paid to the requirement of this return, and would urge a more regular compliance therewith by all the
congregations of our Church.

The Committee acknowledge, with thanks, donations from the following:—Miss Muir, of Percetown, £30
15s 6d; A Friend, £3; Mr. T. Edmonston, of Edinburgh, £3.

Wm. Thomson, Convener.

VII.—Report of University Committee.
Your Committee beg to report that they have carried out the instructions of last meeting of Synod, by

advertising the Lang and Synod Scholarships to be competed for, the former by students of the second year, and
the latter by entrants, at an examination to take place on the 30th April, 1872. It was agreed that the
examiuation of competitors for the Lang Scholarship should be conducted by means of written papers on the
following subjects, viz—1. A paper of questions on Euclid, Books I and II, to be drawn up by the Rev. Mr.
Johnson—value, 75 marks; 2. Algebra, up to Quadratics, Rev. Mr. Alves—value, 75 marks; 3. English History
and Literature (reign of Queen Elizabeth), Rev. Mr. Todd—value, 100 marks; 4. Roman History, Century
before Christ, Rev. Mr. Sutherland—value, 100 marks; 5. Latin, I Georgics, Rev. Mr. Watt—value, 100 marks;
6. Greek, I Iliad, Rev. Mr. Watt—value, 100 marks. It was resolved that the examination for the Synod
Scholarship should be by means of similar papers, viz—1. A paper on English History, reign of George III, by
Rev. Mr. Sutherland—value, 100 marks; 2. Arithmetic, Rev. Dr. Stuart—value, 100 marks; 3. Euclid, Book I,
Rev. Dr. Stuart—value, 100 marks; 4. Bible Knowledge, four Gospels, Rev. Mr. Chisholm—value, 100 marks;
5. English Grammar and Analysis, Rev. Dr. Stuart—value, 100marks; 6. Latin, De Amicitia, Rev. Mr.
Watt—value, 100 marks; 7. Greek, Grammar, Rev. Mr. Watt—value, 50 marks. It was further resolved that no
competitor be eligible for a Scholarship who had not made at least two-thirds of the total value attached to the
various papers.

On the day fixed for holding the competition the Committee met in the vestry of Knox Church, and there
appeared in accordance with previous intimation given by them, Mr. Charles Connor, second year's student in
the University of Otago, the sole candidate for the Lang Scholarship; and Messrs Arthur Grant, Thomas Irving,
and Joseph Class, competitors for the Synod Scholarship. The examination took up the best part of two days,
with the following results—Out of 100 marks, the value attached to each of the papers in Latin, Greek, English
History and Literature, and Roman History, Connor made 68, 34, 85, and 84 respectively; and out of 75 marks
attached to each of the two papers on Euclid and Algebra, he made 75 and 26. In a word, out of a total of 550
marks Connor made 372, which being above the two-thirds previously fixed upon as the minimum of
eligibility, the Lang Scholarship was accordingly adjudged to him. The competitors for the Synod Scholarship
made the following number of marks each—Out of 100, value of paper on History of George III, Grant, 77;
Irving, 51; Closs, 64. Arithmetic, Grant, 57; Irving, 38; Closs,. 60. Euclid, Grant, 97; Irving, 80; Closs, 60.
Latin, Grant, 53; Irving, 72; Closs, 17. Bible Knowledge, Grant, 94; Irving, 37; Closs, 50. English Grammar
and Analysis, Grant, 60; Irving, 79; Closs, 32. Out of 50, value attached to paper on Greek Grammar, Grant, 48;
Irving, 47; Closs, 42. Out of a total of 650 marks, Grant made 486; Irving, 404; Closs, 303. The Synod
Scholarship was therefore adjudged to Grant, who had made the largest percentage of marks over all the papers.

Your Committee would take the liberty of suggesting to the Synod that energetic steps be taken for
providing additional bursaries for students who may have the ministry of this Church in view. They would
remind the Synod of what is being done by the American Presbyterian Church as an example to us in this
direction. At the present moment the majority of the young men studying for the Ministry of that Church, or a



very large proportion of them, are supported at their studies by the Board of Education connected with the
Church. Out of 57 young men studying with a view to the Ministry, under the jurisdiction: of the Synod of New
York, 37 hold scholarships from the Board of Education. In no other way could the ranks of the Ministry in the
American Presbyterian Church be recruited amidst the peculiar circumstances of a new country. Nor will it be
amiss to remind the Synod that even in the home country aspirants to the Ministry have always received
encouragement in their studies. Many of the clergy of the Church of England have received their education at
the universities by means of scholarships connected with the various great schools. In Scotland a considerable
number of the theological students of the Established, Free, and United Presbyterian Churches are provided
with such scholarships, of more or less value. Your Committee have a profound conviction that unless some
more than ordinary inducements be held out to young men in the Colonies—the long curriculum of study
demanded of aspirants to the Ministry of our Church, and the numerous openings of various kinds afforded to
young men for starting in life without going through such a long noviciate as our Church imposes, will
determany from the work who might otherwise feel drawn towards it. We would therefore recommend that the
several Presbyteries of our Church be requested by the Synod each to provide one or two scholarships. In
submitting their report your Committee hope that the Synod will take this last suggestion into their most serious
consideration.

E. B. CARGILL, Convener.

VIII.—report of Church Extension Committee.
Your Committee have pleasure in reporting that early in the year the following Ministers Were settled, with

every prospect of comfort and usefulness, viz—1. Rev. Andrew Bett, in Tapanui; 2. Rev. Alexander Blake,
M.A., in Kaikorai; 3. Rev. James Cameron, in Lawrence; 4. Rev. John Macara, in Balclutha; 5. Rev James M.
Thomson, in Winton and Forest Hill; 6. Rev. Charles S. Ross, in Riverton.

The charges still vacant are—1. First Church, Dunedin, through the resignation of the Rev. George
Sutherland; 2. Inch Clutha, through the translation of the Rev. James Kirkland to Hokitika; 3. Alexandra and
Clyde; 4. Lower Waitaki; 5. Waitahuna.

Your Committee regret that they have not been able to give regular supply to the vacant charges, owing to
various causes, as the continued illness of the Rev. Wm. Alves, late of Kaikorai; the acceptance by the Rev. Mr.
Cosh of a call from Balmain Church, New South Wales; and the appointment of Mr. Fleming, a Student of
Divinity under the care of the Dunedin Presbytery, and who was ready for license, to the Rectorship of
Invercargill Grammar School. On the scarcity of ministerial supply becoming known, the Presbytery of
Dunedin proposed that the Church Extension Committee should be requested to send home for two Preachers
with as little delay as possible, provided the other Presbyteries of the Church concurred with the proposal. The
Presbyteries of Southland and Oamaru did so; the Clutha Presbytery, however, while approving of the object,
recommended its attainment through the Synod, and for this purpose suggested the calling of a pro re nata
meeting of the Court. Your Committee, in view of the delay which the Clutha suggestion would occasion,
decided to send for two Ministers, feeling sure that their action in this emergency would be condoned by the
Synod.

It affords your Committee much satisfaction to report that several young men of fair ability and good
character are now attending the undergraduate course at the Otago University, with a view to the Christian
Minsstry in our Church But this fact, so gratifying to the lovers of our Zion, imposes on the Synod the necessity
of making immediate provision for their training in theology and kindred subjects.

In view of the large additions recently made to our population, and likely to continue to be made for some
time, the supply of vacant charges and stations, and the taking up of new ground requiring ordinances, as
Stewart's Island, Martin's Bay, Upper Waitaki, etc, your Committee request authority to send for two Preachers
in addition to the two sent for in November. There is no donbt that, with a largely increased staff of Ministers,
there are several fields within our bounds now lying waste where ordinances would be valued.

The First Church and Inch Clutha congregations have laid the Church under obligation, by providing pulpit
supply for themselves—thus relieving their Presbyteries and your Committee.

Waitahuna, since its sanction, has borne the entire expense of ordinances. The Rev. A. B. Arnott, M.A., has
ministered there for six months with acceptance.

The Committee regret that such important fields as Alexandra and Clyde, and the Lower Waitaki, should be
so long without regular supply.

It is the earnest prayer of your Committee that God may lead our Synod to devise liberal things for the
immediate evangelisation of such parts of our country as are to this day without the preached Gospel.

D. M. STUART, Convener.



Temperance Report, 1872.
Your Committee in presenting their report have to state that their attention was mainly directed to

cooperation with the "Otago Temperance Alliance," in getting petitions signed in favour of the Permissive Bill
which was before Parliament. That there is need for vigorous efforts being put forth in this direction will appear
when it is known that public houses are increasing to an alarming extent. In 1869 their number was 463; while
in 1872 they have increased to 571, an increase of 108. There are in this Province, including Southland—
• 72 Wholesale Licenses, or 1 for every 722 persons above 15 years.
• 144 Bottle Licenses, or 1 for every 361 persons above 15 years.
• 571 Hotel and Accommodation 92 persons above 15 years.
• 715 Hotel and Bottle or 1 for every 74 persons above 15 years.
• 787 Licenses of all kinds or 1 for every 67 persons above 15 years.

Your Committee find from returns furnished, that 1077 arrests took place for drunkenness during the past
year, while in 1869 there were 1091 convictions; showing a decrease of open drunkenness.

In view of the number of places for selling intoxicating drinks, and prevalence of drunkenness, your
Committee would respectfully yet earnestly urge this Church to bestir herself, and endeavour to create a healthy
public opinion on the subject, and seek to help in getting a legislative enactment passed embodying the
principles of the Permissive Bill. As an encouragement to greater effort in this direction, the gratifying fact was
stated by the late Premier, "That never before had so many people in the Colony united to petition for any one
object."

Your Committee are glad in being able to inform this court that Total Abstinence Societies and Bands of
Hope have been formed in various districts during the year; also that considerable efforts were put forth by the
Sons and Daughters of Temperance and Good Templars for the suppression of intemperance.

Your Committee have seen with pleasure the efforts made by the Justices in Dunedin to reduce the number
of public houses within the city at last Licensing Court, and they hope that the public generally, and this Church
in particular, will give the approval and moral support which such efforts deserve.

Your Committee would again suggest that the Synod recommend Ministers to preach on the subject during
the year, and encourage the establishment of Temperance Societies and Bands of Hope in the districts where
they do not exist.

James Clark, Convener.

The Remit of the Synod to Presbyteries Anent the Employment of Probationers,
Students, and Others, in the Work of Evangelisation.

I. That the Synod approve of the principle of employing Probationers and Lay Missionaries in the work of
evangelisation, when and where they may be needed.

II. That such Agents may be Probationers, Divinity or undergraduate Students, or other members of the
Church possessing suitable qualifications for the work.

III. That no such Agent be employed until he has first been examined by one or other of the Presbyteries of
the Church as to his personal piety, his acquaintance with the Word of God, and otherwise his aptitude for such
work; and also until he has received from such Presbytery a certificate of qualification and fitness for the work.

IV. That those who shall have been thus found qualified shall be called and known by the name of "Home
Missionaries."

V. That the Synod authorise the formation of an association to be called the Home Mission Association of
the Synod of Otago and Southland, having for its objects the employment of Missionaries, and the raising and
dstribution of funds to aid in their support while labouring in those districts within the bounds of the Synod
whose population are destitute of the means of grace, and are from their situation and means unable to support a
settled ministry.

VI. That the Home Mission Association shall at the solicitation of the Presbytery have power to appoint a
Missionary to any sphere of labour, or remove him therefrom as they shall see cause.

VII. That any such Missionary, when thus appointed, shall during the currency of his appointment be under
the direction and control of the Presbytery within whose boundary his sphere of labour is situated, and shall be
associated with and act under the super intendence and advice of any Minister duly appointed by his Presbytery
to take the oversight of the district constituting his sphere of labour.

VIII. That the duration of the appointment of any such Missionary shall in no case exceed six months; but
at the end of six months he may be reappointed, if the Homo Mission Association see fit.

IX. That the Synod request the Ministers of the several Presbyteries to use all diligence in endeavouring to



find agents suitable and willing to be employed in Missionary work, and to forward their names and addresses
to the Secretary of the Home Mission Association.

X. That the Synod enjoin the Presbyteries of the Church to make forthwith a careful survey of the districts
within their bounds where such Agents might be advantageously employed; to ascertain the probable amount of
means which might be raised within the several districts in aid of the support of the Missionaries; to report the
same to the Secretary of the Home Mission Association, and take any other measures they deem advisable in
order to have those districts supplied with the means of grace as speedily as possible.

Rules of the Proposed Association.
I. That this Association be named the Home Mission Association of the Synod of Otago and Southland.
II. That the objects of this Association shall be to employ Missionaries, and to raise and distribute funds for

the purpose of assisting sparsely peopled districts within the bounds of the Synod to maintain Missionaries until
the several districts shall be in a condition to obtain a settled Ministry.

III. That the members of the Association shall consist of subscribers of twenty shillings a year and upwards.
IV. That the Managing Committee shall consist of a Chairman, a Secretary, and twenty members, in

addition to such members as may be appointed by branch Associations, of whom six shall be a quorum.
V. That this Association shall be in connection with the Synod of Otago and Southland.
VI. That the funds shall be raised by annual subscriptions, donations, legacies, such collections as may be

allowed, and any collections and subscriptions which may be made at any missionary services conducted by the
Agents of the Association.

VII. That an annual meeting of the Association shall be held in the month of January each year, to receive
the report and balancesheet of the Association, and to elect a committee of officebearers for the ensuing year.

VIII. That branch associations be formed in the various towns and districts of the Provinces of Otago and
Southland, and that such societies as contribute a sum of not less than £10 annually to the funds of the parent
society shall name one member of the Managing Committer, and societies contributing £25 shall name two.

JOHN GOW, Convener.

Overtures.

On the Principle as to the Use of Hymns.
Whereas the Synod, in discussing and determining the principle of the use of Hymns in the public worship

of God, passed a resolution to the effect—"That the use of Hymns is neither unscriptural nor contrary to the
standards of our Church and whereas said resolution is defective, and is felt 'o be, by some, a departure from the
principle "that nothing is lawful to be introduced into the worship of God but what he hath appointed in His
word it is humbly overtured by the Presbytery of Clutha to the Synod of Otago and Southland, that they would
take the foregoing premises into their serious consideration, and devise such measures thereanent as may tend
to promote the glory of God and the good of the Church.

On Baptism.
I. Whereas there is reason to fear that the principles on which the ordinance of baptism ought to be

dispensed in this Church are not sufficiently understood, and that there is not sufficient uniformity of practice in
regard to this ordinance on the part of the various ministers, it is overtured by the Presbytery of Southland to the
Synod to take this matter into consideration, with a view to make clear the principles and practical rules by
which the ministers of this Church snould be guided in this matter.

II. Whereas the subordinate standards of our Church authorise the administration of baptism only to those
who profess their faith in Christ, and obedience to him, and to such as are members of the visible Church;
whereas the directory for the public worship of God states that baptism is not to be administered in private
places or privately, but in the place of public worship, and in the face of the congregation; and whereas there is
reason to believe that the aforesaid requirements are not uniformly carried into practice throughout the Church;
it is overtured by the Presbytery to the Synod to take the premises into their consideration, and give such
deliverance anent the same as shall secure uniformity of practice in the administration of the ordinance of
baptism throughout the Church.

On Funeral Services.
Whereas in the directory for public worship, prayers, and religious services at funerals, made at the grave,



are directed to be laid aside; and whereas the practice of using such prayers is becoming common, it is humbly
overtured to the Synod to take this matter into consideration, with a view to declare the practice on such
occasions which this Church ought to adopt.

On Theological Training of Students.
Whereas the importance and necessity of rearing a coloniallyeducated Ministry are becoming daily more

apparent (1) Because of the proven difficulty of getting an adequate supply of Ministers from the home
churches, and (2) because of the better adaptation of youth educated in our midst for the circumstances under
which the work of the Church must be carried on for a time in a country drawing its population from different
nationalities; whereas the present training, given through Presbyteries to students in divinity is confessedly
inadequate and unequal; and, lastly, whereas several young men now attending the arts classes in the Otago
University, with a view to the Ministry in our Church, will in the course of a year or two require direct
theological training. It is humbly overtured to the Synod of Otago and Southland, by the Presbytery of Dunedin,
to take the premises into consideration, in order to devise the means of more systematic instruction in theology.

On Aged and Infirm Ministers Fund.
Whereas it is important that provision be made for aged and infirm Ministers of this Church, and whereas

no step has been taken to meet this want. It is humbly overtured by the Presbytery of Oamaru to the reverend
the Synod of Otago and Southland, to take such steps for originating a fund for this object as in their wisdom
they may see meet.

Statement of Contributions of the Congregations in Connection with the
Presbyterian Church of Otago.
For the Year ended 31st December, 1872.

NAME OF CHURCH AND DISTRICT. NAME OF MINISTER. SUSTENTATION FUND. CHURCH
EXTENSION. MINISTERS' PASSAGES. MISSIONS. DAYSPIRING FUND. ORIDNARY COLLECTIONS.
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. BUILDING FUND. SEAT RENTS. MISCELLANEOUS. TOTALS. REMARKS.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. Anderson's Bay Dunedin—J. H.
M'Naughton 156 8 6 5 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 8 18 0 62 19 2 4 0 0 .... 32 9 6 ... 278 15 2 First Church Vacant 243 6 5 7
0 0 5 10 0 27 17 7 14 0 0 258 1 10 36 11 2 ... 195 9 0 3 0 0 790 16 0 Knox Church Dr. Stuart 408 17 10 23 18 2
24 0 8 98 13 2 20 10 7 497 2 7 149 1 4 ... 350 1 0 ... 1572 5 4 St. Andrew's J. Gow 242 14 6 13 10 0 3 1 0 13 0
0 5 0 0 383 8 10 17 6 0 337 0 3 200 8 6 68 10 6 1283 19 7 North Dr. Copland 200 0 0 2 0 0 1 10 9 12 12 0 ...
141 13 10 4 11 11 277 12 3 95 16 0 8 8 10 744 5 7 Green Island and Saddle Hill M. Watt 165 2 0 7 0 0 6 0 0 24
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"TAKE HEED WHAT YE HEAR." Plymouth Brethrenism Exposed to the Inhabitants of Lerwick.
"Beware of false prophets which come to you in sleep's clothing but In-wardly they are ravening wolves. Ye
shall know them by their fruits."—Matthew vii. 15,16.
"I would they were cut off which trouble you."—Gal v. 12.
"Of this sort are they which creep into houses and lead captive silly women."—2 Tim iii 6.
Lerwick: PRINTED BY STEPHEN BROTHERS. 1873.

PREFACE.
SEVERAL lay-preachers have of late appeared in your midst, and the question has often been asked, who are

they? what do they teach? "Few know anything of them. The writer of this tract has made it his business to get
at their doctrines, and knows both by reading their history and personal experience what are the results of their
false teaching. He writes simply to inform the inhabitants of Lerwick regarding them, with a view to putting
Churchgoers and others on their guard, lest they beled away from the churches to which they may belong,
perhaps unwittingly, and find, as many have done who have become their followers, that they have gained
nothing, but on the contrary that their religious beliefs have become confused and distracted.

Well, these laypreachers do not call themselves Plymouth Brethren. They say they are simply "evangelists"
(?) come to preach the gospel, thus assuming that the gospel is not preached where they go, which, so far as
Lerwick is concerned at least, is simply a falsehood. When pressed for a definite answer they acknowledge that
the world calls them Plymouth Brethren. The truth is they are known all over the country to go under the names
of "Brethren," "Plymouth Brethren," and "Darbyites." It is fair to state, however, that there are Plymouth
Brethren who are not Darbyites, those known as such holding slightly different views.

It is the policy of the Plymouth Brethren not to reveal their distinctive beliefs until they have drawn away
people from the different churches to which they may belong, for their converts almost exclusively consist of
those whom a pastor, perhaps after years of faithful labour, has added to his church. Any one going to hear
them for the first time may not hear anything to which he can conscientiously object, but after a little they tell
their hearers that the existing churches are rotten; that the ordained ministry and its stated support are
unscriptural, and advise their hearers to come out of the churches of which they may be members and join their
sect if they would not commit the sin of being "unequally yoked with unbelievers."

That their doctrines are highly dangerous, notoriously unsciptural, on many points, and in many respects
injurious to your best interests, you may judge from the following brief statement of their views which has been
taken from the most authentic sources.

They profess to abhor sectarianism in every form, yet they are a distinct sect, and seek to increase it by
disaffecting the minds of members of the existing churches regarding the teaching they listen to. Can any
sectarianism be worse than that?

If they really wish to save souls, why do they not try and get hold of the utterly godless instead of stealing
members from the churches around them, and throwing out uncharitable insinuations respecting the ministers of
the place where they go to preach, as they have done and are doing here.

There is scarcely an instance on record in their history of a thorough change of heart and life, but there are
many instances of churches having been rent asunder, and very great mischief done to the interests of true
religion through the instrumentality of their teaching.

If they should seek "to creep into your houses do not admit them, for depend upon it they will sow the
seeds of dissention and strife in your families. You will live to repent that you ever had anything to do with
them.

Do not go to their meetings. Let them alone, and they will soon leave the town. Show that you refuse to be
led away by people who profess to have discovered a "New Gospel," by adhering to what you already know to
be true that no new gospel can possibly be preached to you, and remaining connected with the churches to
which you may belong.

Please read the following attentively, and you will know something of these socalled revivalists who are
presumptuous and impertinent enough to assert that they alone are inspired, and that no one can be saved except



they believe their gospel. They say:—
1st. That the Moral Law is not a rule of life to believers.
What does Christ say? Never that those who believe are relieved from the moral law as a rule of life—but

that having believed they sustain a new relationship to it.. What does Paul say? "Do we then make void the
"Law through faith? God forbid, yea we establish the law."

2nd. They deny the rightfulness of a stated ministry. Scripture contradicts them on that point, when it says
"God hath set some in the "church, first apostles, secondarily teachers," &c. (See. 1. Cor. xii. 28, 31.)

3rd. They object to a fixed support given to the ministry. Christ says "The labourer is worthy of his hire,"
and Paul says "They who preach the "gospel are to live by the gospel." Moreover the Plymouth Brethren do not
object to receive support if it comes privately, and in no stipulated proportion. They profess to live by faith, and
at the same time very quietly hint that they are dependent upon their adherents for a bit of bread. They thus
practically give the lie to their faith in Providence for their support.

4th. They deny that the Christian Sabbath is of Divine Authority, and that all the seven days are equally
secular or equally sacred. We reply, "The Lord blessed the Sabbath Day and hallowed it." It is therefore of
Divine institution. In the 4th Commandment man is enjoined to rest on the Sabbath because God blessed and
hallowed it. As to the question of the change of the Sabbath, from the seventh to the first day of the week, the
Apostles made the change, and the Plymouth Brethren must therefore settle it with them.

5th. They assert that the church had no existence till the day of Pentecost, and that the Jews were not a
church. Answer: Stephen speaks of the church in the wilderness (Acts vii, 38), and the Hebrew word translated
"congregation" in the Old Testament exactly corresponds to the Greek word translated "church" in the New
Testament.

Moreover Isaiah represents the Jewish Church as enlarging itself for the reception of the Gentile converts
(see Isaiah liv. 2, 3 and lx. 3, 5, and Amos. iv. 11) quoted by James at the Council of Jerusalem (Acts xv. 15)
represents the Christian church not as the erection of a new tabernacle, but as the setting up of the tabernacle of
David which had fallen down. Paul says to the Gentles "Thou bearest not the root, but the root thee," showing
that it is Israel's old olive tree on which the gentile church has been grafted. This cannot refer to the invisible
church, for no branch was ever broken off from it, but to the church as an organised and visible community.
Christ says of Jews and Gentles "There shall be one fold and one Shepherd." And when Peter calls Christians a
"Royal Priesthood" he is using words first applied to Israel.

The identity is clearly established i, l Cor. x. chap., which see.
6th. They hold that the visible church consists of none but converted people, and that believers should hold

no religions fellowship or pray with unbelievers. Now 1st. They assume that they and they alone are the visible
church. That is simply the Phariseeism of old which said "stand by for I am holier than thou" which Christ
condemns in the severest terms. 2nd. A common rejection of error does not afford a centre of union. Romanists
and Protestants equally deny the affirmation of the atheist that "there is no God," but can that or does that u ite
them? The idea leads to mischievous and divisive consequences; it separates true brethren for one brother sees
evil, where another sees none. It makes each man his brother's judge; and it makes one holier and wiser than the
Lord who Himself said "ye judge after the flesh; I judge no man."

Moreover to be consistent, no Plymouth Brother should have family worship as it is generally conducted.
He ought to exclude the members of his family when they are not believers of his doctrines. Does not that
shock the sense of every Christian parent, and open the door to schism and rancour in the sacred circle of the
family? It is wellknown that a Plymouth Brother will not say grace if all at the table are not believed to be
converted. The Plymouth principle divides not only in public gatherings, but even in family relationships, sister
refusing communion with sister, and child with child.

7th. They assert that the Holy Spirit did not exist before the day of Pentecost, and that being once given it is
wrong for believers to pray for the Spirit. That is untrue. The angel said unto Mary the Mother of Jesus, "The
Holy Ghost shall Come upon thee and the power of the Highest "shall overshadow thee." It is apparent
therefore that the Plymouth Brethren deny one of the most fundamental doctrines of Scriptures; viz., that the
sinless human nature of Christ was begotten by the Holy Ghost.

The ministry, miracles, death and resurrection of Christ are all spoken of in connection with the Holy Spirit
(Acts x. 38. Hebs. ix. 14. 1 Tim. iii. 17.) This was all before Pentecost—see also John xx. 22. "He breathed on
them and said, Receive ye the Holy Ghost." The Spirit existed before the day of Pentecost, for Peter says "Holy
men of old spake as they were "moved by the Holy Ghost." (1 Peter i. 21,) and he speaks of "the Spirit "of
Christ" in the prophets when he mentions that the Spirit testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ and the
glory that should follow. (See also Heb. iii. 7, ix. 8; Mark xii. 36; Luke iii. 22; Pealm li. 11.) It is no reply to
quote Christ's words, "If I go not away the spirit will not come to you," because it was not the existence or the
coming, but the extraordinary effusion of the Spirit which was the burden of Old Testament prophecy. The
Spirit was to inaugurate a new dispensation with remarkable signs, viz., speaking with tongues, working of



miracles, and multitudinous conversions. When Joel spoke of the "Spirit being poured out on all flesh," he was
not ignorant of the Spirit's existence and work, for how was he or could he be inspired to prophesy save by the
Holy Spirit in common with the other prophets?

8th. They say, further, on this subject that it is a mockery to ask God to repeat the gift of the Holy Ghost
since it has already been given in Christ. But Christ says "If ye being evil know how to give good gifts "unto
your children, how much more shall your Father give the Holy "Spirit to them that ask him." Moreover, if it is
wrong to ask for the Holy Spirit it must be wrong also to ask any spiritual blessing and gift, for they wore all
given in the gift of Christ. The conclusion is inevitable that the Plymouth Brethren should never pray at all
since they have nothing to pray for.

9th. They deny commentaries and their use, sneeringly calling them human productions. But the Plymouth
Brethren write commentaries tracts, and treatises of their own. One of them has written a commentary on
Leviticus, and these they call Divine. What are all Plymouth tracts but commentaries on Scripture? A
commentary from the lips of a preacher does not become false by being printed in a book. Why are the treatises
of Darby, Macintosh, and others styled inspired, and those of Matthew Henry, Barnes, &c., styled human
productions; on what authority, and how proved?

10th. They say that the atonement actually paid every sinner's debt "to the last farthing," so that all his sins
"past, present, and future" were "put away" or forgiven when Christ died. In answer we say the atonement of
Christ is not the payment of a debt; the Scriptures nowhere teach that it is. If it were, it must be either the
payment of the debt of the sins of the Elect, or of the sins of the whole world. If of the forme., not one save the
Elect can possibly be saved; so that from this rigid Calvinistic standpoint, it is simply a mockery to preach a full
and free salvation to all men, their bills and bellringings announcing the preaching of the gospel as revealed in
the Scripture are therefore worse than useless. If of the latter, it is equally impossible for any one of the human
family to be lost. What is this we ask but the rankest universalism!

The Plymouth Brethren confuse atonement with pardon. The Scriptures never say they are identical, but
that the atonement of Christ is the ground on which pardon may be procured on condition of faith. It is that, as
every one who has read his Bible to any purpose knows, by which God "can be just, and yet the justifier of the
ungodly who believe in Jesus." The Plymouth Brethren, by preaching that the atonement is the payment of a
debt, pervert the teaching of the Word of God on the subject, and incite to the most presumptuous and impious
assurances on the part of those who accept their views. An honest farmer in the King's 'County, Ireland, after
hearing one of the Plymouth Brethren preachers speak, said, "Well, I "never understood the Gospel before; I
shall give myself no trouble about "either repentance or faith, it is all nonsense. This gentleman has proved "to
my satisfaction that Christ paid my debt before I was born, and what "ever time I go into the other world I will
claim my discharge from all "legal consequences, as a matter of simple equity." Such are the converts of the
Plymouth Brethren! What? we ask, would the state of this or any community be, if they were all converts of
this type.

11th. They say that the atonement is the payment of a debt and at the same time say that faith is the
condition of salvation. If Christ has paid every sinner's debt to the last farthing, how can faith be the condition
of salvation? The payment of the debt is either a fact or a fiction of their imagination. If a fiction, then what
becomes of the gospel? If a fact, unbelief cannot reverse that fact or affect it in any way. The sinner's debt Was
paid before he was born; if this be a fact it remains true whether he believes it or not: It cannot by any
possibility, make the slightest difference as to his final safety.

12th. They further assert that unbelief or the rejection of Christ is the damning sin. How utterly absurd is
this in view of their belief that Christ paid the debt of every sinner to the very last farthing? "This payment
"either included this sin of unbelief, or it did not. If it did not, how is this "sin of unbelief to be forgiven? If it
did, the debt cannot have been paid "and also."

13th. They say, only believe that Christ put away all sin when he died, and you are saved You are a
Christian. Now, that is simply asking assent to a statement—a statement moreover which is false. Can any man
become a Christian by simply saying I believe that Christ put away all sin 18 hundred years ago? Does that
change his heart? Is it not with the heart man believeth unto righteousness? Faith is not simply the exercise of
the intellect, but the outgoing of the whole spiritual nature to Christ. What but personal relationship to Christ
can enable a man to take up his closs daily, and bear it for Christ sake? and is not crossbearing one of the
fundamental conditions of discipleship?

The Plymouth Brethren would make people believe that there is a Cheap and easy way of getting to heaven.
If that be true what do the Scriptures mean when they say, "Strait is the gate and narrow is the way"—"Strive to
enter in at the strait gate."

14. They say that unconverted men ought not to pray for mercy; and while believers only should pray, they
must not confess sin or ask its pardon, as their sin has already been put away eighteen hundred years ago by the
death of Christ.



Now, there are numerous passages of Scripture which show that it is the duty of unconverted men to pray
(see Act iiiv. 21. 23. Isaiah lv. 6, 7. Psalm lxv. 21); and, further, that the neglect of prayer is charged as the sin
of such (see Jeph. i. 6. Hosea vii. 7 Jer. x. 21. Psalms x. 4, lxxix. 6, and cxli. 2, 4.) Moreover, the Plymouth
Brethren confess openly that they do not know how to deal with a believer when he falls into sin; showing to all
thinking people that the doctrine, as stated above, is utterly untenable.

They will not use that part of the Lord's prayer, which says "Forgive us our trespasses," because they say it
was given to be read only before the death of Christ. Nothing can be more absurd. On that principle they should
not pray for "daily bread," nor not to be lead "into temptation," because the objection they urge against one part
of the Lord's Prayer applies equally to the whole of it.

15th. They say that a sinner should not pray for salvation, but take it without praying, as if the things were
inconsistent.

We would ask, Is it possible to take salvation without at any rate feeling a desire for it, and what is "feeling
a desire" but inwardly asking:—and is not that a form of prayer? Did not Peter tell Simon Magus (an
unregenerate man be it remembered) to "repent of his wickedness and pray God, if, perhaps, the thought of his
heart might be forgiven him." Acts viii. 22. Was it not after the prayers of the publican and the dying thief that
they were justified? And docs not Isaiah, speaking of the world at large, say "Call ye upon up the Lord while he
is near."

If the prayer of an unregenerate man cannot be acceptable to God, how, in the name of possibility, can the
faith of an unregenerate man be? Clearly the Brethren shut the doors of both faith and prayer in the face of the
sinner, and, if so, what door is open to him?

16. Repentance has no place in the preaching of the Plymouth Brethren.
They call it "trash," "legalism.," and "salvation by works," hindering the sinner from coming to Christ. Paul

says "Repent and believe the gospel," and Christ says "Except ye repent ye shall all likewise perish." We never
read in Scripture of an impenitent believer or a penitent unbeliever. We have in the doctrine of the Brethren on
this point but another of the many instances of confusion of things which differ. They mix up faith and
repentance in such a muddle that they cannot be recognised as the things nor in the forms taught in Scripture;
and yet they have the arrogance to say that they alone are inspired, and that their expositions of the Word of
God are alone to be relied upon as correct and true. Truly might sinners pray "save us from our friends," if
those who teach such doctrines are such.

17th. They hold that believers are justified from eternity, or from the time of Christ's death, and that faith
has no more to do with justification than merely to bring the fact of it to our knowledge. They deny the imputed
righteousness of Christ which is the ground of our justification; and though they hold that Christ suffered in our
stead they deny that He obeyed the law in our stead. The whole argument of Paul to the Romans on the doctrine
of justification is dead against the Plymouth Brethren on this head. If Christ did not fulfil the law for us, then
what does Paul mean when he says "For by one man's disobedience many were made sinners, so by the
obedience of one (Christ) shall many be made righteous." (Rom. v. 19.) He says that the very object of Christ's
coming was that "the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us," i.e. the righteousness which the law
required of us. He says further in another passage that "Christ was born of a woman made under the law to
redeem them who were under the law. If Christ's righteousness is not imputed to us by faith, then there is
nothing on which any mortal being can rest for acceptance with God. If the Plymouth Brethren rest on their
their own righteousness then there could not be a clearer case of justification by works which they emphatically
condemn. Verily, how blind are some people to their own inconsistencies!

18th. The Brethren assert that we are sanctified as well as justified in Christ; that all believers are sanctified
in Him, in a sense that excludes all personal and progressive sanctification; and that they are perfectly holy the
moment they believe (i.e. say, they believe the false statement, that their sin has been all put away in Christ,
when he died), and that they never become more holy. They quote in support of their view the passages "Christ
is made unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanctification, and redemption. By one offering He hath perfected for
ever, them that are sanctified." Here again is a confusion of things which differ—the Brethren confound
"consecration" with "sanctification." When a man truly believes he consecrates himself to Christ, but he is not
therefore completely delivered from the power of sin. Believers consecrate themselves to God that they may be
purified inwardly by the Holy Spirit. The vessels of the ancient sanctuary were at once separated to God's
service, but that did not imply that they did not need daily ablution. If sanctification is not a gradual process,
Paul misleads when he says, "Grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ," see
also l Thess. v. 23. 2 Cor. iv. 16.

19th. They say that the design of the Spirit is not to improve or sanctify the flesh, or the old man—that the
flesh in the believer is no better than in an unbeliever, and no better at the end of a saint's life, than at the
beginning, and that the error of the churches has always been to try the mending of the old Adam—nature,
which is not to be mended, but crucified. They thus deny all personal and progressive sanctification. In this case



what does the Spirit sanctify? Not the old man, for he is buried with Christ in His death; not the new man, for
he is perfect and sinless. They therefore deny the Spirit's sanctifying work, which is one of the fundamental
doctrines of Scripture. Their views are besides, immoral, because they free the believer from all responsibility
of sin committed. Can any teaching be more fallacious and nefarious than that? If people are once led to
understand that they are not responsible for the sins they commit, they will soon defy all the restraints, not only
of the Plymouth faith—which, in truth, would be but a small crime—but of every or of any code of morals ever
revealed to man.

20th. They rebaptize all their converts for, they are usually Baptists in doctrine; they are therefore opposed
to the baptism of infants, though that has been the practice of the church for eighteen centuries.

Into this question we cannot now enter, especially as in doing so we would come into collision with the
Baptists, as such with whom at present, we have no controversy. To us, however, it appears a very harsh and
unchristlike thing to say, as the Plymouth Brethren often do, that there is no reason to believe that any child
dying in infancy goes to heaven. If they do not say that infants go to hell, they at any rate leave that impression
with their hearers, by the way in which they speak of the subject.

A mother's heart is a truer criterion of truth, than the vague and distracting statements of the Plymouth
Brethren on the matter; and we are sure that the best part of her human nature (if the Brethern believe in such a
thing) will revolt against the horrible idea, that her innocent child will ever find a place in the outer darkness.

The above comprises only a few of the doctrines of the Plymouth Brethren,—and the refutation of them we
have given is necessarily of a brief and much less thorough character than we could have given, had our space
and time allowed. We are not aware of having transgressed on, any point, the laws of criticism. While admitting
that the object of the Plymouth Brethren may be good, in what we have said above, the reader will see how
much calculated their teaching is to do his knowledge of, and faith in, the truths of Scripture as therein taught,
perhaps an irreparable injury.

Reader before going to hear, or to cast in your lot with these Plymouth Brethren, reflect that you are giving
countenance to one of the most church destroying and family-disturbing sects of modern times.
Beware of the Plymouth Brethren.
The Liberal Clergy.
[From The Inquirer, July 25, 1868.]
crest Republished by Thomas Scott,
Mount Pleasant, Ramsgate.
Friends to the cause of "Free Inquiry and Free Expression" are earnestly requested to give aid in the wide
dissemination of this pamphlet.
1868.

The Liberal Clergy.
[TO THE EDITOR OF THE 'INQUIRER.']

SIR,—As one of the clergy of the Church of England whom Mr Creery in his letter mentions by name, I ask
you to allow me to reply to some observations of his which seem to be founded on misapprehension.

After enumerating some of the disadvantages under which "heretical" clergymen labour, he states his
opinion that they expose themselves to those disadvantages "solely with the hope that by their example and
teaching the Church may be widened, so as to comprehend parties of all opinions."

Now, it is perfectly true that we cherish the hope of seeing the restrictions sufficiently relaxed, so as to
enable all really earnest and devout men, who wish to teach what they believe to be true, to serve as ministers in
the National Church. But I think Mr Creery greatly errs in considering this hope to be the primary object of
those exertions of ours which involve us in so much trouble.

I, for one, distinctly deny that this is ray object in the course I am pursuing. If I am asked, "Why do you
place yourself in such an unpleasant position? "my simple answer is, "Because I feel it to be my duty." I shall
be only too glad if I can do any good to my fellowmen. I shall be nearly as glad if I can in any way widen the
liberties of the clergy of my Church. But I have nothing to do with these possible results; my business, as a
preacher and a teacher, is to speak out of an overflowing breast what I believe to be true, and not to trouble
myself about the effect which my words may have either upon the Church at large, or even upon my own
congregation, much less to think at all about the probable consequences to myself. Nothing less than this
loyalty to truth as truth, and this absolute reverence for duty as duty, could sustain us under the pressure of
authoritative opinion, and under the sacrifice of our own comfort and worldly prospects.

I can assure Mr Creery and your readers that we have no ulterior object. We are servants of God and the
truth, as far as we can discover it. In serving truth with a single mind we hope, in that way, best to serve our



Church and our country; but we should in vain hope to serve them in any other way, or by having a lower aim
than the simple declaration of our honest convictions.

This has already borne good fruit, although perhaps not sufficient to satisfy the eager wishes of the Rev. A.
M. Creery, and those who like himself abandoned our Church in despair. The terms of subscription, which he
says he tried in vain to get relaxed, have been relaxed, and in such a way as to make it increasingly difficult to
convict a clergyman of heresy.

The Prayer Book is not yet reformed, but we would rather wait till men's minds are educated up to the point
necessary to secure a radical and effective revision. The influence of what has already been said in the Church
during the last eight or ten years even exceeds our expectation; every day makes our position stronger, and
swells the ranks of those who prefer private judgment to authority.

I must ask your indulgence to let me say a few words in reference to Mr Creery's reproach against us for
not following his example of secession. I will not attempt to say now half that may be fairly said in favour of
retaining our clerical office as long as the law allows us to do so; but I wish it to be clearly understood that
conscience is as much our authority for remaining where we are as we presume it to have been Mr Creery's
authority for leaving us. It is somewhat unfair and onesided to insinuate anything to the contrary. We do not
wonder at the Orthodox bringing the accusation of insincerity and hypocrisy against those who have made such
startling announcements of their own convictions as I and some others have done; but we do wonder that men
who sympathise with much that we do think and say should allow their sectarianism to prevail over their love
of truth, and to lead them to discourage efforts, however honest and selfdenying, which are not made according
to their own pattern, or issued under their sanction. The Church of England is under the control of Parliament,
and as such can be modified as to doctrines, rites, and discipline in accordance with the best religious feelings
and convictions of any given age. On this account solely, and not for its rank and endowments, do we "heretics"
cling devotedly to the National Church. We know by experience and observation that there is no liberty, no
independence, worthy of the name, to be enjoyed elsewhere. We see that in every sect, even in the Unitarian
body itself, "heretics" are in more evil case than any of us; no professed freedom from creeds and articles would
confer the liberty which we enjoy, even at this moment, with all its restrictions in the Church of England. You
have, I think, admitted that Theodoro Parker himself would have found few Unitarian pulpits open to him in
England some five or ten years back. We are alike free from the tyranny of conferences and of congregations.
Convocation is simply an object of curious amusement, and has no terrors for the beneficed clergy. We are
upheld and protected by the law of the land, and until that law is declared against us we have equal right to
teach and minister in our Church with the whole bench of archbishops and bishops.

To help others to perceive the moral tenableness of our position, let me remind them that the religious
opinions and beliefs of our countrymen are undergoing rapid change. The Church of England is in a state of
transition. Objections to her Articles and Formularies are now being made by Churchmen, lay and clerical,
which were not thought of, except by very few, twenty years ago. The Church of England may pass into still
closer harmony with the Roman Catholic branch of Christendom, or it may become still more Protestant and
develop into Theism. We need not make prophecies, but we know for certain that, whatever change will be
made, it will be made by Acts of Parliament only, and by a Parliament which will then express pretty fairly the
religious convictions of the people at large.

Should there be any reactionary movement which would reenforce doctrines which are distasteful to me in
such proportion as to leave a decided deficiency of what I now admire and adopt, then the question of my
retirement from the Church of England's ministry would be reopened and quickly settled. But while I feel I
have a small share in the work of substituting reasonable convictions for unreasonable superstitions and beliefs
granted to me by the law of the land within the freest Church in this country, I will not throw away so good a
chance of being heard and listened to as I now enjoy through the protection of the law.

I shall read with interest Mr Creery's promised letter, and hail with pleasure any really wise suggestion on
the great subject which he has taken up. Only let me say, it does not only seem somewhat ungenerous, but it is
quite useless, to bring a charge of insincerity against us. We have counted the cost long, long ago, and, among
other items, by far the most formidable we had to dread was the certainty that we should be, not only
misunderstood, but openly accused of want of conscientiousness. Then we looked our worse fear in the face,
and we resolved to stand and brave it. We are now quite familiar with it, and have grown accustomed to the
noise which at first sounded so threatening. Men may judge us, but they are not our judge. We must leave our
accusers to the growth of their own minds and to the all-healing influence of time.

CHARLES VOYSET.
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The Rev. Charles Voysey on "Advent Sunday."
A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, December 1ST, 1872.
[From the EASTERN POST, December 7th, 1872.]

Last Sunday, at St. George's Hall, Mr Voysey took for his text Psalm xcviii., 7, 8, 9,10. "O shew yourselves
joyful before the Lord the King. Let the sea make a noise and all that therein is; the round world and they that
dwell therein. Let the floods clap their hands, and let the hills be joyful together before the Lord, for he is come
to judge the earth. With righteousness shall he judge the world, and the people with equity."

The Christian Churches, he said, are now celebrating the season of Advent, with which they begin their



ecclesiastical year. The central belief of this celebration is that clause in the Apostles' Creed which says of
Christ—"He sitteth on the right hand of God, the Father Almighty, from thence he shall come to judge the
quick and the dead." That clause is based on several warnings in the Apostolic Epistles, which in turn probably
owe their origin to traditions recorded in the first three gospels, which profess to give Christ's own prediction
that he would return during the lifetime of some of his followers, and "come in the clouds of Heaven with
power and great glory." Whether Jesus Christ ever said so or not, it was firmly believed by some of his
followers, and proclaimed again and again by some of the Apostles, until at last, in sheer bewilderment at its
nonfulfilment, they began to make excuses for his nonappearance, and to suggest that "one day with the Lord
might mean a thousand years, and a thousand years be as one day." So complete and total was the
disappointment of the first generation of Christians, that the second generation seem to have carefully avoided
repeating the delusion, or recording any words of Jesus which might give any colour to it. This is one of the
strongest arguments in proof of the late authorship of the Fourth Gospel, in that it nowhere puts any such
prediction of his speedy return into the mouth of Christ. Nothing could be more natural than for the early
Christians, when they found out that they had been mistaken, to make no further allusion to their mistake.

It is a matter of little moment to decide whether Christ did or did not make any such prediction; it always
seemed to me to have been glaringly inconsistent with his many noble manifestations of character; and if he
ever was led into such a vain and foolish hope—into such an extravagant notion of his own importance, as that
he was appointed to be judge of all mankind—this would only prove that he was carried away by fanaticism,
and had lost his reason. So here again are the Christians on the horns of a dilemma. If he did not say these
words, they have no ground for their expectation of his second Advent; and if he did say them, he must have
been mad. But in spite of the complete failure of the most emphatic of all these predictions, the Christians go on
repeating their belief that Jesus will come again to judge the world, and that he "shall be revealed from heaven
with his mighty angels, in flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not God, and obey not the Gospel."

We cannot but wonder at the Christian poet writing thus, for the lips of little children to sing:—

"There's not a sin that we commit
Nor wicked word we say;
But in thy dreadful book 'tis writ
Against the judgment day.
And must the crimes that 1 have done
Be read and published then,
Be all exposed before the sun
While men and angels hear."

The Book of Revelation, most likely written by John, the beloved disciple whom his master called one of
the Sons of Thunder, gives all the awful details of this coming day of judgment, in prophetic vision, and all
through, from first to last, he has not one single word of hope for the condemned. "What he says is in tune with
that sentence attributed to Christ, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared for the Devil and
his angels." St. John the Divine gloats over the horrors which he so graphically describcs—scenes which would
be heartsickening to any soul that had a grain of faith in their reality—and then he describes all nature as
sharing in the dread gloom and horrible confusion, "There was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as
sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood; and the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a fig tree
casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind. And the heaven departed as a scroll, when it is
rolled together, and every mountain and island were moved out of their places. And the kings of the earth, and
the great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and every bondman, and every
freeman hid themselves in the dens, and in the rocks of the mountains, and said to the mountains and rocks,
'Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the Wrath of the Lamb. For the
great day of his wrath is come, and who shall be able to stand?" I have inflicted upon you this quotation as
being eminently expressive of the Christians' hope and expectation, which they try to revive every season of
Advent. I have also drawn your attention to it, in order that you may perceive the contrast between this
Christian view of judgment and that of the unsophisticated Hebrew Psalmist, whose words I have chosen as my
text.

The contrast is complete and absolute. To the Christian, the second Advent of Christ can only be an event
of unmitigated and hopeless calamity to this fair world, and to nearly all the human beings who dwell upon it.
To the old Hebrew Psalmist, the judgment of God in righteousness and equity, was the signal for universal joy
among all the children of men, in which nature would join with her chorus of thanksgiving. "Let the heavens
rejoice, and let the earth be glad; Let the sea make a noise, and the round world and all that dwell therein; let



the floods clap their hands, and let the trees of the forest rejoice before the Lord; for he is come to judge the
earth; with righteousness to judge the world and the people with equity"

It is worth while spending a few moments on this so-called Advent Sunday, in examining the grounds of
this tremendous contrast. What is it which makes one man mourn and another man rejoice at the thoughts of
God's judgment?

First, I think it is enough to make a man mourn to believe that human sins, failures, and follies are stored up
in Divine account books as debts to be one day ruthlessly brought up against us, and payment of them
demanded when payment is known to be impossible. It seems so undignified on the part of a Divine Being to
treasure up in spiteful memory all our petty failings and shortcomings, our sinful deeds and idle words. It is so
cruel towards men to treat them as insolvent debtors, and to augment their liabilities every day, till they know
not what they owe, and then send them in the fearful reckoning, Heaven only knows when, but the weight of
which must be awfully aggravated by the uncertainty and the delay. What should we think of a father who
never corrected his children's faults, but only scrupulously watched and recorded them day by day, and hour by
hour, to bring up against them as accusations when they grew to manhood? But yet worse than this is the notion
that God's judgment is deferred till some distant day, when it is threatened that he will visit these accumulated
offences with vengeance of eternal fire.

It is quite possible that a certain amount of delay secures, rather than defeats, the ends of justice—that a
man may be more effectually cured of some bad propensity by tasting some of its bitter fruits; but such a delay
of justice as that involved In the postponement of it to the Second Advent is absolutely subversive of all justice,
and is an inducement to bad men to go on in their wickedness, because whether they sin little or much they will
not have to render an account for ages and ages, and then it will make no difference to their fate, for the
sentence is one of endless woe to every unpardoned sinner alike.

On the other hand, it is enough to make the heart glad that God, the righteous judge, is not a God afar off,
nor one that fosters and nurses his wrath till it bursts at length in one storm of everlasting fire, nor one who is
for ever running up a list of debts against erring sinners. But it makes the heart glad to feel that He is near to us
at all times, that His voice is heard in the inmost, chambers of our own souls, that He is come to judge the
world. Not that He will come by and bye when he is sufficiently roused by our disobedience, but that He is
come, and is ever with us, judging every thought, word, and deed of our lives, reproving or approving our steps
as we walk crookedly, or walk uprightly. It is a, joy in which all nature may share, for the very beasts of the
field will owe their happiness to the right actions of men Not merely in poetical language, but in very truth, the
world is made more bright and glad because God has set up his judgment seat in the hearts of men, They owe
everything to it. Let them explain it how they can, or explain it away, or trace it to self-interest, somehow or
other man has a conscience, and to his conscience each man owes his own real happiness, his own real welfare;
and the whole world around him is blessed in the same way, and by the same means. Whatever, I say, we may
call the conscience, whatever theories of its origin may be true, it is, in fact, the Lord and King of man. It is the
guide of his steps, and the righteous judge of all his thoughts, his words, and his deeds. If I have done my best
in any course that I pursue, the joy in my heart is self-born; it waits not for the flourish of trumpets by angels
and archangels; it waits not for the Eternal throne to be filled by the visible paraphernalia of a Celestical judge;
not even for the shouts of human acclamation. It springs up spontaneous, rich, and deep, and a soft voice
whispers in my ear, "Well done, good and faithful servant, enter thou into the joy of the Lord." In like manner,
if I have not done my best, if I have done the worse when I might have done the better, or failed to do what my
conscience urged me to fulfil, then the awful judging voice, with its inexorable kindness, that will not be bought
off by entreaties and cries for mercy, comes like thunder and warns me of my transgression. It waits not for an
official to open the books of deadly record, nor for Holy wrath to brew through countless ages, but as I sin, I am
ashamed. As I have done wrong, my righteous accuser rises up before me, and with mournful gaze smites me
with reproach. Though no human eye has seen my sin, no human lips have accused me, yet then and there the
Righteous Judge of all the world finds me out, and mercifully punishes me by my own remorse. If we love to be
righteous, if that is our one great end in life—to be all that we ought to be, and to do all that we ought to do,
what in the whole world could we welcome more than an ever-present Ruler and Judge, "who is come to judge
the world with righteousness, and the people with equity?" The conscience is our meeting point with God, and
God is ever standing at that door to commune with us. His judgment is never asleep. His righteous decision is
never halting. Therefore I will not make myself unhappy about anything which He has already thus judged, and
which I desire never to repeat; just as I should be ashamed to ask God to repeat his rewards for good conduct,
which had been rewarded long ago. Were I to be taken before that dread tribunal, where "the Lamb sitteth in the
midst of the throne," and my sins and follies brought before me, I would refuse to be judged for them over
again. I would claim the protection of my Heavenly Father who had already settled every one of these
accusations during my lifetime on earth; and were I then to be accused of not believing in the Lamb and his
wrath, or in bis atoning blood, I would boldly call my God to witness for me, that I was quite right to reject



these beliefs; and my conscience would not lie. Let the ministers of wrath do their worst, I will not quail; but I
will protest against an unjust claim, till my voice is choked in the fire and brimstone.

And this brings me to the second ground of contrast between the old Hebrew and the Christian. The
Hebrew could be glad and rejoice in God's judgment, because it was just, because God would judge the world
in righteousness, and the people with equity. As long as justice is done, no one ever need be unhappy. Whether
justice come to him with gifts or with stripes, he is equally blessed—the stripes are to make him better and
more fitted for the gifts. "Judge me, O Lord, according to thy righteousness, is the prayer of every one who
truly believes in God. We do not know ourselves, we cannot know ourselves fully, unless a light be shed from
Heaven upon our hearts, or a Divine voice recalls us to our senses, and sweeps away our conceit and blindness.
So we hail God's judgment, let it come in storms of tribulation, let all the water floods rise about us, and let us
be threatened by the realisation of our worst fears. Yet, all the punishment He ever sends is for blessing, and
nor for cursing, for good and not for evil, in love and not in vengeance.

Besides, when do we ever find that men's consciences have reproached them more than they deserved, or
approved them when they deserved blame! The stings of remorse are ever balanced by an equitable judge who
knows us better than we know ourselves. But in any case, we only get punished by the conscience for what we
know we have done amiss. But the Christian's anticipation is that the doomed will be punished by the Lamb at
the last day, not for their injuries to their neighbour, not for their ungodly selfishness, but for "deliberately
rejecting the Saviour," as they call it, or for wilfully rejecting their creeds. They cannot gloss over this by any
pretences. Only lately they were fighting to retain the Athanasian Creed. And we know what this means, and
though they do not apply its curses to those who do not understand the creed, or are incapable of becoming
acquainted with it, yet they do apply it to such as I am—a deliberate, wilful, and determined rejector of its
doctrines, (I might almost say) from beginning to end. I have read it, learned it, repeated it, and, in a sort of
way, I dare say, I believed it once. I now disbelieve it, reject it, and detest it with my whole soul as a tissue of
falsehood, a mixture of folly and fraudulent juggling with words, and I do so in the face of their threat, that
"without doubt, I must perish everlastingly." Only I say that if they are right, it is an infamously unjust
sentence, and should it ever be passed upon me, I will not bear it without impugning my judge. What possible
blame can a man deserve for simply obeying his reason, and for confessing himself persuaded by the evidence
before him? But the injustice does not stop here; the cruel sentence against so many millions of our race for
unbelief is irrevocable. Is this just? On what grounds of equity can any being, even the Devil himself, if there
wore one, be tormented for ever and ever? No, the Christians must bring before us a scheme of redemption, and
a penal code, rather more in harmony with ordinary human justice, before they can expect us to embrace this
direful Christian expectation of their coming judge.

If they would draw us in love and gratitude to their great idol, they must first carefully expunge or disguise
with subtle art, that great revealed truth, that the Lamb and his holy angels shall witness without ceasing the
torments of the damned. There it stands in the book of Revelation 14th Chap., 10 and 11th verses. "The same
shall drink of the wine of the wrath of God, which is poured out without mixture into the cup of his indignation;
and he shall he tormented with fire in the presence of the Holy angels, and in the presence of the Lamb. And the
smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever, and they have no rest, day nor night!" Can you imagine
the corruption into which the Hebrew Faith must have fallen, when a Jew could entertain such views as these
after his acquantance with the doctrine of the xcviii Psalm? We can only explain it as we can explain the
Christians holding such views while they profess to read this Psalm almost every day in the evening service.
The words have been repeated and repeated, said or sung, till all their true meaning and beauty died out of
them, and their sense was as much lost, as if the words had been forgotten. But let us revive them if we can, and
get the Christians to see how entirely different the old Hebrew idea of God's most righteous judgment was to
their own. After all the infidel and the believer must change places. It is the socalled infidel who scorns the idea
of a second Advent of Christ as perfectly needless, and repudiates the expectation of his wrathful judgment as
something cruelly unjust, who is the true believer, for he believes that God is ever with us all, judging us
righteously from day to day, and thus leading us step by step onwards to perfeet goodness and peace. He
believes that God is ever in His world, and speaking to the souls of His children. He rejoices, therefore, and his
heart is glad, because he believes. But the socalled believer who looks for the return of an absent God, for the
return of an angry God to pour out his pent up vengeance in an everlasting storm of fire and brimstone, and who
talks of the neverending anguish which awaits the damned, he is the real infidel. He is the one who does not
trust in God's righteousness or justice, still less in His mercy and in His love. The Christians may pray to their
cruel judge, "Come, Lord Jesus, come quickly;" but we may thank God that Christ hears them not, nor heeds;
would not answer their prayers if he could hear them, but with tears of misery that their hearts should be so
hard, and their faith so dead. We may thank God that no wrath of the lamb is in store to supplement the
perfection of the Father's just rule over men, and that we have nothing to do but to rejoice in that righteous will
which is ever at hand to direct our steps, and seek at all times to be judged and corrected by Him. "Search me,



O God," cried another Psalmist "And seek the ground of my heart. Prove me, and examine my thoughts. See if
there be any way of wickedness in me, and lead me in the way everlasting."

"Atheism." III A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, January 26TH, 1873, BY THE
Rev. Charles Voysey.
From the EASTERN POST, February 1st, 1873.

On Sunday (Jan. 26th) at St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from Psalm XL., 10., "Thy law
is within my heart."

He said:—Last Sunday we were considering the argument for the existence of a Supreme intelligence,
which may be drawn from the intellectual part of man's nature. Our next step is to examine the moral part, and
to endeavour to show that the Conscience of man furnishes strong ground for our belief in a Perfectly Good
Cod.

Let us first inquire what is the proper function of the Conscience. In the first place it seems to be a faculty
distinct from the ordinary reflective powers of the mind, which we sum up under the term Reason. I do not now
enquire how Conscience is, in the first instance, generated, or whether or not it be some phrenological organ,
more or less conspicuous as a bump on the human head. It is neither my province, nor within my grasp, to settle
such questions as to its origin or physical construction, I have only to deal with it as it seems to most men to act
a part in our complex nature, and to influence our conduct. In affirming, then, the distinctness of Conscience
from the Reasoning faculties, I only speak of it as it appears to my thought. It does not, and cannot, teach me
what is right or what is wrong. Only my "Reason can tell me that, but as soon as I perceive what is right my
Conscience commands me to do it; as soon as I perceive what is wrong, my Conscience forthwith commands
me not to do it. Many have been the strifes in the world owing to the confusion between Conscience and
Reason. Our knowledge being defective, our reasoning must be sometimes fallible, our conclusions as to right
and wrong, must be sometimes false, and yet the Conscience only sanctions what seems to be right, and forbids
only what seems to be wrong. It follows, as a matter of course, that people will sometimes do wrong
conscientiously, i.e., not as wrong, but believing it to be right. "The time will come when he that killeth you
will think that he doeth God service," is a good illustration of this perversion of mind. Many persons will
thereupon jump at the conclusion that Conscience is not to be trusted, and that it must be overruled by superior
authority external to itself—whereas the fault lies not with the Conscience but with the Reason which is
imperfectly enlightened. The Conscience has nothing whatever to do with drawing the conclusions of the
Reason; its only function is to endorse with all the weight of its sanction whatever the Reason has pronounced
to be right. Conscience, even in its apparently worst perversions, is not perverted at all, is still loyal to the best
that is put before it. It cannot help us to make up our minds in the least degree; it waits quietly till this process is
completed by the Reason, and then steps in with its powerful mandate, to demand that the best alternative
should be adopted and pursued. It has always seemed to me a great mistake to blame the Conscience for those
moral errors which have been perpetrated in its name. Conscience is ever loyal to duty as duty, never sanctions
any wrong as wrong, is a perpetual witness in the soul of man for all righteousness, and it differs in different
men only in strength and intensity, in its power to control the life; it does not differ in being morally inferior
and superior.

If my Conscience sanctions what another man's Conscience would condemn, that only shows that there is a
moral difference of opinion in our respective minds, not that his Conscience is more loyal to what is right than
my Conscience, nor mine than his.

Looseness of language is largely responsible for many popular errors. We often speak of one man as
conscientious, and another as unconscientious, when the real difference we wish to describe is the difference of
their moral opinions. We ought never to use these terms "conscientious and unconscientious," except to
distinguish between the man who obeys his Conscience and the other who disobeys it. We take too much for
granted that our estimate of what is right and wrong is shared by every one else alike; and then come to the
false conclusion that those who do not do what we believe to be right are acting against their Consciences.

Whole races of men we have heard stigmatised as wanting in conscientiousness because they are
remarkably untruthful; others because they are habitual thieves; others because they love to shed innocent blood
and their land groans with murder; others because they are frivolous, fickle and vain; others because polygamy
is their law; others because they practice polyandry. In all these cases you find conscience quite as much at
work as in ourselves, commanding what is believed to be right, forbidding what is believed to be wrong. They
lie, and steal, and murder, &c., through their want of clear and vigorous perception that lying, stealing, and
murder are wrong. Their education has been deficient, and the inherited tendency to these habits has not been



resisted; they are ever ready with reasons to justify their conduct, or to make very light of it. Otherwise, it
would have been impossible for whole populations to connive at these outrages, and to shield the guilty heads
from the penalties of the law. But these same people taught from their youth up to regard some act of religious
observance as the highest of all duties, and the neglect of it the most wicked of crimes, are very very
conscientious in the discharge of that duty, and manifest the functions of Conscience in that particular, in a
striking degree,

If ever the question is raised "Why does the Conscience bid you do this," the solo answer always is,
"Because it is right." Never in any case is it "Because it is wrong."

The Conscience is, I grant, not equally strong in all men. In some natures it has more, in others less, power
to influence the conduct. But this is only like all other faculties in man. The Reason, the imagination, the
affections, the hopes, and the fears vary considerably in strength and degree in different men, and so also the
Conscience varies; in some it is the lord of the whole life, in others it is hustled into a corner and seldom
suffered to raise its voice. But it is sufficiently universal to be argued from as the common property of human
nature, and in reasoning about the source and fountain of all things, the Conscience is as much entitled to be
considered as the intellect.

Moreover, if we would argue fairly, we must take the average quality of the Conscience rather than the
more rare instances of those who hardly exhibit any Conscience at all. In a treatise on the Reason of man, it
would be manifestly unfair to take only the undeveloped state of it, as it appears in a child, or the diseased
condition of it as it appears in an idiot; so in speaking of the Conscience of man we ought to take it in its more
complete and perfectly healthy development, in the noblestmoral examples, rather than its earlier and
undeveloped state.

We are searching for indications of a Divine Being among the works of the universe, we have found, so far,
that man is the noblest of them, by Reason of his Intellect alone, but we find that he has something else, which,
in his own estimation, he reckons nobler still than Intellect—viz., Conscience, or the faculty which urges him to
do what is right and avoid what is wrong, and this faculty is, in its normal exercise, one of the greatest blessings
which man could possess.

In the first place, it marks afresh our superiority to the physical world. While everything around us is by the
laws and constitution of its nature designed for selfishness, to win its way, if it can, in the struggle for
existence; while even the body of man, with all its functions, has precisely the same nature, and might lawfully
(were it not for the Reason and Conscience) study its own comfort and wellbeing alone, and without the
smallest scruple, enrich and adorn itself at the ruin of others; while the unbridled indulgence of our physical
instincts would lead us to the most profound animalism and beastiality, the Conscience is the chief faculty of
our being, which rescues us from this degradation, and actually alters the whole natural course and tendency of
our lives. That we should, to some extent, lead animal lives is not merely inevitable, but necessary and good,
and, therefore, we find the Conscience, duly enlightened by Reason, sanctioning a certain degree of animalism
for the very purpose of carrying out a benevolent design; but the checks and limits, which the Conscience puts
upon our indulgence, are of a nature to cause us, at times, positive pain and annoyance. We cannot obey the
Conscience in everything without trampling on our physical nature, and sometimes not without permanent
injury to our health and brain. Self-denial and mortification of the flesh, (and I use this term in the very widest
sense, and not merely in the sense of asceticism) are absolutely necessary to the perfect supremacy of the
Conscience when enlightened by Reason. If my Reason tells me that such and such a thing is wrong, i.e., will
inflict injury on others, that does not necessarily prevent my wishing to do it. I cannot help wishing to do it, if
the gratification be very great, and do it I should to a certainty, but for that wonderful monitor within, who says
"How can I do this great wickedness and sin against God."

The collision is so complete between the higher voice and the impelling instinct, that one can only feel that
the two are radically different in nature, and must have had a different source. This struggle between a strong
desire and a higher law within the same breast if it gives any witness, bears testimony to the exalted nature of
man, and almost drives him in thought to the threshold of that Heavenly Home, where he was born and cradled.
To have the power of doing intentionally what one shrinks from doing, and to deny oneself the pleasure which
is so fascinating, and which one longs to do, is to prove the immense superiority of our inner selves over the
visible universe.

Here I must pause to notice an objection which may be urged, that whenever we obey the Conscience we
only do so to gain a greater pleasure than we relinquish. It is said that we are still selfish after all, and dread
remorse more than the present pain of self-denial. Now I cannot, of course, speak for others, but for myself I
deny this with my whole soul. I am perfectly certain that it is neither fear of greater pain, nor hope for greater
joy, that makes me endeavour to obey my conscience. Many a time in my life I have had nothing at all but pain
for doing what I thought to be right, and I did it too, grudgingly, half regretting my own self-denial, at the time
wishing that I had not been so Conscientious. It is unfair to mankind to put such a construction upon their



submission to that imperious call of conscience. To us, perhaps, the hope of being perfectly conformed to God's
will, in some far-off future, may be an attraction entering into more than half our moral struggles; but nothing
can be more false than to say it is always so, or to deny the possibility of a man doing what his Conscience
demands from the most disinterested motives. For does not Conscience itself sit in judgment with Reason upon
motives as well as conduct? Does it not condemn, as unworthy, all motives of action, the core and kernel of
which is selfishness? No doubt in our imperfect state our motives are not always pure and perfectly
disinterested, but the soul of man has at all events risen up to that height in which it deliberately distinguishes
pure from impure motives; and while she gives her solemn approval to the nobler, she condemns and
denounces the baser. There is all the difference between seeking to be true to one's higher nature and seeking
greater happiness. It is true we cannot avoid the happiness, but we disqualify ourselves for its attainment the
moment we fix upon it a longing eye. What often determines our choice is the strength of our conviction that a
thing is right, not the possibility of our being the happier for it afterwards. The efforts made by some to
depreciate the force and value of Conscience are unworthy of men who profess to be students of facts and
phenomena; for if there had been no cases of genuine disinterested doing of duty for duty's sake, we should
never have been able to discover the difference between that and seeking our own happiness. Man has detected
the superiority of the one motive over the other, only after having witnessed or experienced the higher motive
in himself. Had it never been done, man would never have imagined that it could be done. And this brings me
to notice that the Conscience, enlightened by Reason, always urges us to do good to our fellowmen, rather than
to make them happy. An unenlightened benevolence, such as the animal instinct of an indulgent parent, which
leads to the spoiling of a child, is a mere impulse to give happiness, and is on that ground actually condemned
by the enlightened Conscience, because that happiness not only does not tend to the child's real and lasting
good, but tends to his present and future degradation. In its higher state the Conscience bids us aim exclusively
at the cultivation of all virtue in ourselves and in others. It teaches us always to subordinate happiness to
holiness, and often deliberately to forego and withhold happiness, that goodness may ensue. Truth and
righteousness would be preferred, not only before wealth and comfort here below, but even before an eternity
of mere enjoyment without personal holiness. Thus, on every side, it seems that the superiority of our inner
nature becomes an antagonism to the outward and visible. "The flesh warreth against the spirit, and the spirit
against the flesh, and these are contrary the one to the other." The contrast and hostility between them we all
feel, but which of the two do we reckon the higher, the nobler, the truer part of man? Surely the
Conscience—the Conscience which makes us mortify our flesh with its affections and lusts, which often and
often mars our happiness and embitters our pleasure, upbraids us with reproaches, and stings us with
remorse—that voice which hushes our cry for happiness, which will not endure a single selfish plea, but
demands unquestioning obedience, and bids us fall down in the very dust before the majesty of duty. We all in
our secret hearts revere this power, whether or not we obey it as we should. At least we pay it the homage of
our inmost souls and feel how great and grand it is to be its slave.

We have here, then, something in man which we cannot find in the physical universe, where happiness is
the aim of every living thing. Every single being in every class of animal life, including the body of man, is
constituted to seek its own happiness first, but in man we find a principle entirely at war with this universal
instinct, a power that forces us to break the natural law of mortal life, and to seek for that which is supremely
higher than mere animal safety and enjoyment. For the sake of goodness, men have learnt, not merely to suffer
pain and loss themselves, but to undergo the still worse pain of inflicting suffering upon others. We would
deliberately hurt their bodies and mortify their desires, if by so doing we could raise them into the exalted
condition of goodness.

Now to me, I confess, this fact is a greater revelation of a Divine Being than even the intellect of man. For
ignoring altogether the fact that men have almost universally regarded the Conscience as the vicegerent of
God:—the mere possession of a power which claims the mastery over our whole natures, which disturbs our
animal repose, and which demands the deliberate surrender of happiness for the sake of truth, righteousness,
and every form of duty, brings us face to face with a power—call it human or Divine—which, whatever it be, is
absolutely transcendent over nature, and suggests to our minds the existence of another world altogether, in and
around us, in which the laws and forces of the visible universe have no place. Were we to grant that our
intellect is only an animal organism, we should still be at our wits' end to account for the Conscience on purely
physical grounds; and we would never get over the anomaly and absurdity of the Universe evolving and
evolving itself cycle after cycle till it produced an element at variance with its own laws, a power and a force
which deliberately set them at defiance, and a conscious being who calmly rejected, for the sake of virtue, the
most enticing happiness placed in its path. If we could get over the intellectual difficulty of Atheism, we could
never get over the difficulty which is presented by the Conscience. I do not deny that there is antagonism in the
physical universe; it abounds everywhere; it is in accordance with its own principle of "Everyone for himself;"
but that antagonism is wholly different from that which exists between two distinct portions of one and the



same being; greater still is the difference when we observe that the higher law often condemns as morally
wrong what nature herself tempts us to do.

I cannot pursue the enquiry further at present, it is enough that the human Conscience is not merely
superior, but antagonistic, to the selfish principle in nature, to prove that if we would search for indications of
the Deity, we must make man the field of our enquiry.

"Atheism." IV. A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, February 2ND, 1873, BY THE
Rev. Charles Voysey.
From the EASTERN POST, February 8th, 1873.

On Sunday (Feb. 2nd) at St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from 1 John iv., 16, "God is
love; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him."

He said—We now come to the third branch of our enquiry into the nature of man, in search for indications
of a Supremo and Perfect Divine Being.

We have perceived, in the intellect of man, manifest tokens of a supreme intellect from which it sprang. We
have discovered in the Conscience a power, not only superior, but antagonistic, to the forces in Nature; and we
must now direct our attention to Human Love.

What is Love? This sacred name has alas! been shamefully misapplied. It has been made to stand for its
very opposite—selfishness. It has been used to denote the most imperious of our animal instincts, the
gratification of merely physical desire; even the mere desire to attain such enjoyment, has been profanely called
Love. Far be it from me to deem anything which God has placed in the nature of man as unholy or unclean. The
animal instinct referred to is exquisite and sacred, the source of untold happiness, and the fountain of domestic
virtue, but then it is not Love. When people talk of "making Love" and "falling in Love," they are using
expressions of profound inaccuracy, for which the poverty of our language is the only excuse. The affection
which subsists between lovers, husbands and wives, parents and children, brothers and sisters, is sometimes
nothing more than a merely animal attachment to each other, which they share in common with the birds of the
air and the beasts of the field. It is all called "Love," and we cannot in a day—no, not in a generation—change
its name. But the time seems to have come for us to make long and loud our protest against the use of
ambiguous terms. Words do react more or less upon those who use them, and if we persist in applying one and
the same term to two or more absolutely distinct things, we shall come in time to lose sight of the distinction
between them, and in that case the higher sense will be forgotten, and the lower one alone remain.

Now, to discern what Love is, we must contrast it with what it is not.
We find everywhere reigning in nature the law of self-love, of self-preservation, self-indulgence, and

self-advancement. We own its necessity. No living thing is safe without it. It is given to us that we may live as
long and as happily as we can, and that we may promote our own earthly advantage. In the struggle for
existence this law bids us without scruple trample on the rights of others if they have any, and then might
becomes right. In reference to self-indulgence, it bids us get all the pleasure we possibly can; it takes no
account of the pleasure of others, except in so far as it may minister to our own. And as for self-advancement its
maxim is to be first in the race if we can. Its cry is, "Every man for himself."

Now it is easy to see without illustration that were this the only law which governed humanity our time
would be divided between avarice, lust, and war. We should have nothing else to do but to give free play to our
appetites and to smite and murder every one who stood in the way of our gratification. Supposing that a certain
amount of civilisation had been reached by mutual concessions for the, attainment of happiness then you would
have still a state of soiety, if society it might be called, in which selfishness would prevail, only somewhat
refined and gilded over by conventionalities. You would still have men seeking to make themselves rich at the
ruin of others, to indulge their animal passions at the cost of their neighbours' felicity, and to do each other to
death only in a slower and less brutal manner than by bloodshed. They would still unscrupulously push
themselves to the front if possible, not caring whom they crushed or trampled under foot in the struggle.

Bret Harte, an author to whom I shall again presently refer, among other writers has given pictures of life in
the Far West of America, wherein all that we could imagine of such a state of society has been enacted within
this century. Lawless, ruffianly, selfishness has been the rule, because most of the men gathered in those
regions were mere animal men, carrying their whole animalism with them into a district where they had no law
but themselves. This was the coarse and brutal picture of the reign of selfishness. But we need not go so far as
to San Francisco to see the same selfishness under a more refined aspect. There are men and women in all our
great cities, aye, and in the country too, (let us hope there are but few of them), who behave as if they were
animals and nothing more—human animals with the cunning and resources of human skill, education, and



prudence—who live for themselves alone, and who seldom feel what it is to love. They follow their strong
instincts for pleasure and ease, their unscrupulous desire to enrich themselves on the racecourse or at the
gambling tables, their studious regard for their own health and the supply of every luxury; and they do not
hesitate in the pursuit of their own indulgence to force their rivals or dependents down into unspeak able
misery, or leave others to die in disease and poverty, rather than forego one of their accustomed pleasures.

We may fairly hope that such are extreme and most rare instances; but dress it up as finely as you can, you
will only get one result out of entire obedience to the natural law of selfishness, you must have avarice, lust,
murder, and all manner of crime.

Now true Love is that principle which we find almost universal in human nature, which impels us to resist
in a measure this law of selfishness, to overcome its dictates whenever they tend to entrench on the rights and
welfare of others. Love will go long lengths in sanctioning the law of selfishness; but there is a point where it
will stand up and resist it. It will sanction self-preservation until another's life is in peril. It will sanction
self-indulgence until that indulgence becomes robbery of the happiness or wellbeing of another. It will sanction
ambition, and even gathering of gold, so long as the means employed do not hinder a companion in the race.

Love will hide itself beneath an apparently selfish disguise, and all at once it will leap out upon you in all
its glory, melting your eyes and your heart. It is that in man which redeems him from being a beast—for man
without Love is worse than any beast which Lord God hath made; and when he Loves he becomes more than
animal, more than man, I had almost said, and stands forth in the very image of God.

With the world so full as it is of real Love, if we will only look for it, illustrations would be endless. But
every wish felt, every word spoken, every deed done for the sake of others is a witness of true Love.

Some may say this is only the function of conscience over again. But, in reply, I say that the brilliancy of
Love outshines that of conscience as the sun outshines the moon. Love is conscience in an ecstacy—it is a
perfect enthusiasm of goodness, because it does not stop to reason out with itself, and to balance the pros and
cons of right and wrong, but with eager bound rushes to its goal and acts without reflection, the slave of
inspiration. Conscience says, "Do this because it is right." Love says, "I will do this for you." Conscience
mercifully keeps us mindful of our responsibility when Love is absent or cool. But Love has no responsibility,
and acts upon its own Divine impulse, needing no reminder, no prompting, no command. We fall back upon
Conscience, only when deficient in Love.

By Love, we pass out of ourselves into our object, as it were; we seem to have merged almost our own
consciousness, sympathies, and desires, in the soul of another; till we live a new life in hers, and become her
saviour and her shield. When Paul said, "Love worketh no ill to his neighbour, therefore Love is the fulfilling of
the law," he stated feebly and negatively the exact truth. He should have said, "Love worketh all possible good
to his neighbour, therefore Love is the fulfilling of the law." It will not do to leave our neighbour alone, and do
him no harm; love bids us be active and attentive, and do him all the good we can. Then Love is the fulfilling of
all human obligations. If we were wholly and continually under the influence of Love, and not sometimes under
the sway of selfishness, our whole lives would be blameless, sin would be no more, and human life—ah! it
would be too sweet ever to lay it down.

But Love teaches us that goodness is identical with the supremest happiness of man. It is not identical with
physical happiness, it is often at war with that, and its terms with our animal nature are unshrinking submission,
and if need be, the self-sacrifice of life itself. Yet strange—most strange—when we suffer most for one we
love, we reap our highest joys, every wound is a healing of the spirit, and as we lie on Love's altar, bleeding,
gasping, dying, we reach the sublimest region of human joy.

Think what the old poets have sung, what the Bibles of all lands have enshrined, what tradition prizes as its
noblest treasure. They all sing in praise of Love—Love which began by heroic selfconquest and ended in death.
But one and all bear the same testimony, the joy of dying for Love was worth all that life itself could ever
purchase.

In those tales of the Far West, by Bret Harte, to which I have alluded, there is unfolded a perfect gospel of
this human triumph. Amidst scenes of appalling horror, of the most brutal savagery, and the most abandoned
lawlessness, he brings to view this one exquisite flower of humanity, and shows how Love was at the bottom of
these fierce hearts; how it stayed the murderer's hand; how it softened the impious tongue; and brought men
whose lives had been fouled by the worst of crimes to die the noblest martyr death. No Christ could do more
than those and hundreds and thousands of our fellowmen have done for each other, and are doing daily—and all
for Love.

That fearful catastrophe to the Northfleet, off Dungeness, which has awakened so much sympathy
throughout the land, brought out afresh the glorious powers of self-sacrifice which belong to man. To some, the
touching incidents of the Captain's farewell of his wife might seem a conflict between Lave and Duty. But Love
and Duty are one, they can never clash. It is always a duty to do what Love desires. And Love itself is best
proved by doing our Duty. Just think of those few minutes of parting agony.



Amid the roar and screaming of rough men and women, all struggling for their lives, some so fierce and
frantic in their terror that they must be kept back from swamping the boats by the captain's revolver, his young
wife, a bride ef seven weeks, pleads to be allowed to stay and die at her husband's side. Her Love, however,
made her lose herself in him, and to make him happy she would do his bidding, and live in bitter grief all her
clays. Her Love and duty were one. She would have stayed and died for Love; she left him for a life of
woe—no less for Love. It was all she could do for him, to live because he asked it; and he, in his keen sense of
duty, knew that to desert his ship even for his wife's sake would have been no act of Love to her. To bring with
him into safety a soiled reputation and an honour stained would have been far more cruel than to have bid her
farewell for ever. So for Love of her, as well as for duty's sake, he stands firm as a rock; and fighting God's
battle for the weak against the strong until the surging waves engulph him, he dies a hero and a martyr, and
around his cross let us say in solemn reverence, "Truly this was the Son of God."

Are there no more like him? Yea! thousands on thousands. The earth is full of such heroes, though we
know them not, and their lives and deaths have been done in secret—no plaudits to give them courage; no
eulogies spoken over their graves. Ask the generals who lead armies, the captains who carry their vessels all
over the world, search the records of the Royal Humane Society, look into the hospitals, the theatres, and the
homes of the poor. Enquire at the police stations; yes, and search the gaols and the galleys. Everywhere you
find such Love as makes men and women Divine; raises them above themselves, i.e., above all that selfish
nature would make them. If you will only look for it, I believe every one you meet can show it, or has some
heavenly story to tell of how it was shown to them. Let us not say, then, that God has deserted his world, while
he has given us love. "He left not himself without witness in that he did us good," says the Apostle. But he goes
on to say, "in giving us rain and fruitful seasons, filling our hearts with food and gladness." I will not question
the general benevolence of the arrangements of nature; but they are not worth looking at by the side of the
marvellous gift of Love which God has given to men to make them fruitful in all virtue, triumphantover all
appetites and passions, and full of joy unspeakable, and full of glory. This great gift, I say, is so antagonistic to
the laws and forces of nature that it cannot have had its origin in the visible universe whose laws it sets at
defiance. It cannot be "of the earth, earthy," it must be "the Lord from Heaven," it must be an afflatus which is
Divine. We cannot deny the influence which it wields. To see and hear of any noble act of Love warms and
melts the most frozen nature, and breaks the heart of stone. All mankind, in various ways, bears testimony to
the supremacy of Love. Just as we admire a conscientious fool more than a clever rogue, so do we admire him
who is impelled by Love more than one who is only guided by a cold sense of duty. Among the faculties of
man, then, Love holds the very highest place. It is the instinct of doing the best possible good. While
conscience is our authority for doing it, Love leaps into the act without needing any sanction at all. To do
anything for Love is to justify the deed without any further plea.

I have only then to urge once more, that as man is the noblest work in the universe, and as Love is the
noblest part of man, so we must infer that God cannot be a Being inferior to the most Loving of men. He may
be, and to our adoring eyes of faith He really is, far and high exalted over his noblest creature; but less than that
He cannot be. Whenever, therefore, we would conceive of Him, we must make the noblest part of the noblest
man's character our starting point, or else we shall do violence to the first principles of Reason, and contradict
the universal testimony of the human Consciousness.

I believe it can be shown that, with the light of human Love shed upon the scene, all that is most dark, and
sad, and dismal in the world can be reconciled with the existence of a Perfectly Holy and Loving God; and
more than that, the miseries of the world become proofs and tokens of what God is, and unfold to us His nature
in a more complete and intelligible manner than had we been living in a fairyland, or had we been all our lives
happy citizens of some Golden Jerusalem. If you shut out sorrow you shut out the highest, purest, forms of
Love. And if you shut out Love you shut out God. So we come back, out of our clouds of sorrow, to praise His
glorious Name for every wounded heart, for every scalding tear, for every last farewell!

"Atheism." V.—On "The Martyrdom Of Man." A
Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, February 16TH, 1873, BY THE
Rev. Charles Voysey.
From the EASTERN POST, February 22nd, 1873.

On Sunday (Feb. 16th) at St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from Hebrew xii, 11, Now no
chastening for the present seemeth to be joyous but grievous; nevertheless afterward it yieldeth the peaceable
fruit of righteousness unto them which are exercised thereby."



He said:—In my last sermon I endeavoured to describe what true Love is; how it differs from merely
animal attachment, how complete is its triumph over the natural desires, and how it raises us into the highest
happiness in the supreme act of self-sacrifice. It is my purpose now to point out the process by which Love is
generated or brought out into manifestation; to show that Love cannot be developed at all except under the
conditions of suffering or sin, and therefore that that which we deem the most beautiful flower of humanity is
the result of those very conditions on which the Atheist bases his strongest arguments against the existence of a
Good God. The Atheist, as represented by Mr Winwood Reade in his Martyrdom of Man, argues thus:—

"The conduct of a father towards his child appears to be cruel but it is not cruel in reality. He boats the child
but he does it for the child's own good; he is not omnipotent; he is therefore obliged to choose between two
evils. But the Creator is omnipotent; He therefore chooses cruelty as a means of education or development; He
therefore has a preference for cruelty, or He would not choose it; He is therefore fond of cruelty, or He would
not prefer it; He is therefore cruel, which is absurd."

"Again, either sin entered the world against the will of the Creator, in which case he is not omnipotent, or it
entered with His permission, in which case it is His agent, in which case He selects sin, in which case He is
fond of sin, in which case He is sinful, which is an absurdity again."—(pp, 518519.)

It would be easy to dispose of this argument by at once disputing the hypothesis that God is omnipotent.
The so-called "omnipotence" of God has assumed the most extravagant shapes in the human imagination. We
could name a score or two of things inherently impossible, which God Himself has no power to do He cannot
make the phenomena of noon and midnight to coincide. He cannot so alter the nature of a thing as to make it at
the same moment both a cube and a sphere. He cannot confound the parts of a thing with each other, or put any
part for the whole. God could not make my hand to be my eye; nor my eye to be my hand Never could a single
limb be a whole human body. Never can God undo the past or break the sequence of time. God Himself could
not make any material thing to be in two places at once. God's power is limited—by what, we do not
know—possibly by His own will; i.e.—if he wills a thing to be such and such, he cannot at the same time make
it to be absolutely different. We have no difficulty whatever in giving up the notion of God's omnipotence,
when the idea of that omnipotence is stretched beyond the limits of common sense. But this is not quite the
point in the passage quoted from Mr. Reade's book which I desire to take up. He manifestly assumes and
elsewhere affirms, that if there be a God, He cannot be either cruel or sinful. Mr. Reade calls it "an
incontrovertible maxim in morality that a God has no right to create men except for their good." We would go
further still, and say, "God has no right to create any self-conscious creatures at all, except for their good." The
author then turns to man and nature, and finds visible tokens of suffering and sin; from which he draws the
conclusion that there is no God. It is perfectly logical, because his suppressed premiss is, "that suffering and sin
are evils per se, and what is more, they are unnecessary evils."

If this were true, then with the facts before us, we could draw no other conclusion than that an evil God
caused the unnecessary evils; but when we confront this conclusion with the axiom that an evil God is a
contradiction in terms; or more plainly, that "if there be a God, He must be good," it follows at once that if
suffering and sin are unnecessary evils, there is no God at all.

What, then, we have to dispute is the assumption that suffering and sin are evils, per se, and unnecessary
evils.

If we can show that suffering and sin are not evils, per se, but only relatively evils compared with other
conditions; and further, that they are not unnecessary, but absolutely indispensable to our highest good, then,
instead of going to prove that there is no God, suffering and sin will go far to prove that there is a God; and
moreover, a good and holy God, who would not create any creature except for its good. Now, as I must not
attempt too many things at once, I must leave on one side for the present the sufferings of the lower orders of
animals, and confine myself only to the subject of the sufferings and sin which are endured by man.

Of the various functions which suffering and sin serve in the economy of the moral world, I have elsewhere
written at some length; I now only desire to dwell upon one function, the chiefest of all, viz.,—they are the
agents by which the purest Love is called forth. If they do originate or call into activity this noblest, most
beautiful part of man's nature, they cannot be evils per se; and if, as far as we know, such Love could never
have birth apart from suffering and sin, then they are necessmy.

You will remember that true Love is the very opposite of selfishness—it makes us do sometimes the most
painful things; it is most exalted and supreme in a perfect self-sacrifice.

Now, what do we find, e.g., in the relations between husband and wife. Granted that there has been much
animal attachment between them, and that true Love has not been yet elicited. Let one or the other be in
sickness or pain, or in any trouble of mind, body, or estate, and then, if there be a germ of Love in the other, it
will come forth in thoughts, words, and deeds, of exquisite sympathy and self-devotion. "We need not lift the
sacred veil which covers wedded life, but surely all husbands and wives must know that their real Love first
made itself heard and seen in some season of suffering and pain; they know what holy sacrifices it has



demanded and received. Suffering is the cradle of Love.
See, too, how the mother's love, even as a mere animal affection, surpasses the Love which first made her a

bride; and how it quickens her into activity of devotion; giving, and toiling, and watching; watching, and
toiling, and giving, day and night, to her own cost of health, rest, and ease; and why? because her infant is
feeble, dependent, suffering. Its cries lacerate the mother's heart, and fill her eyes with tears; but the same sting
kindles a Love which is Divine, making her ready to give her life for her babe.

You see the same thing in the family. How selfish, how quarrelsome, children often are; till the hour comes
when there is an accident, a terrible bruise, or a broken bone; and up the little wranglers run and are like
ministering angels to the sufferer. Toys that were once fought for are now heaped on the sickbed without being
asked for, and the dreariness of the siekchamber is willingly endured by sturdy ruddy boys who would ten times
rather have been out at play. But Love has made them stay by the sickbed, drawn thither by her
handmaid—Suffering. It is almost invariable that the weakest, sickliest, member of a family receives the most
love, and is served with the greatest self-sacrifices. And it often happens that a son who has brought the family
into trouble, or a daughter who has put it to shame, is the object of the parent's tenderest, most anxious,
self-denying Love. The old story of the Prodigal Son is not only exquisitely true to nature, but a most powerful
illustration of the theory that suffering and sin are the very cradle of the Highest Love.

By very instinct we look on sin as a terrible kind of suffering—a fearful moral disease—and it has a
tendency to call out Love, in spite of its first tendency to call out hatred. We are angry and indignant if any
injury be done to ourselves it is true, but the highest and rarest forms of Love—viz., mercy and forgiveness, are
very often developed by the wrong doing of others. What sight more pretty among children than the making up
of some quarrel, the sweet overtures of tiny arms around tiny necks, and the smothering kisses all wet with
tears, which tell of the birth of the highest Love in their little souls!

In domestic life it often happens that sin, as well as sorrow, calls forth this noblest virtue. Neglected duties,
careless accidents, even want of fidelity and honesty on the part of servants, have been overlooked, or forgiven
and forgotten out of true pity and charity, which "hopeth all things." In like manner loving servants have borne
long and patiently with the provocations of of their masters, forgiving their harsh and inconsiderate treatment
and their surly tempers, and covering with a sacred privacy their worst failings. Old and young, all around in
turn, have to bear and forbear, i.e., to bear gently the injuries of others and to forbear from revenge, to return
good for evil, and thus to rise into man's most exalted condition because of the sin which is being continually
committed. Love cannot rise higher than this—to render good for ill, to overcome all evil with good. And
where, we ask, would such Love be but for the evil which calls it into exercise?

But go abroad and look on men and women beyond the home which is but a microcosm, and you will see
the same beautiful sights if you knew how to look for them. Sin and sorrow every where—but sin and sorrow
followed by the holiness and joy of Heaven-born love. What man or woman who had ever felt the bliss of it
would wish it had never been?

To have received an injury, and yet to have pardon freely, and to have turned our foe into a friend, is
unspeakably better than to have received no injury at all. To have kindled Love—true Love in the breast of
another, is worth doing at the cost of much suffering. And although no one would be so mad as to incur disease
on purpose to arouse sympathy, or so idiotic as to commit an injury for the sake of being forgiven; yet, for all
that, the suffering and the sin do raise the hearts of those who come in contact with them, and teach them what
they could not otherwise learn. As Miss Cobbe says in her Intuitive Morals. "Instead of an evil nature, our
lower nature is a necessary postulate of all our virtue." Every word you use to denote the highest human
qualities implies the conditions of pain and sin. You speak of patience? How could you be patient if there were
no trials to bear, no cruel suspense to undergo, no provocation to irritate your temper, or to prompt your
revenge? You speak of mercy and forgiveness? How could you be merciful to those who have done you no
wrong, or forgive those who have never sinned? You speak of generosity of heart and hand? What generosity of
heart could you feel for those who never failed in duty, who never transgressed the exact limits of their own
rights? What generosity of hand could you show to those who never needed your bounty, and what happiness
was already full? You speak of sympathy, but sooner could the light be severed from the sun than sympathy be
detached from suffering. How could you know what this perfectly holy feeling is, had there been no suffering to
feel for, no pains to lament, no sin to degrade and distress? And you speak of Love—the word which gathers up
patience, mercy, forgiveness, generosity, sympathy, and surpasses them all? How could you have known the
bliss of it unless human feeling had been, as it were, bruised and trampled on, to spread its fragrance, and to
shed its life-giving wine? Humanity has indeed been martyred. Its flesh has been given for the life of the world.
Its sacrifice was needed before men could grow out of the human into the Divine. Sin and sorrow must rend it,
pain and shame must tread it clown, before Love can grow out of it. Your animal affections, miscalled Love,
are only the products of physical ease, of undisturbed selfishness; but you had to mortify the flesh with its
affections and lusts before true Love could take its throne in your soul. You must see and feel what sin and



suffering are; you must feel them in your own proper person that you may know what they mean in others, and
then you shall enter by that gate through which all must pass who would fain be Divine. As fast as one set of
sins and sufferings are overcome, new ones arise in their place. Generation succeeding generation finds the
martyrdom of man taking new shape; but this is only that man may not die eternally, but share the life which is
endless and divine. Each age must bear and be hung upon its own cross, that everyone may learn how to love
and be loved.

Evils, you call them? Well! so they are, if, by evil, you mean that which makes one uncomfortable. The
rod, the medicine, and the surgeon's knife, are, in this sense, evils. But not so do I define evil. I call that an evil
which works only for harm and incurable misery; and of such kind of evil I do not know one single specimen in
the whole universe. Relatively, many things are evil, nay, almost all things but Love, because they are
imperfections, and constantly under the correction of something better; but so long as they are working for final
good, all things are good, and to dispense with any one of them while it thus works would be our bitter loss.

But granting that sin and suffering are evils—not absolute but relative, we must admit that they are
necessary to the development of that which is highest and most lovely in man's nature. Because, as I have tried
to show, Love in its highest and purest forms has no existence apart from the conditions of sin and sorrow
which call it into exercise.

I do not say that this, therefore, proves the existence of God, but it removes one of the most common and
powerful arguments against it. It destroys the objection of the Atheist which is based on the sin and misery of
the world.

There remains one more objection to meet, and that is contained in Mr. Reade's question, "If God is Love,
why is there any bad at all?" Because, I answer, there would have been no more love in God than love in man,
but for the bad. Had there been no conditions like ours in the universe, the Creator's heart could have known
nothing of that feeling which we call Love.

Rightly or wrongly, we ascribe to the Divine Being a divine conquest of Love over what are to us the
difficulties and obstacles in nature. We believe He is taming and subduing all things to His purposes, and
making all things work together for good to every creature which He has made. Our own highest attitude in our
difficulties of sin and sorrow is that of patient, untiring Love; and this it is, only in its supremest exaltation that
we ascribe to Him when we say "God is Love."

To do the final good at once, instead of to prolong the process through painful stages, even if it were
possible, would be to achieve something quite foreign to our best conceptions of good. But it is a begging of the
whole question to imply that it could be done To make men good at once, without the intermediate processes of
pain and sin, would be to make another kind of creature altogether, of whom and of whose happiness we have
neither experience nor conception. As well might you try to imagine a man who had never been a child, as a
man made perfect without the discipline of sin and sorrow.

I rejoice in it all, as I have often said, with unspeakable and glowing delight. My frail flesh would fain
escape some of its dreadful pangs, would fain lay the heavy burden of its cross upon the shoulders of others. I
shudder when I see and think of the martyrdom of pain, and the worse crucifixion of shame, which have been
the portion of some, and might have been my own; but I would not have one grain of the world's burden
lightened by evasion, or one pang dulled by the deadly anodyne,

In the present controversy about Euthanasia, I wish it to be understood that the term "deadly anodyne" has
no reference to the humane and perfectly justifiable methods of preventing or alleviating physical suffering. I
have been for years an earnest advocate of Euthanasia, and I deem it right to use all means in our power to
diminish or prevent pain. Pain and sin are tilings to be conquered and got rid of by all means short of injury to
others, or to our higher nature; but not to be considered unnecessary when they are inevitable.

so as to miss the Heaven-sent blessing which comes to us in disguise, or to interfere even in thought with
the perfect arrangements of the most Loving Will. I would still say of it all,

"It is the Lord, let him do what seemeth him good."

"Atheism." VI. A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, February 23RD, 1873, BY THE
Rev. Charles Voysey.
From the EASTERN POST, March 1st, 1873.

On Sunday (Fob. 23rd) at St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from Psalm xvi., 11.—"In thy
presence is fullness of joy; at thy right hand there are pleasures for evermore."

He said—In our recent meditations upon the subject of Atheism, we have been considering the nature of
man as the chief field of our enquiry in seeking indications of a Divine Being.



"We have studied man in reference to his reason, his conscience, and his affections. One more point
remains to be considered,—viz., man in his religious aspect.

Man is undoubtedly a religious being; he has in all races, and under almost all conditions within the limits
of history, manifested a belief in a Divine invisible Being, and in his own dependence on that Being. And in
most cases that belief has not been a merely intellectual conviction, nor purely an emotional sentiment, but also
an influence which has ruled his life, regulated his conduct, and inspired his hope. No one will deny this fact of
man's nature. Not even the Atheist ignores it, while the Apostle of Positivism endeavoured to turn it to account
in the establishment of his own form of Atheism.

The argument which the believer in God would draw from it is this:—As nearly all mankind have believed
in some God, there surely must be a God. The universal idea in the human heart must have a corresponding
reality in fact. To this the Atheist gives answer that men have been deluded in this matter, just as they have
been deluded into so much error besides. Moreover, that the belief in God is inherited prejudice, the result only
of erroneous education; and that men would never have believed in God unless they had been taught to believe
in him from their early youth.

Now, in reply to this last assertion, we first of all admit the immense importance of teaching and training,
especially in religious matters, which have been generally taught authoritatively as dogmas, some of which
could not have survived the progress of intelligence but for such dogmatic method of transmission. But this will
not account for the origin of religious ideas in the first instance, or explain the fact that whole races of men,
widely separated from each other in their earliest origin, possess in common religious feelings and beliefs,
though their creeds and cultus be ever so different. If religion be due to training and nothing more, how could
religion have ever originated I The first founder of each of the various Fetich, Polytheistic, and Mono-theistic
religions must himself have spontaneously guaranteed the religious idea, even if all his diseiples and successors
owe their religion to him. Religion, too, must be very welcome to man, or the teachers of it would not have
succeeded so well in making it universal among mankind. Even supposing it to be not intuitive universally, it
must have been intuitive in the first men who set religion afloat in the world; and it is for the Atheists to
account for such spontaneous generation of the religious element, not in one place or in one age only, but in
many places, and in many different periods of our history.

The probability here is on the side of the opinion that Religious feeling is as much one of our natural
possessions as the Reason, the Conscience and the Affections; that man is as naturally qualified to believe in
and to feel his dependence on a Divine Being as he is to reason, to respect the voice of Conscience, and to feel
genuine Love. This is much more probable than that it is an artificial excrescence which will one clay slough
off, or a mere prejudice which like other errors will be outgrown.

And be it observed that I speak, not of the various forms in which the religious sentiment in man has been
clothed, and whose name is Legion, but of that one common element in them all—the recognition of a Divine
Being on whose will or providence man depends, and from whom his very existence is derived.

I now pass to the consideration of the former and more important objection made by the Atheist, viz., that
religion is a delusion similiar to many delusions which have been universal, or nearly so, but which have faded
before the dawn of brighter knowledge and higher culture.

It is most certainly true that the earlier forms in which religious belief has been clothed have all had to be
laid aside as obsolete; they have all in turn decayed, waxed old, and at length vanished away. Those now
remaining are tending with various degrees of rapidity to the same end. They must "all perish and wax old as
doth a garment," and as a vesture the hand of time will fold them up and they shall be changed; but the religion
which they embodied shall be ever the same; its years shall not fail. Our own embodiment of religious belief,
which is at once the most ancient and the most modern, because it is the most natural and the most reasonable,
must pass through the same refitting crucible, in which its dross must be burned away, and from which it can be
poured in all its radiant purity into a new mould. But the metal itself is imperishable, and will last while the
human race endures, while common sense looks out with steady gaze upon the wonders of creation, while
moral sense bids us obey the still small voice of conscience, and while true love throbs in the human breast, and
tells us what is bliss. Religion is co-eternal with man, and though it may, and surely will suffer its eclipse, and
be darkened over by our own clouds, or hidden periodically by our social and other revolutions, yet it will ever
and anon return, rising over our reviving love of truth and goodness, melting and scattering our clouds of
earth-born error, and shining ever more brightly for its temporary eclipse.

The Atheist may cry out "Ah! it is all a delusion." But whether or not it be a delusion, it has been the most
powerful influence for good, which has ever swayed mankind; and it is on this ground, that we cannot
reasonably regard it as a delusion. It is in the highest degree improbable, that the most powerful of all the
influences for good which has swayed mankind should be based on a lie. It is in the highest degree improbable,
that any goodness can be the direct and immediate offspring of so profound an error. We invariably find that
moral evil treads on the footsteps of falsehood; that moral good follows as surely on the discovery of truth. In



so far as what is true in religion has been acting upon mankind, it has acted only for the common good; in so far
as falsehood was mixed up with it, it wrought only for evil.

We shake hands with the Atheist over the gigantic evils which have been perpetrated in the name of
religion. We admit to the full that religion, as commonly received and understood, has been the world's bitterest
curse; that it has crushed the noblest virtues, and enthroned the most degrading vices; that it has set at nought
the laws of the Living God, and trampled on the just claims of man; that it has been the prolific mother of the
worst forms of tyranny and cruelty; that the most horrible tortures ever endured by man are to be laid at its
door; that it has frightfully augmented the terrors of death. The history of the Church of Christ would be enough
to prove this, without travelling further in search of evidence. But in spite of all this, I still say, religion itself is
the highest boon God has granted to men. For it was not the truth, but the falsehood which gathered round the
holy element of religion, which turned it from being a blessing into a curse. What was true in religion all
through those fearful scenes of its perversion, still burned brightly, and lit up the horrible darkness. The sense
of God's friendliness nerved the martyr's courage, made him face, undaunted, the ferocious mob of priests, and
helped him to die with the words of love and truth upon his lips.

It is because religion is so powerful in its influence that the derangement of it by falsehood was so
pernicious. Had it not been so interwoven with all man's hopes and fears, with every sentiment, with every
pulse of his life, the injury done by error in his belief would not have been so deadly. But because it is all in all
to him, both for his well-being and well-doing here, and for his hope hereafter, the slightest aberration from
truth and rectitude in his religious belief, if not immensely counter-balanced by other influences, naturally
plunged him into a fanaticism bordering on ferocity or despair.

As no one would consider it fair to blame Christ for the centuries of foul crime perpetrated in his name, so
no one ought to blame religion for the outrages on mankind which have been done in the name of religion.

Religion is the sweet assurance of the Divine love and care, and the enjoyment of all the privileges, and all
the duties which that assurance brings. What has it not done for man? It has stimulated his intellect, and
cultivated his reasoning powers, and thereby enlarged his knowledge, which in turn has acted for the well-being
of the race. He loves to study the wonderful works of God, to watch their ever-changing beauty, to understand
their subtle nature, and their unerring obedience to the forces which guide them. Religion has been the cradle of
science; the drop of honey in the student's cup; the pledge and promise that God would ever let him know more
and more, world without end. As his last hour comes, he lays aside his telescope, his microscope, his chemical
tests, his unfinished mathematical problems, and like a child lying down to rest in its mother's arms, he thinks
of the bright and happy morrow, when he will wake up again to pursue his glorious work in clearer light, with
better instruments, and with mind more vigorous for its delightful toil. It is the Great Mind behind it all that
gave a zest to his pursuit; it is the Great Heart of love before him that makes him contented for awhile with the
sleep of death. Religion has been the life of his science; religion assures him of its resurrection.

And what has not religion done for the conscience of man? Surely here, if anywhere, religion is a boon. The
man whose feet are stedfast in the path of duty, whom terrors cannot daunt, whom bribes cannot allure, to
whom conscience is the voice of God—surely he, of all men, is blessed by religion. What would be the
conscience at all without an abiding conviction that it was the inward witness of God's will? A man might
naturally refuse to listen to its claims if he thought it originated entirely with himself and had no Divine
sanction. He would be a fool to thwart his natural inclinations in submission to a mere passing fancy of his own
imagination, or to pay any deference to a monitor which was nothing more than a ghost, conjured up by a
disordered brain.

But religion shuts out this possible absurdity, and makes us feel as it were, face to face with a loving friend
whose will is echoed in our Conscience. No longer then are its mandates obeyed with a cold and mechanical
regularity, but obeyed with a warm and grateful delight, which makes the hardest service easy, and the most
painful sacrifice a pleasure. Religion makes duty to be our delight; obedience to Conscience a perpetual joy. To
have actually pleased God, to have a sense that we, with our real freedom, have consented freely to do what our
Maker desired us to do freely, is to receive a joy into our hearts surpassing all earthly joys below, and all
possible rewards in the world above. Most true it is "In thy presence is fulness of joy, at thy right hand there are
pleasures for evermore."

As Conscience is not regard for public opinion, is not tolerant of any unworthy motive, will not put up with
any half-compliance, or evasion of its laws; so, when fortified by religion, it becomes too powerful for the
whole world to withstand, and the crowds of living men have to give way and fall submissive at its feet. One
such conscientious religious man has more than once moved the world, and changed its moral aspect from bad
to better. And it will be done again. But only when religion is at the back of Conscience, nerving it for the fight.

Lastly, let us ask ourselves, how has religion influenced man in regard to his Love? Surely here, one might
say, is a department where religion is not wanted, in which man rises superior to religion. Not so. The man who
regards God as the universal friend, knows the higher joy of loving God. His own dear ones cannot always be



near to him; they are not always faithful; they may and must die; but God is ever near. He is always faithful.
Death can never touch Him. To love God is to be assured of loving Him for ever; to know that He would not
cast us away like a withered leaf or flower when we began to fade; the love of our hearts for God has no
drawbacks, there is no dread hour approaching when we must part from Him, no dark day in which the light of
His presence is to be withdrawn. Religion thus exalts the affections of men, and gives them an immortal object,
therein promising him life for evermore.

Is this no boon to man? To have all the clouds of fear rolled away, to have the sting of death plucked out, to
have all doubts and speculations swept out of his path of duty on earth by perfect rest in the love of God? It is
enough that he loves God to prove that God first loved him. And if God loves him, what possible fear of harm
can cloud his mind or make his heart to quake? He can now attend to his earthly duties without distraction, and
go on his way rejoicing, waiting patiently for the summons, but not morbidly longing for pleasures in store,
delighted and contented with his present lot in the world, working for God while he is working for man, and
lighted all along by the presence of One who never leaves him nor forsakes him.

In this way, and by the same means, is our love to each other strengthened, purified, and consoled. Religion
throws a halo over the head of every fellow-man. In its light we see in everyone a child who is dear to God, and
who is therefore, in very deed our brother. Religion elevates our whole idea of the sacredness and holiness of
man, will not suffer us to despise our brother, or look upon him as a clod of clay. It reveals all souls to us as
citizens of an immortal home of purity and peace, and fills our hearts with reverence where irreligion would
only inspire contempt. Let them be as bad as they may, religion bids us hope for their amendment, and to be
assured of it as a certainty of God's good purpose. Have we not ourselves seen the benign influence of such a
religion over hearts brutalised by selfishness and crime? It is religion which has ennobled our humanity, by
enlarging our hearts, and widening our sympathy and love.

But it has also consoled us. The bitter hour of laying our beloved in the dark tomb has come, or will come
to most of us; and in that hour we feel all the agony of love. Then, if there be no God, no future, the ashes of a
poisonous and treacherous fruit crunch between our teeth, and we may well curse the day on which we were
born, and curse still more the day on which we began to love. Love grows and deepens, and binds its roots
faster and stronger round our hearts the longer we live, the nearer we approach the dreadful hour of the last
farewell; and then the crash comes, the utter misery and hopeless despair, the drowning of all hope in the
relentless ocean of destiny. But religion is at hand, whispering 'God is Love,' 'God is immortal,' 'God is true,'
'God is faithful,' 'God is nigh,' and our drooping spirits rise, like the lilies in the sunshine after the storm, to
greet the heavenly message. "We are taught by our love, and by the agony of bereavement, to be quite sure that
we shall not be sundered for ever; that in God's good time our purest, highest, and most loving desires shall be
granted to us, and we shall all meet again to love each other better than before and to bless the hand of the
faithful Creator who hath done all things well.

Surely religion is man's greatest blessing, for it enriches all the rest. It elevates, strengthens, purifies, and
consoles him, and it is contrary to all reason that a power so entirely beneficial to mankind should originate in a
delusion, and owe all its benign influence to a lie.

For the present, I leave this subject of Atheism, which I only claim to have touched very superficially, and
which I may resume at some distant day. If I have succeeded in stirring one unbelieving soul to reconsider the
reasonableness of his position, or one thoughtful believer to take up the work which I now lay down, for the
benefit of this age, I shall be more than satisfied. But on whichever side lies the truth, Atheist and Theist can
alike look forward with perfect confidence to that time when we shall "know the truth, and the truth shall make
us free."

Orthodoxy and Pantheism A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, December 20TH, 1872, by the Rev. Charles Voysey.

On Sunday (Dec. 29th) at St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from the 2 Corinthians, iv. 13
v., "We also believe, and therefore speak."

He said—In a splendid oration before the scholars of Liverpool College, the Right Honourable William
Ewart Gladstone made an appeal to his young hearers on behalf of the Christian religion, warning them against
the Pantheism which Dr. Strauss has recently put forth, with all frankness and courage, in a book entitled, "The
Old Belief and the New."

We cannot but sympathise with the pious intention of this warning, nor can we fail to admire the high and
generous tone which the speaker adopted in reference to the great critic whose opinions he deplored and
denounced. The temper of the speech was as perfect as its eloquence, and, although we may find grave fault
with some of the positions he assumed, we feel quite assured that the speaker was honestly doing his very best



for the moral and religious interests of the youths before him, and that he was only uttering forth the most
cherished convictions of his own heart.

In the interests of that very religion of the soul, which Mr. Gladstone would defend with all the great
powers of his mind and tongue, we must, however reluctantly, bring to light some of the mistakes into which he
has fallen, and place the relations of Orthodoxy and Pantheism in a new light.

I say, in the interests of true religion, we must do this; for whether Orthodoxy be true or false, there are
thousands of Orthodox people who are truly religious, who are living lives of earnest faith and love towards the
highest God they can conceive, and while they thus live (kept back by sonic cause or other, not of their own
fault, from rising into a higher conception) they are truly religious; and God above, whom the best and wisest of
us know so imperfectly, will surely say of them all "They have done what they could, it is not their fault if they
have done no more."

So far as the words we are considering were spoken by a truly religious man, we must sympathise with him
in his repudiation of Dr. Strauss' Pantheism. The learned critic declares his Pantheism with a plainness of
speech which commands our gratitude. He says, "There is no personal God; there is no future state; all religious
worship ought to be abolished. The very name of Divine service is an indignity to man?" Instead of God he
offers to us what he calls the All or Universum. This All or Universum has neither consciousness nor reason.
But it has order and law. Now Dr. Strauss might be right or wrong. We are not now discussing the question, we
only contrast this Pantheism with the devout language of our own hearts; and it is 110 stretch of enthusiasm to
say the contrast is as between darkness and light—Heaven and Hell. We who utterly believe in a God who has
both reason and consciousness, in One who knows all about the past, present, and future of every one of us; in
One who really love us each and all with a fatherly and motherly affection, and who has taught us to look up to
Him, and love and trust Him, and seek to do His will, for the sole satisfaction of doing it; we to whom good and
ill-fortune, health and disease, life and death, are all ministers of His Divine will to work only for our good; we,
who thus believe, should be plunged into the outer darkness of despair if Dr. Strauss' Pantheism were true. You
may put out a man's eyes and sentence him to livelong night, but in the dreary gloom there come sweet voices
of loving friends, gentle hands to make sure the companionship, and to guide the steps, and beams of Heavenly
sunshine to warm the chill blood in his veins, and tell him that the glorious light still shines on. But if you put
out the eyes of a man's soul, who across that nethermost abyss can reach him with a word of hope, or melt the
frozen fog in which his spirit is imprisoned? The darkness of night is as clear as noon-day compared with the
blackness of despair when the light of the soul has been put out. But to feel this horror, in all its intensity, you
must once have known what it is to see God, and to live joyously in his presence. To be born blind is not to
suffer 1,000th part so much as to have once had eyesight and lost it. The Pantheist or Atheist is almost always
one who never was truly religious, who never did really believe in God at all. Now and then you find
exceptions of those who have lived in the blaze of Heavenly sunshine, and then suffered a total eclipse of faith,
and as far as my experience goes such sufferers have nearly lost their reason, and some have put an end to their
torture by suicide.

I do not wonder, then, at the earnestness with which Mr. Gladstone pleaded with those young people not to
go too near that awful precipice. I think that passionate fear for their safety justified him in warning them of
their peril.

If we have nothing but unconscious unreasoning Universum, we have no God. Its boasted order and law are
cruel and inexorable. Nay, rather they can have no moral significance to the moral beings who are tortured by
their caprice. Without the heart of man to reflect the heart of God, the order and laws manifested in the
phenomena around us chiefly tell of reckless disregard of human feeling and utter negligence of creature
happiness. What is it to me to be told that the greatest number are happy, when I may be one of the wretched
few whose life is a torment? Take away God, and the whole creation is cursed—not a single solution left of all
its malignant riddles, not a grain of hope left at the bottom of nature's infernal gifts. Its very joys mock us; it
sweetest pleasures grind to ashes as we taste them. But oh! with just one gleam from Heaven, refracted from the
poor dull broken mirror of the heart of man; what light and joy spring forth; how all the woes of earth are
relieved, how its most suffering victims are pillowed on a mother's breast, how its worst despair is conquered
by the feeblest hope! If we only believe in One just a little better than ourselves, a Heavenly voice goes through
the world cheering the drooping souls on its way with the celestial song, "Glory to God in the Highest, on Earth
there shall yet be peace, for all is goodwill to man." And they hear a voice behind them saying, "Fear not, for I
am with thee. Be not dismayed, for I am thy God. I will help thee. Yea, I will strengthen thee, I will uphold thee
with the right hand of my righteousness."

I must pause for a moment to explain what we mean by a "personal" God. We use this term only in contrast
to Pantheism. It is commonly taken to imply a God in some form or other, possibly human. But of course that is
not the sense in which we use it. We mean by it only the individual self-conscious existence of God, which
enables him to say Ego et non-Ego—I and the Universe, I and you. However mysterious and subtle the



connexion may be between God and matter, yet we believe God is able to say "I and matter," that he is able to
think, and to will, and to love. This is why we speak of a "personal" God, even while we have not the remotest
anthropomorphic conception of the mode of His existence, or of the nature of His substance or essence.

To return to Mr. Gladstone's speech. The safeguard against Pantheism or Atheism which he proposes, is to
hold fast "the faith once delivered to the Saints," viz., "Belief in the Deity and Incarnation of our Lord." These
he describes as "the cardinal and central truths of our religion," "confessed by many more than ninety-nine in
every hundred Christians."

With quite as deep a horror of Atheism as he has, we nevertheless demur altogether to his antidote, and we
will give our reasons for it.

First, in passing, we may well question whether the Deity and Incarnation of Jesus was the faith once
delivered to the Saints, or the belief of the Apostles themselves. But as it is a matter of no consequence
whatever, except to the critics, we pass on at once to give our reasons for demurring to the efficacy of the
safeguard proposed.

1st. Mr. Gladstone seems to us to make his first mistake in identifying a belief in the Deity and Incarnation
of Jesus with religion. You will, perhaps, remember in my recent sermons on "Faith: Intellectual and
Emotional," how I endeavoured to shew that Intellectual Faith was not only not essential to religion, but, for the
most part, calculated to weaken and destroy religious emotion. I will not go over this ground again, but I can
quite understand Mr Gladstone identifying the two things which are radically distinct, because all his own
religious emotion has been derived, in the first instance, from impressions connected with the Christian
doctrines, and they are now practically bound up together. That is, the historical Jesus, of whom his Church and
his Testament speak, has become to him a God in Heaven, and the personal solace of his own soul. He cannot
enter into the feelings of the Jew who, while looking upon Christ as only one of his countrymen and a mere
man, lifts up his soul to Jehovah in the words of the Old Psalmist, "Whom have I in Heaven but Thee, and there
is none upon earth that I desire in comparison of Thee." To a votary of Mary or of Jesus, the religious man of
another creed is an inscrutable enigma, he is an object of pity; considered to be only a poor lame or blind
traveller in a wrong road, who shall be dealt with mercifully, if at all mercifully, because he was ignorant; and
so the real religious element which is to be found in men and women of all creeds is thought, by all in turn, to
be peculiar to their own creed.

Mr. Gladstone's creed may be true or false. Whether it be one or the other, true religion is to be found
connected with all creeds.

But we demur to this safeguard on another ground, viz., that it is a belief resting solely on external
authority, and not on the reason, conscience, and love of the human soul. Any religion coming to us on such
terms, claiming belief in external authority, must expect to have its claims challenged, its witnesses
cross-examined, its authority sifted.

Now-a-days we cannot expect men and women to believe the Deity of Christ because Mr. Gladstone
believes it, or because others before him, not a bit more entitled to credit on such a subject, believed it. The
appeal to antiquity is vain, for it proves too much; it proves Brahminism, Judaism, Buddhism, and ever so many
things, false as well as true. Dr. Strauss himself, the master of modern criticism, has examined these historical
claims for Christianity, and found them wanting. He began, no doubt as many begin, by thinking that the only
God in Heaven was the God revealed in the Bible, and when he found that the Bible told falsehoods, and that
the image of God, in some places therein described, was a foul image, to be hated and not loved by man, he
ceased to believe in God at all. He cannot have had any religion, as we understand it, apart from his intellectual
conceptions of the Divine Being, as drawn from the Old and New Testaments, interpreted by the Church, or
else his belief in God would have survived the shock of his discovery. But having no idea of God, apart from
what he had been taught, he came to the only logical conclusion—that there was no God at all. Dr. Strauss will
pardon me if I have misread his experience; but it is that of thousands and thousands, It is not merely natural, it
is inevitable.

The same process is going on around us in all the religious bodies of this country. So far as men and
women have been taught that their Bibles and Churches are the only means of knowing anything about God, so
far, when they discover, as they inevitably must, the falsehoods and errors, and impieties of their Bibles and
creeds, will they become Atheists, or Positivists, or believers in Dr. Strauss' unconscious Universum. Put a
Bible into a man's hand and say to him "This is God's Holy Word. It is all true, and right, and good." If he have
no religion independent of what he gets out of that book, resting on its authority alone, then as soon as its
authority is shaken, or his eyes open to see its falseness and immorality, he loses his religion entirely, and has
no alternative at first but to make a frantic effort to swallow it all down without another moment's reflection, or
to turn his back on it for ever, and perhaps to sink down into the torpor and misery of Atheism.

It is, therefore, not only the Christian creeds, but the Christian method of imposing them on the acceptance
of men which is to blame for Pantheism and Atheism. You churches have done it; You Christian Evidence



champions, in your mistaken zeal; You sticklers for dogma; You believers in moral and physical monstrosities;
You slave-bound idolaters of the traditions of antiquity. It is you that have slain these poor souls, or shut them
up in the dungeons of despair. It is on your heads that the blood of these victims will fall, and it cries up out of
the ground for vengeance at the hands of the living God. No, not for such vengeance as your Bible teaches, "a
fearful looking-for, of fiery indignation, to consume the adversaries"—not that; but for the plucking up, and
tearing down, and ruthless burning of your false creeds, which are only cruel when they are not childish and
silly. All these thousands and thousands of stray souls, driven out by your curses from green pastures into a
waste howling wilderness—these bear witness against you, that when they asked you for bread you gave them
only a stone; when they sought the Lord God who made them, you set before them a fierce and burning savage,
more awful than Moloch, and then tried—but vainly—to shade his hideous imago by the Cross of Calvary;
when they wanted the eternal, you gave them only the temporal; when they panted for the living God, you gave
them only a dying man. Oh! shame on your cowardice, your childish fears, which bind you to these old wives'
fables, and make you an incubus on the face of God's fair earth. You make a darkness where all ought to be
light, and would be light too, but for your crypts and cells. You make desolation where joy and beauty ought to
flourish, and the songs of the happy fill the spacious air. Is there no revelation of God in men's own hearts, that
you must needs read solemnly your ancient tales of magic and Incarnation, and tell them this is God's only visit
to earth, his one only condescension to the children of men? Does not my heart, from its lowest depths, scorn a
boon so rarely, so grudgingly, so partially given, when I have my God with me, and about my path and about
my bed by night and by day, healing all mine infirmities, saving my innermost life from destruction, and
crowning me with mercy and loving kindness? What Incarnation or Deified prophet can bring God so near to
me as he is now, has ever been, and always will be? To make me believe your old story would be to darken all
my soul, and drive me, as it has driven thousands, to blank despair. But what if, besides this story of the
Incarnation, your gospels and creeds drive me to believe in the damnation of unbelievers, and in the eternal
wrath of your crucified God? Can you expect me to keep my reason, not to say my religion, in the presence of
such a nightmare as that? Oh, if you would really save your young men and maidens from that horrible despair
of hcpeless Atheism, in the name of God I charge you to take from them their Bibles and Cathechisms, and tear
out those horrible leaves which tell such awful and blasphemous falsehoods to the dishonour of God, and the
discredit of Christ. If you would have them grow up to be religious, keep far from them the sight and sound of
those very things which you prize most dearly as "the cardinal and central truths" of your religion. The new
world, taught by science, and it is to be hoped by a standard of morality not lower than the present, will laugh at
your story of the miraculous birth, will grow impatient at the blindness of any who will think the Incarnation a
great act of God's love and condescension, and will become indignantly deaf to the enchantments of anyone
who dares to follow up your antiquated legends with threats of hell-fire everlasting, if they do not believe them.
Take it home to your heart while you are still earnest to serve God, that you are doing his cause and his children
infinite wrong by persisting in enforcing your absurd creed upon an age which has well-sifted its pretensions,
and thus driving all restless souls from one extreme of a paralysing superstition to the other extreme of a blank
and hopeless infidelity.

But there is yet hope for men and women in this world if the croning churches will but hold their peace. In
the hearts of the young are strains of Heavenly music, which will lure them on into paths of holiness and peace,
if the sounds be not overwhelmed by the threats of the creeds. "My son give me thine heart" is no pretty fiction
of fabulist or poet; but a great multitude, whom no man can number, have heard that celestial entreaty and have
cast themselves into the Father's everlasting arms. Tell them far and wide, over the whole earth, "God is Love."
"God is Just." "God is Holy." Use what terms you will to express all that is noblest and highest—only, "Speak
good of his name." Dishonour it not by your old fables. Blaspheme it not by your Bible curses. "Speak good of
His name." "O, let your songs be of Him, and praise Him." "Let your talking be of all His wondrous works."
"Be telling of His righteousness and salvation from day to day." And then surely you will find even the young
ones more ready to embrace the holy joy, more willing to learn more about so great and good a God; and then
the poor Atheists, too, whom your false creeds have blighted, will perchance come back, as many have done
already, under the genial rays of such a gospel, and begin to believe in very earnest what their hearts had so
long told them was "too good to be true." Let it never be forgotten that there is a third alternative between
Orthodoxy and Pantheism, a true religion of love and trust towards God, and of love and duty towards men,
without Bible, or dogma, or church; without Christ, or Paul, or John. And as it is most certainly true that
Orthodoxy must fall when you take away from its foundations the bottomless pit of hell fire, so it is true that, so
long as man is man, his faith will survive the ruin of the churches, and the burning of creeds and Bibles; and as
the ages roll on, he will wonder not that he can walk so well without these long disused props and crutches, but
that he could ever have borne at all such frightful and dangerous impediments to his communion with God."

If I have spoken too fiercely, I must say "my zeal hath even consumed me." I may be reproached for "pride
and perverseness," but I am not ashamed of being proud to bear witness for the noblest conception of God ever



held by mortal man, nor ashamed of a perverseness which refuses to be made the slave of foolishness, or the
accomplice of Atheism.

"Self-Denial." A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, March 9TH, 1873, by the Rev. Charles Voysey.
[From the EASTERN POST, March 15th, 1873.]

On Sunday (March 9), at the St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from Isaiah lviii, 5, 6, 7.
"Is it such a fast that I have chosen? A day for a man to afflict his soul? Is it to bow down his head as a bulrush,
and to spread sackcloth and ashes under him? Wilt thou call this a fast, and an acceptable day to the Lord? Is
not this the fast that I have chosen? To loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let the
oppressed go free, and that ye break every yoke? Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring
the poor that are cast out to thy house? When thou seest the naked, that thou cover him; and that thou hide not
thyself from thine own flesh?"

The season of Lent, which some of the Churches of Christendom are now observing, suggests the
consideration of the true and false views of Self-denial.

Self-denial, in some shape or other, and at certain times, is universally admitted by man to be a duty. In his
higher moods, it becomes natural to him to forego some pleasure or to incur some pain, either to benefit his
own spiritual being or to do good to his fellow-creature. What we have to do then is to see that this noble
tendency is neither abused nor perverted. We cannot eliminate it from our nature without loss, we cannot
exercise it excessively, or in a wrong direction, without injury to ourselves or others. By common consent we
have abandoned—if indeed we ever practised—the custom of fasting and such abstinence as the Churches
enjoin. Let us examine the grounds on which this form of Self-denial may be regarded as a perversion of it. The
present custom of fasting weekly in the Catholic Church, and of fasting periodically at longer intervals in the
Protestant Churches, may be traced back to Pagan origin, and found to be in its earliest history mixed up with a
worship impossible to describe in this place. A less corrupt kind of fasting was practised in order to produce
that cerebral excitement in which raving prophets or seers announced their oracles. This form is still to be found
among certain savage tribes. It is known as a fact in physiology that starvation often produces a highly excited
state of the brain, in which the patient not only sees visions and dreams dreams but gives utterance to his
fancies with unwonted eloquence. This excitement is understood by ignorant bystanders to be evidence of
Divine inspiration, and it corresponds with an old saying of the Greeks, "The Gods fill the breast of the
frenzied."

The modern practice of fasting, however, cannot be identified with the ancient practice so far as regards its
objects. Men and women no longer fast, or take fish instead of meat, in honour of the goddess Freya; nor do
they fast to produce in themselves an ecstatic fervour of devotion or preaching. They fast because the Churches
of which they are members have commanded them to fast. In many cases it is practised by persons of stainless
lives, of the largest charity, and of great practical usefulness; and it would be in the highest degree unfair to
attribute to them any unworthy motive in doing what seems to us so absurd and injurious.

But why have the Churches enjoined it? Partly, I believe, from the best of motives. Originating in times
when people were over-fed, and even gluttonous—their passions pampered and unduly strong through too
much luxury and too little toil—it was manifestly good to have weekly days of abstinence and frequent periods
of absolute fasting, in which surfeited nature might have time to recover itself, and some check be put upon
indulgence. Whether any such necessity for fasting exists in the present, I leave others to determine. We
certainly have neither gluttony, drunkenness, nor profligacy so gross and offensive as in "the good old times."
Such degradation of the human being is regarded as degradation, and to a great extent has been driven out of
the higher into the lowest stratum of society. Familiarity with rules of health, and a multiplicity of medical
advisers, have superseded the necessity for fasting as a means of restoring health; but I believe it will be
admitted that we are in danger still of becoming slaves to luxurious living. From that danger there is a better
safeguard than abstinence from meat on Fridays, Ember days, and forty days of Lent. The Church, however,
had another object in ordaining the fast besides that of conserving or restoring the health, and making a protest
against excessive luxury. It was ordained to recall people to a sense of sin. It was intended as a sort of penance,
by which the careless or the profligate might be reminded of their transgressions, and in that way their
consciences might quicken them into amendment of life. That horrible Comminution Service in our old Prayer
Books, which is appointed for Ash Wednesday, with its obsolete curses and maledictions, was well-meant,
considering the ignorance and spiritual darkness of those who composed it. Bad as it is, useless as it, it is at
least a protest against sin, and designed to promote morality.

These two objects, viz., the restoration of health and the rebuke of sin constitute, in my opinion, the only



favourable aspect of Church Fasting. So far it was well meant; and no doubt, in past times, it did a great deal of
good. But when we have said this we have said all. For the rest, fasting is an absurd mistake. It is a mistake
because it is done as an act of religion, as an act which will please God, and conciliate His favour. Priests may
repudiate this in words as much as they please; but they know as well as we do that the practice of fasting is
chiefly enjoined as an act of obedience to the Church, and that they teach their people that obedience to the
Church is the highest act of obedience to God. Therefore the people cannot help believing that their fasting is
pleasing to God and will help to ensure His favour. Now, no mistake can be greater than to suppose God will be
pleased with us for going without food, or taking less than a healthy appetite requires, especially if we have
been taking too much on all other days in the week. As though we could atone for regular intemperance by rare
intervals of sobriety and moderation. Into such a mistake the Hebrew race were often falling, but they were
often warned by their prophets that this kind of compromise was a blunder. Surely Christians, who have
professed such profound adoration of the Old Testament as to regard it as the very Word of God, ought to have
been less glaringly inconsistent than to have repeated the Hebrew mistake, and to have left unheeded the
Hebrew prophet's rebuke. It strikes me that on this subject of fasting we are not beholden to Christianity for
enlightened views. Christianity has retained the corrupt idea of Self-denial, and to a large extent abandoned the
true. It was a pity that Jesus set the example of a forty days' fast, without recording the beautiful words of my
text as a corrective. Perhaps he had not read them; or the influence of the Essenes, or of John the Baptist, was
too powerful to be resisted. But, however we may explain his conduct, we can only contrast it unfavourably
with the words of the Hebrew prophet five hundred years before him. Let the Christians reconcile this if they
can, with their belief in his absolute perfection of wisdom and knowledge.

Isaiah heaps scorn upon the popular method of fasting; he quizzes and caricatures the penitent sitting in
sackcloth and ashes, and bowing down his head as a bulrush, and asks in derision, "Wilt thou call this an
acceptable day to the Lord?" But even this was not nearly so absurd as some of the penitential ceremonies
which have been performed in some of our own Ritualistic Churches, where men and women have crawled on
their hands and knees up the aisle to receive a sacred candle from the priest. This sort of fasting is a mistake so
easily discernible by human reflection as to be ridiculous as well as wrong. As if sins could ever be
compounded for by self-torture; or the Righteous God satisfied for a moment by any affliction of a man's body
for the sin of his soul.

But we repudiate fasting on broader grounds still. Whatever really conduces to health of body and mind, to
the proper balance between our flesh and our spirit, that ought to be the constant rule of our lives. It is
monstrous to regard it as only an occasional duty. It should be uniform and regular. Health implies continuously
healthy condition; not intermittent fits of soundness. If it be needful, owing to previous over-indulgence, to
restore health by abstinence, it is much more needful to preserve health by habitual temperance. And if we
regard fasting as a beneficial influence upon the conscience, calling us back to a forgotten or neglected sense of
duty, that fasting ought to be constant and not intermittent. We ought ever to live so that the claims of duty
should be uppermost, and not drowned by any undue indulgence. We have no right to eat, drink, or be merry to
such a degree as will cloud the sharp outlines of morality, or dull our sense of what is due to others and to our
own highest welfare. Whatever abstinence may be needful to recall us to that moral keenness of perception is
ten times more needful to keep us perpetually on the alert and to give our consciences room to be heard. Fasting
in Lent, or at other long intervals, thus condemns itself; for those who practise it from worthy motives admit in
doing so that it is beneficial to them, and hence that it ought to be the rude and not the exception of their lives.
Those who practise it from unworthy motives—e.g., to atone for, and do penance for, past sins, or to ensure
their title to Heaven hereafter—condemn themselves as unenlightened and deeply foolish.

One is glad that the observance of Lent has been frowned upon, and even openly violated, in quarters where
the rules of fashion are generally moulded; but it is still humiliating to perceive that the priestly element is still
powerful enough to diminish the number of marriages during Lent, and to curtail the hospitalities of even
worldly people. We repudiate fasting, not only because it is an absurd mistake, but also because it is enforced
by the Church. It is degrading to sensible men and women, and injurious to those who are not sensible, to be
ordered about in this childish way by priestly lips. To have a man, who claims Divine authority, thrusting
himself into your house, and regulating your meals—or what is unspeakably worse, dictating to your very wife
at the Confessional, on subjects too sacred to be thought of beyond the innermost shrine of your home—this is
degradation indeed! I would rather have for my companions men openly vicious and profligate, than be the tool
and slave of one who—while retaining every human attribute, assumes the privileges of a disembodied spirit,
and even of the Divine Being Himself.

We go on our way somewhat too easily. We forget what abominations are being wrought through the
English Confessional. We are too happy in our own freedom. We forget the poor slaves who are still in
thraldom.

What Lent is to some in its vilely corrupting influences, is hardly known to us who look upon it as a mere



bit of folly, and have never experienced its vile secrets. Lent is the time of harvest in which silly women laden
with sins are reaped and garnered—not into store-houses of purity and peace. Lent is the time when the
Confessional has its Carnival. Lent is the time when all that is morbid, and most needs to be rooted out by
healthy activity, strikes most deeply in corrupting soils. Of one thing we may be very sure, it is not such a fast
as God hath chosen. Even in the hands of those who use it in a pure and holy manner it is utterly foolish; and in
the hands of the unholy it is unspeakably debasing. It may be of the Church; but it is not of God. It may serve
priestcraft, but it cannot serve mankind. It may pamper the world's luxuriousness, and pander to the world's
vices; it can never make men manly, nor women womanly. It may fill the soul with priggishness and
self-righteousness; it can never make it sober, righteous, and godly.

What kind of fast would God have instead? Surely that old Hebrew prophet is right in his answer. It
commends itself sweetly to our listening hearts. If there is to be any religious outburst; if men are to break off
for a while from their self-indulgences, and to call their sins to remembrance; if they are to fast, or to spend a
day acceptable to the Lord, is not this the fast which He hath chosen, "To loose the bands of wickedness, to
undo the heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke
Freedom—freedom—freedom. Its one cry is freedom. To set free oneself first from the chains of sin whereby
we have been tied and bound. To put off the fetters of an unlawful or degrading habit; to cease to love unworthy
objects, or to be the slave of lust, avarice, or ambition; and then having set free oneself, to set others free; to
undo the heavy burdens—to undo the heavy burdens of needless misery, or of enforced sin; to make it easier for
others to be good, to take off any burden we have been unconsciously or selfishly laying upon each other by
word or deed; so to behave ourselves as to make every one who comes near us feel free and at home with us;
that they may almost say what they like and do as they please without our being hurt, or offended; so to assure
others of our entire friendliness that their own private cares seem lighter in our company, and they can breathe
freely when we are nigh. Can anything be more acceptable to the Lord, than to let the oppressed go free and
break every yoke; to forgive freely and lovingly all past wrongs and present failures; to find less fault; to be
more tender in future over weaknesses and mistakes; to turn the service and toil of others, by our loving ways,
into perfect freedom. We little know how much we might do to break every yoke, if only we were less
concerned to break our own. If, instead of each one trying to get rid of his own life-burden, be were to try to lift
off the burdens of others by kindnsss of word and deed, there would be but little lamentation. Contracts are
good and needful. But if our relations with each other be all contracts and nothing more? Ah! Woe-betide us,
we are only slaves fighting with each other. Man against woman, husbands against wives, fathers and mothers
against children, masters against servants, servants against masters, class against class, the rich against the poor,
capitalist against labourer, labourer against capitalist—all will be slaves, fighting against each other, each one
tied and bound by the contract, and not by love, swearing bitterly and fiercely like Shylock, "I will have my
bond."

You bend yourself to this mighty task of setting free, and God will fight for you against the demon of
slavery. You need be nobody; you need be no capitalist, or politician, or general. No kingly crown need shine
upon your brow, nor deadly weapon be wielded by your arm. In the obscurity of your home, where you may be
only a child, or a servant, or a poor relation, or something iuconceivably little in the world's eyes, if you only
try to make one heavy burden light, to break only one of the many cruel yokes that press upon those around
you—you will have done more for God and man than any prophet, priest, or king that has only made himself
famous. Nay, I think it is these poor little souls, half hidden by the wayside of life, who have done the most and
the best for the refinement of humanity. The men have done what the women first taught them to do. The
uppermost ranks in life learn their most beautiful lessons of love from the lowest. So God chooses the weak
things of the world to confound things which are mighty and base things, yea, and things which are despised,
and things which are not, to bring to naught the things which are. Let the fast which God hath chosen be
daily—a perpetual fasting from all indulgence which presses painfully or unduly upon others; and let our
self-examination be "What have I done this day to lighten the burden of others?" It is not the almsgiving,
though that, if timely, may be good. It is not the contribution of our share of work or mirth, though these are
essential and indispensable. It is more than these. It is the contribution of such sympathy as we can spare for
those who are in any way dependent on us and on what we are. It is the endeavour to remove hindrances, to
take away stumbling blocks, to allay unkind suspicions, to soothe irritation, and to banish anger by patient love.
This devotion we can all feel for each other in turn, and we can all show it; and where it prevails, there is
freedom, there is peace, there is joy.

Of the prophet's words concerning our duties to the poor, especially to poor and disagreeable or despised
relatives, I need not speak at any length. They speak for themselves; nothing can be clearer than this line old
prophet's meaning, and we ought to be grateful to him for having lived to break one yoke at least; the yoke of
superstitious fasting and religious observance. He would have men take that only view of God which is born
out of a loving heart, viz., That God requires no service of man which will not benefit his fellow-man; that God



requires no self-mortification, no fasting, no sackcloth and ashes, no bowing down of the head like a bulrush,
nor anything of the kind whatever; but that the only service which he requires, the only work of Self-denial
which can make our days acceptable to Him, is what we can do to make each other more free, more happy, and
more holy; to "undo the heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and to break every yoke."

Mr. Plimsoll's Appeal for Sailors. A Sermon,
Preached at St. Georgfs Hall, Langham Place, March 30TH, 1873, BY THE
Rev. Charles Voysey.
[From the EASTERN POST, April 5th, 1873.]

On Sunday (March 30), at St. George's Hall, Mr. Voysey took for his text, Genesis iv., 9., "Am I my
brother's keeper?"

He said—Occasions are continually arising in which a demand is made upon our sympathy and our help;
and it is no light cause for pride and thankfulness to know that English hearts are, for the most part, sound at the
core, and English hands are ever-ready to succour the distressed, and to defend the cause of the poor. From the
Queen on her throne, to the humblest and most obscure of her subjects, the call of suffering and wrong meets
with a kind and ready response; and I know of no sign more hopeful than this for the future of our race and the
welfare of our country.

If once this passion of philanthrophy takes hold of men's hearts, it must lead them first into all duty, and
then into all truth. If we love each other in thought, word, and deed, we shall come to understand the
loving-kindness of the Lord. No seed grows so fast, or bears such abundant fruits as the germ of love in an
honest heart. It may be alone for a time; it may be hidden deep in the breast, but its springtime must come at
last, and it will cover the ground around it with refreshing verdure and lovely flowers. One loving thought born
in a single breast will, in time, overspread a class, then a nation, until it is found alive and flourising in all that
nation's laws.

The day has passed, we hope for ever, when men and women hearing of the sufferings of their
fellow-creatures, would shrug their shoulders and with a faint ejaculation of pity on their lips would "pass by on
the other side." We no longer regard the woes of large classes of our countrymen, who happen to work and
suffer at a distance from us, as out of reach of our sympathy and help. We cannot use the many articles of
commerce and manufacture without a tender interest in the lives of those who labour in their production. We
cannot even warm ourselves at our own fire-side without thinking tenderly and gratefully of the poor miners,
who spend all their days deep down in the dangerous darkness, many of them lying on their backs in a mere
hole, and hacking away at the black rock over their heads. We cannot partake of the most ordinary breakfast
without being reminded of the perils of the sea, through which those men have passed who brought these
necessaries to our shores. We cannot handle even a knife or a needle, without remembering that the men who
give them their exquisite polish, sacrifice at least one-third of the average length of human life. Look where we
will, handle what we may, we cannot forget that our necessaries and luxuries are provided for us at the cost of
not merely much painful toil, but also great physical suffering, and much loss of life. Never again can we ask,
like Cain, in a spirit of murderous indifference, "Am I my brother's keeper?"

It is, therefore, with no little confidence that I would address you this morning, on an appeal which has
recently been made to this country at large by Samuel Plimsoll, the member for Derby. His little book only fell
into my hands last week; and on me the effect was irresistable. I confess myself carried away by his
persuasiveness, and more than convinced by the accumulated facts which he records in support of his appeal.

In few words, his cry to his fellow-countrymen is, "Come to the rescue of our merchant sailors;" and so
strongly am I impressed with the necessity of their case, I feel bound to say a few words to enlist the
sympathies of those who may not have read the book or followed the discussion of the question in Parliament.
But before doing so, I must make a few remarks upon the position into which Mr Plimsoll has brought himself
by his act of philanthrophy. He has exposed himself to more than one action for libel; he is involved in a
controversy with the Board of Trade; he has already had to bear the taunt of having taken up this holy cause for
the sake of fame. In regard to the last, and by far the most distressing of his troubles, I can only say, that I for
one, knowing nothing of him whatever but from his book, do not believe it possible for such a base motive to
have produced such good fruit. There is a charming frankness about the appeal which will carry its author
beyond the reach of detraction. There is also the fact that he has given pledge of his honesty of purpose by
exposing himself to the terrible consequences of an enfringement of the law of libel, i.e., supposing him to be
condemned. But with these legal contests we have nothing to do, and can neither form nor express an opinion
upon them. We have, moreover, nothing to do now with defending Mr Plimsoll's integrity, or enlisting
sympathy for him. That is not what we have to do; and I feel sure it is the last thing which he desires. His book



is not a plea of self-vindication; it is the advocacy of a neglected class by a man evidently for the time much
more reckless of his own interests than designing. But I will pass at once to the appeal which he has made, and
the facts on which it rests.

As we all know, passenger ships and ships of war are regularly and strictly inspected by Government
surveyors before they can leave a port. But such is not the case with what is called the mercantile marine.
Inspection is not compulsory; and therefore, in some cases, and those quite the exception, ships are sent to sea
in a dangerous condition through being badly built, or thoroughly out of repair, or being overloaded, or
insufficiently manned. Though these exceptions are few, the result is a fearful waste of human life, and the
plunging of about 500 families every year into the woes of bereavement and destitution. These are the bold bare
facts of the case which Mr Plimsoll proves by numerous illustrations, and on which he asks us to help him to
secure prompt Government inspection for this branch of our merchant service.

Our author says more than this, however; he explains to us the various inducements to wicked practices, to
which dishonest and covetous men are exposed. He tells us how some ships are insured at sums far exceeding
their cost, and, then as a natural result, the owners are enriched by the loss of the vessels. Fearful, if true, are the
revelations on this head. He states that the under-writers at Lloyd's have agreed to refuse insurance to certain
ships built by certain ship-builders, or owned by certain ship-owners. He shows what temptations there are to
overloading—to altering the build of a ship that it may carry greater cargo, but with greatly diminished
safety—and lastly to gain profits by the shortening of the crew; a proceeding which in severe weather is almost
certain to be fatal to the vessel, and in any season is a great hardship to the few men on board who have to
work, when exhausted, for their very lives. Repairs, of course, cost money, and its more precious equivalent,
time; so that if a ship cannot discharge her cargo, and refill, and set sail again at the shortest possible interval,
the owner cannot secure a reasonable profit. So, in some instances, she is sent to sea almost in a state of
rottenness, and that, time after time, till she sails her last voyage, and is never heard of again—founders with all
hands. But then a fraudulent owner will make a large sum of money by her being lost.

The poor sailors have no redress, if they once contract to serve on board a ship, and if finding out
afterwards that she is badly out of repair or overloaded, they try to get rid of their bad bargain, they are instantly
imprisoned.

Sailors have been known thus to save their lives by surrender to the police as the only way of escape left to
them. There is no hardship in the law itself—it is absolutely needful for the general good—the hardship lies in
its application to sailors who are unwilling to go to the bottom of the sea with their eyes open. If the merchant
vessels were properly under Government inspection, no sailor would ever need to pay three months'
imprisonment as the price of his life.

If I wanted to excite your feelings I could read pages from Mr Plimsoll's book which would fill you with
indignation and horror. But I do not desire to do this. I only wish to call your attention to what he has said; and
to kindle your sympathy for a class of men (and that, of course, includes their wives and children) who are
defenceless, and who are at the mercy of those who have no mercy. You can read for yourselves the tales of
woe, and master for yourselves the degrading details of the system of fraud; but what is done under the mere
impulse of mental agitation is not done wisely nor done well. Calmly look at the narratives, strip them of what
seems to you superfluous colouring; and then act upon your conviction of what you ought to do. After reading
his book I could myself come to no other conclusion than that if the half of the sad tale were true, or merely
possible, we ought to do our best betimes to prevent it, or render its repetition impossible. The remedy is only
too simple—Government inspection—just the same safeguards as are now provided for passenger ships, and
ships of war. That is all. Our tender-hearted Queen once wrote to the Directors of Railways wishing that they
would take as much care of the lives of her subjects as they took of her own. All we crave from our
Government is to do for poor merchant seamen what they have already done for passengers, and for the Navy.
If we are at a loss how to promote this end Mr Plimsoll himself has undertaken to guide us. He says (p. 114)
"Will you help me to put these things right? If you will, whether man or women, write me just a line to 111,
Victoria-street, S.W., to say so, and I will then say how you can best do so."

Those who have time can give time; those who have influence, can give influence; those who have money,
can give money if it be wanted. I intend to make enquiries this week about the last-named item, and if money is
wanted, I will ask you to contribute next Sunday to this object, hoping that meanwhile you will have read the
book for yourselves, and given it the calm thought for which I have asked.

Before I conclude with a short extract from the book itself, let me say one word of caution against the
tendency of what goes by the name of political economy, and the principle of non-intervention. No doubt much
of political economy is true, and much needed for these times, as a wholesome discipline, and a corrective of
much laziness, which had been fostered by the hope of getting somebody else to bear our burdens for us. But
political economy does not cover the entire range of human duty and human feeling. It is rather a description of
things as they are, and not of things as they ought to be. It makes no provision for the finest instincts of our



nature, but leaves us to the perpetual study of our self-interest. The principle of nonintervention and letting
things get right of themselves is a profoundly unwise one; it is next door to the murder spirit of Cain, which
says "Am I my brother's keeper?" It debases those who act upon it even more than it injures those who suffer by
it.

If we see a wrong—a patent flagrant case of oppression or cruelty, and save ourselves the trouble and
danger of interference by the happy thought that if we interfere we shall probably do more harm than good, we
are not only undermining our courage and our native chivalry, but are gilding over our sloth and our cowardice
with the tinselled counterfeits of virtue. Oh dangerous, most insidious error! Better to make a thousand blunders
in political economy than make your soul mean; better to interfere and get bitten for our pains—yes, bitten by
the venomed tooth of slander—than to leave your weak brother to perish, or the tyrant to have his cruel will. If
we want to be noble rather than to be called so, we must earn it by nobility of soul, and there is none in the
miserable calculations of self-interest. If we want to be good rather than to be admired or successful, we must
act loyally to our heart's highest call first, and count the cost afterwards.

If Mr Plimsoll is such a man, time will soon clear the clouds from his fair fame, and the gratitude of a
growing world will be his reward. These are his last words:—

"Help them then, I pray you, and you too shall be helped by the recollection of your brotherly aid when that
hour comes when you will need the help of Him that sticketh closer than a brother. Consider how, not only are
the sailors' lives sacrificed, not only are many, very many, of their wives made widows, but what a clouded life
all then wives lead from well-grounded and constant apprehension, which, deeply depressing at all times,
knows no other variation than the quick agony into which those apprehensions are aroused, whenever the wind
rises, even to a moderate gale.

"Whoever you are who read this, help the poor sailors, for the love of God. If you are a man of influence,
call a meeting and confer on this appeal, if you are not, and will write to me, I will try to show you how to help.
If you refuse—but this I cannot think—if you refuse or neglect to use your influence, before another year has
run its course at least five hundred—five hundred men!—now in life, will strew the bottom of the sea with their
dead, unburied, unresting bodies, and desolation and woe will have entered many and many a now happy home;
but if you do render your help, we can secure such life-preserving activity in precautionary measures, that the
sailor will have no fear; and then the storms of winter may come, but with good tight ships under them, and
sound gear to their hands, their own strong arms and stout hearts can do the rest; and as, after a storm and
tempest, which, but for your fraternal care, would have overwhelmed them in death and sent bereavement and
anguish into their humble homes, they reach their desired haven, weary and worn it may be, but still
safe—chilled to the marrow, but still alive—the blessings of those who are ready to perish shall be yours; nor
shall there be lacking to you those richer blessings promised by the Great Father of us all, to those who visit the
widow and fatherless; for that to the high and the noble, and the sacred duty of visiting them in their affliction,
you have preferred the higher, the nobler, and the yet more sacred duty of saving women and children from so
sad a fate."
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Churches as Organisations for the Spread of
Religious Truth. A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, April 6TH,1873, by the Rev. Charles Voysey.
[From the EASTERN POST, April 12th, 1873.]

On Sunday (April 6), at St. George's Hall, Mr. Voysey took for his text, Dean Stanley's Essays on Church
and State, Preface p., xix., "Let it be remembered that one condition necessary for the genuine growth of free
and sound opinion in any Church is, that the minority shall have not only the power, but the courage and the
will to persevere to the end in publicly denouncing as false what they have declared to be false—in publicly
proclaiming as true what they know or believe to be true."

He said—In the course of our remarks on the idea of a Church, we come now to consider Churches and
Sects as organizations for the spread of religious truth. All who are interested in religion at all will understand,
without any elaborate explanation, the desirableness of some organization to propagate what is in any given age
believed to be true. Everyone who holds to certain views or doctrines which, from his observation or
experience, he has found to be beneficial to himself and fellow-men is naturally desirous of inducing others to
accept his views, and to believe as he believes. So strong is this natural desire that men have given their whole
lives to this work, and some have endured great hard ships, and made vast sacrifices to accomplish it. No one
can understand this feeling better than we can, who have in some measure been moved by such zeal, and have



paid our own little share of sacrifice to the holy cause.
It seems clear then, that whenever two or three are banded together, either by what they believe to be a

discovery of new truth, or the exposure of error, the first thing they will do is to organize some plan of gaining
adherents, and of directing the attention of other? to their cherished ideas. From this point of view all Churches
and Sects have their fullest justification. They began with one or two individuals, and grew and spread by the
simple means of persuasion. The Church of Christ was thus founded by a carpenter and a handful of fishermen,
who had a gospel to proclaim. They went from city to city, from country to country, and their words spread like
fire among the dry and barren souls who heard their message. Whatever their message may seem to us now, it
must have once been needed, or it would never have been embraced. Souls must have been sick and deceased,
or they would have needed no physician. Souls must have been starving on husks, or they would not have
accepted what was offered to them as the bread of life. But in that very infancy of the Church we see also the
justification of sects and divisions. What was one man's meat was another man's poison. Souls not constituted
alike, and differently nurtured, could not be all healed by the same drugs, or fed by the same food. Hence arose
divisions in the camp, new leaders of new sects, schools of thought sharply distinguished from each other,
separate foundations on which a wrangling posterity would rear rival Churches and Creeds. A whole world of
thought divided James from Paul, and the so-called pillars of the Church were often compelled to stand apart
and to support a different roof. Heretics there were from the very beginning, and were objects of the same
odium theologicum, which we find in the 19th century. A perfect and undivided whole, Christendom has never
been since that fabled day of Pentecost, when about 120 met with one accord in one place, and when the
Church was simply a Communism.

In the region of religious truth, it is impossible that the state of things should be otherwise.
Even in science we find doctors differ, as opinions must ever differ where knowledge is defective. But the

difference is clearly traceable to the deficiency of knowledge. Much more than is it to be expected that in
religious matters, where our knowledge is necessarily defective, there will be multifold differences of opinion.

It is more than probable that some little fragment of truth lay at the root of every heresy and every schism.
It was essential then that that fragment should be preserved, and should hold its own against the voice of
majorities. So the heretic gathers to himself sympathisers, at first only a very few, afterwards more, till at last
his fragment of truth becomes planted and safely rooted in the world. To the old Jewish Church in Jerusalem,
Jesus Christ was just such a heretic, and his church was at first nothing more than a new Jewish Sect which was
everywhere spoken against. Time rolls on, and a church with many divisions is formed; and out of the many
divisions, one rises into political power, and imperiously dictates to the rest. This fortunate one calls itself "the
Church," and its less fortunate rivals are contemptuously called sects and have to take the old place of
inferiority occupied by Jesus and his apostles. In Christendom there were two such powerful divisions,
represented by Rome and Constantinople, but not even then were the smaller sects entirely absorbed or
silenced. Greatly over-shadowed, no doubt, by the vast branches above them, they still managed to live and to
develope afterwards into modern Protestantism and Unitarianism, which together are numerically little behind,
if at all behind, the older churches.

Now, I conceive that all these divisions and subdivisions of Christendom were not only inevitable, but
eminently desirable, inasmuch as every one of them was due to a heroic struggle for liberty against a dominant
tyranny.

Each Church or Sect in turn started with the aim of spreading some truth—something which, if not
absolutely true, was at all events an improvement on what had gone before it, or on what was prevailing around
it. That was its great justification. But as time goes on, flaws are detected in that truth or doctrine with which it
started, and then instead of modifying its statements and amending its Creeds, the old Church or Sect holds on
more firmly than ever to the ancient half-truth, and refuses to acknowledge it to be error. Consequently the few
who have had their eyes open, are either driven out, or they banish themselves, from the old Communion, and
start a new Sect with the express object of pro- testing against the detected flaw, and of proclaiming their own
truer views,. In turn, after a lapse of ages, they, too, have to succumb to a new heresy; and if they are so blind
and fond as to imitate the follies of the old Church from which they sprang, they must be at length devoured by
their own children. This is how Churches are born and how they die; and it is a matter of great interest to ask, Is
this process to go on for ever, or are we on the threshold of an entirely new epoch, in which Religious truth will
no longer be broken up into fragments and entombed in Churches and Sects?

It is dangerous to prophesy with any tone of certainty, but the time seems to have arrived for a total change
in this matter. People are beginning now to see the immense evils of Sectarianism, as well as the still greater
evils of dogmatic Churchism. They are growing restless under the tyranny of imposed belief; but they are not
willing to add another to the long list of schismatic corporations. Within and without the Churches is constantly
heard the cry "Stay where you are. You cannot better yourself, or do any more good to others by secession. If
you try to fight your battle for liberty outside instead of within, your foes will be stronger than ever; dogmatism



will be more and more impregnable." Now, why is this feeling gaining ground, but because men are firmly
convinced that the old state of things is passing away; that soon will come that happy change in which the
dogmatism of all Churches and Sects will disappear and the dogmatic spirit be for ever banished. More and
more patent every day is the cruelty and the absurdity of binding men to teach and to hold certain religious
views; of making contracts with tender and earnest-hearted ministers to bind them never to change their
opinions; never to see truth more clearly; never to discover any error in their own Creed. It will be seen how
immoral it is to set a man up to teach all the highest truth about God that he can discover, and yet to tell him
that he must only come to certain foregone conclusions and preach only within certain prescribed limits.

Churches as organizations for the spread of religious truth cease to be such the first moment that their
dogmas interfere with the liberty of thought and speech. So long as they aim at encouraging their clergy in the
search after truth, and in the fearless utterance of what they have found, so long only are they on the side of
truth at all, or deserve the affection of mankind. Hitherto, we have had no such Church, except some portion of
the Unitarian Church which is not bound by written creeds. Trust-deeds there are in some of their chapels
almost fatal to freedom, and at all events so worded as to effectually exclude a minister who thinks as we do.
But in the main the Unitarian Church is essentially undogmatic, and it had no charter or creed which justified
its treatment of Theodore Parker. If any Unitarian ministers have verged on the confines of Orthodoxy, have
idolized Jesus or the Bible, they were not bound to do so by any law or contract. They have been seduced by the
wiles of popular superstition, or been unable to shake off the fascination of belonging to the Ancient Church of
Christ; they certainly were under no obligation to place themselves or their flocks under any dogmatic fetters.

In principle and theory, if not in practice, the Unitarian Church is an exception to the general rule. All the
other Churches and Sects have in them the sure elements of decay, because they are essentially dogmatic. The
time, I hope, draws near when men will recognise the fact that religious truth cannot be final; that in its very
nature the knowledge of God and of our relation to Him must be defective, and therefore capable of progress
and development. And as soon as this is really perceived, it will become apparent that liberty is the first
requisite for the progress of our knowledge; that without liberty men will put off as long as possible the
dangerous task of thinking, and will never dare to say what they think. Now if you could get a Church
organized on this principle of freedom from dogma, you would have a means of spreading religious truth
indefinitely more effective than any which have gone before; and possibly such a Church might be
imperishable. Wherever it stood among a people who really loved the truth, and were aware of their own
ignorance, it would be Catholic and Universal. There would be no ground for dissent, no room for heresy, no
attempt at schism. Everyone might think as he pleased, and speak as he pleased; there would be no restrictions
whatever upon individual opinion. Such a church would of course require endowments to prevent the present
abuses of voluntaryism, for it is just as necessary to secure the preacher from the tyranny of the pew, as from
the tyranny of the dogmas and Creeds. "We have already amongst us the machinery for such an organization.
Nothing but an Act of Parliament is wanted to render the present Church of England exactly such a Church as I
describe. We have only to abolish the 39 Articles, and three Creeds, and Prayer Book, as legal formularies, and
repeal the Act of Uniformity, and henceforth to let every man preach what he believes to be true without fear of
any pains and penalties; and we shall then have a Church in which there could be no heresy, no schism, and
which, instead of being broken up into Sects, would incorporate all the Sects now standing round her in hostile
array. Disestablish the Dogmas and you give liberty; if you give liberty, you give life, and all that would make
religious life dear.

This scheme may seem to many a pure chimœra. But whether it be worth anything or not, the fact remains
that peoples' eyes are opening, not merely to the absurdity of this or that particular doctrine, but to the
injuriousness of enforcing any doctrines at all on priests or people as dogmatic truths. It is becoming more and
more manifest that religion itself is suffering from the incumbent mass of Creed under which it is being stifled;
that in consequence of it, many have come to think there is but little alternative between a superstition that is
offensive to the intellect, and a scepticism which is painful to the heart. Under existing circumstances, a man
with the greatest genius for religious thought and religious expression, if fettered by dogmas, is no more than a
child pinned to its mother's apron, and is only allowed the limited freedom of an imbecile.

I will, on another occasion, pursue this subject more into detail; at present I would urge upon you the
immense importance of our devoting much thought to the whole question of Churches; what they were, what
they are, and what they may become. Many persons have made up their minds on the political course which
should be adopted in regard to the Church of England; and I fear many have done so without due regard to the
different aspects of the case. It is very certain that things cannot and must not be allowed to remain as they are.
It is patent to all, that the establishment of any particular set of dogmas not universally believed is a gigantic
injustice, as well as a most formidable hindrance to the progress of truth. The internecine war between the
leading parties in the Church, and the clamour from without raised by those who desire to reduce the social
prestige of the Church to the level of the Sects, unmistakeably foretell the doom of the present system. Some



change must be made. But on the other hand, the evils of rivalry among the sects are innumerable. Sects are
only Churches on a smaller scale, with all their miserable fetters, and none of their comparative freedom. The
voluntary system more and more tends to make the office of a religious teacher a mercenary one, and is quite as
fatal to integrity as the fetters of creeds and articles. Between the alternatives of leaving things as they are and
of reducing the Church of England to the level of the Sects, there is a third alternative by which dogmatic
tyranny and sectarian strife may be slain in one blow. And it is to this scheme that I wish for a few Sundays to
direct your attention. The Church of England is far too wide and powerful an organisation to be destroyed by
disestablishment; it would only be made ten times more imperious and arrogant than she is to-day; you might
cripple her purse and curtail her dignities, and close many of her Churches; but you would only find at last that
you had thereby added to her priestly power, and put fresh weapons of spiritual oppression into her hands. At
present, she is simply the creature of Parliament, and the House of Commons can control her behaviour, and
dictate to her at their will. Bishops, priests, and deacons are all now under the thumb of the people, and nothing
but this State-control prevents a perfect deluge of Ecclesiasticism. Make the Church independent of the State
and you might as well surrender yourselves at once to the Pope of Rome; for the Church's dictates are regarded
as above all law. Keep the Church bound by the national will and you may have a very good servant, but you
cannot have a very bad master.

In the Church of England, we have at all events, a magnificent organization, compared with which her
present defects are almost trifling. The organization is altogether independent of her doctrine. Her doctrine is
accidental. It has been already changed from Romanism to Protestantism, and an act of Parliament could release
her from both, She might still remain a Church and yet have no written creed; but then she would be the Church
of the nation, and no longer a hatred and envied Sect. At all events, these are questions in which we have a vital
interest, and it would be suicidal indeed to turn our backs upon them, and leave the enemies of truth and liberty
to settle them as they please.

If, as we believe, our opinions are the truest yet known, and our principles the most sound, we may be sure
that the nation at large will one clay embrace them. Let it be our care then that no fatal step be taken which
would close the door to their progress for at least another century, and render tenfold more difficult the healing
of strifes and divisions.
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"The Resurrection." A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, April 13TH, 1873, by the Rev. Charles Voysey.
[From the EASTERN POST, April 19th, 1873.]

On Sunday (April 13), at the St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysey took his text from Matthew vi., 11.,
"Give us this day our daily bread."

He said—I am going to say something this morning on the doctrines of the Resurrection of the body, and of
the life of the world to come; and you will, perhaps, wonder at my starting from such a text as I have chosen.

But, somehow, it was impossible for me to separate my thoughts on the future state from the sentiment of
this simple petition. The longer I pondered over the abyss of uncertainties in which the future lies buried, the
more I felt the necessity of looking up to our Father in Heaven, and of trying to content ourselves with the
"daily bread," which we have a right to ask at His hands. To any one who knows by experience what it is to live
from hand to mouth—to have an income absolutely insufficient for the necessities of that position which he
must fill, and which he has no chance of relinquishing, the daily prayer, "Father, give us this day our daily
bread," has a depth of meaning in it which no one who is amply provided for can thoroughly comprehend. But
when experience of this nature has once taught the value—the profound consolation—of this daily reliance on a
Heavenly Father, the spirit of the supplication becomes transferred to every other kind of anxiety. In the many
changes and chances of this mortal life, every conscientious man must be more or less anxious and full of care
as to how he may decide some momentous question of duty; what he ought to do, where he ought to go, and
how he should best act for the welfare of those whom God has given him to cherish and to protect.

Nay, in the daily routine of common work, pressing as it does in this age with increasing severity and
rushing haste, it is often the only refuge from mental exhaustion, or absolute incompetence, to ask for the "daily
bread" at the hands of the ever-bounteous Giver of all wisdom and strength. Whether or not the theory of
prayer, as commonly entertained, be philosophically sound, its practice by hearts who know when and how to
use it is, beyond all question, really helpful and sustaining.

The happiest man is he who asks, for each day as its comes round, that daily bread which he needs for the
support of every function, of his complex nature, in every department of human activity, and who, at the same
time, consciously yields his own will to the Divine, and is ready to take defeat, failure, disappointment, hunger



of soul, as well as hunger of body—if it must be his portion—with submission and undiminished confidence in
his God.

The man who lives in the greatest peace of mind, is he who, whatever be the sources of his anxiety or the
objects of his solicitude, is still able to live from day to day, waiting patiently to see what God will do with him,
trusting that good, and only good, and the highest good, will in the end come; and thus assured, he will not cast
his searching gaze too far towards the horizon, but will go quietly on his way, concentrating all his thought on
the road before him, that he may avoid its stumbling-blocks and its snares. To quote the words of the Hebrew
prophet, "Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace whose mind is stayed on Thee, because he trusteth in Thee."

Now there must be many of us to whom the subject of the future life is of paramount interest—to some it
will be one of passionate anxiety. And when we have gone wearily over the ground of conjecture, and
probabilities, and analogies, and find our hearts aching as heavily as before—our eyes thirsting for the light,
and not a ray will touch them—it seems to me that we have nothing to fall back upon, but to live, as it were,
from hand to mouth, to look up to the Father for the daily bread, and beseech Him to mete out to us, as we want
it, each day's store if hope and consolation.

We are too apt to be deceived into thinking that what we desire most must be the best for us, and therefore
when we pine for certainty as to cur future state, or even to know if there be a future state for us at all, we are
inclined to think that all our usefulness, and even our morality, depends on that knowledge.

I have heard it gravely asserted that if there be no future life morality itself is a mistake. I may have gone
too near such language myself in my eagerness to inspire hope in the breasts of the despairing. But there is
higher wisdom than this, and it is to subordinate the future to the present; the aspirations to the duties; the
anticipations of to morrow to the realities of to day. It is far nobler to do good and try to be good without hope
of reward. And, perhaps, this nobleness could never be cultivated, if all our path were illumined by a sight of
that bliss to which we may be travelling.

No doubt different stages of human development in the aggregate of mankind, just as in individuals, require
different influences to promote its progress and well-being. At one time, it may be above all things needful to
stimulate aspiration and set men's hearts and affections on things above and not on things on the earth, to
animate them into religious activity by things which to us now seem childish, to quicken their appetite for
celestial enjoyments so as to raise them a step or two above the sensualism in which they are steeped; it may be
wise to unfurl before their childish delight pictures of a new Jerusalem or of a Moslem Paradise; and it may
even serve some hidden purpose of good to be led to believe that the spirits of the dead can speak to the ears of
the living. But all this kind of stimulant to hope and conviction must give way to less intoxicating influences, to
a discipline more stern and severe. The time must come when we shall have to be recalled from the excitement
of all such meditations and set hard to work upon the tamer interests of earthly occupation. We shall need to
have our loyalty to duty tested by the crucial experiment of seeing no reward for it beyond its own sacredness,
and the privilege of having lived to do it. We shall have to learn to trust God to be good and just, whatever may
befall us, and to feel with Job, "Though He slay me, yet will I trust in him."

Already there are signs of terrible significance that darkness is coming on a-pace, in which the world's hope
will be for a time eclipsed; and men will have nothing left them, but to live on from day to day on duty, to learn
to live for that alone, and to bear the anguish of bereavment as best they may without any solace beyond the
memory of their own loving services.

Whether such a shadow of death will certainly pass over the world or not, it is well for us to be prepared for
it; first by getting rid of every false prop on which our hopes have heretofore rested; and then by resolutely
setting ourselves to live according to this prayer—come what may, each day as it comes round—for every duty
and anxiety to which we may have to face. "Our Father in Heaven, give us this day our daily bread."

The darkness which I anticipate, if it comes at all, will come chiefly, if not wholly, out of those erroneous
ideas which at present prevail in Christendom. The break up of the very foundations of Christianity is at hand,
and many poor souls, who deserved a better fate, will be plunged into misery and despair, when they discover,
for the first time, the rottenness of those supports on which all their hopes had rested. Millions remain
professing Christians this day, only because they have been trained to believe that the Christian basis of the
hope of a future life is the only sure one. It is around this hope that the affections are entwined, and it is in the
hour of death that the Christian Churches exercise their most powerful spells.

But then, alas! they are "spells," and nothing more; fascinating enough, but fond and delusive; blinding to
the intellect, and paralysing to true faith in God. Spells to bewitch the unwary, to mystify the unlearned, and to
enrage the resisting. What are they? They are statements at variance with every conclusion of science. Theories
of a future life contradicted by the most ordinary common sense. And based upon what? A fiction so palpable,
so lamely concocted, as to disclose at once the good faith of those who set it going, and at the same time their
utter incapacity to furnish trustworthy testimony. And what do these spells say? "That all men shall rise again
with their bodies," with the very same bodies which are laid in the grave. And yet they tell us, at the same time,



that these bodies will be quite altered, from corruption to incorruption, from foulness into splendour, from the
unsightliness of decay on which our eyes cannot rest without horror into a beauty and loveliness dazzling our
highest imagination. What the Churches mean when they say two exactly opposite things in the same breath
nobody, of course, can tell. It is enough for them if they can persuade a husband or wife, or parent or child, or
heart-broken friend to believe that out of that dismal yawning grave shall one day spring forth its imprisoned
prey, immortal, free, and lovely, never more to be torn from the dear embrace, never more to shed a tear or
breathe a last farewell! Oh! who would spoil such a hope, however vain, however baseless?

It is not we who have spoiled it. It is God and God alone. God whose voice speaks to us words of truth and
soberness in every sound conclusion of science. God who takes away a false hope only that He may give a
better one in its place, who would not rend a bleeding heart unless the better to heal its wound, who "doth not
afflict willingly," nor capriciously "grieve the children of men."

I will not waste time in disproving the Churches inherited blunder about the resurrection of the body.
Suffice it to say, that it is ceasing to exercise the influence it once had. If you watch the feelings of surviving
friends and relations, and mark their expressions, you will see that the belief in the Resurrection of the body has
given way before the higher idea of the ascension of the soul at once into the life of the world to come.
Mourners console themselves and each other by the thoughts of the departed being in perfect rest and unbroken
happiness. The material Resurrection occupies but a small portion of their regard. It is is too far off to bring
them comfort. The crowded avenues to the Great White Throne are out of keeping with the tender joys of
reunion, and are, for the most part, wisely forgotten, the "open books" revealing foolish words, or unhallowed
thoughis, or secret deeds of darkness, which God, in his more delicate compassion, suffers to lie hidden or be
forgotten, are too revolting to come prominently before the imagination of those whose love is deep and whose
tears are still flowing. So we may trust that the soil is ready for a nobler hope than that which the Creeds
express in the words, "I believe in the Resurrection of the body."

But the most absurd part of that old belief is the ground on which it is based. The Christian Churches are
saying to-day, "Because Jesus Christ was raised to life again the third day after his crucifixion, therefore all the
dead will be raised with their bodies some thousands of years hence." The argument is a non sequitur, a simple
insult to our understanding. Supposing the fact were undeniably established that Jesus actually died and rose
again before corruption set in—what earthly connexion could that have with the restoration to life of the
perfectly decayed bodies of all the rest of mankind? If any concluion could be drawn from the established fact
(supposing it could be established) common sense would draw just the opposite conclusion to that of
Christendom. We should say, "Because Jesus died and rose again the third day after his death, that shews him
to be a grand exception, and the fact of the millions of men and women not rising the third day after death, but
going into complete decay, makes that exception still more striking; and it is, at best, unfavourable to the
probability that the bodies once dissolved can be raised again to life.

The dictum of Paul "If Christ be not raised, your faith is vain," taken in connection with the Christian belief
in Christ's special Resurrection, is one of the most unwarrantable and presumptuous assertions ever quoted in
favour of orthodoxy. Whether Christ was raised or not, our faith is not vain, our hopes of endless life with God
and with each other, are built on infinitely surer grounds than that—aye—they stand unshaken in spite of the
Christian Creed, in defiance of that confusing and perplexing narrative which, if believed for a moment, would
hamper our assurances and cripple our perfect trust in Him who is not only God of our hearts and consciences,
but also the Lord and giver of science.

It is no new thing in this place to set aside the Gospel records as unworthy of credit, and far abler men than
myself have shown the narratives of the Resurrection to be among the most untrustworthy of all. Mr Greg has
shewn this conclusively in his Creed of Christendom Examined. I do not disparage these records for the sake of
pulling in pieces what other men revere. I only speak scornfully of their testimony because of the gross and
irreparable wrong they have done and are still doing to mankind in furnishing false hopes and false foundations
for them. By and by the story of the Resurrection, which is on this Easter-Day read in high festival throughout
the Christian world, will be known for what it is—a delusive and fictitious story, not invented by one man, but
springing up out of a substantial basis of fact, and coloured up into fiction and falsehood by the completely
deluded imaginations of a few honest but superstitious and credulous men. And then when this spell is broken,
the Churches will stand aghast at the hearts they have stricken with despair all through their teaching and their
self-delusion.

I said that the fiction of the Resurrection of Jesus sprang up out of a substantial basis of fact. If any reliance
at all is to be placed on the narratives, we must, I think, admit that the early followers of Jesus really believed
they had seen him and talked with him after his crucifixion. I can only say that I believe they did really see him
alive and well, and bearing the marks of his wounds; but I also believe that Jesus did not really die on the cross;
whereas the disciples took that for granted. Now there are many little touches in the narrative which bring one
to this conclusion, although the historians go out of their way to assure us that Jesus was really dead. This, of



course, may be duo to the late origin of the Gospels after the fiction of the Resurrection had been not only
believed, but challenged.

Pilate was certainly friendly to Jesus, and did what he could to save him. Hemay have had private
communication with Joseph of Arimathea and consequently have given secret orders to the soldiers not to break
the legs of Jesus, as they did those of the two malefactors who, it will be observed, were not dead at the end of
the few hours' suspension. At all events, Joseph secured the body and put it into an unoccupied tomb for safety.
If there be any truth in the seal and the watch, these may have been precautions of safety adopted by Pilate to
protect the body from outrage and further injury. In this tomb Jesus may have been, and very likely was,
resuscitated, his wouuds dressed, and nourishment administered to him with sedulous care. When the tomb was
searched after he had left it, the burial clothes were found neatly folded together, showing that no haste had
been needful and suggesting that he had had an attendant who brought him raiment in which he could be
disguised. Even the recorded appearances of a young man in white raiment, and of two angels may have a germ
of truth in them—they may have been men ministering to Jesus. On Mary's approach Jesus meets her really
disguised. She supposes him to be the "gardener"—the keeper of the garden in which the tomb was hewn. What
more probable than that Jesus was provided with this disguise? From his words to Mary we get another clue.
"Tell my disciples that I go before them into Galilee, there shall they see me." To have remained in Jerusalem
would have been dangerous indeed, if he had not really died on the Cross. So he fled into Galilee, and never
appeared among his disciples except after nightfall, or in places with closed doors, and in the greatest possible
secrecy. You will remember the walk the same night to Emmaus with two disciples, who did not recognise him
at all until he made some sign with which they were familiar. He was necessarily disguised. He ate and drank,
as well as walked and talked, which of itself proves that he was as much subject to the natural laws after his
crucifixion as he was before it. It is well-known to physiologists that hanging on the Cross for three or even six
hours is not at all necessarily fatal. It is recorded of one poor nun that she was crucified twenty-six times. The
piercing of the pericardium

Most, if not all, of the pictures of the Crucifixion represent Christ as being pierced on the right side, which
would not necessarily injure the pericardium, but only injure the pleura—a process not necessarily fatal.

on which so many rest in proof of Jesus' death is only mentioned by the writer of the Fourth Gospel, by
whose time the controversies about the person and nature of Jesus Christ had grown voluminous indeed: even
Luke the Physician, and circumstantial writer, never seems to have heard of the piercing at all.

It must not be supposed that we ourselves care any longer whether Christ did or did not die on the
cross—that made no difference to his heroism—or did or did not rise again from the grave. These are questions
which much more concern the Christians to solve on their own behalf. If, however, they still affirm that Jesus
Christ was God, and, therefore, after a real death rose again the third day, there arises an objection far more
formidable than that which is furnished by the miserable discrepancy of the gospel records. It has been truly
said, "We can no longer believe in a creator who owes no obligations to his creatures." If Jesus was God, and
after dying on the cross rose again the third day by his own Divine power as Lord and giver of life, it was an
awful failure in the Creator's duty to his creatures that he did not openly manifest himself to Pilate, to Caiaphas,
to the Sanhedrim, and to all the people. It was an awful wrong both to them and to us not to have left infallible
proofs of such a momentous transaction. Indeed, the utterly ungodlike aspect in which the Christian belief
represents the conduct of the risen Jesus is enough by itself to call forth our indignant denial of the whole story.

That even this little can be said in disparagement of the Christian belief about the Resurrection of Jesus,
shows how unsafe a foundation it is on which to rest the hope of immortality for a dying world. I deeply bewail
that the Churches should have floundered into such a dangerous morass, that the poor souls whom she has
drawn after her will have no light to cheer them in their darkest hour, or to guide them on their way except the
flickering and bewitching glimmer of this fatuous flame. "If the blind lead the blind shall they not both fall into
the ditch?"

Our usual time is now exhausted, but I would trespass on your attention a few minutes longer to touch upon
the doctrine of the "Life of the world to come," and to give some of the grounds on which that nobler faith is
based.

At the outset, let me say it is not needful to have any definite notion of what that life may be. It is enough
for us to feel that that life will be a continuation of the present one so far as personal identity and memory are
concerned, or else it would be no future life at all. We are also assured that it must be progressive and full of
hope, or else it would not be worth having. Far be it from us to lay down any other condition as absolutely
necessary to our conception in the life of the world to come. Speculations are not only wild, but mischievous;
they are inconsistent with that pure faith in God on which our hopes are based. It is enough to feel that we are in
the hands of a Father who loves us far more than we love ourselves or each other, and that whatever He may
ordain for us must be infinitely better than anything we could desire or deserve. This, at least, is as reasonable
as our belief in God himself, and if we were to add anything to it as an essential to our happiness without which



we would refuse to be comforted, we should be either forestalling that loving kindness which He may have in
store for us as a surprise, or presuming to dictate to an all-wise and all-loving will.

With these limitations, then, it is hardly too much to speak of our future life of personal identity and
progress as a certainty, all but demonstrable. We cannot demonstrate the existence of God, so neither can we
demonstrate the future life. Believing, as I do, with all my glad heart, in Him and in His eternal and
unquenchable love for myself and for all men, I am not afraid to own that this faith lies entirely out of the
region of evidence or mathematical certainty. It belongs to millions of our race by reason of a spiritual nature
which physiology has hitherto been unable to account for, but against which it offers not one valid objection. It
does not resemble those wretched mysteries of Theology which outrage reason, but it is an instinct, if one may
call it, sui generis with which the reason in its clearest moments heartily concurs and which it always largely
assists whenever it has any materials to work upon. And from that faith in a Heavenly Father, simply as one all
powerful, all wise and only more kind to us than the best of men and women wish to be to each other, there
grows a corollary, irresistible, satisfying; that He will gratify all our highest desires, or only thwart them to give
us something better still. I will not suffer myself to be tempted into any rhetorical language about that future
life, nor into any flights of fancy which are as unprofitable as they are vain. I only say that the belief in a God,
who is only better than ourselves, carries with it, as a matter of natural sequence, a belief in the life of the world
to come. The two must go together. If there be no God, there is no future for men. If there be a God, the source
of all that is best and noblest in man, there must be endless life of ever-increasing good for all, from the least
unto the greatest. For why?

Because otherwise there has been going on from the earliest dawn of human love, a dreadful waste of
humanity in its most glorious aspects. If this life were all, I do not hesitate to say that He who made and
planned the world as it is, is neither almighty nor all good. If there be no future in which past and present evil
can work itself out into a divinely appointed good, then Creation is, in the language of Francis Newman, a
"blunder infinite and inexcusable," from which we could only turn in hopeless dismay to take refuge in
Atheism, and console ourselves with brotherly services, which had reference only to temporal good. If there be
no future for us, then we have no Father in Heaven. We are the sport of a mocking fiend, who delights in
having beguiled us all our lives through with a treacherous falsehood, luring us on to climb the dangerous and
toilsome steeps of self-culture and moral discipline, and when we had reached the summit it would be only to
be hurled into the abyss. Wore we once compelled to feel "God loves us to-day only as He loves the grass and
flowers of the field, and to-morrow the withering wind of time will sweep us into oblivion, and hurry us out of
His sight to make room for new-born favourites," then, I say, it would be impossible for any love towards Him
to be kindled in our breasts. We could not love God and retain our manliness. We could not move beneath His
iron heel and keep a grain of adoration in our souls.

Oh! let us push from us these awful alternatives, and with humble grateful souls lift our eyes to his
mercy-seat, and behold the pledge of His everlasting love. Here below—even in our hearts and homes—has He
given to us the anchor of hope at at which we may ride in safety through the storm of doubt and unbelief. Every
face which is dear to us, every hand which we press in honest friendship, speaks to us from the oracle of God,
and gives promise of the life that is to come. All hearts which have ever throbbed with a pure unselfish
affection have been consecrated by that affection for endless love. All the sorrow of bereavment and the
anguish of hearts that have lost—for this world—all that they cared to live for; are only so many echoes of that
same pledge "I will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters saith the Lord Almighty."

If we did not care—if we had no love—no capabilities for longing to meet again—then, indeed, we might
argue that there is no life to come. But with men and women as they are, exquisitely tender in sympathy and
intertwined heart with heart and life with life, and torn up by the roots when loved ones are wrenched from
them by death, it is treason against the majesty of God's love to doubt that all will be well; that in the world to
come there will be life eyerlasting, and that we shall all meet together in one happy home above.
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"An Ideal Parish." A Sermon,
Preached at St. George's Hall, Langham Place, May 4TH, 1873, by the Rev. Charles Voysey.
[From the EASTERN POST, May 10th, 1873.]

On Sunday (May 4th) at St. George's Hall, the Rev. C. Voysoy took his text from 1 Peter, iv., 11, "If any
man minister, let him do it as of the ability which God giveth."

He said—At the request of some of the congregation, I will resume my discourses on the subject of the
Church. In order to form a correct idea of what a Church should be, we must first consider what are the proper
relations between a minister and the people to whom he ministers.



The first thing that strikes one as eminently desirable is that those relations should be made as close and as
permanent as possible, short of absolute irrevocability. The parochial system, as it is called, furnishes the
opportunity for such a relation better than any other which has yet been tried. A minister ought to be resident
among the people to whom he ministers, and should make it his paramount duty to become personally
acquainted with them, and if possible, to become their constant friend. He can do very little indeed for their
advantage in the pulpit, unless he is tolerably familiar with their daily lives. Unless he knows their thoughts and
sentiments by friendly converse, more than half of what he may say is like beating the air, and is sheer waste.
Unless he hears their arguments against his own opinions, he and they will diverge further and further, till his
influence is entirely destroyed—to say nothing of the constant strain upon his ingenuity as a preacher in
selecting subjects for the pulpit, week after week, without having any clue as to what is most expedient or
timely for his hearers. Acquaintance and converse with the people is a perpetual mine of wealth for the
preacher's thoughts, not only giving him a large choice of topics, hut directing him to the best selection that
could be made.

Important, however, as is the work in the pulpit, it is not nearly so important as the work in the parish. And
if the minister's function be to build up the temple of religion and morality, and to help in raising to a higher
platform the less advanced souls of his flock, that function can never be adequately fulfilled by mere preaching.
He must live amongst his people, and learn to understand their feelings and sympathise with their views, and
have compassion on those who are are ignorant. Personal contact is the only power that one can depend upon to
obtain a legitimate influence over the minds of others. We see it too often resorted to for most unworthy ends. It
is an old complaint that priests have been wont to "devour widows' houses," and to "lead captive silly women
laden with sins." Of such influence we can only think with indignation and shame, but what I would advocate is
the use, instead of the abuse, of a power which, when wielded aright, is pregnant with beneficial results. What
the minister has to do is to serve his people—to lay out his days in such help of head, or heart, or hand, as may
be within his power to render. If he knows his duty and privilge, it will delight him to make friends of all his
parishioners, so that in time of trouble they will send for him, as a matter of course, knowing how faithfully and
efficiently he will stand by them. Such help is something infinitely more than almsgiving. That, of course, is
unhappily needful at times, but the help of which I speak may be extended to persons of all ranks and
conditions, till almsgiving sinks into one of the most occasional and unimportant services he has to render.

There may be places where such services are quite superfluous, but I believe I am right in saying that in
nine-tenths of the parishes in England, the presence of a resident clergyman and his family is an unmixed
blessing, for the loss of which not even liberation from superstition would entirely compensate. I have known
clergymen who have spent the greatest part of their days in visiting their parishioners and in teaching in the
village school. During their rounds, they have not only consoled the sick, and raised the spirits of the depressed,
but they have saved their parishioners from serious losses by that counsel which could only be supplied by a
man of culture. How often they have to write letters for their people and explain legal documents and supply
legal information. How often they have sufficient knowledge of medicine to be of invaluable service, and to
win from the doctor, who had been summoned from a great distance, the welcome ejaculation "You have saved
the poor fellow's life." Every day brings up some fresh want which only a minister thus placed could supply.
But then to do this, he must first be known and felt to be a friend, a friend in need, a willing friend, one who
does not look for any return in Easter offerings; no, nor for any return in complimentary attendance at Church;
nor for any other kind of quid pro quo. If a man has it in him, he will soon show that he works only for love, for
the sake of being useful, and not even to be well spoken of, though that is a great boon in such a position. And
so when he fails, as he surely must fail sometimes, in the pulpit, to satisfy his hearers, or to come up to the
standard of his own ideal, he has at least the satisfaction that his whole life is spent in their service, and one
good deed is better than a thousand sermons. In spite of all the misuse that has been made of this relation of
minister and people, it can assuredly be made the purest instrument of good that can be imagined. But you can
only get this relation in the parochial system. Draw a line round a given area and let all the inhabitants of that
area know that they have a property in the gentleman who resides among them as their minister; and let him
also know that he is placed there to be their common servant; let Jews and Christians, let Catholics and
Protestants, Churchmen and Dissenters, Believers and Infidels alike claim his faithful friendship and service.
Let him know that it is his business not to convert them, but to be of use to them in mind, body, and estate; to
help them all whenever and howsoever he can; and then, if this condition be fulfilled, you have your ideal
parish, in which peace will reign, in which sectarianism and religious strife become paralysed, and in which the
minister of religion is recognised as the type of perfect toleration and the best of peacemakers. Do not think this
is Utopian; it has been done already and done under more eyes than mine.

It is, however, essential to the clergyman's fidelity and self-respect that he be entirely independent of his
parishioners for his income. He cannot possibly preserve a strict impartiality if he be supported by the voluntary
subscriptions of his flock. Those who give more money for his support would claim more of his service and



concession than those who gave less. He would become the rich man's minister and the rich man's tool. The
poor could not feel, as they do under the endowment system, that he was particularly their property—more their
servant because their needs for his culture were greater. No man, however high-minded, could bear such a
restraint upon his conduct as that which is involved in being the protegé of a wealthy parishioner who
practically had the power of dismissing him.

Still there is something in the objection: What is a parish to do with an incompetent or unworthy minister?
How is he to be got rid of? Well. He ought to be got rid of; and parishioners ought to have the power of
preventing a well-known obnoxious clergyman being forced upon them; and after one year's trial of any
minister a majority of three-fifths or three-fourths of the parishioners ought to have power to remove him. This
power in reserve would be enough wholesome restraint upon lax-minded or indolent men, while it would do no
injury to the self-respect of those who were good and capable.

The subject of patronage I do not here touch upon. I will now endeavour to represent what the minister and
people ought to do in reference to the public ministrations of religion. Supposing them to be in the harmony
which I have described, and which is much easier to achieve than is generally supposed, the minister, still
keeping in mind that he is the servant of the people, will set his mind on having a service such as they, or the
large majority of them, will approve. He may well be entrusted and expected to draw up the service in
accordance with what he knows or guesses to be popular and within the limits of the resources of the district.
He does not say, "You shall have this service whether you like it or not;" but says, "Try it for a little while, and
if then you do not like it, we will alter it to meet your objections, or prepare another." If the loudest and most
influential voices are inclined to be over-bearing and dictatorial, it will be his duty to plead for minorities, and
to retain or insert occasionally such forms as may be only pleasing to the few. But, if he have a grain of
wisdom, he will regard the service in the Church as for the people and not for himself. He must waive his own
prejudices so long as it does not involve the sacrifice of principle; and he will remember that he is their
spokesman, and not necessarily pledged to every word or sentiment that his parishioners desire him to read on
their behalf.

Here, instead of a new bone of contention, would be found a new bond of friendship and mutual esteem. A
minister so acting would thereby recommend his own proposals far more eloquently than by any reasoning. It
would be enough for the people to know that not only they could have their own way about the service, but that
that was the minister's solo desire. Say not, this could not be done in a parish, when it has been done where not
one single parochial advantage exists. It has been done here, where our congregation meets from the four
winds, and many members of it travel long distances, few knowing each other, and the minister labouring under
the overwhelming disadvantage of only meeting them in the pulpit, and exercising not one ministerial function
for them during the week. If it be both possible and easy under our circumstances, it would be infinitely more
so, were we all living together in one parish.

I do not know how my brother clergymen would like what I have next to propose? But I cannot forget that
half-a-dozen persons in my late parish, who still remained my sincere friends, felt conscientiously unable to
attend the parish church while I preached in it. Such a case might happen anywhere, and in some places the
scruples might be very numerous; yet it always seemed to me a hardship that even six people were kept away
from the church on such grounds. Now in my ideal parish, if I were minister, I would advocate the opening of
the church once at least on a Sunday to the few who could not agree with the majority, and they might have as
their minister for the occasion whomsoever they would, provided always that the man chosen were blameless in
moral character, and that the services were decently conducted, and not made occasions for irreverent mirth.
Next to subscribing to Dissenters to enable them to build their chapels in one's own parish, I think such a step
would be highly beneficial. A man only increases tenfold his influence by toleration. He diminishes it in like
proportion by every act of exclusiveness and bigotry. I once saw a whole settlement of Baptists go over to the
Church because the clergyman gracefully gave way in a matter of disputed right of occupation.

I have now only to speak of the minister's function in the pulpit. I take it for granted that he is a man of
ordinary tact, and possessing what is infinitely more than tact, an honest and kind heart. I have assumed that
every minister should have some culture, and be morally of blameless life. These are the only conditions with
which the State ought to concern itself. As to his religious views and opinions, they are exclusively his own, to
hold or relinquish at pleasure. His sole claim to appointment is that he is duly qualified from a literary point of
view, and that he seeks to be a minister of religion. He goes to his parish perfectly untrammelled by religious
tests, 39 Articles, 3 Creeds, or Acts of Uniformity. He is not bound to take any man, or any number of men, as
his guide or model. He is perfectly free. All that is expected of him is that he will be faithful—true to himself,
and to his own convictions. Being a man among men, it will be only natural for him to be tentative at first, and
not shock and alienate the strangers who gather round to hear his earliest discourses. He will find out by gentle
means how much the people agree with him and how far they differ, so that he may give attention to those
points where reconciliation is attainable by persuasion or amplification. He will soon discover whether he can



lead them on, or whether he is altogether unfit for their present stage of thought. In ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred, such a minister's work will be easy from the first, and crowned at last by the hearty concurrence of his
parishioners. But this is the only limitation he will put upon his own perfect freedom; the only ground on which
he will tolerate in himself the slightest reticence. His grand aim will be to declare unto them "the whole
Counsel of God," as it appears to him; and not to keep back "one word of God's truth from the great
congregation." He has no excuse now for evasion or subtlety, or that most miserable and fashionable of
expedients, the knocking to pieces of some orthodox doctrine, and then saying, "I believe in it for all that." He
has no ground for hesitation. The people expect honesty from his lips, not things merely smooth and agreeable.
They only bind him by tacit agreement to be true to himself, and not to deceive them by ambiguous speech, or
hide his honest thought under a cloud of controversial dust. This, of itself, would be a great attraction. I know
of the preaching of a heretic that was attended by some of his parishioners who could not bear his doctrine, and
when asked why they continued to go to church to hear him, said, "Well, he always speaks his mind, and says
we are not obliged to think as he does." Indeed it would be life from the dead in our English churches and
chapels if the word were to go forth that everywhere on a certain Sunday, the ministers, without fear of pains,
penalties, or social stigma, would really preach what they honestly believed. It would be such a day of
Pentecost for thought and religious earnestness as the world has never yet seen.

I know I am speaking the sober truth when I affirm that though there are many earnest and true-hearted
men of every shade of religious opinion, who invariably say what they think to be true, are yet
undistinguishable from the mass around them, who preach doctrines cut and dried for them, and shun original
thought or speech as they would the plague. How can you tell whether a man be true to himself or not, if all are
tethered with the same length of rope and must not transgress certain limits. Go to St. Pauls, or to Westminster,
or to our Chapels Royal, or anywhere you please, and distinguish the honest men from the dishonest if you can.
They are there sure enough, but you cannot test them. They are bound up in one bundle with the insincere and
the indifferent. In the interest of all religious opinions whatever, it is absolutely needful to have no prohibition
on the expression of honest opinion. Without that liberty you cannot be sure that the Protestant is not a
Catholic, the Catholic an Infidel, the Evangelical a Rationalist. It is in the power of any Sunday School boy to
say of every preacher thus tied and bound—"Ah! he did not dare say what he believes."

While we are yet ignorant, we need the fullest variety of opinion. Such differences are blessings, not curses,
till the true science of God shall come. And we ought to welcome honest speech, however distasteful its
arguments and conclusions, however seemingly dangerous to order and morality, simply because it is honest,
and is the deeply rooted conviction of another man's mind. More than this, I believe the honest utterance of
opinions one does not like, does a great deal more good than the flattering repetition of sentiments already
adopted.

For the present I close with this remark. The ideal parish which I have endeavoured to draw, is based upon
the principles of Love, Liberty, and Truth. In sad contrast to these, the churches, as history tells us, are worked
by hatred, intolerence, slavery, and falsehood—falsehood clung to after it had been detected and exposed. Shall
not the Church of the Future learn a lesson by the shame brought upon the Church of the past, and cast away
her idols of Dogma, Sacerdotalism, and so-called Uniformity to the moles and to the bats?
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Preface.
I HAVE been asked by many persons to explain how these three Lectures have been given to me, and I will

do so as briefly as possible. They are communicated by a spirit taking possession of a human medium. The face
of that human being is transfigured for the time being, and the magnetic light plays about her head. Not a word
is spoken by the spirit during the time I am writing. The ideas are communicated magnetically, by the laying of
the spirit's hand upon my own head; my own brain and hand being passive instruments as it were. When I
commence a lecture I do not know what the subject will be, and when I have finished one sentence, I am
ignorant as to the nature and construction of the next; but all is consecutive and coherent, without a correction
or erasure. Sometimes I stop short in the middle of a sentence, and then I look for a few seconds at the eyes of
the spirit, when the current of ideas and words immediately resumes its spontaneous flow. I have laid my watch



upon the table and timed myself, and have found that I write in about one-third of the time which I should
occupy in composing a lecture of my own. These phenomena have occurred in the presence of a dozen people,
each of whom writes also under the spiritual influence. After I have finished, the spirit enters into conversation
with me upon the topics arising out of the lecture; explaining that the magnetic fire communicated through him
is identical in its nature and influence with the tongues of fire seen by the Apostles on the Day of Pentecost, and
that the work of the spirits on earth—acting through human agencies—is to bring mankind back to a knowledge
of the One True God; to rescue them from the thraldom of theological superstition and debasing priestcraft; and
to prepare for the ingathering of our own branch of the human race—which they describe as the Fourth of the
Seven Churches.

Lecture upon Spiritual Communication,
Inspiration, or Impression,
Delivered by James Smith, Esq., of Melbourne, in the Masonic Hall, Dunedin, on Sunday, 28TH April, 1872.

THE craving for communion with the spirit-world, while it is a testimony to the immortality of the soul,
since mere matter cannot be attracted towards or by what is immaterial, is also one of the deepest and strongest
instincts and desires of our nature. It is an evidence of the emancipation—to some extent—of what is spiritual
within us, from the trammels of animalism. But we must be extremely careful how we endeavour to justify this
craving. Indulged in, according to some methods, it merely gratifies an idle curiosity, it brings about us
undeveloped spirits, with sentiments and sympathies which are still directed to the earth they have quitted and
about whose precincts they are still hovering, and it subjects us to be misled, deceived, and in some instances
mentally destroyed.

Spiritual communion is governed by immutable law, like all the processes of nature, and obedience to that
law is essential for the safe and salutary enjoyment of that intercourse for which so many human beings
instinctively yearn. There is no such tiling as a supernatural phenomenon in the universe. Whatever we call by
this name is a natural circumstance uncomprehended by us. Supernaturalism is a phrase which ought therefore
to be discarded from our dictionaries. Spiritual communion is one of the natural facts of the world. It has
existed from the beginning of time upon this our earth, and it will continue to exist until our globe has fulfilled
its appointed work. Sacred and profane literature is full of testimonies to the truth and actuality of this
communion; and all the religions of civilised mankind repose upon a spiritual basis. Take away this and they
crumble to pieces; as everything that is human and material will necessarily do, in virtue of the law of its being.
But the records and the preceptive books of all these religions being largely adulterated and contaminated by
human error, and what is historical in them having reference merely to but a small fragment of our race, and to
a limited period in its annals, mankind has gone astray with respect to its apprehension of spiritual truths.

We must go to the very foundation of things in order to get at the truth of spiritual intercourse, and to
explain the beautiful and wonderful gradations of intelligence and rule by which our world is governed. We
must understand that the human race made its appearance upon the earth tens of thousands of years before the
date assigned to the creation of the world in the Mosaic Cosmogony. We may be said, indeed, to belong to the
middle ages of the history of mankind. There have boon three great ingatherings of the human race—spoken of
in the vision of John as churches—at intervals of many thousand years; and some idea may be formed of the
incorrectness of our systems of chronology from the fact that the ingathering of the Third Church occurred at a
period considerably anterior to the bondage of the children of Israel in Egypt. The time has arrived at which the
work of gathering in the Fourth Church has been commenced, and although a thousand years may probably
elapse before the work is perfected, it is steadily proceeding, and will eventuate in the establishment of such a
spiritual civilization of the globe—and of such a confraternity of the spiritually minded in all countries, as has
not been witnessed since the consummation and fulfilment of the last Church;

Outside of this earth are a number of spheres, constituting with our own—which is the birth sphere—seven.
Ours is the first; in the second abide all those spirits who have quitted the earth during the last six thousand
years, In the sphere above these dwell the advanced spirits who belonged to the Third Church; and in the
highest sphere of all, abide the still more glorified spirits, who ascend thither by due gradation from the Second
Church. It is their office and privilege to instruct the angels of the Third Church; while they in like manner are
the teachers of the undeveloped and progressive spirits in the second sphere, as well as of ourselves under
certain conditions. All knowledge that contains within itself an element of value and durability, all inspired
literature, all great inventions, all original thoughts, and all pure and noble aspirations come to mankind through
these channels from the Most High. What we call genius is His holy gift, and the human being is almost as
incapable of originating anything as the lower animals. Man—although unconsciously so to himself—is linked



by this chain of intelligences with the Author of all being, and with the Source of all knowledge. From the
moment of his birth, guardian angels are assigned to him, and if in infancy he receives a natural training, and if
his after life be pure and natural likewise, those angels can continue to act upon him impressionally, and
promote his temporal happiness here and his spiritual progression hereafter.

Man being thus related to the angels, their watchfulness over him is incessant, and their influence upon him
for good would be great, and no less unceasing, were it not, as I have said, that he alienates them from his side,
and violates by disobedience the law of his being. This law is harmony and happiness, and its first
transgression, in the case of most of us, springs from our getting outside of our individual spheres. Every person
in the world has his appointed place in it, determined by the nature of his faculties and by the specific bent of
his genius. Occupying these, the whole family of man would be as one brotherhood. Each unit of us belongs as
much to a fixed order of things as the infinite varieties of animal and vegetable life below us fit into their proper
places, and act and move to one consentaneous purpose. Between each human being and every other human
being there are the same differences as between the quadruped and the bird, and the bird and the fish. Not only
so, but as there are innumerable species of the bird tribes, so there are equally innumerable varieties of the man
tribe; and it is just as erroneous, just as much an infringement of the law, and just as much a source of pain and
perplexity for one human being to step out of his sphere, as it would be for a wolf to adopt the plumage of the
peacock, or for an eagle to clothe himself in the skin of the tiger. Most of the crime and confusion which prevail
in the world, and no small part of its vice and disease, are attributable to this very aberration of human beings
from their respective spheres. It pervades all grades of society, and is productive of endless discord and
incalculable suffering. There are many kings who should be tending swine, or following the vocation of
hunters, or cooks, or dancing masters; and in like manner there are many mute inglorious Miltons, possible
Hampdens, and probable Cromwells, who are leading lives of obscurity and arduous toil. Not only is the work
of the world done badly in consequence, but mankind is deprived of innumerable inventions of which it might
reap the advantage if those who are capable of communicating them were not repressed by unspiritual
circumstances.

But, it will be asked, how is each man or woman to discover his or her proper sphere, and to occupy the
same? God has defined it for each of us. There is not a child who would not clearly indicate it if carefully
studied. It betrays itself in very early life, and it is the duty of every parent to provide for its fulfilment. But
convention steps in and says, No! If the son of a professional man, or of a person in opulent circumstances,
evinces a marked inclination for mechanical pursuits, it is discouraged and repressed. He is otherwise trained.
He is subjected to a learned education. His mind is crammed with dead languages, and with equally lifeless
facts, and he is put to some employment which he follows from habit or necessity, but which—if it brings him
success-never brings him happiness. There is an unsatified craving which he can neither account for nor allay.
He endeavours to minister to it by pleasure, by excitement, by the accumulation of wealth, or by its expenditure
upon objects which he no sooner possesses than they become indifferent to him. This happiness eludes his
grasp. He has got outside his individual sphere; the evolution of his spiritual nature—if it evolves at all—is at
variance with the evolution of his physical nature, and the result is enduring discord. Do you not suppose that
Louis XVI. would have been a happy man if it had been consistent with the practice of kings to have placed
him apprentice with a locksmith, and to have permitted him to pass his life in the peaceful pursuit of the
mechanical employment to which he was so much attached? Do you not suppose, also, that if, instead of
ascending a throne, Mario Antoinette could have folio wed the healthy calling of a rosy dairymaid, she would
have been one of the happiest women in Europe? Who have been the world's chief benefactors? Have they not
been the men and women who, knowing their own spheres, resolutely kept within them, developing their own
natures on all sides, and growing up into the glorious stature of noble and natural human beings—unspoiled by
erroneous systems of education, untrammelled by circumstance, and un-warped by any of the distorting
influences of an improper and uncongenial training.

Such persons being natural, and having undergone no mental distortion, are necessarily more amenable to
spiritual impressions; and to these, as I have said, humanity is indebted for everything precious that it
possesses. If mankind have gone astray, if the world is a scene of turbulence and bloodshed, of wrong and
rapine, if it presents to us the spectacle of enormous wealth, immense luxury and shameful self-indulgence, side
by side with squalid poverty, with abject want and absolute starvation, who is to blame? Ourselves. Docs not
every believer in a God and in a hereafter, acknowledge that there is a superintending Providence, and at the
same time feel it hard to reconcile the existence of the "evils" which he sees and feels, with the operation and
omnipotence of that Providence. It is not at fault, however. Its decrees are beneficence itself, its purposes are
infinitely wise and infinitely loving. There is not a planet in this vast universe that is not under the direction of
gradations of angels, subordinate to the highest hierarchies, these being in their turn subject to our Heavenly
Father, whose service is delight, and whose commands are love. And so it is with respect to our own small
globe; but we, humans, in the pride and vanity of our pigmy intellects, and in the exercise of that freedom



winch has been graciously vouchsafed to us by the Supreme Ruler of all things, apply ourselves to the task of
thwarting the benevolent designs, and traversing his sublime decrees. We deliberately ignore the spiritual nature
which is within us, and live only for the animal; setting the perishable above the imperishable, and acting as if
in the great chain of being there were no intermediate links between ourselves and God, no open
communication between the seen and unseen no angels to instruct and guide us, no spiritual forefathers
watching over us, and striving to impress us for good. It seems to be an article of popular faith that when we
die, owing to some mystical trust in the merits of somebody else, we shall leap at once into the presence of our
Maker, and that the murderer who yesterday expiated his crime upon the scaffold and died penitently, will be at
once ushered into the abode of God himself, of that inconceiveably august and glorious Being whom it is the
privilege alone of the highest archangel to look upon.

The great difference between the spiritual intercourse which is ordinarily enjoyed upon the earth, and that
which has been permitted to mankind through the agency of the magnetic teaching, is this—that whereas the
former brings us into contact with spirits only one remove from humanity—spirits in many instances not yet
enfranchised from the errors of belief, and the intellectual trammels which impeded their mental progress and
spiritual growth on earth spirits who are being cured and instructed—spirits, in a word, occupying the second
sphere—the magnetic teaching is bestowed upon us by those advanced intelligences which occupy the higher
spheres of this our globe, and are the appointed channels through which the Most High conveys his love and
light to his creatures upon earth, and to the undeveloped and progressive spirits in the second sphere. In that
sphere reside all the spirits which have taken their departure hence, ever since the present branch of the human
family—or in other words the members of the Fourth Church—appeared upon the earth. In the infinite wisdom
of our Almighty Father he has prescribed that there shall be seven great ingatherings of the human race. Three
of those, as has been said, have already taken place. The first was gathered in some 21,000 years ago, when our
globe was much smaller than it is at present. The members of this Church, at their ascension, became the
spiritual guides, teachers, and counsellors of the human race next dwelling on the earth. At the completion of
each Church the earth underwent a great convulsion. Its physical aspect was changed, and its bulk expanded.
When, in the fulness of time, and at the expiration of seven thousand years, the Second Church was gathered in,
the first ascended to a higher sphere, and became the guide and teacher of the Second, which remained in the
second sphere. And so in like manner with the Third. When that arose, the First passed into the Sun, and its
members were invested with a lustre corresponding with the glorious radiance of the centre of our planetary
system. Our teachers and instructors, as I have said, are members of the Third Church, and they flourished on
the earth shortly before the epoch at which Biblical chronologists have fixed the creation of the world. When
the ingathering was completed, our globe underwent yet another change and expansion of its bulk. Up to that
time there was but one continent and one sea. The four continents which now exist were riven asunder, and the
islands we inhabit began to emerge from the ocean. We foolishly imagine that the discovery of America was
first accomplished a few centuries back. Nothing can be more erroneous than the supposition. That land was
perfectly well known to the members of the third church; it was the seat of a pure and spiritual civilization, and
the dwelling place of a noble and natural race of beings.

When our own Church is gathered in, all the spirits of the human race translated to the second sphere since
what we are pleased to call the creation of the world-that is, since the date of the last great cataclysm—will
ascend, and will take the place now occupied by the Third Church, and this last will take the position of the
Second Church, which will pass into the sun, and there join its glorified predecessor. After us will come three
other Churches, and when these have reached their completion, our earth—which has been described to me as
one thought of the Most High, and as enclosing within itself when it first emanated from the Supreme Mind the
germ of every being which ever has lived or ever will live upon its surface—will have fulfilled its work, and
will pass away perhaps, or be prepared for the residence of a more exalted race of beings than ourselves.

And it is because the time has arrived for the commencement of the ingathering of the Fourth Church, that
this spiritual awakening is taking place all over the globe. In every part of it, the loving and wise ministers and
messengers of God are acting impressionally upon the minds of such persons as are susceptible to their
impressions. Men of science and theologians are finding them-selves brought face to face with doubts and
difficulties which they are unable to solve. The old superstitious are crumbling to ruin, scepticism is invading
the sanctuaries of orthodoxy; the belief in a physical death and a physical hell is being discarded by all but an
unenlightened few; the theory of the plenary inspiration of the Bible is rejected by many of those who were
formerly its staunchest advocates and defenders, and mankind are beginning to extricate themselves from the
meshes of a pernicious theology and to seek communion with God through the instrumentality of his holy
angels. All those things are but the faint foreshadowing of more momentous changes which await us, even
before the expiration of the present century; and if I were to repeat the assurances and distinct predictions which
I have received—and not I alone, but many others—on this head, I might be suspected of being a visionary and
a dreamer; possibly the victim of some extraordinary hallucination. Enough to say, however, that the effects of



the magnetic teaching—teaching which is purely inspirational—teaching which is conveyed to men, women,
and children by the magnetic fire and light, by that which—I speak it with the most unfeigned reverence, and
merely utter what it has been given me to utter—by that which is of the very nature of God—have been seen by
scores of persons, and will be visible to hundreds and thousands. There is much in it which transcends the
human mind to explain. God's ways are not our ways; and it is only becoming on our part to receive with
humility and gratitude the blessed light which descends upon us in vivifying and exhilirating power from
above, and to acknowledge with heartfelt thankfulness, the happiness which we enjoy in living at a period of
the history of [unclear: om] branch of the human race, in which this glorious gift was revealed to, and bestowed
upon us.

The magnetic teaching, as now vouchsafed to mankind in its more direct and obvious form, is another
variety of that inspiration which has been bestowed upon a favoured few in all ages of the world's history,
which is to be found in all the so-called religions which have taken rise in the East—which has created and
vitalised whatever is durable in art, literature, and science, and which would become the common property of
all mankind, if mankind lived in obedience to the laws of God, and listened to and acted upon those impressions
which our good angels are over waiting and watching for an opportunity of imparting to us. For, as each living
being, from the lowest organism to the highest, does actually ensphere an archangel, so in every member of the
human family lie all the potentialities of genius. This, though rare among us, is not a privilege, is not an
exclusive gift, is not a special favour. God, our infinite Father, does not deal in this wise with his children. They
are equally dear in his eyes—equally precious to his all-com-prehending love. What he gives to one, he bestows
on all, and that with a lavish hand—with the free bounty of a Being whoso goodness is inexhaustible, whose
love knows no limit, whoso active beneficence is incapable of rest, whoso superintending Providence embraces
the whole uniyerse within its stupendous grasp.

The day will come when men, brought back to a sense of His presence in the world, weaned from the
pernicious errors, the degrading superstitions, and the amazing absurdities of human theologies, and studying
Him in his glorious works, will participate as freely in the attributes of genius as they now share in the blessed
sunshine, in the free air of heaven, and in the enlightened enjoyment of the spectacle daily presented to us by
this beautiful earth. In every human brain lie the germs of genius—that is to say, of creative power. All they
require is to be quickened by the magnetic light and fire which God's holy angels and our ministering spirits are
commissioned to confer upon us if we only prepare the soul, and keep it free from the weeds of human doctrine
and human error. Our part in the work is very simple, and our duty very easy. It is not oven a labour. God, in
his wonderful goodness, has made it absolutely delightful. Consider for a moment all that is required of us.
Obedience! nothing more! We have but to do as the lower animals and the vegetable world do—obey
impressions. These come to us from above—from the ministering angels just spoken of. If we followed them,
every human being would occupy precisely that sphere which he is peculiarly and pre-eminently qualified to
fill. In it he would enjoy health and happiness. Out of it he would never wish to depart. He would resemble one
wheel out of millions in a wisely conceived, exquisitely constructed, and harmoniously-working piece of
machinery. He would fit in with every other part of that complicated mechanism, and would contribute his
quota to the results produced.

Mankind have not yet come to recognise this their inter-dependence and in tor-relationship—have not yet
felt that each unit of the mass is just as closely related to every other human being on the globe, as the nerves
behind my eye are to those which are ramified through my hands or feet. Not only so, but we are akin, on the
one side, to the dust beneath our feet; upon the other, to those celestial beings whose privilege it is to be
admitted to the councils of the Almighty. "the chain of being" is something more than a figure of speech: it is
an eternal fact. And this is a truth which is in process of revelation by the magnetic teaching, and will become
before long so patent to the understandings of all men who have eyes to see and ears to hear, that they will
wonder that they could have lived so many years upon the earth in utter blindness of verities which are being
proclaimed every hour of every day by the million voices of animated Nature, speaking to us from every
animal, from every bird, from every insect, from every tree and flower, and from every—so called—inanimate
object, that looks up in wonder and gratitude—in love and adoration—to the great Creator and Father of us all.
But upon this subject of inspiration or impression it is necessary I should speak in greater detail. The question is
one about which civilized mankind have agreed to differ, and chiefly because we have been accustomed to
consider the gift as something partial and exclusive; as limited, indeed, to one sot of books, produced by one
family of people, arrogantly assuming to be the chosen of the Almighty. But when we come to recognise the
fact proclaimed by all the million voices of nature, and testified to by our own reason, that God is the Father
and Creator of all things, loving all equally, and regarding all with an eye of uniform benevolence, then it is that
we begin to apprehend the erroneousness of the popular superstition that the Old and New Testaments have
exclusive claims to be considered as inspired; then it is that we arrive at the legitimate and rational conclusion
that the saered books, and even the profane literature of all nations, put forth similar claims to inspiration, and



that those claims must be allowed. And while on the one hand mankind—or rather Christendom—has
abandoned, by almost universal consent, the doctrine of the plenery in-spiration of the Bible and the New
Testament, and has agreed that both what is historical and what is preceptive in those books must be subjected
to the test of criticism, and must be accepted or rejected, according as it stands or resists this test, so, in like
manner, we are called upon to subject the sacred books of the Hindoos, the Chinese, and the Mahomedans, the
philosophical essays of the Greeks and Romans, and the "profane" literature of all countries and of all ages to
the same test, carefully discriminating between what is inspired—what is spiritual, that is to say—and what is
merely human. Nor, for the application of this test, is there any necessity for learning. We can arrive at our
object intuitionally, that is to say, by impression. For impression and inspiration are synonymous terms. What is
inspired comes to us from without—is communicated to us by the higher intelligences; and from the same
source we derive the capacity of discriminating between inspired and uninspired literature. All genius, no
matter what may be its particular manifestation, is the gift of the Most High, transmitted to men through his
messengers and ministers. And there are many men of genius besides those whom the world recognizes and
honours as such; men, indeed, of whom the world never hears, but to whom it is indebted for numerous
inventions, for proverbs, and even for homely weather maxims, and the like; these being founded upon a careful
observation of nature, and upon a cheerful and humble obedience to her laws, combined with a susceptability to
angelic impression.

Let us illustrate the difference between what is inspired and what is uninspired, by a reference to two
familiar passages of the Old Testament. In the one we find the following commandment:—"I am the Lord thy
God; thou shalt have none other Gods but me." Of the inspiration of this no reasonable being can entertain a
doubt. Not that it is to be supposed that the Creator of this stupendous universe ever stood face to face with
Moses upon the mountain and delivered the first commandment to the great lawgiver who goes by that name,
by word of mouth. For this, if not an impossibility—as we believe it to be, since no merely human being could
look upon God and live—is obviously a gross improbability. But, examined by the light of reason, that is to say
by the illuminating power of the Divine principle within us, how do the commandments present themselves? As
having been framed by some sagacious and enlightened ruler, who asked for assistance from on high in the
preparation of a code of laws for the government of an idolatrous, covetous, cruel, and generally inferior race of
people, and who received the assistance—the impressional or inspirational help he asked for. But knowing the
abject superstition, and at the same time the overweening pride, of the unruly tribe of fugitives he had to deal
with, he felt that, in order to make these just and wise and salutary laws binding and authoritative upon the
minds of the people, he must profess to have received them, not indirectly, but directly, from the Most High,
Hence he goes up into a high mountain, of which the summit is habitually veiled in clouds, and as he is versed
in all the meteorological lore of the Egyptians, he selects for the period of his visit, the time at which a tempest
is impending. In all probability—if we assume that the historical narrative is correct in the, man—he take? with
him—unknown to the people generally—two tablets of stone, and a priestly artificer. He is absent from the
camp for a long time, and in the interval a terrific storm breaks over the mountain. Thick darkness envelopes
the summit, the thunder rolls, the lightnings flash, and the wondering spectators at the foot of the mountain,
ignorant and credulous, and believing all such phenomena to be special and irregular manifestations of Divine
power, are prepared to receive with undoubting minds the assurance which Moses gives them on his return, that
he has conversed with God, and that the ten commandments he brings with him were traced upon the two
tablets of stone by the finger of the Almighty himself.

The second instance to which I would refer is this of the alleged standing still of the sun and moon--or
more correctly speaking, of the globe we inhabit—in order to enable a sanguinary engagement to be completed
during daylight, between the Israelites and their enemies. Now here we have a narrative which is not only full
of improbabilities, but also of impossibilities. It is unnecessary to discuss the question whether such a battle
was over fought. We may conclude that it was, and that it was recorded by an Israelitish scribe; but when we
examine the record by the light of our reason, what do we discover in it? A total absence of inspiration. All
inspiration comes to us, as has been said, from the Most High. Therefore it is absolutely true, because He
him-self is absolute Truth. But in this case we find the narrative contaminated by human error. In the first place,
in order to justify what was probably an act of wanton aggression and cruel ferocity, the historian professed to
assert that God had authorised the battle, and approved of the wholesale destruction. That nothing happens save
by His permission we must all reverently admit; but to make a God of love the particeps criminis in sanguinary
outrages is obviously little short of blasphemy. In the next place we have the utter impossibility of the sus-
pension for a single instant of the rotatory motion of the globe we inhabit. God cannot transcend His own laws;
because he and they are one, and because they are absolutely perfect. Their imperfection would be implied by
the fact that some circumstances might arise, rendering it necessary for Him to suspend their operations, or to
go outside of them. This also would detract from His infinite prescience. For He foreknew all things when He
framed those laws; therefore He foreknew that an occasion would arise in which a semi-barbarous horde would



want an hour or two's additional daylight to finish a battle in; and if he considered the conclusion of that
engagement within the limit of a single day essential to His divine purposes, we may be perfectly certain that
He would have provided for the contingency by a natural law.

But what are—according to a rational hypo-thesis—the facts which probably underlie this partly fictitious
narrative. May we not easily imagine the Captain of the Israelites, when expatiating on the events of the day, in
the midst of his companions in arms around the camp fires at night, exclaiming, "In that momentous crisis of
the battle, when victory was in suspense, and for a moment the issue of the conflict was doubtful, so much
incident and excitement, and such a throng of hopes and fears come crowded into a few minutes, that it
appeared to me as if the very setting sun lingered over the mountains of the west, as loth to look his last upon
the scene, and that as the moon rose out of the east, she was awed by the spectacle presented to her pure gaze,
and shrank for awhile from rising in the heavens?" Now, it requires very little intelligence on our part to know
that language of this kind, reported from mouth to mouth, traditionally preserved, and committed to writing
years after the event, perhaps, would undergo an inevitable transmutation. A chronicler as zealous for the
honour and glory of his race, as Clarendon was for the Royalists, or as Carlyle is for the Roundheads, would
drop the word "seems" out of his narrative, and would tell a proud, vainglorious, and superstitious people that
the sun and moon actually did stand still in order to enable this battle to be brought to a close, and that this
prodigy was of course the act of that Deity whom, in the narrowness of their belief and the egregious vanity of
their minds, they declare to be the God of Abraham, and of Isaac, and of Jacob, and of them and their
descendants only; leaving all the other and the far more numerous children of the human family, outside of the
sphere of the Divine Providence, and of his all-comprehending love.

Thus, then, you will perceive how necessary it is to discriminate between what is inspirational in the
Scriptures and what is merely human; and if yon study them by the light of reason—asking for, awaiting,
receiving, and acting upon those impressions which are given to us as freely as the blessed sunshine, all
difficulties will disappear, all doubts will be cleared up, and you will able to sift the truth from the error, and to
discern, amidst the illusions and extravagances of both the Hebrew and the Christian writers, the imago of the
true God shining out upon us through the clouds of human darkness and the mists of human misconception.

All these errors, and all this darkness and misconception, are the result of disobedience to impression.
There is and can be no mystery in religion—no mystery in the relationship to Almighty God. It is a purely filial
one: full of infinite love on His part, and demanding nothing on our own but childlike obedience. An earthly
father does not convey his injunctions and wishes to his little ones in parables and allegories. He adapts them
precisely to the growth and character of their minds. He makes them simple, lucid, perspicuous, and intelligible.
If he did otherwise, could he wonder at their disobeying what they failed to comprehend? And if this be so with
human parents, frail, feeble, and fallible as we are, how much more so must it be with our Heavenly Father,
who is perfection itself, omniscient, and infinite in goodness and in power? There is and can be no mystery in
His commandments. Wherever you find anything that is mysterious and provocative of controversy in what is
called Sacred Literature, you may be perfectly sure that it is of human origin—that it is the product of the
human intellect, professing to know so much better than God himself, and substituting its own ignorant dogmas
for his simple truths.

God speaks—through his angelic ministers and messengers—to every one of us, every day, every hour, and
every minute of our lives, if we will only listen to Him. And not alone to us, but to every object in animated
nature; and there is no such thing as an inanimate object, organic or inorganic, in nature. Every mineral, every
vegetable, insect, reptile, fish, bird, and animal has its own magnetic atmosphere—its individual atmosphere,
upon which plays that magnetic fire which has been described to me as the very nature and spirit of God. There
is not one of these things, from the pebble beneath our foot to the stately elephant in the forests of Ceylon, that
is not necessarily acted upon by this magnetic force-that is not obedient to the impressions thus received, and
that is not perfectly happy in consequence. They obey natural laws, and that obedience is an act of worship—is
the only worship that is acceptable to Almighty

Man is the only animal on the face of this beautiful globe that is disobedient to impressions, and he is
accordingly the only animal that is unhappy, the only animal that is subject to vice, disease, and misery;
excepting only in so far as the lower animals are liable to these things when brought out of their sphere, and
vitiated and injured by contact with him, and by what we call domestication, which usually means debasement
and degradation.

Man did not fall away from God-did not become an exile from a figurative Paradise by eating of the fruit of
a forbidden tree. In all these poetical allegories and Oriental fables there lurks a germ of truth. Man suffered
from disobedience to impression, still suffers from it, and always will continue to suffer, so long as he refuses
to listen to that impression, which is identical with what theologians and mental philosophers call conscience.
"Paradise Lost" is capable of becoming "Paradise Regained" for each of us. Eden lies within our reach. We can
still walk and talk with angels—still see the heavens bending down upon us, morning and evening in holy



love—still breathe the fragrance of the new earth and taste the freshness of the primal dawn. For our globe is as
beautiful as ever it was. It was not cursed with sterility then or now. All that is necessary for the perception,
comprehension, and enjoyment of its inexhaustible beauty, is that we should be in harmony with it and with its
Almighty Creator. A nd this can be accomplished by a simple act of obedience. Upon no other condition.
Obedience to impression. In all the concerns of life—in the greatest as in the least—our angelic guides,
counsellors, teachers, and loving friends, are waiting to impress us, waiting to feed us with the magnetic
fire—with the love of God! It is ready to be given to us without reservation and without stint. We have only to
obey—to receive and to be thankful—in order to be happy. Heaven lies about us, even here. It is not a place,
but a condition; not a remote country, but an ever-present reality to all who seek it in obedience. The earth is
not a vale of tears - that is an invention of the theologians. It is a possible Paradise, and it will actually become
so before our own branch of the human race finally disappears from its surface in their physical bodies.

The more the great truth of inspiration or impression is investigated, and the better it is understood, the
more harmonious does it appear with God's beneficent purposes and with man's nature and necessities.
According to the generally received belief, our Infinite Father is infinitely remote from us. In our prayers we
acknowledge His nearness, but that nearness is not a living reality to us. If it were so, we should not live as we
do. If the conviction that He is omnipresent and all-seeing had any firm hold upon our minds, could we, as
ratioual beings, think, act, speak, and live as we do? The question has only to be stated in order to be answered
with an emphatic No! Once a week we make a sort of compromise with our consciences. We enter what we call
the House of God—as if the whole universe were not the abiding place, and each of us were not, or ought not to
be. His living temple—and we declare ourselves to be miserable sinners. On that day, we abstain to a
considerable extent from worldly occupations, and endeavour—sometimes with a reasonable degree of
success—to appear as gloomy and morose as if we actually supposed that the Infinite Being, who is love itself,
and who has willed that all men shall be happy, on the simple condition of obedience—could be pleased or
propitiated by the spectacle of austere countenances and mortifying practices. But, on the morrow, we resume
our buying and selling, our cheating and overreaching, our adulterations, and our sordid practices of all kinds,
with a sort of tacit understanding that we can live for ourselves during the rest of the week, and make our peace
with God—by means of putting up certain prayers, singing certain hymns, and listening to certain edifying
discourses on the Sunday following. And so we go on from year to year; balancing the worldliness of six days
by the devotional exercises of the seventh, as we imagine, and keeping a kind of debtor and creditor account
with the Almighty.

It is no part of my purpose to utter a tirade against Sabbatarianism. What I am anxious to declare to you is
this—That every day in the week and in the year should be a Sabbath—should be consecrated by the love of
God and by the love of our neighbours, by the abnegation of self, by a growth in knowledge, and by a steady
advancement in happiness and spiritual light and life.

And thus it would be if we were only obedient to His holy will which His ministers and messengers are
ever ready to impress upon us if we only listen to them. Surely no scheme of the moral government of the
universe could possibly be so beautiful, so loving, so wise, or so perfect as this. For what does it reveal to us? Is
it not the fulfilment and realisation of that dream of the patriarch in which he saw a ladder stretching from
Heaven to earth, and angels ascending and descending by it, while he slept at the foot? And in this vision or
allegory we discover a great truth, for, in all men, the receptiveness of or susceptibility to angelic impressions is
most vivid during sleep. Our guides and counsellors can then reach us when our animal passions are laid to rest,
when the sensorial avenues to the brain are all closed, and when the mind alone is active and open to
impressions.

But at all times, and in all the circumstances of life, this impressional guidance and instruction is equally
open to us, provided we will listen to and obey it. It comes to us like the winds of Heaven, like the fragrance of
the flowers that surround us, like the blessed light of day, or the tranquil shadows of the evening. There is
nothing mystical or mysterious in its nature; nothing occult or incomprehensible in its operation. "My law is
easy, and my commandments are light," was said of old, and every one who has once been accustomed to obey
impression must acknowledge the truth of this—must perceive that obedience is happiness, and that to submit
to the voice of what we call conscience will infallibly confer upon us the peace which passeth all
understanding. Men ever substituting the complicated inversions of the human mind for the beautiful simplicity
of God's most holy will, have devised innumerable forms of religion, innumerable rites and ceremonies,
innumerable dogmas, doctrines, and professions of faith. They have imagined that by the adoption of these,
they can either perform an acceptable service to our Infinite Father, or avert what they are pleased to call His
wrath, or propitiate His favour. And multitudes of men, professing these forms of faith, and devoutly believing
in these dogmas, have drawn nigh to Him; but they have done so In spite of their creeds and their superstitious
practices. Unconsciously, perhaps, to themselves, they have been obedient to impressions—have been, in short,
much better than their creeds. And hence they have known and loved God, and have lived in conformity with



His laws. Nor is it of the slightest moment to their eternal welfare that they have been disciples of Christ, or of
Confucius, or Brahma, or Zoroaster, or Plato, or Mahomet. Truth is one immutable and, eternal. It knows no
variations of clime or country, of race or epoch. The love of God may be just as firm in the mind of the poor
Indian who worships a stock or a stone as in that of an Oberlin or a Fenelon, according to their respective
grades in the scale of being, and their respective lights. The savage acts from impression, so does the sago. In
general, the "grey barbarian" is not "lower" but, higher: "than the Christian child," simply because he is strictly
natural—strictly obedient to the law of his being. Therefore he is happy, and therefore he is healthy; and it is
the same, as I have said, with all the lower animals. It is the lord of creation alone who acts in disobedience to
the loving admonitions of his Heavenly Father, and is miserable, diseased, and criminal in consequence.

Ah! men and brethren, if the human race could only be brought to feel its relationship with the invisible
world, could only perceive that it is surrounded by angelic intelligences, could only know that we have
perpetually by our side the ministers and messengers of the Most, High, filled with His love, affectionately
submissive to His will, and overflowing with tenderness towards their human kindred, what a total
transformation would be effected in the aspect of this fair and lovely world of ours! Vice and wrong-doing of
all kinds would speedily disappear. We might pull down our lunatie asylums, dismantle our prisons, and abolish
our hospitals. We could dispense with our armies, and navies, and fortresses, and relegate to productive labour
the millions of men whom we now train and support in comparative idleness as the instruments and implements
of homicide upon a scale of gigantic magnitude. But do you imagine that this transformation will not take
place! Let any man who has lived for fifty years upon the earth look back to the state of society all over the
civilised globe in 1820, and compare it with what it is now, and then let him attempt to dispute the imminency
of the great change which is impending. It will be attended with great convulsions, doubtless; I believe, indeed,
that the whole fabric of social life in Europe and America is threatened with subversion and ruin, because it is
founded upon a rotten—because a godless—basis; upon the worship of wealth and the apotheosis of egotism;
and that when the convulsion shall have been over past, the great body of the people—the poor and the
ignorant, as we term them—more impressionable to angelic instruction and guidance than their "superiors," will
proceed to reconstruct the edifice upon the enduring foundations of righteousness, truth, and love.
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The Two Great Commandments.
WE are frequently asked what are the doctrines taught, and the duties inculcated, by "higher intelligences"

who communicate with us. The following lecture, emanating from THEM, supplies an answer:—
Upon a knowledge of God's commandments—which their Almighty Author has inscribed upon the book of

nature and in our own consciences—depends man's happiness, both here and hereafter. For that knowledge
precedes and presupposes obedience to them; inasmuch as, when it is perfectly understood how wise, how
beautiful, how harmonious, and how beneficial they are, obedience will follow as a matter of course. Their
harmony and adaptability to men's wants and to the circumstances of their daily lives, commend themselves to
our finite minds with irresistible force. They are found to have been devised by infinite wisdom, guided by
infinite love. They are the fruit or divine foresight operating in and for the benefit of mankind. To obey them is
happiness; to disobey them is misery. Man, in his natural frame, is like an exquisitely constructed piece of
machinery, and if this were superintended and controlled—as it was originally fashioned—by reason, it would
go on working with the most efficacious results, until he attained the full term of four-score years. If,
unhappily, it becomes deranged at a much earlier period, and falls to pieces far short of the natural span of
human life, the creature is alone to blame. Sickness and vice are not inherent in our nature. They spring from
ignorance and abuse. God has given to each of us a wonderfully compacted structure of blood, bone, flesh,
muscle, and nerve. Properly handled, this admirable framework would become more and more enduring from
generation to generation, because each would be an improvement upon its predecessor. Every one of us would
enter on his new existence not merely with the mental attainments he brought with him from a former life, but
also with a frame superior to that possessed by his predecessors. Thus, then, you will perceive that not merely
does each one of us inflict a positive injury upon himself by his ignorance or his violation of natural laws, but
that he transmits the consequences of his ignorance or of that violation to those who come after him.

Love of God begets knowledge. It is, we are told, "the beginning of wisdom;" and knowledge begets faith.
Necessarily so, because it is impossible, to know God's laws without at the same time reposing the most
illimitable trust in His wisdom, justice, and goodness. Ordinarily speaking, you will observe, the process is
reversed. Men are taught to believe, or to repeat, certain abstract propositions and mysterious formulae—and
this is expected to serve as the groundwork of knowledge. The foundations being laid in error, what can we
expect from the superstructure? A faith in the Trinity, for example, conducts a man to certain impious



conceptions of the Almighty Father. It induces him to derogate from the unique power of the great "I Am." The
supreme authority is divided between three mystical persons, each of whom is supposed to be coequal with the
other. By-and-bye this figment of the human brain is supplemented by the idea of a devil—a power antagonistic
to, and in habitual rebellion against, the Most High, whose Omnipotence is thus actually impeached. For to
imagine that any absolute monarch, even upon this earth, would tolerate the co-existence of an evil pretender to
his throne, constantly engaged in seducing his subjects from their allegiance and in dragging them away to a
loathsome dungeon—makes a greater demand upon human credulity than many of the most do-graded
superstitions of the most benighted savages. Then, again, a physical devil necessitates the imagination of a
physical hell—a place of un-speakable torment, into which are supposed to descend the souls of all those who
have been al-lured from their lawful allegiance to the rightful and only true Sovereign of the Universe; and who
are kept there, bound in everlasting chains, with no hope of ultimate release. And all this goes on, we are told,
in defiance of the authority, and in despite of the beneficence, of the great Being whom our intellectual instincts
assure us to be as Infinite in love, as he is Supreme in power. Surely a belief of this kind is only paganism
rebaptised.

But ignorance and superstition do not stop here. They do not scruple to defame the character and to defile
the name of the Most High, by attributing to him the meanest passions of his meanest creatures. They make him
jealous, revengeful, capricious, bloodthirsty, delighting in sacrifices, presiding over battles, authorizing lust and
rapine, and sanctioning and encouraging the mutual slaughter of the beings whom he has created. Can you
imagine anything more awful, anything more impious, anything more irreligious, anything more blasphemous
than this ascription of the base passions and sanguinary deeds of human beings to Him who sitteth in the
heavens; and before whose power, purity, wisdom, and Almighty Love, man must stand in reverential awe and
silent adoration: wondering and grateful for the divine gift of reason, whereby we have been enabled to
apprehend and perceive, as through a glass darkly, these glorious attributes of our common Father.

Yes, Father! In that one word is summed up the beautiful relationship in which he stands to each of us. As a
Father, he counsels, teaches, guides, and instructs us. As a Father, he conducts our steps through the infant
stages of our multiform existence. As a Father, he feeds us with knowledge, imparting it in proportion to our
growth and capacity, as well here, as heretofore, and hereafter. As a Father, he is with us always, and
everywhere, tenderly considerate of our infirmities, long-suffering under circumstances of great
provocation—as we should think them—and fulfilling towards us every duty that the most loving, the most
benignant, and the most exemplary human parent could possibly discharge towards his offspring.

And does this imply no corresponding obligation, as of sonship, on our part? Setting aside the debt—the
unspeakably heavy debt of gratitude we owe him "for our creation, preservation, and all the blessings of this
life," is it not incumbent upon us to make ourselves acquainted with his laws, and, having ascertained them, to
ensue them with all diligence and zeal? Even upon that odious principle of selfishness, which some
philosophers have made the basis—the hideous basis of all human actions, should we not feel impelled to make
His commandments our study, and obedience to them our delight? For in that knowledge and in that obedience
lies the root of earthly happiness. And do not let us entertain the erroneous conviction that happiness is
something alien to human life. Granted that it is continually eluding men's grasp, what does that prove? That
the mode of search—the method of the chase—is wholly erroneous. Doubtless humanity has its afflictions, but
a knowledge of God's laws turns all calamities to blessings. Our friends undergo the change called death; but
we know that the separation is only temporary, and that we shall rejoin and recognise them elsewhere. Fortune
deserts him, but the wise man who has learned to love, and therefore to know and trust his heavenly Father,
accepts all such reverses with a serene mind and a tranquil countenance, because he sees the light behind the
cloud.

By the laws of nature, men commonly under-stand the operations of some dumb, monstrous power,
directed by a blind intelligence towards an inevitable end with irresistible force. They altogether omit to see
that they are simply the laws of God, and, as such, are governed by the perfection of wisdom for the most
beneficent of purposes. Obedience to them, I repeat, is perfect happiness; violation of them produces disorder
and misery. Their authority ought to be supreme, and conformity to them by no means excludes the exercise of
man's free will. This is left intact. If its exercise coincides with the will of the Almighty, it is well for the
creature. If it is repugnant to that will, it merely delays the fulfilment of the Divine purpose, but does not
prevent its ultimate accomplishment. Thus, then, free will and necessity are not incompatible. It is only by
taking a narrow and limited view of each, and by forming a confused notion of both, that men have entangled
themselves in profitless discussions concerning the alleged conflict of freedom and predestination.

God's purpose, we may be certain, is un-changeable; but it is necessary for the growth and development of
man that he should be accorded a large amount of liberty. This might appear at first sight to clash with the
higher law and with the Supreme Will; but in reality it does nothing of the sort, and people will understand this
more clearly when they comprehend how small is the proportion which the period of time embraced in what we



call human life, or in one human life, bears to the sum of each existence, and how every man has repeated
opportunities of retrieving those errors, by the commission of which, he has been enabled to delay, but not, in
the end, to counteract, the supremely beneficent objects of Almighty Wisdom.

To understand natural law—or, in the language of Scripture, the commandments of God, there are three
things which demand to be studied, and they are these:—to know what we are, where we are, and whether we
are going.

As to the first: It is incumbent upon each of us to acquire an intimate acquaintance with our physical
structure, with our mental organisation, and with our spiritual nature, so as to provide for the preservation and
the healthy growth of all three. A knowledge of the laws of physiology would teach us how to preserve our
bodies in such a condition as that they would be absolutely exempt from disease and suffering—both of which
are unnatural and abnormal; and would also enable us to obtain the greatest amount of beneficial work out of
our frames, and to keep them vigorous and active to the full term of human life, which even now falls far short
of what it is capable of reaching under proper conditions of diet, clothing, exercise, and recreation. We should
ascertain what food is suitable to us, in what quantities, and how it ought to be prepared. The avoidance of
improper diet and drink would become intuitive, as it were, and we should religiously shun excesses of all
kinds. The mere consciousness of existence, under such circumstances, would become at all times and in all
conditions of life, an absolute blessing. We should find new and unnumbered sources of happiness and
enjoyment opening to us; and the passions which now deprave and degrade humanity would die out for want of
aliment. Our wearing apparel would be simple and suitable; not necessarily devoid of beauty and propriety, so
as to deprive the eye of its legitimate gratification, but free from costliness and extravagance. Fashion would no
longer be the grotesque and merciless tyrant it is, and so many thousands of lives which now perish by the
needle just as effectually as if that household implement were a sharp sword or a poisoned arrow, would no
longer be offered up on the altars of that hideous idol. Neither would some men pamper their appetites with all
sorts of food, in all sorts of disguises, and with all sorts of stimulating and vitiating condiments, while so many
of our fellow creatures perish of starvation, or slowly wither away, by reason of the insufficiency and the
innutritious character of the food upon which they subsist. Most of the vices and crimes which now afflict
society, and all insanity, would disappear; for to a perfectly healthy body, inhabited by a perfectly healthy
mind, and animated by a progressive spirit, all these evils would be impossibilities.

Then, again, the understanding of what we are, would also involve the study of the human mind, and the
comprehension of its laws, processes, and capabilities. Men would neither permit its powers to lie latent and
undeveloped, on the one hand.; nor would they overtask them, on the other. There would be fewer prodigies of
learning, no doubt, because scholars and students would be less disposed to bury themselves amidst the dust,
the mould and mildew of the past. They would discover that to each generation is given its appropriate teachers,
and that nine-tenths of the literature that is now extant, howsoever valuable at the time it was written, and
howsoever useful to the people for whom it was written, possesses very little, if any, value or utility for us or
for our times. Although there is a limited number of works—monumental structures—beacon lights along the
shores of time—which enjoy an undying freshness, and a perpetual power of chaining and instructing mankind.
But, with these exceptions, much of the literature of past ages is rather an injury than a benefit to our own. It is
so because scholars and students, instead of giving us original thought, chow the ideas of dead men, and present
them to us in a sort of innutritious and amorphous paste.

In nature, you will observe, there is nothing retrospective or retrogressive. Everything aspires; everything
advances. Progress and ascension are the universal law. The locust, when he casts his shell, does not sit poring
over the case in which his limbs were previously enveloped; nor does the butterfly apply itself to a laborious
investigation of its former stages of being. When these are done with, both these insects direct all their efforts to
the new life upon which they have entered, to the utter neglect and oblivion of the past. And should not this be
the case with us? Each of us—as Paul says—"dies daily,"—physically and mentally. The atoms of our body
perish—or rather they enter into now forms of matter and new combinations with other substances external to
ourselves. This frame of mine is not the frame I wore last year, or last month, or last week. And so with the
mind. It is daily and hourly secreting new ideas—daily and hourly excreting such as, in its growth and
experience, it has found reason to reject. There-fore, we should study to direct our thoughts to that which lies
before us and beyond us—speaking, for the present, of this world only—and "let the dead past bury its dead."
That has gone, and those who were responsible for what it was, and for what they made of it, have gone also.

If life were long enough, and if men had sufficient leisure to make themselves masters of the immense
amount of so-called book-lore which exists in the world, its study might be tolerated perhaps; but have we not
abundant employment for the most active and laborious minds in the study of natural science, in the
investigation of the laws of health—of our own intellects, and of the questions which concern us in connexion
with the other world, towards which we are all moving?

2. Where we are? With the external beauty of the earth, we are all more or less acquainted; but of its



internal structure and utility how little do we know! And yet this knowledge is all-important to us. Without it,
we are but as strangers and aliens on the globe we inhabit, for the time we are on it. Its framework should be as
familiar to us as the framework of our own bodies. We should then understand that every-thing which we call a
phenomenon is, in reality, the product of a law; and that, by knowing these laws, we should not only be enabled
to derive the greatest amount of material good from the earth, but should escape the consequences of those
calamities and disasters which take the form of shipwrecks, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, typhoons,
avalanches, hurricanes, and so forth. These are not lawless explosions of what we call the forces of nature, but
the inevitable results of the operation of certain laws, our ignorance of which exposes us to sufferings and
misfortunes. The earth is a great laboratory, created and superintended by Infinite Wisdom, and in proportion as
His creatures exercise the Divine gift of reason, which our beneficent Father has bestowed upon each of us, to
cultivate and dovelope,—shall we understand the processes, objects, and results, of the work which is going on
in that laboratory. For, although we are told that, on the Seventh Day, God rested from his labours, we may be
perfectly certain that this was only spoken figuratively. The work of creation—or of evolution—is never
suspended—never has been suspended; and, we may assume, with great humility—never will be suspended.

The activity of Almighty Power is incessant and inexhaustible—all-penetrating and all-pervading. It is
manifest in the greatest as in the smallest things—in the upheaving of a continent, and in the construction of the
minutest insect inhabiting a tiny drop of stagnant water.

In the study of nature, we should all find not only profit but delight. It would yield us the fruits of the earth
necessary to our sustenance in greater abundance and variety than we now receive them, and with far less toil.
But its chiefest service to us would be that it would elevate our minds ever nearer and nearer to the Great
Architect of this amazing universe. We should comprehend, though with such limitations as are necessarily
imposed by our finite intelligences, the wonderful love, the illimitable forethought, the magnificent design, the
exquisite adaptation of means to ends, and the sublime goodness of our Almighty Father. We should perceive,
moreover, that this globe is but the analogue of millions of other globes, many of them superior to our own, and
peopled by a superior race of beings, and we should be qualified to understand that great principle of infinite
variety of form in unity of type which seems to run through all Creation.

3. And this naturally conducts me to the third part of my subject—Whither we are going. Every man is
conscious by the revelation within him—apart from other revelations of varying authority and authenticity, that
he enfolds an immortal principle—a "Me," perfectly independent of, distinct from, and superior to, the physical
structure he inhabits. But, practically, this consciousness is belied and suppressed by his material longings,
feelings, and desires. He knows that he is immortal by an intellectual instinct—by a spiritual intuition. To deny
it is almost to forego his title to be considered a rational being. An atheist is something abnormal in the human
family—a lusus naturae, an object of wonder and commiseration, but not of condemnation, any more than we
should condemn a two-headed calf. Our immortality rests on grounds more impregnable and indestructible than
even the truths of science. It is testified to by an inner voice, speaking in accents no louder than a whisper, but
with a power exceeding that of the deep-voiced thunder.

But if we ask what influence this conviction of our immortality exercises upon the daily lives of each of us,
the answer is a painful and humiliating one. And why? Because intellectual assent does not ripen into living
conduct. "The world is too much with us, late and soon, Getting and spending, we lay waste our power." Its
realities—if, indeed, they are realities—are so much more vivid to us than the realities of the world to come.
We occupy ourselves with the little ant-hill which is the present scene of our labours, our ambitions, and our
enjoyments, precisely the same as if there were nothing beyond that ant-hill—no succession of endless ages
awaiting us in the inevitable future, no ascending grades of existence, compared with the lowest of which, the
highest objects of human aspiration are worthless and contemptible. And then—when the hour arrives that
comes to all—when the monarch has to lie down with the beggar, and the philosopher with the
ploughboy—when this body has to be resolved into its constituent elements, and the spirit is about to set forth
on its journey to that land which is commonly supposed to be the unknowable, and the light of another world
begins to gleam through the chinks and crevices of the decaying structure we have clung to with such a foolish
fondness, God gives us a glimpse of what might have been possible here—if we had only chosen to listen to the
voice within us—and we either undergo re-incarnation, or we expiate, in a temporary place of probation,
punishment and discipline hereafter, our incredible blindness and perversity in not having studied His laws on
earth, and in having refused to acknowledge that—in the language of the Book of Ecclesiastes—this is "the
conclusion of the whole matter:—Love God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole duty of man."

All natural laws, then, are ordained by our Almighty Father for the preservation and progression of the
creatures. We are called upon to investigate and learn them because the process is beneficial to us. He does not
ask us for a blind obedience to them, but for one founded upon a rational apprehension of their beauty and
utility. He does not say to us, "Do this, because it is my Supremo Will;" but "Do this, after having first
ascertained, on your part, that the doing of it is essential to your health and happiness—to your welfare here,



and to your eternal progress hereafter. My service should be one of love, enlightened by reason. Obedience is
happiness, because My laws have all been framed in wisdom, working for wise and beneficent ends." And the
more closely these laws are investigated, and the more completely they are understood, the greater is our
admiration, and the profounder our adoration of their Creator. We are drawn towards the fountain and source of
Infinite Love by love itself. We perceive that the whole created universe is pervaded, penetrated, sustained, and
bound together by this great principle. Science reveals, and experience confirms, it. We look up to Him through
His works and we exclaim—as he is represented to have declared of old—Behold they are very good." We
discover the omnipresence and incessant activity of law—law in the construction of a solar system—law in the
population of a drop of water with its myriads of animated beings. Nothing is too great for His Supreme Power
to undertake and construct—nothing too minute for His paternal Providence to oversee, protect, and preserve.

We look within ourselves and we learn that we are fearfully and wonderfully made. We! read in the brain
of the infant, and in its successive stages of development, the early history of our race. We watch the changes
which its skull undergoes, and we discover in them the cranial growth of the human head, ethnologically
considered. The more closely we study the anatomy of our own bodies the more forcibly are we struck by the
evidences they present of wonderful design, of an exquisite adaptation of means to ends, of amazing foresight
and infinite knowledge. They inform us from what and whence we came, just as our minds—even more
wonderful in their construction and operation—premonish us whither we are going. And in harmony with the
complicated simplicity of our bodies—all referable to a few archetypes, and all agreeing in regard to general
structure, functions, and purpose, is the complicated simplicity of life imposed upon us in order to keep both
mind and body in perfect health and rational activity. By complicated simplicity must be understood that
variety in unity which runs through all the works of nature. For example, our diet should be simple as well as
sufficient; but this does not preclude the wise and temperate use of the infinite number of fruits and other
natural products which have been furnished for our aliment and enjoyment by a bounteous Providence. So, too,
with respect to the mind while its operations should be conducted in obedience to one uniform law, and
therefore governed by simplicity and regularity, and coherency of procedure, the field of its activity is, humanly
speaking, unlimited.

And so, also, in the multiform relations of man, living in society with his fellow men, the rule of conduct
and the bond of union are both simple in the extreme. They are summed up in one golden sentence, "Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself." And in the fulfilment of this precept, we experience the beneficent working of a
principle of enlightened selfishness. This will not be the motive, but it is nevertheless the result. What we do,
we do for the benefit of our fellow creatures, but it is reflected upon ourselves. Every good deed is retroactive
in its operation. Like mercy, it is twice blessed. It blesseth him who gives and him who receives. To make
others happy, is to take the most effectual means of securing our own happiness; just as to promote or restore
the healthful condition of any one member of our body, is to contribute to the healthful condition of the whole
frame. For humanity, however, we may regard it, is not many, but one. Its principle is unity, its manifestation is
variety. We each belong to it, and are each just as inseparably united with it, as is the hand with the arm, or the
foot with the leg. By labouring for it, we labour for ourselves. We cannot advance its growth, promote its
welfare, or strive for its elevation, without indirectly advancing our own. As is its condition in the bulk, such is
it in the individual sample. It is not something which lies outside ourselves, which is foreign to our interests,
sentiments, and feeling, but something with which we are absolutely incorporated. This is the truth, probably,
which was discerned by the French philosopher who proposed to establish what he called a "religion of
humanity." There is a religion of humanity, in the sense of a bind- ing up and of A binding together of the
whole human race. Whatever may be the diversities of language and aspect, exhibited by the various members
of the great family of mankind, there is this principle of unity running through the whole of them,—that they
are all the children of one Father, all immortal, all tending towards the same coal, and all capable of the same
progression, both here and hereafter. Hence, the higher the level of average humanity, the higher that of the
individual constituent of the mass. The more we can do to lift our fellow creatures out of the mire of ignorance
and animalism, the more serviceable we shall be in urging forward the whole human race along that path of
progression which it has occupied centuries upon centuries in toilfully struggling along, but which will seem
much shorter and much less arduous, in proportion as we are the better equipped for the journey by knowledge
and foresight—knowledge of the road and foresight of the goal.

Thus, then, we arrive at this great principle, that all mankind are interdependent, and that no one can live by
or for himself. He must rely on others for the satisfaction of most of his wants, and those others must in like
manner be dependent upon him for services which they are in-capable of rendering to themselves. Ignorance of,
or indifference to this fact is the cause of so many errors in public policy and private conduct,—of so many of
the wars which desolate the world, and of so much of the misery and suffering which those wars entail. Once let
us feel the solidarity of the human family, and that family will live as one household. We recognise the
principle, you know, in the foundation and establishment of communities. The tribe is but an extension of the



family, and the nation is but an expansion of the tribe. Why should not humanity, in like manner, become an
extension of the fundamental principle of the household? What is more beautiful than domestic life when the
members of a family are knit together by the ties of affection and esteem? What mutual respect and fondness
are displayed, what delicate consideration, what a spirit of cheerful self-denial, what an anxiety to please, what
a prompt putting forth of strength to succour weakness, and of compassion to alleviate suffering, and what a
spirit of kindness and conciliation are manifested in the daily life and in the hourly relations of such a family!
How strong it becomes in its union, how exemplary in its influence, how happy in its homely history! Do you
suppose that what is practicable—what, in-deed, is so often visible—in the family circle, is incapable of being
realised in the nation, and among the whole human race,—which is but a bundle of nations? What is to prevent
it? What does actually prevent it? An absence of the principle of love to our neighbour, and the want of that
knowledge of ourselves and of God's laws, which would spring from the development of that principle in each
of us.

Take any one of the causes which separate nation from nation, whether fiscal policy or political ambition,
the thirst for martial glory or the greed of territorial aggrandisement. Analyse it, and trace its operations. Does it
not take its rise in ignorance or animalism? And is it ever productive of real happiness, or of lasting advantage
to the nation Itself, or to the master minds by whom that nation is conducted into war or desolation. Need I
point out to you the history of France from the rise of the first Napoleon to his death at St. Helena? What did
France gain by that series of wonderful achievements on the field of battle from Austerlitz to Jena? Did she
retain the territory she had conquered, or could she recover the blood and treasure which she had squandered in
so many sanguinary engagements?

Compare the map of France in 1872 with that of the same nation in 1789. Compare her in-debtedness then,
with what it is now. Follow her great military commander into exile, and ask him if he was happy. Here was a
soldier of fortune who had set his foot upon the neck of subject-kings, who had made crowns and sceptres his
playthings, who had given away thrones, as other potentates distribute orders and ribbons, and who had become
the wonder and terror of the civilised world. And yet look at him on his lonely rock in the ocean—an eagle with
bedraggled plumes and broken claws—morose, petulant, peevish, and petty, quarrelling with his gaoler about
points or punctilio, and sullenly surveying, from his place of exile, the complete overthrow of the Imperial
fabric he had built up, the dissipation of all his dreams of founding an imperishable dynasty, and the
compulsory restitution to the smallest of the States he had conquered and pillaged, of the very booty he had
carried away from them, in order to enrich the sumptuous capital of France, with the fruits of rapine and the
trophies of victory.

Here was a magnificent animal!—but an animal only: a man who deliberately ignored God's presence in
the world, who rebelled against his natural laws, and who shattered himself and his ambition to pieces, in the
mad endeavour to resist or to set them aside. Contrast the life of this gigantic homicide with that of Oberlin, the
simple-minded, truth-seeking and God-loving Swiss pastor, and tell me which you would rather have
been—Napoleon the Great, or Oberlin the obscure?

Let us remember this, that whenever we seek to obtain happiness—or what we imagine to be such—at the
expense of our fellow creatures, it not only eludes our grasp, but it proves to be a source of pain, dissatisfaction,
discontent, and disappointment to us. But when we endeavour to arrive at the same end by doing good to
others, we invariably find what we seek; and the greater the amount of good we do, the more abundant is the
happiness reflected on ourselves. I suppose it has happened to most of us in the course of our lives, to have
been moved by an impulse of benevolent enthusiasm, or touched by a pathetic tale of sorrow, and to have
measured the relief we afforded rather by our estimate of the sufferer's great need than of our own capacity to
alleviate it; so that the act of kindness has necessitated some exercise of self-denial known only to ourselves.
Let me ask the most worldly-minded, if he ever experienced any sense of pleasure so exquisite as that which
glowed within him when he reflected on what he had done, and when he recalled to mind the eyes of the
afflicted glistening with tears of gratitude, his heart melting with emotion, and his voice tremulously essaying
to utter the thanks he might feel but could not adequately express. Was not this a real glimpse of heaven? Did it
not reveal to the donor himself possibilities of good within his own nature, of which he scarcely suspected the
existence, and sources of happiness which were absolutely without alloy?

Now, imagine the feeling which promoted the benevolent action to be constantly influencing us in our daily
lives, and what would be the result? An enormous and immediate diminution of the vast amount of suffering
around us, and an equally immediate and enormous augmentation of the sum of human happiness. For this
fulfilment of our duty to our religion would have the natural effect of awakening in him a sense of his duty
towards us. Animated and fortified by our example, and moved by our unselfishness, the spendthrift, the
drunkard, and the thief would begin to feel that they had no right by their in-temperance, their improvidence,
and their spoliation, to wrong their fellow men. The improvident would exclaim, "How can I consent to place
myself in the shameful position of leaving my children dependent on the bounty of others, when those others



are so active and so disinterested in the discharge of every one of their obligations towards me, and so eager
and liberal to alleviate any case of genuine misfortune?"

And thus with all forms of vice, ignorance, and crime, those who now give way to them would, if mankind
acted up to the principles of human brotherhood, be driven, in very shame, to relinquish habits and practices
which would then appear so hideous and degrading, by comparison with the pure, healthy, and beneficent lives
of their fellow men. Nor would the depredations or depravities of what we call the dangerous classes derive that
indirect sanction which they now obtain from the malpractices of the classes above them. We all know that,
besides that form of intemperance, which finds its punishment at the police court, there are many varieties of
it—far grosser in character, and far more pernicious in their consequences which meet with no punishment
whatever; but which are actually—to some extent at least—honoured, imitated, and rewarded. Need I
enumerate avarice, gluttony, the greed of personal, social, literary, or political distinction, the thirst of applause,
the love of dress, and the cravings of sensuality. These are in full force around us, and those who practice the
more vulgar vices, or the more vulgar forms of vice, feeling within them a rough instinct of justice,
exclaim:—"Why should I be punished for getting intoxicated, or for picking a man's pocket, when the filthy
sensualist, the fraudulent trader, and the man who robs hundreds of his fellow creatures by concocting a bubble
company, and disseminating falsehoods, is not only not punished, but is honoured, and rewarded; perhaps,
even, is selected to assist in making the very laws by which I am adjudged to be fined or imprisoned for the
comparatively trivial offence I have committed?"

The principle of love to our neighbour, how-ever, cannot receive its perfect development, until we fully
comprehend the unity of the whole human race, and understand that the "family of mankind" is something marc
than a conventional expression; that it implies the closest relationship as well as that identity of interest which
is felt among the members of the same household. Selfishness, in truth, is a huge mistake; and for this obvious
reason, that it misses the very object at which it aims. No selfish man is, or ever was, or ever will be happy.
You have only to look at his face to be assured of the fact And yet, what is the aim of all selfishness? Is it not to
promote the happiness of the individual, no matter at what sacrifice to the happiness of those who surround
him. Show me a man who is supremely selfish and supremely happy, and I will undertake to show you, in
return, the philosopher's stone, or to present you with the elixir of life.

It is wisely ordained by our Almighty Father, that no one human being shall arrive at that which is the aim
of all humanity, save by the simple, natural, unique, and eternal way of conferring happiness upon others. In
proportion as this is done, in proportion as a man thinks, acts, and labours for his fellow creatures, will he
secure that indestructible enjoyment and imperishable delight which are the secure possession and the
appropriate reward of the truly benevolent. Nor does this, by any means, imply or necessitate the neglect of
those efforts which are conducive to the well-being of his family and himself. This were to inculcate a wholly
erroneous system of ethics. It is one of the conditions of humanity—its curse, according to Theologians, its
blessing, according to ourselves—that a man should labour with his hands or with his head, for his own
subsistence, and for that of those who are dependent upon him. But each of us can, and does, produce more than
is necessary for this purpose, and it is this very overplus that should be devoted to the support of the incapable,
and the relief of the afflicted. And, instead of hoarding up wealth with a view to exempt our children from the
wholesome obligation and admirable discipline of labour, it would be far better for them, and far better for
ourselves, if we were to dedicate these savings to ameliorate and equalize the lot of those around us. By doing
so, we should very soon discover that instead of competitors and rivals, we should be surrounded with
coadjutors and helpers—with eager assistants and spontaneous friends.

Instead of the spectacle which society presents at this moment—that of a herd of ravenous beasts, each
striving to monopolise as largo a portion as possible of the common pasturage, each ready to fly at the other's
throat the moment that pasturage is encroached upon, and each rejoicing when the weaker combatants are
worsted in the conflict, and are compelled to slink away, wounded and disabled, into the jungle of wretchedness
and misery—we should witness a spirit of genuine brotherhood arise. Men would be mutually helpful, mutually
eager to help, mutually rejoicing in each other's welfare, and mutually participating in the prosperity of all
Egotism would be merged in a far nobler sentiment, and the State, instead of being the personification of that
odious principle, would become what it ought to become—a Commonwealth, towards which form of
government and constitution of society so many vague aspira- tions are now tending, and so many thoughtful
men are anxiously directing the noble enthusiasm of their minds, and the most generous impulses of their
hearts.

I think it must be sorrowfully admitted that the neighbourhood of man to man implies a re-lationship which
is almost lost of sight in modern society, owing to the isolation in which each of us lives, and the strange
seclusion in which we—the most gregarious of animals—voluntarily immure ourselves, each like a wild boast
in his lair. In fact, the very precautions we take to secure that segregation, and to confirm what we believe to be
our safety, are—when regarded from a philosophical point of view—ridiculous in the extreme. Look at our iron



railings, our high walls, our doors and shutters, our safety locks, our bolts and bars, and all the ingenious
arrangements by which we either sequester ourselves from, or guard ourselves against, the incursions of our
fellow men. Do you find any-thing like it in nature except among the weakest and most defenceless of
insects—as, for example, the trap-door spiders of South Australia? What a satire is it upon man—the lord of the
creation—man gifted with mental power so much in excess of that of the lower animals—man capable of
framing and obeying laws for his self-government in society, that he should be driven to have recourse to these
devices in order that he may the more effectually sever himself from his fellow creatures, and protect from
depredation the fruits of his industry, or—as not unfrequently happens—the proceeds of his wrong-doing! Is
this the outcome of so many centuries of civilisation? Is this the proud achievement of humanity after
occupying the earth for ages upon ages? Have we not yet reached such a social condition as that we can afford
to dispense with precautions which are manifestly cased upon the assumption that every other man is an
intruder or a marauder? Don't you think that barbarism—as we contemptuously term it—has the advantage of
us in this respect? Must there not be something terribly unnatural and even rotten, in our so-called civilization,
when so much of the structure of our daily life is based upon the supposition that the human family—or our
own branch of it—is not a brotherhood, but an aggregation of thieves and suspicious persons; and that the
secure enjoyment of life demands individual isolation, and compels a mutual denial of the principle that God
made all mankind of one flesh? Custom, however, has so brazed our minds, and clouded our faculties that we
fail to discern the shocking inconsistencies which present themselves between our principles and our practice.
And yet there must be moments in the life of each of us, when the still small voice within admonishes us of the
irrationality and of the un-naturalness of our social life; and when we feel perforce that if the question were
addressed to us—"Who is thy neighbour?" we should be dumbfoundered by the startling interrogation, and
humiliated by our inability to reply to it with satisfaction to our own consciences.

As God has loved us—we are told—so should we love one another. This is, of course, but a figurative
expression; for His love to us is infinite and inexhaustible, whereas ours towards our fellow men is, of
necessity, finite and limited. But the very knowledge of the immensity of the Divine Love to man—whereof the
proofs lie all around us, in the whole scheme of creation and progression—ought to inspire us with the deepest
and truest affection for our fellow creatures, made like ourselves in His spiritual image, destined to immortality,
and capable of being advanced in their upward path, by the manifestation towards them of the love of their
neighbours. For, in this principle of love lies the true germ of progress. Quicken it in the minds of those in
whom it is dormant, and you become their benefactor. They instinctively turn towards the Father of Love, as
the plant turns towards the light—as the infant bends its eyes in trust and tenderness upon its mother's face.
From the love of God, once established as a vital and growing principle within us, springs the desire to know
Him as reflected and revealed in His works objectively, and in ourselves subjectively. And the more intimately
we become acquainted with both, the more patiently and profoundly we study the Almighty Mind in the
infinitely great and in the infinitely little—in the life which swarms in a drop of water, and in the myriads of
solar systems which are distributed through space—the nearer shall we be drawn towards Him, the more fervid
will become our adoration, and the more immutable our faith in His supreme power, and in His unspeakable
love. For, as I took occasion to remark previously, knowledge brings faith. To love God is to know Him, and to
know Him is to repose unshaken and immovable trust in His benignant Providence, His unceasing care, His
immeasurable kindness, His unbounded affection.

Knowing, therefore, what is His love to us—can we impose any limits upon our love to our fellow men? If
we would endeavour to repay—for the endeavour is all that is possible to us—His love to man, in what way can
we do so more effectually than by loving our neighbour even as He has loved us?

Reflect for a moment what a "Paradise Regained" this earth would become if we could eradicate from our
nature the principle of selfishness which now reigns so universally. All injustice would cease as a matter of
necessity. No man would inflict upon another the wrong which he would be unwilling that another should
inflict upon himself. No man would be intemperate, violent, or slothful, because he would feel that the
consequences of his misconduct would be partially visited upon others. No man gifted with a superabundance
of mental power, or of material wealth, would withhold any portion of it from those who are "in need, sickness,
or any other adversity;" and the number of the latter would be materially diminished, because each person
would feel that the fulfilment of his duty to his neighbour involved the exercise of diligence and forethought,
temperance and prudence, on his part: so that, while the principle of benevolence would sustain an immense
expansion on the one hand, there would be a commensurate contraction of the sphere of its efforts on the other.

And are we to be told that such a state of society as is herein shadowed is visionary and Utopian? The men
who reason thus virtually deny the divine element in the ethical teachings of the New Testament. They declare,
in effect, that the highest teachings of inspired men in all ages have no validity or value—are illusory and
deceptive. God forbid that such a conclusion should ever be entertained by the family of man; for it would
strike at the root of all progress, and would be in direct contradiction to the voice which speaks within us—to



the intellectual instincts which assures us that, even upon the earth, man is capable of drawing nearer the angels
in sentiment and action; and that the day will come when the animal within us will be subjugated and
destroyed, and when we shall stand nearer to our Almighty Father in virtue of our closer approach to the angelic
nature above and around us.

All the day-dreams of the past—all the visions of man's perfectibility—dim suggestions as these were of
higher possibilities within him—will be realised and fulfilled when the true principles of human brotherhood
begin to be recognised and acted upon. Instead of being, as it is, a menagerie of wild beasts, in which we see the
worst passions of our animal nature displaying themselves in greed, cunning, and ferocity, we shall witness a
genuine sentiment of benevolence and philanthropy, taking possession of men's minds. It will spread outwards
from those of a few to those of the multitude. For among the most ignorant and the most unimpressionable
there is to be found a latent sense of goodness and justice, and a capacity for appreciating nobility and
unselfishness of conduct. Show a disinterested action to the most selfish man, and convince him that it is
without base alloy, and he will admire it in spite of himself. Multiply disinterestedness upon the earth, exhibit
the spectacle of only a hundred men living disinterested lives and labouring for others, and, believe me, you
will find thousands following their example. For there is this paradoxical characteristic about un-selfishness
that it is the most selfish proceeding of which a man is capable. To put the paradox in other words, the greater
the amount of happiness a man diffuses around him, the greater the store of happiness he garners up for himself
both here and hereafter. And happiness is, avowedly, our "being's end and aim. We are always striving after and
struggling towards it. The avaricious man, the sensualist, the student, the statesman, the merchant, the
speculator, and the explorer—each is labouring for the acquisition of certain means, or of a certain position or
reputation which he regards as indispensable to the attainment of a given end—that end being happiness. Let
me ask you how many of these are successful in the achievement? They acquire, perhaps, what they have been
accustomed to consider as the means, but the end is as just as far from them at the close of their career as at its
commencement.

"Ah!" said a poor friend of the late Baron Rothschild, as he entered his office in Paris, and found him
surrounded by the documentary symbols of wealth, "What a happy man you must be!" "Call me not happy,"
said the cynical Croesus, "until you see me throw all these bonds, debentures, scrip, and drafts into the river
Seine."

"How I envy you!" said an American one day to the wealthiest man in New York. "Do you?" was the grim
reply. "Would you undertake the management of my enormous and complicated business for no other
remuneration than your food, clothing, lodging, and pocket-money?" "No." "That's all I derive from it," was the
almost pathetic rejoinder of the opulent merchant.

All! But who can estimate what the losses—the mental and spirital losses—of such men as Rothschild have
been? And then imagine the eagerness and rapidity with which their heirs may have watched their failing health
and calculated upon their approaching death. Do you suppose that the last hours of a man's life are likely to be
soothed and consoled by the knowledge that the very people who are gathered round his bed—with white
handkerchiefs in their hands and a decent show of grief upon their hypocritical countenances—are mentally
speculating upon the probable distribution of the dying man's wealth? Do you imagine that he himself, with
every sordid instinct of his nature sharpened by incessant exercise through life, and with that clearness and
penetration of vision which people acquire just before physical dissolution, does not clearly discern the wolfish
craving of their selfish natures glaring through their ravenous eyes. What a valediction to earth! What a
foretaste of the remorse and anguish of mind which msut precede the commencement of regeneration
elsewhere—that is, supposing the immortal principle is not sent back to earth again to recommence another
pilgrimage upon the globe!

Contrast the life and death of men who have lived for themselves with those of men who, feeling the
brotherhood of humanity, and loving their fellow creatures because God first loved us, have devoted themselves
to ameliorating the physical condition and elevating the mental character of their race. They may be poor,
obscure, and insignificant. Their names may not be written on the scroll of secular fame. They may have been
decried as fanatics or commiserated as madmen. They may have been familiar with sorrows like Christ,
accustomed to hardships like Spinoza, and acquainted with persecution like Galileo; but we may be absolutely
certain that, in life, they were accompanied by troops of angels; that they experienced the peace which passeth
all understanding; and that when the change which we call death occurred, it was but an awakening into a state
of existence such as human eyes have not seen, nor human ears heard, nor hath it entered into the heart of man
to conceive, the glory, the wonder, the rapture, and the unending and infinite progression thereof.

On Original Sin, and the Resurrection Possible



to Man in this Life.
THE resurrection of the Spirit from the grave of animalism, typified in the parable of Lazarus, contains one

of those profound truths of which the uncorrupted portions of the Old and New Testament are full to
overflowing. But men looking for signs, and wonders, and portents, and craving for miracles, as is natural to
persons in a semi-savage condition, mistake the husk for the kernel, read parables as narratives of actual events,
and thus lose themselves in a maze of doubt and mystery. Putting a natural interpretation on things figurative,
they bring what they read, or what they imagine they read, into conflict with the laws of nature; and thus while,
in one class of minds, a feeling of superstition is engendered, a sentiment of scepticism is begotten in another.
For the so-called and self-entitled religious man makes it a merit to believe the improbable and the impossible
credulity is the measure of his piety. With him, belief or faith is all in all; faith is something which never
happened, faith is something which never can, and therefore never will, happen. And this revelation,
misinterpreted and misunderstood, is brought into direct antagonism with reason and science. It is assumed that
the operations of the unchangeable and unresting laws of God have been suspended at some time, and that the
earth has actually paused in its rapid revolution on its own axis, in order to enable the commauder of a horde of
barbarians to finish a sanguinary battle with the enemies of Israel. It is also assumed that the waters of the Red
Sea suddenly divided for the purpose of enabling these same barbarians to escape from a land peopled by a
superior race to which the fugitives had fulfilled the same functions as the coolies in India and elsewhere
discharge towards their European employers.

What wonder, therefore, that devout minds studying our Heavenly Father in His works, and in the allwse
laws of which those works are but the expression and the instrument, recoil from a belief in these things, and
from the doctrines which are based upon it? What wonder that weak, perverse, conceited, and unreverential
minds are driven into blank unbelief and to the utter negation of God in His glorious universe?

Before we condemn any such—and instead of condemning we should commiserate them—let us ask
ourselves how far the so-called orthodox religionists are responsible for whatever atheism exists in professedly
Christian communities.

Of the many doctrines which shock belief, and which have retarded or prevented man's resurrection on
earth, that of original sin may be regarded as the most pernicious. Nakedly stated, it is this:—All mankind
sprang—it is alleged—from one couple, originally inhabiting a beautiful garden. They were innocent, and they
were simple. The freshness of the dewy morning was in their natures, as it was upon the face of Eden. There
was only one restriction on their freedom. They must not eat of the fruit of a particular tree. As a matter of
course, they surveyed this fruit with longing eyes. It was to them what the secret chamber was to Bluebeard's
wife and her sister in that other Eastern apologue. One day a sort of rival to their Creator, of whoso previous
existence these guileless babes had never heard, taking upon himself the form of a serpent, and employing all
the beguiling eloquence of a damaged archangel, coaxed the woman into tasting the fruit. She found it very
palatable, and persuaded her husband to eat it also. He did so, and then the Creator—a Being of Infinite Love,
and Infinite Prescience—who had foreknown through all eternity what Adam and Eve would do, turned them
out of Paradise in just such a passion as a human being might experience with a servant who had disobeyed him
just such a passion, indeed, as is commonly attributed to the gods of the heathen mythology. By this incident,
we are told, sin and death made their entry in to the world, and every child that is born into it bears the taint of
Eve's wickedness. I am credibly informed that there are many Christian sects which believe—or very recently
believed—that every child, dying unbaptised, is forthwith translated to a physical hell, where it undergoes
endless tortures, such as the imagination cannot picture, nor the tongue describe. And all because of that
unfortunate apple! It is almost impossible to write, or to speak seriously on such a subject. A belief like this
transports us to the very infancy of the human race, when all men were only one remove from the lower
animals, and when—as soon as the imaginative faculty began to stir within them—they conceived the most
preposterous notions of the Diety, and regarded him as a magnified reflection of themselves.

But this doctrine of original sin has survived the childhood of the human race. It is vital yet. It is believed in
by millions of beings who call themselves civilized, and repute themselves Christians. They are evidently
reluctant or incapable of relinquishing it. They cannot find any other explanation of the animalism of man's
nature. Their conception of the Almighty Ruler of the Universe—of the Infinite Mind, is as gross, de-grading,
and superstitious as anything you will meet with in the religious beliefs of the most ignorant trite of savages,
simply because that conception took its rise among a primitive people, and at a barbarous epoch.

The authors or compilers of the Mosaic books were probably ignorant that thousands of years before the
age of the patriarchs, and even long before the time at which the wise Egyptians forced upon the servile
Hebrews the sanitary laws embodied in the book of Deuteronomy, three great races of people had lived and



flourished on the earth, had known, loved, and worshipped the one true God, and, having reached the highest
stage of spiritual civilization, had passed away to continue their sage and beneficent existence elsewhere. The
Jews knew nothing of the pure monotheism and exalted morality of the Ancients. In their pride and egotism
they believed themselves to be the chosen people of God. They either knew not, or craftily suppressed the fact
that there had been divinely given revelations in Asia and in Africa; and that, in the latter country more
especially, long before the days of Moses, the purest morality was taught and practised. God was worshipped in
simplicity and truth, a fatherly form of Government was established—the like of which has never been seen
since—art flourished, and the sciences and inventions which we flatter ourselves as being the especial property
of our own time were known to the whole population.

As the clouds of Man's ignorance are dissipated with respect to the origin and antiquity of the race to which
he belongs, the doctrine of original sin is destined to be replaced by a juster perception of his being and his
nature so that the will of our Heavenly Father may be fulfilled on earth as it is on high. For the same law-one
and immutable-reigns there and here. It is universal Man cannot vary it—cannot, with safety, rebel against it. If
he does so, he suffers. There is nothing in the world of matter or of mind that is exempt from its operation; and
when we have ascertained how it acts in the former, we learn how it influences and controls the latter. We
discover, also, that there is nothing absolutely evil; and that what we designate as such is more ignorance—is
undeveloped nature—is good, in the process of being evolved. This enables us to explain all the moral
problems which have been vexing mankind for ages. Men have been puzzled to understand why, in this
beautiful world of ours, there should appear to be a power antagonistic to the love and goodness of the Most
High, and—as it seemed to their unenlightened judgments—continually engaged in thwarting His most holy
will, and in neutralising His benevolent designs. And thus it was, that the notion of a devil arose, and, in some
form or other, entered into the religious systems of nearly every branch of the human family in its superstitious
infancy. Thus it was that many of the grander phenomena of nature were supposed to be the work of malignant
and supernatural beings—gnomes, giants, genii and demons.

Ignorance and superstition naturally governed the minds of semi-savage races of men and women but one
remove from the brute, and endowed not with reason, but with just a higher form of instinct. For reason is by no
means the gift or essential property of all mankind. It is, in reality, the attribute of a very small number—of
those only whoso natures have been spiritually renewed. You may judge of the presence of reason in a human
being by his language and actions. If these are guarded and governed by it, the presumption is that he is a
rational animal. He leads a rational life. The world and the pleasures of sense are indifferent to him. He fulfils
his duty to his family and to himself; but he regards the earth in no other light than as a place of temporary
sojourn. He is conscious of the dual nature within him—the animal or bestial, and the spiritual. All his efforts
are directed to slay and crucify the former; and to render himself more and more susceptible and receptive of
the light and love which descend upon us from above. He is not necessarily an ascetic or a recluse. On the
contrary, he practices self-denial without mortification or maceration. He does not sequester himself from his
fellow men like the hermits and monks of old, because he knows that his place is among them. When he has
provided for the satisfaction of his daily wants and for those of his family—these wants—reduced to their
ultimate expression—being few and simple, he applies himself to the grateful task of assisting his fellow
creatures. He feels his unity with them, and he recognises the obligation to work for them. And he does so, in a
spirit of cheerfulness and with a loving zeal that add immensely to the value of the beneficent actions he
performs. This, then, is the human animal upon whom has been bestowed the divine gift of reason.

No doubt, this doctrine of the comparative rarity of reason among ourselves—the higher animals—is
calculated to shock and startle us. But have you ever investigated the springs of human conduct and asked
yourselves—Was the motive power of this or that action instinct, or was it reason? If you will only do this, and
do it without prepossession or prejudice, you will be amazed at the discovery of the enormous part which
merely animal instinct plays in the affairs of human life. The fact is, we have been accustomed to accept, as an
axiomatic truth, the mere presumption that a broad line of demarcation separates us from the lower animals.
There is nothing of the sort. There are no abrupt transitions in nature. Every grade of being shades off into the
next below it and the next above it by imperceptible degrees. You cannot tell where the one ends or the other
begins, any more than you can define where one line of the rainbow terminates and where another commences.
Many of the so-called lower animals are mentally superior to many human beings. There are dogs, horses, and
elephants gifted with instincts and even with moral qualities which place them far above some of their masters.
The instincts of the former are greatly superior to those of the latter. Which do you suppose is the higher in the
scale of being—being, as distinguished from seeming—the essence as separable from the substance—a brutal,
foul-mouthed and drunken wood carter—or the docile, patient, sober, reflective horse he drives, and to whose
intelligence he is frequently indebted for the preservation of his own life on many a dark night when the patient
and much-enduring quadruped pilots his master safely home during a drunken sleep?

Did you ever see a horse or a dog eat or drink to excess? Did you ever see any of the lower animals slaves



to sensuality as so many thousands of human beings are? Can we call any man a rational creature who is the
servant of vice, or any woman reasonable who is servile to fashion or folly? No. There is no denying the fact
that reason is the gift of a comparatively small number of the human race. It is the precious possession of the
spiritually minded. It is their passport to the higher life hereafter; because it is God's gift, and nothing can enter
heaven but that which came from thence. To the animal, admission to the abodes of the blessed is absolutely
interdicted, just as a fish is forbidden to live in our atmosphere, and just as it would be impossible for us, in our
present forms, to breathe the rarer other which surrounds our globe.

It is important to bear these distinctions in mind, between man as a creature of instinct and man as ennobled
by reason, because they throw a flood of light upon the origin of our race; and when this has been clearly
ascertained and firmly and finally established, the entire fabric of superstition—founded on the basis of the
doctrine of original sin—will crumble into dust, in such complete ruin that no amount of theological ingenuity
will ever be able to set it up again.

Man was formed of the dust of the earth, we are told in that venerable collection of documents, which
contain so many grand and inspired truths, intermingled with so much human error and perversion, and with so
many parables and legends, which biblioters have mistaken for the narratives of actual occurrences. Man
undoubtedly was made of the dust of the earth. His vital principle commenced its earthly journey in the most
rudimentary forms of organic life; and thence, ever advancing and ever expanding, it continued its career
through the mineral, the vegetable, and the animal kingdom, until it is incarnated in the human form. And even
here it is obedient to the same law of progression. It passes through the savage, the semi-savage, the
semi-civilized and through many bodies, until it reaches such a stage of growth and development, that it
becomes fitted to forsake an earthly tabernacle and to assume a spiritual form; and, in this glorified shape, is
privileged to commence that progression through the realms above, which will be eternal in duration.

So man becomes a living soul:—Called out of the infinite past to put on an individual form, and to live
thenceforward in the infinite future—a being recognisable by other beings—never, in all the changes of form,
losing the unity and identity of essence—one in himself, and one also with God, so soon as he has undergone
that spiritual regeneration, upon which theologians have bestowed the epithet of being "born again." In such a
genealogy, there is much to humble man's pride—to abase it, indeed, to the very dust from which he sprang; but
with such a future there is everything that should ennoble his aims, purify his life, exalt his actions, and inspire
his hopes. And consider, for a moment, what a magnificent conception it gives us of Almighty Power and of
Almighty Love. Contrast this account of man's origin with the poetical allegory contained in the earlier chapters
of Genesis, and you will at once perceive how consonant the former is with men's highest reason—with God's
boundless beneficence and how the latter resembles a fairy tale invented to satisfy the inquiries and beguile the
attention of the Hebrews in the infancy of their civilization.

On the one hand we have the story—evidently borrowed from the older literature of India—of one pair of
human beings planted in a beautiful garden, by a deity who came down to recreate himself like an ordinary
mortal in the shady groves of that garden in the cool of the evening. His power was so feeble and his foresight
so weak that he could not exclude from thence a rival deity of greater intellect and capacity than himself. So the
latter came, saw, and overcame the simple earth-man and his credulous wife; and because these two yielded to a
temptation, which they were obviously unfitted to resist, they were driven out of Eden into the bleak and dreary
wilderness, which was cursed with sterility on their account: and thus, as I have said, sin and death are
traditionally reported to have made their appearance in the world. Reflect upon this parable or allegory for a
moment—divest it of the superstitious veneration which has grown up around it, and how will it present itself
to your minds? As the childish fancy of man in the very infancy of his intellect—man incapable of conceiving
of a Supremo Being as anything better than an exaggerated and distorted reflection of himself—capricious,
irritable, jealous, and vindictive.

Now, look at the other version of man's origin—that which represents him as susceptible of infinite
progression—that which reveals him to us as an eternal principle, emanating from God in the first instance,
undergoing infinite changes of form, and yet immutable in essence, each change being an improvement and an
advance upon its predecessor, and each conducting him by slow and gradual stages to a higher life, endowed
with larger powers and finer faculties, until—eventually divorced from matter and from all forms of planetary
life—that immortal principle, clothed in a spiritual body, forsakes this "dim diurnal sphere," and commences its
magnetic and ascending march through eternity, accompanied by those it has known and truly loved on earth.

In such a scheme of creation and evolution, there is no room for that monstrous invention of the theologians
called "original sin." It could find no place in it. Would they blaspheme the Almighty by imputing to Him that
He, the Sinless, the All-wise, the All-good, the All-loving, is capable of creating sin? Have they ever thought of
this? Have they ever perceived the absolute impossibility of the thing? There could be no original sin in this
world of ours unless by the divine fiat and the divine permission. It would be irreconcilable with His attributes,
inconsistent with His nature, incompatible with His purpose. What we mortals call "sin" is only another name



for ignorance—ignorance of His laws; ignorance of His holy will. That ignorance has to be worked out of us;
and as the scheme of creation and evolution necessitates, on the part of each of us, many reappearances on the
earth, repeated opportunities are thus afforded to us of gradually divesting ourselves of the trammels of
ignorance, gradually subjugating and slaying the beast within us, and of thus eventually ascending to a spiritual
altitude, even on this globe, by the attainment of which we bring ourselves very near the angelic beings who
await our advent in the life to come.

If mankind would only study the laws of their being; would only perceive how gracious our loving Maker
is to each of us how large is the liberty he accords us, how repeated the opportunities he affords us of "rising on
the stepping-stones of our dead selves to higher things," it would completely change the whole tenor of human
conduct—the whole course of human affairs. Consider how exquisite the tenderness displayed by our Infinite
Father in drawing the veil of oblivion over the previous existences of each of us. Now and then we catch dim
glimpses of them. We visit strange places which are curiously familiar to us; we hear voices and melodies in
which there are tones that vibrate mysteriously in our memories; and we have a vague consciousness—and
oftentimes a startling conviction—of repeating actions and words performed or spoken in some far off and
incomprehensible epoch. But beyond this, all is cloud and thick darkness. And mercifully so. Otherwise, what
remorse, what regrets, what repinings would overwhelm each of us! The mendicant who may have been a
monarch in his former incarnation would experience a feeling of inconsolable wretchedness in contrasting his
bygone state and splendour with his present abasement and misery. The poor household drudge who may have
been, in her former state, a reigning beauty, the petted and pampered idol of a court or capitol, would be
tempted to escape from her degradation by suicide, unknowing that her new life was necessary for her
probation and spiritual advancement, and that, out of its trials and hardships would grow that humility and
resignation, that sympathy for others and forget fulness of herself, which may qualify her, when she has again
undergone the change called death, to put on the garments of immortality in a world where sorrow and sighing
shall pass away, and tears shall be wiped from all eyes.

These doctrines are not new to mankind. They have been known to numbers in all ages. They have been
familiar to three, at least, of the most advanced races that ever lived; and if you study the Old Testament by the
light which they will flash upon its pages, you will be amazed at the enigmas which will be solved, and at the
mysteries which will be cleared up; for, as it is written in the Book of Ecclesiastes, "men and beasts have all
one spirit, so that a man hath no pre-eminence above a beast," until the latter is crucified within him, and there
has been a resurrection of the spirit out of the grave of animalism.

If you will investigate the majestic scheme of God's Providence with the aid of this simple and sufficient
clue, you will discover in it a harmony, a grandeur, a beauty, an absolute justice and a faultless perfection,
which have not otherwise manifested themselves so vividly and completely. But people shrink from whatsoever
tends to undermine and destroy their venerable and dearly cherished superstitions. They refuse to put away
childish things. They cling to the doctrine of Original Sin, as if it were something precious, something holy,
something unspeakably comforting. You know that a great theologian has said that there are infants in hell a
span long. These blameless little creatures owe their endless torments to original sin. They experience the fire
which is never quenched, and the worm which never dieth, because a fabulous woman, in a fabulous garden, at
the instigation of a fabulous serpent, ate a fabulous apple, tens of thousands of years subsequent to the
appearance of humanity upon the earth.

And there are theologians in our own day—let it be mentioned with sincere sorrow—who affect to fear the
overthrow of Christianity if the doctrine of Original Sin be eliminated from the popular belief. As if anything in
the world, or out of the world, were capable of overthrowing what is essential and vital in Christianity; as if the
two great commandments—upon which hang all the law and prophets, were not indestructible, were not
divinely inspired—were not known and practiced thousands of years before the Christian era, and will not be
known and practiced by all the children of God upon this earth, so long as the world endures.

Ah! men and brethren, when we look around us and sec what are the predominating superstitions and what
is the prevailing darkness, it is almost enough to make us feel and believe, either that mankind is in its infancy
still, or has passed into mental decrepitude and second childhood. If we would only turn from human theologies
and priestly inventions, to the book of revelations ever open before us in the works of nature, and to that other
book of revelation which the Almighty has bestowed upon us in our own minds, we should see how completely
belied all theologies and invented dogmas are by God's works. We should read in the latter—stamped in broad,
legible, and ineffaceable characters—that he is a God of love; that there is no place for such a thing as original
sin in the whole universe; that it is repugnant to His nature, and irreconcilable with His supreme wisdom and
unerring justice; that it is an evil imagination of human ignorance, like a physical devil and a physical hell, and
that the time will come when men will wonder at and compassionate their forefathers for having clung, for so
many centuries, to these miserable and debasing relics of paganism.

Out of darkness, however, cometh light. From the shadows of the past emerges the luminous star which



will guide us through the future. We cast off what is old, and put on that which is new. Man, rising higher and
higher in the scale of animated beings, even upon earth, as he will continue to do in the world to come, ascends
above the mists and fogs of superstition in which he was enveloped while he was a dweller in the vallies;
and—breathing the rarer and purer air of the mountain tops—his clearer vision qualifies him to perceive the
darkness which he has left behind him, and to discern the brightness which lies before him. Although related to
the worm, he feels that he is also kindred with the angels. Although, as a lower animal, his perceptions and
conceptions may have been hitherto congenial with that condition, he relinquishes them as he advances. He
comprehends God, by means of his expanding intelligence, and the greater the growth of that intelligence, the
more exalted is the notion he forms of the attributes of the Infinite Mind. It must be so; because he draws nearer
to the fountain of all intelligence—to the source of all knowledge—to the author of all wisdom, supreme,
beneficent, and all-loving. And this nobler and truer apprehension of the nature of our Almighty Father entirely
banishes the venerable and child-like superstitions that God has created sin or sinners, that he is capable of
being propitiated by sacrifices or burnt-offerings, that he is liable to the infirmities of a human parent, and that
He sanctioned and permitted the decent upon earth of an only Son—co-equal in all respects with himself, as the
theologians say—but superior to the Father in affection and commiseration—to suffer an ignominious death
upon the Cross as an atonement for the sins of an insignificant fragment of the human race: those sins deriving
their origin, as has been said, from the simple fault of an unsuspicious woman tempted by one of the grandest
of the archangels—that archangel having been expelled from Heaven, which is love itself—for rebellion against
the Omnipotent.

Are not these inventions of men—men living in the dark ages—men seeing in the Supreme Being only a
distorted and magnified reflection of their own feeble, variable, and ignorant natures—shocking and repulsive
in the extreme? They will not abide the test of reason. We have only to reflect upon them to perceive how
grossly they dishonour and defame the Most High. Mankind may well have gone astray under such delusive
teaching as this. People might well take refuge in barren atheism as an escape from such a frightful creed as
this. Christendom may well be divided into innumerable sects, each quarrelling with, hating, and persecuting
the other, when such fictions are presented to it as truths. The human mind recoils appalled from the picture of
the Almighty which has been pourtrayed for its admiration—say, rather, for its terror, by theologians. He is not
presented as a Got! of love—not even as an affectionate Father in the human sense of the term. No; he is shown
to us as actually incapable of foresight, and restricted in power—full of childish caprice, rancorous
vindictiveness, and cruel animosity towards the beings he has created. He is described as imposing conditions
upon the first man and woman which experience demonstrated it was impossible to obey, and then—after the
lapse of a few centuries—as having destroyed the whole of mankind—one family alone excepted, by an
universal flood. Then, when that family had multiplied, and it had branched off into many nations, God is
represented as sanctioning and directing exterminating wars between the descendants of Noah; and as petting
and fostering one branch of the family, and dealing ruthlessly with the rest. Finally, we are told that He sent
down His only Son to redeem these pampered Hebrews, by whom, however, that Son—in spite of his immortal
and imperishable Godhead—is put to death like a common malefactor, and is rejected, scorned, despised,
denied, and derided by the very people he came to save.

Think upon these things. Ponder well upon the merely human and thoroughly debasing image, in which
they present the Supremo Ruler of the universe, and then tell me who are the sceptics and the infidels, those
who assert that this monstrous conception of the human mind in its infancy and barbarism, is really and truly
God, or those who, winnowing away the human error from the grains of divine truth and inspiration, which are
to be found in the writings of the Old and New Testaments recognize, worship, love, and adore the one
God—the Infinite Mind—a Being of boundless power, boundless wisdom, and boundless affection, whose
all-seeing and all-embracing Providence includes everything, every atom of matter, every created being within
its stupendous grasp, who was, and is, and is to be—who, from all Eternity, has been the same benignant,
beneficent, and blessed God, whom to know, though in ever so faint a degree, and with ever such finite
limitations, is happiness—who to love, is one of the laws of our nature—whom to approach, is the impulse and
the motive power of all progression, and towards whom to aspire is our highest privilege, our noblest duty, our
most exquisite delight, our endless employment, and our supreme reward.

I will now pass on to speak of that resurrection from the body which is possible to many of us, even while
we continue to be dwellers on the earth. For the spark of divinity within us, the eternal principle which, in the
hereafter, will become the Me to each living being, lies buried in the grave of animalism, and must ascend from
thence before we ourselves can rise. "Flesh and blood," we are told, "cannot inherit the kingdom Heaven." The
animal cannot enter there; and by the animal is meant not merely what is coarse and sensual, but what we often
suppose to be pure and uncensurable, the animal is a very Proteus in form. His varieties are as great as those of
the substances through which our immortal spirits have passed. He may be brutish and repulsive, but he may
also possess the beauty of the tiger, the grace of the antelope, the craft of the fox, the subtlety of the serpent, or



the sleekness of the dove. His disguises are infinite. He imposes on the very best of us. I may look down with
culpable disdain upon the bestiality of the drunkard, the glutton, and the voluptuary, but am I altogether certain
that I am not also under the dominion of the animal? To me, perhaps, he takes another shape, less coarse and
more seductive. He impels me to surround myself with elegancies and luxuries; to find a selfish gratification in
the exclusive possession of books and pictures, and statues, and to thrust far from mo everything that could
offend the eye or do violence to a cultivated taste, by its want of beauty, harmony, and propriety. But am I the
less under the dominion of animalism? In no wise. It merely takes the form which is best adapted to captivate
my senses, to ensnare my reason, and to render me less susceptible to spiritual impressions.

Or, perhaps, I am a just and upright man, rigorously correct in my daily conduct, and severe upon the moral
aberrations, and the mental weaknesses of my fellow men. Unconsciously to myself, I am a vainglorious
Pharisee. It is my pride and ambition to stand well in the estimation of the world, to be pointed at as a good
citizen, a model member of society, an exemplary man. Am I therefore exempt from the dominion of
animalism? In no wise.

Or, perchance, I have the ambition to shine in the world of letters, to see my name on the title page of
books, to hear it mentioned with approbation by readers and reviewers; and, dying so, to leave an enduring
reputation behind me? Is not this also animalism? Undoubtedly. There is no limit to the variety of forms under
which it presents itself, no possibility of determining under what aspect it may not beguile and betray us.

This is that "body of"—so-called—"sin," from which the apostle prayed to be delivered; and the
resurrection from which ought to be the object of our earnest supplications, as well as of our incessant efforts.
Nor let it be concluded that our advancing civilization—or that rotten thing which we ennoble by that name—is
favourable to such a resurrection. On the contrary, it heaps up mounds—nay, mountains—over the crave in
which the spiritual principle lies buried. None of the earlier civilizations—I refer to those which existed before
our globe assumed its present aspect—were at all comparable with our modern civilization in its baseness, its
dangers, and degradations. On the contrary, they were essentially spiritual civilizations, and the races which
flourished under them were correspondingly superior to our own.

A spiritual civilization is something, indeed, almost inconceivable in these times when our mental
perceptions and intellectual judgments have been clouded and perverted, warped and distorted, by centuries of
error, ignorance, and materialism. We find it hard to imagine a state of society in which the acquisition of
wealth would have been regarded as an evil or as a proof of insanity—in which there were no class
distinctions—in which the soil of the country was held in common—in which art was consecrated to the
decoration of cities and the enjoyment of the whole people—in which men, after providing by moderate toil for
the satisfaction of their daily wants, concentrated their energies upon the acquisition of a true knowledge—a
knowledge of themselves and of God their Father, and upon the development of the spiritual element in their
natures. We find it difficult to conceive of a whole nation living as one family, under the rule of an entirely
fatherly governor or chief; and with no statute books, or judges, or juries, or lawyers, or policemen, but
obedient only to the law of love. And yet thrice within the history of man—thrice during a period of 27 or
28,000 years—has this Utopia been realised. But among these peoples—before they were gathered in and taken
from the earth—there had been a general resurrection of the spiritual man out of the animal man; and to this
resurrection are we, in like manner, graciously united by our Heavenly Father.

Coming from the animal we bring with us, compacted in our earthly frame, the passions and desires of that
animal. But the spark of divinity within us, implanted there at the very dawn of our existence, grows and
expands, and must eventually burn and destroy all that is earthly—all that is bestial in our nature. Yet the
conflict is a strenuous and protracted one between the two principles—the divine and the animal. That which is
material, being also visible and tangible to us, is very precious in our eyes. That which is immaterial and
immortal, being invisible, intangible, and imponderable, is in many instances almost, if not altogether,
disbelieved in. We worship ourselves when we ought to worship the Creator and Father of us all. We seek our
own honour and glory when we should seek to honour and glorify Him, by living in obedience to His holy
laws, by aspiring towards His excellence, and by directing all our thoughts to the cultivation and development
of the eternal principle within us.

Take the life of the very best of us, and analyse it by the light of divinely illuminated reason, and what is it?
How is it spent? This stage in our existence—"this bank and shoal of time"—is a mere point—a scarcely
perceptible and vanishing point in the endless record of our eternal duration; but how is it consumed? Study
each man's employment of this brief parenthesis called Time, and can anything be more irrational—might we
not venture to say insane—than his occupation of his waking hours? Do we not live as if we emerged from
nothing when we entered upon life, and as if we should finally cease to be when our bodies go down into the
dust? All our concern is to gather riches, or to acquire position, or to achieve renown, or to indulge and pamper
our animal appetites. Everything is done for, by, and through the body, or the animalised brain. There is
apparently no vital conviction of the higher nature within or of the higher life beyond us. Life is devoted to the



pursuit of the smallest object; and those who imagine that it is becoming to satisfy the requirements of
conscience, and to defer so far to the popular beliefs as to acknowledge that there is a hereafter—suppose that it
is capable of being purchased by setting apart a portion of one day in every seven to the repetition of certain
words, and to listening to certain discourses—by not transgressing in any open or scandalous way the Ten
Commandments in the ordinary affairs of life, and by doling out a few guineas to various institutions which
undertake to perform a vicarious benevolence for their contributors.

Compare the commonly received ideal of human life with the higher ideal set before us by the inspired men
of old, and observe how utterly dissimilar the two are. By the latter we find it declared that the body is a mere
gross, bulky encumbrance of the spirit, requiring nothing more at our hands than to be maintained in health by a
pure and simple diet, by cleanliness, by sufficient and unpretending clothing, and by moderate exercise and
necessary labour. We are assured that it is perishable, and we know that so long as we inhabit it our spiritual
being cannot ascend to the abode for which it has, or ought to have been preparing itself on earth, and towards
which its purest aspirations should be directed. We are admonished that a like perishableness is the attribute of
everything we touch and taste, see and smell. Decay is written upon all around us. Change is the law of matter.
All that men labour for—all that they wear out their strength in procuring—all that they rack their faculties and
ruin their health of mind and body in accomplishing, perishes. Fame is evanescent. Power falls from the grasp
of the mightiest; wealth disappears; social position is transitory. Spiritualised mind alone is immortal. Poets and
philosophers, sages and statesmen have moralised for centuries on the instability of human grandeur, human
opulence, and human reputation. The proofs of that instability meet us at every stop—confront us every hour of
our lives—startle us at every death or disaster that comes within the range of our personal experience. And thus
the lessons of life serve to reinforce the maxims of wisdom. Observation confirms the theorems of philosophy.
Therefore we are convinced, or ought to be so, that the higher, the spiritual ideal of human life is the only true
one; but do we carry the conviction into operation? We have only to look around us, and to watch each man's
conduct, not forgetting our own, in order to receive an emphatic assurance that the opposite—the
animal—theory of existence is a degrading, a mistaken, and a disappointing one. Must we not pray, and ought
we not to strive in the strength which will be given to us from above, if we only ask for it, for the resurrection
of the spirit out of the grave of animalism?

And of this animalism, as has been said, there are as many forms as there are varieties of animal life; and it
is almost needful that we should be conversant with these, in order to comprehend and to be upon our guard
against those; for, as the immortal principle within us has passed through so many husks or shells of matter,
ever enlarging, expanding, and growing more refined in its progress, and as the human frame is the final
dwelling plaice of the soul or spirit upon earth, there reside within it passions and feelings derivative from
inferior and precedent bodies, and powerful in proportion to the greater power and higher development of the
human body. If you look around you, you will perceive, stamped upon the face of every human being, the
visible signs and tokens of his animal ancestry. They are, of course, grosser, more obvious, and more legible, in
proportion to the nearness of the human being to the bird, beast, or fish through which his eternal principle has
passed in its perpetual ascension. You meet with the lineaments of the wolf, the cat, the dog, the tiger, the
placid ox, the ponderous elephant, the soft-eyed deer, and the fascinating snake, in the countenances of the men
and women you encounter in your daily intercourse with your fellow creatures. Even their figures and their gait
betray their origin. There is a suppleness and vivacity in some, a slowness and heaviness in others—a nervous
mobility here, and a disposition to inactivity and sloth there—which are distinctively indicative of origin. So,
too, with the amazing varieties of walk, and the equally wonderful diversities of voice, among human beings.
No two are alike, and each bears the indelible impress of its animal ancestry. As we get farther and farther, by
successive incarnations, from our bestial fore-runner's, these characteristics are softened down. The animal
becomes finer and finer; but we can never wholly obliterate the heraldry of our family.

I know not whether, in those barbaric devices of the old fighting times, when men crested their helmets
with the carved head of some animal, there may not have been an instinctive recognition of the relationship
between the head beneath and the head above the visor; but certain it is, that among the purely savage tribes in
many parts of the earth, there prevails a worship of certain Of the lower animals, founded upon an
acknowledged sense of some mysterious kinship between the worshipping savage and the "totem" he adores.

And if each of us preserves ineffaceably in our material forms some of the physical character-istics of the
animals through which we have ascended in the scale of creation, is it not reasonable to conclude—is it not a
fact demonstrable by observation and experience-that we bring with us into the human life the instincts and
propensities of our former states of existence? Study the character, and what is called the natural bias, of each
individual, and if you possess sufficient powers of discernment and discrimination to determine the nature of
the animal through which his spirit passed, immediately before he began—as a brutish earth-man—to climb the
ladder of humanity, you will be startled by the correspondency which presents itself between his merely animal
propensities and instincts, and those of his remote ancestor. These may be modified by civilization, but they are



fundamentally identical. The ravenous ani- mal will be ravenous still, no matter in what grade of life he may be
placed. The creature which was his prey formerly will be so still. The spider may spin his web in the office of
an usurious money lender, and the flies may be transformed into necessitous borrowers; but their mutual
relationship remains unchanged. The bird of prey may build his nest in the gilded saloons of a gambling-house,
and the pigeons, or chickens, or leverets, may now appear to us as simple-minded and featherless bipeds,
fluttering around the roulette table; but the old predatory instinct is as strong as ever with the obscene Vulture,
swooping down upon his victims, with a hooked nose and glittering eyes, and long claw-like fingers.

So, too, with many of the occupations of life—some of them so repulsive that we cannot imagine any
persons deliberately adopting them? Are not these defined for them by antecedent habits and tendencies—the
mole to the mine, and the sea-bird to the career of a sailor? May not the scavenger birds of eastern cities, after
the vital principle which animated them has passed into a human frame, still fulfil the same Useful purposes to
mankind, in their more advanced stages of existence, which they discharged formerly? Are we not all familiar
with jewelled peacocks exhibiting their iridescent necks to admiring or to envious beholders, on civic footpaths
or in public gardens? have we not seen self-adoring lyre birds, in ballrooms and elsewhere, dancing round in
deep admiration of their voluminous tails or skirts? Are we not all acquainted with parrots and magpies, ever
repeating the same commonplaces, the same un-meaning and—lifeless formulae in pulpits and on platforms?
And are there not, on the other and, admirable descendants—or to speak more correctly—ascendants from the
patient sheep, the faithful dog, the docile and magnanimous elephant, and the noble and serviceable horse?

Read human nature by the light which is shed upon it from a knowledge of our origin, and you will find all
mysteries made plain, all doubts and difficulties swept away; ana all darkness dissipated. Nor is it necessary
that we should be versed in the intricacies of science for this purpose. Upon the whole, it may be doubted
whether literature and science, unless inspirationally given—as to the Newtons, the Keplers, the Bacons, and
Shakespeares of mankind-have not been a greater restraint upon the real intellectual progress and spiritual
advancement of the human race, than a help to it; for the simple reason that books prevent and repress original
thought in each of us. God has bestowed upon every human being a mind capable of arriving at all earthly
knowledge by its own independent processes, if the possessor will only ask for light from above to quicken and
expand its latent capacities. Of course the quality of that mind will be largely affected by the progress which the
individual has made in the scale of being, but the germs of intellectual development are to be found in every
human brain; and it is a notable fact in the history of our race, that the greatest and most beneficent inventions
in this—the fourth of the seven epochs of humanity—have been communicated to us through men of a
reflective turn of mind—men who thought their own thoughts, instead of copying or appropriating those of
other people.

Common to all men as is the change called death, the resurrection in this life is unhappily restricted to a
few, though possible to many. It ought to be one of the grandest objects of human aspiration, nevertheless it is
one that is almost universally neglected. We live for the body—for the animal within us—and we suffer the
eternal principle—the God-like emanation from above—the over-living spirit—the light that should burn so
brightly, that should be as a pillar of fire guiding us through the human wilderness, to flicker faintly and almost
to die down in the pestilential atmosphere which gathers round it in our progress through the world. Here "we
have no abiding place;" yet we think and speak and act as if this were indeed the tabernacle of our everlasting
rest. What is perishable we cherish, adorn, and love. What is imperishable we starve, neglect, and endeavour to
destroy. The animal is all in all. The spiritual is nothing in our estimation. The former undergoes a sort of
earthly apotheosis; while the latter is deposed, despised, and misused. A man has only to retire within himself
and reflect—has only to sequester himself for a few days from his fellow creatures, and live among God's
works in nature—has only to listen to their teachings, to study the wisdom, the harmony, and the beauty of the
laws which govern their existence and development, in order to be conscious of the miserable mistake we all
make in continuing to be in the grave of animalism, when we ought to pray to our Heavenly Father to instruct
His holy angels to roll away the stone from the sepulchre, and thus permit the enfranchisement of our immortal
spirit.

If the pampering of our animalism were conducive to our happiness in this life, there would be something
intelligible in our servile devotion to all the lower instincts of our nature. But let any man who has been signally
successful in the attainment of the objects upon which he has most set his heart—be they wealth, titular rank,
social distinction, military, naval, literary, or scientific fame—the adulation of the classes beneath him or the
envy of those around him—place himself in the confessional before God, and then answer truly to the question,
Are you happy? And what would be his response? Can anyone walk through the streets of a populous city, like
London or Paris, without being painfully struck by the care-worn, languid, haggard, and even animal expression
of the countenances he meets with. Now and then he sees a bright and happy face—but it is that of a child or of
a young girl, not yet subjected to the tyranny of fashion and convention. Otherwise all is dark, if not repulsive.
Where is "the mind, the music breathing from the face?" Where the heavenly light that should play upon the



human countenance divine? Nearly every face you see bears the impress of anxiety and care, passion or pain.
Upon each is written a history—generally sad, often tragical. Listen to the conversation in our streets and public
places of resort, and what is the burden of it? Money, money, money.

Only imagine a herd of swine in some old English forest, confabulating in this way:—"I have
accumulated," exclaims an astute boar, "a bushel of acorns, and I expect to monopolise ten bushels by the time
my turn comes to be converted into brawn. These acorns I shall bequeath to my piglings, with strict injunctions
to add to the store, so that I may found a distinguished family of hogs, and be pointed at, for many generations
to come, as the rich pig progenitor of a long line of obese and affluent swine."

Very absurd, doubtless, but not a whit more so than the conduct of us human beings, who waste the best
years of our life in the endeavour to accumulate what is our equivalent to acorns; and who appear to imagine
that it is our duty to exempt our children from the wise and beautiful necessity of labouring for their own
subsistence. The lower animals—as we superciliously call them are wiser than we are. They have an instinctive
trust in God's providence. As a general rule—with a few such well-known exceptions as the ant, the bee, and
the squirrel—they take no heed of the morrow. They are simply submissive to natural laws, and are perfectly
happy, in consequence. They know, by a species of intuition, that as the sun rose this morning and the green
leaf and tender blade of grass continued their growth, and the dew fell, and the blessed sunshine descended
upon them, and all the sweet and gracious influences of nature combined to make the earth fruitful and to
replenish in the living hour whatsoever supplies of food were consumed on the previous day, so, on the
morrow, the same all-seeing, all-providing, all-loving God and Father of us all, will care for their wants and for
those of their young. Man is literally and absolutely the only animal on the face of this beautiful earth which
practically denies and ignores the existence and activity of a paternal Providence. He acts as if there were no
such thing in the world, and he obstinately refuses to be enlightened by experience. He is perpetually being
admonished that this over-ruling Providence is all-powerful and all-pervading; he sees—daily and hourly—the
dissipation of wealth hoarded up by men who fondly believed it would endure for ever—the passage into
oblivion of names and reputations which, it was conjeetured, would be immortal on the earth—and the futility
and worthlessness of all kinds of human schemes of ambition and aggrandizement; nevertheless he blindly and
foolishly perseveres in fighting against reason, against revelation, and against God; and, as a matter of course,
he is ultimately worsted and destroyed in the insane and disastrous conflict.

There is a darkness greater than that which we associate with the change called death—a darkness
enshrouding all our faculties in a thick pall—a darkness so deep and dense as to appear almost impenetrable.
And as it is internally—as the spirit—the immortal principle—the emanation from the Infinite Mind—which is
within us, is enfolded by this thick gloom of selfishness and worldliness, so it is with our external aspects.
Wherefore should there be such a difference between the divine expression which inspired painters, like Fra
Angelico da Piesole, and Michael Angelo, and Raffaelle have stamped upon the virgins, saints, and angels yet
living upon and almost breathing from their canvasses, and the haggard, care-worn, dark and grovelling
countenances which surround us in the world? Do you not suppose that to all of us—angels in embryo—beings
linked with a chain of intelligences stretching up to God himself, would be vouchsafed some of the brightness
of the other world, if we habitually set our faces towards it? The light which "was never yet on tree or
flower"—would irradiate us—would shine upon us with a softened but growing lustre if, instead of bending our
gaze so persistently downward upon the earth and its perishing things, we would lift it up to the source of all
light, the fountain of all glory, the inexhaustible reservoir of all splendour. But, in order to do so, there must be
a spiritual resurrection within us. We must come forth, like Lazarus, out of the grave of animalism, and leave
behind us the cere-clothes of natural interests and the decomposition which springs from our devotion to, and
absorption by, what is of the earth earthy, transitory, and perishable.

That immortal principle, that spark of the divinity, I have spoken of, resembles the seed of a flower; and as
is the husk of that seed—the rough envelope which encloses it—so are our bodily wants and animal passions.
For a time they overlay and conceal the beautiful germ. For a time it is—as it were—buried in the earth. But
after a time, under the benignant influences of the sunshine and the dews, and in virtue of that wonderful power
of growth and evolution which resides in it, the seed puts forth a tender shoot above the ground and sends down
delicate little rootlets below it, and the shoot expands and aspires. It looks up in love and gratitude to the
beneficent sun, welcomes the bland breezes and the soft showers of heaven, and so grows from day to day and
from hour to hour—ever manifesting new beauties, ever enlarging in bulk, and ever exhibiting such a matchless
perfection of form, and such an exquisite wisdom of purpose, that it is almost impossible to study it without
exclaiming, Behold a miracle! And yet, as we know, it is no miracle. It is merely the product of an eternal and
immutable law prescribed by Infinite Wisdom and Foresight.

And as is the tiny seed buried in the earth, such is the spirit within us. It is capable of receiving its
resurrection here. It awaits its emancipation upon earth. It requires to be freed from the trammels of animal
passion. The body is as necessary to it here, as the rootlets are necessary to the flower, but they should be kept



in strict subordination to it. We should not reverse the beautiful processes of nature. We should not bestow all
our attention on the roots and deliberately depress and destroy the beautiful blossom, the bright consummate
flower. Yet this is precisely what we do. All our care, all our forethought, and all our affection are lavished on
this perishable vehicle and envelope of the soul—on this machinery of bone, flesh, blood, muscle, and tissue,
which will eventually be the prey of the worm and the victim of corruption. We live for it, in it, by it, through
it. We believe—or profess to believe—that that which we neglect and despise is immortal; but all our actions
belie our belief. There is nothing so dear to us as the objects and pursuits of animalism, nothing so far from us
as the vivifying conviction that the spirit within us is eternal—never had a beginning and never can have an
ending. Were it not so, should we live as we do? Consider how few and easily satisfied are our natural wants.
Consider how—beyond their rational satisfaction—everything is productive of discontent, disappointment, and
disease. Read the life or watch the existence of any one man who has lived for this world and for the body only,
and upon whom fame and opulence have lavished all they could bestow, and tell me if he was happy. Many of
us have probably—in the vicissitudes of our chequered lives—been familiar with comparative opulence and
with comparative poverty, and, if so, must we not confess in our heart of hearts, that there were no enjoyments
and that there has been no happiness, within the range of our personal experience comparable with those which
lay within our reach when life was a hard struggle, and the holiday of to-day had to be purchased by the
frugality, the forethought, and the self-denial of many yesterdays? Yes, believe it, there is no true happiness in
this world but that which is wholly independent of the animal; and as it is absolutely certain that the happiness
of the great hereafter will be incapable of enjoyment except by those out of whose natures the animal has been
expelled, before they quitted this life—will be accessible, indeed, to none others—should we not strive, by the
help of God and his holy angels, who are ever ready ever waiting and watching for the opportunity to assist
us—to bring about the resurrection of the spirit from the grave of animalism, while we are inhabitants of the
globe?

For, looking beyond it, what awaits us? Penetrating the thin veil which separates the spiritual from the
material, what do we see with the purified vision of faith and love! An endless ascension from sphere to
sphere—a perpetual growth in knowledge and affection—a constant acquisition of new faculties—a boundless
expansion of the horizon of observation and perception—a glorious and inspiring intercourse with the prophets
and seers, the sages and philosophers, the poets and artists of all antiquity—the power to survey the entire field
of mundane history from the moment when God, by a divine afflatus, created this little globe of ours, until the
hour at which we were permitted to take our departure from it. And through the ages yet to come—which will
be to us like those which have rolled away—a perpetual Now, we shall watch with the deepest interest and the
tenderest solicitude, the progress of our race upon the earth. We shall be permitted, indeed, to instruct, to
comfort, to counsel, and to guide them; and we shall be enabled to comprehend—though still in a finite
degree—the eternal truth that God is love, and that as He is a Spirit, so he must be worshipped in spirit and in
truth, world without end,
AMEN.

Printed at the "Daily Times" Office, Princes Street, Dunedin.

Two Lectures on the Phenomena of
Spiritualism
Delivered in the Masonic Hall, Dunedin, on the 11th And 18th March, 1873,
By the Rev. James Copland, M.A., M.D., PH. D.

First Lecture.—Spirit-Rapping & Ghost Seeing
Before entering on the special subject of my lecture, I beg to make one or two explanations of a personal

nature. It may be asked: Why come forward now to lecture, after remaining silent so long, when a public
challenge was given to discuss the subject publicly? In answer, I have to state that, while admitting public
discussion may, under certain circumstances, be valuable, it is in most cases eminently unsatisfactory. The
course of argument and illustration is abruptly interrupted, and the attention of the audience is apt to be
distracted from the main points by lively repartee, and jokes and witticisms. Such sallies often carry more
weight with a mixed popular audience than solid reasoning, and there is a strong temptation presented to the
disputants to frame their speeches so as to gain the applause of the audience at the moment rather than to inform
and convince their understanding. Before a select audience, trained to weigh the force of logical arguments, this
would not be the case, but such would scarcely be looked for in a popular audience that might assemble to hear



a debate on this subject. Moreover, I frankly confess that I expected the general interest in Spiritualism, which
appeared eight or ten months ago, and which seemed to have nearly passed away, would not now be revived, at
least beyond the natural curiosity to see and hear any new comers of great pretensions, particularly when
nothing new was advanced in support of Spiritualism or the doctrines which are usually associated with it. I
have been given to understand, however, that a number of individuals in this city have recently been led to
attach great importance to Spiritualism, and especially to the doctrines of a strongly negative character
generally connected with it, such as the denial of the Trinity, of the Divinity of Christ, of original sin, and of the
existence of the Devil and of Hell. I have come forward therefore with the view of assisting, if possible, any
who may be in perplexity or darkness in respect to this subject, and have adopted this mode of reaching such,
as, in my view, the most suitable, In this I have acted simply on my own responsibility, and I would wish it to
be under-stood by all that none of my respected brethren in the ministry are in any degree parties to my action.
Some of them, I belive, may not approve of this step; and I would not presume to censure any of them for
holding a different opinion, or following a different course. I am sure of this, that whatever appeared to them to
be duty they would boldly and readily follow out. I may state that the subject of Spiritualism has not engaged
my attention now for the first time, as I have writen articles upon it in the Press at home as far back as
seventeen years ago. At the same time, I do not put myself for ward as professing to offer a complete
explanation of all the phenomena which have been presented in the name of Spiritualism. The evidence as to
the existence of the alleged phenomena has in many cases not been furnished, and the state of scientific enquiry
on all these points has not yet been so far advanced as to warrant me in professing myself able to furnish a
complete solution of them. The real subject, however, which claims our attention is much more limited. It is to
determine, if possible, what may be accepted as unquestionable facts established by sufficient evidence; then to
consider whether science, as fairly established, furnishes any adequate explanation of them, and, if not, whether
the theory of the Spiritualists can be received as giving the explanation required. This theory is simply that they
are caused by spirits; not, however, spirits of any class, but by the spirits of departed human beings—ghosts. To
discover what the facts of Spiritualism are is a task of no little difficulty. In trying to search them out one is
strongly reminded of the saying, "There is nothing so deceitful as figures except facts," and of the other—no
less true—"There are more false facts than false theories in the world." No doubt the well-known story of the
problem submitted to the Royal Society of London may occur to your minds. King Charles sent to enquire how
it came to pass that when a live fish was put into a globe of water the weight was not increased by the weight of
the fish. Many learned and profound theories were readily started to explain this. At length one philosopher,
evidently strong in common sense, proposed, amid loud cries for his presumption and disloyalty in calling in
question the king's word, that the fish itself should be tested by the scales. The result was that the weight was
found to be the same, whether the fish was dead or alive. It is always the dictate of sound sense first to make
sure of the facts, before troubling about the explanation. I have often felt that lecturers on Spiritualism directed
far too little attention to these and the evidence on which they rested. A very short and simple method of
disposing of this part of the subject has been followed by the Rev. Mr Watt in a letter recently published.
Looking at the character of the alleged phenomena, and observing that they are for the most part of a silly and
purposeless character, he declares this affords a strong presumption that the phenomena are really the work of
some kind of spirits. He says "it is a very significant fact to me that the manifestations are sometimes intensely
silly. We are gravely told, when a number are meet at a seance, how the coat has been whisked off one man
instantaneously, and on the gas being turned on, is found on the back of his neighbour, whose hands, strange to
say, have been bound behind his back all the time. Those who know anything about the doings of the spirits
must be aware that they largely consist of practical jokes of this description, militating against the gravity and
decorum we naturally associate with the inhabitants of another world. The very grotesqueness and absurdity of
the reported marvels of Spiritualism are, I confess, to me a proof of their reality; for I cannot help thinking that
men and women in this nineteenth century, to whom an exalted model of supernatural action has been presented
in the miracles of Jesus Christ, would be ashamed to select the utterly purposeless and silly displays of power
which make up a large proportion of the Spiritualistic manifestations, if they have not actually witnessed them."
Would any other person derive such an inference? Do we not infer the nature of causes from the nature of
effects? And if, as he admits in this case, the effects consist largely of practical jokes, militating against the
gravity and decorum we naturally associate with the inhabitants of another world, surely this should be a very
strong presumption that the inhabitants of another world had nothing whatever to do with them, and that the
practical jokers might be found among those who had such a propensity, and the opportunity for carrying it into
practice in darkened rooms. But he reaches the same conclusion by another process of reasoning, equally
fallacious. He says:—"They (the American Spiritualists) court controversy, and exhibit a bonhommie under the
vituperation of opponents, which proves to me they are conscious of standing on a solid foundation of facts,
and can afford to look down with something like a feeling of amusement on the efforts made by these critics to
deny those facts, or explain them away." To my mind, the natural inference to be drawn from the conduct of



those referred to would rather be that they hold their theory and the doctrines connected with it in a very light
manner. They could not attach great importance and solemnity to their so-called faith if they could derive
amusement from sneering and ridicule which might be cast upon it. If we could ascertain that Spiritualists were
ready to make themselves martyrs for what they declared to be the truth, and that they persisted in their efforts
to extend it through years of self-denying toil, then we might infer that their conviction of the reality of the
phenomena was real and strong. I have never observed that earnest Christians could find any amusement in
hearing the claims of their divine Saviour ridiculed; or his offering himself as a sacrifice for sin sneered at as of
no more efficiency than the offering of the blood of a sheep. Earnest Christians could find no amusement in
hearing such blasphemy, and would refuse to countenance those who were guilty of it. And yet they have often
shown how deep and strong were their convictions of the reality of Christ's divinity, by the sacrifices they have
made in giving their testimony to this fact. It is, however, but justice to Mr Watt to state that although his
philosophical Pegasus has carried him through such vagaries, he declares that the argument which has weighed
most in his mind in accepting the Spiritualistic phenomena has been the testimony of such men as Judge
Edmonds and Robt. Dale Owen, The alleged phenomena, however, are far too numerous and multiform, and, in
many cases, obscure, subtle, and evanescent, to be received in the mass on the testimony of any single witness,
however sincere and honest he may be. They must be examined in detail, and the evidence presented in support
of them must be carefully scrutinised. This has to a certain extent been done by the Dialectical Society of
London. Members of that Society devoted months of enquiry and patient attending of séances to find out the
facts. A report stating the results was published. It should be mentioned, however, that this was not sanctioned
by the Society as a whole, but only by a minority, yet it might be fairly taken as presenting, so far as it goes,
evidence that may be accepted. The framers of the report declared to be established as true—1. "That sounds of
a very varied character, apparently proceeding from articles of furniture, the door and walls of the room—the
vibrations accompanying such sounds are often distinctly perceptible to the touch—occur without being
produced by muscular action or mechanical contrivance. 2. That movements of heavy bodies take place without
mechanical contrivance of any kind, or adequate exertion of muscular force by the persons present, and
frequently without contact or connection with any person. 3. That these sounds and movements often occur at
the time, and in the manner asked for by persons present, and by means of a simple code of signals answer
questions, and spell out coherent communications. 4. That the answers and the communications thus obtained
are for the most part of a common-place character, but facts are sometimes correctly given which are only
known to one of the persons present. 5. That the circumstances under which the phenomena take place are
variable, the most prominent fact being that the presence of certain persons seems necessary to their occurrence,
and that of others generally adverse; but this difference does not appear to depend on any belief or disbelief
concerning the phenomena. 6. That, nevertheless, the occurrence of the phenomena is not insured by the
presence or absence of such persons respectively." If, then, we accept these conclusions as true, we must
consider whether science can explain them, or whether we must seek their explanation in the ghost theory.
There are two elements here which require to be accounted for—the physical rappings and movements of
bodies, and the intelligence which is shown in the answers to questions or movements of tables at request. Both,
I think, can be amply explained, without the help of any ghost. It has been scientifically demonstrated that the
human body is more or less charged with electricity—a fact which was observed before electricity was studied
as a science. Cardan relates that the hair of a Carmelite monk emitted sparks whenever it was stroked
backwards. From the hair of a young woman mentioned by Faber sparks of fire always fell when it was
combed. Cassandra Buri, a Veronese lady, often terrified her maid-servents by brilliant sparks and a crackling
noise, which were given forth whenever her body was rubbed or slightly touched by a linen cloth, and a
bookseller at Pisa emitted sparks from his back and arms, with a crackling noise, whenever he pulled off a
narrow shirt and a piece of cloth which he wore upon his breast. In the case of some individuals this electric
power attains a much higher force. I quote the following examples which are well authenticated. In the summer
of 1839 two Greek girls came from Smyrna to France, and began to exhibit their powers for a livelihood. On
placing themselves at opposite ends of a large table, a cracking sound was emitted, like that of the electric fluid
passing over gilt paper. The table thereafter began to shake, and gradually moved away from the elder! to the
younger. But when clad in silk, or if the atmosphere chanced to be humid, they had no power to act either on the
table or on each other. Speaking of a French medium, whose case was reported to the Paris Academy of
Science in 1846, Arago says:—"The principal seat of her power seems to be in her left side. During her
paroxysms it is warmer than her right side, and is affected with jerks, unusual movements, and a kind.; of
trembling which communicates itself to anyone that touches the parts so affected. She presents, moreover, a
peculiar sensibility to the action of the magnet. On approaching its north pole she receives a violent shock,
while its south pole produces no effect on her whatever. A sheet of paper, a-pen, or any light body is driven
away as by a gust of wind, so soon as she extends her left hand towards it and before she has come near enough
to touch it. The moment the table is touched by her hand—or even by a string which she may be holding—it is



overthrown. This action produces a strong commotion in her left side, by which she is forcibly drawn to the
table. Should she, while in this condition, attempt to sit down, the seat is thrown from under her with prodigious
force. One day a chest, on which three men were sitting, was moved in this manner; and on another occasion, a
chair held by two strong men was broken in their hands." When a number of people were seated for a
considerable time in a close room, it was very natural and probable that electricity should become so
accumulated and intensified as to present a sufficient reason for the phenomena declared to have been
witnessed by the Dialectical Society, not merely on the table with which their hands are in contact, but likewise
on the walls or floor of the room. Such effects may be accounted for, as it has been scientifically demonstrated
that electricity is conducted by the air as well as by solid bodies. There, then, is a sufficient cause for the
physical part of the phenomena, and so far there is no need for a ghost. But how explain the manifestation of
intelligence? If the knocking force proceeds from the highly charged human body or bodies that are present, it
is reasonable to suppose that direction in which it may be transmitted may be influenced to some extent by the
movements of parts of their bodies under the control of their will—not necessarily the movements of their
hands, nor yet movements of a violent or even noticeable kind, and possibly even without such movements—by
the mere influence of will. The effects of electricity proceeding from the bodies of electrical eels—called
Gymnotus electricus—in South America, may serve to illustrate this. Humboldt placed both his feet on a fresh
Gymnotus, and experienced a more violent shock than he had ever felt from a Leyden jar. When he and another
held one of them between them, one holding the head or shoulders, and the other the tail, the one felt the shock
and the other did not, and they were led to the conclusion that it could direct its electric strokes where it chose.
Further, they found that some Gymnoti which they kept alive killed some other fishes which they introduced
into the same vessel of water, without coming, in contact with them. The force with which this can be done was
observed by Humboldt in America to stun horses which were driven into the water when they were swimming,
so that the horses fell down completely overpowered, and were drowned. Regarding the probability of electrical
effects proceeding from the human body, influenced to some extent by the will, I think there is here a clue to
the intelligence displayed by the table knockings in answer to questions put. That intelligence, from all the
reliable evidence I have been able to obtain, is sufficiently accounted for by the intelligence of one or several of
those from whom the knocking force proceeds. The evidence of the Dialectical Society does not advance one
step beyond this. The answers, the report states, are usually of a common place character, but sometimes known
only to one of the persons present. We must, however, accept of other evidence besides theirs. Let us try then, if
this explanation will apply to the well-known story of "the Rochester knockings." Circumstances given by Mrs
Harding and by Dale Owen, and many more, need not be questioned. They are briefly these:—The Fox family,
residing at Hydesville were disturbed by knockings about their house. After a time it was found they would
respond to questions, and they gave correct answers about the names and ages of the children when questioned
by Mrs Fox. Questions were further put—Are you a man? are you a spirit? and, what is your name? and so on.
Gradually, and after many questionings, and that by different people and on different occasions, a connected
story was made out from the answers that this was the ghost of a pedlar named Charles B. Rosma, who had
slept in the house four or five years before on a Tuesday night, and had been murdered at 12 o'clock by John C.
Bell, a blacksmith, who occupied it, and was that night in the house alone. It was further stated that the body
was buried in the cellar 10 feet deep. It appears from the evidence that the knockings had never been heard in
the house previous to the time thus indicated, but by all who had since occupied it. It seems to be assumed by
Mr Owen that none of the neigh-bours knew anything of' the occurrences mentioned. But this, I think, is a very
improbable supposition; for Mr Owen states that the daughter of a neighbour (Lucretia Pulver by name, 15
years of age), was servant at the house at the time when the pedlar came with his pack, and that she spoke to
him. This young woman gave her depositions regarding the circumstances after the knockings attracted public
attention. She stated that Mrs Bell told her she was acquainted with the pedlar before. Is it then not a very
probable thing that she would mention his name to the girl? Lucretia was sent home that clay, as Mrs Bell was
going from home, and said she would not require her services longer. The pedlar remained in the house with Mr
Bell, but next day he never came, according to expectation, to the house of Lucretia, who had promised to buy a
new dress from him. Lucretia was sent for again on Mrs Bell's-return 3 days afterwards, and came and resided
there. Then she heard knockings and sounds of footsteps about the house at night, Then sounds as if coming
from the cellar. A week after this Lucretia having gone into the cellar, was alarmed by sinking in the soft soil.
She asked Mrs Bell what Mr Bell had been doing in the cellar. Mrs Bell said that it might be rat holes, and her
husband was occupied a few days afterwards taking down earth to till them up. The tenants who succeeded Mr
and Mrs Bell, who had evidently considered it prudent to leave that part of the country, resided in the house a
year before they heard knockings, and thereafter they had no peace for them, and shortly afterwards left. How
are we to account for the knockings after the pedlar's visit, heard by Lucretia and Mrs Bell, and then for the
absence of them during a year after their successors came to the house, and further, for the resumption of the
knockings at that time? The most reasonable explanation is that th knockings, in so far as they were real



(although no doubt their excited imaginations would exaggerate them, and assign them to their several
localities), proceeded from the excited persons who were terrified and haunted by the strong suspicion of foul
murder having been committed. The absence of the knockings for a year after their successors entered was
probably due to their ignorance of this dark deed. But as they had become better acquainted with their
neighbours the secret had evidently been drawn out from Lucretia, and the natural result followed. They
became terrified, and through their excited state knockings were produced, which no doubt would be
exaggerated in the stillness of night. They did not bear this long, but sought another dwelling where they would
find peace. The Fox family next took possession, and the story of the previous knockings, and the suspicion of
the dark deed associated with them, could hardly fail to be speedily known by the new tenants. The usual
results followed, and most probably in an intensified degree. From Mr Owen's account, the Fox family were
hereditarily gifted, or, as I should rather say, afflicted, with what was called second-sight, and such excitable
natures as theirs would manifest the full effects of such a history as pertained to their new dwelling. But Mr
Owen brings forward what he no doubt thinks clear proof that the neighbours never did entertain such
suspicions of the pedlar's murder. He says that Mr Bell, hearing of the reports that were spread, came to the
district and obtained signatures from persons residing there to the number of 44, stating that they never knew
anything against his character, and that when he lived among them, they thought him, and still think him, a man
of honest and upright character incapable of committing crime. Now what does this prove? It is intended to
establish the fact that none of the neighbours bad ever heard a rumour or entertained a suspicion that this Mr
Bell had committed murder on the pedlar. He does not tell us if Lucretia signed, or if the successors of Mr Bell
in the house signed it, or if the Fox family signed it. Most probably some of them did. As for others, who at the
very worst could only know of a dark suspicion attaching to the unfortunate pedlar's visit, very little weight can
be attached to their signing such a vague testimonial if they thought it would be of any service. As an evidence
of Mr Bell's innocence, it strongly reminds one of the plea set up by an Irishman. When two witnesses swore
they saw him steal a horse, he said he could bring fifty who didn't see him do so, and who would swear it it is of
little importance to us in the present case whether Mr Hell was innocent or guilty. It is sufficient to shew there
is strong evidence for believing that a rumour of such guilt had reached the ears of Bell's successors after they
had lived in the house a year, and also had come to the knowledge of the Fox family. The whole connected
story, as we stated it, was given gradually at separate times, and no doubt corresponded to the various beliefs
which were entertained by the questioners. Mrs Harding says, evidence of the crime was discovered in the
cellar, when it was dug into. Mr Owen does not seem clear about this. To us, however, it is of no consequence.
The evidence regarding Lucretia, who lived in the neighbourhood apparently during the whole time, affords
sufficient reason to believe that the suspicion of the murder was connected with the house. Where then, I ask, is
there any room or need for a ghost? One adequate reason will satisfy every philosophical mind. The Dutch
Burgomaster, who omitted to receive his royal master with the customary salute of cannon, was prepared to lay
before His Highness nineteen good and sufficient reasons in vindication of his conduct. His master, however,
was wisely satisfied when he heard the first—that he had no powder. It is surprising that Mr Owen (the narrator
of the story) did not clearly see that the responses came in accordance wite the minds of the questioners; for in
the very same chapter in which he describes this case, he mentioned that a report was circulated that a pedlar
who had suddenly disappeared, was murdered. This report was proved to be utterly false. Yet before the truth
was found out by the return of the pedlar, specific information had been obtained by means of raps that the
pedlar's dead body would be found at a particular point of a canal. In all cases that have been adduced, it would
be found that where there were any means of obtaining full particulars regarding them, the rapping table, like
Dame Waddell's teapot, would only give out what had been put in. To give a correct judgment, however, of
what may be in the mind of any questioner, is no easy matter, and on this point there is great misapprehension.
The amount of knowledge which the mind possessed, many supposed, was just what they were able to recall at
the moment, yet on reflection everyone must be convinced that his knowledge was far more extensive; and it
was a well-established fact that every thought or expression which the mind had ever received was retained by
it, and might be recalled. Only a very small part is reproduced under ordinary circumstances, but in times of
special excitement, or concentration of thought, the hidden, stores of memory are brought forth in such
abundance, and so distinctly, that the person is amazed. Dr Abercrombie tells of a naval officer who was
submerged for a few moments in the water, and was rescued, and that during this brief time he declared he had
seen the whole events of his life pass vividly before his mind. Another instance he gives as follows:—"A lady
in the last: stage of chronic disease was taken from London to a lodging in the country. Her infant daughter was
taken to see her, and shortly afterwards the lady died. The child grew up, without any recollection of her
mother, to mature age. She happened to be taken, into the room where her mother died without being told
anything about it. She; started on entering it, and when the friend who was with her enquired the reason, she
replied, "I have a distinct impression of having been in this room before, and that a lady who lay in that corner,
and seemed very ill, leaned over me and wept." These examples will show how memory retains many things



which may slumber for years, and suddenly be revived through even the slightest circumstance connected with
what was forgotten. Sometimes also what has thus suddenly started into consciousness as suddenly disappears,
so that we are at a loss to know why if arose in the mind at all—until perhaps by careful searching we discover
that it is correct. Of the reality of this every one who attends much to the working of his own mind will have
frequent proof. The reproduction of thoughts in the mind takes place, according to what philosophers call the
laws of association. Nothing in memory will start up into consciousness without being influenced by some
thing else which connects it with our present thought. The intermediate thoughts, however, by which it is held
in association with that presently before us, may not rise into consciousness, although they have been operative,
and have led to the starting up of some long forgotten thought. This furnishes an illustration of one peculiarity
of the mind's working, which has been designated by the term Latent Mental Modifications, or more .recently
by Dr Carpenter's Unconscious Gerebration.

It will serve to explain such a case as the following given by Owen, which he entitles "Sister Elizabeth." Dr
H. saw an apparition while attending Dr Bellow's Church in New York of three female figures. One appeared as
his wife, the other as his mother; the third, a young girl between them, he did not recognise, He had a sister
Anne, who had died 39 years before, but he settled that the young girl did not resemble her. Next day he called
on one of the Foxes. He wrote out a number of female names. Anne was passed by, and the table rapped out the
name of Elizabeth, his sister. He declared he never had a sister Elizabeth. He asked if the figure he saw was his
sister Elizabeth, and the raps at once answered yes. He afterwards consulted the family register, and found that
a sister named Eizabeth had died a few weeks after birth. This had happened during a five years' absence from
home, and on being questioned, Dr H. thought it likely that his father would mention the circumstance in one of
his letters at the time, but he had forgotten it. This had been most probably suddenly recalled to his mind at the
moment when he was intently seeking information—possibly with so much dimness and uncertainty, that he
had been unable to assure himself of its correctness until the family register revealed what had been long ago
made known to him. The answer I regard as simply a response influenced by his own will, although he had a
feeling of doubt as to its correctness. He had already settled that the figure in question could not be his sister
Elizabeth. Being between his mother and wife, he would most probably think that she must be another sister,
although he forgot that there really was another. The name had no doubt flashed up suddenly yet dimly, when
expecting the response. The vastness of the storehouse of memory in every soul is far beyond our conceptions,
and as wonderful is the subtlety and apparent caprice which characterise I the mode in which it yields up its
treasures. It is in sleep, in the somnambulic state, and in various abnormal conditions, that the extraordinary
powers of the memory are most vividly displayed. Instances of this I cannot here take time to present, but they
go far to prove that all we have once known is ever retained, and may be at any moment recalled, and probably
no circumstances are more favourable for recalling what has been long forgotten than when a susceptible
person, eagerly expectant, is making enquiries about it at his wooden oracle. It may, perhaps, be asked by some,
Have you not admitted the reality of ghosts in the last-mentioned instance, in which Dr H. saw distinctly three
figures, which he recognised as those of his departed relatives? Nothing, surely, can be stronger evidence than
seeing them. If seeing is believing, then, surely, nobody can deny. This leads me to the subject of spectral
illusions or apparitions which in all ages have been seen, and have ministered most powerfully to the love of
the marvellous. Mr Owen admits—and I agree with him,!—that some of the spectral illusions are truly
accounted for on well-understood optical principles. For example, the visitor to the top of the Brocken, which is
the principal summit of the Hartz Mountains, in the North of Germany, may see about sunrise, when the
atmospheric conditions are favourable, the appearance of a giant in the clouds perhaps five or six hundred feet
in height. Not, however, equal to the conception of the great Highland giant, Gog Magog Mac Finn MacCoull,
whose mouth was 11 miles wide, his teeth 10 miles square.

He would upon his toes upstand,
And take the stars down in his hand,
And set them in a gold garland,
To deck his wifle's hair.

This wonderful spectre, which I was not fortunate enough to see when I was there, is simply explained
when it is known to be merely the shadow of the traveller standing! in light clouds with the sun shining brightly
upon him, which is reflected from the distant clouds, and of course magnified to enormous proportions. Similar
principles explain the Fata Morgana of the Mediterranean, the mirage of the Desert, and occasional figures of
ships or cities, or other distant objects, some-times seen in the clouds. These are illusions, considered as to the
reality of what is represented, but not illusions as to the objective reality of the images or reflections
themselves. With regard to illusions as to images which have no outward existence, but which simply exist in



the imagination of the beholder, he is inclined to deny that there are such, unless in the case of persons
labouring under disease or persistent hallucinations bordering on insanity. He lays down something like a
principle to distinguish those hallucinations which he will admit to be such from what he regards as being in no
j sense an illusion or hallucination, but the veritable appearance of a real ghost. He says there is no authentic
instance of hallucination in which several witnesses agreed: about it, and that an illusion or hallucination only
deceives the one unhappy individual who is the subject of it.] Now, if he and his admirers would adhere to this
principle I think it would cut away the ground from the vast majority of the reputed ghosts with which we are
favoured. And certainly it would leave not even the space of a needle's point for I)r H.'s three ghosts to stand
upon in Dr Bellow's church. I may safely say that no one else saw them but himself. In most cases this
distinction will be practically correct. Yet it is by no means followed out by Mr Owen, nor by those who put so
much faith in his narratives. In fact, one of his own stories supplies a very strong illustration that the principle is
not correct. He tells of two ladies, mother and daughter, walking in broad daylight, who observed a figure
moving towards them. One said to the other, "There's Mr Thomson." They both looked, and recognised the
person named. When they came home they mentioned to the husband, who was a medical man, that they had
just seen Mr Thomson. He replied "That is impossible, for he has been ill in bed all day, and I have just been
visiting him." An ordinary reasoner would conclude that here was the clearest evidence of one of two things.
Either a remarkable case of mistaken identity, or a decided example of spectral illusion. The sharp eyes of the
ladies seeing close at hand in the daylight a well-known friend, so that they were both certain of his identity,
militate against the former alternative; and Mr Owen's acute mind probably never entertained such a thought.
The other alternative, however, appears to him no less objectionable. It is clear it was not the man himself; and
I think it must be equally clear to every one that it could not be his ghost, for he was still in the body, although
he was in bed. Mr Owen, however, manfully sticks to his ghost theory. In fact, his capacity for the marvellous
seems to be only equalled by the unfortunate party who had been living for a time at the Cape, and long
afterwards, complained of persistent pains in his stomach, which he accounted for by saying he had swallowed
a Caffre, and could not get rid of him. Mr Owen has swallowed the ghost theory, and although his mental
stomach is often put to straits to digest it, he refuses to part with it under any circumstances. The spectre of a
living man therefore seen by two ladies he persists in declaring to have been his ghost, and he explains its
presence by supposing that the man had fallen asleep or gone into a trance, and that his ghost had gone out for
an airing. One or other of the alternatives named is the only explanation which can to my mind satisfactorily
meet the case; but which was the correct one we have not sufficient evidence to prove. To prove that it was a
case of mistaken identity we should require either to produce the man who passed along at the time and place,
and show that the resemblance to the Mr Thomson named was sufficiently close to account for the impression
of the two ladies. If, on the other hand, we had proof that no man in the least resembling him passed that way at
the time, I should have no hesitation in declaring it a case of spectral illusion, which can be adequately
accounted for by the influence of the imagination. This explanation will probably be regarded by some of you
as a mere vague and unsatisfactory-reason, resorted to to get rid of a difficulty—a reason which has no solid, or
at least no scientific basis on which to rest. I think, however, I shall show you sufficient reason from facts
well-established by science, and many of them quite familiar to your own experience, that may lead you to
attach more importance to it than is frequently done. It is clearly and incontrovertibly established that all the
organs of sense are also the organs of imagination—that they may be under its control, and exercise their
several functions under its influence. On this point hear what Sir David Brewster says—who, I have observed,
has been claimed by Spiritists as one of their supporters. He remarks that "when the eye is not exposed to the
impressions of external objects, or when it is insensible to these objects in consequence of being engrossed with
its own operations, any object of mental contemplation which has either been called up by the memory or
created by the imagination will he seen as distinctly as if it had been formed from the virion of a real object. In
examining these mental impressions, he adds, I have found that they follow the motions of the eyeball, exactly
like the spectral impressions of luminous objects, and that they resemble them also in their apparent immobility
when the eyeball is displaced by an internal force. If this result shall be found generally true by others, it will
follow that the objects of mental contemplation may be seen as distinctly as external objects, and will occupy
the some local position in the axis of vision as if they had been formed by the agency of light." The truth of this,
I think, everyone will understand, and admit in re! gard to the state of sleep, You have the! impression of
visible objects as distinctly as in the waking state. Moreover, you see them always in such position with regard
to yourselves as you would do if you were awake, and in their presence. You never dream that you see objects
behind you, or in any position relative to yourselves on which it would be impossible for your eyes to see them,
if it were a reality instead of a dream. I have no doubt that theeyes really adjust themselves to the positions of
the various objects which imagination has presented to the mind. A fur- ther proof in support of this view is
derived from the fact that those who have been born blind or deprived of sight in infancy are unable to imagine
such objects as require sight to perceive them in reality. So it is with all the other organs of sense. The hearing



is as much under the control of the imagination as the sight, and those who have been born deaf are unable to
imagine or dream about sounds; or, if they do, they will represent them to their minds under the form of objects
that are cognizable by the other senses—representing, perhaps, a loud sound under the form of a great cloud, or
a sour apple, or a very solid piece of rock. The muscles of expression, as is well known, readily obey the
impulses of imagination, so that the mother who is watching her child, and sees at times the beaming smile light
up its countenance, says very truly her babe is dreaming. So the organs of speech are frequently found obedient
to the imagination during sleep, and have sometimes revealed the secret of the murderer when he little knew of
it. And various members of the body of some individuals show, on many occasions—sometimes to the loss and
damage of their bedfellows—that they are ready at the call of imagination to follow Hamlet's advice to the
players, and 'suit the word to the action and the action to the word.' But it will be said all this may be true in
regard to sleep, but it is quite different when a person is awake. Then he can distinguish at once between any
impression or influence of his imagination and an equally strong impression or influence from something which
is a reality. This is not in all cases so easy as you think. The reason why we can in most cases distinguish
between what is an impression of the imagination and what is a reality, is that the impressions of the
imagination are usually inconsistent with, and contradicted by, the whole circumstances around us. We have on
the one side a single impression derived from the imagination, and on the other a vast number of impressions
all consistent with each other, and all opposed to this single impression derived from the imagination, and so
we readily distinguish between the one and the other. But when the impression furnished by the imagination is
not inconsistent with our surroundings—which sometimes, although rarely, happens—then we may be left in
uncertainty. I remember a case of this which, although trivial in itself, furnishes a clear illustration. One day I
suddenly called to remembrance an impression that I had made an engagement to meet a friend on a particular
evening at his house. On trying to recall the circumstances connected with making the appointment, I could not
do it. The impression was then distinct enough, but all the attendant circumstances had gone from me. I
considered with myself, could this be an impression received in a dream? I could not recall any attendant
circumstances to afford a clue. There was nothing inconsistent or unlikely in the thing itself, nor anything
extraordinary in my forgetting the circumstances. I felt quite uncertain, and only after going to the house at the
time, arrived at the conclusion that the impression had been received in a dream. What happened to this very
limited extent has occurred in another case quoted by Hamilton, to an extent which, if it were at all common,
would turn the world upside down. 'A young man had a cataleptic attack, in consequence of which a curious
effect was wrought upon his mental constitution. Every night, about six minutes after falling asleep, he began to
speak distinctly, and always of the same subject, and he continued from night to night to act the same part. On
awaking he had no re-collection of his dreaming thoughts. He played a double part in his existence. By day he
was a poor apprentice, by night he was a wealthy senator, the father of a family, and in prosperous
circumstances. If during sleep anything concerning his true state were said to him, he declared it was unreal and
a dream.' This may show that it is not always so easy for us to distinguish between what is presented by the
imagination, and what by outward realities. Impressions made in dreams frequently continue after awaking.
Probably you can all remember that when you have had a vivid dream, and have been suddenly awakened, you
remain for a time under the full belief that the dream was a reality, and only gradually persuade yourself that it
was not. It is the fact that the imagination can and does influence the various organs of sense during our waking
hours, as well as during sleep. Neibuhr, the celebrated Danish traveller, when old and blind, said that 'as he lay
in bed all visible objects strut about; the pictures of what he had seen in the East continually floated before his
mind's eye, so that it was no wonder he could speak of them as if he had seen them yesterday.' Many eminent
composers of music first compose their whole piece in their minds and perform it in their imagination, and are
able to hear the whole harmony of the music as distinctly as if it were performed by an orchestra. The sense of
smell, too, is also subject to the imagination's influence. A lawyer once accompanied a doctor to a post mortem
examination of a child who had been murdered. They saw the coffin when they entered, and very speedily the
gentleman of the long robe said the body was too far gone; he felt the smell overpowering, and he must at once
retire. The doctor's well-seasoned nose, however, did not perceive the odour. On opening the coffin it was
found to be empty, and there was no assignable cause for the strong impression on the olfactory nerves of the
lawyer, but his own excited imagination. The sense of touch is also subject in a remarkable degree to the magic
spell of imagination. There are, however, illusions to which it is subject that may be accounted for on strictly
physiological principles which physicians well understand. If you were visiting a friend whose leg had been
amputated a week before, and in the course of your conversation on other topics, you casually ask him how he
felt his leg; you must be startled by hearing him reply that he was much annoyed by a constant pain in his big
toe. You must start at this, knowing probably that his amputated limb was already buried, or receiving special
attention in the dissecting room; and yet his sensations must be easily accounted for on well-known
physiological principles. But where there is no such physiological reason, innumerable instances occur daily of
false perceptions of touch, which can only be explained by the influence of imagination. Without referring to



such extraordinary cases as those in which a person believes that his head is turned the wrong way and dresses
himself accordingly, or where he is convinced that some important part of his person is made of glass, which
necessitates on his part very extraordinary caution, and fills him with many groundless fears—the sensations of
touch, and especially in all parts of the body—except the points of the fingers, and the tip of the tongue, are in
very many cases utterly deceptive." Keeping in view those well established principles that show the influence
of the imagination to be much more powerful than was generally understood, we might find in them a sufficient
explanation of the great mass of cases in which it is alleged ghosts had been seen. When the imagination was
strongly excited or very susceptible, it might cause one to see, even in the daylight, objects of its own creation.
The simple reason why they did not usually see such so vividly during their waking hours was that the attention
was generally distracted by impressions from external objects. If, however, they should sit down in a darkened
room, in perfect silence, and with the strong desire and expectation of seeing a ghost, it would not be at all
surprising if they should, like so many Spiritists, succeed I have already said that Owen mentions a test for
distinguishing between an illusion and a reality, namely—that the reality may be seen by any who are present,
while the illusion cannot. If he adopted this principle, he should cast aside as unreliable all the cases of all ged
ghosts seen only by one person. But, probably from what he may allege to be corroborative evidence, he
accepts visions, though seen only by one, as being actual ghosts. Now there is sufficient evidence to prove that
the mere fact of two or more spectators receiving the same impression at the same time, is not proof that the
thing seen is an outward reality. Owen gives the case of the two girls being seen by the rest of the family clearly
and distinctly at a little distance from their house. The father went towards them to see, but before he reached
the place they disappeared. The family also standing outside the house lost sight of the figures about the same
time. They found the two girls in the house upstairs, alone, and in their usual state of health. This circumstance
might convince anyone that the figures seen outside could not be their ghosts. The girls, Owen says, saw and
recognised their own figures as well as the others. What explanation then, does he offer? He maintains they
were realities, though he does not profess to give the full explanation. He suggests, however, as a probable
solution, that the purpose was to forbode the death of both of the girls, which took place within a year. The
purpose of the figures appearing is not the question of main importance: What were these outward realities, as
he maintains them to be? Either they were ghosts, according to his view, or they were not. If they were, we
have the extraordinary result of persons who had two ghosts—one to serve them in the body, and another for
ornament; one to be like Punch's useful poker, and the other to remain always polished and bright. Really to
overtake such a reasoner as Mr Owen, and bring him to convictions in accordance with common sense, seems
as hopeless as to catch a ghost. To his mind it is not sufficient to find ghosts for the dead, but he claims them
for those who are asleep or in a trance, and even for such as are looking with amazement upon what he declares
to be themselves. Surely if they believed that this was their own ghost at which they were so amazed, we might
well say—

Fool, fool! look at thy brother.
Why shouldn't one fool look at another.

The explanation of this phenomena, so far as the evidence supplied affords indication, is a very simple one.
It was a case of optical illusion arising from the peculiar state of the atmosphere. It was the month of October,
after a heavy rain, and when the sun was shining brightly. In such a case there would most likely be a good deal
of vapour rising from the soil, causing light clouds to form near the ground. The two girls were in the upper part
of the house, in some part where the sun shone upon them from the one side of the house, and from which their
shadows would be thrown out of the opposite side upon the light vapoury clouds near the ground. The
reflection of these shadows would sufficiently explain the whole phenomena, without either ghost or
foreboding of any kind. There is a story given by Owen in his "Footfalls" of a totally different kind, which
Spiritists, I believe, hold to be a most clear and convincing demonstration of the correctness of their theory. The
wife of an officer who had gone to India saw his spectre one night in a faint-like attitude, with his hands crossed
upon his breast. She at once settled in her mind that he must have died that very day, and waited with the
utmost anxiety the arrival of the mail. Tidings came that her husband was killed in action that very day on
which she saw the spectre—the 14th November. The War Office intimation dated it the 15th November. A
friend in London mentioned the circumstance to a lady, who along with her husband had got power in seeing
apparitions. She replied, addressing her husband, "That must be the very person I saw the evening when we
were talking of India, and you drawing an elephant with a howdah on his back. Mr Wilkinson (the friend)," she
said, has described his exact position and appearance—the uniform of a British soldier; his hands pressed
across his breast; his form bent forward as if in pain. The figure appeared just behind my husband, and seemed
looking over his left shoulder." Through the medium of her husband, they procured communication from



him—I suppose by table-rapping—and to the effect that he had been killed in India by a wound in the
breast—where else would a lady wound a soldier? This was found to have taken place on the very same
evening on which the vision appeared to the officer's wife, and it was afterwards ascertained that the date in the
official intimation first sent from the War Office was wrong, and was afterwards corrected. At first sight, all
this appears very remarkable; but it does not carry such weight as Mr Owen attaches to it. As to the officer's
wife seeing a spectre of her husband at night, this does not by itself appear very extraordinary. Probably enough
this had appeared frequently before. But why did she attach so much importance to its appearance on this night?
Most probably because she may have had reason to suppose from his last letter that about that date he expected
to be where the enemy were. A wife's anxiety will sufficiently explain her fears for his safety after this. If he
had escaped, we should have heard nothing about it; but the fact of his dying on that day is held to be a strong
evidence that the spectre was his ghost. The corroboration that is brought forward from the appearance of a
soldier to another lady does not seem to me to help it much, as her information is very vague, beyond the mere
fact that she saw the figure of a soldier on the same evening when they were talking about India, and evidently
with considerable interest. In all probability, they may have had some relative, also an officer, about whose
safety at this particular time they were also much concerned. If their friend had received a wound instead of the
other, and the fact had come to the knowledge of the officer's wife already mentioned, the spectres would have
been made very conveniently to do duty as ghosts for him.

The utter vagueness that characterises these narrations, and the faint shadow of coincidence with which
ghost seers are commonly satisfied, remind one of the mental idiosyncracies of the child, who is,

By Nature's kindly law,
Pleased with a rattle—tickled with a straw.

I may mention a story, which I have not seen in any of the ghost books, but which I think might afford a
much more plausible instance to illustrate the Spiritist's theory. Although I am stating it from recollection
extending back 19 years, and cannot give the names and places concerned, still I believe it is authentic, as I
heard it related by the late Professor Aytoun, of Edinburgh, in his lectures when dealing with evidence. A
number of a ship's crew landed on an island to procure water. On this there was a burning mountain, which,
however, does not seem to have been at the time in action. While engaged in procuring water, one of them
called the attention of the rest to an extraordinary spectre on the mountain side at some distance from them,
crying, "Oh, there's Old Fogie!" this being the familiar soubriquet by which they designated a marine
storekeeper in the port from which they hailed, with whom they were all well acquainted. They all at once
recognised the identity of the person named, and, eager to satisfy their curiosity, left their water operations and
hurried one after the other to see what was the matter. Their astonishment and horror can be easily described,
when they saw not only Fogie, but a number of active followers, whom they at once set down in their minds as
demons. Up the mountain sides the spectres ran, and as quickly the wondering sailors followed. They continued
the pursuit until they observed Old Fogie with his spectral train had reached the crater at the top, when down
into its dark depths he quickly disappeared, and all the demons immediately followed. The whole circumstances
were narrated when they went on board, and a correct account of them was inserted in the log book, and signed
by all the witnesses. When they returned to their own port, they made known the strange apparition they had
witnessed at the crater, and they discovered that Old Fogie had died on that same day on which they had seen
the spectres. The surviving relatives of this respected storekeeper felt much annoyed by the circulation of such a
story regarding him, believing it to be a malicious fabrication. They accordingly brought an action against the
captain of the vessel for circulating the story. The log book, however, was produced in Court; the witnesses
could also testify to the accuracy of the facts. Judge and jury seemed to be confounded, and dismissed the case
as something which no fellow could understand. This story, Professor Aytoun (who was a lawyer as well as a
poet) said, was recorded fully in the records of one of the County Courts, I think, of England. If it does not
already figure in any of the Spiritistic books, some Spiritistic lawyer (if such a person can be discovered out of
America) will perhaps hunt it out. It presents two important elements, authenticity and a striking coincidence.
There is, however, as far as I can discover, no proof of a ghost. The most probable explanation is that it was an
optical illusion due to the state of the atmosphere. The figure of Old Fogie was probably the reflection of the
shadow of the mate, whose form may have presented some resemblance to the party named. The demons
following were probably the half-naked sailors hurrying after the mate in wild glee to see the spectacle. The
story was such as sailors would readily form from such materials. The only circumstance in the least noticeable
is that this happened on the day old Fogie died, and that seems to me of very little importance. With respect to
ghosts appearing in dark rooms belonging to professional mediums, and presenting themselves before
individuals whose faculty for being imposed upon had already been tested to the highest degree, little need be



said. The records of such performances showed the depth to which persons gifted with an ordinary share of
intellignce might allow themselves to sink, while they cherished the delusion that they were advancing truth. A
ghost under such circumstances gives proof of its reality by carrying a rose, or by appearing in woollen clothing
and inviting his dupe to cut a piece of it off, and so make sure that it is a ghost! If the etiquette of ghost-hunting
allowed it, such dupes might easily satisfy themselves that the wearers of woollen clothing, the bearers of roses,
and the owners of soft arms and bony fingers were ghosts of a very worldly character. Such should be seized
and held fast till a light could be obtained. The intense simplicity of many spiritists appeared strikingly in Mr
Owen's recording—as an interesting fact in science—that a certain investigating committee discovered
phosphorus on the tips of the fingers of a professional medium. This was gavely noted with the tacit
understanding that the phosphorus had been depositee! there by natural exudation from the medium. The more
probable explanation of its presence there would occur to all but blinded spiritists—that it was placed in
readiness to produce those illuminated arms and faces, which appeared to have carried conviction to the minds
of many. It was not necessary that he should be able to explain in detail how every varied effect was produced
in dark rooms for the satisfaction of confirmed spiritists. This much was patent to all, namely, that the whole
appearance and surroundings of ghost mediums in their dark rooms were such as were most favourable to any
kind of imposture they chose to practise. Their childish performances were only relieved from utter
insignificance by the dark suspicion, which they naturally prompted, of vile imposture.

Second Lecture.—Levitation; Spirit Writing; Spirit Diagnosing
and Healing of Diseases.

Before I enter on the subject of the present lecture, I will refer to some letters in the public Press regarding
the former one. It is not difficult to perceive in the letter signed "Perplexity and Darkness," appearing in the
Daily Times, that the purpose the writer had in view was to lead his readers into perplexity and darkness on the
subject which it is my purpose to make plain. He avows his agreement with me in attributing the phenomena or
Spiritism to influences proceeding from the individuals who assemble to question the spirits rather than from
external sources. So far, it might be thought there was no occasion for his writing at all unless to inform the
public, who might be interested to know, that he agreed with the views which I set forth. But for some purpose
he wishes to present himself as an antagonist, and as one of a dubious sort. He roars like a lion, but stalks forth
in the skin of the ass. Now I could respect an honest, even although he were a stout antagonist, who appeared in
his own character, boldly challenging combat on his own footing, which, in this case, is evidently that of an
opponent of the truths set forth in the Scriptures, but this intellectual hippogriff only excites contempt. My
purpose is to deal with Spiritists, and the alleged phenomena on which they rest their system, and to show that
these, in so far as they appear supernatural, are unsupported by solid facts; but the conduct of this double-faced
adversary resembles that of the convict who tried the other day to escape from gaol by throwing pepper in the
eyes of his keeper. He, however, was caught, and returned to his cell, and so long as my opponent wears the
prison garb of Spiritism, I must deal with him on his Spiritualistic merits, until, by footing it for a sufficient
time on the treadmill of this dark and dreary ghost house, he satisfies himself that the noise and dust with which
he is surrounded are not indications of progress on the highway of intelligence and religion, but merely the
illusions and impostures to which renegades from true religion have by their own folly been subjected. Another
newspaper correspondent asks, "what force or law there is in nature which anybody knows of, that will account
for the appearance of materialised spirits or ghosts?" I answer it is fully explained by the well-known law of the
reciprocal influence of trickery and credulity. The difficulty mentioned, regarding a piece—which could not be
matched in London—cut out of a ghost's garment, is one which probably diapers can explain. It may have been
an ordinary fabric so manipulated that it could not be recognised, or, possibly, something unusual, such as a
piece of asbestos—a substance of mineral origin, which is fibrous and incombustible, and has been manfactured
into a soft flexible cloth, formerly used as a shroud for dead bodies, and which has also done service, I believe,
in assisting conjurers and impostors in passing unscathed through the midst of scorching flames. As to the
appearance of such materialised forms in lighted rooms, this has only occurred when the parties concerned were
well assured of the self-restraint and good behaviour of their dupes, and under circumstances in which it was
easy to carry out their trick. To most individuals the materiality of the garments of the ghosts, and the solidity
of their arms, fingers, and hair, as recorded, would afford the strongest presumption that they were ghosts in
ordinary human bodies. If the precaution were taken to seize them suddenly, and hold them with a firm
grip—which Owen, like an honest simpleton would not venture to do—it would certainly not require a
surgeon's skill to assure even the most credulous that these ghosts' bodies and limbs were made of the normal
constituents of bone and muscle. With respect to the assumed anxiety of this correspondent regarding the fate of
the miraculous deeds recorded in the Scriptures if Spiritistic miracles he held as not established by sufficient
evidence, I would remark that the miracles of Scripture are in no danger of falling through the want of sufficient



evidence, and do not need the spurious help of Spiritistic tricks to buttress them. The sentiment of the ancient
Trojan, "I fear the Greeks and those bringing gifts," expresses my feeling with regard to the Spiritistic wise men
who would bring gifts to the Saviour. The harmless looking wooden horse which Spiritistic Greeks delight to
bring into every city, contains within it such a horde of enemies to the Christian faith that their assumed desire
to add to the evidence of Christianity can only meet with ridicule and contempt. Another critic has
appeared—Mr E. C. Dunn, now styling himself M.D. He stated in a recent letter that he did not possess the
degree usually indicated by these initials. I presume, therefore, he must simply mean by M.D. after his name,
"making himself doctor." It appears that my method of dealing with the subject does not meet with his
approval. He objects to personalities, and has a wholesome horror of ridicule. Now, Solomon, who must be
admitted as an authority on this point, has laid down two directions. One is "Answer a fool according to his
folly;" and the other, "Answer not a fool according to his folly." As I understand these, there is no real
contradiction between them, but simply an indication that some cases require the one mode, and some the other.
In this case it seemed to me the most appropriate course to adopt was the former. Mr Dunn may not like it; but
my soul shall not spare for his crying He read the 23rd Chapter of Matthew, as illustrating Christ's method of
plain speaking, and that is an example which he will no doubt be pleased that I should follow. I should do him
the justice to remark that he correctly enough described my sentiments regarding Spiritualism, when he stated,
in his own vernacular, that it was all humbug. He might just have added, "and something worse." He said that
my first effort in logic was an assertion that facts were not facts. Anyone might readily see that the application
of such a statement was to alleged Spiritistic facts, and, with regard to them, I have already shown in part, and
to-night will show still further, that these, when scrutinised, are not facts, but "like the baseless fabric of a
vision, leave not a reck behind." My critic admitted that the medium for producing raps was electricity, but said
that this did not explain the intelligence displayed in the raps. It was made, I think, sufficiently clear that the
intelligence proceeded from the voluntary and intelligent persons from whom the electricity proceeded, and by
whose will it was controlled. The statement that information received through raps was not previously
possessed by any person present, I showed was not correct in the cases which I had time to examine, and
presented as test cases by Owen. All the information received in them was just what was previously lodged in
the minds of those asking the questions. Mr Dunn, relative to my explanation that the alleged ghost appearances
were due to hallucination and optical illusion, said this must also apply to the visions reorded in the Bible. My
critic, however, overlooks a most important difference. In the Bible we have to deal with a record Divinely
attested, the validity of which neither avowed infidels nor Spiritists have been able to destroy. In Mr Owen's
book, on the contrary, we have to deal with silly stories, supported by evidence which, though often making a
great show, is found to be, when examined, utterly deficient in those points where there was room and
opportunity for illusion or imposture. Let Spiritists prove their own position. Bible miracles do not need their
help. He brings forward a charge against me of misrepresenting the report of the Dialectical Society; and says
that I read, not from the report of the Committee, but from the report of a Sub-Committee. Now that is a most
unfounded and unwarrantable assertion, for which there is no possible excuse, if he meant or wished to speak
the truth. I have here the report of the Committee as published in the Spiritual Magazine of November, 1871,
and the conclusions which the Committee arrived at from their own investigations are given there word for
word as I gave them in my lecture, and as they were reported in the Daily limes of the following day. What will
Mr Dunn say to that? If he has a spark of honour and honesty in him, he will take the first public opportunity of
acknowledging his falsehood and retracting his aspersions. Moreover, I charge him with misleading his
audience in regard to the evidence appended to that report. This evidence consisted of statements made to the
Committee, some orally and some in writing, by witnesses. Some of these were members of the Committee, but
others were not. Moreover, they state what they individually had seen or heard or otherwise experienced, but
the Committee does not vouch for the accuracy or truth of everything which they say, because the Committee
had not witnessed them. The whole amount for which the Committee stands responsible—vouching for the
correctness of their personal experience—is simply what is expressed in the six conclusions which I stated in
my former lecture. It would be expecting too much, however, from this adventurer when his craft is in danger,
that he should hesitate about using such weapons to support his pretensions. He further misrepresents my
statement when he says that I declared that the Dialecti- cal Society proved that the phenomena of table rapping
and such like were performed by the agency of electricity. For this misrepresentation, also, there is no possible
justification, if he is able to understand a plain statement in print, or has the honesty to present it as he reads it.
My statement on this point, as given in my lecture, and as reported in the Times, is word for word as
follows:—"When a number of people were seated for a considerable time in a close room, it was very natural
and very probable that electricity should become so accumulated and intensified as lo present a sufficient
reason for the phenomena declared to have been witnessed by the Dialectical Society." That is my opinion, and
it is simply given as mine, and neither in that nor in any part of the lecture did I say that the Dialectical Society
had proved electricity to be the cause. I further stated that the evidence of the Dialectical Society—that is, of



course, what is guaranteed or vouched for by the Society or its Committee—does not advance one step beyond
declaring that the information conveyed in the answers was known to the persons present, but sometimes only
to one of them. I have referred to this matter at greater length than it intrinsically merits, but do so simply to
show how great is either the obtuseness or the recklessness of this individual, and how little weight can be
attached to the charges which, for want of arguments, he hurls blindly against his opponents. With reference to
an observation I made, he asks: Would martyrdom make a cause more true? never asserted that it would, but
that it would afford an Indication that the convictions of those who made such sacrifices were real and strong.
Now, with regard to Mr Dunn's convictions of the truth of certain statements, made relative to him by his
teacher, Mr J. M. Heebies, and which he has not, so far as I am aware, denied, I would suggest a method by
which he might easily convince multitudes in this city, whom he appeal's so anxious to convert to his views.
Whether by following it he would make himself a martyr he should know best, but if his Spiritistic pretensions
are true, he should have no fear in making the trial, and if he did so, we should then know that he himself, at
least, believed in the claims set up for him. Mr J. M. Peebles, in a lecture in Melbourne, entitled, "Spiritualism
Defined and Defended," stated, "I have seen Dr E. C. Dunn and other mediums float in the air by spirit power."
Here is an opportunity then for this individual demonstrating both his own convictions of the reality of this
Spirit power, and bringing conviction to the multitudes of this city. Let Mr Dunn float through the air in
daylight from the end of the Stuart street jetty to the old jetty. This will do more to convince the world of Spirit
power than all empty talk. If he says that he can only float, but not fly, let him take the help which a clown once
used who gathered a great crowd to see him float in a tub in Leith Harbour: let him harness a team of geese, and
attach himself to them, and if he can perform this journey, then he may ask us to believe in his levitation.
Apparent floating in prepared rooms, and with concealed apparatus, is merely a conjurer's trick, which is
frequently shown; and that Mr E. C. Dunn has often performed that, I should not be surprised to learn. But until
he gives us a fair test of his powers, he need not suppose that the public will be duped by either his own or his
teacher's assertions. With regard to diagnosing: diseases on the surface of the body, it does not at all tend to
excite our faith in his power; when, after receiving a challenge which he had; himself provoked, to test his skill
in a very fair and simple manner, he draws back, and refuses to examine subjects, as he says, for the
gratification of idle curiosity. But surely the vital importance of the new and beautiful faith of which he sets
himself up as an apostle, is something more than, a matter of idle curiosity. It Is presented as a faith to live by,
and as a faith to support men in the solemn hour of death. If this man then can give convincing demonstrations
of its reality by any of those wonderful performances to which he openly lays claim, or which are claimed for
him by his teacher—if he can establish his pretensions by spirit diagnosing, or floating in the air by spirit
power—or holding his hand in burning kerosene lamp, as was asserted by his teacher in Melbourne; and if,
while all eyes are upon him eager to see these wonders and believe the new faith, he still refuses even to
attempt such things, there is but one epithet which can be applied to him by every intelligent observer, and all
his gasconading and foolish pretensions and foul abuse will only serve to open the eyes of his dupes to his real
character. The phenomena which come before us to-night for examination, are, first, those performances to
which the name of levitation lias been applied. It is worthy of note that the Spiritists seem to repudiate
Shakespeare's sentiment, What's in a name?" To explain what is meant by this fine sounding term, it means
riding through the air (either with or without a broomstick), and, I should add, not merely through the air, but
through roofs and brick walls without leaving a hole. One of the best marked cases I have met with is the
celebrated one of Mrs Guppy, who lived in Highbury Park, in the north of London. From the account in the
Spiritual Magazine of July, 1871, it appears that a seance was held on the 3rd of June, in the rooms of two
professional mediums, as usual, in the dark. Aconversation was heard between a male and a female spirit that
frequently appeared in these rooms, discussing whether they could bring Mrs Guppy, who was an unusually
portly lady. One of the company urged them to try, to which they consented. Three minutes thereafter, Mrs
Guppy dropped on the centre of the table. A light was struck, and she was recognised by the company, standing
on the table round which they sat, trembling all over, and in a somewhat stupified frame of mind. She held a
pen in which the ink was still wet, and an account-book in her hand, but did not speak. Three of the company
immediately went to see if the door was shut, and found it locked. The company was therefore persuaded that
by no natural means could she have come in. Mrs Guppy said the last tiling she remembered before finding
herself on the table was being in her own room entering accounts in her book. She complained that she was not
in visiting costume, having taken off her shoes before the fire. Just as she stated this a pair of shoes dropped
from the roof upon the floor. Afterwards, in the dark, four flower-pots with flowers, which belonged to Mrs
Guppy, were placed on the table, the room of course being all the time closed. Still later in the same evening,
while sitting in the dark, some one cried for a light. Four of the company saw Mr Herne, one of the profes-
sional mediums, falling back into his chair, and bundles of clothing belonging to Mrs Guppy and her husband,
and a Miss Neyland, who lived with them, on the table. Herne declared he had just seen Miss Neyland, who had
pushed the clothes into his arms. The lamp was again put out, and on being lighted, Mr Williams, the other



professional medium, was missing from the room. He was found in the next room, lying in an insensible state
on some clothes belonging to Mrs Guppy. He said he had been at Mrs Guppy's house and saw Miss Neyland,
who was sitting at a table, and who seemed to be praying. A number of those present went in cabs the same
evening along with Mrs Guppy to her house, and ascertained that s e had been at home some time during the
evening, that Miss Neyland who had been in the room with her had fallen asleep, and on awakening had
observed that she was gone. This account, which I have slightly abridged, was signed by the company present,
and therefore we must presume that what they relate as facts that happened under their own observations really
took place. But even if we admit all these facts, we do not reach the inference which they draw, and wish others
to draw, from them—that Mrs Guppy had been transported a distance of about three miles through the air, and
through the roofs and walls of the dwelling of Messrs Heine and Williams. Nor yet are we necessitated to
believe that Mr Herne made the double journey in the same way to Highbury and back, carrying a bundle of
clothing. Nor are we constrained by the evidence to believe that his accomplice, Williams, performed the same
wonderful feat. When Miss Neyland was asked by the party who went home with "Mrs Guppy if Messrs Herne
and Williams had been there, she replied no; and it appeared she had been asleep most of the time that Mrs
Guppy was absent. A clue to the real explanation is presented in the following circumstance, observed during
the seance: Once, when a light was struck, Mr Herne was seen by four persons with his feet above the level of
the edge of the table, his arms extended towards the ceiling, and his whole body falling with the velocity almost
of a flash of light into his chair. He was moving in a curve from near the top of the folding doors." The most
devoted Spiritist will, I think, have little difficulty in admitting that this was simply a ease of palpable and
clumsy imposture. The discovery of one of the so-called mediums (Herne) falling down swiftly into his chair
from the top of the table on which he had been standing while the light was out, evidently receiving articles
through a trap door in the roof of the apartment, at once explains how the whole of the articles mentioned found
their way into the room. As for Mrs Guppy, those familiar with the pages of the Spiritual Magazine—that
pitiable record of human imbecility and imposture—are well aware of the unflinching credulity both of her and
her husband, as their house appears from the numerous accounts of such transactions to have been a favourite
place for performing every kind of silly practical joking. Mrs Guppy, there can be little doubt, had been
conveyed from her house to the dwelling of the tricksters Heme and Williams by one of the usual terrestial
conveyances called cabs, and had been made, willingly or unwillingly—perhaps with the assistance of some
powerful narcotic—the victim of this clumsy trick, and had been passed through the trapdoor already referral
down upon the table, where the group of wondering table-rappers were sitting in the dark in readiness to testify
to her arrival. The transference of Williams from the room in which the séance was held to the next room was
effected, there could be little doubt, through a concealed door. The whole occurrence simply presents the results
of a set of impostors practising on their dupes. While Spiritists may concede this, I will no-doubt be referred to
the much-talked-of case of Home's levitation, described by Lord Lindsay, and which must be admitted to have
been very extraordinary, if true. A very slight examination of the narrative, however, excites the gravest
suspicion of its correctness. By this I do not mean to insinuate that Lord Lindsay consciously misrepresented
anything which he stated, but on the face of it the evidence offered is singularly incomplete, if not
self-contradictory. Like many of Mr Owen's narratives, given, no doubt, in perfect honesty, so unbounded is the
faith displayed in the honesty and power of the mediums, who have to be tested in regard to these very
qualities, that precautions against imposture and illusion have not been taken on these points on which
precaution was most necessary. Lord Lindsay describes Home's levitation as if it were a most ordinary
occurrence, and with as little care to satisfy the suspicions of his readers as if he believed they had all as much
faith in Home as he had. This narrative also appears in the Spiritual Magazine of August, 1871, as follows:—"I
may mention that on the occasion I was sitting with Mr Home and Lord Adare and a cousin of his. During the
sitting, Mr. Home went into a trance, and in that state was carried out of the window, in the room next to where
we were, and was brought in at our window. The distance between the windows was about 7 ft. 6 in., and there
was not the slightest foothold below them, nor was there more than a 12-inch projection to each window, which
served as a ledge to put flowers on. We heard the window in the next room lifted up, and almost immediately
after we saw Home floating in the air outside our window. The moon was shining full into the room; my back
was to the light, and I saw the shadow on the wall of the window sill and Home's feet about 6 in. above it. He
remained in this position for a few seconds, then raised the window and glided into the room, feet foremost, and
sat down. Lord Adare than went into the next room to look at the window from which he had been, carried. It
was opened about is in., and he expressed his wonder how Mr Homo had been taken through so narrow an
aperture. Home said (still in trance) "I will show you," and then with his back to the window he leaned back
and was shot out of the aperture, head first, with the body rigid, and then returned quite quietly. The window is
about 70 feet from the ground. I very much doubt whether any skilful tightrope dancer would like to attempt a
feat of this description, where the only means of crossing would be by a perilous leap or being borne across in
such a manner as I have described, placing the question of light aside."



Now it must occur to every one who reflects on this narrative, that we should require to know a great deal
more about the circumstances than is here given, before we can believe that Home levitated from the one
window to the other. The account is given in the most slipshod and un- satisfactory manner. Home went into a
trance, while in the room along with other three persons. We next hear of his passing through the window of the
next room. We have no evidence regarding the mode by which he went from the one to the other; nor yet how
he went from the one window to the other. Whether he had any rope to swing himself by, or any plank to walk
upon; or whether there was any opportunity of his using any other ordinary means of transit—there is no
evidence to show. We have only the fact that he went in some way from the room in which he was sitting,
along with three others, and that some time after wards he came in by the window. Even regarding his mode of
opening the window nothing is said, because nothing was seen. Lord Lindsay was sitting with his back towards
it. It will surely require stronger evidence than this to make us believe the inference which this credulous
nobleman presents. His cousin, Lord A dare, who went to the window of the next room and observed it open 18
inches, was greatly puzzled to understand how a man could pass through such a narrow aperture; but bow he
could float from one window to the other, a space of 7 feet, and that situated 70 feet above the ground, appears
have caused no difficulty to his comprehensive mind. Until we obtain better evidence, I think we shall not be
chargeable with unfairness if we place this in the same category with the adventures of the illustrious Baron
Munchausen. The other performances of the medium Home, in shortening his own body to about five feet and
lengthening it again to seven feet, may be safely relegated to those who are content to draw their facts from
their imaginations. I may be reminded by some that the new psychic force, discovered to be so fully developed
in this individual by Mr. Crooks, F.R.S., has been found to change the weight of bodies. It was long ago
ascertained, by careful experiment, that electricity produced a very slight difference, both in the volume and in
the weight of bodies; but so minute as only to be regarded or measured by the scientific chemist. Crooks's
experiments on Home brought out considerably greater results. These have not however, been accepted by most
scientific men as at all reliable. This, however, is, for our present purpose, a matter of little importance. Even
the greatest results which Crooks professes to have obtained in the lessening of the weight of bodies, would not,
by any means, account for the continuous floating of the human body high in the open air. The elevating of the
tables in rooms where a number of persons are present affords different conditions to the continuous floating of
the human body high in the open air; and until satisfactory evidence has been discovered of the reality of the
alleged phenomena of human levitation, we shall leave our floating mediums to the company of their respected
ancestors, the witches of the broomstick. I pass now to seek out and follow up the trail of ghosts of a more
intellectual character than those who delight in gymnastics. It is said that ghosts of this description take
possession of the heads and hands of their friends, and cause them to write communications conveying
information which they did not know, and often expressing sentiments of a more exalted and refined
description than they could of their unaided genius have attained to; always, however, be it remarked, observing
a beautiful conformity to the peculiar notions regarding spelling and grammar which the earthly medium may
happen to entertain. Their intellectual efforts are directed to subjects as various as those which engage the
thoughts of ordinary mortals. A book of their communications might fitly serve the title given to an ancient
treatise "concerning all things and a few other matters." Besides the commonplace style of epistle you may have
poetry ranging over all the gamut of human sentiment, "from grave to gay, from lively to severe;" you may
have musical compositions when the mediums have capacity for this work, and orations and treatises such as
those wonderful productions of Mr James Smith which so much excited the admiration of the citizens a few
months ago. With a deeper meaning than our literary judges were able at the time to discern, he told the public
that he was not the author of them, but that only his hand had written them. The spirit of some departed author
had inspired him, and it now appears as a sure confirmation that the same spirit had written down and published
during his earthly lifetime in books which are in the Melbourne library the very same wonderful revelations. In
short all kinds of literary effort may be expected from the ghosts, with the solitary exception of a gospel
sermon. A devoted educational reformer imagined he had gained a great point, when he raised the cry and
sought to make it a reality, "The schoolmaster is abroad but this seems antiquated and worthless compared with
the advent of the literary ghosts. With the trifling drawback of their carelessness in such matters as
spelling—holding, I suppose, the views of a distinguished nobleman, that people have a right to spell their own
words in their own way—the royal road to knowledge, long sought in vain, has at last been found. To give an
illustration of its striking character and intrinsic value, I cannot do better than present you with the account
which Mr Owen has given of a ghostly communication written by a lady's hand before his eyes, which was the
means of converting him to that new and beautiful faith which he so appropriately adorns. In a small party in
Naples, a lady enquired of Mr Owen if he had seen spirit-writing. He replied in the negative. Another lady
expressed her disbelief of the reality of such a thing, and a trial was agreed upon. Several sat down with paper
and; pencil, waiting for the ghost to move them. A question was asked by one lady, "Who gave me these pins?"
and another wrote down as an answer, "The one that gives you a maid and a cook." This answer was correct. A



friend in Florence who had given the pins, had also sent to her a ladies' maid and a cook. This produced great
astonishment, particularly to the lady who had asked the question. Mr Owen's philosophic mind could not rest
without probing it to the bottom. He accordingly ascertained by enquiry next day from her, that she had never
spoken to any one outside her family circle, about the servants, whence they came or who sent them, nor yet
about who sent the pins. Moreover, she stated that she had only lately made the acquaintance of the lady who
had written the reply so correctly. He did not consider it necessary to push his enquiries further, by asking the
lady who wrote the answer, about the extent of her acquaintance with the affairs of the owner of the pins; as the
whole matter of both pins and servants seems to have been known in the household, and the two ladies were
acquainted, it is most probable that some of the children, or of the servants connected with both families, were
also acquainted with each other. The circumstances, both of the pins and the servants, would thus most, likely
be communicated and in this way reach the ears of the lady who wrote the reply. To my mind this appears far
more reasonable and probable than fathering the answer upon a ghost. It may be said this is a mere supposition.
I answer Mr Owen's explanation is a mere supposition too, and mine I hold is by far the more likely. It must be
remembered too, that the burden of proving a ghost's presence, lies on those who assert it to be there. Mr Owen
professes to bring proof of his presence, and his proof in this, as in all cases, falls short of the mark. I may now
notice a ease which Mr Owen describes at great length, and evidently puts forward as a most convincing
demonstration of the reality of spirit communication by means of writing; he entitles the chapter "How a French
King's favourite musician manifested himself," M. N. G. Bach, a musical composer 67 years of age, who lived
in Paris, received from his son a musical instrument called a spinnet of a very antique description, on 4th May,
1865. He was delighted with it, and spent most of the day in admiring it, trying its tone, and inspecting its
mechanism. On a bar of wood which supported the sounding board he thought he could distinguish
writing—namely some Latin words with the date, April, 1564. This ancient date on it, of course, greatly
increased the old gentleman's interest in it. During the night after such excitement, as was not unnatural, he had
a vivid dream about it. A young man in the ancient costume of the French Court appeared to him and said this
spinnet belonged to me. I often played on it to amuse my master King Henry. The King composed an air which
he used to sing, and I accompanied him." Further, the visitor added "I will play it to you," which he did. The old
man awoke in tears, touched by the pathos of the song. He lighted a taper and found it was 2 o'clock. Next
morning he found a paper at his bedside with some French words written on it, and below it the music and
words of a song. This was the very song which he had heard sung and played in his dream. Now Mr Owen asks,
"Who had done it?" Had it been himself? This latter supposition was so natural, that it might have been
expected, Mr Owen would have searched into it before rejecting it in favour of a ghostly explainer. But he
summarily dismisses it by saying, "He was no somnambulist, he had never that he knew walked or written in
his sleep. Is that then a sufficient ground for rejecting this most natural and sufficient explanation?
Somnambulism where it occurs must have a beginning some time, and the fact that this old gentleman was not
aware of his being a somnambulist is no guarantee that he was not. It is brought out in the narrative that if this
was the first occasion, it was not the last. Such cases of somnambulism are so frequent, that it is surprising any
man of intelligence should seek for any ghost to account for this writing and composing during sleep. Mr Owen
however points out a greater wonder, which he regards as proof positive of the reality of a ghost. Some people
enlightened M. Bach about Spiritism and Spirit-writing. Accordingly, three or four weeks after his dream, M.
Bach, feeling a headache and nervous trembling of the arm, the idea struck him that perhaps some spirit wished
to write through him and explain the mystery about the spinet. He sat down with paper and pencil, then lost
consciousness, and in that state he wrote that the spinet contained a piece of parchment written by King Henry
and nailed on the inside of the case, and beneath was written a copy of the parchment. Signed, Baldazzarini.
The spinet was accordingly sent for from the museum, where it had meanwhile been deposited. Auxious search
was made by father and son, and a parchment was found in it as described, with an inscription closely
resembling what was written down by M. Bach, in his state of unconsciousness, or, as I would call it,
somnambulism. No doubt he had examined the instrument and seen the first parchment nailed inside, and read
the inscription on it, during his first somnambulistic: attack. It is quite evident, too, that he now wrote down in
this second somnambulistic attack what he had seen during his former somnambulism, but had forgotten during
the interval. This is very much like what is well known as double-consciousness. The recurrence of the same
train of ideas as he formerly had, and the recalling vividly what he had formerly seen, is quite according to the
ordinary experience of such cases. The most remarkable thing about the case is the simplicity of Owen, who
imagines he has discovered a ghost. He goes into a long and laborious investigation, presents full evidence of
the statements he has given, and then argues about the explanation. He laboriously strives to demolish the
supposition of imposture in the case, for which I think there was not the slightest ground, but regarding the
most natural and simple explanation that it was a case of somnambulism, he has nothing to object except that
the old man did not know previously that he was subject to this affection. A slightacquaintance with
well-authenticated cases of somnambulism, will afford a sufficient explanation of many things as wonderful as



this. Dr Abercrombie supplies a host of them. I may mention one, as it is somewhat remarkable for the kind of
accomplishment manifested in this state, and may perhaps afford a clue to some of the spirit music with which
Spiritists are occasionally entranced. A girl 7 years of age slept in an apartment next one frequently occupied by
an itinerant fiddler. He was a skilful musician, and spent a part of the night performing fine pieces. The girl,
however, merely regarded his music as a disagreeable noise. After 6 months' residence here she fell ill and
removed elsewhere. After recovery she acted as servant, and during the night there was heard in the house
where she was the most beautiful music, which could not be accounted for. At length, it was found to proceed
from her lips, and resembled the sweetest tones of a small violin. On further observation it was found that after
being about two hours in bed she became restless, then uttered sounds like tuning a violin, and then dashed off
into elaborate pieces of music. After a year or two she imitated the sound of a piano, which she heard in the
house where she now lived. A year after she began to talk as if instructing a pupil on a vast variety of topics,
and with great ability. She has been known to conjugate Latin verbs, and speak several sentences in
French—though ignorant of these languages when in her waking state. This case shews clearly how powerfully
the faculties may be excited in this condition, and especially how memory may give back even impressions
which had been apparently forgotten as soon as they had been heard. It affords ample grounds for explaining M.
Bach's remembrance of the parchment and what was on it while ill the same peculiar state. The most usual form
in which Spirit writing is practised by mediums is that which attracted public attention in London about the year
1858, when a well-known medium called Foster held séances, charging a guinea for admission, which the
nobility in great numbers attended. He requested visitors to write down any names they chose, each on a
separate piece of paper, which was rolled up as a pellet and placed on a salver. Foster then requested any one of
the company to point out one which he wished to be read by spirit power. Very speedily Foster produced on a
piece of paper the name contained in the pellet pointed out and that written in a style bearing a close
resemblance. Multitudes believed in this man as a real medium between the inhabitants of the earth and of the
spirit-world. The Times of London declared it was little short of miraculous. An honest conjuror, however, who
was practising his calling in the Colisseum, denounced Foster as an impostor, and challenged him to do what he
pretended in his presence without the trick being detected. Of course Foster did not comply, and the conjuror
contented himself with exposing his false claims. He first performed the trick; then explained how it was done.
He shewed that when he took up the salver and pointed to the pellet, the name on which he was asked to write
by spirit power, it was the easiest thing for an expert conjuror to take up the pellet between his fingers and drop
another in its place before the eves of the spectators without detection. Having it concealed in his hand, it was
easy enough to read it while the attention of the audience was directed by conversation. Then, with an
appearance of great mental agitation, he wrote, as he pretended, under the guidance of the spirits, a far simile of
the name which he had surreptitiously read on the pellet. This will indicate sufficiently the principle on which
the whole practice of those impostors called test-mediums is carried on. Of course there are many variations in
the particular modes adopted for drawing off the attention from the art of trickery, but sleight of hand is the
main explanation of the whole. I have little doubt, too, that some advance a little further, and from careful study
of the countenance and manner of persons while writing down a number of names, one of which they wish the
medium to pick out, hazard a guess about it, and in most case may be correct. The whole appearance of the
mode of proceeding can leave little doubt that it is a piece of trickery. The information which the medium
professes to give is simply elicited from what the inquirer has written down in his presence, or from the
medium's knowledge of those who come to consult him. None of Owen's cases, although he professes to have
scrutinised them, and presents full evidence on points about which there is no room for doubt, can disabuse the
mind of trickery and sleight of hand as the real explanation. He never entertains the suspicion himself, and takes
no means, therefore, to put it to the test. Let us glance at a case which he gives as most convincing. He visited
Foster, the best test medium, he says, he ever knew, and intimated he wished the name of a spirit from whom he
had lately received d a communication. Foster told him he saw the spirit of a lady with a basket of flowers—all
violets. Owen was at once excited. He indicated this was the party he wanted, and asked the name. Foster told
him to write down seven christian names, which he did. Foster then took the list, glanced over it, then tore off
the names separately, and rolled them up into small pellets, which he threw down among a number of blank and
written pellets which were lying on the table. Foster told him to take them up and hold them in his hand under
the table. He then said: "The spirits desire to have your hat under the table." Foster accordingly put it there.
Then he said: "Spirit, when you have selected the pellet, will you let us know by rapping?" In a minute the raps
sounded. Conversation by raps followed as to who should take up the hat and receive the pellet. A young lady
with Mr Owen was requested to do so. Before she opened it, Foster said: "Let me try first if I can get the same
name written under the table." He held paper and pencil for a little under the table, and handed the paper to
Owen. Of course the name in the pellet and the paper was the same, and in a minute after he shewed it marked
on his arm. Now most plainly all this is mere conjuring or sleight of hand. We have no means of judging of the
extent of Foster's previous knowledge of Owen. Probably he knew much more than Owen thought of. Besides



Owen had some conversation with Foster in what he calls "a general way" about the purpose of his visit, and
most probably Foster elicited more than Owen dreamt of. In watching Owen write down the names, Foster must
(if he did not previously know it) have made his guess as to which it was. Foster himself separated the names,
and made them up in pellets, so that he, could easily secrete between his fingers the one he had fixed on and
drop another in its place. He then dropped the pellet into the hat as he put it below the table. To guard against
Owen's detecting the exchange Foster made, in regard to the pellet, by examining the pellets left in his hand,
Foster took care to have them mixed up with a number which were lying on the table, and of which Mr Owen
did not know the number nor yet the names in them. The writing on paper below the table and on the arm was
easily enough accomplished during the many movements which were made during the performance to divert
attention. Although this is one of the commonest conjuring tricks, and one therefore which might most readily
be suspected, the possibility of it never seems to enter Mr Owen's mind, and of course he takes no precautions
against it. I would have no hesitation in defying any test medium whatever, to do what they profess to do, and
what Mr R. D. Owen believes, in his simplicity, they do, under anything like reliable test conditions. Every
pretension to such supernatural power or knowledge, set up in the name of Spiritism or clairvoyance, has been
found, when put to the test in anything like a scientific way, to be mere imposture, performed with varying
success, according to the natural cleverness and acquired audacity of the performer. To show you what is the
tendency of this whole system, as it appears to any calm and impartial mind after close and careful scrutiny, I
may quote a sentence from the judgment delivered by the Vice—Chancellor in the Court of Chancery, in the
famous suit which was raised by Mrs Lyon against Home, the well known medium, in the year 1867. Mrs Lyon
had been induced to adopt Home as her son, and had given him £30,000 as a free gift, and £30,000 more in
reversion. When her eyes were opened to her folly, she instituted this suit to set aside these gifts, on the ground
that they had been obtained by undue influence. Evidence on both sides was adduced to a very full extent. The
whole matter was impartially and judicially investigated, and the conclusion of the Vice-Chancellor's
judgment—which judgment, of course, was founded on the evidence—was as follows:—"That the system"
(namely, Spiritism) "as presented by the evidence, is mischievous nonsense, well calculated on the one hand to
delude the vain, the weak, the foolish, and the superstitious; and on the other to assist the projects of the needy,
and of the adventurer; and lastly, that beyond all doubt there is plain law enough and plain sense enough to
forbid and prevent the retention of acquisitions such as these by any 'medium,' whether with or without a
strange gift, and that this should he so is of public concern; and (to use the words of Lord Hardwicke) of the
highest public utility." I quote from the official Law Journal Reports for November, 1868, which is admitted in
every court of law. I would only remark here that probably the Vice-Chancellor's principle is one which might
admit of easy application to many other dupes as well as Mrs Lyon, and the well-known charge of raising
money under false pretences might, I think, fairly and legally be established against any of the travelling quacks
and impostors, both Spiritists and others, who fatten upon the credulity of the public. I promised in my
advertisement to refer to the pretensions in regard to spirit diagnosing and the healing of diseases, and I shall
now do so. The healing of diseases, in all ages has been a favourite sphere of operation for all kinds of
impostors. It combines every conceivable advantage for their carrying on their swindling without the means of
ready detection. The imagination and credulity of men are probably under no circumstances excited more easily
than when they are affected with disease. Often the slighter the disease is, the more is the imagination excited,
and the readier will they believe in anyone who sets up great pretensions. As to the nature of the disease by
which the person is affected, he himself is usually the least qualified to judge. He may suffer from the most
trifling and temporary ailment, and magnify it to the most alarming dimensions. He may be affected with some
most serious organic disease, as of the head, the heart, or the lungs, and refuse to believe that there is anything
more serious than some slight temporary disorder. Further, in any case, whether slight or serious, when there is
recovery the greatest misconception is apt to prevail regarding the method and means by which it has been
effected. Keeping these facts in view, which are familiar to all medical men, and probably well enough known
by persons of ordinary intelligence, it is not surprising that the domain of the healing art should have always
presented a favourite sphere for impostors in which to exercise their gifts. Besides, as there are sick persons in
every country, and more or less at all times as they are always eager to obtain the help of the skilful, or those
whom they believe to be skilful, and are as ready, as far as they are able, and often beyond their ability, to pay
for it, I have no hope of seeing, in this age at least, a cessation of impostors who pretend under various names to
cure diseases. The spread of this latest delusion, Spiritism, which has called into activity impostors of every
name, and has lent its shield for their protection, has, as might have been expected, sent forth a host of
Spiritistic healers. These for the most part hail from America. But they have appeared also, like Spiritism, in
other countries as well. The exploits of the Zouave at Paris, and of La Regina, dal Cin of Venetia, a successful
bonesetter; of Dr Newton, of America; and last and least of Mr E. C. Dunn—all fail to show anything like real
cures performed by Spirit power. The existence of disease in all those cases which are professed to be cured is a
matter of doubt, no reliable evidence being given. The tact of persons lying in bed and being unable to walk is



no sufficient evidence of any organic disease. The extent to which diseases of every kind are simulated by that
peculiar state of the nervous system called hysteria is well-known to all medical men, and affords results which
the ordinary public would be astonished to learn. On this subject I quote the following from an authority which
I think will not be disputed. Sir James Syme, the world-renowned Professor of Surgery in Edinburgh,
says:—"Young women—particularly those of the higher ranks—are apt to suffer from painful sensations in the
joints, which closely simulate the symptoms of articular disease connected with alteration of structure, and
consequently are apt to lead to treatment no less unnecessary than, injurious." Then, after describing the proper
treatment to follow, and the marks of diagnosis, he says, "The uneasy feelings, though frequently remaining
months or years, generally commence and disappear suddenly—whence empiricism is afforded a good field
which has been diligently cultivated." Another surgeon describes the success of Sir Benjamin Brodie in dealing
with such cases. Being well aware of their being under the influence of the imagination and will of the patient,
he has often commanded his patient to rise and walk, and possessing the authority of a great name, his
unflinching order has been obeyed, though at first with reluctance and protestations on the part of the patient
that the thing was impossible. The result has been that the patient has at once been able to walk. Cases of this
class are only a small part of the multitude of diseases which owe their continuance mainly to the imagination
or the nervous condition of the patient; and when a powerful stimulus is brought to bear on such excited
individuals the effect appears to ordinary beholders almost miraculous. No class of practitioners are probably
more likely to exercise a powerful influence on such individuals than persons who set up great pretensions to
heal by spirit powor, or by any unusual influences. Whether they call themselves clairvoyant, or magnetic
healers, the source of their power is simply the force of their audacious pretensions acting on sensitive and
nervous patients. Although the pretence of healing by spirit or ghost power is comparatively recent, healing
claims have been set up in all countries and from the earliest ages. On Egyptian and Assyrian inscriptions there
are indications of mesmeric manipulation. In India and China artificial somnambulism is believed to have been
practised from early times; and among the Greeks and Romans appear traces of similar methods of healing. In
modern times Mesmer acquired the greatest fame for his exposition and practice of these peculiar methods of
healing, called by various names—mesmerism, animal magnetism, electro-biology, somnambulic treatment,
and now spirit-healing. He was born about the year 1734, and is said by some to have been a native of
Switzerland. Like the great mass of his followers who have attained anything like notoriety in the world on
account of their healing pretensions, he was a scheming impostor. A commission was appointed by the Empress
Maria Theresa to investigate a cure alleged to have been wrought by him on a blind girl in Vienna. A large
assemblage of 800 persons, comprising medical men, met for the purpose of testing the reality of the girl's
vision. She was found able to distinguish bright colours, but when it was observed that Mesmer made signs to
her, and he was ordered to withdraw—which he was very unwilling to do, however—she could no longer
distinguish colours at all. Mesmer thereupon received an imperial order to leave the city within 24 hours. What
a pitv such a law was not in force in Dunedin! In Paris, to which he afterwards removed, M. Campan being
seized with some pulmonary affection. Mesmer was called in. To insure a speedy and perfect cure, Mesmer
ordered one of three things to be done—either that a young woman of brown complexion, a black man, or an
empty bottle should be placed at the left side of M. Campan. "Sir," said Madame Campan, "if the choice be a
matter of indifference, pray bring the empty bottle." The treatment did no good, and taking advantage of the
absence of Madame Campan he had recourse to the old system of bleeding and blistering, and M. Campan
recovered. He asked for a certificate from M. Campan that the cure had been effected by magnetism alone, and
received it. Madame Campan, however, was more honest. When she learned it, she reported it to their
Majesties, who had previously been interested in Mesmer, and they determined to have nothing more to do with
him. In France, the subject of animal magnetism—known under various names-has almost over since his time
attracted great attention, and has been made the subject of investigation by several of the scientific societies.
The subject has, however, always been liable to exaggerations and misrepresentations. The Magnetic Society of
Paris, which broke up in 1820, had for its Secretary a nobleman called the Baron d'Henin, and speaking of the
caution necessary to be used in receiving the accounts of the results of animal magnetism—he says "I have read
or run over almost all the books which treat of magnetism; I have lived among magnetisers; I have seen them
magnetise; and I have magnetised with them; I have restrained my incredulity, the better to allow them to
reason, and more frequently to speak nonsense, and to push their pretensions to the uttermost. I have often
heard the very facts, which have occurred before my eyes, related in such a way that I could scarcely recognise
them, so much were they disfigured by the enthusiasm and exaggeration of those who had been witnesses of
them, or who had themselves produced them." These remarks apply in their full force to the marvellous
narrations of spiritistic cures. It is only cases that have been submitted to fair examination by competent skilled
witnesses on which reliance can be placed. In February, 1837, the Academy of Medicine of Paris received an
offer from M. Berna, a physician, and believer in the virtues of animal magnetism, offering to submit certain
somnambulists to a commission for examination; but all the pretensions made by them were found to be



groundless. One somnambulist it was alleged would lose the power of motion in any limb on the mere mental
order of her magnetiser. On trial, the following results were found—"When M. Berna mentally paralysed her
right arm only she declared that both the right leg and right arm were paralysed. He next mentally paralysed
her left leg, but she affirmed that she could move that leg very well, but not at all the left arm. Another,
professing to read without the assistance of the eyes, completely failed. She would not acknowledge her deceit,
however, but persisted in making guesses, which of course exposed her pretensions. A prize of 3000 francs,
which had been offered in 1825 to any one who could read without the assistance of light, of the eyes, and of
touch, called forth none to attempt the task. The conditions were accordingly relaxed—the use of light and of
the fingers being allowed. A girl was brought forward as able to do what was asked, but the father could not
agree with the commissioners regarding the mode of bandaging the eyes. A veil was proposed by the
commissioners, but the father declared the cheeks must be uncovered. They desired the book to be placed on a
level with her eyes; he insisted it must be on the level with her knee, and if a finger were placed on the lower
edge of the bandage the father declared she would fall into convulsions. It was clearly shewn that the only mode
of reading was by the eyes, while the bandage was slightly lifted by the eyebrows. In 1839 the same prize,
which had never been gained, was offered to any one who should prove himself able to read with a sheet of
linen or paper interposed (6 in. from his eyes, between his eyes and the book. But the ability to do this very
simple act of clairvoyance has never been shewn." A book was published by Sir John Forbes, M.D., in which
he stated the results of his testing the powers of various professed clairvoyants who had gained considerable
notoriety. Among them was a lady who professed, like Mr Dunn, to diagnose diseases. A patient was submitted
who was in perfect health, with the exception of having varicose veins. Although the attention of the
clairvoyant was directed to the surface of the body for the seat of the disease, she failed to discover it, and
announced a variety of diseases, such as weakness of stomach, palpitations, &c. Another lady who came from
Germany to London in 1845 to examine and prescribe, and who, like most of such impostors, made very heavy
charges for her pretended skill, three guineas at her own house, and six guineas at the patient's, was tested by
Sir John Forbes, who was invited for this purpose by the lady's brother. He himself became the patient and she
declared that he laboured under two diseases, a statement which he himself knew to be utterly without
foundation. Her anatomy, too, was as much at fault as her power of diagnosis; it was merely an embodiment of
prevalent vulgar notions on the subject. It is quite unnecessary to mention the account he gives of his exposing
the pretentions of another professed clairvoyant, who pretended to be able to read names on a card enclosed in a
card case; nor yet of another who recited full particulars of a shipwreck, which, proved to be true, but of which
Sir John Forbes satisfied himself she had obtained full knowledge in the ordinary way. One and all of such pre-
tenders, when fairly tested, have been found to be mere impostors. Those who set up similar claims, but refuse
to submit to any fair test, need not be surprised when the public refers them to the same category. Cures, I am
prepared to admit, may sometimes be performed by such pretenders. They are well suited to impress powerfully
the imaginations of hysterical or hypochondriacal patients, whose disease is mainly due to their own fancy. Not
merely are diseases of the joints simulated by hysteria—according to Sir B. Brodie, four-fifths of the alleged
diseases of the joints among the higher class in London being of this description—but diseases of almost every
kind are simulated by it, and are usually cured suddenly. Nor is this nervous condition restricted to females
exclusively; some examples of similar affections occur among men. All such cases offer a rich harvest for
spiritualistic healers. Further, as people do not always, remain ill, but sometimes get better even without any
help, and may when in their recovering state apply to some magnetic or spiritualistic healer, the cure. I am
prepared to allow, may, notwithstanding the healer's trance, go on to completion. In this way, too, he may draw
forth certificates of gratitude, and expressions of wonderment at his marvellous power. There is a natural
tendency of the system to throw off disease and return to health, aided, in some cases materially, by a strong
belief and expectation of cure, and if persons recovering from disease have consulted a spiritual healer they will
naturally ascribe the cure to his power. The record of one of the last trials for witchcraft in Scotland presents a
sufficient explanation of the belief which some may entertain in the healing virtues of Spiritism. The same
belief was cherished with equal reason in the efficacy of charms which were worn on the body. A poor woman
was charged with witchcraft, in as much as she lent out to her neighbours for a small consideration a charm said
to be efficacious in curing sore eyes. The prisoner admitted the charge, but justified her conduct, as she had
received benefit from it in her own child, and it would be equally good for her neighbour's. She was about to be
condemned, when the judge explained to the jury that he knew more about this case than had been put before
them. When a young man he had stopped a night at this woman's alehouse, and seeing her troubled about her
child's eyes, offered her a charm to cure the child instead of paying his bill. From the evidence presented it had
been efficacious; but to prove that the woman had acted in perfect sincerity, and that the charm had been
originated by himself, he said that if the ball of worsted which constituted the charm was unwound, a piece of
parchment with certain words on it would be found. This was accordingly done, the parchment found as he
stated, and on it written these words—



The Devil scratch out both thine eyes,
And spit into the holes likewise.

Equally efficacious I am prepared to admit, and not one whit more so, maybe the healing power of the
ghosts. It has been said by Owen and some others that Spiritism may be a good cure for in sanity, and I would
not wonder if, on homoeopathic principles, that statement would prove correct. It would then, however, be a
serious question whether the cure were not worse than the disease. Looking at this system of delusion and
imposture as a whole, its intellectual imbecilities, its moral results, and its religious negations (which form its
real attraction for the sinful and blinded heart of humanity), I say, far rather welcome the bold and defiant front
of open infidelity, the dreamy speculations and heartless sentiment of Pantheism, or the coarse and confident
dogmas of scientific materialism. These possess at least the merit of honesty; and however repulsive and
unsatisfactory they may be to the human heart, that cries, from the depth of its sin and sorrow, Who will show
us any good? they do not delude their votaries with the mockery of professed adherence to the Bible. But this
heterogeneous compound of silly superstition and crafty imposture, called Spiritualism, is an insult to the
human understanding, a degradation to the moral nature, and a destructive snare to the soul.
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The Evidences of Spiritualism,
A Lecture delivered by Mr. W. D. C. DENOVAN, at the Rifles' Orderly Room, Sandhurst, on Sunday evening,
22nd December, 1872.

Mr Donovan held his promised Religious Service at the Rifle's Orderly Room last, evening, the subject of
his discourse, or lecture, being, "The Evidences of Spiritualism." The hall, shortly after the hour announced for
the service, was quite filled with an audience including a large number of the principal citizens of Sandhurst,
notably of all the religious denominations, whilst the front seats, especially, were thronged with ladies. The
service was commenced by Mr Denovan giving out, Byron's hymn, "The Prayer of Nature"—"Father of Light!
on Thee I call." We may mention the psalmody was accompanied throughout by Mr Hallas, on his cornet, and
by Mr Collins, on a fine and very powerful harmonium, which swelled the voices with all the grandeur of tone
of an organ. The opening hymn being closed, Mr Denovan read portions of Scripture from the 3rd Chapter of
Proverbs, and the 5th 6th and 7th Chapters of Matthew. He then, lifting up his hands, repeated the words of
Jesus, "After this manner pray ye," and said the Lord's Prayer. The second hymn was then sung, being also
selected from the works of Byron, of which the first verse was as follows:—

If that high world, which lies beyond
Our own, surviving love endears;
If there the cherished heart be found,
The eye the same, except in tears—
How welcome those untrodden spheres!
How sweet this very hour to die!
To soar from earth and find all fears,
Lost in thy light—Eternity!

"The Home of the Soul":—

Though fur o'er the wide earth our footsteps may roam,
The soul ever pants for its glorious home, &c., &c.

was sung at a subsequent part of the service.



Before commencing his lecture, Mr Denovan announced that shortly after the commencement of the new
year, he would deliver a companion lecture to his present one, the subject of which would be "Objections to
Spiritualism Considered." During the interval, he added, he would be happy to reply to any ladies or gentlemen
who were desirous of satisfying their doubts on the subject, or of seeking further information upon any topics
connected with it,—and for this purpose he would, for the next three weeks, hold himself in readiness to be
addressed by letter, by any lady or gentleman, the address of his office in town being well-known.

Mr Denovan then said:—
FRIENDS,—In all ages of the world of which we have any record, there has existed, in one shape or other, a

belief in a Supreme Being and a life beyond the grave. This belief has assumed as many phases as there are
races on the earth. Amongst savage nations it has, like themselves, been low and grovelling, their gods being
gifted with the earthly and devilish attributes of their "medicine men," and the people the slaves of their own
credulity and superstitions; whilst among civilised and cultured-nations it has, from the force of circumstances,
been more exalted and spiritual. That this belief had its origin in our natures and has not been acquired, is
proved to our senses by its universality. It is no argument against its truth that it has been turned from its
legitimate purposes, for thousands of years by portions of the clerical order and the selfish classes; for the
supreme influence which it has always exercised over the destinies of all nations whether for good or for evil, is
rather a proof than otherwise of its being inherent in us. This belief has survived all the changes incidental to
the rudimentary condition of man. It has nerved the arm of the Patriot to deeds of prowess in defence of his
home and country; it has fired with a spirit of lofty ardour and holy zeal the breast of the missionary, making
him leave all that he held dear to him in this life so that he might carry to the dark places of the earth the glad
news of his faith (see the life of Dr. Livingstone); and it has brought consolation in trial and affliction to
millions. But, on the other hand, it must be acknowledged it has excited feelings of hatred and fanaticism
unbounded, causing men and women to become cruel and merciless towards each other. Hence the wars of the
Jews, the dreadful persecutions of the early Christians by the Roman emperors, the Mahommedan conquests,
the expulsion of the Moors from Spain, the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and the imprisonments, torturings,
burnings, and exterminating broils of the Christians themselves. But notwithstanding the capricious character of
this wonderful ideal power in the heart of man which has shaken the thrones, principalities, and powers of this
world—it is destined to lead all the races of the earth to a state of amity; when knowledge shall run to and fro,
encircling the globe with its golden chain; when wars, selfishness, vice, and crime shall have ceased; when men
shall know and love God, from the least to the greatest and from the rising to the setting sun. The painful and
bitter experiences which natiors as well as individuals have to pass through are lessons, it is felt, which fit and
prepare them for the enjoyment of higher slates of existence. By such lessons they are purified. The
persecutions of the dark ages, the burning of "witches" in England and America, the forcible seizure of the land
of the Catholics in Ireland, for no other reason then that they were Catholics, have all been productive of good,
inasmuch as through all this wrong-doing, sorrow, and suffering, the principles of civil and religious liberty
have been nursed into life and vigor, bringing in their train untold blessings to the sons of men, and crowning
the present and future ages with laurel wreaths. "Let the people praise thee, oh, God! Let all the people praise
thee! Let the whole earth rejoice, for the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth."

The same power too which conferred upon men and women the intuitive and perceptive faculties, enabling
them to know of the existence of a Supreme Being and an after-life, and to provide for their own sustenance,
also gave them the desire and ability to hold daily converse with the spirit inhabitants of the higher spheres. We
have no record of how or when this delightful spiritual intercourse commenced; but we have ample written
testimony to prove that it was begun and continued for thousands of years, both in India and Egypt, prior to to
the Christian era. Writing of these countries, Sir William Jones says:—

"I am persuaded that a connection existed between the old nations of India, Fgypt, Greece and Italy, before
the time of Moses."

I am indebted to J. M. Peebles's "Seers of the Ages," for the following quotation from Emmanuel Rebold,
who, writing of the occult practices of these nations and their intercourse with the spirit world says:—

"That occult science designated by the ancient priests, under the name of regenerating fire, is that which, at
the present day, is known as animal magnetism—a science that, for more than three thousand years, was the
peculiar possession of the Indian and Egyptian priesthood, into the knowledge of which Moses was initiated at
Heliopolis, where he was educated; and Jesus, among the Essenian priests of Egypt or Judea; and by which
these two great reformers, particularly the latter, wrought many of the miracles mentioned in the scriptures.'

Indeed, it has been proved beyond the shadow of a doubt, that what is now known amongst us as
Spiritualism, was far more familiar to the ancient nations of India, Greece and Egypt, and by and through them
to the Jews—especially the Essenians, and of whose sect Jesus of Nazareth was a member—than it has ever
been to modern Spiritualists. Not only was this the case as regards the priesthood of India and Egypt, but it
may, with equal justice, be said of that of Greece and Persia. Pythagoras, who, like Jesus, was born in Syria, but



live I some 600 years before him, and who also had been initiated into the same mysteries as the latter, was a
great spiritual teacher. Having spent many years of his life both in India and Egypt, he was thoroughly versed in
all the occult sciences of the priesthood of those countries, and lived in accordance with their divine teachings.
So pure and holy was the life of this sage, that he enjoyed the reputation of being divinely inspired. His birth
was foretold by the Pythian oracle; and Godfrey Higgins writing of him says:—"Pythagoras was known by the
same identical title as Jesus, namely, the Son of God." This good and great man, like the seer Swedenborg, of
later times, held daily spiritual intercourse with the departed sages, his spirit being so much en rapport with
theirs as to be permitted to leave the body and visit them. He was also conversant with the Spiritualism of the
Persian Magi. The seers, indeed, of all these ancient races professed to hold communion with the spirits of the
departed great, who acted towards them in the light of guardian angels, protecting them from evil spirits,
healing the sick, foretelling events of national importance, giving warning or the approach of danger, inspiring
armies as in the case of Constantine the Great, who saw such words in the Heavens in the form of cross, as "By
this Conquer," to deeds of valor, and leading them on to victory. And although some writers have attempted to
throw discredit on the genuineness of these occurrences, they are too well authenticated by impartial historians,
to be set aside. Newton, writing of them says:—"Ancient mythology is nothing but historical truth in a poetical
dress." And Jamblichus adds:—

"The gods and demons of the mythologic ages, were the good and heroic of earth's inmortalized, yet giving
oracles to the living."

Educated in such schools, it was not surprising that the pure and holy religions of Moses and Jesus should
rest upon a common foundation; or that these two great spiritual teachers should make use of their knowledge
of those occult mysteries into which they had been initiated, to impress their followers with their divine
mission, and by which, no doubt, they were enabled to perform the many mighty works so intimately associated
with their names.

Within the compass of a single lecture I cannot be supposed to dwell at any length on the evidences of
spiritualism, as it prevailed amongst the ancient nations, as it would interfere with the object I have in view,
namely, to lay before you a few of the primary evidences of Modern Spiritualism as it has appeared in our own
age. Yet, having duo regard to the importance of such evidence in the discussion of this subject, I cannot pass it
over without considerable notice. You will pardon me, therefore, before proceeding with the more immediate
subject of the lecture, for asking your attention a little longer, to another epoch in the history of this wonderful
spiritual movement—the Mosaic and Christian dispensations, the incidents of which you are, no doubt more
conversant with than with those of earlier times. As most of you are aware, the Hebrew and Christian scriptures
are little more than the records of the sayings and doings of men, angels and spirits with each other, in days
when the Jewish Jehovah was said to hold converse with men. When, finding that man fell from his first estate
and became wicked, God destroyed the world, only saving Noah and his family; when Moses, by command, led
forth the children of Israel from the house of bondage, and the waters of the Red Sea were cleft in twain so that
they might pass over on dry land; when amid the thunders of Sinai the law was delivered and Israel becan.e "the
chosen of the Lord." Showing how after sojourning? and sufferings in the wilderness for forty years, they wore,
after being the recipients of God's favors, finally brought in safety to the promised land; how kings and princes
of the earth were made to do homage to the anointed of the Lord" how the Temple was built in which sacrifices
were offered up, and a magnificent priesthood celebrated in accordance with Jewish ritual, the worship of "the
Most High." And how in the fulness of time, when Israel had, notwithstanding their deliverances and blessings,
rebelled against Him, and had become subject to the power of the Roman Empire, there appeared—heralded by
omens, stars, dreams, and other wonderful occurrences—a long promised deliverer in the shape of a child; how
"wise men of the east" came to worship him; how he was said to be conceived by the power of "the Holy
Ghost" and born of a virgin; how he excelled in wisdom and purity all his predecessors; how he,
notwithstanding his being "the son of God" and working such miracles as raising the dead, opening the eyes of
the blind, cleansing the lepers, walking on the water, and many other miracles, was rejected by bis nation, and
crucified by them. How after three days he was raised to life again, appeared among men, and afterwards
ascended to Heaven as the Prince of Peace, and in ercessor with his Father for all the world; and how he
appointed Apostles to preach his Gospel to all nations, promising to be with them; and, as a token of their
divine mission, they were to be endowed with power to work similar miracle's to him. And how these scriptures
have been received by millions of the human family as the veritable "word of God," which "holy men wrote as
they were inspired by the Holy Ghost."

It is not my purpose to-night to enter into a discussion of the question as to the truth of the claims set up for
these scriptures, but rather to deal with them as the source from whence these millions draw their consolations
and belief's. The Bible being "the infallible word of God" to all such, it becomes necessary on their part before
condemming spiritualism, to see what it says on the subject. If I can prove to Jews and Christians, to-night, that
their Bibles are full of spirit-manifestations, and that spirits in the days of Moses and Jesus visited this earth,



were seen of men, and made them the instruments of the divine purposes, I think, in that case, to be consistent,
they must either acknowledge themselves to be spiritualists, or deny the truth of their own scriptures. Because if
spirits did visit this world in former days by the force of the great natural laws of God, it will be incumbent on
the opponent? of those who know—and believe as the result of that knowledge—that spirits can and do visit
men in our day, to prove whether the suspension of this law occurred by whom it was suspended, and under
what circumstances such an extraordinary interference with a wise and beneficent provision of nature, took
place. Let us now, therefore, "to the law and the testimony." During a period of 4000 years, extending all
through the Jewish and Apostolic period, and for several hundred years beyond the latter, according to the
scriptures, it was customary for the Great Spirit himself, or for Jesus, the Holy Ghost, angels and spirits, to visit
mankind; to make themselves known to them, and to perform through them "mighty works." In the Bible it is
stated that God walked in the garden and talked with Adam; that the devil, in the form of a serpent, talked with
Eve; that an angel appeared with a flaming sword; that God spake to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob; that
angels in the form of men visited Lot; that Moses spake face to face with God as a man speaketh to his friend;
that an angel appeared to Hagar in the wilderness; that angels touched Elijah and Daniel; that destroying angels
slew the first-born of the Egyptians; that Jacob wrestled with an angel, and that angels gave Gideon cakes and a
young kid. Saul was tormented by an evil spirit. He visited "the woman of Endor," and through her
mediumship, the spirit of the departed Samuel was made to appear, and was seen both by the King and the
woman. A spirit appeared to the Temanite and addressed him; and when the three Hebrew children were in the
fiery furnace, a fourth person "like unto the son of God," was seen in the flames with them. A spirit hand was
seen to appear at Belshazzar's feast, and to write on the wall. In New Testament times, the angel of the Lord
appeared to Joseph in a dream; Jesus talked with the spirits of Moses and Elias on the Mount; at the crucifixion
the spirits of the departed were seen to walk in the streets of Jerusalem; at the resurrection an angel rolled away
the stone from the sepulchre; a young man in white was seen there; Jesus appeared in spirit form after his death
to certain of his disciples as they were walking, and afterwards to his disciples in an upper room—the doors and
windows being shut; he ascended to Heaven visibly in the presence of some of his disciples, two spirits in white
appeared whilst they were gazing up after him. The Lord stood by Paul and spoke to him, and the Pharisees
said that if a spirit or angel had spoken through him, let them not be found fighting against God. Spirits released
Peter from prison; and Paul whilst on his way to Damascus, was overshadowed by a light in the heavens, and a
voice said to him: "I am Jesus whom thou persecutest." The spirits of John and Paul were taken out of their
bodies, and wafted to the Heavens, where they saw wonderful visions, and John says:—"Believe not every
spirit, but try the spirits whether they are of God." Thus clearly showing to every unprejudiced mind, that
spirit-intercourse prevailed in his time. As some instances of spirit power, I may mention the carrying of Philip
through the air, the healing of the lame man at the gate of the Temple, the casting out evil spirit?, the cloven
tongues of fire which rested on the heads of the Apostles on the day of Pentecost, speaking in strange tongues,
curing the palsy, cleansing the lepers, and making the dumb to speak, the deaf to hear and the blind to see. The
cases are to numerous forme to enumerate. They were the signs which were to accompany the preaching of the
disciples of Jesus, and were to be the conclusive proofs to the world that they were his true followers. These
facts are so familiar to you, that I have not stopped to quote chapter and verse. Those who would care to do so
can, by examining, find out for themselves, and they will find much more of a similar character.

And now friends, having traced the progress of what is known to us as spiritualism from the earliest ages
down to the closing scenes of the lives of the apostles, I must refer you to William Howitt's "History of the
Supernatural," and Robert Dale Owen's "Footfalls on the Boundaries of another World," for full accounts of its
progress from then till its revival in 1854, in the Fox family, in the little village of Hydesville, Now York,
America. During the eighteen intervening centuries, you will learn from these most interesting and instructive
works, that in various shapes, the spirit-world was brought near to us, and communications with its inhabitants
kept open. The Roman Catholic Church has always declared that her ministers retained the power bestowed on
the Apostles of working miracles; and her history abounds with instances of wonderful cures, levitations in the
air and other marvellous occurrences, so well attested as to be unassailable. And the surprising history of the
Protestant Waldenses whilst suffering the most awful persecutions, affords conclusive evidence of
spirit-presence and protection. In England and America, too, as is known to many of you, the wholesale burning
of so-called "witches," was simply the destruction of what, in our day, is known as mediums. I refer you also to
the same books for an account of the strange noises caused by spirits in their efforts to communicate with
mortals, which were for a long time heard in the parsonage of the Rev. Samuel Wesley, rector of Epworth, and
father of the celebrated John Wesley. These occurrences took place in 1716 and 1717, and caused much
excitement in the family.

Dr. Adam Clarke, writing of them, says:—"The accounts given of them are so circumstantial and authentic
as to entitle them to the most implicit credit." Similar cases have constantly occurred in all parts of England,
and indeed in all lands trod by human pilgrims. Friends, many of you, if not in your own experience, have



heard your parents or grandparents speak of strange occurrences in their families, unacountable to them; but
still links in the chain of evidence of the presence of spirits amongst us, and of the deep interest our dear
departed ones continue to take in our welfare. "Ministering spirits sent forth by God to minister to the heirs of
salvation." A perusal of the books I have already named would well repay the earnest inquirer. Some objection
has been taken for your reading this class of books; but with all due respect to the objectors, I say to you,
improve your minds by reading and free thought. Learn the merits of a question before venturing to condemn it.
This is eminently an age of progress and investigation, when men will no longer be content with the beliefs of
their great grand parents without free enquiry an age in which old dogmas are being "weighed in the balance
and found wanting" and in which the churches of Christendom must either drive back the education of the
masses to the dark ages or remain content to lose their influence over them. Already, friends, this is, to a large
extent, the case. What theologians call "infidelity" is rampant everywhere. Can you wonder at it? Is it not the
natural effect of shutting up the human intellect within "infallible" churches, bibles and creeds,—saying to it
thus far but no farther shalt thou go? Within the churches themselves, how many of the more educated of their
attendants believe in the doctrines preached to them? How many, for instance, believe in eternal punishment for
finite offences? How many believe in a personal devil? I venture to assert that out of every hundred persons
who attend church, not twenty believe in either: for if they did, society would either become a vast prayer
meeting, or our lunatic asylums would be too small to hold those who sought admission to them. And if I am
right, what then becomes of the other cardinal points of faith built upon these other? Friends, you cannot shut
your eyes to these things. You know that every-where our men of science and intellect are turning away from
the churches, and are driving God out of the world, having—many of them, at least—ceased to believe in a life
beyond the present. And with millions of nominal christians, what more than this does their belief amount to?
Do they know themselves? Is their daily walk and conversation evidence of their belief? How much of their
time do they give to the pursuit of wealth, and how much to the service of their fellow creatures (for this latter
service is really the service of God)? For what do they continue to attend public worship; and what do they
know in these days of the spiritual life so nobly exemplified in the life of Jesus, and of whom they profess to be
followers? Can it be wondered at that in the presence of a dead faith and so many mammon worshipping
professors, this revelation of the divine love to man, which, in the present day, is manifesting itself anew to all
nations, and known to us as spiritualism should be received by most of us with scorn and derision? Why this
alarm of the Christian church at the re-appearance of those spirit and angelic manifestations which, it is
admitted, prevailed, in that church in its early days; which, according to the Scriptures, were in all ages to
accompany the preaching of the gospel? Has a secret disbelief in a future life any thing to do with it? Or
because it comes to us in forms and shapes different from what in these days of fashionable "Lord Dundrearys"
and "girls of the period" we expect it to have, must necessarily be untrue? To what cause, if net to a wide spread
infidelity, are we to attribute the general indifference of men to subjects of a religious character? Nor is it to be
wondered at, considering what they from Sunday to Sunday have, as a rule, to listen to, and what the clergy are
bound down to preach to them. Of course, there are still many devout and sincere believers in their respective
faiths; but is this the case with the majority who attend church on Sundays, sit in comfortably cushioned pews,
listen to the sermon, return homo and eat their roast beef and plum pudding and never trouble their heads on the
subject until Sunday again comes round? Is it because of this formality, of going to church, which some ladies
and clergymen so rigorouly enforce upon the male portion of humanity—so that an outward show of religion
may be kept up, that honest convictions are stifled, and a cold blooded hypocrisy stalks abroad like a grim and
gaunt spectre over the land? Is it the fear of Mrs Grundy that makes so many people conform to that which they
do not believe? Or is it still worse—an outward observance to secure and retain a good business connection
amongst the "unco guid"? Alas for our poor country should such traits of character ever become the
mainsprings of action of her people. Rather give me the consistency of cold but honest Materialism itself, than
such hollow-hearted lifeless religion as that. Oh, such was not the spirit that animated the breasts of our worthy
forefathers! There wore examples of patriotism, zeal, and sincerity in the midst of the most dire privations and
persecutions for righteousness' sake, of which the world was not worthy; noble hearted men and women
yielding up worldly advantages, and even life itself, from a sense of duty, and for what they believed was the
truth. To create a purer and more spiritual worship, Moses left the attractions of the Egyptian court, casting in
his lot with the despised family of Israel, and sojourning with them in all their wanderings and sufferings in the
wilderness, that he might the better prepare them for the joys of the promised land. Jesus Irking a step in
advance, and with no place in which to lay his head, taught the formalists of his day that "God was a spirit, and
must be worshipped in [unclear: spirit] and in truth," and gladly gave up his life as a pledge to all of his
sincerity. The apostles followed him it their lives of self denial, and in latter times, when Europe was ruled by
priests, and the ecclesiastical power held the civil power in subjection, Luther arose, and fought and won such a
victory for liberty and humanity as has never been fought and won in Europe before or since. So was it in our
own native lands, when lion-hearted men grappled to the death with high-handed tyranny, proudly raised the



banner of truth: "For God, for country, for liberty;" and forgetting all else in their devotion to the cause,
sacrificed everything for it; thus helping to mould the national character by the force of their example, creating
a healthy public opinion, and leading others up the rugged ascent of divine truth. Such men were true patriots;
and as long as Britain's story shall be told, will the records of; heir heroism remain to shed an imperishable
lustre over their names. Therefore, to all those of you who prefer to follow truth to bring in the fashion I would
say, "Courage, brother, courage, sister. If you have to bear a cross to-day trust in God and do the light, and you
will be crowned with roses to-morrow."

The clergy have arrayed themselves against modern spiritualism, because they perceive in it danger to their
own pretentions, but as I have already shewn you by quotations from the Bible itself, they cannot consistently
do so without condeming their own religion; for the evidences by which it is sustained, are precisely the same
as those advanced by spiritualists in support of theirs. Writing on this very subject, the author of a very able
little book, culled "Hints for the Evidences of Spiritualism," after speaking of the scripture spiritual
manifestations says:—

Now, in the minds of those who believe in the truth of the occurrences just mentioned, there cannot be even
a sense of feeling of general improbability as attaching to spiritual manifestations. There can only be a sense of
its being improbable that they should occur at the present day or in the future; since it is not open to them to
dispute the past generations, and indeed, whole nations have had experience of them."

Permit me now, friends, to draw your attention to some of the evidences in support of Modern Spiritualism.
Many of you are aware that the spiritual manifes- tations which first attracted the notice of the public in our
day, occurred in the Fox family some twenty-five years ago. Unknown to themselves the daughters of Mr and
Mrs Fox were very powerful physical mediums; and as the spirits were aware that "witch" burning was no
longer a fashionable pastime with judges, and juries, and the church, and, therefore, their mediums were
comparatively safe, they, no doubt, thought the time and place opportune for renewing their acquaintance with
their friends on earth. So just as they were in the habit of doing when in the body on going to see their friends,
they began in their own way, to knock for admission. One writer gives the following graphic account of these
manifestations:—

"From the first, the family was disturbed by noises in the house: but these they attributed for a time to rats
and mice. In January, 1848, however, the sounds became loud and startling. Knocks, so violent as to produce a
tremulous motion in the furniture and floor, were heard. Occasionally there would be a patter of footsteps. The
bedclothes would be pulled off; and Kate Fox would feel a cold hand pass over her face."

These extraordinary occurrences increased in intensity, disturbing the rest of the family, and at length
attracting the attention of the neighbours, who crowded from all parts of the country for miles round, to witness
them. Mrs Fax and her daughter Kate began to rap in response to the raps, and thus was commenced the popular
method of communicating with the spirits by rapping. The alphabet was called, so many raps to constitute yes
or no. By this means the number of the family, their ages, the death of one of them, her name and age were all
correctly given, until conviction was forced upon them that their strange visitors were the spirits of the
departed. The clergy took alarm as the interest increased. The press held it up to ridicule, and separate
committees of ladies and gentlemen were formed for the express purpose of investigating the phenomena, as
they were supposed to be the result of some trickery on part of the family; but these committees were
compelled, after the most searching investigation, to report: "That they were unable to trace the phenomena, to
any known mundane agency." Thus was commenced the most wonderful movement of modern times. It spread
like wildfire to all the principal cities and towns of America, becoming more startling as the mediums became
better developed, exciting the wonder of all, the hostility of many, and the support of hundreds. Circles were
formed for investigation, and so great was the interest in it, that at one time it was computed that there were no
fewer than 1500 circles assembled weekly in the city of Boston alone. The manifestations by means of many of
the mediums were truly astonishing; mediums increased in number too, and some of them such as Miss Kate
Fox, D. D. Home, and the Davenport brothers, were of such susceptible temperaments and organisations, as to
allow of the spirits not only making themselves visible to mortals through them, but likewise speaking in their
presence to friends still in the flesh, writing messages indifferent languages, shaking hands with them, joining
audibly in vocal and instrumental concerts, and producing such marvellous phenomena as to attract the notice
and rivet the attention of many of the first minds in the country. In addition to these mediums for physical
manifestations, there were other phases of mediumship, such as trance speaking, motive, test mediums, healing
mediums, drawing and writing mediums, and many other kinds, all more or less of an extraordinary character,
and all serving to bring home the fact to the witnesses, of the existence of a spirit world not far away, in which
our loved and lost ones still lived and preserved their identity; through means not generally known, were able,
under certain conditions, to communicate with us. When, after repeated tests with these mediums, the
conviction was forced upon investigators that the phenomena were caused by the disembodied spirits of the
departed, their joy and gratitude to God, our Heavenly Father, was intense. Hundreds and thousands of all



classes—especially the educated, became Spiritualists, renounced Materialism, joined with others in spreading
the good news everywhere, and in devoting their time and means to works of benevolence and mercy. So great
has been the effect on the public mind in America, and so wonderful the progress made, that, in the short space
of twenty-five years, the spiritualists have increased until they number eleven millions. This is the estimate
given of them by the Catholic clergy of that country. Robert Dale Owen's estimate is 7,500,600; but for the sake
of being within the truth let us accept the lower one, and still the fact remains, that no religion was ever known
to have spread so rapidly in any country before. Our American cousins are a shrewd, clever race, require strong
evidence to convince them on any question placed before them for their consideration; and unless this evidence
has been forthcoming, depend upon it, spiritualism would not to-day have been the power it is amongst them.
The spiritualist literature, too, is immense; and in addition to several ably conducted magazines, a very
considerable portion of the daily and weekly newspapers are devoted to their cause. The Spiritualists of
America have also established Lyceums or Sunday schools for the young, and thousands upon thousands of
children are being educated in them. These noble institutions for the children have been attended with great
success and received the enthusiastic support of the young themselves, which may be taken as a pretty correct
criterion of their usefulness. Nor has this great spiritual movement been confined to America. In England it has
also taken root, and is already to be found in the palace, in the churches and in the mansion of the peer, as well
as in the cottage. Lately it has been making progress both in London and the provinces, the most astonishing
and convincing manifestations taking place in the presence of all classes of the community, and creating a deep
impression on the minds of even the most sceptical, In France, Italy, Spain, Greece, Turkey, India, as well us
here, in Australia, its roots are spreading, and the young oak is progressing as rapidly as its best friends could
wish. For detailed proofs of these statements of mine, I beg to refer you to the following works, namely, Emma
Hardinge's "History of Modern Spiritualism in America;" Robert Dale Owen's "Debatable Land," J. M.
Peebles's "Seers of the Ages;" Judge Edmonds and Dr. Dexter's "Spiritualism;" E. Sergeant's "Communications
from Another World;" Clarke's Plain Guide to Spiritualism Home's "Incidents of My Life the Davenport
Brothers; Dr Ashburner's "Animal Magnetism and Spiritualism;" and the "Report of the Dialectical Society of
England, and many others of a similar character. If you will read these books, you will get a mass of valuable
information on the subject, besides ample proofs of the evidences which induced the writers to become
spiritualists, and of the truth of the statements I have made concerning the progress of the great movement
itself. In the meantime, let me give you a few short quotations from these and other authorities. William Howitt
writes:—"I examined the phenomena thoroughly. Silly but playful spirits, came frequently. I heard accordions
play wonderful music as they were held in one hand, often by a person who could not play at all. I heard and
saw hand-bells carried about the room in the air; put first into one person's hand and then into another's. Taken
away by a strong pull, though you could not see the hand touching them. I saw dining and drawingroom tables
of great weight, not only raised in the air, but when placed in a particular direction, perseveringly remove
themselves and place themselves quite differently. I saw other tables answer questions as they stood in the air,
by moving up and down with a marvellous softness, I heard sometimes blows, apparently enough to split the
table, when no one could have struck them without observation; and I breathed perfumes the most delicate." Mr
Howitt goes on to say:—

"Many persons that we know draw, paint, or write under spiritual agency, and without any effort or action
of their own minds whatever, some of them never having learned to draw. Several of my family drew and
wrote. I wrote a whole volume without any action of my own mind, the process being purely mechanical on my
part. A scries of drawings in circles, filled up with patterns, every one different from the other, were given
through my hand one evening: the circles were struck oil' as correctly as Giotto or a pair of compasses could
have done them; yet they were made simply with a pencil. Artists who saw them were astonished, and, as is
generally the case in such matters, suggested that some new faculty was developed in me; when, lo, the power
was entirely taken away, to show that it did not belong to me. The drawings, however, remain; but I could not
copy one of them in the same way if my life depended on it."

Mr Howitt further says:—"I may add that I have never visited paid mediums, but I have seen most of the
phenomena exhibited through Mr Home, Mr Squire, and others. I have seen spirit's hands moving about; I have
felt them again and again. I have seen writing done by spirits, by laying a paper and pencil in the middle of the
floor, and very good sense written too. I heard things announced as about to come to pass, and they have come
to pass, although appearing very improbable at the moment. I have seen persons very often, in clairvoyant
trances, en- tering into communication with the dead, of whom they have known nothing, and giving those who
had known them the most living descriptions of them, as well as messages from them. * * * * * * * * These are
things which are not only going on in England, and amongst my own friends every day, but have been going on
for these forty years; ten years in America, and thirty before that in Germany. But in America, the wide
diffusion and constant repetition of these phenomena have convinced some millions of people, and some of
them the first men of scientific and legal ability in the country. These persons," adds Mr Howitt, "have not



believed on mere hearsay, or more hocus pocus and delusion, but upon the familiar evidence of facts; and, as I
have observed for thirty years before that in Germany there existed a considerable body of the most eminent
philosophers, poets and scientific men, familiar with most of these things. Amongst these, no less a man than
Immanual Kant, also Gorres, Ennemoser, Eschenmayer, Werner, Schubert, Jung Stilling, Kerner; and
preeminent amongst women, Madame Hauffe the Seeress of Prevorst, who professed not merely to have
spiritual communications, but to tee and converse daily with spirits; and she gave continued proofs of it, as any
one may see who reads her story."

I have quoted from William Howitt's testimony at considerable length, as he being an Englishman and a
man of high standing, as an author, such evidence will probably have some weight with a British audience,
though in Australia. Dr Ashburner, of London, in his work "Animal Magnetism and Spiritualism," writing of
these spiritual phenomena, and what took place in his own house in the presence of himself and friends says:—

"There were but three of us at the dinner table (Ashburner, Sir William Topham, and Foster, the medium).
The servant placed the souptureen on the table, and no sooner had I helped my friends to soup, than Sir
William, who had preferred the seat with his back to the fire, requested permission to alter his mind, as the fire
was too much for him. He went to the opposite side of the table forgetting to take his napkin. Immediately a
hand, apparently as real as the hand of any one of us, appeared, and lifted the napkin into the air, gently and
gracefully, and then dropped it carefully on the table. The appearance of hands was by no means an unusual
phenomenon. One evening I witnessed the presence of nine bands floating over the dining table."

Dr Ashburner adds:—"One evening in my drawing room a hand, as palpable as my own hand, appeared a
little above the table, and soon rested upon the thumb and four fingers on the surface of it. Several persons were
seated round the table. Mr Foster, addressing me, said, 'The person to whom that hand belongs is a friend of
yours. He is a handsome man, with a portly presence, and is very much gratified to see you and to renew his
acquaintance with you. Before, he mentions his name, he would like to know if you remember his calling your
father his old friend, and yourself his young friend.' I had forgotten it; but I remembered it the moment the
name was mentioned. 'He calls himself Sir Astley Cooper," said Mr Foster, and wishes me to tell you that
certain spirits have the power, by the force of will, of creating from elements of organic matter in the
atmosphere facsimiles of the hands they possessed on earth.' Shortly the hand melted into air."

Dr Ashburner further say:—"I have myself so often witnessed spiritual manifestations, that I could not, if I
were inclined, put aside the evidences which have come before me."

Mr Livermore, the well-known and wealthy New York banker, gives the following account of
extraordinary manifestations which he witnessed, through the mediumship of Miss Kate Fox:—

"The lights being extinguished, footsteps were heard as of persons walking in their stocking feet,
accompanied by the rustling sound of a silk dress. It was then rapped out by the alphabet, 'My dear, I am here in
form; do not speak'—(meaning the spirit of Mr Livermcre's late wife). A globular light rose up from the floor
behind me; and, as it became brighter, a face, surmounted by a crown, was distinctly seen by the medium and
myself. Next the head appeared, as if covered with a white veil. This was withdrawn after the figure had risen
some feet higher; and I recognised unmistakably the full head and face of my wife, surrounded by a semicircle
of light about eighteen inches in diameter. The recognition was complete, derived alike from the features and
her natural expression. The globe of light was then raised, and a female hand held before it was distinctly
visible. * * * The figure disappeared several times, the recognition becoming each time more nearly perfect,
with on expression of calm and beautiful serenity. I asked her to kiss me if she could; and to my great
astonishment and delight, an arm was placed round my neck, and a real palpable kiss was implanted on my lips,
through something like fine muslin. A head was laid upon mine, the hair falling luxuriantly down my face. The
kiss was frequently repeated and was audible in every part of the room. The light then moved to a point about
midway between us and the wall, which was distant about ten feet. The rattling increased in vigor; and the light
gradually illuminating that side of the room, brought out in perfection an entire female figure facing the wall,
and holding a light in her out stretched hand, shaking it at intervals, as the light grew dim. My name and her
name were repeated in a loud whisper, and among other things which occurred during this remarkable sitting,
the figure at the close stood before the mirror, and was reflected therein" The spirit form of the celebrated
Benjamin Franklin also appeared at the same circle, and was fully recognised by the sitters. Mr Livermore
says:—"I now aver, that no doubt of the identity of this spirit longer remains upon my mind. * * His presence
was a wonderful and startling reality, seated in the chair opposite me at the table, vividly visible, and even to
each article of dress, there could be no mistake." The medium, Miss Kate Fox, Dr Gray, a gentleman of
unimpeachable integrity and high social position in New York, writes:—"She has been intimately known to my
wife and myself from the time she was a very young girl. * * Miss Fox is a young lady of good education, and
of an entirely blameless life and character. At the spirit rooms of Jonathan Koons, Ohio, spirits manifested
themselves to thousands who flocked from all parts of America to see them. A band of spirits, under the
leadership of a spirit named King, attended at these rooms, and through the mediumship of Mr Koons and his



eldest son, audibly joined in vocal and instrumental concerts, carrying the instruments through the air above the
heads of the sitters, exhibiting their spirit hands as they did so, writing messages to friends present and at a
distance, and shaking hands with hundreds. For proofs of this see Emma Hardinge's "History of Modern
Spiritualism in America." Judge Edmonds and Dr Dexter, both gentlemen of high attainments, and who are
esteemed and loved wherever they are known, in their able work, entitled "Spiritualism," have testified in the
strongest manner to the facts which have conic under their own observation in connection with the progress of
this great spiritualist movement. Judge Edmonds writes in his introduction:—

"I have known Latin, French, and Spanish words spelled out through the rappings, and I have heard
mediums who knew no language but their own speak in those languages, and in Italian, German, and Greek,
and in other languages unknown to me, but which were represented to be Arabic, Chinese, and Indian, and all
done with the ease and rapidity of a native."

Dr Dexter writes—"During the time I abstained from sitting in any circle, I was twice lifted bodily from my
bed, moved off its edge, and thus suspended in the air. * * During the whole time, from their earliest endeavour
to write, they have used my hands as the instrument to convey their own thoughts, without any appreciation on
my part of either ideas or subject. I know nothing of what is written until after it is read to me; and frequently,
when asked to read what has been communicated, I have found it utterly impossible to decipher it.

At the circle attended by Judge Edmonds, the following beautiful teachings came from the spirits, through
the medium:—"The spirits see and rejoice at every deed of kindness to humanity that you perform. Wouldst
thou know more of heaven—know more of the spirit world? Wouldst thou be happy in the performance of thy
duty? Be guided by the spirit of love, and justice and equity, and angels will follow thy footsteps, and good
spirits surround thee. To see the friends we love on earth happy, adds greatly to our happiness here. These
manifestations are given to mankind to prove their immortality, and teach them to look forward to the change
from one sphere to another with pleasure. There are great changes now being made. The spirits of just men
made more perfect are knocking at the door of your understanding, and the work which God has commenced
will bear its way gloriously. No human power can hinder its progress."

The gift of healing has been bestowed upon many mediums in England, America, Australia, and elsewhere,
wherever the spiritual gospel is being preached. Dr New ton has by the laying on of hands cured hundreds. For
particulars, I must refer you again to Emma Hardinge's book. In the presence of the medium Home, at the house
of Mr Jencken in England, a lady was cured of paralysis, the spirits being the direct agents in the cure
themselves. The cases of healing by means of spirit power, through what is known as healing mediums, are so
numerous and well authenticated, that you have only to refer to any of the authorities I have quoted, to find out
for yourselves. It would be quite impossible for me in the course of a single lecture to go into details. I must not
forget, however, to notice that this power of healing is being successfully exercised in this colony. The
successful cures which have already been effected, both in Melbourne and Sandhurst, have awakened the
attention of numbers of thinking persons to the subject of spiritualism, It is destined to excite far more attention
yet, as the power grows stronger and the mediums better developed. I have thus endeavoured to demonstrate to
you, my friends, the truths of spiritualism, by quoting the testimony in its favor of a number of high authorities,
who testify to what they have seen. That testimony is corroborated by such men as the late Professor Hare, who,
before an audience of three thousand persons, declared his belief in spiritualism, and renounced his adherence
to materialism; by the late Robert Owen, the philanthropist, who, after living for the greater part of his life a
materialist, was converted to a belief in God and the immortality of the soul, by what he saw at the residence of
Mr Rymer, in London, many years ago; and by the late Professor Mapes, who, after investigating the subject
for five years, he and all his circle became converts. In England such men as Professor Wallace, Lord Lindsay,
Benjamin Coleman, Cromwell Varley, Signor Damiani, Gerald Massey, and many others, have declared before
the committees of the Dialectical Society their belief in the genuine character of the phenomena and their firm
conviction that they are caused by the spirits of the departed. And hundreds of distinguished men and women in
both Europe and America likewise publicly announce their belief in spiritualism. Mr Home held a seance in the
presence of the Emperor and Empress of the French at which a spirit hand was visible and wrote its name,
Napoleon the 1st. The autograph was recognised as his by all present. Jules and Leon Favre. Guizot, M. Thiers,
the President of the French Republic, and many other illustrious men in France, are all pronounced spiritualists.
And in Italy and Spain, the cause is making rapid strides. Baron Kirkup, an Italian nobleman testifies in a letter
to William Crookes, of England, that a spirit conveyed a letter by spirit power from his house in Florence to
that of a friend in Leghorn, and brought back an answer. The Baron says:—"The spirit had made two journeys
of sixty miles each besides waiting for the writing of the answer (fifteen lines) in the short space of an hour and
four minutes." In the presence of such a fact as this, what becomes of the "unconscious cerebration" theory? the
late Professor Hare, while delivering the lecture I have already mentioned, related a very interesting test of
spirit power which he received while on a visit to Cape Island. Says the report:—"Being by means of the
spiritoscope in reiterated communion with his spirit sister, on the 3rd July at one o'clock she was requested by



him to go to Philadelphia and ask Mrs Gourlay to send her husband to the Philadelphia Bank, to ascertain on
what day a certain note would become due. It was half-past 3 o'clock when the answer was received. When he
reached Philadelphia, upon enquiring of Mrs Gourlay whether she had received a communication from him, she
replied, 'your spirit sister came and interrupted a communication from my mother to my brother, and ray
husband went to the bank.' The clerk of the bank confirmed the statement as to the enquiry having been made,
and as to the time the note became due. Thus at Cape Island, about one hundred miles from Philadelphia, he
had in two hours and a half, put four people in motion in Philadelphia."

Did time permit, I could relate many equally convincing proofs of spirit power; but let these suffice at
present. And now friends, those of you who are orthodox christians have hitherto denied the truth of these
things, and set them down as either "imposture, delusion, mesmerism, or the devil." Those, like myself, who
have investigated the phenomena, and have, as the result of their investigations, been compelled to believe in
their spiritual origin, have been laughed at, sneered down, pitied and prayed for, and this too by persons who
have never investigated the subject lor themselves, have never studied it, but because it chanced to be
something out of the beaten track was not fashionable, and as the clergy condemmed it, must be wrong So the
world has treated every now truth. Now, you must confess from the facts I have placed before you to-night, that
there is much, very much to be said in favor of spiritualism, and if we are wrong, we err in good company. Side
by side with our own faith, have I placed the evidences of Spiritualism, and if you are to reject the living
evidence attested by thousands of credible witnesses in favor of the truth of these things, upon what grounds do
they believe in the dead evidence of similar things which were said to have occurred hundreds or thousands of
years ago? A year or two ago, Mrs Guppy, the wife of a retired London merchant, of independent means, was
carried by spirits from her own house to a distance of three miles to a circle. The phenomenon was attested by a
number of highly respectable witnesses at the time—most of whom are still living; but both the press and
people laughed the thing to scorn, and refused to believe it. Now, in the New Testament there is an account of
Philip having been carried by spirit power thirty miles. You believe that. Upon what evidence do you believe it?
Is the dead evidence stronger than the living? And if such a thing was done in the days of the Apostles, is there
not a strong probability of its being done now? I apply the same reasoning to the speaking in strange tongues, to
the healing of the sick, the appearance of spirits, the spirit writing, &c., &c. You cannot place your linger on a
single passage of the Old or New Testaments which forbids this spirit intercourse, or that says when it was to
conic to an end; and, as I have shown, that intercourse which has been renewed in a very prominent manner in
our day, was not only begun thousands of years before the days of Jesus, but has been continued
uninterruptedly from then till now. I am aware that oftentimes the power was weak and capricious through the
wickedness of nations; but in one shape or other it has always existed, and has in various ways—both inside the
church and outside of it—made itself seen and felt. It is scarcely two hundred years since—in those two
enlightened nations, England and America—Judges and Juries were engaged trying and condemning innocent
men and women, and even children, for "witchcraft," the very crime of which thousands of the mediums of the
present day are guilty. Barrington says that "30,000 people were burned for witchcraft within 150 years." And
yet to-day the truths attempted to be taught by these poor persecuted ones of former days, are now forcing
themselves upon the notice of everyone in all lands, and are yet destined to pervade the world. Nor will it long
carry weight with the majority of thinking persons, for a portion of the press to continue holding such a
movement, supported by such disinterested evidence, up to ridicule and obloquy. It is not difficult to divine the
cause of such opposition, seeing that so large a number of the gentlemen connected with the press are—were
their real opinions known—either sceptical of the truths of revelation, or materialists. On the other hand, these
of us who, by reading and investigation, have become believers in Spiritualism must not forget, in judging
others, that when our attention was first called to the subject, we acted towards it just in the same way that
others who have not honestly investigated it, are now doing, laughing at its advocates as "crazy and wondering
how so many sensible persons could possibly believe in such a delusion." Let a knowledge of this, therefore,
teach us to be charitable in our condemnation of others, and let us quietly continue to sow the seed, leaving it to
time and freedom of thought amongst our fellow citizens, to open the eyes of their understanding as our own
were opened. Many people, no doubt, will laugh at us, the clergy will rail at us in the pulpits and call us
backsliders and infidels; the press will misrepresent us; but spiritualism carries its own motive power, and will
make its way into the hearts and heads of the people in the face of all such opposition. There is always a largo
class of reflecting, honest-minded persons in every community, and the truth cannot long be withheld from
them. They will not willingly believe that so many thousands and millions of all classes in all countries in the
world, can be misled in such a matter; and after they have first laughed at it and perhaps cursed it, they begin to
think after all that "there must be something in it," will become interested, read up on the subject, and finally
end in honestly investigating it in their own home circles. The result in all such eases spiritualists can foretell. It
has been asked by numbers: "What good is it even were it true?" Our reply to that is simple enough: It is to
teach the men and women of the present day that their departed friends live in another state of existence, can



communicate with them under certain conditions hitherto but im- perfectly understood by us, and this
knowledge so conveyed will bring thousands back to a belief in God and the immortality of the soul. Besides
acting as a curative agent in the healing of many diseases, spirit-power has brought consolation sweet and
enduring to the hearts of bereaved parents and children. The knowledge, too, that our departed friends are near
us, know all our thoughts and actions, serves to act as a check on our conduct, and the beautiful lessons they are
constantly teaching us of the lives we should lead here, fit and prepare us for our journey to the better land.
Hundreds of "infidels" who have witnessed the manifestations at Mr Keilor's residence in Moravia, through the
mediumship of a humble Irish peasant girl named Andrews, at which the spirits have been so able to materialise
their bodies as to be recognised by their friends, and to converse with them, have been so agreeably astonished
and delighted at the knowledge, that they like many before them, have renounced their unbelief and become
sincere and devout spiritualists; and as an earnest of their belief consecrating their lives and substance to the
advancement and happiness of their fellow creatures, thus glorifying God by loving their neighbor as
themselves. Judge Edmonds before his conversion to spiritualism, said he did not know what to believe, so
conflicting were the creeds and dogmas of the churches; but he as well as thousands of other honest souls have
by ocular demonstration, had the truth brought home to their consciences by the evidence of their senses, and as
a natural consequence now rejoice in the sure and certain hope of a glorious immortality. For all those,
therefore, (and their name is Legion) who desire to live beyond the present checquered state of existence, such a
knowledge is beyond all price; its value to mankind is inestimable; and the very fact that so many in the present
day have become so dead to divine things as to treat it with indifference, proves the necessity of such a
revelation from Heaven. I take the following apt quotation from an ably written pamphlet, entitled:—

"Can These Things be True," from the facile pen of "W.I.R," of Melbourne:—"It is not to be denied that we
are at the present time in the midst of a great religious crisis The educated classes, it is said, are renouncing
Christianity; scepticism is widely spread in the universities; the highest intellects are no longer at the service of
religion, and even the clergy themselves are making shipwreck of faith. During the last ten years we have been
compelled to give up positions which we once thought were the strongholds of Christianity. We have entered
upon a new era, and all men are musing in their hearts what the end is going to be."

The Rev. J. Hunt, Contemporary Review, 1871. Here then is powerful testimony from what might be set
down as a prejudice I source, as to the wide-spread unbelief in divine revelation of the present day, and yet
Christians, of all others, in the face of such a state of things, can ask the question, "What is the good of
Spiritualism?" Is the language of one of old applicable to the Church of the present day:—"They have eyes, but
they see not; ears, but they hear not."

Pray, pardon me friends, for being somewhat plain spoken with you on this subject. You do not know, in
your hasty condemnation of spiritualism, the happiness you are denying yourselves, To know for a certainty
that your friends live, and that when you shall have "shuffled off this mortal coil" you will also live, is joy
unspeakable. You wonder at the spread of spiritualism and the general interest excited by it, but knowing as
you must know the uncertainty which prevails in the public mind concerning a future life, and the contradictory
doctrines taught by it, is it surprising that intelligent responsible human beings (despairing of ever obtaining
reliable information or repose for their souls in the decaying churches) should seek after that which brings
home to the senses the very evidence they are in search of? Twelve months ago, or little more, whilst agreeing
with the other religious teachings of spiritualism, I laughed at the idea of spirits demeaning themselves to
communicate with mortals at all, far less at their doing it at tables; but I listened to what its pronounced
advocates had to say, and, being naturally of an enquiring turn of mind, became impressed with their sincerity
and good sense, thought I ought to know more of it before refusing to believe it, and that I would read and
investigate for myself. Having come to this resolution, I resolved honestly to abide by it, to learn all that could
be learned on the subject, irrespective of trouble or expense (for I at once saw if it really were true its
importance to my fellow creatures could not be over estimated), and to decide after an impartial investigation
according to the evidence. I am here to-night to pronounce judgment. And that judgment is now unreservedly in
favor of spiritualism. I cannot if I would deny its truth. I have road all the standard works of spiritualists—as
well as many of the minor ones—which I could lay my hands on, have read them carefully, and digested their
contents; and my decision is, that the evidence in favor of the truths of spiritualism is overwhelming. It is not
because the bulk of the evidence has been attested by living witnesses of high social position,—for the honest
poor man's word is as good as the word of the proudest peer in the realm,—but because it nearly all comes from
disinterested sources, from persons who were actuated by the same motives as myself in conducting their
investigations, and who, therefore, could have no motive in deliberately deceiving themselves, or lending the
strength of their honorable names to the deception of others. In addition to this book evidence, and what was
related to me by others who had confirmed it in their own experiences, I resolved to form a circle and test if
possible the truth of it as others bad done, so that I could say when speaking on the subject—"and I have seen
those things with my own eyes." Friends, holding you all in the bonds of high esteem and affection, and being



desirous that you should share in the comfort and happiness which a knowledge of spiritualism brings with it, I
say to you—"Go thou and do likewise." But you wish to know the result of my twelve mouths investigation.
Well, it amounts to this:—Our circle, of course, were but new beginners, and had much to contend with. There
was a great difficulty in obtaining a suitable place of meeting, and being all of us entirely ignorant of what
course to follow, we had just to learn as best we could. Most of us were in earnest, and have persevered through
good report and through bad report. By degrees evidence upon evidence has been coming to us. We were not
long commenced ere we were all able to avow openly that the table phenomena were genuine; that they were
neither produced by imposture nor brain force. Subsequently, evidence came to us through a motive medium, a
young girl of highly respectable parents, that these phenomena were caused by unseen intelligences, who
seemed very willing to communicate with us, but had great difficulty in doing so. With a kerosene lamp burring
brightly on the table, and in the presence and sight of some fifteen persons, we saw a half-crown dropper! into
the open hand of the medium; and three persons who were present have since publicly attested, with their
signatures, the fact that they saw near the ceiling a spirit hand, draped in white, drop the money. I did not see
this, but I saw the money fail into the girl's hand. And I, nor any of us, were not deceived. Deception, under
such circumstances, was out of the question. That money, along with more which came the same evening, was
found to have been brought by invisible intelligences (I believe by spirits of the departed) from the house of the
medium's parents, half a mile distant from where the circle were sitting. The lady at whose house we were, in
the clairvoyant state, foretold the latter portion of the manifestations of that evening. Months afterwards, by the
same means, a lady's work-box was brought into the circle. We have also had even stronger evidence of the
presence of spirits at our circle. A most respectable young man, who is our principal medium, is usually
entranced by his controlling spirits, is made to write instructions and messages to us; and about two months ago
he was suddenly controlled by a strange spirit, who made the medium write in the dark whilst entranced, with
his eyes shut, in a clear bold hand, altogether different from that of his own. This spirit, perfectly unknown to
anyone in the circle, announced himself as follows:—"My name is Alfred Longmore, aged 35 years; died
fifteen years ago at a place called Brompton, London." This spirit promised, if we would have patience, that we
should have as good manifestations as the Fox family, but would have to wait a little longer for them. Since he
has controlled our medium, our circle meetings have become doubly interesting. One night, he brought a red
rose to a lady present, who had been promised a flower, and, as is usual with all flowers brought by spirits, the
stem became black, as if burned by electricity. Another night there was placed on a table before me a copy of
the London Spiritualist, which, on opening, I discovered, to my amazement, was my own copy, with my name
written on it, and which I had sent to a friend on Saturday afternoon, who resides at Quarry Hill, with a request
that he would return it on Monday. On his calling on that day—the circle having all agreed not to tell him what
had occurred—he said that he had called to inform me that he had lost or mislaid my Spiritualist. He missed it
on Saturday night, when he wont to change his coat. On putting his hand in his inside pocket, expecting to have
a quiet read, he found it gone, he could not account for it, but he wished to purchase another for me. Having
thus heard his statement I then to his utter astonishment, pulled the paper out of my desk, and explained the
whole occurrence to him, which, you must all admit, was a very extraordinary one. A gentleman was present in
my office at the time my friend called, and can verify the truth of what I have just told you. The circle are the
witnesses respecting the arrival of the paper. The spirit made the medium write: "I found the paper." The
distance from Quarry Hill to the house of Mr Mart ell, where the circle was sitting is, I should say, at least three
quarters of a mile. I leave you, as wise men to judge of what power it can be that thus can go into people's
houses unseen, bring out things and convey them through the air for long distances, into rooms with the doors
locked, and the windows bolted. Nor is this all. One evening, at the same place, and quite unexpectdly to all the
circle, raps came for the light, all our hands being on the table at the time, when we found the medium with his
coat off, his hands behind his back, and tied together at the wrists with his handkerchief in a most extraordinary
manner, and so tight as to be painful. Not one of the circle including the medium—who was in a deep trance all
the time—were clever enough to have produced the phenomena; nor, without the assistance of a knife, could
they have untied the knot. I, fortunately, had read of similar phenomena occurring at the seances of the
Davenport Brothers, and asked the spirits to untie the medium for us. We put out the light, and in about ten
seconds on relighting, we found him unbound and sitting in his chair with his coat on. Since thou, at many
sittings, he has been tied to his chair, one evening horizontally to the legs of it without the chair moving from
its equilibrium, and on others in all sorts of ways. A member of the circle has several times been made to tic
him in the light, and in a few seconds we have found him untied and retied by the spirits themselves in an
entirely different manner. On one occasion a lady, who is clairvoyant, informed me as chairman of the circle,
that she saw the coat of the medium held up by some unseen presence, and saw the medium himself put his
hands into it just as anyone of us would do who had ours held up for us to put on. The same lady saw "a very
large, coarse, spirit-hand" in the dark as if beckoning to me. She was not deceived, for she saw both
occurrences quite plainly. I, myself have been repeatedly touched by invisible intelligences, and on one



occasion a spirit-hand, warm, but softer than our own hands, came over my hand. Later the same night a similar
hand, but malformed as if to remove all doubt from my mind, again covered mine. Lately brilliant lights have
been seen for a moment by several members of the circle, and cloudy figures near to or on the table but, as yet,
too vague and fleeting for us to be able to say with any degree of certainty what they arc. Thus friends, you will
see that, hero in Sandhurst, we are gradually and surely accumulating evidences for ourselves, of the leading
facts of spiritualism. We only now want the connecting link to be able to say, that in our own personal
experience, spiritualism is true. What I mean by the connecting link is this, seeing the spirits materialised,
conversing with them, and shaking hands with them, all of which has been done thousands of times in other
lands, and is now being done in several circles in old England. That link, I hope, our circle will receive before
long. We have been promised it, and I have every confidence that as soon as the conditions are there, there and
then will that promise be fulfilled. Respecting the controlling spirit, Alfred Longmore, I may state that we have
sent—per "the Melbourne Harbinger of Light"—the account which he gave us of himself to the London
Medium, with a view of having him traced, because you will see if his statements, on enquiry, are found to be
correct, it would indeed be a powerful test. Just such a test was given to our excellent friend Mr Peebles. Some
years ago, a strange spirit controlled Dr. Dunn in America, and addressed Mr Peebles as follows:—"I am a
stranger to you, but not you to me. My name is Aaron Nite. My birth-place is Yorkshire, England. I departed
this life when nineteen, and have been in the spirit-world about 170 years."

The spirit further added that his surroundings was at the River Ouse, St. Mary's Abbey, York Minister. Mr
Peebles nor no one in America, could give any information concerning this spirit; but on Mr Peebles visiting
England a few years afterwards, he related the particulars to some friends in London, expressed his anxiety in
the cause of truth to verify the statement, and set off, accompanied by an antiquairian for St. Mary's Abbey,
Yorkshire. There they looked up the old regis- tors of the church, and found to their delight and astonishment,
the exact particulars as given by the spirit. Now friends, in such a case as that, you must admit that neither the
brain of the medium, nor that of Mr Peebles could possibly have anything whatever to do with it In Sandhurst, I
was a member of a circle which was formed for trance speaking, Mr Martell being the medium; and on one
occasion on his being controlled by a strange spirit, I at once recognised the voice which spoke through him, as
that of the late Rev. W. Hill, and said so aloud. The spirit replied:—"I was known by that title, friend, when in
your world, but here I am plain William Hill, On another occasion at the same house, I recognised the voice of
the late Rev. Mr Draper, who was drowned in the London, although I had only seen him and heard once in my
life, and that some dozen years ago or so, at Golden Square.

Of course those two cases are not so decisive as the one of Mr Peebles, nevertheless they are at least
somewhat interesting, and will serve to show you that, in conjunction with a mass of evidence from all quarters
of the globe and from all sorts and conditions of men and women, spiritualism is not a thing to be laughed at;
and that so far from being a delusion, the arguments and evidences in its favour are so powerful and convincing
as to be conclusive. At all events the most learned men of our opponents such as Dr Carpenter, Professor
Thompson, and the great body of the clergy, have not been able to account for the phenomena occurring at
thousands of circles in England and America, upon any other reasonable or rational hypothesis than that
claimed for them by the Spiritualists. Friends those fellow citizens who rise in the morning and do nothing else
all day but devote their energies to money making, and to "what they shall eat and drink, and wherewithal they
shall be clothed," cannot understand spiritualism, and think it would be time lost to investigate it; but the time
will come for them as well as for us all when they shall be stripped of all they possess, and just as they have
sown so shall they reap. God is not mocked. That spiritual life which we have not led here to prepare us for the
company of the noble and good in our Father's house of many mansions, will have to be begun there. This law,
the spirits tell us is unalterable, and is as inexorably applied to the king who has worn a crown as to the meanest
of his subjects. With God there is no respect of persons. If we live hero for our own selfishness alone, shutting
out from us those nobler duties incumbent upon us, of ministering to the wants of our fellow-creatures; if we
live but to gratify the lusts of the eye and the pride of life, and neglect the weightier matters of the law—justice
and mercy—we shall inevitably reap the whirlwind of our own sowing. Paul, addressing the Corinthians,
said:—

"Now concerning spiritual gilts, brethren, I would not have you ignorant. Now there are diversities of gifts
but the same spirit. But; the manifestation of the spirit is given to every man to profit withal. For to one is given
by the spirit the word of wisdom—to another, the word of knowledge by the same spirit—to another, faith by
the same spirit—to another, the gifts of healing by the same spirit—to another, the working of miracles—to
another, prophecy—to another, discerning of spirits—to another, divers kind of tongues—to another, the
interpretation of tongues."

If you would desire to possess these gifts, which the Apostle desired that the Corinthians should not be
ignorant of (and they are just those of which spiritualists are possessed at the present day) keep your bodies in
subjection, lead spiritual lives; be honest and just in your business transactions; train up your children in the



way they should go; be virtuous in your public and private lives; be a law to yourselves in everything; make
your word as good as your bond; and thus will the spirit-world be brought near to you, and heaven begun on
earth. One of old has wisely said:—

"A good name is better than riches."
Let us all strive then, to "seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all other things will be

added unto us." There is reason for hope and congratulation that people of all nations and creeds—as the result
of increased intercommunication with each other, and the more general spread of education—are begining to
see that such teachings are full of wisdom, and that the more nearly they are followed up, the greater the mutual
confidence, esteem and happiness between all classes in their several relationships with each other, will prevail.
Thus we see in many eases differences between employers and employes amicably settled by the employer's
setting the example of concession, and showing by his actions in shorten- ing the hours of labor and providing
for the safety and comfort of those under him that he feels an interest in their welfare, and regards them not as
mere beasts of burden by whom he hastens to get rich, but his brethren in the flesh, fully entitled to a fair share
of the bounties of God with himself. Only let the philosophy of spiritualism prevail in your hearts, and the
wisely adjusted relationship will increase: and thus strikes, civil broils, and all other uncharitableness will
cease. It matters not by what religious name we are known, unless we do not unto others as we would be done
by. We Progressive Spiritualists altogether reject those priestly inventions: the doctrines of the Trinity and the
vicarious sacrifice: but we claim Jesus of Nazareth, the great spiritual teacher, as one of our greatest leaders and
our "elder brother," and gladly adopt most of his beautiful teachings as our own. We believe in the one living
and true God, the source of life and all good, the eternal parent of mankind. We believe in the perpetual
inspiration of all ages; in heaven revealing itself as the human understanding becomes enlightened to receive it.
As spirituhsts we belong to no seet or part v. but hold out the hand of brotherhood to all irrespective of their
country or creed. If you find your respective beliefs make you happy, in God's name we say continue in them;
but if you are mere formalists, and do not believe in the "isms," you continue to give the light of your
countenances to, we say to you you tire acting a dishonest part to your own souls, and must have some worldly
purpose to serve in doing so. Permit me also to counsel you never to adopt a religion of which you are ashamed.
Such conduct is pitiable and deservedly receives the contempt of all honest men. Have the courage of your
conscientious convictions. Do not hastily adopt a religion, but once having done so from a conviction, make it
the apple of your eye. Friends, those nobler ideas of the character of God and of divne things, which are taught
by Spiritualists will, if not unduly propelled forward, gradually grow in the public favour with the growth of
free thought and education. Therefore, in the meantime, (no matter by what name they are known) to all who
endeavour to love God and their neighbour as themselves, we hold out the olive branch of peace, love, and
fraternity. In the beautiful words of a French poet:—

Behold a brighter morning
Than ere in Heaven had birth.
Awakes, ami gives glad morning.
Of Love and Joy on earth.

Now Freedom o'er the world, her burner waving,
Proclaims great Nature's Law, her high design;
With trumpet tongue commotion's storm outbraving.
In concord bids all nations to combine,
Dispels the darkling fears mankind enslaving,
And links all hearts in harmony divine.

Sing, let's sing, and waft the blessing.
Below, around, above;
Every heart expressing
Peace, unity, and love.



Ye powers of every nation,
Heaven's sacred light receive!
One grand confederation
Of brotherhood achieve.

Then art shall reign: war, strife, ambition ended,
And winged by knowledge, man shall claim the skies;
Love, peace, and harmony, eternal blended,
Triumphant, truth and justice shall arise,
Till terror fled, and grief and woe suspended
Shall make of earth a glorious paradise.

Sing, let's sing, and waft the blessing,
Below, around, above;
Every heart expressing,
Peace, unity, and love.

Scientific Objections to Spiritualism
Considered.
A Lecture delivered by Mr W. D. C. Denovan, at the Rifles Orderly Room, 16th February, 1873.

A very numerous and a very attentive and apparently deeply-interested audience assembled at the Orderly
Room last evening, to listen to a discourse by Mr Denovan on the above subject. Many, doubtless, were kept
away in consequence of the heat of the weather. Fully a third of those present were ladies. The singing was very
good, some fine female voices adding to the effect. Mr Denovan intimated that he would deliver the third of the
series of lectures, on "The Christian Objections to Spiritualism Examined," in a month or six weeks from now,
if possible.

The lecturer read a chapter from the Acts of the Apostles, and the hymns sung during the evening were
Addison's noble composition, "The spacious firmament on High," "From North and South, from East and West,
advance the myriads of the blest," "Death is the fading of a cloud," and the Doxology. Mr Denovan then
proceeded:—

Friends,—In my former lecture on "The Evidences of Spiritualism," I endeavored to prove that the
extraordinary phenomena occurring at circles, in all nations, were genuine, and were produced by the spirits of
our departed friends and relatives, who, by means of a great natural law of God, of which we are ignorant,
were, though absent in the body, still able to communicate with us. I pointed out to you that in former ages, by
means of this law, spirits held daily converse with men; and, that if it were denied that they could do so in the
present age, it would be incumbent on our opponents to prove when this law became inoperative, by whom it
was rendered so, and for what wise purpose so beneficent a provision of nature was set aside. I also drew your
attention to the present state of Christianity—to the wide-spread unbelief in the truth of divine revelation which
prevails amongst the educated classes, and the necessity which exists for a new revelation, with a view of
converting materialists and sceptics to a belief in God and a life to come. Spiritualism, as I showed you, had
already been instrumental, to a very great extent, in bringing about the conversion of many thousands of
"infidels" in all those countries where it had obtained a footing, and was understood by the people; and that as
its truth was established by the most incontestible evidence from all quarters, and by all ranks and conditions of
men, it was only fair, before being condemned by you, that it should be subjected to the crucial test of an honest
and impartial investigation.

To-night, in accordance with my promise, I proceed to consider "The Leading Scientific Objections to
Spiritualism." And in the discharge of this duty, permit me to assure you of my desire to act honestly and
impartially in the matter. I would most respectfully remind you that if spiritualism be not true, and the



objections urged against it are capable of proof, then before the arguments of the materialists, believers in the
immortality of the soul will have to bow their heads; because, if the living evidence in favor of this
all-important doctrine is to be rejected (for such evidence is, from the very nature of things, the most
convincing), the dead evidence must also fail. Hence the vital importance to all believers in God, and a life
beyond the present, of the truth of spiritualism.

The first objection I will deal with is as follows:—"The phenomena produced at circles, if genuine, are the
result of brain force." Now, let us examine this objection carefully, and see if it is correct. Before this opinion
can be received in elucidation of the phenomena, its advocates will require to prove to the satisfaction of the
public what brain force is, how it can raise and suspend heavy bodies in the air without human contact, how
loud raps on the tables, chairs, doors, and walls of rooms are produced by it, and how things are related at
circles, through mediums, of which none present have any knowledge, but which are afterwards found to be
strictly correct; and how it conjures up the spirits to visibly show themselves to mortals. That these phenomena
are not the result of brain force I shall now endeavor to show. Robert Dale Owen, in his "Footfalls on the
Boundary of another World," gives an account of a lady who resided in a beautiful country residence, at no
great distance whom London, and who had lost by death an aged friend, to whom she was greatly attached,
being impressed to write. One day after his death, she being in a very sorrowful frame of mind, went into her
garden. "She had been there but a few minutes, when she felt a strong impulse to return to the house and write."
She got some note paper and a pencil, sat down on the stops of the front door, placing the portfolio on her knee,
with the sheet of paper across it. "After a time the hand was gradually drawn to the lower right-hand corner, and
began to write backward; completing the first line rear the left-hand edge of the sheet, then commencing a
second line, and finally a third, both on the right, and completing the writing near to where she had first put
down her pencil. Not only was the last letter in the sentence written first, and so on until the commencing letter
was written last, but each separate letter was written backward or inversely: the pencil going over the lines
which composed each letter from right to left." Mr Owen adds:—"Mrs W. stated to me that (as may well be
conceived) she had not the slightest perception of what her hand was writing; no idea passing through her mind
at the time." * * The sentence read thus: "Ye are sorrowing as one without hope. Cast thy burden upon God,
and He will help thee" The lady, after recovering from her surprise, pondered over in her mind who caused her
to write the sentence, and she very naturally concluded that it was the spirit of her aged friend who had thus
been permitted to comfort her. She silently prayed that if it were her old friend he would write his name. Mr
Owen says: "The event, however, wholly belied her expectation. The pencil, again drawn nearly to the
right-hand edge of the paper, wrote, backward as before, not the expected name, but the initials R. G. D. Mrs
W., as she read them, felt herself shudder and turn pale. The grave seemed giving forth its dead. The initials
were those of a young man who, eighteen years before, had sought her in marriage, but whom, though she had
long known and highly esteemed him, she had rejected." I regret that time will not permit of me giving the
narrative in full; but sufficient has been given to convince you that "brain-force" had nothing whatever to do
with this spirit manifestation. In this case the lady was used as a mere mechanical agent by another, and that
other an entirely different spirit to the one she was thinking of, one too who had been in the spirit world for a
number of years. And in addition to the startling fact of the initials given being those of a person she was not
even thinking of instead of those of her old friend, there was the writing itself, a letter of which she did not
know when writing it until she had laid aside the pencil and read it. Friends, such facts as these will carry
conviction to all whose minds are open to the reception of truth. I may add, too, that the lady in question was
not a spiritualist. There was in this case strong evidence of the presence of an independent intelligence, which
not only impressed the lady in question to write, but directed her hand in a totally different manner from her
usual style of writing, making her write the last letter of the last word of the sentence backward, and so on to
the end of the first letter of the first word of it; and though the sentence is a very beautiful one, she was so
purely a mechanical agent in the writing of it, that she knew not what she had written until she read it. Then, her
brain force came into action, and supplied her with the necessary intelligence to know and understand what she
had written. I presume most persons will agree with me that this is the natural and legitimate purpose for which
brain force is given to all of us. Rut it will be a hard task indeed for anyone to prove that the brain can of itself
upset all the normal faculties of an individual, and so control him as to make him write in any manner it may
choose, and to at the same time so deaden all his perceptions as to make him perfectly unconscious of what he
is writing; and above all to supply him with intelligence which was not within his brain at the time he was made
to write. It appears to me, in such a case, it would be much easier to believe in the spiritual theory than in that
of brain force. But in all cases where men or women are used as mere mechanical mediums, it is a well-known
fact that during the process of their organisations being so used, the brain is either made inactive or "deadened."
This is frankly admitted now by the more learned of our opponents, who have been driven by the logic of facts
to seek for other and more tenable objections to spiritualism. William Crookes, of the Royal Society, has
proved by his experiments with Mr Home, that "an accordion was floated and played without human contact,



and a tune performed without a key being touched by Mr Home or anybody else." Now if it was force from the
brain of Mr Homo which performed the tune on the accordion without his touching the keys, what is there to
prevent either you or mo from performing in the same way? Will some of the more rabid of the opponents to
spiritualism try the experiment? I fear in such a case it would be found that the connecting link of matter with
mind was wanting. Just as the electric telegraph requires an operator at each end of the line to transmit a
message, so does an accordion require a hand to touch the keys before the holder can play a tune upon it.
Before we can believe to the contrary, we must get rid of all the laws of physical science hitherto known
amongst men. And as Mr Crookes and the other scientific gentlemen present with him in the room when his
experiments with Mr Home wore made, all testify that neither their hands nor those of Mr Homo touched the
keys, the question will naturally arise in the minds of all thinking persons—Whoso hands did it? Perhaps some
of our much esteemed local clergymen in Sandhurst will answer. I make the suggestion to them in good faith.

The next objection of any weight is that urged by that eminent scientist, Dr Carpenter, namely,
"Unconscious Cerebration." This idea means, as plainly as I can express it, the revival or reproduction of
impressions or thoughts which, at one time or other, were in the brain, and which, unknown to us, remained
dormant there, irrespective of the lapse of time. That is, if you and I wore to-night to receive an impression that
the world was flat instead of round like a globe, the impression might be altogether forgotten by us, as though it
had never been made; yet it would remain latent in the brain unconsciously to us, and might be by a
corresponding action of the brain reproduced, and appearing to us as a now impression. Now, friends, Dr
Carpenter in the 'Quarterly Review' and in his lectures against Spiritualism, has argued in favor of this theory
being one of the principal causes of the extraordinary phenomena produced at circles, with all the eloquence
and learning of which he is capable; but it has only had the effect of creating a little attention and excitement on
both sides, without weakening the spiritualist hypothesis in the least. Because it only proves this much, and
nothing more, namely, that where latent thought or impressions have at one time or other been made on the
brain, they may without the knowledge of anyone present be revived. Now, I am quite prepared to admit that in
not a few cases where mediums have met in circles for a few weeks only, what is spoken or written by them in
the abnormal state may be nothing more than the abnormal action of their own brains, causing them to
reproduce words and sentences which may appear new to them, but which in reality are nothing more than old
disjointed scraps of what they have heard or learned at church, or the Sunday school, and with which no spirit
out of the body has had anything to do. But to suppose for one moment that such a theory would account for the
leading phenomena of spiritualism, is preposterous and absurd, and only goes to prove how very little
knowledge such learned men as Dr Carpenter possess on the subject, or how little of their time and thought they
have given to a proper investigation of it. It may be that statements have been made through mediums at circles
which all present at the time thought were incorrect, but which afterwards were proved to be true, and thus
recalled to the mind of some present; but it is likewise equally true that information has been given, which no
one present had over known or heard of, and which has afterwards been verified to the letter. In the latter case it
could not be by the aid of "unconscious cerebration," as it had never been impressed on the brain. And this
theory most certainly does not create, whatever else it may do. But even in the former case, Dr Carpenter would
have some trouble to prove to the satisfaction of an intelligent audience that his theory accounted for the
information given. If not in the mind of the medium; but in that of one of the circle, by what means was the
unconscious thought conveyed to the brain of the medium, and by him re-conveyed to the original possessor of
it? With his brain deadened, as it is acknowledged to be in the abnormal state, what power enabled him to do
such a thing? Let us examine Dr Carpenter's theory further. I frankly acknowledge its important bearing on the
question at issue, and would, therefore, most respectfully ask your close attention while I endeavor to prove to
you its utter fallacy as an antidote to the spiritualist hypothesis. Signor Damiani, in his evidence before the
Committee of the Dialectical Society, of London, stated that at a seance he attended, a spirit came and
announced itself to be his sister Marietta. He had no knowledge of such a sister, and wrote to his mother, asking
her whether she had ever born a child called Marietta "By return of post," says the signor, "my brother, Joseph
Damiana, wrote as follows: 'In reply to your inquiry, mother wishes me to tell you that on October 2nd, 1821,
she gave birth, at the town of Messina, to a female child, who came into the world in so weakly a condition that
the midwife, using her prerogative in such emergencies, gave her baptism. Six hours after birth the child died,
when the midwife disclosed the fact of her having baptised the infant under the name of Maria (the endearing
diminutive of which is Marietta).'" "The birth and death of this sister," says the signor, "I have verified by
reference to the family register;" and he adds, "You must admit, gentlemen, that in the above case 'unconscious
cerebration' has not one leg to stand upon." Signor Damiani adds: "I have frequently held spirit hands (at all
events, hands not attached to any corresponding body) in my grasp. * * These hands would melt away and
dissolve in mine. I have often seen the hands." In reply to a question by the chairman (Dr Edmund), "Have you
ever obtained any information which could not have been known to the medium, or to any one present?" Lord
Lindsay, another witness, said:—



"I know of one such fact, which I can relate to you. A friend of mine was very anxious to find the will of
his grandmother, who had been dead forty years, but could not even find the certificate of her death. I went with
him to the Marshalls, and we had a seance; we sat at a table, and soon the rape came; my friend then asked his
questions mentally; he went over the alphabet himself, or sometimes I did so, not knowing the question. We
were told the will had been drawn by a man named Wm. Walker, who lived in Whitechapel. The name of the
street and the number of the house were given. We went to Whitechapel, found the man, and subsequently,
through his aid, obtained a copy of the draft; he was quite unknown to us, and had not always lived in that
locality, for he had once seen better days. The medium could not possibly have known anything about the
matter, and even if she had, her knowledge would have been of no avail, as all the questions were menial ones."

Mr Manuel Eyre gives the following extraordinary evidence:—
"I will now relate a fact which, I think, shows an intelligence foreign to that of the persons present at the

circle where it occurred. One object of my visit to this country was to obtain if possible the register of the
baptism of a person born in England, and who died in America a century ago. From information given me, I
was led to believe I would get this in Yorkshire or Cambridgeshire. I spoilt over three months, and took a great
deal of trouble, but all to no purpose. I had received from America a spirit communication that I would be able
to get the information of where this baptismal register was to be found through a medium in this country. I tried
through several mediums, but got nothing satisfactory but the assurance I would get it. I at last received a
communication from a spirit, directing me to go Mrs Marshall. Being mistrustful of public mediums, I
determined to use extreme caution in pursuing my investigation. I went to Mrs Marshall in the winter of 1862. I
did not tell who I was or what I wanted—sat down in a corner of the largo room, Mrs Marshall was sitting in
the other; this was near the window. I was conversing with Mrs Marshall when the table, a large heavy round
table, came jumping across from the opposite side of the room, and turned over in my lap; there was no one
near the table, and it was in broad daylight. We then had some communications by the alphabet through the
movement of the table. I said nothing about the information I wanted, but, when leaving, said I would come
again. I did so in a few days. Before leaving home I wrote out and numbered about a dozen questions, among
them was the question, 'Where can I find the register of the baptism I am searching for?' The paper with the
questions I had folded and placed in a stout envelope and closed it. When we sat down to the table, I asked,
after some other questions, if the spirit would answer the questions I had written and had in my pocket—the
answer, by raps, was 'Yes.' I asked if I should lay the paper with the questions on, folded as it was and in the
envelope on the table, and the answer was 'Yes.' I took the envelope containing these questions out of my
pocket, and, without opening it, laid it on the table. I then took a piece of paper, and as the questions were
answered—Nos. 1, 2, and so on—I wrote down the answers. When we came to the question where I could get
the register of this baptism, the tabic telegraphed 'Stepney Church,' and at the same time Mrs Marshall, sen., in
her peculiar manner, blurted out 'Stepney.' Being at that time a stranger in London, I did not know there was
such a place. I went on with the questions I had prepared, and got correct answers to all of them. A few days
afterwards I went to Stepney Church, and after spending some days in searching, I there found the register of
the baptism as I had been told.'

And now, friends, I think that you will at once see that the theory of "unconscious cerebration" does not nor
cannot account for such cases as these I have just read to you; and these are only a few out of hundreds of such.
Take those of Professor Hare and Mr Peebles, which I related to you in my previous lecture, both being
remarkable cases of spirit manifestations, and showing as plainly as evidence could show it, that the mediums
nor no one connected with them in the body, had anything to do with their production. If, then, this theory of Dr
Carpenter's does hot cover all of the more important phenomena occurring at spirit circles, it must be given up
as untenable, and he and his supporters will either have to accept the spiritual origin claimed for them by
upwards of twenty millions of people, or find out some other more rational cause for them than the one which
he so persistently but so hopelessly advocates. And that it fails to do this, let me hope that the evidence which I
have thus placed before you has abundantly demonstrated. The next leading objections to the spiritualist theory
are these:—"The phenomena are genuine, but are to be accounted for in laws and forces connected with the
human organism such as mesmerism, odic-force, muscular action," &c., &c. In this class of objectors the
spiritualist perceives honesty of conviction, a belief in the integrity of most of those who testify to what they
witness at the circles, and the wish to learn more. I desire, therefore, to return the gentlemanly courtesy of such
opponents, by a respectful consideration of their theories. It is a step gained for the now philosophy when we
find those opposed to it forced to admit the genuine character of the phenomena. If they would only apply
themselves to a diligent and impartial investigation of them, they might find that instead of the spiritualist being
wrong in attributing them to the action of disembodied spirits, they themselves were at fault in hastily adopting
the opinion that they were only the result of some physical law connected with the human system, and hitherto
unknown to science. Let us now see if there is anything in these objections. I have already endeavored to show
you that brain force and unconscious cerebration had nothing whatever to do with the production of the



principal manifestations at spirit circles, and that the agents of them were independent in many of their actions
of the circles altogether; whilst at the same time, in consequence of the peculiar nature of certain organisms,
these agents had the power of using them mechanically for such purposes us they deemed necessary in their
efforts to impress us with the truth of their being able to communicate with us; and that these intelligences
uniformly asserted they were the spirits of departed friends and relatives who had at one time or other dwelt
amongst us. Now, before spiritualists can consistently be asked to distrust the evidence of their senses and
disbelieve in the spiritual theory, our opponents must first be able to show us that these agents are laws and
forces within us, instead of actual spirits. How could laws and forces within us carry a letter through the air,
from Florence to Leghorn, wait for an answer, and take it back to its destination, a distance of 120 miles, as
testified to by Baron Kirkup of Italy, as having been done last year by a spirit, to his knowledge, in little more
than an hour of time? Would the laws and forces within us convey a message from Bendigo to Melbourne by
electric telegraph and back, unless there were an operator at each end of the line? Or supposing, for the sake of
argument, that we have laws and forces within us capable of doing such astounding things, contrary to all the
known laws of our physical being, would not this go a great, way towards establishing the truth of spiritualism?
For would it not prove an in-dwelling God—if I may so express it—who could create as well as execute, and
whose power would reach beyond the finite understanding to conceive? It is on record, and supported by
evidence which would be received in any court of justice in the world, that natural flowers have been brought
into circles, formed into wreaths and crowns and placed on the heads of some of those present by invisible
agent. Whether, let me ask, is it more consistent with common sense to believe that these agents were spirits, or
to believe that they wore merely laws and forces within the members of the circles? And by what means could
muscular action pass through stone walls and locked doors, and deposit material objects on the table in the
presence of many witnesses, as has been done over and over again, both in England, Franco, Germany,
America, and heroin Australia? (See recent manifestations at J. P.'s, Castlemaine.) It is a fact that spirits have
appeared to persons in places where no circles were ever held, and that those spirits have been seen by many
persons having no connection with them in any way. (See 'Footfalls on the Boundary of another World.") It is
also a fact that in England, at the present time, spirits are now making themselves visible to the circles, appear
in garments which look like cloth, converse with them, shake hands with them, tie and untie the mediums, and
do many other wonderful things. But then, it is contended by some, that those are only odic vapors proceeding
from the members of the circles themselves, and taking the shape of hands, faces, and forms, similar to those of
a human being. Now, friends, you must admit that this is a far more extravagant idea than the spiritual one, for
chemical substances emanating from our physical bodies produced by people sitting in a circle, to assume the
functions of deity, create the human form so perfect in all its parts as to enable it to speak and act the same in
every respect as a living, intelligent personality, is to ask us to believe a greater absurdity, than that of the
eastern divinity who swallowed the entire ocean at night, and vomited it up again in the morning. The one
miracle would be as hard to believe as the other. That would be a miracle with a vengeance, and makes that of
Jonah and the whale look very small. But were such a thing possible, the creation thus brought into being
would be, from its nature, a mere automaton of the thoughts, opinions, and peculiar characteristics of those
present; but what are the facts? It is acknowledged that the spirits who visibly appear in bodily form at circles
express opinions directly contrary to those held by the members, and act and think as independent beings,
distinct and separate from us. William Howitt, writing of this odic force, says:—"Search through Reichenbach's
essay on this force, and you will find no trace of a reasoning power in it. It cannot enable people to draw and
write, and play exquisite music, who have no such power or knowledge in their brains; it cannot come from
other brains, for there are often no other brains present. If it could do such things it would be spirit, endowed
with volition, skill, and knowledge; and there would be an end to the dispute. The condition, therefore, of those
who ascribe these powers to odic force, is that of one ascribing the telegraphic message to the wire, and not to
the man at the end of it. Odic force may be the wire; for spiritual communications are, and ever have been,
made through and under certain laws, as all God's works always are; but it certainly is not the intelligence at the
end of it. Whilst the odists and automatists speculate about an action on the brain, we cut the matter short, and
say—'There stand the spirits themselves, seen, hoard, felt and conversed with.'"

This idea, then, must also be given up as totally at variance with facts, as utterly repugnant to all the laws
governing our physical organism, and as insulting to our common sense. Neither the laws and forces within us,
nor the chemical emanations proceeding from our bodies, could possibly endow us with power to create an
adult human being, perfect in every part, and able to shake hands with us, sing, write, and speak. Our opponents
who advocate such a theory must indeed be hard pressed for an argument, which is about as near the truth as the
one ascribing the table phenomena to the "knee-joints" of some one present, or to that of Mr Wizard Anderson,
to "secret springs being placed under the rooms" whore they occur. The Mesmeric theory is the most sensible,
in my opinion, of any yet propounded by our opponents. It is stated that the medium is involuntarily
mesmerised cither by some one in the circle or by the circle. I do not say that in the case of some sensitives this



is not the case; indeed, I think it highly probable that it is so; and that in such cases spirits out of the body have
nothing to do with what they say or do. It would be a fatal mistake, friends, to attribute to spirits a great deal of
the twaddle that is spoken and written at some of the circles by entranced mediums, who are but partially
developed. Such mediums only give expression to their own thoughts, or those of some present, and are clearly
under the delusive and visionary operations of mesmerism. And if their mediumistic qualifications are not of a
high order, they are never likely to advance much further than the first stage of development. But you are not to
suppose from this that the many wonderful things said and done at circles, some through mediums and some
without them, are the result of the mesmeric powers of one or more of those present. In a considerable number
of instances they are done by mesmerism, but in all such instances the operator, bear in mind, is a spirit. And he
may not require to go inside the body, or even to be present in the circle, to effect his object. His will-power is
brought to bear upon the medium whether he is absent or present. But in a very large number of cases those
mediums controlled or mesmerised by the spirits, are persons who never could be mesmerised by any
mesmerist in the body, a fact which I beg to commend to the special notice of such a learned gentleman as Dr
Carpenter, and to ask him to explain it if he can. Again, there are many mediums, such as Koto Fox, D. D.
Home, and Dr Slade, through whom some of the best and most convincing of the phenomena come in their
normal state (see Owen's 'Debatable Land,' 'The Banner of Light,' and Home's 'Incidents in my Life and some
without either circle or medium. In the circle of which I am a member, a mesmerist who joined it a year ago,
and who was not then a spiritualist, thought he could prove the phenomena neither more nor less than the result
of ordinary mesmerism, and without letting any of us know, quietly, whilst sitting in the dark, proceeded to try
his experiments on the mediums while they were under control; but he soon found, to his utter astonishment,
that he could exercise no power over them whatever, and that instead of his being able to mesmerise them, he
was likely to get mesmerised himself. And so he did, the spirits completely controlling him and throwing him
on the floor in a deep trance. Nor could any of us exercise the smallest control over them any more than our
friend until the spirits would tell us to "wake them." Spiritualists, therefore, frankly admit the mesmeric theory
as accounting for some of the phenomena; but they differ from their opponents as to the operators. With the
ordinary mesmerist, the sensitive is under his control; but when the spirit-mesmerists control ordinary operators
have to give place to them. This has been proved in our own circle over and over again when the usual
mesmeric passes have failed to wake the mediums, and the spirits have chosen to wake them by other moans.
These are facts, and facts are stubborn things. Mr Peebles, when in Bendigo, related a case in point. You will
remember it, it was in reference to a young man Atkin, whom he had under his control, but after a time lost it, a
spirit having controlled him. It was the same with Dr Dunn. This gentleman, when a lad, one night went on the
platform to be mesmerised by a mesmerist lecturer. He went to sham, but was really mesmerised, not by the
lecturer—who found he had no control over him—but by a spirit. Friends, from all these facts which I have
thus endeavored to plainly bring before you, you must admit that there are good and substantial reasons for the
spiritual theory; in fact, that "There are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in our philosophy."
It is all very well for the Materialist to sneer at, and deride the idea of our living after the physical body has
been laid in the grave; but sneering will not make the fact any less, nor will it prevent the spread of the truth on
this momentous question. Every day is teaching us how little we really know concerning ourselves and the
wonders of creation. It is, no doubt, a hard matter for many highly educated minds to believe in the doctrine of
the immortality of the soul; but they have had before now to unlearn many things which they supposed were as
true as mathematical truth, and will have again. We are not to blindly follow the lead of the scientist who clings
to his darling idea of matter being the first and only cause of all things, as a child does to his rocking horse;
because God has bestowed upon us reasoning faculties which enable us to think and know differently. Plato and
Pythagoras, as well as the so-called inspired penmen of the Bible, taught that the world was flat instead of
round, and that the sun moved round it; instead of it—as the brave Galileo demonstrated—moving round the
sun. Some highly respectable journals in England, supported by men of science, laughed at and ridiculed the
idea of people travelling by rail, or crossing the ocean in a steamboat; yet all these things have been
accomplished, and millions travel by both these means. And now, to meet the commercial requirements of the
old and new worlds, a telegraphic girdle encircles the globe. Who, in the presence of such facts as these, will
have the hardihood to assert that God's omnipotence cannot extend to the perpetuation of the lives of all his
creatures beyond the present life? There may be more truth in the Darwinian theory of creation than many
people suppose. It most certainly harmonises with the law of eternal progress which we see at work
everywhere. When we take into consideration the fact of the infinite magnitude of the creation with its
countless worlds all controlled by the hand of Divine wisdom and power, we are lost in wonder. With our poor
finite comprehensions we may not be able to solve the complex problem as to how the spiritual power of the
Creator was formed; but when we look around us and see this planet in which we live travelling in its orbit with
a speed fifty times greater than that of a cannon ball, and yet sustaining in life myriads of living creatures, who
are a mystery to themselves, can we doubt the existence of the spiritual power of God—the Soul of them



universe? Says Professor Hare: "The existence of governing reason in this universe, has always appeared to me
as evident as the matter which it controls." Let our materialist friends, then, be slow to reject the evidences of
the truth of spiritualism. Let them do with this question, as they do with those other questions which more
immediately interest them, subject it to a rigid and patient investigation; and by the same law of evidence which
enables them to believe that an insect can emerge from a chrysalis into a full-blown butterfly, namely, the
evidence of their senses will they learn the fact, that they and all mankind, when the change called death comes,
shall enter upon a higher state of being. With materialists and freethinkers, all Progressive Spiritualists have
much in common. With them, spiritualists enthrone reason above blind faith. They demand evidence first
before giving their faith, faith following as the result of the other. They join with all liberal minds, whether in
the Christian Church or out of it, in subjecting everything to analysis. Their watchword is—"Progress."
Spiritualists say in the language of the Duke of Somerset, "Men who have been carefully trained to distrust
authority, and to rely for the acquisition of knowledge upon experiment, analysis, and patient research, cannot
subsequently divest themselves of a habit of mind which has become a part of their nature. They must either
suppress or relinquish all religious thought, or they must apply to the records of the revealed religion, the same
spirit of investigation, which has already reopened the sources of history, and extended the domain of science."
This position, though it may be and is assailed by the clergy, is an impregnable one; and as education becomes
the heritage of all, it must of necessity be the popular one. Spiritualists desire to respect the consciences of all,
but openly proclaim on the house-tops their rejection and disbelief in all the leading tenets of orthodoxy. They
reject the story of the Fall. They denounce as blasphemy the horrible doctrine of the devil rampant and an
endless hell, refusing in the words of Gerald Massey, to "accept the notion that God cursed the whole creation
on account of the trespass of one man and woman." They substitute God's law of progress for that of vicarious
sacrifice, and whilst discarding the doctrine of the Trinity, believe in the beautiful philosophy of Jesus, as a
divine code which, if men would but follow, would lead to happiness here and hereafter. They also teach the
gradual substitution of the authority of the parents and schoolmasters for that of the clergy, honestly looking
upon the clerical order as the remnants of the old systems of Government—a sort of moral police—which the
growing intelligence, and self-respect of the people will soon enable them to do without. The progressive
spiritualist is courageous to stand up and tell the whole Christian priesthood that they must either ally
themselves with the progressive spirit of the age, or become reconciled to the fact of their authority and
influence being gradually sapped and destroyed. People are beginning to see that practical religion—the
religion of love and good works—is of far more importance to humanity at large, than a mere adherance to the
old systems of belief or articles of faith, but which have served their day and generation, but which, as man
progresses, in a knowledge of the laws of his being and rises higher in the scale of civilization, are no longer
adapted to either his aspirations, or his circumstances. There are at this moment vast forces of men and women
both inside and outside of all religious systems and belonging to all sections of society convinced that the pear
is ripe for sweeping changes both in church and state; and these forces have long ceased to believe in the
necessity for keeping up an immense army of professional clergymen, or their nostrums. These
forces—heretical in the eyes of the church, no doubt, believe that the schoolmaster is a far more usfeul person
to society, than the clergyman, and all progressive spiritualists join with them in this opinion, and in helping
forward the noble work of reformation and education. But spiritualists believe at the same time, in the necessity
of training up the young in a simple love of God the Great Father of all, and in teaching them beautiful lessons
of virtue and religion. And, they therefore, urge upon all parents the duty of setting a good example to their
children. Love of God and to your neighbour, as Jesus our elder brother taught, is the sum and substance of ail
true religion, and where this prevails in the heart and life, creeds, forms and ceremonies, are of secondary
importance. The dogma of the life beyond the grave, where taught as the result of a belief founded upon
evidence and knowledge of its truth, tends to reconcile and discipline the human family to an endurance of, all
the vicissitudes of this chequered life. All who are fortunate enough to possess this knowledge—and it is the
heritage of all—feel their sympathies enlarged, and their love to God and and vitalised. In the language of
Gerald Massey, the poet: "Ours is a faith, with ail the spirit-world about us as a witness; a positive, vitalising
faith in a living, communicating God." See to it, then, spiritualists, that when in a spirit of love for all, you go
forward seeking in your several ways to right the wrongs of humanity, you exhibit this faith in all you say and
do. Exercise great toleration towards your brethren of the old faiths. Bear with them when they, in their
ignorance of the facts of yours, rail at it. In your business be diligent, be just; and in striking a balance, as Mr
Leech once said, "Let the scale be turned on the side of the poor." Teach virtue and probity to your children,
both by your example and precept. In your domestic relations of husband and wife let there be esteem and
affection, and mutual companionship and confidence. If there be weakness on one side, let there be forbearance
and forgiveness on the other; "for whom God has joined together lot no man put asunder." Mothers, you whose
influence is so great in moulding the future characters of your offspring, a heavy responsibility rests upon you.
See to it that your own souls are cheered and purified by your intimate knowledge of the divine life. See to it



that your domestic duties are lightened by systematic habits of cleanliness and order, and that all your children
are trained to be industrious, thrifty, and self-reliant. Only but attend to these simple rules in the conduct of
your households, and you will be beacon lights to the world—"living epistles known and road of ail men." Your
children will grow up to be the joy of your old age. Your neighbors and friends will take knowledge of you;
your word of honor will be accepted everywhere as your bond; your sphere of usefulness will be extended, and
above and around the good which you do and the influence which you exercise will shod blessings and glory
and honor upon you and yours; so that when your race is run and the hour of your departure has come, you will
hear the voices of those whom you loved and lost on earth welcoming you to the summer land with the word?,
Well done good and faithful servants; enter into the joys of paradise. Says Massey:—

"Blessed are they whose treasures are in heaven!
Their griefs too rich for our poor comforting.
Let us put on the robe of readiness,
The golden trumpet will be sounding soon,
That bids us to the gathering in the heavens!
Let us press forward to their summit of life,
Who have ceased to pant for breath, and won their rest,
And there is no more parting, no more pain."

And now, friends, in drawing this lecture to a close, let me ask you to dismiss from your minds all the silly
things you have heard spoken and written against spiritualism "the new science of the nineteenth century—and
resolve calmly and deliberately to give it a fair and patient investigation, either in your families or in private
circles. Do not, as reasonable and responsible beings, allow prejudice to interfere with this duty. I would most
respectfully remind you that those who have already done so belong to all ranks and conditions of men, whose
judgment and discernment are as good as your own; whoso purpose is noble and disinterested, and who would
not knowingly give their countenance to this cause did they not firmly believe it to be a righteous one. Of
course the clergy will call its pioneers 'blasphemers and infidels." What of that? Did not the priests of the old
religions of the time say the same of Jesus? Have they not said the same of the advocates of every now truth
which had a tendency to increase the knowledge and independence of the people? At the time of the death of
Jesus, his followers did not amount to hundreds; scarce "none so poor as do Him reverence." And yet He who
was crowned with thorns and spat upon is honored to-day, eighteen hundred years after his life ended on the
cross, with the homage of nearly four hundred millions of the human family. Look, too, what our philosophers
and scientists have been doing in every department of science during the last hundred years. In geology, in
astronomy, the mysterious and buried history of the heavens and the earth is being gradually brought to light;
and instead of true religion suffering from these researches, it is deriving new life and vigour, though diverted,
as a natural consequence, into other and nobler channels; and mankind stand dumbfounded before these
evidences of the majesty and wisdom of the Great Architect of the Universe, whose omnipotence and glory "the
Heaven of Heavens cannot contain." With a new world opened to our view, which the divine portion of man's
nature has enabled him to discover, shall it be said that the end of all is decay and death? Is the grave to
swallow tip for ever the spirits of such men as Columbus, Shakespeare, Milton, Washington, Bacon, Luther,
Wilberforce, Scott, &c., &c., men whose genius and greatness shed an imperishable lustre of glory on their
names and nations, and whose services to humanity have been of world-wide renown? Alas! if such were the
case, why were we gifted with reason and placed at the head of creation as "the noblest work of God?" Perish
such an ignoble thought! Man lives and preserves his identity after death! Matter—his physical body—returns
to the dust from whence it sprung; but the spiritual body, which preserves all that's beautiful and good within
us, lives as the Eternal One himself. This is the great truth which spiritualism wishes to bring home to our
senses. And on the ladder of magnetism and electricity which the angels have formed between earth and
heaven, and in obedience to God's law of affility, there come to us thousands of

"The beloved ones, the true hearted,
Come to visit us once more."

to tell us of the life beyond the grave, and of the glories that await us in our new homes in the higher
spheres. These divine messengers give us good counsels; telling us to live noble lives if we would be happy
here and hereafter. The clergy say that it is all the work of the Devil. Well, all I have to say in reply to this is: it
it be his Satanic Majesty, he must have got converted, for most assuredly he is doing the work of the other side.



What a curious old fellow this Devil must be. Would Darwin or Buckle tell us if he has got a tail, and
whether—as he appears to be ubiquitous—he ever appears in the pulpit with a surplice? Then, it is said to be all
a delusion, the thousands who testify to what they have seen and heard having been deceived. Now, let me
reply to this in the words of the late Dr Robert Chambers, who was a devoted spiritualist. He says:—

"A little modesty would evidently go a great way to solve the difficulty which the incredulous profess to
feel on this point. If they would so far yield to the behests of their favorite philosophy as to inquire before
pronouncing, it might chance that the position of a believer in these phenomena would become more intelligible
to them. So at least, it has already happened with a vast number of persons, equally positive at starting, that the
whole was a delusion, and we are entitled to assume that what has been may be so again."

Friends, I beg to thank you for the undivided attention you have given me throughout the lecture, and
commend what I have said to your favorable consideration. "I speak as unto wise men; judge ye what I say."
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Address to the Reader.

READER! avast, before you proceed any further, for, if you have not been in the habit of exercising your
reflective faculties, or if you do not intend to begin now to exercise them, you may save yourself the trouble of
reading the following pages—they are not intended for you and will do you no good—the shallow and the
unthinking can reap no benefit from their perusal—but if you have trained your mind to reflect, to weigh
evidence and form your own conclusions, I hail you as a brother of independent mind, an individuality, a soul, a
man on your own account, and I invite you to a consideration, with me, of those principles which so much
affect the problems of physical, intellectual, moral, social and spiritual life. I do not lay claim to much
originality of thought; I cannot tell how much of the following is original, or how much has been suggested by
other authors; I will not even guarantee that many of the passages, marked as quotations in the following pages,
are correct, or that many not marked at all are not quotations; I may have altered both to suit my own ideas, for,
in nearly all instances, I quote from memory, and many of the authors I have never read; but this I feel, whether
the following thoughts have originated with myself or with others, whether I have read them in books, or
whether I have been impressed with them by my spirit guides, they are equally dear to me in the present state of
my mind, and I hope they may meet with the same approval on your part. But whether they meet with your
approval or disapproval I shall be equally satisfied, providing your verdict is conscientiously given.
R. F. C.

Reflections.
The men who have set their mark upon the progress of thought have done so, not so much by the originality

of their views, as by the happy manner in which they have compiled and brought within reach the advanced
views of the age in which they lived; their success has not consisted so much in declaring something new, as in
introducing—probably in a new dress—old thoughts of sterling value, which have lain dormant and neglected
in men's minds for ages. Few writers of advanced thoughts live to see the fruits of their labors. Silently and



unobserved they rise and take their place among the stars in the intellectual constellations, and when the
healthful breeze of freedom has cleared the atmosphere of haze and clouds, they shine forth with truthful and
beautiful splendour, guiding stars in the pathway of mind, culminating points in the realm of thought.

How true it is that one shall sow and another shall reap! Think you that a sensualist living in Jerusalem,
with his harem of 1,000 wives and concubines, could be the author of all the ancient Jewish proverbs, so simple
and so truthful! I say 'tis an impossibility. The mind of such an individual might give birth to the lascivious
thoughts contained in that production of the Jewish Anacreon, The Song of Songs, but the wise sayings of the
sages are too much above the plane of his thought. Thoughts are as natural as any other product of life, Nature
never contradicts herself.

The fine moral precepts found in the sayings of Jesus existed ages before his time, his true value as a
reformer consists in that he evolved from the region of IDEA and THOUGHT, as he understood them, a religion of
action—ill understood by his immediate disciples, and still less understood by the majority of that people
calling themselves Christians.

There was an Illiad before Homer wrote his, many Philosophers were before Socrates and Plato, Galileo
and Copernicus, before Newton, Bacon's method had been followed, from the hour that reason dawned, and
Aguste Comte is not the last that will carry it beyond its legitimate province.

Many of the ancients and a Monbaddo wrote of the origin of the human species before Darwin, and
Professor Owes is neither the first nor the last nor the greatest of our philosophers. Mind succeeds mind in the
kingdom of thought, ever onward rolls the wave of human pro- gress, evolving first, and still evolving, higher
planes of thought and action; we cannot fathom the depth of the beginning, nor yet see the mountain height that
crowns the end.

Definitions.
Before we proceed let me define our terms. Harmonial Philosophy! The term Harmonial is used as

implying perfect unity—a happy oneness and accord in all its parts—

"All are but parti of one stupenduous whole
Whose body nature is and God the soul."

We use the term philosophy in its most extended sense, as not only embracing the physical sciences, but all
the higher problems which have engaged the minds of mankind from the earliest dawn of thought. Theology,
metaphysics, positive science, the physical, moral, intellectual and spiritual constitution of man, his relations
with the external worlds of matter and spirit, with his fellow men, and with the great positive mind of the
universe.

This is no system of high philosophy, purely abstract, designed only for the pedantic and sour-minded
misanthrope, flaunting his learning before the eyes and in the ears of the untutored clown, bus is interwoven in
all its details with human sympathies and social interests.

Individual Liberty.
The vulgar notion of liberty only implies a freedom from constraint of action. This is a very defective

definition, and you will perceive its defects when you hear what the Harmonialist says:—
"True liberty can only be enjoyed by the united freedom and union of internal and external law working in

harmony; physical action is bounded by the power and circumstance of our being, and its social relations, but
the range of mind is illimitable, and we claim for it free course to pursue its unrestricted enquiry, and to speak
its sentiments as well as Moses, Buddha, Jesus or Mahomed. Nothing must be considered too sacred, nor yet
anything too profane, on which to exercise the powers of man's intellectual endowments, but this which appears
so simple is a most difficult task. The iron sceptre of im- perfect truth (comparatively great and glorious in the
age of its advent among the infant races of mankind, but now rusted and time-worn) is made to enter into man's
soul, like vaccine virus into the fluids of the body, and he knows it not, nor yet feels its stunting influence
prostrating the free-born energies of his mind, but when the angel of harmony lifts him up he is no longer
enslaved by the opinions of the old fathers of thought, he views them from his advanced position in the process
of the ages, and they become his servants, aiding him in plucking the fruit from the ever-flourishing tree of
Knowledge. Great names, great authorities, and great precedents have, in themselves, no weight in the balance
of his judgment, he follows not the dialectic mode of reasoning pursued by the schoolmen of the middle ages,
but examines for himself the evidences of others' conclusions. In short, he is a man on his own account, and not



a lackey and lickspittle to another, the senseless echo of an uncertain sound.

Methods of Reasoning.
Reader, you are perhaps better acquainted with the methods of reasoning followed as a fashion by the

different schools of wranglers than I am, let us however refer to them.
That known as Aristotle's mode, the syllogistic, was long adhered to; it obtained particular favour among

dogmatists, but its days are on the wane, it is uncertain and oft leads to error. We cannot be sure that the major
term is always correct, it has first to be proven. The minor term may or may not correspond with it, so in every
case the conclusion is extremely liable to be vitiated. Reasoning from hypotheses is like building castles in the
air, it takes the foundation for granted which may be no foundation at all, and the first fresh breeze of true
discovery lays our superstructure prostrate in the dust.

Reasoning from Analogy, of which Butler has given us the best example in our language, is now so
generally considered unreliable that it has almost ceased to be a process of reasoning, and is now simply used
by sensible writers for purposes of rhetoric or embellishment; there are however a few who still adhere to what
they chose to term—strict Analogy, but their number is lessening every day. In my view Analogy seems rather
to be a process through which the mind passes the subject before it proceeds to investigate it, than a mode of
proof Bacon's method of induction, or synthetical reasoning, is now admitted by all learned and intelligent
minds to be a correct method. By the Positivists, or Aguste Comte's disciples, it is thought to be the only correct
and true method of reasoning. The Harmonialist admits its correctness, so far as it goes, but looks upon it as
only half satisfying to man's whole nature, and says demonstration, by tangible realities presented to the senses,
may be all the proof a certain class of minds require, but this reasoning from facts in a retrograde manner, if
solely followed, leads men to the belief that nothing exists beyond what the senses can recognise. Nevertheless
this is indisputably a true method of reasoning. Every thing which the senses recognise when in a normal
condition demonstrates its own existence, but there are Minds, Lives, Principles, Natures, Qualities, Affinities,
and Essences, in existence, which we cannot submit to mathematical rule; too subtile are they to be operated
upon by our gross synthetical instrumentality. The Baconian m ode of reasoning ought to be kept in its proper
sphere as applicable to the Physical Sciences. Locke misapplied it to metaphysics. Carry out his mode, and the
ideas of Infinity and Eternity pass from the vocabulary of man. When he said that nothing was in the
understanding which had not arrived there through the senses, the reply of Leibnitz—"Yes there is the
understanding itself"—was a full and sufficient answer.

David Hume and Dr. Paley misapplied the method, and drew opposite conclusions. When two such minds
as these follow the same method and arrive at opposite results, the fault is more likely to be in the method than
in the men.

But the most amusing result of all is to see the length to which Aguste Comte has been driven. He has got
as far as "Materialism in Physcology, Selfishness in Ethics, and Atheism in Theology," and he could not help
himself. The system he lays down for himself drives him to that pitiful end, and whoever accepts his method
cannot escape his conclusions.

But the Harmonialist refers to the other end of the same chain of reasoning; a very old method "more
ancient than the divine Plato, its august diciple," probably the oldest of all, as the mind invariably adopts it
before it seeks to prove by induction. This mode commences a priori from what appears self-evident to the
mind, descends, meets, and overlaps with perfect harmony, the sensuous proofs of Induction. "He therefore
only is true to his whole nature who, renouncing all senseless hypotheses; reasons synthetically from effect to
cause, and analytically from cause to effect." Nor is the one method of any rea, use in arriving at ultimate
conclusions in the investigation of mind without the other.

We have already noticed the absurd conclusions to which M. Comte has been driven by carrying the
sensuous method beyond its proper domain, and such has also been the result of the Cartesian method, from its
one-sided spiritual view, that its disciples have truly earned for themselves the titles of Mystics, Dreamers, and
Visionaries, landing ingloriously through their unbalanced enthusiasm in the mire of absurdity.

No wonder Descartes is now at a discount; he will never be properly appreciated until his book of Method
and Principles takes its place by the side of Bacon's Novum Organon, and the Physical and Spiritual unite as a
harmonious whole, forming a full and complete mode of reasoning.

Human Happiness.
In speaking of human happiness the harmonialist says, that it is derived from a natural basis. "Our whole

nature must participate, for no true happiness can be found except in the development of our whole nature;
physical power, in harmony with the power of conscience, the unity of the external with the internal man, the



truthfulness of the soul in perfect agreement with the words and actions of the phenomenal man. That
inharmonial or purely physical pleasures are sensuous, transitory and partial;" whereas harmonial pleasures, in
unison with the whole of our nature, physical and rational, are permanent to the last degree." That inharmonial
pleasures produce discord in our nature. The severance of the rational from the natural prevents all permanent
enjoyment, and that where our nature is thus thrown into discord, we can neither see clearly, nor enjoy fully, the
general beauty social order, and harmony of all existences..

Religions of Men.
The harmonialist affirms that there is nothing in the professedly revealed religions existing among mankind

but what the human mind could either discover or invent.
That the evolution of religious thought follows the exact law of man's development.
The faculty of wonder lying immediately over the animal faculties which constitute the basis of man's

nature, comes into operation before the higher organs of intellect, and thus gives birth to the mysterious, which
in its turn begets the theological—the first outgoings of mind on the road of progress—the second stage of
progress turns the mind in upon itself, and gives birth to the metaphysical. Still onward, and the mysterious and
metaphysical become modified by the analytical process of the mind. These stages must of necessity all remain
imperfect until the intellect by direct knowledge reduces the mysterious, the theological, and the metaphysical
to their proper value in the currency of exact science, a feat which the harmonialist alone seems capable of
accomplishing. The harmonialist avers that nothing tends more to damp the soul and produce ungenial and
inharmonious thoughts than a stern and gloomy creed. That all conceptions of a future state of existence partake
of the mental idiopathy, and moral and intellectual state of the conceptionalist. The great faith of the
Harmonialist in the supreme fountain of all wisdom appears to lay at the basis of all his chief enioyments, and,
in anticipating his future advancement, he reasons thus: "In our present state the greatest among us can take in
but a small portion of clear knowledge as respects the vast universe around us, but we perceive the all
comprehending mind, and our rational nature suggests that the intellectual desires of all his creatures will as
assuredly be satisfied, as their appetites, for natural desires are nowhere falsified in the plan of nature. "Without
this satisfaction life would be a fragment without a design, a delusion and a misfortune." He follows up this
train of thought by saying "The greater portion of the human family are born, live sensuously, feel, and die in
darkness and ignorance, understanding not, nor being understood. Millions of illuminated insects whose span of
life is short; just long enough to transmit their feeble rays to others short-lived as themselves." And is this all
there is to relieve the intensity of the darkness which surrounds us? Can such be the end of the all wise in
bringing into life a comprehending intelligence? He answers, "No," and proceeds synthetically to prove his
position, not by vague hyphotheses but by facts cognizable to the senses, and proofs made intelligible to reason.

It is no part of our present purpose to enter into an examination of these proofs, but simply to state that
millions of living witnesses, men and women of virtue and intelligence, bear witness to the truth and variety of
spirit communications.

In reviewing this philosophy we find it to be peculiar in its freedom from dogmatism." It lays no claim to
infallibility, sets up no fixed standard of thought; beyond the bounds of which you may not pass; professes not
to have displayed the whole of truth, but leaves the future generations of the race to ascend still higher in the
great temple of mind, that riches vast and invaluable, from the inexhaustible recourses of the mighty university
may be added to its store."

It recognises no direct antagonism in any of the systems of Religion or Philosophy, which have gone before
it, nor stands at direct variance with any of the systems which occupy men's minds at the present day, but sees a
measure of good and truth in all, even the simplest and meanest, and propounds, as a fact arrived at by
retrospective investigation, that the durability and permanence of every system depends upon the measure of
Truth which it contains. That Truth alone is permanent—hath a never ending existence—that Thought Ideas,
and Principles alone contain Truth in its purity—that men, and parties of men, are only imperfect symbols, and
the strongest union of these symbols must come to an end. If bad, their glory will be shortlived, if possessing a
large measure of truth they will endure much longer, but no longer than until the race outgrows them. When
that period arrives they must yield their old spirit and commence a new life, or perish of neglect as a part
refusing to unite with the whole in its advancing changes.

The Harmonialist believes that the whole order of the universe originated in the divine unity, and that,
when its cycle is complete, t'will be resolved again into perfect unity, and that all the deviations in the course of
creative force between the two points, are but accidents in this cycle course, but that, "still beneath this, endless
variety in the individual atoms and entities exists as the inner life of all Unity and Harmony."

In all matters of judgment the Harmonialist takes reason as the standard of appeal, he admits that errors
may arise, but these arise from imperfect knowledge, and not generally from any defect in the faculties. Correct



knowledge will lead to correct reasoning.
In matters connected with morality and virtue he acknowledges with Jocobi, the authority of conscience,

although it is no absolute test in matters of right, owing to its impersonal and subjective quality; yet it possesses
considerable value, and may be appealed to, except in the case of the hardened offender who denies its
existence.

He agrees with Bentham that "virtue has no reality apart from the rational pursuit of happiness," and with
Bentham's opponents that a disinterested act produces the greatest amount of internal pleasure.

He agrees with Kant and Hegel and Shelling, and many of the German Idealists, that reason and conscience
are impersonal, and may be corrected and adjusted by an appeal to the collective reason and conscience, in
history and external nature, since all are in harmony.

He defines Truth as the relation of things as they are, and Error as the relation of things as they are not."
Facts as things which are, done, and can be attested by the senses. History he regards as a relation of facts,
mingled with the myths of past ages, still he does not impugn the veracity of old authors, well knowing that no
man can entirely free himself from the prejudices and frailties of the age in which he lives.

To sum up our definitions. The Harmonial Philosophy is not so much a letter, a word, a system of
principles or ethics, or spoken thoughts and sentiments, as a life, a true religion of action, recognizing the law
of God as stamped in and upon universal nature, and obeying that perfect law as written in the human soul. It
encourages the utmost freedom of thought and bows in bondage to no fixed creed, daring to scrutinize all
systems of faith, well knowing that truth and science can never imperil true faith, nor can God's house ever be
divided against itself.

True Position of Spiritualism, Natural and Universal.
Our spiritual philosophy being natural and universal, which cannot be said of any of the religions of

mankind, it must necessarily follow that spiritualism is greater than them all, for, according to their spirituality,
which ought to be the one essential element of their being (in fact the only thing that entitles them to be called
religions) they must all be comprehended within its scope, reduced to the position of so many servants or
witnesses, all bearing a testimony, more or less clear, according to their light, in favor of Spiritualism, the
universal tree of the great Father's planting, with its roots in the earth and its branches shooting up into the
heavens.

Strength of the Religious Element.
Man is a religious being, or rather possesses a religious element in his nature, which makes Deity,

Immortality and Spiritual Progress facts necessary to his very being. Where this element and these facts are
ignored, true harmony is an impossible attainment. Such is the power of this natural sentiment in the human
soul that it can subdue and conquer the fear of death, enforce pain, privation and mortification of the flesh, and,
when misdirected, can be made to do violence to the holiest and most sacred ties that bind humanity. Atheists,
and mere secularists, who ignore it, must of necessity fail in their efforts to bind in one homogenous mass the
conflicting interests of mankind.

The Harmonialist proceeds upon the principle of induction in proving his conclusions in regard to spiritual
matters, he collates the various facts of so-called spirit phenomena, and, from a combination of unvarying
results, giving forth an intelligible phase; from the unseen and invisible, he is led to the conclusion that unseen
intelligences bound our material existence on every hand.

Channel of Communication Between this and the Following
Stages of Being.

Animal magnetism he finds to be the conduit or channel through which the thoughts of these intelligences
come to us, he finds magnetism to be no intelligent entity but an element bound by the fixed laws of its nature,
stern and invariable, and, when he becomes acquainted with these laws, he guides them to his use, as in the case
of the electric telegraph. But animal magnetism can no more be considered as the cause of this intelligence than
electricity is the cause of an intelligent message transmitted through the telegraph wire from one station to
another.

Scope of the Harmonial Philosophy.
Our philosophy comprises not only the spiritual but the physical, intellectual, moral and social condition of



the human race in this the birth-sphere of their existence, and preparation to enter with advantage into the
succeeding stages of being in the after-life. It embraces The Science of Man, The Science of the Universe, The
Science of a Pure and Lovely Religion. In its universality it is apart from human authority, however learned,
and from hero worship, however sublime. Tradition and the records of old opinions may corroborate our views
but cannot give the sanction of proof. That rests with ourselves and within the compass of our natural powers.
Our God is the supreme and infinite life of universal nature, our knowledge of him is derived from fixed and
universal laws, demonstrated as humanity advances; our religion, our morals and our social relations must be
alike based on science; and our faith must be the result of our real knowledge. To extend our faith beyond our
knowledge is presumption, and in a knowledge of the principles which govern all life are we to find our road to
complete happiness.

Conceptions of Deity.
All primary ideas of God are true, all human conceptions of him are false; their conflicting nature proves

them to be so; we can form no just conception of that which we cannot fully comprehend, we can only
comprehend what is inferior or less than ourselves, or what comes within the range of our powers, hence the
conflicting and consequently erroneous conceptions of God put forth by all the religions of the world. Plato's
discovery of a geometrizing God as every substance in the physical universe exists in a state of geometrical and
mathematical precision, however beautiful and true, is but a cold conception. The Father God of Jesus is a
warm and happy conception which meets with its unerring response in our inward nature; what a pity it is that
his followers have so distorted its character instead of allowing it to remain in its native simplicity.

Hero Worship.
We avoid all hero worship, and seek not to impose our principles by the sanction of great names, for no

name, however revered by man' can render truth more true or falsehood more false, or yet substitute the one for
the other. Authority must give place to enquiry and precedent to our highest sense of right. The admiration of a
long passed away moral hero, however great and good, must not take the place of the teachings of the
omniactive spirit of all goodness within and with-out, the all and in all, of purity and truth.

Truth.
There is no distinction with us in the nature of truth, no such division as human and divine truths. The

knowledge of God, of the Earth, of man, and the facts or laws of the universe, are alike from one source, and of
one harmonious origin; all science is from one root, and all true knowledge of it is obtained by one
method—investigation.

The universal belief of a principle does not prove its truth, free investigation by intelligent minds in the
pursuit of knowledge has overturned many of the time-honored beliefs of mankind; which fact serves to teach
us modesty' and points to progress.

We look upon no religious system ever invented by man as being utterly alse; all possess more or less good
according to the genius and habits of the people from whom they emanated, or by whom they were adopted and
professed.

Religion of Action.
A Religion of beliefs as an effort to reform the race, consisting of naught but words of advice, and, as such,

however good, is utterly valueless to change the world. The Religion of Action which DOES AND BIDS YOU DO
will accomplish more in an age than windy, wordy, boms bastic beliefs have done since the world began.
Indeed, the professors of the latter, who have propagated their system by flourish of trumpet, or beat of drum
ecclesiastic have done incalculable barm to the cause of God's great design, human progress. Had they
practised, and simply taught their religion, instead of vauntingly preaching it, the world would not have been so
far behind. But their day is fast passing away. The terrors formerly inspired by hell fire are ending in smoke;
and the support of the civil power is crumbling to pieces beneath their feet, they are being destroyed without
hands, and their remains will soon find their resting place in the catacombs of the past.

Natural Evolution of Human Religions.
There are periods of infancy, adolescence, maturity, and drivelling old age, in the life of all human religious

as well as in that of man. In infancy they are subservient to their parentage: kicked and cuffed by persecution.



In adolescence pleading by apologies for bare toleration. In maturity persecuting in their turn the young scions
of thought for non-conformity to their useless ceremonials and vain, stupid, dogmas. And by this shall all men
know them. For the great eternal truths of heaven-born pure and undefiled religion never yet engendered enmity
in a human heart. They are not religious who believe in religion, those who practice it are alone entitled to be
called so.

Infallible Teaching.
We aver that no human language ever spoken or written is capable of conveying an immutable and

infallible meaning to all mankind; for such is the mutability of all languages that, were it possible to do so in
the first instance, the transmutation of the language alone, without taking into account the differences of human
recipients, or the changes undergone by translation' would cause it to be variously understood in different and
succeeding ages.

That teaching which approaches nearest to infallibility must be that which is stamped by deity direct upon
the general nature of humanity, and the impression of which is renewed in every succeeding generation of the
race.

Experience may lead to mistakes and reason to errors, but man possesses no other means of correcting his
mistakes and errors except experience and reason, either in this life or its succeeding stages.

Nature Ever True to Herself.
Our Mother Nature never inspires her children with desires which are designed not to be gratified. She

holds out no illusive hopes; utter no false prophecies; evolves no instincts to mock herself, but she is consistent
and truthful throughout.

Aguste Comte but repeats the idea of Immanuel Kaut, when he admits the necessity of a God but denies the
existence, or possibility of proofs of his existence, or of the immortality of the soul; arguing that we have no
absolute demonstration on such topics, but that such beliefs are necesary to the harmony and satisfaction of the
mind, and must therefore be admitted, now as harmony, and satisfaction is the full end and enjoyment of all
God's creatures and everything is pro-vided in nature to accomplish that end. Such absolute demonstrations on
these topics must exist, and and that they do exist is proven by man's intercourse with the spirit world.

Mental Philosophy.
Mind like muscle follows the same law of development, use gives strength and vigour to both. The human

mind excels the capabilites of the widow's cruise of oil and barrel of meal, take as much from it as you please
extraction only increases its capacity to produce. The influx of great thoughts is increased in the same rratio as
we actively pursue our true line of duty in putting them forth, and decreased in proportion as we neglect them
and allow them to become stagnant in the mind. All men feel that they have power over all circumstances in a
greater or less degree to change or modify them to their well-being, and advantage or neglect and slight them to
their hurt and sorrow.

We do not accept the idea that sensual impression is the only source through which we receive our ideas,
our intuitions lead us to reach beyond the objects of sense, and our spiritual perceptions give a proper and
definite meaning to the terms Mind, Life, Nature, Eternity, Infinity, Almighty, &c., &c., upon these we can
reason as truly and come to conclusions as certain as upon the material objects which we daily handle, and
although their meaning implies a negation of certain tangible existences, or a bounding beyond all visible
material forces and objects, it has nevertheless power to take such a hold upon the mind as materially to
influence our conduct in every respect.

In nothing is this more exemplified than in the science of geometry which lays at the foundation of all the
physical sciences, the foundation of this science is in the mind's ideal, it describes a point as being without
length, breadth or extension—such a thing cannot be produced, it is no sensible or tangible thing, it is nothing
material. It describes a line as a continuation of points, i.e., a continuation of nothings. Yet there is no two ideas
existing in the mind more real than the ideas of a point and a line, and we must accept these ideas which can
only be negatively described before we can proceed to investigate any physical science whatever. There are
three ways in which impressions are produced upon the mind. The first is external and through the senses; the
second, internal, or by spirit impression; the third by the generating power of the thinking sentient being
entering into harmonial relations with both the former sources of knowledge, and thus giving birth to new
thoughts or impressions.

Memory, Mental Identity, Personal Unity, Love of Life projecting into the future, belong to the spiritual
part of our being, they are nevertheless as real and distinctive as the form of the visage, the stature, or the



complexion of any individual, and an idea more distasteful to the well developed human being, than the
destruction of his mortal body, is the annihilation of his mind.

We must therefore seek our development according to the laws of our nature operating within us in
harmonv with the laws of nature operating without, a true and rational love of self in harmony with fraternal
man, as also the harmonization of the desires, instincts, passions, and functions of the body with the spirit life
within; for every gift that God has bestowed upon us is intended to be used in the best and highest sense our
judgments can dictate, and not abused or neglected, which converts them to evil and a curse. Every ardent and
longing desire of our true nature is destined to receive its fulfilment if free from the misdirected influences of
sensual passion or perverted instinct.

Through the triumphs of our mentality we find ourselves the apex of all created beings on earth. We do not
assert that this world is a state of trial or probation by which our future destiny is for ever irrevocably fixed; all
we affirm of it is—This is our birth-sphere we came into, being here; and we pass hence to still higher states of
existence, of which we see not the end, and cannot fully conceive the extent of the progress.

Progressive Development.
Geology proves the development of the forms of life in a grand ascending scale, from the lowest monad to

man; it is a glorious science' and reveals the wonder-working mind of the Creator. But the highest branch of
science—in short, the science of all other sciences—the master-key that unlocks the mighty casket—is the
science of humanity, its innate laws and its social development ought to constitute our chief study. If this be
neglected, whatever other attainments we may possess, we are yet uncivilised, and in the bonds of barbarism.

Everything of which we cannot trace the cause is to us a mystery; but when our intelligence has obtained a
thorough knowledge of the cause or causes, the mystery disappears. Mystery will therefore always find a place
in the world until knowledge of all causes and their effects are mastered by the intelligence of man; but to what
height will that intelligence lead him as he rises in the scale of being, passing from sphere to sphere higher and
yet higher, ascending towards the fountain of true knowledge, and capable of comprehending all beneath him.
We are utterly unable to prognosticate man's full capabilities in the future; to the Great Father of Life alone is
man's ultimate truly known.

There can be no true use of wealth unless you share it with your neighbours nor true spiritual development
of yourself unless you seek the spiritual development of others, think not to raise yourself in the scale of being
by reading good books and adopting true principles, only let the care of your actions engross your greatest
thought and attention, for by deeds alone we rise, and the truest and purest principles are valueless unless we
practice them.

All nature moves forward in the grand procession of the ages—humanity follows the same law of progress,
the aggregate of the worlds mind never retrogrades—were a band of barbarians to overrun the civilized world
they might kill and slay, and plunder the material wealth in their path but the contest would end in the
destruction of barbarism, which must eventually be swallowed up of civilization—the apparent check would
last no longer than is necessary to overcome the barbarous element by assimulation with the more advanced
civilization—humanity in her progress never retires ignominiously from the contest.

Moral Accountability.
We look upon ourselves as moral and accountable beings, yet there is no department of our nature more

misunderstood and neglected than this. Many think they have fulfilled their moral obligations to society when
they have pointed out their bypath through their own particular church to a sectarian heaven, or got rid of their
accountability by believing that some one else has been made a scapegoat for their shortcomings. True moral
teaching shows us how to control our nature, and act in accordance with the laws upon which our Father God
has founded our being, for to these laws alone are we accountable.

Moral virtue consists in the temperate use of all our natural faculties, as when the whole of our instincts are
governed by reason and we are thoroughly imbued with a willingness to forego self-gratification if it cannot be
indulged except at the expense of the good of others or injury to any part of our being.

Moral and mental harmony is only possible when we have obtained calmness and serenity of mind by
freedom from inordinate care and over anxiety, the isolation of ourselves from society will not accomplish this
mental and moral harmony. This is the abuse of this law, its proper use alone is pursued when, in social concert,
we enjoy life and communicate its enjoyments to others in the best, most complete, and happiest manner
possible.

It is not humility that cries, "Am I my brother's keeper?" What good can I do? It is selfishness and laziness,
or the spirit of self-indulgence speaking from the bottom of a depraved mind alluring its votary to thus sin



against society.
But supineness and indolence are also sins against self in as much as they deteriorate our physical and

intellectual powers, and thus bring ruin upon the fair Temple of our God by extinguishing the fire of omniactive
love which is there enkindled. We must seek to remove all temptation to dishonesty and avarice, to strengthen
the moral faculties by temperate use and proper direction, so as to open a way for the exercise, in the most
benevolent manner, of our moral obligations and our duty not only to our families but to all mankind.

Accountability of Society.
Every human being is an integral part of society, and his weal or woe, his peace or misery, is bound up in

the bundle of social union, if the individual acts not upon general society for its good, it will re-act upon him or
his progeny to their hurt. God has given harmony to our animal organisation for the performance of our animal
functions, violate that harmony and we suffer, preserve it and we enjoy life. We must build our social fabric
upon the tame principle of harmony in all its parts, or it will be as it has hitherto been, an ill-success and a
disgrace to a world of rational beings.

As man must suffer when he by vicious actions deranges his animal functions, so must society suffer while
they tolerate the possibility of vice arising from the existence of poverty and ignorance, these causes of discord
must be removed, or 'tis vain and against all natural law to expect either a Golden Age or a Millenium.

No individual creates entirely the circumstances that bound his moral liberty in this life, for these the
collective body of the community are responsible in the greatest measure and become the chief sufferers, and
deservedly too, for permitting the existence of bad circumstances which it was in their power to remedy.

Every circumstance, whether it be Race, Family, Nationality, Religion, or aught else which prevents the
affections of the individual from embracing the whole of his kind, must of necessity be false and bad, and ought
to be rigidly examined, and the Golden Rule of Right and Harmony found and acted upon for no true
brotherhood of our race can exist unless there be first established Harmony of sentiment, in the absence of all
disparity in our social condition, and for the want of this not only every single individual but society in its
collective force is responsible.

Habits.
Our habits are the strongest power that bind us, in many minds much stronger than convictions; when

firmly fixed, convictions cannot act directly upon them and uproot them; when bad and pernicious, nothing can
effectually change bad habits but the substitution of good ones, thus the physical lays at the basis of all
permanent moral and spiritual reform.

Motives.
Motives are not always the cause of action, they serve rather to give character to our actions than to compel

them, they enable us to judge whether the action be good or bad according to the character of the motive the
self interested feeling impels to action, and being living and sentient beings our nature is to feel free and justify
our acts by reference to the purity of our motives.

Conscience.
Conscience is a faculty of the mind which requires directing and cultivating as do all our other faculties, for

its healthy and vigorous action it depends not upon one organ or group of organs of the brain but upon the
concentrated power and free operation of all our higher faculties, we may be so misdirected as to cause us to
have conscientious scruples at variance with the most fundamental laws of our being. Conscience can only be
properly directed, when our law of what is right and proper is fully known and practised, when this takes place
external law in all human society may perish from the earth. Man will have become a law unto himself.

Freewill and Necessity.
Man possesses freedom of will or choice in a limited degree; his will is bounded by necessity and fixed by

the general tendency of his nature or disposition; he cannot carry out what he wills if beyond the limit of his
power; he can, by industry and perseverance, substitute one class of circumstances for another; and he moves in
the right direction when he changes inferior or bad circumstances for superior or good ones.

Sometimes our will is the result of our feelings, at other times the result of our convictions; these,
separately or combined, influence us to action, and may be termed voluntary; at other times we act from mere



habit or impulse. This may be termed involuntary action, as the predisposing cause lays more remote; but
whether the cause be Feeling, Conviction, Habit or Impulse which induces our will, when we make our choice
and fix our desire we form our will.

Common Sense.
Common Sense is only the average of the world's intelligence, prevalent in the market-place and at the

corners of the streets, blown forth by the popular lecturer and preacher, or paraded in the columns of shallow
newspapers, received without being tested by reason or justified by experience.

Your votary of Common Sense takes nothing upon its own merit but judges all by the standard of his own
predilections.

Common Sense is shaped by the prevalent fashion of thinking, and worn as a garment to hide our
nakedness of mind, when the popular voice shall have shaped out a new garment of Common Sense the
common sense of this age will be thrown aside as old rags and the now one worn in its stead.

Right and Wrong.
The discovery of what is right and wrong is not always the result of reasoning, it is of times the result of

our intuitive sense or preception or conviction which we cannot help feeling to be the impress of a spiritual
intelligence. Eight is obedience to the highest dictates of our understanding, and wrong disobedience to those
dictates.

No man willingly does wrong for wrong doings sake, he only persues a criminal or wrong course because
in his ignorance he conceives that such a course is most calculated to render him happy, for happiness is the
pursuit of all. The intelligent and wise take the right path and enjoy life, while the ignorant and foolish take the
wrong one and don't enjoy it. It is wrong to leave that which we can control to chance or fate, and it is right to
bring the highest amount of intelligence we possess to regulate ourselves and all our affairs.

Temperance.
For an individual to obtain the greatest amount of happiness here upon earth the means of temperately

satisfying all his physical, moral and spiritual desires must be provided by society, and placed within easy
reach, and he must be trained not to run into excess and thus abuse God's good gifts, and sin against himself and
suffer for his folly, or sin against his fellow beings by continuing to consume without rendering a just
equivalent to society, and thus be the cause of suffering in others. The bountiful hand of omnipotence has made
the earth to teem with all that is necessary to man's health and enjoyment if he will put forth his skill and energy
to obtain it. The temperate use of this skill and energy tends to the greatest personal good in promoting the
health and developing the mind, its intemperate use to which some are driven by the absurd usages of society,
robs man's soul of its highest glories, and makes him a mere chattel. The disuse of skill and energy incidental to
a luxurious life makes man a poor, helpless and dependent soulless thing. Temperance is the rational mean
between repletion and want.

All our social, moral and physical evils result from a want of temperance, being either the result of
repletion or want, there is therefore no such thing as absolute evil to be found anywhere in the gifts of God. In
its nature evil is contingent, being either the abuse, or entire disuse of what is really good. Therefore, evil not
being a natural pro duct but an abarretion of nature—when all have become natural, and rational, evil will
cease, and, furthermore, we may justly infer that evil is not necessary to the production of good, nor is
temptation necessary to prove virtue.

For virtue is a rational, temperate and faithful obedience to the laws of our nature, its opposite vice a
disregard of, or acting contrary to those laws.

Wisdom.
Many fall into the error of confounding intelligence and under standing with wisdom; they are not to be so

confounded.
I define wisdom as the apprehension and practice of truths relating to man's happiness and progress by the

fullest and best development of the totality of his powers. Knowledge and under-standing are not good in
themselves; to sanctify them to our good, we must possess wisdom to discriminate and practice what we know
and understand. Ignorance is the fruitful cause of all our vices. These vices once established in our habits,
knowledge and understanding cannot uproot them. We require the superior power of wisdom acting through our
knowledge and understanding to enable us to conquer. Selfishness bars the path of true wisdom as effectually as



ignorance. Intelligence without wisdom only renders us more powerful for evil. Unless wisdom governs all our
actions, our moral nature will reap naught but barren and unfruitful results.

Education.
The education of the human being commences at the hour of conception, and continues till birth through

the organization of the mother—how important then that the maternal condition should be made the most
favorable for the development of a justly balanced organization.

The science of educating the human being after birth is one of the most important, not so much to teach him
what to think, but how to think and act so as to secure to himself the greatest amount of wisdom and happiness.

Every faculty of body and mind requires education, if that education be false the consequences are
discordant and productive of misery; if true they invariably result in harmony and happiness. We must study the
physical, moral, mental and spiritual peculiarities of each pupil, so that unnatural peculiarities may be
corrected, moral difficiencies made good, and physical malformations altogether avoided or rendered harmless,
for mental and physical peculiarities can only be overcome by effectual education or the continual operation of
counteracting circumstances, fostering and encouraging the good, and restraining the defective qualities or
quantities of our temperament and organization, thus you will perceive that training and intellectual
acquirements, coming from without, do not constitute the sum of true education, they only furnish a part of the
means of obtaining it. True education bears its fruit from within. It is true development of soul. Physical
education, or the development of our bodily powers, constitutes the basis of true education, for our mental and
moral nature cannot be kept in a healthy condition unless due attention be paid to physical exercises. To
cultivate the physical to the neglect of the mental and moral is to give man the education of a beast of burthen.

To neglect the physical and overtax the mental may produce the weathered husks of book-worm learning,
but never the halo, green, vigorous plant of fruit-bearing thought.

To under-educate man physically we need not altogether neglect his sensual feelings and desires: we need
only to teach him as men do monkeys—by imitation—failing to show him the virtue and happiness arising
from the rational use of his natural powers.

False or over-education is produced when the mind is so mis-directed as to throw too much restraint upon
the natural feelings and desires, hiding or suppressing all natural propensities, over-riding poor human nature
until she sinks and dies beneath the hoofs of a vile and inhuman fanaticism.

The popular motive for educating the coming generation is too low; it's mere end is the mitigation of the
amount of crime, in order to save the expense of punishment. Higher ground than this the Harmonialist
occupies. His aim is the development of the human soul to the full extent of its capabilities, producing an effect
that shall carry its consequences into eternity.

Science of Society.
Mankind have collated their facts in the different departments of science, and formed those glorious

monuments of intelligence and art which are the wonder of our age, while to himself and his social relations
man has been utterly neglectful; as if God designed all nature should be understood and improved, man alone
being left in darkness and barbarism to prey upon his fellow men, finding his type among the savage beasts of
the forest, whose perfection in many respects he has net yet reached.

The grand reason for this neglect has been the bigotry and arrogance of social and religious systems, which
having once marked out their course of thought and practice, have declared their claim to perfection, and
strenuously opposed all innovation. But the Almighty Father of the law of progress has declared against all
such human arrogance, for by the hand of time, the greatest of all innovators, the institutions of mankind are
sapped to their very foundation, dissolved by the sun of righteousness, and burned up by the divine fire of man's
wisdom and intelligence, when from their ashes spring up higher and nobler systems of knowledge and belief,
the bad alone perishes utterly—over the eternal good and true death hath no power. Humanity in her convulsive
efforts to be free oft brings partial disaster and ruin, as when the institutions of man bind the yoke of bondage
so tight round men's souls that goaded to rebellion they seek by sudden revolution and bloodshed to accomplish
that which time and human industry alone are destined to achieve.

We may admit that the present state of society among the Anglo Saxon race is a great improvement upon
many which have gone before it, yet is it fixed upon no true scientific basis; its laws and its usages are alike the
result of empiricism; its law makers and its politicians the most misohievous of all quacks; see how many
hundreds of years they have labored at their class legislation; and with what result? Not even among them nor
in any country under heaven, nor any society existing on the face of the earth, could a perfectly harmonial being
be produced; the clash of contending interests, the proximity of vice and selfishness; under the sanction and



protection of villanous and deceitful laws, tend to perpetuate evil and would nullify the teachings of the most
divine teacher that ever appeared on earth.

Man is a social being, and cannot be happy to the full extent of his capabilities while alone, he must dwell
in society, but not altogether for himself—he has no true interest apart from the interests of the whole.

Individual interest as pursued in the present state of society cuts asunder every tie that binds man to his
fellows, and sends him isolated and grovelling after his own ends. He cannot love his neighbor as himself so
long as his neighbor remains his inferior in the social scale, or possesses an interest at variance with his own.
He cannot be truly pious, for true piety seeks the good of others rather than its own. He can find no true
outgoings for his own self-love, for even that finds its true sphere in administering to the good of others. He
cannot foster the spirit of self-sacrifice which leads men to place the general welfare of the community above
their own good and personal gratification. In finial he must seek by his intelligence to bring about a state of
society superior in every respect to the present, a state of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity before he can fully
understand these truths and practice that divine precept—"love thy neighbor as thyself"—which implies that we
show it by our actions in not refusing to share with him on equal terms, all the blessings showered upon our
world by time Father of Providence.

False Estimate of Worth
Personal wealth is a hideous demon in the path of spiritual progress. It has placed the rich where the wise

ought to have been in the conduct of public affairs, competition has given the low-minded, acquisitive,
secretive organizations every facility for absorbing the greatest share of the good things of this life, and there is
really no barrier in our present insane social condition to prevent these neglected and unscrupulous children of
nature from pursuing the full bent of their mind, or stay the best things in this life from passing into the hands
of the worst of men; even many of our rulers, standing on the pedestal of wealth, furnish the worst specimens of
our race, and yet we honor them, while the generous, large-hearted, benevolent, well-balanced human being has
to put up with the worst, if he has not to go about in absolute want and misery, passing out of this life forlorn
and neglected.

Every attempt to patch up the present state of inequality must prove a failure, for so long as such pernicious
practices prevail and mammon rules in mens hearts we can only shift the evil not destroy it as we ought.

Harmonial Method of Action.
All precipitate action must be avoided in our social changes towards a pure harmonial state of society, the

beauties of which seem so attractive and the advantages so great; fear of want and prospect of ease and
abundance will drive or draw men into a trial of a new state of society who are utterly unfit to enter into it, and
indeed if these be the only motives that load them to adopt our usages—alas for our success; avarice,
selfishness and ravenous greed will follow in their wake, marring our harmony; the secret of our success gone,
discord and disolution ensues. The feeling we have of our mental and spiritual wants, the hope that inspires us
with a glorious future for the race and leads us to be willing to sacrifice wealth, ease, comfort, honour; and all
men count most dear to gain our object—the good of all without personal distinction, must be our leading
thought. Now, men and women are excited to labor by the hope of personal gain. Then they must be rendered
harmonial, and labor for the public good, their personal health and green vigor of mind will be preserved as
they pursue virtue instead of gain.

Things to Be Avoided.
We must not follow the example set us by Christian teachers who do not try to make their hearers lives

conform to the precepts of Jesus, but do their utmost to make His precepts fit to the lives of their hearers, thus
producing a worse condition than ignorance—stupid sophists, vain and puffed-up, inaccessible to reason, yet
laying claim to the greatest amount of humility. Poor deluded souls, they ought to excite our greatest
commiseration. All human law should be kept inviolable so long as it remains law, and any under-mining,
over-riding, or evasion of laws enacted by the supremo authority (the aggregate intelligence of the people)
ought to meet with our utmost condemnation.

"We must avoid the vital error of making laws for the government of mankind in society contrary to
Nature's laws, fixed by the Eternal. Our reason for this is based on the fact that all the laws of Nature in and
around us are not the result of an unintelligent force: they are the speaking voice of the ever-living, omnipresent
God instructing us in the path of duty and obedience.

When we see the evils of Riches or Poverty, Gluttonous Luxury or Destitute Want, Unhallowed
Extravagence or Starving Misery, Pampered Ease or Over-wrought Physical Power,—men who have hewn



their way through forests of human beings or plunged through oceans of blood and tears to power—or men
who, in the ditch or on the dunghill-pallet of straw, breathe out their last sigh of misery in this life—we feel
inclined to turn round upon the author of all being and demand, Why hast thou made us thus? But our divine
philosophy comes to our aid—checks the impious thought and points out the harmonial narrow way of
happiness lying between these evil extremes: 'tis the way of wisdom, a pleasant, flowery, and a peaceful path,
leading direct to the higher mansions of our Father God.

Things Aimed at by all True Harmonialists and Recommended
for the Consideration of all Candidates for Aurelia.
• The annihilation of the debasing circumstances of caste, arising from birth or profession.
• The destruction of all social distinctions arising from the possession of wealth.
• To abolish all more capitalists or landed proprietors who live by the industry of others, without rendering

an equivalent to society for what they consume, and to invest in the whole what is monopolized by a few.
• To abolish all standing armies as organised bands of ruffians dangerous to liberty and promotive of

indolence.
• To abolish the profession of Lawyers, and entirely remodel that of Physicians, and place under strict

surveillance all those who can by any possibility reap any advantage from the vices or misfortune of
society.

• To abolish the order of Priesthood under every form, however modified, and all whose trades are fostered
by ignorance and human creduility.

• To abolish all personal retainers and servants except what are necessary to the sick, the infirm, infants or
insane persons.

• To reduce the number of merchants, and prevent them from acquiring for themselves more than average
abundance.

• To give free scope to the physical and intellectual capacities of both men and women.
• To give woman, who is naturally industrious (by education and occasion), her true sphere of action,

instead of allowing her to remain a slave to man and a devotee to the Goddess of Vanity.
• To remove every barrier (beyond the pale of consanguinity) to marital union, and make affinity of soul

the only cause of marriage.
• To bring those who indulge in selfishness and acquisitiveness into contempt.
• To secure the impossibility of any one being indebted to any but the general community.
• To teach all to drink at the fountain from which springs the true Elixir of Life.—Temperance in all things.
• To give the true Philosopher's Stone—contentment in all things under a perfect equality of material

wealth, and full intellectual advantages to all.
• To save the time spent in acquiring useless knowledge, studying dead languages, obsolete customs and

the like.
• To save the time spent in absurd legislation and personal or party debate.
• To save the time and money spent in bringing from afar what can be produced at home.
• To save the time and money spent in constructing works of no utility to man—vain monumental

structures, cathedrals, churches, chapels, etc., and to direct the same into the channel of education that the
rising generation may be raised to a life of harmonial holiness.

• To teach the true method of loving our neighbor as ourselves, and to show Christians how it is done, they
having spent nearly 1,900 years in talking about it and still don't know how to practice it.

FINIS.

Prospectus of the Aurelia
Co-Operative Land and Labor Association.

It is designed by the formation of this Association to unite the scattered individuals holding the principles
of the Harmonial Philosophy in one common brotherhood for the amelioration of their earthly condition, and to
put forth a concentrated effort for the effectual solution of that which so much agitates the industrial classes of
the present day—the Capital and Labor Question, combined with the science of social harmony.

In confining this Association exclusively to individuals imbued with the leading principles of the
Harmonial Philosophy, the projectors feel convinced that under no other condition is entire success possible; as,
thereby, they avoid the great bane of social intercourse—the strife and bickerings of sectarianism and religious
animosities—and found a community free from individual, selfish antagonisms, and devoted to progress and



self-sacrifice; whose aim is not merely secular advantage, but a higher and holier development of humanity,
that shall carry its effects into the future, as well as the present, sphere of our existence.

Our design is to purchase and occupy about four square miles, i.e., 2,560 or more acres of agricultural land
of the best quality, in one block, adjoining a large area of common or grazing land—say 10,000 acres in all—in
any of the Australian colonies or New Zealand (as may hereafter be decided), the whole to be cultivated and
wrought jointly for the benefit of the Members and their families, and on which shall be erected according to
plans which are being prepared, dwellings sufficient to accommodate 100 families with central Lyceum
buildings, workshops for various trades, storehouses and out-buildings—site to be chosen, pioneer company
organized, and operations to commence when £1,000 of capital is subscribed.

For the guidance of all intending members, and the harmonious working of the internal arrangements of the
Association when in operation, a code of Rules and Regulations are also being prepared based upon the most
liberal and advanced principles, which will be submitted to the Central Committee for their revision and
approval, and afterwards placed in the hands of applicants for membership, who, having first filled in a form of
application, which shall be submitted to them, and then made themselves well acquainted with our rules, their
examination shall follow, and their affiliation or rejection finally declared.

Your projectors have much pleasure in announcing that in defiance of the popular prejudice of the age,
which withholds the natural rights of one-half the human family—they will consider female members on a
perfect equality of right with their male members in every respect.

It is also designed to admit the children of all Members of the Association, natural or adopted, free of all
charges, and who shall be entitled to receive a thorough harmonial education, all the necessaries of life, and a
trade or occupation suited to their taste and capacity, with the privilege of becoming full Members of the
Association at the age of 18 years free of cost.

It is intended that the amount per share contributed by each male head of a family shall be £100.
It is also proposed to admit single men between the ages of 20 and 40 years at a charge of £50; Single

women at a charge of £25; widows with children at the same amount with an additional charge of £5 for each
child; but should the children of widows on entering be adopted by Resident Members of the Association no
charge whatever will be made for them.

It is also intended to admit as Members individuals above the age of 50 years upon payment of the sum of
£300 to a life interest, who shall be exempt from manual labor and entitled to all the privileges of the Resident
Associated Members in every respect.

Provision will also be made by which Members unable to contribute the full amounts as stated above will
be able to enter in limited numbers, and afterwards liquidate their deficiency by a method plainly laid down in
our rules.

We intend also to establish means by which the poorest among our brethren can, by a small weekly or
monthly contribution, be placed upon our list of members and fully affiliated as associates so soon as the
Association can utilize their services without injury to the general interest of the associated brotherhood. We
also know it as a fact that there are among the admirers of our divine philosophy men of pure benevolence and
considerable means who would gladly avail themselves of the opportunity to assist their poorer spiritual
brethren in obtaining a position among the inhabitants of our AURELIA, so that no true-hearted harmonial spirit
need despair of entering into our superior and lovelier condition.

We would thoroughly impress upon the minds of all devoted to our principles that the money consideration
is not a matter of the greatest moment with us, but the suitableness and efficiency of the individuals applying
for admission as Members; to secure such our formula of examination must necessarily be strict, so as to secure
us from the peril of individuals with misdirected minds or pernicious habits, and false brethren.

It is also our intention that the full advantage to be derived from the most recent improvements in
machinery for cultivation of land or manufactures, be taken advantage of by us, and purchase of such be made
in any of the markets of the world to which we can have access, so as to reduce to a minimum the hours and
fatigue of labor, at the same time producing an abundance of the necessaries and even luxuries of life for home
consumption as well as for commercial purposes and exchange.

Our Members will be required to renounce all private trading and competition, and determine that no
private store, public-house, hotel, or boarding-house, shop, or any other huckstry, fixed or moveable, shall find
a place within the precints of our Aurelian Estate to carry on any traffic whatever; our buying and selling being
carried on solely by those Officers appointed for the purpose, and who shall reap no personal benefit or
advantage except such as may accrue to every other Member of the community. That all will observe the
utmost economy in the production and consumption of all the materials necessary to the health, comfort, and
well-being of every individual Member of the Association. And that, for the higher development of our spiritual
nature, there shall be provided, at the common cost, ample means for educational improvements, both for
young and old, together with the means of recreation and amusement, to cheer the life and lessen the wear and



tear of humanity incidental to the present sphere of our existence.
Also, that the best and most advanced teachers in educational and scientific matters shall be obtained by us,

that the intelligence of our community may keep pace with the progress of the intellect of the age in which we
live.

That our Library shall contain the best Books, and our Lecturers the highest amount of knowledge in their
several departments, so that ignorance, plethoric riches, poverty and crime of every description, may die its
natural death, and bright intelligence, and sound moral habits reign triumphant. Our children, being removed
from the unholy example and contaminating influences of an uncivilised and mixed society, shall grow up in
wisdom, intelligence, truth, purity and industry.

It is with confidence that the projectors of this Association appeal to their Spiritual and Harmonial brethren
for the accomplishment of this their most earnest desire. We owe no apology to the rest of mankind for leaving
them out of our programme; if they cannot fully agree with us let them follow out their best intentions for social
improvement by some other means; our AURELIA shall stand as a beacon on a hill lighted by the spirits of the
great and good who have left their mark upon all by-gone ages of the world.

It is by no means intended to enter into any compact which will tend to trammel the mind or restrain full
liberty of thought in any of our Members. Means will be provided by which the benevolent desires of each and
all may be in some measure carried out in the most efficient manner towards reforming and blessing mankind
by freeing them from the bondage of poverty, ignorance, and vice of every description, and our Members will
find that instead of their usefulness being lessensed it will be tenfold increased for good in any direction they
may choose to exert it, for what it would be impossible for the isolated individual, struggling alone with the
world, and the cares of a family, to accomplish, the concentrated effort of harmonial and kindred minds will
easily effect.

Ours shall be no state of cloistral or monastic seclusion; and while we avoid the beastly polygamy of old
Judaism and Mormonism, the promiscuous intercourse of Agapemonists and self-styled social science men, the
unnatural and debasing acetism of monks, nuns and shakers, we will maintain in purity our family relations,
waging effectual warfare alike with poverty, criminal riches, ignorance, idleness, and vice and sin of every
description, until our influence is felt upon the ages. Our rules are few, and easily understoood, and conformity
to them will secure the greatest enjoyment and delight to the harmonial mind, and the most perfect health of all
cur intellectual, moral and physical faculties, thus promoting the growth and development of our spiritual
nature.

It is not our intention, as an Association, to attempt by coersive measures to overturn or destroy the
political institutions, or social order, of any country, much less that in which we shall be located, but to render
obedience to its laws so long as they shall remain the general expression of its inhabitants; nor seek to change
these laws by any other than by the power of truth and right, and for which purpose "the weapons of our
warfare are not carnal, but spiritual—mighty through God" (whose agents for good we are), to the building up
of a social temple in which He shall ever dwell as our Supremo Ruler seated upon a rational throne.

We see with pity the actions of the ignorant and misdirected Communists of France, the almost futile
attempts of the International Society of Europe; the throes and struggles of the long pent up in ignorance and
down-trodden agricultural laborers in England; and the world-wide groans of oppressed and poverty-stricken
humanity in all nations—and we say surely the hour has come for man's redemption. Let our thoughtful
brethren lay these things to heart and speak out by their actions—BEHOLD we have found the secret of the long
hoped for Millennium. It is the right path through life,

WALK YE ALL IN IT!
Forms of Application for all desiring to become Members, can be had of the various Secretaries, whose

names and addresses will shortly be published; and when filled in according to directions and returned, an
examination must be passed, and should the applicant be found eligible a copy of the Rules for Internal
Management and Order will be placed in applicant's hands, to which free and full consent must be given before
their final affiliation as Members, and they are allowed to subscribe towards the funds as shareholders entitled
to the benefits of the Association.

Published by the Provisional Committee.

Robert Wood, Chairman.
R. F. Cunningham, Secretary.

Thames, New Zealand.



Form of Application to be Filled in by Persons Desiring to
Become Members of the Aurelia Co-Operative Land and Labor
Association.
Names of Applicants and Family. Age. Where Born and Nationality. General Health. Trade or Profession. Early
Religious Training. Education. Read. Write. Arithmetic. Other Acquirements. How long an adherent of the
Harmonial Philosophy. What phases of Faith passed through during past life. In what Occupatior you would
like to be engaged. If ever addicted to any vice, and if you have outgrown it. If able to contribute full amount at
once, or by Instalments. State motives for Making this Application. To The Secretary Of The External Council.
I present myself as above stated for Membership in your Association, (Signed) Address

Sunday Evening Lectures.
From the "Castlemaine Representative" of the 7th September.

[XXX].
The following lecture was delivered in the Mechanics' Institute on Sunday evening last, by G. C. Leech,

Esq.
THE maniacs of the old world are at each others' throats again. Three hundred thousand Prussians, with

their backs to the Rhine, and the yet more numerous legions of France, hurrying across the plains of Gaul, are
making ready for another vulture's feast in Europe. In a little time, vineyard and meadow, level and hill-side,
will be incarnadined with blood. The prospect is one which must make every friend of humanity shudder. Is
there no hope of peace in this dire extremity of Europe? Surely, yes: for a Council of the Fathers of
Christendom was seated in eternal Rome ere the shock of battle began. Six hundred successors of the Apostles
of Jesus, long met in conclave, gave forth their utterance before the strife began. Let us hear with hushed breath
that which will still the voice of war. The great Council of Christendom, on the advent of battle, whilst even yet
its sound is in their cars, has propounded for the expectant world the dogma that an epileptic old man is
infallible! With such a startling anomaly before us, it may not be uninteresting to some to learn how the simple
Bishop of Rome grew into such proportions, and how Christianity has so failed to fulfil its mission of bringing
"peace on earth and good-will amongst men." Early in the fourth century, Constantine the Great, the first
Roman Emperor who embraced Christianity, ascended the imperial throne, and soon after transferred the seat of
empire from Rome to a new city in the East, called ever since after him, Constantinople. After various dynastic
changes, which it would be out of my province hero to refer to, the beginning of a complete severance between
the Eastern and Western Empires took place, A.D. 726. The year before, Leo the Isaurian ascended the imperial
throne and commenced a crusade against the image worship which had almost universally begun to prevail in
the Christian Churches. The respective tendencies to objective or subjective faith depend largely on the
constitution of individuals and nations. To some the former is utterly abhorrent, and others on the contrary are
incapable of the latter. Leo was one of those natures who could not endure an objective worship, which
approached idolatry; and soon after he began to reign an edict was issued for the removal of the images from
the churches. A fierce tumult arose in Constantinople amongst the monks, but it was speedily extinguished in
blood. The image worshippers fled in largo numbers to the islands of the Archipelago, where they formally
consigned Leo to the flames of hell for ever, and exhorted the faithful to rise and expel him from the throne.
Not contented with spiritual arms they organised an expedition and sailed for the Byzantine waters, hut hardly
had they entered the Hellespont before the substantial Greek Fire of the Emperor proved more effective in their
destruction than the supernatural fires of the future against the Iconoclast. The churches of the East were soon
denuded of their images, but the West yet remained to be dealt with; for image worship had extended
everywhere throughout Christendom. Whilst Paganism preserved any of its old power and prestige, a certain
amount of spirituality was retained in Christian worship, but after the demolition of the old faith, the Christians
began to imitate the idolatry which they had them-selves helped to extinguish. Leo's missives commanded less
power in the West than in the East. True, his authority was administered by the Exarchs of Ravenna, but real
power had already begun to pass into the hands of the Bishop of Rome. In years of suffering and danger to
Italy, when the power of the Byzantine rulers was not always ready to sustain their western subjects, the
courage and zeal of the bishops had saved the Italians. Therefore, although as yet not possessed of nominal
power, they had begun to possess much of the reality. The edict of Leo found in the possession of the Roman
See a man not easily to be over-awed, Gregory the Second addressed a scornful refusal to the Eastern Emperor,
declaring that he was intellectually incapable of understanding the niceties of the question at issue. Image



worship, said Gregory, amongst the Pagans was indefensible, because the objects of worship were the unreal
images of demons, whereas the images in Christian churches were the authentic likenesses of Christ, of the
mother of God and of the saints. The exquisite metaphysical distinction I must leave to churchmen. Leo sent a
further and more resolute message, but the unfortunate Exarch only lost his life in attempting to enforce it. An
army now landed from the East, but the undaunted Gregory met force with force, and the Imperial army was
defeated with such slaughter that the Po Was deeply stained with blood. The bishop, however, with some
moderation, still suffered an Exarch nominally to administer rule, but the real power was from that time, and,
thenceforward, vested in his and his successors' hands. At a later period the Pope became a ruler in name also.
The Lombards invaded the Roman territories, which were delivered by Pepin, who consolidated the Papal
power, but it remained for Charlemagne to invest the successor of St. Peter with sovereign, temporal rule. The
history of this investiture is an amusing instance of human credulity. Adrian I presented an alleged donation of
Rome and the adjacent country from Constantine to St, Silvester, the then Bishop of Rome. The story was that
the great Emperor having been cured of the leprosy by the saint, gave him this grant, declaring that for the
future he would content himself with his new capital. Almost every historian, even before the Reformation, has
pronounced this donation to be a forgery; and indeed, it is impossible to conceive how so costly a gift should
have been left in abeyance for some five centuries. However, it is to be supposed that Charlemagne was easily
persuaded, and so the successor of the Gallilean fisherman passed into the position of a temporal prince. From
that time until now the Papal throne has been occupied by many, and diverse pontiffs, Some of them of
blameless life, and self-denying zeal, full of love to God and man, have been worthy the name of successors of
the Apostles. Others, stained with incestuous and abominable lust, full of rapine and murder and all evil, have
hardly deserved the name of men. The crimes and follies of the latter class ran up an awful reckoning, which
culminated in the days of Luther. I have some, but by no means unqualified, respect for the Reformation. I look
upon it as a movement, which on the whole has been beneficial to freedom, but which by no means deserves
unalloyed praise. It certainly struck a blow at priestcraft. With all the mischievous sacerdotalism which still
clings to Protestantism even in its meanest sectarian form, the reformed teacher has no influence over the
consciences of men in comparison with that of the priest of Rome, and so far there has been a gain: but
Protestantism has cast off much of the old system which was good, whilst on the other hand she has retained
much that was evil. The Genevan Churches declared war against poetry and art. Whether in the form of
Puritanism in England, of Presbyterianism in Scotland, or of Calvinism on the continent of Europe, they drove
out genius, and painting and music,—everything that was beautiful in art, so that it became utterly impossible
for them to retain any minds that loved the outwardly beautiful. On the other hand they retained the most
retrograde and insensate doctrines of the old system, such as Tritheism and the death of Deity upon the cross.
Let me resume: In A.D, 1530, the then reigning Pope was requested to convene a General Council for the
purpose of healing the wounds of Christendom, and the members met at Trent, but in consequence of a war
having broken out, the holy fathers fled rather precipitately and it did not fully assemble for deliberation until
A.D. 1545, under the sanction of Paul III. At that Council the hopes of peace were utterly dissipated, as the
Bishops re-affirmed all the Papal doctrines against which the Reformers had protested. No general or
(Ecumenical Council has been held since then until the one recently convened, which was assembled for the
purpose of declaring the infallibility of the Pope. There had long been two floating beliefs not yet reduced to
dogmas—the immaculate conception of Mary and the personal infallibility of the Pontiff. You are aware that all
orthodox Christendom holds the dogma of the miraculous birth of Jesus of Nazareth—that he had no human
father, but that his mother was with child by the Holy Ghost. We Universalists reject the legend, considering in
the first instance that there was no necessity for any such departure from the ordinary laws of nature, and in the
next that the narrative is on the face of it contradictory and unreliable. However, such a doctrine is held by both
Protestants and Catholics, whilst the latter add to the story a further dogma—namely, the immaculate
conception of Mary herself. The reason for this is: orthodoxv teaches that we are all born in sin. Universalism, I
may here add, denies this libel on humanity. We say that the child is born pure; that the soul is at it were a
blank sheet, or which may be written good or evil. If the child is brought up in an atmosphere of crime, dark
and evil will be the superscription thereon. If under wise and loving teachers trained, fair lines will be written
upon it Some will say, "Not so: we have known the children of "pious" parents, who have turned out evil and
unfortunate." I dare say you have, and so have I: the children of the "pious" father who has thwarted and
dwarfed every natural and healthy impulse under the idea of doing God service. I have seen such a father check
a young child with a frown for an innocent gambol, because the day happened to be Sunday, and have heard
such words as, "Have you forgotten that this is God's day?" as if one day were God's above another, or as if that
which was innocent on one day was not innocent on all God's days. Many a pure child has been made a gnarled
and morally stunted thing by being cabined and confined in a religion of dogmas, whilst every joyous impulse
of nature has been trampled down. To return to my theme. Orthodoxy teaches that we are all born in sin, and so
the Catholic—not illogically so far—says Mary could not have beenborn in sin or she could not have conceived



an immaculate son, so the theory was propounded that Mary herself was immaculately born. I cannot, however,
see how they get over the difficulty thus, as they would be in the same dilemma with regard to Mary's mother,
and so on backward, wherever the immaculate conception stopped. However, that belief was not reduced to
dogma until some few years ago, in the reign of the present Pope. At the time it was propounded there was
some little opposition, but it was so easily put down that the Church of Home was emboldened to call a General
or Œcumenical Council for the purpose of declaring the Papa Infallibility. Let me explain that doctrine to you.
The world had long been habituated to the phrase, but that phrase had been variously interpreted, by some as
meaning an Infallibility growing out of a decree of the Pope and a General Council, and by others as growing
out of an enunciation from the Pope alone. The doctrine, however, had not been reduced to a fixed dogma until
the recent Œcumenical Council, when it was duly enunciated, so that now the two infallible beings in our world
are the Pope and the Grand Lama of hibet The priests and votaries of the latter aver
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Sunday Evening Lectures.
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[XXXI].
The following lecture was delivered in the Mechanics' Institute on Sunday evening last, by G. C. Leech,

Esq. Reported by Mr E. C. Martin.
ONE day towards the close of the last century, a man, a solitary man on horseback, was riding along a path

which led through the primeval wilderness of Canada. He wore the uniform of a private soldier of England, and
such he was. He was the bearer of despatches which it was of importance should arrive safely at their
destination, but, failing this, it was of still more importance they should not fall into the hands of the enemy. As
he rode along, some shots from an ambush struck him from his horse, and he was a captive in the hands of his
foes, but no enemy's eye ever read the despatches of which he was the bearer, for the down-stricken soldier
thrust the papers into his wounds, and they were not found by the searchers. He died in agony, concealing his
appalling suffering; and the English commander, in writing home his narrative of the incident, used words
somewhat after this tenor: "When Marcus Curtius leaped his steed into the yawning gulf in the Roman Forum
he was surrounded by an applauding and admiring multitude, but this poor private soldier did this act not in the
presence of an admiring crowd, nor with any hope of after glory or reward, but only animated by the heroic
sense of doing his duty!" What is the meaning of this heroism of life? Whence came it, and what are its uses? I
take it as that God-given quality in humanity which lifts man above—lifts him immeasurably above the lower
creatures. It is that high sense that teaches man that he is not sent into this world merely to live at selfish ease;
that he is not sent here to gratify his sensual appetites; that he is not merely to make himself secure from pain
and peril; that he is not to study how best he can pass with ease and pleasure through this scene of earthly
probation, but that there is something higher, nobler, and grander than personal safety—than personal
gratification—that there is something higher than that which is even more tempting than physical rest—mental
ease. It teaches him that he owes a duty to his fellow-man, to his country, and his God. It was the consciousness
of this sublime principle that made the old Greek poet draw such a grand picture of Agamemnon. When woes
and perils came thick and fast upon him, he felt and endured the present bitter suffering undismayed. He gazed
upon the lightnings of heaven with a smile, and when the thunderbolts fell he looked on with unblanched cheek,
but when the woes came upon his country the great king wept. In all nations, particularly in the instances
brought specially under our knowledge through near association, by history and religious record, we find the
same sublime traces of this heroism of life. Judaism, Paganism, and Christianity have produced manifold
sublime instances. You remember the memorable example of that king whom, to use his own words, God' had
taken from being a shepherd to be a great king in Israel. The hosts of the Philistines were ranged in grim and
serried array, and on the other side were the dismayed and demoralised ranks of Judah. Thrice upon a battle-day
a gigantic warrior came forth, challenging to mortal combat any son of Israel who would confront him. In days
of modern warfare, the quick, sharp shot of a rifle would have brought the vaunt of such a champion to a
sudden termination. Bat in olden warfare, when chief and common soldier fought side by side, and won the day
more by force of arm than by strategy and invention, it was not so. Then the forward step, the unbending front,
and the defiant challenge of some grim and doughty warrior was not unlikely to cause dismay throughout a
whole army. Amongst all the hosts of Judah not one man could find it in his heart to step forth from the serried
ranks to meet the giant in single combat. Rut into the disordered camp came a ruddy-faced boy, who heard with
mingled shame and anger the unaccepted challenge of the Philistine, and strong in a confidence and faith that



grew out of a brave defence of the flock entrusted to his charge, he went forth to meet the Philistine The
stripling youth, armed with five stones from the brook, one of which smote the giant on the temple, laid his
great adversary senseless upon the earth, where he became a prey to his own broadsword. This was an act. of
heroism doubly ennobling, doubly en-during, not only because it gave faith, confidence, and victory to his own
ranks, but in after time and in every age this grand and sublime old story has taught men in their distresses and
nations in their dire extremities, when struggling against superior force, that not always is the race to the swift
nor the battle to the strong. It is this heroism which makes men in the past, though dead, yet speak. You all
know the grand old Roman story of the captive leader of republican Rome, who, when in the hands of the
Carthaginians, was sent with an embassy to sue for peace. His foes drew from him his word of honour—and
those old Pagans could keep their word, too,—they drew from him his plighted word and troth that should the
embassy prove unsuccessful in its mission, he would return with the ambassadors to Carthage. It was a base
bribe that he should speak strongly in favour of peace, and second the efforts of the embassy. There came a
great day in the Roman Forum when the embassy was to have audience of the Senators and people. In plausible
words the ambassadors narrated how well the Carthaginians were armed; what a vast array of veterans they
could muster; how well supplied were their arsenals, and how numerous were their galleys; it was not from
their needs, but from their desire to be at peace and amity with Rome, that they sought for peace. And when the
ambassadors had made an end of speaking, up rose old captive Regulus. Then he told his fellow countrymen
that Carthage was exhausted, that her arsenals were empty, that her ranks were broken, and her galleys few and
rotten. Strike, said he, one swift strong blow, and you have for ever your enemy at your feet. The answer to the
embassy was that Carthage must be destroyed. Then Regulus took leave of his heart-broken wife and children,
though the Romans forbade his going. Look, said they, at the exasperated faces of these men who accompanied
you; if you go back, you go back not only to death, but to torture. Then his wife prayed earnest prayers of
entreaty that he would stay, and his children in tears clung about him. Next the Romans drew about him with
their spears and said he should not go, but Regulus said he would rather fall upon his own sword than break his
plighted truth. So Regulus returned with the ambassadors to Carthage, and as his countrymen feared, not only
to death, but to a death of hideous and protracted torture. Rut Carthage perished and he fulfilled his purpose.
Verily, there is something great in the heroism of life. We need not search British history for examples, for her
pages teem with them. Ours is one of the grandest and highest races, not excepting the sublime old Roman and
Greek. Has not every page of British history a proof that her sons believe in and have lived up to the belief, and
in accord with the heroism of life? Not merely the heroism that will die willingly and bravely on the
battle-field—that is a heroism of a meaner kind, though noble enough and admirable in itself. I do not mean to
disparage the courage of the soldiery of France, England, Prussia, or any other country. I would by no means
disparage the courage of men who confront the serried ranks, and who advance unflinchingly in the face of the
belching cannon, the courage of men who doggedly and calmly step in to fill a gap in a rank that has been made
over and over again by the enemy's fire. But there is a heroism a thousand times higher than this. Cowards to
physical pain are the exception, The very meanest criminal dies with courage. I have seen a score or more of
men in my time die on the scaffold, and one only died the death of a craven, and that man had murdered a
woman. There are men who die in battle who are sustained by the heat and excitement of the moment, by the
presence of their fellows, and by the rallying words of men who have made it a profession of life, and who
know best how to sustain and encourage the sinking spirits of their men. But far higher is the courage and
heroism of the men who have won a country's freedom not on the battlefield but in the dungeon cell. The men
who in dire and troubled time, from riches, honour, and all things that are attractive, have gone to prison and
execution in a good cause. Men who could have had wealth and a high station by a sacrifice of their principles,
but who have chosen the dungeon, the rack, and the scaffold. These are the men with a courage truer and nobler
than the soldier on the battlefield. They have truly exemplified the heroism of life. They are the men who die
for their country, who die for their principles, and their religion. It is the universal and inherent instinct in man
after the spiritual which has developed heroism more than anything else, more than country, more than science,
more than aught else that man has died for, and this, irrespective of the fashion or manner of belief. I think
amongst all the arguments in favour of Christianity, there is not one so weak or so silly as that, which divines
are so fond of introducing, and which we have had here in controversy of late. They say with pride, reasonable
and just pride, that thousands of Christians have died for their faith, but they say it as if there never was another
form of belief for which men had died. Why there never yet rose on earth a faith that has survived a quarter of a
century that has not produced its martyrs. Even Mormonism—and perhaps that of all the forms which human
faiths have assumed of late years is the lowest—has produced its martyrs. Christians have died heroically, and
so have men in every age, in every country, and for every form of belief, who have been called upon to suffer
death and torture for their faith. We have often seen pictures of Christian martyrs. All honour to them—not one
scintilla of glory would I take away from the halo that surrounds the crown of the true Christian martyr. I can
quite sympathise with the spirit of Keble in the opening words of the glorious hymn which runs thus:—



As rays around the source of light,
Stream upwards ere he glow in sight!
And watching by his future flight,
Set the clear Heavens on fire.

So on the King of Martyrs wait
Three chosen bands in royal state;
And all earth owns of good and great,
Are gathered in that choir.

One hurries on and welcomes death!
One calmly yields his willing breath!
Not slow or hurrying but in faith,
Content to die or live.

While some, the darlings of their lord,
Play smiling with the flame and sword,
And ere they speak, to his sure word
Unconscious witness give.

All honour to the true martyrs—not the men, the impracticable and foolish men, who thought it necessary
as a part of their faith to enter and insult the houses of worship where they lived, or who would insist on
receiving death at the hands of those who dissented from them and were more powerful. For such
pseudo-martyrs I have no sympathy. To others all honour I am willing to render, but not to Christians alone.
Judaism has had her sublime martyrs. When Antiochus Epiphanes ruled in Jerusalem and shocked the pious
Hebrews by sprinkling with swine's blood the holy of the holies, he commanded Eleazar, the high-priest, to
offer up a swine sacrifice upon the altar of the Temple. But he refused to the death, though each moment the
alternative of continued torture or escape was offered to him. And one Hebrew matron saw her seven sons slain
before her eyes, and then yielded herself up for execution rather than utter one word derogatory to Israel or to
Israel's God. Martyrdom for faith is neither confined to Christianity nor Judaism. In the ancient realm of China
it is calculated that over a million of souls died for a form of faith there existing when an edict was made for its
desecration. Chinese, like all Asiatics, have a curious fashion of making men die hard. Cruel and frightful are
their inventions to make men die in protracted and acute agony, but their fatalism is equal to arm them against
it. Brahminism has had its martyrs, and Buddhism too. In 1852 there grew up in Persia a faith called Babism. If
we may catch the dying words of its martyrs it was simple and harmless enough. They cried "we came from
God, and to God we will return." Men were cruelly tortured, women were hideously, awfully, painfully, put to
death, and little children were heartlessly butchered. The spectator who narrated the atrocities, a Frenchman,
saw men, women, and children with brands thrust in the gaping wounds in their bodies as they went to death,
patiently enduring the torture and heroically meeting their doom, only crying "from God we came, and to God
will we return." The founder of the faith hung crucified from the walls of Tabreez. The man who had been
hanging along with him said before dying—they were his last words—"Master, are you satisfied with me?" Oh
heroism of life! When Christianity became divided so that the followers of Jesus had the full opportunity of
tormenting each other, in defiance of the principles enunciated by Jesus, there were martyrs on both sides. In
the days of bloody Mary, many Protestant weavers, tailors, and shoemakers, went bravely and nobly to their
death. In later days Catholicism had her martyrs. When the headless body of a Roman Catholic priest was
handed to his friends they saw that all the nails had been drawn from his hands and feet by the torture, but
without affecting his faith. Heard you ever of Joan Boacher. In the days of Protestant Edward she denied the
miraculous conception, and Bishop Ridley was sent to convert her. She had been servant to a lady who had
been executed for denying the real presence—that is, denying that what the baker had made was God Almighty.
When the Bishop addressed her she replied thus: My mistress denied the actual presence in the consecrated



wafer, and you were sent to convert her. She died for her belief, and since her death you have changed your
opinion on that point. Now you come to me demanding that I shall believe that which is against my reason and
conscience. My mistress was burnt to death for a morsel of bread, and I shall be burnt for a morsel of flesh.
Perhaps the time will come when you will change your opinion again. She did die, and died more bravely than
Archbishop Cranmer, who recanted his profession of faith, and when he found his persecutors had resolved to
execute him, whether or no, recanted his recantation. There is a splendid monument to his memory, but they
have forgotten poor Unitarian Joan Boacher. But she will be remembered in the pages loved by those who
honour the heroism of life. Not only have country and religion had their martyrs, but so also has science. There
have been men who have given up ease and honour, and life itself—in so far that their mental exertions and
bodily fatigue have brought them to a premature grave—for science. What should we be but for them? It was
this spirit that made Vasco de Gama round the Cape of Good Hope, and add new and momentous truths to
earth's science of geography. It was the indomitable spirit of perseverance and inquiry that made Flavio Gioja
pursue his experiments, till he discovered what had been long before found out by the Chinese, the secret of the
mariner's compass. Let us draw a picture of another and grander discoverer still. Seated in his study in an old
secluded town of Spain was a man pondering, thinking, and revolving in his mind a mighty problem. But the
learned of the day laughed to scorn the proposition he propounded. This man had thought out and determined in
his own mind as an absolute truth what to the world at that time was a Utopian idea. It is all very well for us
now to view it complacently, and without wonder; it is all simple enough now to us after the fact. But then it
was a daring idea to propound that the mariner sailing westward from the coasts of Europe would at length
reach a mighty continent on the opposite side of the globe. It was a bold thing to tell men in that day that all
beyond was not a waste of waters. What a wondrous thought to men who believed this earth of ours was a flat
plain, bounded by a circular impregnable wall. Bur, in spite of all the world, Christopher Columbus thought out
his plan. He is a man of undaunted courage who will think and set up his opinion in opposition to a present
unbelieving world and all preconceived notions, and doubly brave when he will persist un-flinchingly amidst
buffets, scoffs, and scorns of all around him. He sought the aid of about every potentate in Europe to
demonstrate his problem, but he was rejected, delayed, and put off. At last westward sailed a little fleet from the
port of Lisbon. The three ships went onward and on word, stillon- ward across the awful waste of water, and
soon there was not one man besides Columbus himself who believed in the theory. And at last in each ship
arose murmuring, only stayed a little now and then by their attention being directed to a little floating seaweed,
telling silently, yet surely, of some land beyond. Then there were occasionally pieces of charred timber,
showing as surely as anything could be shown by indirect proof that there were some beings beyond the
horizon, who had at least mastered the art of making a fire. But still was seen nought but one wide waste of
waters seemingly interminable. The words of mutiny rose high and at last the heart of the great chief himself
appeared to be sinking. He only allayed the fears and quelled the mutiny by promising that if they would but
spend one more night in pursuing their onward course, if there was no land in sight in the morning he would
return. But before the morrow's sun had filled with light the eastern horizon, the man on the look-out raised a
cry of land, and the western world was discovered! Surely there is something in the heroism of life? How long
but for Columbus should we have had to wait for the discovery of the new world? One more martyr to science
and we have done. Galileo, after much grave meditation, came to the conclusion that the Ptolemaic system of
astronomy was at fault; that this world of ours was but a tiny unit in space, and that for the centre of our system
we must look to the sun. The sun stands still, he propounded, and the earth revolves on its axis and round the
sun in a given orbit. We live upon no earth standing still, and resting upon some vast fabric, but on a little globe
which is but a tiny unit in infinite space. And for this discovery the Church of Rome put Galileo in the
Inquisition, and made him upon his bended knees utter the lie that it was not so; that it was absurd and
unreliable, and contrary to revelation, and, therefore, heretical and damnable, He uttered the recantation forced
upon him, but as he rose from his knees he muttered, "but nevertheless it moves." Campanella died a violent
death at the hands of Christendom, and as he was dying a priest pressed the crucifix to his lips, and the
philosopher spat on it. Seven times was that man put to the torture for propounding that the number of worlds
was infinite. What do these lessons teach us? That there is something within us that shall live beyond the grave
in everlasting glory. It is the high souled power within that has made men die for their faith, their country, and
science. It teaches us that we have not come into the world for our own selfish ease, merely to gather gold and
silver, houses and lands, for luxury and earthly honour. It teaches us that although life is sweet to all men there
is something more precious than life, if life is only to be kept in dishonour, and by the ignoble surrender of
truth. Therefore I say to myself and each one of you,—Hold fast that faith which thou hast, though friends near
and dear—nay, your very households—may forsake you. Hold fast the truth. Don't surrender any of that which
has come home to your conscience as truth, irrespective of that which is controversial. Let me, speaking as one
of yourselves, recommend you to keep and cultivate this spirit of self-sacrifice. If there are any here who have
too great thought of the cares of hearth and home, cares which are commendable in reason, let me advise you



rot to think overmuch on the affairs of this life but look carefully beyond it. If there are any here who think life
is but an arena wherein they can administer to their loose selfish passions, I would beg of them to consider they
are wasting this life, and though we believe ultimately that all God's creatures will be holy and happy, yet so
long as they in any way retard their own spiritual progress—so long will they retard God's primeval purpose
towards them. Jesus said whosoever shall save his life shall lose it, and whosoever will lose it for my sake shall
save it. That is, he saves it by lessoning the length of his probationary state and loses it in the sense of
lengthening it. Life is no voluptuous dream. Live as though working out your own after glory, and above all
listen not to the promptings of your lower nature.

Tell me not in mournful numbers,
"Life is but an empty dream!"
For the soul is dead that slumbers,
And things are not what they seem.

Life is real! Life is earnest!
And the grave is not its goal;
"Dust thou art, to dust returnest,"
Was not spoken of the soul.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrow,
Is our distant end or way;
But to act, that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.

Art is long, and Time is fleeting,
And our hearts, though stout and brave,
Still, like muffled drums, are beating
Funeral marches to the grave.

In the world's broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of life,
Be not like dumb, driven cattle!
Be a hero in the strife!

Trust no Future, howe'er pleasant!
Let the dead Past bury its dead!
Act—act in the living present?
Heart within, and God o'erhead!

Lives of great men all remind us
We can make our lives sublime,
And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the the sands of time;



Footprints, that perhaps another,
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother.
Seeing, shall take heart again.

Let us, then, be up and doing
With a heart for any fate;
Still achieving, still pursuing.
Learn to Labour and to wait.
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[XXXIV].
The following lecture was delivered in the Mechanics' Institute on Sunday evening last, by G. C. Leech,

Esq. Reported by Mr E. C. Martin.
IN the olden times when the Algerines lorded it over the Mediterranean, those Moslem pirates used to

capture and sell into bondage multitudes of Christian men, and many a father, a husband, a brother or son, torn
from home and kindred, toiled hopelessly in African fields, beneath the burning sun, or at the oar as galley
slaves, labouring under the lash of the task master. To free from this direful slavery those captives, there was
formed in Europe what was termed the brotherhood of the "Redemptorist Fathers." In village and in city, in
field and in hamlet, the heroic and Christian-like members of the brotherhood gathered alms from the merciful
and benevolent, that they might redeem their fellow men from slavery, and soon they enlisted in their numbers
men of wealth who gave bountifully of their gold, or lacking gold, gave their lands which were sold. By these
means from time to time they sent forth their agents to redeem their brethren. These were sublime and heroic
acts; but there are other kinds of slavery, and other bondages than those of the body. There is the slavery of the
soul; and to deliver men from that worst bondage of all, there have arisen, in all ages and all lands, brave and
unselfish men who have rescued their fellow men from political, social and moral slavery. That man who has
helped his brother, and saved him from those evils, who has made him instead of a slave a free man, is in the
true Sense a redeemer of earth. History, we are thankful to say, fails not in any cycle of her ages to present
noble examples of such, and modern history is pregnant alike with exemplars of men, who not only have
delivered their fellow men from bondage, but who have done so willingly at the sacrifice of their own lives; and
if not at all times at the cost of their lives, at the sacrifice of wealth, social status and often good name. In a
period of the history of old Greece so far back that it melts almost, but not altogether, into the region of myth, a
Greek found his nation lawless, without a policy, without any of those great national ties which give strength
and cohesion to a commonwealth. He framed for them a code—stern indeed—and to men of our lineage and
habit of thought intolerable, but good, wise and salutary to the barbarous people to whom it was addressed.
When he had exacted an oath from the assembled nation—that they would observe his legislation until such
time as he would release them from their obligation, he turned his back upon his people and deliberately went
forth to his death, so that at no future time they should be able to exact from him a release from the laws he
imposed. There was too, a time in the history of the great Roman Republic when her people were trodden down
beneath the iron heel of oppression. Though a republic in name it was but an oligarchy ruled by a patrician
aristocracy. In the ruling powers were concentrated, not only all the authority, but also all the wealth, and the
patricians did not disdain to be usurious money lenders to the poor. In prisons deeper sunk than the bed of the
Tiber, languished in the cold of winter and festered in the heats of summer the debtors of the patricians. They
were only led out in time of danger when soldiers were necessary to defend the state. To deliver those men
from their degradation, two patriots arose. They emancipated their brethren, but in emancipating them they paid
the penalty with their lives. As long as the name of Rome lives, the names of the Gracchi will be imperishable!
Those who are familiar with the Old Testament will find a noble example of self-sacrifice in the history of that
man who delivered his people from bondage. Brought up in all the luxury of the Egyptian court, Moses still
preferred to be the deliverer of his brethren, to the riches of Egypt, While the names of great and all-powerful



despots have long since passed away, still stands as an imperishable monument the name of the great leader of
Israel who brought out a great nation from bondage. He was the greatest warrior who ever buckled sword, and
never did earth produce a philosopher so sage: yet his true glory rests not in these, but in the fact that while
there was an eager demand for his talents, where there were riches and honour as a reward, he rather chose to
cast his lot with his oppressed brethren. In later times of our own era, the Swiss patriots were drawn up on their
mountain sides against the serried ranks of Austria with nothing but their courage and their true hearts to defend
their fields and their mountain sides from the arm of the invader. For arms some poor weapons of husbandry
and a few rude arrows were all the patriots had wherewith to defend themselves. The serried ranks of Austrians
were formed in dense array, the men in armour clad, armed with long well pointed spears. The poor feeble
weapons of the Swiss could not break the ranks of their enemies. A Swiss stood forth from his own ranks—he
flung from him the feeble weapon in his hand; with a shout "make way for liberty" he rushed upon the Austrian
spears, gathered a clump of them into his own bosom and fell prostrate. He thus made a breach for his
countrymen, and through it the Swiss broke with irresistible impetuosity—and their country was free. Do not
those men deserve, in one sense at least, the name of redeemers of earth? It would indeed be hard if we could
not find examples in our own country readily. It is rather an embarrassment of riches that perplexes us than a
dearth of great examples, but amidst the great and good we would give the palm to the one who came forth and
risked personal liberty, ease and wealth, and all, to test the great question upon which hung the freedom of
England, and then sealed his testimony with his blood upon the battle field. The name of Hampden will ever
stand preeminent in England's annals. A later example, and the last of this kind we will select, was given on a
grand scale. In the last century a nation, made out of the immigrants from the Fatherland, who had established a
home across the Atlantic, were taxed without choice of their own and without representation. England, taught
by the disasters of the American War of Independence, has never fallen into the same error since. The
aristocracy of England thought that out of the earnings of a prosperous community in a rich country they could
free themselves from the burthens of home taxation, so they taxed the American colonists without giving them
choice or voice in the matter, and there arose, throughout the length and breadth of the land, one long ringing
cry of independent men who preferred death to political slavery. These men failed not to find a leader. George
Washington brought courage, determination and genius to the altar of sacrifice, and his name will live, not only
in the hearts of the people he made a free nation, but in all lands where-ever the spirit of liberty bums and the
soul of genius is worshipped. But there is a bondage even worse than political thraldom and that is social
slavery. We cannot in our country understand the degradation that grows out of social bondage, but those who
have been in India and are familiar with the operation of caste, know full well the degradation into which those
bound down by it are plunged. There one man, differing in no way from his fellow man, as tall, as stout of limb,
as well proportioned, and often in tellectually higher than those who are counted his superiors, is by the awful
result of birth slavery, sunk in hopeless social degradation. Yet India has not failed to produce men who have
risen above this nightmare of perstition, who have striven against it, though with little avail as yet, England has
done many great and noble things for India, She has delivered it from the dreadful rite of suttee, and has
procured increased religious liberty for the people, but that which England with all her courage has not ventured
to attempt—the abolition of caste—the great Indian reformer, Chunder Sen, is now essaying to accomplish—a
man whom the educated of England do not distain to listen to for instruction. He has, at least, laid the
foundation of social and religious freedom in India, if he has not yet brought a vast measure of it about. Him
also I would venture to call one of the redeemers of earth. There has been raised in England a cry for universal
suffrage, that privilege which Britons have won and not abused in these colonies. A great statesman in England
now avers that it is the birthright of the millions of our brethren at home. Yet the man who is morally a slave to
evil habits, the man who spends upon his own selfish indulgence that which should buy bread for his wife and
Children, is not entitled to the exercise of such a privilege. The man who is a slave so base and so lowly has
yet, in order to win his freedom, to show himself worthy of political privileges. He has to be made morally free.
Amongst all the redeemers of earth, those who have succeeded in rescuing men from moral slavery, the true
teachers of the religion of Jesus, carry away the palm. Into the midst of the great Roman populace penetrated a
tent-maker and a fisherman. The vast multitude had sunk into all the three degradations I have named. They
were political, social, and religious slaves. They were a vast concourse of idle, listless, degraded men, who had
no aim in life, and no thought beyond the present. They had not only sunk to the lowest depths of degradation
themselves, but had furnished a demoralising example to other cities of the empire. Every Roman citizen was
entitled to a daily dole of bread, oil, and wine, which, in the climate in which he lived, was sufficient for his
material wants. In addition to that, the consuls and those whose interest it was to purchase the votes of the
citizens, furnished the luxury of a bath, and the sports of the amphitheatre supplied amusement. Thus idleness
was pampered, and all inducement to active and independent life removed, whilst the brutal and savage sports
of the arena blotted out every tender feeling of pity and compassion. They were sensual and debased, selfish,
savage human animals, in whom the spiritual life was almost dead. Inasmuch as man has received immortality



from God we believe the soul can never die—we believe in no such theory as annihilation, but the divine fire
may burn so low and dim that the eye of God only can discern its presence. The tent-maker and the fisherman
addressed themselves to this degraded mass, and to some extent blew up the hardy-living spark into a divine
flame, and if the true spirit—that evinced by Peter and by Paul—if the true spirit of those who carried forth in
the beginning the religion of Jesus had been propagated, instead of metaphysical doctrines and the vain
imaginings of schoolmen, the world would have been redeemed by this time—politically as well as
morally—for no despot could have held iron sway over a people whose minds were clear, simple, and free from
superstition. We should never have heard of the divine right of kings had the teachings pure and simple of Jesus
been spread abroad. The best arm of the despot is the moral degradation of the people who submit to his sway.
If so glorious and so good were the fruits of the teachings of Peter and Paul,—for the fruit was glorious when
they could even partially regenerate a degraded people like the Roman populace—what must have been the tree
from which the fruit was taken? Let me tell you that the power of those men was not derived from their own
inherent force and genius, but from him who was in reality—in the true sense—the Redeemer of mankind. He
brought to his great task, not eloquence, nor what is called genius, nor yet what is still more strange to
assert—personal force of character, but he brought that which has prevailed in all times past, and that which
will always prevail—the irresistible power and force of love. It was this force of love that drew to him the
social outcast, who found in Jesus, though spotlessly pure, a sympathising friend. It was this that gathered to his
feet the sinful women and the degraded men of the time, and if it were necessary to present one man above all
others, who is, par excellence, the redeemer of mankind, the palm might be given to him who was born in
Judea in the days of Herod the King. But, men and brethren, God has many agents. God has wrought out
through men and by men, and not by one man but by many men and many agents, the deliverances I have
enumerated. Theologians will tell us we were born in sin, that there is no good thing in us, that we have no
recuperative power within us, that all the good that is within us is a kind of supernatural presence, that we have
nothing to claim for ourselves, but that what good we have is above and beyond our own nature. We deny this,
and say there is no analogy to this elsewhere throughout God's government, as in everything there is an inherent
recuperative power. Trample with your foot upon a blade of grass and it will gradually become erect again.
Bend down the shrub in the garden and it will still have a tendency to return to its natural inclination. Break a
bone, and it will knit again, gash the flesh, and it will reunite. The same phenomena are presented throughout
the vegetable and animal kingdoms. Then shall it be said that throughout God's universe there is an inherent
power of recovery and that the disastrous exception is in the very highest and most noble part of our being?
Believe it not. In every age and in every land where men have yielded overmuch to the instincts of their
material nature there is within them an inherent power to recover. There are times, no donbt, when the fallen
man begins to despair of restoration. Sometimes there comes upon him shadows like the darkness of the
gloomiest night, when memories of the past come hovering round him in his present hopelessness. At times
when he casts back the eye of his soul upon his past life, and remembers vows broken and promises unfulfilled,
he is cast down and distracted, but nevertheless let no man despair, for he is not yet lost—the inherent power of
recovery is within him. The first effort made, the first attempt to break the bonds that have bound him, and the
worst struggle is over. Each succeeding effort will be more successful than the last and each succeeding
struggle less intense. Sometimes upon the bosom of the shoreless deep, from the ship on fire, or fast sinking
into the stormy abyss, there puts off a frail small boat. The shore is a far off, the storm is high, the danger is
imminent, but do the men in the boat stay to count on the probabilities of some friendly sail appearing and
picking them up? Not so. Hoping and trusting in the future they put away from the side of the sinking and
perishing ship, and mayhap in the end the haven of security is reached. So is it with regard to the moral fight of
life. There may be for a time no prospect of deliverance, but when once an effort is made the next will be more
successful, and whether it be here or hereafter, there is no such thing as final, hopeless, and irremediable ruin I
In every age of earth, there have been men, who like Jesus of Nazareth and his apostles, have been successful
above their fellow men in rescuing their brethren from moral degradation, and let me tell you that neither their
mission, nor their desire to redeem, nor their anxious love, ceased at their death. The great and the good, the
high and the heroic sons of earth, who have counted their own lives as nothing so that they might save their
fellow men, do not, when they pass across the seeming gulf of death, neglect or ignore the world for which they
have done so much. Because this is an enduring fact, we maintain that there is in our world a power to receive
messages of comfort and of light from the great and good departed of earth. For what qualifications was it that
Jesus selected his twelve apostles? When he saw Peter the fisherman at his net, and beckoning to him with his
finger, told him in his own quaint language that he should be a fisher of men, when he called Matthew from his
tax-gathering table, was it for their learning, their eloquence, or their genius? They had none of these gifts.
They were simple Galileans. If they knew anything beyond their own Aramaic tongue it was a little
ungrammatical Greek. They were not scholars. Some will say he called them for their great fidelity, from their
power to comprehend him and his mission. Not so; one of the twelve betrayed him—sold him for 30 pieces of



silver, if the narrative be true. Another basely with oaths denied him thrice, declared he never knew him. None
of them could thoroughly comprehend the deep and hidden meaning of his spiritual teachings. For what, then,
did he call them? Because he discerned in them a certain capacity of being not to be found in other men. He
chose them for their organic fitness to receive spiritual gifts; for their ability to quicken the almost dead souls of
men—men who were vile, evil, and abominable beyond our power to comprehend. When Jesus of Nazareth
saw with prophetic eye the doom that was coming upon him, he gave to his disciples a promise that though
departed from them in the body, he would be present with them in spirit, and his promise was fulfilled. The
disciples, as I have said, chosen not for their genius or eloquence, did become the partakers of spiritual gifts,
and by those gifts they were enabled to allay pain and cure disease, which, until they had the gifts, they were
incapable of doing. Jesus made them the partakers of spiritual powers. Now, most of the Churches of
Christendom say in effect that the days of spiritual gifts have passed away. Rome, indeed, claims to have the
power of working "miracles," as spiritual gifts are falsely termed, but she fails in her proofs. She points to
tear-shedding images and eye-moving pictures, but she cannot heal disease or assuage pain, or receive true
spiritual wisdom. Now, we hold not only that men can be the recipients of spiritual gifts here, and thus help
their fellow men, but that after the physical change called death, the great and good sympathise with us, and are
able also to help the world they lived in and loved. I said a little time ago, if it were true indeed that we should
be compelled to give the palm to any one man who was, par excellence, a redeemer of earth, I for my part
would select Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Mary; but I believe God has not been so niggard of his gifts as to
give him alone as the redeemer of mankind. I believe that in all times and in all lands there have been those,
who by their organic constitution have been more fitted to be media than others, who were able to convey
divine instruction, and heal the sick, and mitigate pain. I feel that the man who in this materialistic age stands
up and confesses himself a disciple of any abstruse doctrine,—one not much understood and still more
uncommonly accepted—subjects himself inevitably to no little scorn and contempt. I do not wonder that what
is called Spiritualism should have been travestied and ridiculed. But I would ask you, whatever you read or
hear, to remember that it is never wise to take a doctrine from the enemies of the system. Let me explain to you
the process of those who set about to receive such communications. Imagine to yourselves some dozen—less or
more—of men and women seated round or at a table. Suppose that they are persons of whose veracity you have
no doubt, who have no earthly interest in deceiving you; some who have wealth and are the heads and
representatives of established institutions, having interest in upholding that which to them is their means of life.
Take it then for granted—for the purpose of explanation—that the circle of persons have no desire or object in
deceiving, but are merely met to investigate the subject. They commence with prayer for wisdom and light
with, possibly, a hymn sweetly sung for the reception of pure and spiritual gifts. Then if you saw written words
of wisdom and counsel, words of admonishment traced by the hands of persons who have no conception when
they write, of what word will next follow, and then find that such communications were such as you would be
glad at all times should be addressed to your wives and children, then I ask you—when you have seen all
this—not to conclude all at once that the matter is true, but that it is worthy of your investigation. I commenced
my discourse by reference to the Algerine pirates and their slaves. Let me conclude with an illustration from the
same subject. An agent went over and had concluded the redemption of a number of slaves, but one remained
for whose ransom there was no purchase money left. With a sorrowful eye and a downcast look he was being
led away, for he had thought that he too would have been redeemed from bondage. The heart of the
Redemptorist Father was moved with pity and compassion, and he gave himself a ransom for the worn and
broken down slave. "How shall I ever repay you?" exclaimed the liberated man. "In this way," was the answer.
"When you return to your home, seek to deliver men from moral bondage,—seek to carry out that which if I
were free I would endeavour to effect; it will not be in your power to save the body, but you can endeavour to
save the soul." If the Father in his self-imposed slavery heard that the man he had redeemed was not carrying
out his wishes, would it not have added to his burthens, and made more bitter the pains of his bondage and
captivity? Now, men and brethren, you who hold faith in orthodoxy, or you who are with us in our nobler belief
would it not be an act of ingratitude, black and gross, on your part, after all that Jesus and the redeemers of the
earth have done for mankind, that you should surrender your nature to that which is sensuous and vile? Fight
strongly against every thing contrary to the wishes and teaching of the great redeemers of earth, and then Jesus
looking upon the world, which he still so marvellously loves, will see of the travail of his soul and be satisfied.
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JESUS OF NAZARETH and his professed followers are at issue upon the elementary ethics of their faith. The
great teacher said with utterance too distinct to be misunderstood, "You cannot serve God and Mammon." His
priestly teachers comfortably assure their disciples that the two services can be consistently and successfully
undertaken. Jesus said, "Blessed are the peacemakers," and also uttered this prophecy, "They that take the
sword shall perish with the sword." The priests and teachers of Christianity in almost all ages, have given their
sanction to war, and have chanted the Te Deum over the slaughtered hetacombs of the battlefield. When Jesus
began his gentle teachings by the lakes of Galilee, the world was sadly in need of some tender faith that
would—in the moral and spiritual chaos that was abroad in the earth—give mankind some faith in the
Fatherhood of God, and abate violence, fraternal discord and wrong, by propounding the sublime principle of
the brotherhood of humanity. To the poor, the true gospel of Jesus—which within a small compass contains
these two sublime principles—the gospel was of priceless value. There was a class in the Roman Empire even
more deplorably outcast than the poor, and that was the slave. Poverty is a bitter trial for human fortitude, but
amidst the worst evils there is a certain consolation in the fact that the man is free. I do not mean to say that
there are not sometimes in this world men and tribes and nations so debased that they will prefer the lot of the
sleek, pampered and well-fed slave to the portion of the striving, struggling free man. Not a few of the old
Hebrews that Moses led out of Egypt yearned in the freedom of the wilderness for the flesh-pots of Egypt. But
wherever there is true manhood there is ever a burning and unquenchable thirst for freedom. Therefore we say
the slave in the Roman Empire was in a worse condition than the poor plebeians, who were free. The African
bondsman or his descendant, who writhed beneath the lash of the cotton and rice planters of the Southern States
of America had, at least, the spirit of rebellion somewhat stifled in his bosom by the reflection that his
oppressor was a white man, and, in many respects, superior to him, but the Roman slave was as fair to look
upon, and often as noble as his master, being taken captive in war. Even the philosophers of Rome thought the
condition of the slaves undeserving of notice. What thrilling tidings then, to them must have been the Gospel
which proclaimed that all men were equal before God, that proclaimed that the meanest slave toiling in the
field, or engaged in the meanest office of the household, was in the eyes of the Infinite Father as deserving of
notice as the Emperor on the throne. The religion of Jesus in early periods brought to those men, in spite of
their bondage, a certain social position. Humanity in all times, and under all circumstances, has a certain
recuperative power, a something that makes men strive to make their condition better. The Roman slaves at an
early date formed themselves into societies in many respects similar to our modern friendly clubs. When any
member died, he received the due rites of burial, and they held little festivities at certain seasons, to participate
in which privileges each person had a right on the payment of a small fee periodically. This association was
barely tolerated; sometimes the masters winked at it, but more frequently the operations were Conducted in
secret. At the festive gatherings each slave brought his little offering, perhaps a little wine, some sweet bread, or
a cluster of grapes. The religious teaching of Jesus at once met the yearnings of these people. The agapæ or love
feasts, afforded opportunities to minister to these desires. Thus for a time the religion of Jesus was a boon to the
poor and oppressed. In these humble gatherings of the church there was taught the sublime principle that the
gathering of houses, lands, silver, and gold, was not the chief end of life, nor that which was most desirable as
the end of our being. We do not mean to affect the fanaticism of saying that in due moderation the acquisition
of what is esteemed of value is not right and justifiable. But we do say that the man who has given up his heart
to those things to the neglect of everything else that is ennobling and good,—who ignores spiritual gifts and
intellectual acquirements, makes a fool's bargain. In the early days of Christianity this principle was enunciated
and practised, and it was doubtlessly for this reason Jesus spoke so strongly. That the teaching of Jesus on the
Mount could not become the every day practice of men we admit. But it was intended that it should form the
great leaven of society. When men wish to carry a great principle in a degraded society, or where the converse
of the principle they wish to carry prevails, it is inevitable that they should proclaim ultra views, and go to
extreme lengths in propounding their doctrines,—then the medium between what they proclaim and what
prevails, will be near the desired mark. After a time the teachers of Christianity began to discover that they
must take with considerable modification the words of their master. He said you cannot serve God and
Mammon. Mammon meant riches. That gloating love for gold which possessed Crassus when he sent his army
to invade Parthia. He failed and the gold he so longed for was poured molten down his throat. On Sunday last I
told you that men deified the forces of nature, and afterwards demonised them. The demon of riches was
Mammon. "Ye cannot serve God and Mammon," said Jesus. Just pause a little. A man ascended the Imperial
throne of Rome who had embraced Christianity and the erst while persecuted Christians became
honoured—their teachers received respect and soon the former things began to change. The Christian churches
that were before empty and unadorned—vacua et inornata—now began to wear the similitude of the pagan



temples. They were hung with purple and decorated with ornaments. Soon wealth as well as honour began to
descend upon the teachers of Christianity, till at last the Chief Bishop put upon his head the diadem of a
temporal prince. In the allegory of the temptation of the wilderness, the personification of evil says to Jesus,
pointing to the kingdoms and principalities of the earth,—all these things are mine, and to whomsoever I will, I
give them. The temptation in the wilderness was thrust aside, but it prevailed in after times, and as wealth grew
the spiritual gifts of the church departed. The church, the nation or the individual who entirely gives up the
forces of the mind to the acquisition of the good things of this life which are useful in due season, but not
beyond, cannot be a recipient of spiritual gifts. Ere the blood of Jesus of Nazareth had dried upon the cross of
Calvary, spiritual gifts descended upon his disciples. They were able to stimulate the exhausted forces of
nature, and arrest disease. The man who acts in this wise is working no miracle; he is merely restoring nature to
herself. One morning at the hour of prayer two fishermen, the companions, jesus, in his teachings and
journeyings in Galilee and Judea, entered the Beautiful Gate and saw a man crippled lying upon the tessalated
pavement of the porch of the Temple, and as he looked up and expected alms, the fisherman said "Silver and
Gold have I none, but such as I have give I thee. In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise stand up and
walk." There was something in the command that made the man put forth an effort, and he did stand up and
walk. I know a clearly anthenticated case of a boy, who, for years of life could not lift up his arm. He went to a
man who professed to have the power of mesmeric influence to heal diseases, and as the boy entered his study
he said, "hold up your hand," and with an effort the boy flung up his arm, and from that moment the paralysed
limb began to increase in strength, till it became camparatively strong and useful. It is not necessary to put these
things in the catagory of miracles which involve a violation of the law of nature. We are in the infancy of art
and discovery, and in all probability the marvellous cures sometimes narrated are actual fact and only brought
about by strictly natural agency. "In the name of Jesus of Nazareth," said the fisherman, "Rise up and walk." It
was from Jesus he had got the promise of that power. It was Jesus whom he had seen work such wonders.
Silver and gold have I none, but such as I have give I thee." It was from the master these spiritual powers
flowed down. In later times a soverign pontiff sat in the Council Chamber of the Vatican, and as he gathered the
bags of Peter's pence collected in many lands, he said to one of his councillors "I can no longer say like my
predecessor, silver and gold have I none!" "No" returned the councillor. "nor can you say with your predecessor
"Rise up and walk!" You cannot serve God and Mammon; yet the churches, Catholic, Protestant, free, and
established are still possessed of the same yearning desire and the same belief that you may give allegiance to
Mammon as well as to God. How agonisingly nervous are the priests with regard to the temporal possessions of
their church. Some time after we had been having our Sunday evening service here, when in the performance of
what I considered my duty I declared war against the main and fundamental principles of Christianity—not the
religion of Jesus, but the corrupted thing called Christanity—when I declared war against the doctrines of the
Trinity, the miraculous conception, the vicarious sacrifice, and eternal punishment; when I declared them to be
fables; God-dishonouring lies—the Clergy of Sandhurst met in conelave to consider what they ought to do I do
not for one moment dispute their right to do as they did; in the performance of their duty they had a perfect
right to act in the way they did. They delegated one of their number for the purpose of refuting our principles
and the brother of the order so delegated delivered three lectures against our tenets. I was anxious to see them,
and had they been convincing in their character, I would not have been ashamed to say so. To my amazement, a
large portion of the lectures was devoted to an argumentation in which it was maintained that the clergy of the
various churches were as much entitled to any emoluments of their profession, as I was to any I might derive
from my profession. We need not go to the sovereign Pontiff or the established Church of England for
examples of the love of wealth. In the smallest and meanest sectaries we find the evident desire to ally God and
Mammon. I do not mean for one moment putting the question on those men's own ground, to deny their rights.
They say surely we who preach the Gospel, who occupy our minds and our time in the service have as much
right to the emoluments we can get as any member of any other profession? Incontestably, if they are both to be
put in the same category: if indeed it is a fact and truth that their purpose and aim is to save men from
everlasting damnation, as a business: if their profession is to be put in the same category as that of the man who
earns his wages in the common business of ordinary life. But would they concede a principle so dangerous to
their own salaries? So much for Mammon. There was another demonisation of the old Syrian faith. Very early
the Mosaic command was given, you shall not pass your children through the fire to Moloch. Moloch was the
god of war, desolating, violating, accursed war. Oh men and brethren it is a grand thing no doubt to read of
battles and sieges, to read how brave men march up the hill side against the serried ranks and levelled guns of
their opponents. Grand to read, no doubt, of glorious charges of horsemen passing amidst the scathing fire of
artillery and still holding on unterrifled. But there is the other side. There are those who shrink and shudder
from the danger. Let me tell you there are many mean things done in battle as well as heroic deeds. It is not all
glory and grandeur. I heard a British Officer assure me that in the very height of the fight at Inkermann another
officer higher in rank than himself, slunk out of the order of battle under the pretence of assisting to carry a



wounded man away. These details are hushed up, and you only hear of the gallant charges, the heroic sortie, the
noble defence, or the un-daunted courage of those who join in the forlorn hope. The blackened corpses, the
ruined dwellings, the outraged women, the widowed wives, and the orphaned children are talked about as little
as possible. But all these things belong to war. And of this horrid war Moloch was the ruling demon. He was
fabled as being pleased with torture and bloodshed. Women forgot their mothers' instincts and passed their little
children through the flames, their pitious cries being drowned by the beating of drums. Moloch is not thus
honoured now, but he is on a grander scale; he is now propitiated by bloody exterminating wars. The early
Christians would not fight in the battles of Rome. I do not say they were right. If our land was invaded I say it
would be the duty of every man to stand up for his country and his home. But these men had some truth on their
side. The combats were more frequently between rival claimants for the throne than for home and country, and
while the rivals were fighting for the throne, the bar-barians encroached. When the Emperor became a
Christian, Rome sot up a new banner. The Cross of Christ was the standard by which men were led to slaughter
and violence. The Church thought they could make an alliance with Moloch. It was to Moloch—though under
another name—that a million of so-called Christian men were offered as they strewed their bones over the
eastern plains in the wars of the Crusades. It was to Moloch that men slaughtered the captive Saracens in the
name and to the honour of Jesus; and it was to Moloch that bishops, priests, and deacons have chanted hymns
of praise in honor of carnage and the thing called glory. But that which the Church has failed to do, collective
humanity is doing. The wretched, effete, inert thing called Christianity has left the field open to true humanity.
No section of churchmen have set their faces against bloodshed and war. Elihu Burritt was no orthodox
Christian. The first man who over set his face against warfare was an obscure man from the backwoods of
America. He was afterwards honoured by a high university degree, which he won by his own indomitable
industry. Yes, Dr Worcester attained to manhood without hearing a Christian teacher. Having borrowed a bible,
by his own intuitive knowledge he arrived at unitarian Christianity. I am bold to say that if you could make the
experiment of educating 1000 persons without allowing' them to be indoctrinated with orthodox ideas, and then
place the bible in their hands, not one of them would arrive at the conclusion that there was such a thing as the
holy trinity, or the vicarious sacrifice of Christ. He declared against war, and was the founder of the peace
society, a society which may, to some extent, still be despised, but so also was Jesus of Nazareth. The New
England Channing, held in reproach by every orthodox preacher, raised his voice against slavery, which is the
sum of all human selfishness and villany. The orthodox party justified slavery by quoting the Bible, and there is
no doubt that that system of villany can be justified by the Bible, But in this, as in many other instances, we
have to appeal from the Bible to the Book of Nature, against those who would make slaves of men and women
too. It has not been your church meetings in England nor the Œcumenical Councils at Rome which have
wrought the great benefits for mankind, but the conferences of true-minded men. It is the free-hearted, pure
minded men that have been the great reformers, though it should have been the office and heritage of
Christianity and its teachers. These men of free thought and liberal minds have been and are doing what the
professed heads of the Christian Churches have so shamefully failed to do. But the days of Moloch and
Mammon are at an end. The systems of the past are fast fading away like the intangible visions of a dream. As
surely as God is, and as surely as truth will prevail over error, so surely will the day come to pass when the
existing systems of Christianity will pass away, and perish in ignominy and contempt—They will perish
hopelessly and for ever, but from their ruins will arise a more glorious condition of things. Out of the darkness
will spring light; out of the chaos, order and beauty; from the old things passed away a new order will arise, like
the phœnix of fabled story which springs more transcendant from the ashes of its conflagration.
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THE fable about the "Divine Right of Kings" did not begin with the Stuarts of England. It was heard of
many ages before our British ancestors left off living on acorns; long before the young colonists left their
Etruscan home to found young Rome, and long before the day when Saul, looking for his father's asses, found a
prophet to anoint him king. The Divine right began to be thought of not many ages after the first hunter upon



the Syrian Plains had persuaded his fellows to set him up as king; and ever since it has existed in some form or
other, bringing no small fatuity to kings, and no small amount of woes to the people. Upon the face of it, to any
philosophical mind, this doctrine is absurd in the extreme. The idea of old, grave, and reverend men, and strong
sturdy adults, going down on their bended knees paying homage to the [unclear: era le] of an infant, or to some
imbecile sovereign, who, if not an infant in body is at least in mind is, to say the least ridiculous. Not
withstanding, mankind have found it after all, from experience, to be better in an imperfect state of society to
have an hereditary ruler rather than put the nation in a periodical state of ferment by the election of president,
king ruler, or whatever be may be called. We are only speaking of the question abstractedly. In all countries the
majority have a right to rule, and there is no doubt that the majority of the British Empire would prefer to be
governed by an hereditary monarchy, and according to all ethics of right the majority has the privilege of
choosing. But the question of hereditary monarchies is only a matter of time. When men borne wise and
moderate in their views, and educated, monarchies will come to an end. The origin of kings—by whatever
name they are called, whether Emperor or Cæsar—no doubt first arose out of the patriarchal relation. In a
simple state of society the head of each house ruled, and then the aggregated families had a bead whom they
looked up to. They were so ruled till the united tribes made a nation. In Assyrian countries the sovereign in very
o den times was surrounded by certain insignia of veneration which should only be paid to deity itself. Their
rule was supreme, unquestioned, and unrebuked. Upon one memorable occasion the great sovereign of Persia
died without leaving an heir to his throne, but he had left his Empress behind in a condition to give the Empire
a ruler. When the child was born, in the chamber of the unconscious infant the Satraps bent their knees in
veneration and awe. As civilisation develeped in the western world some of this excessive veneration and
power became lessened. By and by the power of the monarch became so hedged round that the ruled could
suffer no great wrong at the hands of their rulers. It has happened in most lands that the sovereign has suffered
at the hands of the assassin, cither openly, when expecting no evil or secretly in his chamber. But it was
reserved for our forefathers to introduce the novel and startling example of trying, convicting, and beheading
their King, not secretly but openly. All of yon know to what memorable event I am referring, when Charles the
first, King of England was tried by the Commonwealth, tried with his full title, rank, and position, given him,
tried for having made war against his subjects, which led to their bloodshed and murder, and for having levied
ship money ill gaily. They dared to find him guilty, and not only to find him guilty but sentence and execute
him. In later times, probably within the memory of some not long dead, a country neighbouring England
followed the example. But the same deference that was offered Charles King of England was not shown to the
King of France, for the manner of indicting him was somewhat-after this fashion—Louis Capet, commonly
called King of France, stand forth and answer to your indictment. Even's like these prepare the way for what is
called a constitutional monarchy, where the power of the sovereign is defined by letter, and the liberties of the
subject are safely established. At this moment not only is liberty as safe in great Britain, but, even safer than in
the great republic of the United States. Men were very much startled, almost terrified out of their senses when
those acts to which I have briefly referred were perpetrated. But there can be no doubt they did good to
humanity, though they have indirectly led to the prolongation of hereditary rule. They live made hereditary rule
more tolerable by collaterally inducing the establishment of strict limits by which kingly power is defined.
Closely, and indeed in the case of many countries, united to Kingcraft, is Sacerdotalism King and Priest, have
been united as a general rule, but sometimes they have been at deadly issue, and the king has generally got the
worn of it. I Lave already on former occasions given you my ideas on the origin of sacrifice. Sacrifice was
established long before any order of priests existed, but a priesthood grew out of the sacrificial rite, just as the
very temples in which sacrifices were offered did. When men began to slay the blasts of the field for the
satisfaction of the supernatural powers, they erected altars whereon to offer them. Then rough stone walls were
erected to keep out wild animals firm intruding on the enclosure, considered as sacred. Then a rough roof was
next erected. Out of this the Pagan Temple grew, and the Pagan Temple is the rough model of a Christian
Cathedral. Some men have been fond of the idea that the priestly order invented religion. I do not believe it. It
was the universal instinct in the human mind, of a supernatural and overruling power. Those who say that
priests invented religion are mistaking the effect for the cause. I have told yon my ideas of the spiritual origin of
man, therefore I need not repeat them. There are creatures in the animal world whose organisations are so low
that they cannot feel pain. They have no nerves and therefore have no sensation. You may beat them into a pulp
or cut them up without observing any movement of the tissues as if caused by pain. We believe this
non-nervous organisation was the condition of the earliest creatures in creation. Then, by almost imperceptible
gradations, nerves began to develope. At first, the earliest made creatures were only imperfectly able to
perceive pain or sensation, yet onward by sure stages the grand work progressed till at last man, the most
nervous of of all the organised beings, was created. But man was not created in the condition in which he is
now; yon are rot to suppose that I mean from that, that, he was at first created a highly organised and spiritual
being and from his high position fell, but that he was, in the first instance, without a spiritual nature, and his



intellectual faculties were so low that he was in cay able of comparing two thing together. At last, however,
when man became a wake, as it were, to his exist once in the world, and [unclear: cognizant] of things around
him a spirit and nature came [unclear: upon]. At first, the spiritual being, like the natural organisation when
first endowed with sensation, was low and stunted. It then grew into a hope and belief of a life after the
destruction of the material body. You remember that I said a creature must hare a high organisation to feel pain.
Without that organisation man would not feel pain or receive due warning of danger. As it is with the material
body so is it also with the spiritual nature. Man feels pain in his spiritual nature when there is something doing
it an injury and menacing loss to that spiritual nature. Many an age since when sin arose, or what men call sin,
there arose a cry in the human breast wherewith shall a man cleanse his sin? As soon as man became highly
developed, whenever he yielded overmuch to his material nature; whenever the nice balance was lost; whenever
sin came upon the soul and injured its fair and beautiful proportions, then the soul felt pain and cried out to the
supernatural powers. In early ages partly to do benefit to mankind, the priestly order professed to minister to
this want and the early institution of sacrifice probably suggested the idea of placating deity and bringing new
security to the soul. That began many centuries ago and found its consumation in the religious philosophy of
Saul of Tarsus. I told you on a former occasion that I believe Paul never intended when he spoke of the sacrifice
of Christ that it should grow into the monstrous system of metaphysical incongruity we now find in existence.
He found himself in the presence of a world.—whether Jewish or Pagan—with whom it was customary to offer
sacrifice. He never intended to reduce the idea of the sacrifice of Christ to what it has been. He merely said in
effect, hitherto you have sought to placate the supernatural power by sacrifice; the days of sacrifice and
fetishism have passed away—when Jesus died he offered up a final sacrifice, and henceforth worship will be
purely spiritual and moral. That I have no doubt was the meaning of the great apostle, though it grew into the
popular idea of one person of the Trinity offering up another person of the Trinity. There is no doubt that since
that system was declared, hundreds and thousands of millions of men and women have found peace and
security of mind by trusting in the sacrifice of Christ I myself am neither ashamed nor afraid to own that I have
felt a very strong peace and satisfaction in the contemplation of this complex and poetical theory. Not long
since a minister of the church in which I acted as preacher said to me—" May I ask you a question in reference
to yourself? I have heard that in time past you said you felt a consciousness of peace and satisfaction in the
contemplation of the atonement of Jesus Christ, May I venture to ask were the feelings you then experienced
clear and were you sincere in expressing them?" I replied yes. No doubt they were. When I expressed the belief
I was perfectly sincere. I believe also that I did truly, sincerely, and honestly find a strong deep moral comfort
through that method of belief. I do not for one moment doubt the reality of the result of the belief that then
existed, but I have since begun to doubt the method by which I attained that result." And now, let me say to my
once friends—who appear to think it their duty on every possible occasion to slander, malign, and misrepresent
me—that I wish they will not misunderstand me in this and charge mo with insincerity. I had not at the time
alluded to, nor have I at the present time, any doubts as to the results upon my own soul, but I have a doubt now
about the manner and method by which I attained those results. It may be necessary for the sake of one or two
present to give an illustration. Suppose we were expecting in this town the arrival of a man who lived some ten
miles off; that he arrived late and exhausted with the journey; and suppose that in order to reach this place he
had travelled all the way round through Melbourne, on to and through Gippsland then to New Soath Wales, and
from thence arrived here; and suppose you told him of the circuitous and unnecessary route he had taken, and
that the reply he made was—"It makes very little difference (as I am here at last." So it is with regard to
religious results. The same effect can be attained, namely, a consciousness of peace and security by a far
simpler and more natural method than by the orthodox faith. And now, men and brethren, allow me to assure
you by every obligation which would bind a man to speak the truth, that my doubts about the vicarious sacrifice
of Christ came to me, not in the hour of health and Strength, but began on a bed of sickness and on what I had
no little reason to believe to be the chamber of death. When I had lain two or three days in excruciating agony,
so protracted and horrible to endure that I could have experienced the feeling which precedes mortification and
death with resignation and without regret, I thought, indeed, that death was not afar off, and I thought upon the
after world as a man will think, to the eyes of whoso soul the gates of death are ajar. As I thought for my soul's
security on the popular and orthodox theory, I began to doubt and distrust, and at length I came to the
conclusion that it would not hold good in the eyes of reason—therefore I could not reconcile myself to it. The
popular theory of the innocent being sacrificed for the sins of the guilty, and that sacrifice being accepted by the
judge of Heaven and Earth, seemed to me to be inconsistent, and at utter variance with the reason God had
given me. Furthermore, I could not satisfy myself that there was any necessity for such a cruise. Why should
God our Infiuite Father, who is changelessly pood and all-wise, require in the course of his divine government
that some one suffer? Yet I could see my way clear to cast my soul on the Fatherhood of God, and I could have
passed from what is called time to eternity—I could have passed through the gates of death with the strong
assurance that they would be to me the gates of life eternal. But as I have said, millions have found peace and



security, and millions find it still in the popular belief of the vicarious sacrifice of Christ, but we present to
them a simpler, clearer, and surer way. We give them instead of a complex and elaborate scheme—a scheme
that is eternally puzzling the human mind—we present them with a faith pure, plain, majestic, and simple,
having for its grand basis the Fatherhood of God. But, says the priestly order, how, without some kind of
sacrifice, some kind of atonement, can man be delivered from the presence and consequence of moral
evil—nay, more, how can divine justice be satisfied without some punishment being inflicted upon someone? I
have no hesitation in saying of that, which has been the strength of sacerdotalism—that their notions of the
consequences of sin are erroneons; that these consequences are confined to and rest with and end with the
individual himself. If a man transgresses God's natural or moral laws, he suffers the consequence attached
thereto, and there is an end of the matter: the function of Divine Government has been fulfilled. If man violates
a natural law as surely as a stone thrown into the air fads to the ground by the force of gravitation, so surely will
the consequence of that man's act follow him. If a man transgresses a moral law, if be violates lis conscience, he
mars and wounds his spiritual nature and retards God's purpose concerning him. These are the punishments and
they fall on the right shoulders as surely as death comes on all of us. You hear and read about God's lienor and
about God doing this and that for his own glory, as if the whole purpose of His being was to receive glory and
honour from his creatures. What would you think of a sovereign, or of any earthly father whose, whole and sole
purpose was to gain homage, honor, and praise? Would this not be the incarnation of selfishness? And yet this
is the character given too often to God. God has made certain natural and moral laws and if you or I violate
them we have to pay the penalty. As our material bodies are hurt by a violation of a natural law, so are our
spiritual bodies injured by the violation of moral laws. When the penalty is paid, and the offender is thus hereby
warned, God's purpose, is fulfilled, and He does not consult His own glory or honour in the matter at all—that
is above and beyond risk. Now, you see this cuts the ground from under the feet of orthodoxy. To take the view
I have taken I think is far simpler and more satisfactory to man, and immeasurably more honouring to God. The
orthodox view. I own, has made the sacerdotal order very powerful—it has permeated Christianity, and has
made the religious teacher submediator between God and man. In the Church of Rome men before they pass
away must send for the priest and have (extreme unction. The Anglican penitent, with all his quasi
independence, sends for his spiritual a visor and all the little Protestant sectaries send fur their spiritual teachers
when about to die, as if there should be a sort of agent between the dying man and his maker. If my doctrine
were accepted, it would be takingaway the cornerstone of priestly security. It would take away their ruling
power, and therefore they fight against it as ringing the knell of their craft. The [unclear: niest] has ever been
conservative generally siding with the king and aristocracy—sometimes, but very rarely, interfering on behalf
of the people, but by consolidating their power in that way they have generally only prolonged the thraldom of
the people. There is no country in the world where the clergy have so much power and influence as in Scotland,
not excepting Roman Catholic countries. In evil days, when the popular rights were assailed and in danger, the
clergy stood on the side of the people, and the people, grateful to them for that, have given over to them the
care and keeping of their consciences. When Charles I., of England, was illegally levying ship-money,
corrupting the fountains of justice, deposing judges who were too honest, to fulfil his base behests, when he slit
the ears of dissenters, and set them in the pillory for worshipping God in their own way, the clergymen of the
Church of England were on the side of despotism and wrong. When Charles the first was about to be beheaded
Archbishop [unclear: Usher] who has got a great name, I do not Know why, stood upon the roof of an adjacent
house and they described how the tears flowed down his cheeks. I do not mean to condemn the man's emotion,
but that same archbishop had no tears for hundreds and thousands of innocent English who were set in the
pillory, cast into dung ons or formally murdered. And when the son of that man was renewing the tyranny of
his father the Clergy of the English Church were ready to abet him in his wrongdoing, and obey his no I, even
when he was going to mass. They continued to echo his words and cry for "the powers that be" until he turned
them out of their livings and then they thought it time to be patriotic. Almost everywhere you will find King
and Priest have been allied. To conclude—some 3000 years ago a blind man composed his imperishable Iliad I.
He told of the woes of Greece. In that conflict the priest got his own and the king took his own, but the people
perished. It was so then, it is so now. Far over the fair fields of France half a million of bright haired Germans
have marched in answer to the Gallic challenge. The fields have been incarnadined with the blood of hundreds
of thousands of men and the erst joyous children of France. Yet the Imperial miscreant who is the author of all
these woes is grandly maintained by a retinue of forty servants, and his appetite pampered by the best cook
from Berlin. This is the con lit ion of the Imperial murderer. The priests and religious teachers are praying now.
What for? Peace? No. One section for the success of the French, and the other for the success of the Germans.
They are in fact, seeking to make the strife more bitter by raising a rallying cry of Catholic France, against
Protestant Germany. In some of the districts of France it has been unsafe for a Protestant to show his face out of
doors, and the Protestants of Paris have been obliged to appeal to the Republican Government for protection.
That Government to show its confidence in the Protestants has promised that the very next batch of wounded



French brought into Paris, shall be handed over to the care of the Protestants under the superintendence of
Pressonsee, the well-known preacher. What wasted forces there are at this moment destroying each other in
Europe. If only the 500,000 men that have been killed or wounded, men in the hey day and strength of their
manhood—had been brought out to this country with their now [unclear: w d wed] wives and orphaned
children, and the money it has cost to slaughter them, what a colony we should have: their presence would
make a garden of the wilderness, and raise up cities in the desert. What are they doing now? Just giving a little
richness to the soil. In some places the herbage will be so rich that the cattle will refuse to eat the grass hat will
spring from their bloody graves. Men and brethen, it is time for people to think of these things and take these
great issues into their own hands. Some will say, thinking they have a complete answer, that there were wars
where there were no kings: take the United States, say they, for exam pie. The real, though not ostensible
question in that case was, shall four millions of men be kept in perpetual slavery. The task master said Yes, and
the freemen of the north said No. The No was decided in the conflict. What is this strife about? Because two
robbers have quarrelled, and the issue shows the one of Germany to be the cleverer cheat of the two. These
things will not be always so; but let me tell you that what delays the perfect freedom of the people, and what
strengthens the hands of those who conserve the power to themselves is the weakness and folly of the people
themselves. When it shall come to pass that all men shall be educated, and all men have self-respect, then, let
me tell you, that men like these will aggregate into nations whom no priest can keep in moral slavery, and
whom no despot can enthral.
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Sunday Evening Lectures: No. XXXIX. "What is
Truth."
A Lecture, delivered in the Mechanics' Institute, Barker Street, Castlemaine, On Sunday, November 6.
From the "Castlemaine Representative" of the 10th November, 1870.

The following lecture was delivered on Sunday evening last by G. C. Leech, Esq., in the Mechanics'
Institute. Subject; "What is Truth?." Reported by Mr E. C. Martin.

FOR many ages—indeed from time immemorial—there has been ever a restless spirit of inquiry in the
human mind. Not only is this a something inevitable to our aspiring nature, but it is essential, absolutely
necessary to our true intellectual, moral, and spiritual development! There have been, and there are still, men
who evade this spirit of inquiry—men who have for so long time left this great function of the mind
unused—that it has almost lost its power of effort. And there are those who stifle it as an inconvenient and
troublesome possession. There is yet a lower class of man—the man who says, "let me eat and drink, for
to-morrow I die," and who will not therefore listen to the higher voice of the soul. All the powers of the mind
and body are given over to sensuous thoughts and sensuous indulgences, and therefore the taste and appetite are
averse to the inquiry after truth. There are those—and they are reckoned by millions—in our world who are not
sensuous in their thoughts, who are pure-minded, full of a Spirit of charity, to whom all that is sensuous and
selfish are abominable and evil things, and yet they also stifle the spirit of inquiry after truth. They prefer to
give over their intellectual powers to the government and sway of the priesthood. Such men are to this world,
though far nobler than the sensuous multitude, the most disastrous and effectual barriers to the world's
advancement, for they give a stamp of decorum and propriety to what they associate themselves to, no matter
however effete or retrogressive it may be the opposition of the sensuous is so much a degraded and m an thing,
that upon the face of it there appears something abhorent to the higher disposition of the soul. There are those
who think a restless spirit of inquiry after truth a power wasted. They say truth is after all, only a metaphysical
speculation, a mere abstraction. "Why waste, the valuable hours of life in discussing those questions?" Why
should we not think as our fathers thought—worship as they worshipped? Mark you this same spirit has
permeated the domain of science. It is the same spirit which would have hushed the voice of Galileo, that would
say, see, how under the old system men were able to calculate end foretell with accuracy the recurrence of
eclipses. In science, as in all branches, though in a less degree, the spirit of "let it alone has pervaded." When
one of the great, scientific giant, of England was about to explore what at that time, a mere, sandy mound, was
supposed to be the site of the long buried city of Ninevah the Pacha interrogated hint thus:—Have you no home
in the land you came from? "Yes" was the reply, have you a family? "Yes." was again the answer, "but I left
them behind to come here in the cause of science." "Then," said the Pacha, "why in Allah's name did you come
such a distance?" When afterwards the explorer showed the Pacha the old caverns and the memorials from the
long buried city, the same answer was given. Not much else could be expected from the dead, effete mind of
the Turk, but it is rather startling when it comes from other quarters where it is not expected. There is abroad, in



spite of all these conservators of quaintness, mildew, and antiquity, a respless spirit of inquiry, which in religion
and science, puts to itself the query "what is truth?" In the narrative I have read to you to night Jesus of
Nazareth uses the words "to this end was I bora and for this cause came I into the world," &c, and them Pilate
put to him the query, what is truth? He did not ask the question in the hope of receiving an answer or an answer
worthy of his notice, but it was the half-cynical, half-mournful query of the probably jaded Epicurean, who had
read and heard not a little of the philosophy of the age, and had come to the conclusion that the search after
truth was a vain and idle thing. Long ages before Jesus of Nazareth stood before the judgment seat of the
Roman Procurator, the minds of men had been endeavouring to solve the momentous question—"What is
truth?" In the ancient realm of China the man who, in European language, receives the name of Confucius, had
been evolving many of the fundamental truths which now form the basis of a great religion, and an; the springs
of a very high philosophy. Caky Amount had been working out a marvellous form of faith which was
productive of rest, at least to the Asian mind, and Brahmin ism, had been evolving its mixture of truth and
error. In Egypt, Zoroaster was engaged in inquiring into the origin of evil, that strange problem which has
perplexed the human mind for so many ages, and in so many ways. It has been ever a subject for amazement,
that in a universe apparently controlled and governed by an All Wise and All powerful God, there should be so
much evil. Zoroaster propounded the theory that matter was eternal; that in matter there was a natural
gravitating tendency, and that after a great lapse of time deity allied himself to matter, and that the inherent
gravitating tendency of mater produced what is called evil. Pythagoras, partly Greek and partly Copt, has been
most disgracefully misrepresented, probably spitefully calumniated. With his name has been associated the
theory of the transmigration of souls—that is that the souls of the lower animals pass to those of the higher, and
that the souls of men whose lives have been corrupt pass to the lower creatures. Of this be assured, that
Pythagoras never taught such a doctrine. It is merely a caricature of his enemies. The teachings of Pythagoras
were not very far off from such teaching?, as you have heard here rom time to time. He never taught that the
soul ever passed through a creature lower than man, but that the soul of man passes after the physical change
called death to a brighter state of being, and then again passes into an another and higher condition of being,
each successive time habited in a more glorious body than its antecedent one. Upon the faiths of the past the
religion of Moses was a higher development, and out of Judiasm and the religion of Moses the still higher faith
propounded by Jesus of Nazareth sprang. In Judiasm and its offspring Christianity, there grew an evil which
was not incident to any other form of faith on earth. When Islamism, in later years followed it took the same
erroneous course, namely, the great evil and monstrous egotism of belief that they had attained to the absolute
truth, and having attained to truth, in their own opinion they have exhibited an intolerance, cruelty,
malevolence, and hate, elsewhere unknown on earth. All this, I repeat, grew out of the mistake that they had
attained to absolute and final truth. Truth like all other things in the Universe will progress. There will never be
a point in our unending existence beyond which we cannot advance. For us there will be no monotonous
eternity. There never will be for us an eternity of sameness. Jesus said "I an the way, the truth and the light." He
was right. Every man before him who discovered a truth, might have said the same, and every man who has
followed in propounding truth may use the same language:—"I am the way, the truth and the light," The
possessor of truth cannot retain it to himself. He is bound by an inevitable law of his being to communicate it to
others. They may have to meet buffets, scorn, and contumely, but the possessors of truth must communicate it
to others; they must present it to other men. The sorrow and pity is that the foolish idea should have sprung up
that any teacher can propound a truth absolute and final. Judiasm believed itself to be the possessor of absolute
truth, yet we have all seen how that form of faith has passed through transitions. Christianity copied this belief
of infallibility. Trajan, I believe it was who in order to reconcile the then existing differences of the Empire
suggested that Jesus should be admitted to the number of the gods. The proposal was scornfully rejected, by the
disciples of the Christain church. "None shall share the holy temple." But the idea has been productive of
immeasurable disaster. In old times it desolated many a fair land. It was the cause of the Arians and Trinitarians
slaughtering each other and it afterwards kindled the fires of the Inquisiton and initiated penal laws in Catholic
countries and in Protestant countries against the Catholics. It has been the source of malevolence and hate
through every age of our world. And now, in these days you hear many voices say, each, "here is truth." First of
all when the inquiring man begins to search for truth, the teacher of Christianity says here upon the broad basis
of Christianity, may you search for truth. All other forms are spurious inventions and delusions an I when you
have been prevailed upon to anathematise all other faiths, when you have summed up enough audacity to
consign Plato, Confucius, Zoroaster, Pythagoras, Marcus Aurelius, and parhaps even Chunder Sen to oblivion
or everlasting damnation with all other great minis who have dared to think for themselves, when, I say, the
mind has gathered enough audacity to do this, and search on Christian ground his true perplexity begins. First
of all, by a natural process of the mind he begins to search for truth where he finds a majority. He will, perhaps,
look to the older Church at Constantinople, or he may cast his eyes towards the western church, He then says
that surely he has found an answer to the question, What is truth?" for he finds that the pontiff professes to be



the direct and accredited representative of Christ on earth, the very mouth-piece of him who said, "I am the
way, the truth, and the light." But when he begins a close scrutiny he finds a start ling difference between the
Sovereign Pontiff and Jesus Christ the meek and lowly. He finds that Rome, speaking in a strong clear voice of
authority says she will not be weighed in the scale or tried in the crucible of reason. She says it is not true that
there is and has been only one mediator between Goo and man. Protestant Christanity says the one and only
way by which you can reach Gad is through the man Chris: Jesus, that God can only be reached by the God
man. There are other mediators, says Rome. The mother of God has weight with her son. I have heard that
many Catholics believe that Alary does not intreat but commands herson. An I there are mediating saints
innumerable. Catholicism says there are three degrees in the hereafter the one, the upper and brighter is so pure
and radient that it can hardly be reached by any except through purgatorial fires. The lowest state is prepared
for those who are fit for nothing better than eternal torment. Protestant ism says there are only two degrees after
death—a place of peace and holiness or one of unutterable woe and pain. They aver that it is absolutely
necessary that you should go to the one or the other, after death. Men and Brethren is that true? Is there any
such arbitrary distinction to be found by the nicest analysis of the relations of lite. Go to any Church, go out
into the market places, and will you find one race ripe and fit for eternal glory, and the other fit only for eternal
damnation? If I were driven to either alternative, I would prefer going to the Church of Rome, but as I am not
driven to either alternative I to be neither Protestant nor Roman Catholic in this respect. Let us examine this
arena, where it is said, we must search for truth. Jesus of Nazareth on the night before he was crucified, feasting
in gentle and loving union with his disciples said—This do in remembrance of me. I have little doubt he meant
this—To morrow I shall pass away, but every recurring anniversary bring your souls into affinity with mine,
and you will feel in your midst try tender loving spirit. Let us see what Christianity means by this? Home says
after the prayer of consecration, when the wafer is lifted, here is the veritable body of Christ. This wine in this
cup is not wine—this broad is not bread—your senses may tell you that they are, but they are not. They say it is
the veritable blood and body of Christ. In the Anglican Church they say that the sub-stance is not changed, but
that Christ is really present.—A little further removed, the nonconformists say that Christ is not really present,
but that he is present in spirit. Whither shall the seeker after truth go? and which shall the searcher for truth
accept? These are but a few of the marvellous discrepancies to be found in the churches professing to have
absolute truth! The priest of high [unclear: Anglicanism]—that is, neither Protestant nor Catholic, but is aping
the one while he seeks to retain a shred of the other—says, "Here is truth; we have put away the follies and
iniquities of Rome, while we retain its pure truths; go not to her doors, and, above all, pass not to the low
Church of Geneva. It is better to go to Rome," they tell us, "than go to not conformity." Then if the great
question is once decided between Catholicism and Protestantism, think not that the struggle of the inquirer is
over. There is another question just as great to settle as the quarrel between Home and Luther. There is the
momentous dispute of Calvinism and Armenianism—the question of whether a man is preordained to
everlasting damnation, or predestined to eternal life or whether he is altogether a a free agent; and let me tell
you upon a high authority that this controversy is more important than any other. When Canning was debating
in the House of Commons the master of endowing Popery, he said he was no Roman Catholic but a Protestant
by birth and education, but he did not hesitate to say that the doctrine of Calvanism—that God preordained men
to eternal destruction—was tenfold more dishonoring to God than any tenet of the Church of Rome. Where
then is the searcher to find absolute truth? Where can he rest and be thankful? When Home speaks with
authority there is something venerable and respectable in her voice. She is at least bold and consistent. I have
some little respect for a despot though I may hate him; and though we may abhor and revolt against an
ecclesiastical policy which, from the lips of the Pope who reigned before the present one (who is now running
away from his pursuers) declared the right of private judgment to be a damnable heresy and an accursed thing,
we cannot help having some respect for a system so old and gigantic. Perhaps we may be tempted to smile
when we remember that the old man who has declared himself infallible—(and who is epileptical)—is hardly
holding his own against the nation he has accursed and the King he has excommunicated. Yet, withal this, there
is some-thing about the Roman Church, with its time honoured institution, its austere rights. Its sublime music,
its moss and ivy covered ruins over half the world, and its majestic cathedrals, to command respect. But when
we see a thing like Protestantism, divided into [unclear: infioitiss mal] sections, demanding that we shall bow
down to it, we should be inclined to be angry if it did not too much provoke the other sense of the ludicrous.
We find the most august and dignified of all the Protestant churches the Anglican communion, even in it sown
land, in its native seat, backed and aided by the strong power and majesty of the law with the most powerful
sovereign at its head we find it a minority and only to be found elsewhere in a few isolated places. In the United
States it is the smaller of the Protestant churches. It is outnumbered by Presbyterianism, and vastly out
numbered by Wesleyanism. Then in the Lutheran ran faith I learn that four fifths of the clergy are
rationalalistic. In Geneva the chair of John Calvin, who burnt Servctus, is occupied by a Unitarian teacher, and
Presbyterianism, the most revolting of all the forms of faith to high advanced thought, has hardly the majority



in a country where it sprang up and was nurtured. Now, men and brethren, you see we cannot accept the
invitations of all these Religionists—we cannot say who is right, and then fore we prefer to go elsewhere in
search of what is called truth. There are fundamental and eternal principles Of truth, truths that have been truths
and will be truths to all eternity. They have been found in some form or other, in every faith and truth is love to
God, the beautiful and true, and love to our neighbour—faith in the fatherhood of God, and the brotherhood of
man. And when Jesus of Nazareth commended those two great commandments he said nothing new. Judiasm
taught it fifteen centuries before, and Confucius taught it in the ancient realm of China. The Aphorisms of
Buddhism furnished similar precepts and that religion reckons more millions than any other faith. But in all the
details that go to work out those truths there is endless progression. Jesus of Nazareth taught 2000 years ago
that love to God and man were the highest duties. The whole forces of his soul went out in love to man. He,
with all his heart and soul, disseminated this doctrine and sealed his testimony with his blood. We can say no
more in latter days, but as the world has changed in many things, so must the details of eternal truths be altered
and modified to govern the daily life of men. Men and brethren, remember this that truth is not a mere
metaphysical question. Jesus of Nazareth said "the truth will make you free." It has broken off the shackles of
the slave, but there is a worse bondage than that of material slavery. There is a direful bondage unto base and
sensual habits, and truth ought, to make us free from this. The new faith of earth declares in an
un-compromising way against war and violence of every kind and against sacerdotalism. Its faith is to be
comprehended in this:—Every man in the beginning, that is each individual man, is born into this world of
probation without any impress on his mind—a blank sheet of paper on which lines may be written for good or
for evil: and all impressions of good or evil come from without. It is but an old fable to teach that man is born
in sin—in fact there is no such tiling as what is theologically called sin. No matter how the balance may have
been disturbed all will be right in the end. For the most part a violation of the law receives now and here its due
punishment: but there is no such thing as vindictive punishment—that is in the orthodox sense. God is not
vindictive, and docs not punish His creatures in a vindictive way. We believe that after the change called death
there is no such tiding as punishment in the sense of torment and pain. Sin on earth brings with it inevitable
consequences but the worst and most evil and sensual of mankind will, in the end fulfil the great purposes of
the Creator, and be holy and happy for ever. We believe it not only by reason, but by the deep inward
convictions of our own souls, and by the teachings of all ages, coming in form or other from the Soul of the
universe to the soul of man. We believe that reason confirms us in these tilings. It is according to reason that
God is supremely good, that none of his works shall fail, that all his matures shall live for blessing holiness, and
peace. We believe that this life may begin here and not in the dim future: not in an unknown sphere, but now
and at this moment may we begin to realise the life of God. But remember that, before we begin to realise this
life, we must fulfil the precepts of Jesus, and abstain from all sensuous appetites, live purely and uprightly, and
the truth will then make us free indeed.
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The following lecture was delivered on Sunday evening last by G. C. Leech, Esq., in the Mechanics'
Institute. Subject: "The Spiritual Life." Reported by Mr E. C. Martin.

WE read to you to night from the most authentic of the epistles of Paul, and in the lesson you heard those
memorable words, "He that soweth to the flesh shall of the flesh reap corruption; and he that soweth to the spirit
shall of the spirit reap life everlasting." Interpreted in their broad, true meaning, the words were meant to
indicate the great truth that the man who seeks his happiness out of the gratification of sense will find those
gratifications altogether dependent upon his perishable material nature; whilst the pure and nobler cultivation of
the spiritual part of man's being will exist coevally and coeternally with a spirit immortal and imperishable. The
spiritual life of man being thus the all-important part of his being, it will not be foreign either to its interest or
importance, briefly to trace the history of spiritual life. Nearly all the philosophers of the past have divided
things into spirit and matter. It may be that the dividing boundary was fixed sometimes too arbitrarily, and also
in past has been fixed in ignorance of great laws, which have since become familiar to the ignorant portions of
mankind. Still philosophy retains the time honoured distinctions of spirit and matter. Contrary to ordinary



theology, we hold that both spirit and matter are eternal; that not only was there never a point in the infinite past
when God the Great Spirit was not, but neither was there any moment of eternity bygone in which there were
not also space and matter. It is held now by men of advanced thought who are very far indeed from being
atheistic—although the opprobrious term has been freely bestowed upon them—that in matter there is an all
prevading power of developing itself into active life and form. But that all-pervading power is not what we call
Deity, but behind and above that inherent power in matter there is the great Soul of the Universe which has
given order, beauty, and unbroken continuity to that inherent power of matter. In the great work of creation,
God, through countless ages, thus governed and directed the evolving of the lower forms of life. Not only have
there been in the past, but there are still new creatures coming into being—all those creatures which we
describe as the lower creatures—developing the inherent powers of nature, evolving life and motion, and those
qualities which go to preserve life. But to man of this world, and the creatures of worlds beyond who possess
immortality, belongs another nature—the spiritual nature or what we call a soul. The difference between the
creature of soul and the soulless is this: When the body of the lower creature decomposes there is an end to its
existence. No particle of matter is lost, but there is an end to the individuality of the creature. In the case of
man, when there comes upon upon him the change called death, which is a term in no wise to be applied to his
soul, but merely the material part of him—in this change called death which orthodoxy has surrounded so much
with a degrading fear—there is dissolution and decay only of the material nature. When death supervenes, we
are done with this body. Believe not the silly fable that the soul and body will sleep for cycles of time, and on
the Judgment morn will be awakened to life and being—do not entertain the idea of a material resurrection—it
will not bear the test of reason. The life of the soul goes on in unbroken continuity. The spiritual life is in no
wise broken, or its continuity suspended by the change called death. When men have arrived at that belief there
will be no superstitious fears of death, and no idle terrors of the churchyard and funeral. Now, some will say,
what proofs have you of the existence of the spiritual life? The material world is tangible and present to us by
the evidence of our senses? My answer is—We have no proofs at all in the logical sense of proof. We believe in
the spiritual life through the deep inward convictions coming home to our souls. If I am appealed to by a man
who does not believe in the spiritual I can only say—until you stand in the position I occupy you cannot be
assured of the existence of the spiritual life. The second-rate defenders of Christianity are very fond of talking
of their proofs of the supernatural, and the half-educated present miracles in support of their belief, and as
proofs of the supernatural. In the spirit of averment they present something as proof to you which equally
requires proof. Second-rate men do so, but high-class men do not. I will read to you a little extract from a
sermon preached on a special occasion by the Eight Reverend W. G. M'Gee. He first refers to the class of men
who believe in Jesus as a great moral teacher, as an exemplar and guide, as a man who trampled beneath his
feet his lower nature, in whom all the forces of love for the beautiful and true were concentrated. He refers to
them, and then to another class of men who believe in supernatural influences. You will see how differently a
high-class mind enters into the controversy as compared to others you are familiar with:—

Now this claim of Christ's church is not admitted as that other is of which we spoke. It is largely rejected by
those who admit that other. There are many who are ready to admit that Christ, the Teacher, is helpful to the
spiritual life of men, who will not admit that He is necessary to it. They acknowledge that we are taught by His
morality, and elevated by His example; but not that we are, or can be "saved by His life." He is for them a great
moral teacher, but not a Divine Saviour. This is the world's controversy with the Church. It is one form of that
long controversy which, in one shape or other, has ever been waged between the Church and the World the
controversy between those who acknowledge only the visible and the natural, and those who believe in the
invisible and the supernatural. The idea of a Teacher, whose words and example instruct men, is simple,
natural, intelligible—it is accepted. The idea of a Saviour, whose life, communicated to, those who believe in
Him, shall give them life, is mysterious, inexplicable, supernatural, and therefore must be rejected. And the
world on this point, as on every other where the supernatural comes in, challenges the Church for proof of its
claim. "Prove, demonstrate to us," is the demand, "that Christ is this supernatural life-giver, and we will admit
it; until then we refuse to accept Him as such, and it is unreasonable of you to ask us to do so." Now to this
demand the answer of the Christian should always be, we have no such proof as that you ask for. A
demonstration of the super-natural is an impossibility: it is a contradiction in terms. No amount of evidence
drawn from the world of nature can demonstrate the existence of a world above nature. The facts which we
allege as evidences of the supernatural—such as miracles and prophecy—are themselves supernatural; and our
adducing them as such in proof of the supernatural is a mere begging of the question in dispute. The
supernatural is not to be demonstrated, it is to be felt; it does not prove itself to sense, it reveals itself to faith.
Between the man who insists on seeing before he believes, and the man who believes in order that he may see,
the dispute is endless. It is really as profitless as a dispute about tune between a man with a musical car and one
without one; or a dispute about the qualities of a picture, between one who looks at it from the proper distance,
and in the proper light to take in all its beauties, and who insists upon examining it only through a powerful



microscope. They have no common measure of the thing in question. They are not so much opposed to as
utterly apart from each other. Each truly testifies to what he sees; but one believes that he sees or hears, more
than the other. The answer and the only answer each can make to the other is this—Stand where I do, feel as I
feel, and you will see what I see, and hear what I hear.

Now you see, admittedly, that a great Christian divine, standing in a high position, addressing himself to a
large scientific audience, tells the world that there is no proof of the supernatural. It is only capable of being
felt, not demonstrated. When I present you my views of the spiritual life, of course they are incapable of proof.
They have come home to my own mind from impressions. These impressions have been received during the
purest moments of my life—at a time when I would have been glad to receive spiritual impressions of the
purest character. I present them to you as being of value from having realised and felt their strength myself. If
they agree with your reason you will receive them with more or less trust,. If not, you will reject them. I
conceive that this world in which we now live is the first stage of our individual existence. It has often been
averred by thoughtful men that we have had an antecedent existence. It has been evoked as a sort of proof—if
proof it may be—that there comes on the memory dim recollections of an existence which could not have
belonged to earth. There is no doubt that some such dim and undefinable flashes do light up the minds of some
individuals with a kind of twilight. But, however these phenomena may be acccounted for psychologically, I
am convinced (to my own satisfaction) that this is the first stage of our individual existence. I have every faith
that in the next sphere of existence, and all future spheres, we shall have a distinct memory of life on earth and
all things incident thereto. And if I can thus hope and believe of the future I am justified in coming to the
conclusion that if there had been a past existence we should have a memory of it, so that the belief would come
home to us as a faith. In this the first sphere of existence—the soul which came from God, and which having
come from God, must assuredly never be sent down into an abysm of nothingness—has received the position of
sovereign and master. It is necessary that in order that the Creator's purpose should be fulfilled concerning us
that we should have two natures. In our natures, whether body or soul, there is nothing inherently evil. I have
great respect for Paul, the tent-maker, but I do not believe him when he says, "in mo there is no good thing."
Quoting from memory, Theodore Parker says, "in him there was much that was good." Even in that body of his,
which sometimes drew from him a querrulous cry, there was much that was good. In the words of Theodore
Parker there is not in this body of ours a bone that is not a good bone, nor a muscle that is not a good muscle,
nor a connecting nerve which is not a good nerve, and which were not devised for a good purpose. When Paul
said to the contrary he was mistaken, just as he was mistaken when he thought the world was coming to an end
in his time, and thought that men and women should not marry. Neither in our spiritual nature is there anything
bad. I have far too great respect for God to believe that He created a being, who, in the language of orthodoxy is
to be continually speaking of himself as poor, naked and blind. Is such an idea worthy of, or honouring to the
Great Creator? God has given to our material nature, certain faculties and functions necessary to our existence,
and they are all in their original condition, good, useful, and necessary. So long as the soul governs, guides, and
regulates its carnal companion, so long does man fulfil the high functions which God intended concerning him.
When the soul is suffered to abdicate its sovereignty, when the soul suffers the body to have the mastery, when
it abdicates its power, and becomes its servant and slave, then indeed man becomes a wreck and ruin. But not
destined for ever to be a wreck or eternally a ruin. Yielding to our material nature—yielding to if you like to
call it sin—not in the theological sense,—but if you like to use the term as short and familiar—yielding, I say to
the suggestions of our lower nature, materially retards the purposes of God towards us, and brings sure and
inevitable suffering. There is in the law of God, whether natural or spiritual, that which brings inevitable pain
and suffering, if the law be set aside or disregarded, and taught and restrained by these moral lessons, man
rarely refuses to listen to the supernatural monition. We are told that the theory of development which ascribes
a course for the soul upwards and onwards, is opposed to experience. Sec, says orthodoxy, see how base and
vile such and such a man is. Now I am inclined to think that when the Great teacher gave the listening
multitude the warning, "Judge not, that ye he not judged," he gave the lesson to those who were in the habit of
forming opinions of their fellows from outward circumstances. I have come across in my time, some strong,
fierce, and lawless men, but I never yet met man or woman but who had some good—much good, and before
we take upon ourselves to judge, we must see what their temptations have been. We should, in fact, before we
dare to judge, know as God alone can know, all the hidden secrets and springs of life, men's natural proclivities,
their temptations and opportunities. Some are brought up in the atmosphere of crime; some are subjected to
strong temptations to which others, surrounded by affluence, friends, and good councillors, have not yielded,
because they were never presented to temptation, and in the very physiology of man there are causes for
psychological weaknesses. We hold that in no man is there anything which should lead his fellows to despair of
God's great purpose concerning him—he will be, no matter how bad now, ultimately developed into a noble,
pure and exhalted being. Having come to the conclusion that there is a spiritual life—a life which will be
unaffected by death, the question is how best to develope that life? Remember, men and brethren, that as Paul



made a mistake, so have many, others, in supposing that the mortifications of the flesh and the denial of the
wants of nature is the best way to please God and fulfil his great purposes towards us. The Ascetics did so, the
Monks and hermits did likewise; and the Ascetics of Buddhism and of all religions have fallen into the mistake
of imagining the body to be the enemy of the soul and that between the two there should be a kind of
internecine war waged. On the other hand we believe that this body of ours is an ally and companion of the soul
on earth, to be honoured and reverenced as a gift of God just as much as our spiritual nature. The man who
keeps his body in health and strength, who pays regard to the voice of nature does best for his spiritual nature. I
recollect not long ago having a tract put into my hand m the street; it was orthodox in every respect, so far as
doctrine was concerned, but at the same lime the object of it seemed to be to declare war against the clergy of
all denominations. I, myself, have been accused of saying some hard things against them, but this tract of which
I speak, said things much harder than l have ever uttered. The writer averred as proof of the subject of his
complaint that when ho, the writer, went to a clergyman of this town in a state of deep spiritual agitation, the
religious teacher advised him to go home and take some pills for he was evidently suffering from depression of
spirits in consequence of a disordered liver. I am inclined to think that the religions teacher referred to was
rather above his fellows. There is no doubt that there is a strong connection between the health of the body and
the health of the soul. The man who thinks he is going to mortify and disregard the one and maintain the other
in health and peace is vastly mistaken and does but dishonour to the wisdom of God who made the one as much
as the other. Take due care of this body of yours, but above all see the soul is the master and guide. Be
temperate in your eating and your drinking and every function of life. Then the soul discharges its office, and
will develope into gigantic proportions. I spoke of being temperate in eating, everyone understands that. Every
man should take care when he rises from any meal to be free from a sense of repletion. If men did this they
could on rising from the table address themselves to any employment whether spiritual or material. With regard
to temperance in drink, my strong impression and belief on that point is that thorough temperance is complete
abstinence. The man who enjoys thorough health and strength of body and takes alcohol or stimulants into his
system is taking poison. It may be there are certain conditions of body when vitality is low, and affected by
disease or fatigue, when it is necessary; But I say the man whose heart beats soundly, and is in the enjoyment of
ordinary health, who takes spirits into his system, over stimulates that system and exhausts the forces of nature.
No man has ever clone so who has not paid the penalty more or less afterwards. No man who has taken into his
system that which is intoxicating is capable of high intellectual or spiritual exertion. I remember speaking to a
man on this matter, who was much respected. He was lost in the wreck of the London. He told me he was
ordered by his medical attendant to take wine for ague. He was obliged to take it in the middle of the day, for he
said if he took it at night it made him incapable of prayer. He was a man who did not rest his Christianity on
dogmas but on the realities and obligations of life, and I can very well understand how, his natural and
moderate habits being disturbed, he found himself incapable of high aspirations. In these things that discipline
and regimen which are good for the body are also good for the soul. They keep all powers of the body and soul
in a healthy, clear, pure state, fit to discharge their several functions. To all men, no matter how carefully they
live, will come inevitably the change called death. Then the body will be resolved into its kindred elements
from which grass will grow and oxen will feed, whose flesh will develope another race of men. We shall be
done with this body for ever, and the soul will enter into a newer and purer sphere of being. It will be born into
a condition of existence somewhat kindred to its life here. The man who has struggled against the promptings
of his lower nature will be freed from his material body, whose evil tendencies weighed him down and retarded
his progress to good. But there are those who will carry with them the low tastes and appetites of earth. For
them there will be a place of probation—not punishment for sin, but suffering to teach them that hereafter, as is
taught now, every violation of a natural or spiritual law injures man, and brings with it its inevitable
consequences. God governs by law, not by direct action Let me exemplify my moaning. You would not
suppose that God causes by direct action the tree to grow, and the flower to bud and blossom. You know all
these things come into action by the operation of law. In the operations of nature he does not act. by direct
intervention, but by law. So also in spiritual nature does he act as surely and defined as in natural and material
affairs. Except in the eye of the Creator we are at the present moment only groping in the dark. No man but a
very silly one ventures to dogmatise on that which almost belongs to the region of the unknown. In the next life
there will be none of this doubt. Yet through the countless ages of eternity there will be yet something to learn
con- cerning God's laws and Almighty power. I believe from my own impressions,—but yon will only accept
them so far as they coincide with your own reason,—that God works his wonderful purposes towards mankind
through the intermediate agency of spiritual beings; just as in the vegetable kingdom, he does not produce
fertility by direct intervention, but by the operation of fixed laws. I think the souls of the past generations of
men have not altogether abandoned this world of ours. It is not necessary that the departed should be linked to
earth. If it be the soul's free choice it may go to other and brighter regions. If in the memories of earth there are
no ties to bind it to earth it may and doubtless does choose its new sphere of beauty. But I can conceive how the



spirits of men with intense and gigantic love for their fellow creatures, may of their own free will, choose,
under the will and fiat of the Creator, to help the spirits of other men. And I cannot for one moment believe that
through the eighteen centuries that have rolled away since Jesus of Nazareth breathed out his life upon the cross
of Calvary, that the millions of men who have believed upon him have believed and trusted in vain. I do not
believe that ever Jesus claimed for himself as many of the missionaries of the Gospel have claimed for him,
divine honours. But, though mistaken men have given to him a rank he never claimed, and would net, I can
understand how the great soul of the Galilean, how that nature that went out in unutterable love to mankind,
may still benefit his fellows and infuse into their hearts, when they are yearning for his presence, new spiritual
life and strength. May we not venture—for, after all, these are but speculations—may we not venture to believe,
especially if it gives us spiritual strength, may we not believe that Confucisn. Caky Amouni, and all the great
and good of the past,—the men who in their days towered above their fellows—who gave new spiritual life to
the debased and low, who framed new and better laws for men than they found them with,—still linger in the
world to sustain the fainting, drooping, hearts of men? Why need it be confined to those specially great or
good? Why may we not be-allowed to hope that the spirits of departed kindred may by their own choice stay
here to guide, help, and sustain their friends? Nor less admirable or great is the God who uses this functional
method of carrying on his government. When you and I walk forth in the glory of the morning and draw new
life from the air and fresh magnetism from the earth—do we feel the less grateful to God because we receive
his gifts from the lower world and not from himself direct? From God the unbroken chain descends freely to
man. I said a little while ago in matters of spiritual life we are groping in the dark. Be not discouraged with
regard to this: we are in the dark with regard to details and philosophy, but in so far as spirtual life is necssary
to enlightening and comforting the human soul there is no darkness or difficulty. The breath of God is as free to
help the soul as the breath of Heaven is to sustain the material body. Amongst all creeds and all dogmas, in all
systems, there has been this clear breath of God to man and in this respect all religions agree with each other.
They only differ in details and dogmas. All agree with regard to the two great commandments—Thou shaltlove
the Lord with all thy heart; and thy neighbour as thyself. We learn in the systems whether of Confucnis, Caky
Amouni or Zoroaster that the soul which yearns for truth and beauty will surely be satisfied, as surely as food
will alleviate the hunger, and drink quench the thirst. Let mo, in conclusion, give you an illustration, an Indian
gentleman brought up in the Brahminical faith intensely desirous to learn the truth read the religious books of
his own nation. Those books, like the books of Christianity, have become clouded over with superstition. He
eliminated the truth, and cast out what regarded as error. He read the Jewish and Christian scriptures—wisely,
indeed, without the assistance of missionaries. He was perplexed by their palpable contradictions. They
reflected, he found about 100 forms of belief, Catholicism, Protestantism, &c, &c., &c As they do at homo so
these do abroad—anathematise one another. He wisely avoided receiving instructions from Christian teachers,
and examined the books of the old and new Testaments himself. The life of this gentleman—Chunder
Sen—teaches this great fact that no soul struggling for light fails to receive it. I will read you this extract from
his experiences:—

My first inquiry was, What is the creed taught in the Bible? Must I swallow the whole theology of
Christianity which is put before the world as Christianity? Must I go through all the dogmas and doctrines
which constitute Christianity in the eye of the various sects, or is there something simple which I can at once
grasp and turn to account? I found Christ spoke one language and Christianity another. I went to him prepared
to hear what he had to say, and was immensely gratified when he told me "Love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, with all thy mind, with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and love thy neighbour as thyself;" and then
he added, "This is the whole law and the prophets;" in other words, the whole philosophy, theology, and ethics
of the law and the prophets are concentrated in these two grand doctrines of love to God and love to man, and
then elsewhere he said, "This do and ye shall inherit everlasting life." I was anxious to inherit everlasting life,
and who is not in this assembly? and humbly I approached Christ and waited for an answer, and this was the
answer I received, "If I loved my God with my whole life, not intellectually or emotionally but with the warm
fervour of my heart and soul, and if I served man as my brother, and loved him as myself, I would most
assuredly inherit everlasting life"—(applause). This is the true Christian creed as Christ set it forth in the
Gospel; if I do accept this I shall be saved. But I need the means, the way to the accomplishment of this sacred
precept. There is something in the Bible which has staggered many who stand outside the pale of orthodox
Christanity, and that is the egotism of self assertion. Christ says truly, "Love God and love man, and ye shall
inherit everlasting life;" but still docs he not say, "I am the way; I am the light of the world?" Does he not say,
"Come unto me all ye that are heavy laden, and I will give you rest?" Not in one or two exceptional passages,
but in many passages does he lay considerable stress upon this I. There is constant allusions to himself as the
way to eternal life. He who said the only way to eternal life is the love of God and the love of man also says, "I
am the way." Jesus Christ, then, truly analysed, means love of God and love of man. In him we see a heavenly
embodiment of this love of God as the Father and the love of man as the brother; and instead of there being a



contradiction we find that there is absolute and most charming harmony between these two precepts. If we love
God and love man we become Christlike, and so attain everlasting, life. Christ never demanded from me
worship or adoration that is due to God the Creator of the Universe. He appeared to me to put himself forward
in the Gospel as the way, not the goal—as my guide, not the destination at which I have ultimately to arrive. He
places himself before me as the spirit which I must imbibe in order to approach the divine Father, as the great
teacher and guide who will lead me to God. "I am the way," he said, and if we avail ourselves of that way we
shall roach our destination, which is not Christ, but God the Father.

This is the conclusion he comes to concerning the religion of Jesus. By the unaided struggles of this
Indian's mind he found the truth in the words of Jesus, when he said, "Truly I am the way, the truth and the
light." And it may come to pass yet in our world that in a higher and more advanced condition of man's spiritual
life there will arise one who will say, I am the way." But neither will he mean, nor did Jesus mean, that he was
the goal or end. Every good man or exemplar is the way. The mistake of humanity has been in deifying Christ.
His soul is grieved by the gigantic error. The mistake in times past has been in supposing that an utter finality
has been fixed, that a beacon lighted 4000 or 2000 years ago will light us on the path of the Infinite. As there
has been, so there will be—progression that will so develope mankind that after generations will be as superior
to us, both spiritually and physically, as we are to the African gorilla or the Indian ape. Onward and upward
will be the course of men, while ever varying nature will be evolving new forms of life. We shall not rein habit
this world, but in other worlds and other spheres we shall develope into brighter, and nobler being. Men and
brethren every surrender to our lower nature; every yielding to that which is selfish and unbrotherly is delaying
the development of our glorious life. Therefore let us struggle manfully, fight bravely and heroically; then when
the hour comes when we feel nature sinking, and physical vitality departing from us, when the gathering film of
death hides the loved forms by our bedside, the gates of death to us will be the gates of life. Death will be our
welcome home; and when we have passed from this world of probation and trial we shall be received by
kindred spirits of the glorious past, with the kindred spirits of our household. We shall be received with the
splendid glories bestowed on a triumph over the world, the flesh, and temptation; a triumph in which the
victory will be complete and the glory altogether unclouded.
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The following lecture was delivered on Sunday evening last by G. C. Leech, Esq., in the Mechanics'

Institute. Subject. "The Good Time Coming." Reported by Mr E. C. Martin.
SEVERAL years ago, but within the memory of men still living, the author of Vathek lay dying in one of the

gorgeous chambers of Fontbill Abbey. A man of earnest spirit, who was anxious for the soul of the dying man,
requested to be admitted to the chamber. The request was refused, but with the refusal there went this message:
"Tell him I die possessed of the highest gift of God to man—Hope." In the spiritual condition of that man the
orthodox believer would have had no hope, for he would not have assented to any of those doctrinal tests which
such believers deem a requisite passport to Heaven. But neither would those who think as we do have had much
joy in that man's end. Possessed of almost boundless wealth by birth, he gave up his soul, his life, every mental
power and every bodily faculty to the indulgence of what was sensuous. Possessed of singularly elegant tastes,
his sensuality partook of the refined, but it was none the less sensuality. Whether a man shall be a refined
materialist or whether he shall grovel in the lowest and most degrading sensuality are matters purely of
education, and not of the inherent qualities of the mind. His life was given up to all that was morally sensuous,
though he was by no means ignorant of the spiritual life and the requirements of the human soul; yet, though
sensuous as he must have been, having set aside every high and holy aspiration after that which was spiritual,
notwithstanding, he died with hope. How strong must that property of the human heart be when it is to be found
in those who are spiritually degraded? If it is found there, how deeply seated it must be in those whose
aspirations are high, and whose minds ever soar upwards after the beautiful and true? In the darkest life the soul
has hope for light. In the worst period of a man's lite or a nation's history there is still an inherent and latent



belief that form man and nation alike there is a good time coming. There was a period in the history of Europe
not many years since when the Italian Patriot, though be had still hope in his soul, had little prospect of the
realisation of that hope. The patriots of Italy languished in dungeons deeper than the river bed, or died in the
Papal dominions, shot in the back, and branded as parracides. All at one time was darkness and gloom, when
upon a sudden, from his Island home of Caprera, the Great Patriot of Italy burst forth, swept the Bourbon from
Sicily, then from Southern Italy, and then in triumphal march went northward, clearing all save one spot. At last
the dreams of the patriot were realised, and Italy was free. There was one spot still left to despotism—it was left
to the worst kind—the despotism of the king and priest combined. There are tyrannies bard to bear when the
spirit, is free, but the tyranny, of priestly power is doubly hard to hear. In Home the soul and body were bound
down by iron slavery. When the free men of Italy could no longer bear it, a small band of Italian patriots set
forth in the direction of the Imperial and ever famous city. They would have beaten the armed hirelings of the
Vice-gerent of God, but the better arms of France came to sustain the shock of the battle. The few men who
came in patriotic ardour to save Rome were shot, down in a sort of battue, not in battle. All seemed to be dark,
and the cause of the patriots seemed to have sunk lower. There then arose a cry of the oppressed, but there
seemed none to comfort them. Yet in the darkest and most hopeless hour there came a good time for Roman
freemen. Upon a sudden the tempest of war broke forth upon Europe. The man whose trained soldiery had kept
down the freemen of Italy, set out on a triumphal march to cross the German frontier, and ride triumphant
through the plains of Prussia, when to the amazement of Europe the tide of war rolled back upon him, his vast
legions of armed men were surrounded, and he, like his great uncle, but without his uncle's more noble manner
of falling, found himself a captive of war in the heart of his enemy's country. Then for Italy there grew a great
hope—the Chassepôts which Pio Nono had blessed and sprinkled with Holy Water, were no longer in Rome to
sustain pontifical temporal power and almost without a blow, that temporal power of Papacy sunk to its rotten
foundation. Further; out of that, not only for the freemen of Italy, but for freedom generally, there is a good
time coming. Some Protestants are very ready to throw up their caps in the air and shout for joy because they
think there is an end of the religion of papacy. Not so. Perhaps there is a difference between papacy and
Protestantism. In point of freedom the latter is perhaps the best, and a man in choosing between two evils will
take the least—orthodox Protestantism. Yet I do not know that if orthodox protestantism had the same powers
that Rome has, that freemen and men of advanced free thought would win any more power to think freely than
from Papacy. In Protestantism there would be larger freedom of thought than in a country where Catholic ideas
prevailed. But why? Not because Protestantism is one whit more tolerant, but because in Protestantism there is
a larger proportion of professors who in their hearts disbelieve, and discredit the teachings of orthodoxy. There
is, I say in Protestantism a larger proportion of such thinkers than there is in the Church of Rome, and their
voice and influence would compel the more bigoted professors to toleration, and allow freedom of advanced
thought. We are glad to be able to believe and announce this great fact that in all churches of Protestantism,
whether in one or the other, there is continually growing up in the minds of the masses of men a spirit of
unbelief in the main doctrines of orthodoxy. I am bold to aver that in the Church of England alone, if we could
poll her numbers,—I speak of the Church as in England, for here her clergy are miserably inferior to those in
England, many of them not having bad a collegiate education but having been ordained and promoted from lay
readerships—speaking of the Church as in England, I say the majority of the clergy disbelieve the doctrine of
eternal punishment. If you pass from the clergy to the lay portion there is an overwhelming majority who
disbelieve it, With regard to the doctrine of the Trinity I do not say that they disbelieve it, because few can
believe it. A thing which is beyond our comprehension is bard to fix our belief upon. It is such a profound and
flat contradiction affecting simplicity, and at the same time inexpressibly bewildering. You would not find in
any assembly of 1000 persons, a twentieth part who would hold up their hands for the creed of St. Athanasius
which one of the most eminent English Divines has now declared to be a forgery. Free opinions are spreading
abroad every where As the old fashioned hideous dogmas are dying out and abandoned by the higher forms of
faith they are eagerly snatched at and upheld by the lower portions of professing Christians. When men of
advanced thought propound at home or in America views broader or more honouring to God, it is not to raise
up a new sect but to give larger views of their Maker and Father God. Now we do not believe with ultra and
orthodox Protestantism that Papacy is going to die out because the temporal power of the Pope is over thrown. I
can easily understand that the Pope, freed from the drag of temporal power, may win new influences and fresh
respect, but with this new influence, inevitably, and by a sure and unfailing law of our mental being, the Church
of Rome must enlarge her boundaries and relax her bigotry. From not only the Gallican Church as represented
in the Œeumenical Council by the Archbishop of Paris, but from Hungary, America, and from every part of the
Roman Catholic world, except Ireland, there has arisen a warning cry to Rome which, if Pio Nono does not
listen to, his successor, surely will. And if Rome—Rome that ever boasts to be the same—if Rome ever
enlarges her boundaries, sinks her dogmatism, and relaxes her bigotry, woe in that day to her more modern
rivals, if they attempt still to retain their little dogmatisms borrowed from the worst part of the old system of



Rome. The hopes of the Patriot are comparatively transitory. The oppression, wrong and despotism against
which he wars are confined to nations; but there are other woes and pains of earth which are not passing away,
but are hereditary and the cause of continuous sorrows to mankind. There are physical pain, disease, bodily
suffering, and death. We believe in the fatherhood of God. We have faith that he is perfectly wise. How is it
then that man is the victim of pain, disease, and death, an I how can we reconcile the moral and physical pains
of men with this wisdom and beneficence? In this very simple way! We should not ask for the solution of the
difficulty in that miserable old fable—of original sin. It is perfectly clear that it was never intended that our
bodies should be immortal. If it was, it is opposed to any other analogy in nature. The old theory of man having
been created immortal must be remitted to fable. When mankind learned that death reigned ages and ages
before men had lived; when the upheaval of the granite hills opened the great sepulchre of the past wherein had
been entombed the dead of extinct races of treaties, the idea of the immortality of the body was thus necessarily
exploded, so we cannot propound man's fall as a reason for physical pain and suffering. We are as yet in a
transition state. We are not yet in the condition into which the Creator will develope us. God has proceeded in
all his works slowly and by degrees. First, on the bare rock grew the tiny lichens; then came forth the larger and
richer herbages—so large, so rank and coarse, that not only man could not have lived, but not even the creatures
that afterwards inhabited the forests. Then the grass was sometimes 20 feet in height, and the trees reared their
branches a thousand feet in the air, then largely charged with carbonic acid gas. The creatures that are the food
of man could not then have existed, but instead huge monsters like the megatheria occupied cartel. In the course
of time the earth became fitted for the cattle that career the thousand hills. Then, food being provide for man,
man was developed. First man was strong and rude in structure, and able to defend himself against the attacks
of the lower creatures. Then by-and-bye he became fit to be the recipient of spiritual gifts and the possessor of
an immortal soul. As it was in the past ages so it is in the present. The elements of earth, air and water are not
as free from impurity as in after ages they will be. From those impurities grow disease. That disease is
immensely aggravated by man's neglect. There would not be one-tenth part of the disease that exists if man
understood and obeyed the great laws of nature. But these things have been neglected whilst the powers of the
mind have been directed to useless subjects. In some cases men go forth into scenes of wretchedness,
squallidness, and want, with tracts in their hands, in places where the air is filthy, the water foul, and every
condition to life and body and health of mind are neglected. To these people they give vague statements of
dogmas of regeneration, justification, and sin. I see, however, that some of these good people have learned a
hint. They now present themselves with hygine tracts teaching men of cleanliness and thrift, and teaching them
how to eat and drink and live more in accordance with the laws of nature. But I say the mind has for ages been
occupied with useless metaphysical questions. When men learn and act on natural laws there will not be half
those deseases from which men now suffer; not only will this be so but the race of men will improve. When
men and women learn more, live more in accordance with nature, then, and rapidly too, the physical powers of
the human race will improve. Further, as Surely as any great law will develope, so surely will disease and pain
pass away altogether. Human life, though still limited, will be prolonged not in pain and weakness but in well
modulated, well toned, longer life. At the present moment the average of mortality in the worst parts of London
is higher than it was some years ago in the most healthy rural districts of England. When men thoroughly learn
these laws, and learn also to observe them with righteons care we may venture to affirm there will be no
disease. The change called death will come upon all men but it will be a painless passing away from probation
into fruition. This is a goodly prospect for humanity. But there are worse evils in connection with our humanity.
There are those evils which are moral and mental. Man, as we have often said, is possessed of two natures. Man
has a conscience, which the other creatures have not The horse that has kicked out the brains of his master will
be found not far off browsing unconeernedly, and the wild beast that has just torn some hapless human creature
that has been thrown in its way will gambol with its mate. There is in these no conscience. In the lower class of
mankind there is no conscience at all hardly The aborigine will beat out the brains of his lubra most
remorselessly, and in a few hours he will not be conscious of the grave offence he has committed, bat when you
rise to man endowed with a spiritual nature the case is different. In the man of crime you find a haggard face
and blood shot eye. This does not grow out of fear, but from a consciousness that he has offended a higher law
than the law of man. Not long since in England, in his security, with no fear of the officers of justice before
him, a man confessed a murder done in our neighbourhood years ago. Not Jong before a man in London
repented of the crime he had committed years ago, and upon his own confession, died upon the scaffold. If
there was not a spiritual nature, a something that made man different from the lower creatures these things
would not be. There is a restlessness in evil just as in our physical nature when a thorn enters our flesh there is
uneasiness and pain till the foreign body is removed. Until the foreign body is removed there is pain, and until
the oftensive presence to our spiritual nature is driven out by the will, and the Divine image restored, there will
be pain. As surely as God is and was, so surely will the time come to pass when there will be no moral evil in
our world, when every son and daughter of humanity will be as Jesus was. I do not mean to say that Jesus in his



perfect purity stands alone; there may have been others—a multitude of others unknown and undiscovered. But
I know of him, arid learning partly from what I believe to be the authentic records and listening to the voice of
my own consciousness. I believe that in him the spiritual nature entirely triumphed over the material. From the
opening hoars of his mind and soul, when there began responsibility, I believe that the soul of Jesus never
succumbed to the promptings of his material nature. I believe that his spiritual being reigned supreme over his
complex nature—a nature perfectly pure, and by means of this his soul was in entire harmony with the Soul of
the Universe. When he said, I and my Father are one, he only meant one in spirit and love, oneness of thought,
wish, and action, just as he meant, when he said that his Disciples should be one with him, as he was one with
the Father, I believe that his prayer will be heard. On the night he died, he prayed no, for them only, but for all
mankind, for all the brotherhood of humanity. I believe also it was a prophecy as well as a prayer, growing out
of his own intuitive consciousness, that man might triumph over materialism, that the soul must be the master.
He had hope and faith that as it was in his nature, so it would be in all humanity. I have perfect faith that in this
world of ours there will be no sin or moral evil, but that man will eventually be like Jesus. Then will be realised
the old legend of Christ reigning on earth. Not that he will reign in the flesh, but that as in him the love of God
was manifested so it will be in all humanity. But although there may be for humanity this good time coming,
what of the millions whose bones have strewn the East? What of the thousands who have died in the shock of
battle? What of the millions of men and women whose lives have been one long scene of wretchedness, poverty
and pain? When in the great city of London the bells have rung out their morning hymn what music is there in
their sounds for men and women who are living in noisome cells, and wretched garrets? Are we not tempted to
say that it would be better for them like Judas of old, if they had never been born I What to them will be this
[unclear: m] lenium, if the hideous dogma of orthodox be true that the great majority of such [unclear: po]
creatures have gone down to [unclear: irremediable] torment? Thank God, our happy pictures of the after world
will not [unclear: be] dimmed by any such hideous blotch as [unclear: this] For we believe that for every son
[unclear: an] daughter of humanity there is laid up glorious immortality and eternal life which there will be no
more pain nor [unclear: sorrow] in which God will wipe away all tears from their eyes. The most wretched of
[unclear: the] multitude of the past are enjoying at this moment a life more glorious than the happiest on earth.
But of this new and [unclear: noble] future, remember that we ourselves, to [unclear: a] certain extent, are the
framers. No [unclear: man] can altogether cast himself away, but he [unclear: may] greatly delay the full
fruition of the future and therefore once again as before, let me exhort not only you but myself also to [unclear:
ex] all our powers to overcome and reject, that which is base and low, and strive to attain that which is high and
noble. There is provided in all religions spiritual food but in some it is so much intermixed with that which is
not only not nourishing but noxious that the spiritual life is sadly and immensely retarded. Cultivate every
spiritual gift and under the influence you will feel your spiritual nature growing larger and your sensuous being
growing less And if to any man Catholicism in this respect is belter than Protestantism or orthodoxy better than
free thought let him cultivate it. But in these matters be bold and independent. Search, examine, and in vestigate
with a spirit of independent inquiry, remembering how high and glorious may be the destiny of each one of us.
I thank God that I have perfect faith to feel that for the world at large, for humanity of the past, and for mankind
at present, and for myself individually there is laid up an exceeding treasure of glory and beauty, and I glorify
God for you and myself that, in every hour of darkness we may have faith. I would therefore urge you when
you cannot understand the beneficence of God still to trust that He is our Father in Heaven. It is not yet the
clear day, nor yet the dark night. It is the transition twilight. The sun has not yet risen above the broad horizon,
but the edge is tinged with a golden fringe by the outlving beams the avant couriers of the Sun himself. A day is
dawning whose glory shall not be succeeded by any darkness, and whose [unclear: me Idian] splendour shall be
followed by no night.
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SOME of the parallel scenes of this world contain, at times, strange and startling contrasts. In some cities,
especially of the east, the hut of the beggar abuts on the Palace of the Prince. In one part of a great city, the
head of a criminal may be falling beneath the sword of the headsman, when elsewhere they are making merry at
a joy us feast. In one quarter, with voices of loud mourning they are burying the dead, while in another they are
welcomine the birth of a new born heir. So pain and pleasure often run in parallel lines. Upon one memorable
occasion, the history of Jesus and his apostles, presented one of these startling contrasts With James and John
he was up upon the heights of Mount Tabor, where, endowed with supernatural vision, they not only commuted
with, but beheld the mighty dead. The sublime law giver of the Jews, with the grandest of all the Prophets, there
conversed face to face with the founder of the new faith. And, says the narrative, it was so sublime, and so
carried away the Fishermen, who were companions of Jesus, that they desired to tarry there, rather than go
down again to the common business, and cares of life. Such emotions are not unknown to humanity. In some of
the best moments of our lives, relieved from the low and sordid things of earth, our souls commune with the
great Spirit of the universe, and we get weary with the thought that we have to go back to the course cares of
daily life: but for Jesus, for James and for John, there was waiting work to be wrought out on the plain of this
lower world. There was to be encountered by the great Teacher himself, a day of the desertion, agony, scorn,
and shameful death, and for his followers, a somewhat similar doom each. And so to the plain, of necessity,
they descended from the Mount of Transfiguration, and as they descended there met Jesus a man bearing him
his little son. "Have mercy upon me thou Son of David, for my son is tormented with a demon, and I brought
him to thy disciples but they could not heal him." The great pitiful heart of Jesus went out in compassion to the
stricken father and he gave forth from himself that power whereby the nerves and jarred forces of nature were
adjusted and reconciled. When thus entreated he healed the afflicted. On another occasion to which we refer he
healed without entreaty, because he came across a wretched outcast, afflicted hopeless man, and who,
according to the superstitation of the day was possessed with a demon. It was no wonder that in that period of
ignorance what is termed a mental malady should be imputed to the possession of a demon, for ignorant men at
the time deemed that all diseases arose out of the possession of devils. There were demons of fever, leprosy,
paralysis, and so on through the long and weary round of troubles by which the body of humanity is oppressed.
So with greater force were they led to believe that the disorder arose from the possession of devils when the
object of attention was afflicted with mental disease. In reality there is no such thing as mental disease. All
diseases are physical—they grow out of the disturbance of the nerves and secretive organs. When the finer and
nicer nerves of the brain are disturbed the mind becomes disordered Let some of the extremely line nerves of
the brain be affected, and the philosopher of to-day may to-morrow be a fool, and the sage of to-morrow may
the day after be a madman. Indeed, the consideration of this great fact, as to what are called mental maladies,
leads to a very nice and important psychological question, as to the continuance of the thinking part of our
nature after death. Strike a man somewhere on the head a blow and his power to think will have gone, yet he
will still be able to swallow fool, the blood will course through the veins and arteries bat he has become as one
of the lower creatures—as little capable of working out some proposition as the ox that grazes upon the plain.
Where is the thinking part of him? the higher faculties? Restore the injured part and he will begin to think
again, but the time that will have elapsed between his injury and recovery will be an utter blank to him. He will
take up the thread of his intellectual existence just where he left off. A seaman at the great battle of the Nile
who fought on board the Victory was wounded during the engagement in the head by a splinter which drove a
part of his scull on the brain. After suffering this injury he was incapable of thought. He was completely
unconscious and had only an animal existence, He was taken home and conveyed to the Green which hospital.
Years afterwards it was proposed to try the effect of the operation of trepanning on him. Immediately the
fractured portion of the skull was removed and the pressure taken off the brain, he recovered consciousness.
But he thought he was still in the Bay of Aboukir, that he was still on board the Victory, and that the battle was
yet going on; and he proceeded to complete [unclear: the] order he was executing when struck by [unclear:
plioter] years ago. So far so good. But what of the time that had elapsed? What of the thinking part of the man
when nerves and brains are for ever destroyed? How is it then with us as regards that part of our nature that
thinks and aspires? that part that will live on aid still hope and aspire? Men and brethern, man is a triune being.
The immortal part of him is a something distinct from the animating spirit. I have been informed that a certain
Father Kelly his been telling the world that man has only two natures, and that that which will live for ever is
the same thing which meditates and directs in life. Well, if man has but this twofold nature—if he has only a
mind and body—I can see no escape from pure materialism; but I do not believe it. I believe that when not only
the nerves, muscles and bones will have passed away into dissolution, but also that part of our being we have in
common with the lower animals, there will then exist, and be remaining, a third division of our triple being, and
that is what we call a soul. But to return. Let there he any serious jarring of the nerves of the brain and there
will ensue,—whether from a shock without or more stealthy injury from within—according to the manner or
the injury, madness or [unclear: idiocy] At the time of Jesus when the people believe that physical evils were



caused by demons it naturally led to the belief that mental maladies were produced by the same causes. The east
abounds more wish madness than the countries from whence we came, and there is a kind of pitifulness shown
to people thus afflicted there but I am sorry to say that in Fatherland, the treatment of the insane was awful to
contemplate. Why was it so in the unhappy past? Just because of the old horrid superstition. When the cruelties
to which I refer, were perpetrated without men actually believing in this, there was the effect still remaining of
the old superstition. Accordingly lunatics were chained, beaten and innured in dungeons, and all hopes of re
storation and reparation were destroyed. In modern days, when old cruelties are going out with old superstitions
a I those things are changed, and a spirit of pitifulness and love is brought to bear on those who are thus
unhappily afflicted. When Jesus was on earth, people were very ignorant of physical laws, and the nice laws of
the science called psychology were altogether unknown. Hence the mistake as to mental maladies. It is also
extremely probable that Jesus did believe himself that the possession of demons did cause disease, madness,
and death. As I have told you, all the forces and powers of the mind and nature of Jesus went out in one
direction—that was love to God and man. It is well for humanity, it was so for a man cannot be great In all
things. You never heard of any man who attained to the highest scholarly position, in more at the outside than
two or three branches of learning. No man attains exalted pre eminence in all learning. So also in regard to the
forces of man's nature. If the forces of Jesus of Nazareth's nature had been directed to the attainment of
astronomy, of philosophy history, and all the physical sciences a certain proportion of them would have been
taken away from the manifestation of love to God and man. Therefore, when we speak of the man as being
ignorant in some things, or having entertained erroneous ideas on some subjects, you are not to suppose that
that means any disrespect to the grandeur and power of Jesus. People who have done the greatest wrong and
mischief are those who have raised him up to a preposterous elevation. When theologians, for instance, took
him out of the sphere of man and made him the Almighty Creator, they took away one of the very principle of
the powers of Jesus as an exemplar and guide to mankind. The main power of Jesus over humanity as an
exemplar is in the fact that he was "a man tempted in all things like as we are, and yet without sin." When men
are told that two thousand years ago there lived a man tempted in all things like unto ourselves—tempted really,
honestly, and bona fide as they were, and yet won complete victory—that he trampled down his lower nature,
making the spiritual supreme, then is presented a picture to man of unutterable power and strength. But when
you take him out of the category of man and tell them that he was not like themseles, but the Almighty Creator,
then man, struggling heretofore under a strong hope that he can was as Jesus won, shrugs his shoulders and
withdraws from the strife. Therefore you will understand that it is from no lack of respect to our elder brother
when I say that Jesus held to superstitions which modern science had exploded. One night in the darkness,
whilst the billows of Lake Tiberius rose high beneath the moonless sky, the weary fishers were anxiously
rowing with their master. Beside them loomed in the darkness the land of the Gadereens, and the weary rowers
would not land, for it was an accursed place. It was where the dead were buried out of sight. But it was not that
which kept them from the place. The inmate of the tombs of the inland of Tiberias was a living and not a dead
man, a man whose maniacal cries startled their ears in the darkness as they rowed across the billows of the lake.
But by and bye when the morning began to break they took courage and set their feet on shore and as they
landed the madman of the tombs came down to meet them; urged by the restlessness of insanity or it may be
moved by some good and gentle spirit tenderly leading him to the place where he might find hearing rest and
peace. And this man, naked and bleeding from his self infected wounds with the [unclear: rema] of the gyves
he had worn and broken stood in front of Jesus of Nazareth Oh what a contrast, in A parallel presentation of this
world. The wretched, de-maniac standing in wild and excited disordered, helpless homeless, hopeless, attitude
before Jesus the incarnation of peace and divine beauty. I remember how this picture was brought vividly back
to my mind one day, in the great city of New York. I happened to be in the prison, which by a strange
association with this story is called The Tombs. It is so called because it is built after the model of the Egyptian
tombs. Seated on one of the benches of the prison was a man strongly strapped to the seat. The foam of rage
and madness was welling from each corner of his lips. His blood-shot eyes rolled savagely and furiously. Men
stood carefully aloof looking upon him. A little boy, a child belonging to one of the warders or jailers, whilst
the attention of the observers was diverted for a moment, fearlessly want up to the fettered madman, and out his
little hand on the fettered hand of the maniac. Instantly a bystander put his hand out to prevent the boy going
near, but not soon enough. The touch of the child seemed to soothe the disordered system of the man. The face
lost its hateful expression, the eyes became softened and toned down to something almost like reason, and at
last he said in a sorrowful and softened voice, don't take him away, "I won't hurt him." In an instant by the
process of inevitable analogy of thought there arose upon my mind the picture of two thousand years ago; the
madman by the shore of the Galilean Lake, and the other, a man confronting him with the simplicity and purity
of a child and the majesty of a God. We cannot well form an idea of the history of the case. It is evidently
magnified and distorted by the narrator, who was himself labouring under the superstition of the time; but, at
the same time, I believe in it a verity as a whole, and I believe in the mighty lesson taught therein. Jesus spoke



kindly, laid his hands upon the shoulders of the maniac, and instantly the disordered forces of nature were
restored to their proper tone; the startled multitude beheld the erst naked, violent, raving lunatic sitting at the
feet of Jesus. Oh mighty power of love and pity manifested to us! We often hear of the proofs of the love of
God manifested to the world, through Jesus. Men and brethren, thank God for such manifestations. Blessed and
happy are the ears of the man who has heard the tidings of that marvellous manifestation. But I say, with all
fervour, thank God it was not through Jesus only that the love of God has been manifested to mankind. Ever
since the guiding mind of Deity gave order to the forces of materialism, the love of God has been manifested to
mankind, not waiting for the birth of Jesus, and not tarrying when he died. It has been poured Out in lands
where the name of Jesus was never heard. Thank God, the God and Father of Jesus Christ, our elder brother,
that love of God flows freely. I believe that Jesus of Nazareth was God manifested in the flesh, but I believe
also that every good man, and every good women, is God manifested in the flesh, and when man before Jesus
and since, Jew or Gentile, Greek or Scythian, bond or free, has fulfilled in any way the great command of
loving his neighbour or has been occupied in any way in executing loving offices to mankind, that he differs
from Jesus of Nazareth in degree and not in kind, and every man and woman has the power to be in all things as
Jesus was. How then, it will be asked, is it that Jesus stands alone as the manifestation of divine love? I do not
know that he stands alone, but by reason of our education and by reason of history having made him the Great
Centre and stand point of our teachings; our minds have been directed solely to him. But furthermore in all the
manifestations of divine power to man the great geniuses and men of gigantic intellect stand alone. The phrase
of the French adulator, though blasphemous, indicates a fact that is undeniable. He said that God made
Napoleon, and then rested. Napoleon was the one man of his time. There was no other Napoleon. In the history
of China we find a Confucius, but not two. In Greek history we find a Plato, but not two. We find in Epie
poetry a Homer, but not two. We find in our literature a Shakespeare, but not two. And so also we find in the
religions history of a large proportion of the races of earth a transcendant Jesus, but pot two. When the Great
Spirit of the Universe resolves that there shall be a higher condition of things, there is a man created beyond his
fellows, with mightier forces, greater brain power and greater capacity to compass difficulties. He is the vehicle
and in trument of the new condition of things, and therefore such men do not find their fellows, but,
notwithstanding this, I am assured that the divine power and love and pity that were manifested in Jesus for
mankind—though far greater in degree than was probably ever exhibited by any other man, differ only in
degree from the love shown and exercised by many others. His transcendent love gave hope to those who
would otherwise have despaired. It, was that love which teaches that in every man and woman however
degraded there is something inexpressibly precious to the divine Creator. That spirit is abroad and each man
may partake of it. Jesus is the highest type of humanity, but yet a man, and if you or I wish to rise up to him, we
must think and act as he has done, and never despise the outcast Be full of love and forbearance even to those
who seem to be lost to all self-respect and goodness. Then in you and me will be the mind which was in Chrst.
Men and brethren, nineteen centuries or thereabouts have rolled away and the mouldering body of Jesus has
long since been resolved into its kindred dust, but his spirit still lives, and not only lives, but by affinity is
drawn to the human soul. I cannot but believe that the mighty in love and pity still takes the deepest and
tendered interest in the world he so much loved. If you and I seek him his spirit will come to our souls, and
make all that would be otherwise harsh and evil, good and gentle, and he will cheer the lonely hours of our
lives. I have faith still that in the darkest and most disordered minds there will be light. The pitiful one who
spoke in such marvellously consolatory tones to the madman of the Tombs will give to us not only love,
comfor, and peace, but an abiding assurance of our everlasting happiness. One more explanation and I have
done. In reading the lesson of this history to-night there is added evidently to it a piece of foolish superstition
which I believe was added by the compiler, but formed no part of the hi story as originally and truly recorded
That is the incident as to the evil spirits or demons going into the herd of swine in the neigh Unhappily histories
like these have gathered accretions which have taken from their power and beauty, and yet divines will insist on
entire acceptance or entire rejection. Theologians of all churches will tell us we have to take all this book or
none, that we are to cast away everything, or, at their bidding, to accept every vain and absurd story. I ask you
to reject the manifestly absurd story of the spirits entering the herd of swine, but receive that which will come
home to your minds with abiding beauty and faith.
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Delivered in the Mechanics' Institute, Castlemaine, On Sunday, January 8th, 1871,
By G. C. Leech, Esq. Published by H. Bamford, Barker-Street, Castlemaine.
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The following lecture was delivered on Sunday evening last by G. C. Leech, Esq., in the Mechanics'
Institute. Subject: "The Two Debtors." Reported by Mr E. C. Martin.

MY belief—which I by no means profess to present to you dogmatically, but simply as my own opinion,
which you, as reasonable men, will accept or reject as you think wise—my belief, I say, is that the Governor of
the Universe rules, teaches, and strengthens the souls of men through the spirits of the mighty dead of earth. In
other worlds, in the countless galaxys that deck the midnight sky there are doubtless also sentient
beings—beings who differ from us possibly in outward form altogether beyond our conception, but who have,
notwithstanding, like us, imperishable spirits. The souls of such sentient beings the Supreme Governor of the
Universe also rules, guides and strengthens by the spirits of their departed mighty dead. In this great economy
of God there is no derogation of His supreme dignity for being Omnipresent, there being nowhere in the
immeasurable expanse of the universe the smallest space where His Infinite Spirit is not present, He guides and
directs the intermediate spirits, His eye is ever upon them. They are but the ministrants of His will. Happily for
us, happily for the sentient beings of other worlds, the divine love and pity, the appreciation of our continual
weakness, the consciousness of our need of sustaining strength, reaches Him through beings, who themselves
have also felt those weaknesses, have suffered and solved the besetting difficulties of life, have struggled and
won, have, alas! also struggled and been defeated. Many great and good of our world are doubtless filling such
functions of the Eternal at this moment. The special nations, the particular people to whom on earth they
addressed the guidance and comfort of their presence, are gathered round them now in their eternal home. Jesus
of Nazareth, doubtless, who to my mind more than any other man fathomed the Divine mind and penetrated
into the secrets of His designs, had this great fact, in view, when he said to his disciples, "In my Father's house
are many mansions, if it were not go I would have told you. I go to prepare a place for you, that where I am
there ye may be also." In the grand roll of earth's heroes, the men who held life, honor and ease, and all things
cheap in comparision with the sublime work of duty are many who have held this doctrine, and in the circles of
other spheres they have around them those who found in their written counsels spiritual strength, light and
peace. I hope, and I have something more than hope—I have deep and earnest faith that when the earthly house
of my tabernacle will be dissolved I shall enter the mighty circle that surrounds the teacher of Nazareth! I have
also, concerning him, not only a faith as to the future, but a realisation of his help in the present, and that his
soul is still fulfilling a great work of light, comfort, and love on earth, that he still ministers to my soul and your
soul in every hour of need and every moment of necessity; and that he is fulfilling these great functions
amongst almost countless hosts. I have faith also that the spirits of all earth's great deliverers are amongst us. I
desire to realise the teaching, and the manner of teaching of that teacher who still so loves and so yearns over
the great brotherhood of humanity. For that purpose for a few moments to-night we will select one of the many
memorable scenes of his history. Upon one occasion after his public teaching was over, a Pharisee invited him
into his house to feast. We will consider for one moment what class of man the Pharisee was. He was what in
our days would be described most emphatically as a highly respectable, religious, church-going man; a
sell-satisfied,' complacent being, who would be irreproachably good and up-right on the Exchange during the
week day. A man who would not only never commit the folly of crime, but who would never fall into the crime
of committing a mistake. He would be careful never to be missed from his place in church on Sunday. Just for
one moment please to hear this man's character from his own lips. The fashion of the character is not
contradicted, so we may presume he did not exaggerate or falsity his own merits. "Two men went up into the
Temple to pray—the one a Pharisee, and the other a publican. The I harisee stood and prayed thus with himself:
God, I thank Thee that I am not as other men are extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even as this publican. I fast
twice in the week; I give tithes of all that I possess." Now, these were high, good, and laudable things for a man
to be able to say of himself. Not only are they conventional virtues, but such as every man ought to be able to
say of himself. Not to be an extortioner, an adulterer, and unjust, are good and laudable qualities. The publican
was an extortioner in all probability. I am sorry to say the word has been allowed to stand thus, translated, and,
therefore, misleads. It really meant a tax-gatherer, and the tax gatherer, we have every reason to believe was an
extortioner. The Romans instead of collecting the revenues by their own paid officials and by selecting
honourable and respectable men, farmed them out, so that the revenues went as it were to the highest bidder. As
his profit would consist of the difference between what he collected and what he paid, he would have, apart
from ordinary human cupidity, reasons for exacting all he could, having been out-bid in all probability by
competitors for the same office. Well, the publican could not thank God for any of the qualities of the Pharisee,
so he smote his breast and said, "Lord, have mercy upon me, a miserable sinner." The decision of Jesus is that
this man went down to his house justified rather than the other. If we were to read the many lessons in the New
Testament in a careless and undiscriminating way, the effect on the mind could only be disastrous. The qualities



of the Pharisee were not undervalued or disregarded, nor were the sins of the publican made a light matter in
the mind of Jesus. Then why was it the great teacher rather commended the publican than the ultra respectable
Pharisee? I will tell you. Because above and beyond the most respectable virtues there is something dearer to
the mind of God. The self-justification and self-laudation of the Pharisee showed the pride of his heart, but in
the publican standing afar off, beyond his humble words, there was humility in his very bearing. There was in
that man's heart a larger share of human love and pity that in the heart of the Pharisee hardened by steroetyped
forms and complacent self-satisfaction. Some of the most respectable and religious men, men who will
subscribe liberally to any religious endowment.—I speak not of my observations in this small community—are
the most unmerciful and unpitiful of all men I ever met. Indeed men who are thus religiously respectable, are
generally cold and hard hearted. The reason the publican went down to his house more justified than the
Pharisee was because he had in his heart a greater depth of human feeling than the self righteous Pharisee. A
man of this Pharisee class invited Jesus into his house, and treated him with somewhat scanty courtesy. It was a
custom of the oast that the guest should be provided with water to wash his feet, as a traveller's feet would be
dust-covered after traversing a road in sandaled feet. Oil was also often given to the guest to oil his head and
feet. It was usual also to salute the invited guest with a kiss upon the cheek. But none of these courtes.es were
extended by the Pharisee. Jesus, we are told, went into the house and the multitude pressed in. In the east at that
time, nor now, do men claim that privacy that is enjoyed by the nations in western countries. There is a guest
chamber into which strangers may enter uninvited, without any breach of manners. When the guest [unclear:
anber] in this Pharisee's house was filled, the court yard was occupied by those who pressed to see him. Into the
innermost chamber a woman pressed her way. She was by profession a harlot, she was one of those women
who made sin her trade: she pressed in, and with alabaster ointment tended his dust and travel-stained feet. She
bathed his feet in her tears and wiped them with the hair of her bead. What affinity was there between this
woman's darkened and polluted nature and the ineffably pure nature of Jesus? For the first time she learned that
God made a distinction between sin and the sinner. That even when yielding to our lower and material nature,
God and God's servants have ineffable and unutterable pity for us. She had caught a [unclear: dimghmmering]
of the divine and sublime truth, that truth which kings, philosophy's, and wise men never found. She entered
into the presence chamber, and bathed his feet with her tears, wiped them with her hair, and poured ointment on
them. Perhaps the ointment was purchased by the wages of sin. But neither her tears nor her gift was disdained.
The Pharisee looked on amazed. He thought within himself: Now I have a crucial test whereby to judge this
Galilean assailant of our order who had the audacity but the other day to upbraid us with hypocrisy. He called
us whited sepulchres, and showered much bitter invective on us. Yet he does not know what manner of woman
this is. Now, I have a test whereby I can prove him. Jesus, to the unexpressed thoughts of his host, made
answer. By that high spiritual power which he had and which is not unknown to other men, he could search the
secret heart, and know what was in it, just as in the spiritual world, though there is no vocal utterance, the
thought of one spirit is known to the other. When nature becomes intensely spiritualised it is so with men even
in the flesh. Jesus read the thoughts of his host, He spoke somewhat after this fashion: Simon I have somewhat
to say unto thee. There was a certain rich man, who had two debtors, and when they had nothing to pay he
frankily forgave them both. Now tell me, Simon, which would love him most; He to whom most was forgiven
or he who owed least?" Master, replied the Pharisee, I suppose he to whom most was forgiven. "Thou hast well
said." See this woman. I came into thine house, yet thougavest me no water, no oil, neither did you impress a
kiss upon me, but she hath not ceased to water my feet with her tears, and therefore, though her sins are many,
they are all forgiven her. The startled audience said—who is this that forgiveth sin? In their darkened minds
they could not understand him. He did not profess to forgive sins, but he had searched for and found the laws of
God, whereby he knew that acts of love and mercy entitled those who practised them to heavenly gifts and
forgiveness. He therefore said—Thy faith hath saved thee, go in peace. To is is the story of the two debtors,
from which we may learn wisdom. There is another from the lips of the same teacher. I suppose they had been
saying what is called The Lord's Prayer, and had stumbled on the sentence. Forgive us our trespasses as we
forgive them that trespass against us," and could not reconcile it in their minds—in fact at one time a worthy
bishop, who. I suppose, had a temper of his own, altered the prayer thus: "Forgive mo my trespasses as I ought
to forgive them that trespass against me." Perhaps Simon had not overcome the desire to avenge himself when
he asked Jesus, How often am I to forgive my brother?" "Jesus saith unto him, I say not unto thee, until seven
times: but until seventy times seven." That is as long as he manifests any desire to amend his ways. So Jesus
then gave them this parable:—

Therefore is the kingdom of heaven likened unto a certain king, which would take account of his servants.
And when he had begun to reckon, one was brought unto him, which owed him ten thousand talents. Hut
forasmuch as he had not to pay, his lord commanded him to be sold, and his wife, and children, and all that he
had and payment to be made. The servant therefore fell down, and worshipped him, saying, Lord, have patience
with me, and I will pay thee all. Then the lord of that servant was moved with compassion, and loosed him, and



forgave him the debt. But the same servant went out, and found one of his fellow servants, which owed him an
hundred pence: and he laid hands on him, and took him by the throat, saying, Pay me that thou owest. And his
fellowservant fell down at his feet, and besought him, saying, Have patience with me, and I will pay thee all.
And he would not: but went and cast him into prison, till he should pay the debt. So when his fellowservants
saw what was done, they were very sorry, and came and told unto their lord all that was done. Then his lord,
after that he had called him, said unto him, O thou wicked servant, I forgave thee all that debt, because thou
desiredst me: Shouldest not thou have had compassion on thy fellowservant, even as I had pity on thee? And
his lord was wroth, and delivered him to the tormentors, till he should pay all that was due to him. So likewise
shall my heavenly Father do also unto you, if ye from your hearts forgive not every one his brother their
trespasses.

Men and brethren, in all the teachings of Jesus there prevailed this manifest truth that the highest and
strongest recommendation to God is pity, compassion and love. Whilst all good qualities are to be practised,
remember this, that the sacrifice of every feeling of cruelty, hardness of heart and wrong, is most agreeable to
the God and Father of Jesus Christ. As he was during his earthly ministrations, so also is he now. Therefore
whilst cultivating every quality let us also remember that the spirit of unreasoning anger to our fellow man is to
be restrained by every power in our command, and we shall become one with Christ, as he was one with God,
by mutual affinity of spirit unto spirit. Men and brethren, I believe for some ten months past we have been
meeting in this place and many of you present have been hearing my voice. During that time there has been no
little controversy. I have been assailed strongly, assailed by not a few opponents, and in the somewhat unequal
conflict, I have no doubt that I have said many strong things, it may be that I have said harsh things; as I say
pressed in the somewhat unequal conflict if at any time I have wounded my opponents I ask their forgiveness, I
regret it. And if I have felt myself sometimes wounded by taunts of real faults unfairly exaggerated, and
wounded by the imputation of faults not existing, I freely fore give them as I have faith that the God and Father
of Jesus Christ has for all things, freely forgiven me.

decorative feature
Printed at the "Representative" Office, Castlemaine.

Co-Operation.
AS the increasing importance of Co-operation has, for some time past, been engaging the attention of the

leading reformers of Europe and America, and as steps are being taken at the present time to establish a
Co-operative Store in Dunedin, we intend publishing, as our space permits, a series of tracts and papers hearing
on the subject. We give below, as the first of the series, the "Banbury Co-operative Tract, No. 3." The Banbury
Co-operative Society, like that of the Rochdale Pioneers, began in a very small way, and bids fair to be as
successful as its great prototype. It was commenced by a small number of working men, and within four years
from starting, had eight hundred members, chiefly heads of families, and was doing a business equal to £20,000
a year.

"GOOD MORNING, Joyful—I'm glad to see you," said Sam Jones (a working carpenter), as he met Tom
Joyful, who was out for a walk the other Sunday morning, on the Oxford Road. "I wanted to see you; for I have
thought a good deal about you since last we met."

"Indeed!" said Joyful. "How is that?."
"Why, you remember giving me a couple of tracts on Co-operation, don't you?"
"I do," said Joyful.
"Well, I did as you requested me. I took them home and read them again and again: and although I had

passed that place on the Cow Fair scores of times, and seen what was over the door I never knew, nor did I
think of its meaning, until I read those tracts," said Jones,

"I dare say not," said Joyful. "Unfortunately, there are, I am sorry to say, vast numbers of working men
who go on, and on, and on, in the old routine of life, without looking either to the right or to the left, or noticing
what lies in their way, be it ever so valuable; and that's the reason the world makes the slow progress it does:
whereas, if they would only make use of the means which lie within their reach for improving their condition, it
would not be what it now is, in too many instances, a miserable one indeed. But do you know what it means
now?"

"From what I read in the tracts, I was induced to join the Society; and I have often thought it was only what
was due to you that I should tell you—and I am glad of this opportunity of doing so—that I found what they
contained to be strictly true; and I thank you for putting them in my hands," said Jones.

"I am very glad to hear that," said Joyful; "it is not always I get so recompensed. But as you seem to have
been so interested, suppose we take a turn, and have a little further conversation about this thing called



Co-operation?"
"I shall be pleased to do so," said Jones.
"Well what have you made out about it?" said Joyful
"Made out?" said Jones: "well, I told you I read Tract No. 1, and that opened my eye a little; then I read No.

2, and I saw further Since then I have read and thought a good deal about it; and I feel the more I know, the
more I want to know about it."

"That's a good state of mind to be in," said Joyful, "and one which, if duly attended to, will secure you a
well-informed one; and after all, it is as Dr Watts says—

'The mind's the standard of the man.'
But to our subject. This Co-operation then, means nothing less, Jones, than the complete salvation of Labor.

I mean the liberation of Labor from all wealthy patronage, and control. Labor is, and for ages has been, the
slave of Capital; and though men talk of the interests of Labor and the interests of Capital being identical, under
the present system it's all humbug—'a delusion, a mockery, and a snare.' They are nothing of the kind—they are
as opposed to each other as they possibly can be. Labor is the slave of Capital; and though it has made, and still
continues to make, desperate efforts to free itself, they always end in failure, and in riveting its fetters still
tighter. Look at the thousands, the hundreds of thousands of pounds the working classes have expended in
strikes, and the sacrifices they havee made; and to what purpose? Capital has now a firmer grip of its victim
than ever. You, like myself, are a working man, dependent on labor; but our labor is of no use to us if there are
none with money who will employ us: and with no employer, we have to starve or go to the workhouse, as
thousands are doing at the present time; while if we are employed, it must be on the employers' terms, and not
ours."

"That shall be right," said Jones.
"All this," said Joyful, "proves to me that it's no use Labor fighting Capital. Capital must be met with

capital; and this the working classes can never obtain but by Co-operation. Co-operation will give it them, and
that in the simplest, safest, and easiest manner possible. Do you doubt it? See what they have done at Rochdale,
and many other places. At Rochdale, 30 years ago, you might have kicked the weavers and working classes
from there to Jericho, and could not have kicked a hundred pounds out of them: now they have a capital of
£100,000. How did they get it? By Co-operation! This buying and selling of quarter-pounds of tea, penn'orths
of soap, or ha'porths of treacle, may appear a very trifling matter; but it is not so trifling, after all. On the
contrary, it is a most important one, as it is the mode or method by which the salvation of Labor is to be
wrought out."

"That seems curious too," said Jones.
"Yes it does," said Joyful; "but if, as you go through life, you will observe well, you will find that most of

the greatest effects are produced by the simplest means: as, for instance, gunpowder, one of the greatest
explosive forces known, is produced from nothing more than a mixture of charcoal, sulphur, and saltpetre; or
steam, that mighty giant, from a little fire and water. And as in the physical, so also it is in the moral world—

The greatest wonders do from trivial causes spring.
But to our subject again. Society is now divided into two classes—the Producers and the Non-producers of

wealth; in other words, the workers and the schemers; and, up to the present, the schemers have had the best of
it. Now, there is no wealth that is not produced by labor. Labor is the source of all wealth; but, unfortunately for
themselves, while the laborers have been toiling and moiling to produce wealth, they have not carefully
protected it, but have allowed the schemers to run off with it as fast as produced. 'Tis true, the schemers do not
knock the laborers down and rifle their pockets, as do the highwaymen the lonely traveller; but they have a
system by which they do it quite as effectually, and far more safely; and of this system shopkeeping forms an
important part. Let me illustrate this:—Peter Simple earns a pound; he takes it to the shopkeeper, to be
exchanged for either groceries, provisions, clothes; or furniture. If for groceries, he receives so much butter,
cheese, or lard; but he leaves the shop with only eighteen, seventeen, sixteen, or fifteen shilliugs' worth for his
pound; the remainder is retained, and the poor bumpkin, thinking he has the value of his pound, goes away
contented. Now suppose if, instead of for groceries, he goes in to change his sovereign for silver, and the
shopkeeper offers him eighteen, seventeen, sixteen, or fifteen shillings for it—would Simple be so simple as to
take it? Not he; he would insist upon having a pound's value for his pound; and yet so much is custom
interwoven with our nature, that large numbers of our fellow-workmen still prefer the old method of spending
their money, and taking eighteen shillings for their pound, to the new, which gives them value for value, or
twenty good shillings' worth for their sovereign. Of course, we must not blame the shopkeeper. Who would not
be a shopkeeper while so many kind Simples abound?"

"Rot it!" said Jones, "what a fool I must have been all my life."
"Never mind," said Joyful. "Although the people do not at present see through it, they will see through it;

and when they see through it—good-bye to private trading. Shops may be opened, plate glass may fill their



fronts, windows may be dressed, goods be offered at less than prime cost—they will not be entered. 'In vain is
the net spread in the sight of any bird;' they will be regarded only as so many traps to catch flats; and, by
avoiding them, the working classes will rid themselves of some portion of the great burden they now have to
bear, and the shopkeepers will take their fair share in the great labor of life."

"And a jolly good job, too," said Jones.
"That is not all," said Joyful. "With the shopkeepers will go many of the classes above them—bankers,

lawyers, landlords, rentiers, and rate collectors. Banks will not then pay 20 per cent, dividend to shareholders;
lawyers will no longer be engaged, like bull-dogs, tearing poor humanity to pieces; debts will no longer be
incurred; goals will be closed, or turned into hospitals for incurables; the police may be disbanded; and a
thousand and one more things, equally desirable, will or may take place, when the people have learnt to go to
their own shop for what they need, instead of to other people's. It all hinges on that, Jones—to their own shop,
instead of to other people's"

"I see—I see," said Jones.
"But we have only talked about a part of the question yet," said Joyful. "We have had the spending side:

now let us have a few words about the producing side. By selling their goods at the store at the same price as
the ordinary shopkeeper, the working people of Rochdale and elsewhere (as I said before) have accumulated a
large capital, which has given them not only huge stores of clothing, but has enabled them to build large mills
to grind their corn, to build factories, to purchase shiploads of cotton and machinery, and to employ themselves
in making sheeting for beds, flannel for backs, and to build houses for themselves to live in (a hundred at a
time) to educate themselves, and to become, in fact, their own employers, and independent of all private
capitalists. What a joy! what a consummation to be able to have—to earn—plenty to eat, to drink, and to wear;
a good house to live in, and to be educated and enlightened men and women; without having to thank any one
but Heaven and themselves for them all. This is what I mean by the salvation of labor. I earnestly hope the time
is not far distant when we shall see the like in Banbury—in short, all the world over."

"I hope so, too," said Jones; "but I fear it will take a long time to bring it about."
"Time!" said Joyful, "no one knows the time: it might be a century; it might be fifty, forty, twenty, ten, or

five years; it might be sooner than the most sanguine of us expect; but this we know—it can, and will be, just
when the working classes will it. They have only to say it shall, and it will be done. They have nothing to do
but determine (as I said before), to buy all they want at their own shops, instead of other peoples', and the work
is accomplished. Oh! it does grieve me to see the working people—some even who are members of the
store—so simple as to carry their hard-earnings to places where they never see them more, instead of to the
place whence they would return to them again and again. Such a course is just about as sensible as would be
their continually feeding their rich neighbor's fat pig, while their own was starving in its sty. But we must have
patience, Jones; the people have to be taught better, and that necessarily takes time; they are learning—learning
with a speed you little think of; and all will be well in the end."

"I'm glad to hear that," said Jones; "anything I can, I shall willingly do, to help in such a work."
"Good," said Joyful, "willing hearts and willing hands, with God's help, will enable us to accomplish all we

desire. No man knows what he can do till he tries. Take this bundle of tracts, distribute them among your
fellow-workmen, and urge the subject on their attention; never forgetting, that just in proportion as we labor, so
will the change be brought about—a change the most glorious that ever gladdened the heart of humanity—a
change which will be beneficial to all, because it will be founded on that great principle and formula of
justice—"As ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them."

"I believe it," said Jones; and shaking Tom by the hand, they parted, and each wont his own way.
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decorative feature
1. In presenting their report of the proceedings of the past twelve months, the Board are glad to be able to

say, for the first time for some years, that there has been a decided improvement during the year in the position
and prospects of the Institute. There has been an increase, more especially during the last six months, in the
number of subscribers to the Library and in the circulation of books, and as the Government grant has been
restored in the present year to nearly the amount at which it stood formerly, the Board have been able to order
books more freely than they have done for some years, a change of which before long the subscribers will feel
the advantage.



2. The enlargement of the Institute building, which has for so many years been a standing topic in the
annual reports of the Board, has as usual occupied a considerable share of their attention during the year. It
would appear that the measures adopted in 1871 for pressing this matter upon the attention of the community
and the Legislature are not destined to be altogether fruitless, as there is now some reasonable ground for
hoping that this long-delayed and very necessary work may actually be commenced next year, although not on
so extensive a scale as was at one time anticipated. The Government have placed the sum of three thousand
pounds upon the Estimates for 1873 as a first instalment towards providing increased accommodation, more
especially for the Museum and the Library.

3. LECTURES.—The anticipation in last year's report of a speedy resumption of the Institute lectures became
a reality sooner than was expected, as the Board found themselves able to arrange for a short course of lectures
in the spring, terminating with the usual Christmas entertainment of select readings. The attendance at the
lectures was considerably above the average, and at the readings the room was as usual crowded. The Board
take this opportunity of thanking the gentlemen who contributed on that occasion to a very pleasant and
successful entertainment. The following lectures, &c., have been given since the date of the last report:—

"Elizabeth Barrett Browning"—Miss Spence.
"Robert Browning"—Miss Spence.
"Food; its Chemical Features, &c."—Mr. G. Francis.
"The Golden Ago of English Literature"—Rev. J. Davidson.
"Select Readings."
4. CLASSES.—Considerable changes have taken place in this department during the year. At the date of the

last report the Mastership of the Latin, Greek, and English Classes had become vacant in consequence of the
resignation of Mr. G. R. Irwine, which was followed not long afterwards by his death. Applications were
invited from gentlemen desirous of filling the post in question; this resulted in the appointment of the Rev, H.
Read, M.A. A desire having been expressed that a mathematical class should be established, a similar course
was adopted, and the Rev. T. Field, M.A., was appointed master. Recently the Board decided that those masters
of classes at the Institute who hold degrees or some recognised equivalent thereto should be styled professors.
At the present time only the two gentlemen mentioned above are entitled to that designation. Miss Hinton's
classes for ladies were continued during the greater part of the year, but are now closed, and the Rev. Mr. Read
has commenced classes for ladies in English, Latin, and Greek. The Elocution Society after an existence of
about six years was formally dissolved in June last, and there is now no Society of that kind in connection with
the Institute.

The classes in existence at the present time are:—
Latin, Greek, and English—Professor, Rev. H. Read, M.A.
Mathematics—Professor, Rev. T: Field, .M.A.
French and German—Master, Mr. H. Nootnagel.
Vocal Music—Master, Mr. H. F. Price.
Drawing, Painting, and Modelling—Master, Mr. C. Hill, under the superintendence of the S. A. Society of

Arts.
The following are extracts from the reports of the Professors and masters of the different classes, except the

drawing classes, the report on which appears in the sub-report of the S.A. Society of Arts (Appendix B):—
The Rev. H. Read, M.A., Professor of Classics, reports that the total number of pupils who have attended

his classes during the year has been—Latin, 7; Greek, 3; English 7. And that the number at the present time
is—Latin, 6; Greek, 2; English, 3. The pupils in the Latin Class are in various stages, from the rudiments to
easy extracts from the classics, with exercises in Latin prose. The Professor further states that one of his pupils
has recently passed with commendation an examination by the Presbytery of the Scotch Church in Latin and
Greek. The English Class has latterly been reduced in number, several pupils having: left it for various reasons.
At the request of the Board the Rev. Mr. Read has lately opened classes for ladies in Latin, Greek, and English.
Hitherto, however, very few have availed themselves of this opportunity for study.

The Rev. T. Field, M.A., Professor of Mathematics, reports that the total number of pupils admitted into the
Mathematical Class since its formation in April last has been 12, and that during the first term their attendance
was regular and their progress satisfactory. Since then the number has been reduced to seven, three pupils
having left to join the Union College Classes and two others having been prevented by unavoidable causes from
continuing their attendance. The course of instruction so far has included the first book of Euclid and Algebra
to Simple Equations. The Professor concludes his report by saying that the pupils under his care are, he
believes, making sound progress in their studies, to which they are giving unremitting attention.

Mr. Nootnagel reports that the average number of pupils in his classes during the past year has been as
follows:—German, 6; French, 3; and that the number at present is—German, 8; French, 4. The classes include
both ladies and gentlemen, and Mr. Nootnagel reports favourably of their attention and progress.



Mr. H. F. Price reports that Hullah Class No. 13 was formed in March last, but it being too small to be
carried on successfully, another class was formed in July, with which No. 13 was incorporated. This class
numbers at the present about 20 pupils; the average attendance being about 12, and the progress satisfactory. A
severe illness in the early part of this year prevented Mr. Price from attending his classes for some months,
which of course has had an unfavourable effect upon them.

In their last report the Board stated that they had submitted to the Government for confirmation an
additional Statute giving them power to hold periodical examinations of young persons of either sex in general
education, with the intention that such examinations should, besides the service they might be expected to
render to the cause of education generally, be available as the Preliminary General Examination to be passed
before a young man can be admitted to pursue his professional education under the Royal College of Surgeons
of England. The Government approved of the proposal, and in due course the Statute, of which a copy is given
below, was approved by His Excellency the Govornor-in-Chief, and laid before Parliament, this being the mode
prescribed by the Institute Act, for the legalization of additions to or alterations in the Schedule of Statutes and
Rules. The Governmeut stipulated, however, that before any action was taken under this Statute, the formal
recognition of the proposed examinations by the Royal College of Surgeons should be obtained. The
consequent communication with England has caused some delay, and it was only very recently that a letter was
received from the Secretary of the Royal College of Surgeons, conveying the satisfactory intelligence that the
Council of that body had, after due consideration, passed a resolution recognizing the proposed examinations.
The Board are now engaged in settling the details of the scheme, which will be made public as soon as it is
matured. It is intended if possible to hold the first examination in the month of September next.

"ADDITION AND AMENDMENT TO THE SCHEDULE OF STATUTES AND RULES IN THE SCHEDULE B TO THE
'SOUTH AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE ACT; 1863.'

"The Board of Governors shall be and are hereby empowered to institute periodical examinations, which
shall be open to the youth of the colony of both sexes, and for that purpose to appoint and remove Examiners
from time to time, subject to the following regulations;—

"1. Every candidate shall be of the age of not less than 15 years, and not more than 21 years, and shall
have been resident in the colony for not less than 12 months.

"2. The examinations shall be held at such times and places, and shall include such subjects, as may from
time to time be determined by the said Board; provided that they shall comprise all the subjects prescribed by
the Royal College of Surgeons of England for the preliminary examination of candidates commencing their
professional education there.

"3. The Board of Governors shall at the close of each examination grant certificates to all candidates who
have passed satisfactorily, in such form as they may from time to time determine, and shall also cause to be
published in the Government Gazette the names of all such candidates arranged in the order of merit.

"4. The Board of Governors may charge such fees to candidates for examination, and grant such fees to
examiners, and make such awards of prizes to successful candidates, and also make such other payments in
relation to the said examinations as shall to them seem fit.

"5. The Board of Governors may from time, to time make, alter, and rescind By-laws for the purpose of
regulating the mode of conducting the said examinations."

"By order of the Board,
"ROBERT KAY, Secretary.
"By command,
"WILLIAM MILNE, Chief Secretary.
"Approved,
"JAMES FERGUSSON, Governor.
"January 3, 1872."

5. COUNTRY INSTITUTES.—The country Instistitutes continue to progress satisfactorily and to increase in
number. During the past year four newly-established Institutes have been affiliated, viz., Highercombe,
Ardtornish, Troubridge, and Salter's Springs; one Institute has been roopened and one has been closed. The
total number of Institutes in operation at the present time is 63.

The following are the principal statistics of the Country Institutes for January 1, 1872:—Total number of
books, 59 Institutes ... 36,13 Total number of members, 59 Institutes.. 2,302 Income for year ending December
31, 1871, exclusive of Government aid, 58 Institutes ... ... £2,559 15 5

Circulation of books during the year ending December 31, 1871, 58 Institutes 57,823 The following is a list
of the grants to Country Institutes for the present year, the amounts being at present in course of payment by the
Board:—

It has come to the knowledge of the Board that some of the Country institutes which possess buildings have



not had trust-deeds executed for the due protection thereof. They have therefore in all such cases declined to
pay the annual grant until satisfactory trust-deeds are prepared.

The number of boxes of books in circulation amongst the Country Institutes remains the same as it was last
year, viz., 63. This number, however, is very insufficient to meet the demands made upon it, and the Board
hope before the end of 1872 to add at least ten boxes to their present stock, and even then they will not have
more than enough.

The Palmerston Book Club, the establishment of which was notified in the last report, remains, so far as the
Board are informed, in much the same condition as it was last year. It seems probable, however, that before
long there may be a considerable increase of population in that part of the colony, when the Club will in all
likelihood develop into an institution of a more public and permanent character. Parcels of withdrawn
periodicals have been sent to it from time to time, as opportunity offered.

6. INCORPORATED SOCIETIES.—As heretofore, the Adelaide Philosophical Society and the South Australian
Society of Arts are the only Societies incorporated with the Institute. Reports of their proceedings during the
past year are attached to this report. (See Appendices B and C.) Beyond again regretting the limited
accommodation they can at present afford to these Societies in the Institute building, the Board have nothing
further to say on this head.

7. MUSEUM.—It being impossible from utter want of room to make any large addition to the collection at
present exhibited in the Museum, the Board have thought it advisable to do what appeared possible in the way
of improving its apearance, and have added a few cases where space would permit. It is to be hoped, however,
that before long much more extended acommodation will be provided for the Museum, when the large number
of specimens for which there is at present no room may be made available. It is pleasant, meantime, to be able
to report that even with its present restricted accommodation the Museum attracts a large number of visitors not
merely on holidays but at all times, amounting probably to 50,000 persons in the course of the year. Many
specimens have been received as donations during the year, and others have been procured by exchange, of
which a fuller account will be found in the Curator's report. (Appendix A.)

8. LIBRARY.—The following is a summary of the results of the annual examination of the Library, which
took place as usual in May last, viz.:— Vols. Vols. Total number of books in the" Catalogues (printed and
manuscript) in May, 1872 Less, 17,408 Books withdrawn prior to May, 1871, having been lost, worn out, or
otherwise disposed of 530 16,878 Deduct Books found to be missing in May, 1872 105 Books condemned
during the year as unserviceable, being worn out 62 Book (duplicate) removed 1 168 Total number of volumes
in the Library, or in the hands of subscribers, at the time of the examination 16,710

The Board desire to acknowledge the following donations to the Institute Library during the past year,
viz.:— The Government of New South Wales Statutes of New South Wales, 1871-2. Clerk to the Parliaments
of Now South Wales Journals of the Legislative Council of New South Wales, Sess., 1870-71 and 1871-2.
Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, New South Wales Votes and Proceedings of the Legislative Assembly, New
South Wales, Sess., 1870-71 and 1871-2. The Trustees of the Free Public Library, Sydney Catalogue of the
Library. First Report of the Trustees for 1870-71. Clerk of the Legislative Council, Victoria Votes and
Proceedings of the Legislative Council, Victoria, 1871. Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, Victoria Votes,
Papers, &c., Sess., 1871. Secretary of the Industrial and Technological Museum, Melbourne Lectures, 1871.
The Government of New Zealand Statistics of New Zealand, 1870. The Provincial Government of Otago
Provincial Ordinances, 1871. Votes and Proceedings, 1871.

Dr. Hector, Wellington, New Zealand Report of Geological Explorations in Now Zealand, 1870-71.
Meteorological Report, N.Z., 1870. Catalogue of Samples of Fibre. New Zealand Institute-Annual Address by
President, Sir G. Bowen, Sept. 4,1871. Transactions of New Zealand Institute, vol. 4. Catalogue of the Birds of
New Zealand. First, Third, and Sixth Reports of the Colonial Museum and Laboratory, N.Z. Catalogue of the
Fishes of Now Zealand. The Government of Western Australia Acts of Council, 1871, &c. Blue-Book, 1871.
Superintendent of Public Education, Ontario ... Report for 1870. Trustees of the British Museum ... Catalogues,
Lists, and Guides, &c., 40 vols. Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm ... Transactions, &c., 20 vols.
Hon. Secretary of the Cobden Club, London ... ... The Cobden Club Essays, 2nd series. Hon. Sir J. Morphett,
M.L.C Encyclopaedia Edinensis, 6 vols. Anderson on Commerce, 4 vols. Henry's Commentary on the Bible, 6
vols. America Illustrated, 2 vols. Conder's Modern Traveller, 33 vols. C. Bonney, Esq. Holtzapfell on Turning,
vol. 3 (to complete a set). Author ... ... Time and Eternity—A Poem, by G. MacHenry.

The Board have also to acknowledge with thanks the regular receipt of presentation copies of the
following:—
• The "Chemical Society's Journal."
• The "Statistical Society's Journal."
• The "Food Journal."

The loss of the P. & O. Company's steamer Rangoon, at Point de Galle, in November last, caused an



interruption in the regular supply of periodicals and newspapers; fortunately, however, there happened to be
very few of the former in that vessel. Of the missing newspapers the greater part have been replaced; some,
however, cannot be got, and the files must necessarily remain imperfect. With this exception the periodicals and
newspapers per English mail have been regularly received during the year; a few books have also been received
in that way. Two small parcels of books have been procured from Melbourne during the year, and two crders
for books have been sent to London, the first instalment of which may be expected in the early part of next
year.

9. STATISTICS.—The following are the principal statistics of the Library Department of the Institute for the
past year, with the corresponding figures for the previous one:—

10. BOARD OF GOVERNORS.—The Rev. Canon Farr, M.A., one of the Governors appointed by His
Excellency the Governor-in-Chief, retired from office on October 1, 1871, and was reappointed.

Mr. N. Blyth will retire by rotation on October 1, he having held office longest of the three nominated
Governors; and Messrs. W. Everard and C. Todd, who represent the S.A. Society of Arts and the Philosophical
Society, will retire from office in the course of October. The vacancies so caused will have to be filled up by
the above-mentioned Societies.

Mr. L. Glyde, M.P., and Mr. J. Howard Clark, who represent the subscribers to the Library, will retire at the
annual meeting to be hold on October 14, when the subscribers will elect their representatives for the ensuing
year.

All the retiring Governors are eligible for re-appointment or reelection as the case may be.
11. RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE.—'The following is a statement of the receipts and expenditure of the

Institute during the past year:— Dr. September 30,1871. Balance in Bank ... £344 2 0 September 30, 1872.
H.M. Government. Institute grant for one year... Subscriptions and Entrance-fees received during year—...
1,330 0 0 Annual ... ... ..£130 14 2 Quarterly ... ... ...529 14 10 660 9 0 Library Account. Received For Books
Lost Or Injured, &C. 4 14 6 Catalogue Account. Received For Catalogues Sold ... 3 12 0 Lecture Account.
Proceeds Of Lectures ... ... 4 15 0 Contribution And Rent Account. Contribution From the Philosophical
Society for the year ending September 30,1871 ... ... Do. from the South Australian Society of Arts £12 0 0 for
do ... .... 20 0 0 Rent of Laboratory for one year ... ... 10 0 0 42 0 0 Miscellaneous Receipts. Fines received
during year for non-return of books 1 7 6 Tin case-linings sold 0 16 6 2 4 0

Country Institute Grant Account. Received from H.M. Government for payment of grants to Country In
stitutes for 1872 910 15 11 COUNTRY INSTITUTE ACCOUNT (GENERAL). Received from H.M.
Government, unappropriated balance of grant for 1872 ... ... 89 4 1 Do. from Bank of South Australia, being
interest on amount deposited on Apparatus Account 13 10 0 Do. from sundry Institutes, in payment for lectures,
books lost, &c. 10 18 3 Amount received for purchase of books ... 29 0 0 142 12 4 Total ... £3,445 4 9 CR.
September 30,1872. LIBRARY ACCOUNT. Paid for books, &c.. purchased in the Colonies, and sundry freight
and charges ... ... 109 10 7 Remitted to the Society of Arts (London) for books and periodicals, and premiums
on the same 302 17 6 Paid for binding books 73 17 9 Paid for rebinding and repairing books, covers for
magazines, &c. ... 46 14 11 ?533 0 9 Less—Amount transferred to Country Institutes Account (and charged
below) for books purchased in London and premium on remittance 88 2 8 444 18 1 LECTURE ACCOUNT.
Expenses of Lectures and Readings in the latter part of 1871 ... 17 17 6 MUSEUM ACCOUNT. Sundry
expenditure, including salary of Curator ... ... 319 16 10 FURNITURE AND FITTINGS ACCOUNT. Cost of
now shelving, &c. ... 20 12 3 EVENING CLASSES ACCOUNT—Grant to School of Design 24 17 0
Advertising classes 9 14 6 34 11 6 COUNTRY INSTITUTE GRANT ACCOUNT. Paid balance of grants for
1871 ... ... 102 13 7 Do. grants for 1872 to date 824 5 6 926 19 1 (Memo: Amount still awaiting application £86
10s. 5d.)

Country Institute Account (General). Paid on account of lecture-fees and lecturers' travelling expenses 18
14 6 Do. for binding, printing, advertising, postage, and sundry expenses 38 6 3 Do. sundry special grants to
new Institutes 22 10 0 Do. repair of apparatus, &c. ... ... 8 8 6 Books purchased through Society of Arts,
London—amount from Library Account above ... 88 2 8 176 1 11 Salaries Account. Paid officers salaries 845 0
0 Incidental Expenses Account. Sundry payments, including firing, lighting, insurance, cleaning:, re pairs, &c
... 167 8 3 Printing, Postage, Stationery, Advertising, &C., ACCOUNT. Sundry payments 32 17 3 Balance in
Bank, including £300 belonging to Country Institute Account, but set apart for purchase of philosophical
apparatus 459 2 1 Total ... £3,445 4 9

12. CONCLUSION.—The Board close their review of the proceedings of the past year with the feeling that
there is in it more evidence of substantial improvement than it has been their lot to chronicle for some time, and
they trust that in the coming year the improvement may be more manifest, and that the subjects treated of in this
report as probabilities may have become realities.

NEVILLE BLYTH, Chairman.



ROBT. KAY, Secretary.

South Australian Institute,

Sept. 30, 1872.

APPENDIX A.
"Report of the Curator of the South Australian Institute Museum on the progress of the Museum during the

year ending 30th September, 1872.
"To the Board of Governors of the South Australian Institute.
"Gentlemen—In laying this annual report before you I regret to state that the progress made this year has

not been so favourable as might have been wished on account of the funds available for Museum purposes
being insufficient for the purchase of such specimens of natural history peculiar to this province as are valuable
desiderata to other Museums with which I am in correspondence, and from which considerable additions might
have been made by mutual exchanges.

"The principal additions made to the collection by exchanges consist of a choice selection of beautiful birds
typical of genera peculiar to South America, and an interesting collection of reptilia from the same country,
received from the Royal Museum at Berlin; a small collection of humming birds from Mr, Gould; various
specimens of rare reptilia and a fine specimen of the newly-described amphibian Ceratodus Fosterii from the
Australian Museum, Sydney; various specimens from the Public Museum, Melbourne, and elsewhere; also a
valuable addition is daily expected to arrive from the Royal Museum, Hobart Town, comprising among several
other rarities from Tasmania a skeleton and two skins of the native tiger.

"The subject of the absolute necessity of more suitable Museum accommodation having been already so
frequently brought before the public renders it unnecessary for me to comment on this matter further than by
stating it is much to be lamented that the progress of so useful and popular an institution should be so long
retarded, especially as the utility of Museums is now so generally acknowledged as an important agent in
national education.

"Special thanks are due to Mr. R. Jagoe, who has on various occasions kindly given the use of one of his
boats for trawling, and to Mr. A. Molineux for the use of his trawl net, by which means many valuable
additions have been made to our collection of fishes from St. Vincent's Gulf, duplicate specimens of which
have been forwarded to the Count F. de Castelnau, Melbourne, who is now engaged on a work on Australian
fishes, and has described from among those received by him several quite new to science.

"The Museum continues to be well frequented by the public.
"I now beg on behalf of the Governors of the Institute to return thanks to the following ladies and

gentlemen to whom the Museum is much indebted for their donations:—

—I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,
Your most obedient servant
,
F. G. WATERHOUSE, C.M.Z.S., Curator.

APPENDIX B.
Abstract of the Transactions and Progress of the South Australian Society of Arts for the year ending 30th

September, 1872.
1. At a special general meeting of the members, hold on the 26th October last, W. Everard, Esq., J.P., was

elected a Governor of the Institute.
2. The Fourteenth Annual Exhibition opened on the 15th December, 1871, and closed on the 5th February,

1872. The number of visitors amounted to 1,484.
3. The works entered to compete for the 73 prizes (amounting to £142 16s.) were in number 186. The

successful competitors were—The Adelaide Photographic Company (4), Mesdamos W. H. Benham (4),
Frampton (2), Scales (2),W. Wyatt (1), the Misses DeMole (1), I. A. Darling (3), A. C. Saunders (1), Light (1),
H. L. Wyly (1), E. Thornber (1), J. A. Stuckey (1), S. B. Thornton (1), E. L. Gray (2), K. Brown(l), S.
Kugelmann (2), E. Menpes (2), F. H. Little (1), E. Hall (2), and M. E. Bagot (1), Messrs. J. H. Biggs (5), T.
Duryea (7), R. E. Minchin (7), W. P. Doll man (1), H. Jones (1), W. Bur-meister (1), T. Duryea, jun. (2), T. R.
Russell (1), R. W. Hall (1), E. W. Minchin (1), M. L. Menpes (1),S. Wake (1), and A. E. Bonney (1).

4. The Art Union distribution consisted of 35 framed engravings. The following members drew prizes—His



Excellency Sir J. Fergusson, Bart.; Mrs. R. Haussen, Mrs. J. Patterson, Messrs. J. P. Boucaut, M.P., J. Riddoch,
M.P., W. D. Sanderson, H. Brown, S. Ormerod, A. Jones, E. S. Wigg, Jas. Scott, G. Boothby, J. T. Turnbull, C.
Everett, C. Peacock, T. H. Artaud, J. P. Bickford, J. B. King, G. Ormerod, M.Clarke, W. W. Hughes. S.Cornish,
H. Bickford, J. H. Biggs, C. H. Davis, Thos. Foale, Thos. King, W. D. Hewer, P. Rowland, S. Wilson, E. S.
Davys, A. M. Simpson, W. G. Luxmoore, M. Goode, and G. W. Goyder.

5. The annual general meeting was held on the 15th February, at which the following were elected
office-bearers for the year, viz.:—

PATRON:
His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh, K.G., &c.

PRESIDENT:
His Excellency the Governor, the Right Hon. Sir James Fergusson, Bart.

VICE-PRESIDENTS:
The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of Adelaide,
A. Short, D.D.
His Honor the Chief Justice, Sir R. D. Hanson. Sir J. H. Fisher, J.P.
G. F. Angas, Esq., J.P.
The Hon. John Hart, M.P., C.M.G.
MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS, S.A.I.:
W. Everard, Esq., J.P.

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT:
• A. Abrahams, Esq.
• B. H. Cross, Esq.
• C. H. T. Connor, Esq.,
• W. Everard, Esq., J.P.
• J. Fisher, Esq., J.P.
• W. Gosse, Esq., J.P.
• J. R. Gurner, Esq.
• G. Hamilton, Esq., J.P.
• A. Hay, Esq., J.P. J.P. C. Hill. Esq:
• E. J. Hodgkinson, Esq.
• G. M. Turnbull, Esq.
• J.T. Turnbull, Esq., J.P.

TRUSTEES:
• G. Tinline, Esq., J.P.
• S. Tomkinson, Esq., J.P.

AUDITORS:
• J. H. Clark, Esq., J.P.
• W. Kay, Esq., J.P.

TREASURER: John Souttar, Esq., J.P.
HON. SECRETARY: Abraham Abrahams, Esq.
6. The annexed letter and tables from the Master of the School of Design report favourably on the number

and progress of the pupils:—

"School of Design, S.A. Institute, September 25, 1872.

"Dear Sir—I have pleasure in reporting a continued improvement in the pupils attending the School under
my charge, although the attendance has been very fluctuating, as will appear from the enclosed tables.

"I regret the unavoidable postponement of the Exhibition, as the publication of the prize-list generally gives
a fresh impetus to the energy of the intending competitors. As mentioned in my last, the want of more advanced



subjects to study from is much felt.

"Yours truly,

"CHARLES HILL, Master.

"To A. Abrahams, Esq., Hon. Sec.
S.A. Society of Arts."

Monthly Tables of Attendance of Pupils, with the Numbers Studying in each
Class, for the Year Ending 30TH September, 1872.

MALE CLASS. Oct. Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr My. Jun Jly. Aug Sep. Free Hand Drawing. from the
Round In Oil Color ... FIGURE ... ... Shaded crayon ... Elementary—Outline 1 1 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 ... 3
2 3 4 2 2 2 1 ... 1 1 1 ANIMALS—shaded Copies 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 FLOWERS—Shaded Conies 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 ... SCROLL ... ... Shaded outline 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 landscape ... Shaded Elementary 5 4 5 5 6 7 6
5 5 6 6 2 2 2 4 3 5 5 3 3 3 3 Drawing by Aid of Instruments ARCHITECTURAL ... Geometrical From plans
and Sections 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 Total Males 17 15 11 23 25 29 27 22 21 17 15 FEMALE
CLASS. Free Hand Drawing. Oct. Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr My. Jun Jly. Aug Sep. FIGURE ... ... From the
Round In Water Color Shaded Copies Elementary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1 1 ...
aNIMALS ... ... Shaded 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l 1 1 In Water Color 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 FLOWERS ... ... Shaded 3 2 2 2 1
1 2 2 2 1 Elementary 1 1 1 1 1 ... SCROLL ... ... Shaded 1 ... In Oil Color LANDSCAPES ... ..." Water Color
Shaded Elementary 1 1 1 1 ... 3 2 1 1 1 ... 7 5 2 2 3 4 5 7 6 6 1 2 1 1 ... Total Females 22 18 8 11 13 14 16 17 16
15 Total Pupils 39 33 11 31 36 42 41 38 38 33 30

7. The Room in the Town Hall in which the two previous years' Exhibitions were held not being suitably
lighted, the Society was necessitated to hold the last Exhibition at the Institute, but by reason of insufficiency of
room could only exhibit competitive works. It is earnestly to be hoped that Parliament will at once grant a sum
for the enlargement of the building, by erecting the centre and the eastern wing, in order to give accommodation
to the Museum. Library, Reading, Lecture and Class Rooms, School of Design, Picture and Sculpture Galleries,
and thereby also facilitate the founding of a University in South Australia.

8. The Society regret to state that the want of space in the Institute precludes the holding any Exhibition
this year, but arrangements are being made to hold one at the end of 1873, by which time it is hoped some
portion of the additional building will be completed.

9. The Committee of Management have resolved to extend the scope of the Society by fostering Science
and Manufactures in addition to the Fine Arts. The future Exhibition will be open to drawings, models,
examples and articles in acoustics, astronomy, architecture, bookbinding, chemistry, castings (ornamental),
carving, decorative art, electricity, engineering (civil and military), enamelling, furniture and upholstery,
firearms and ordnance, geography, geology, geometry, gems and jewels, heat, light, magnetism, mechanics,
music, machinery (models), maps, metallurgy, meteorology, mining, natural history, numismatics, naval
architecture, navigation, pneumatics, pottery (ornamental), printing, photography, statistics, steam-engines,
stained glass, works in precious metals, and kindred subjects.

10. The Society has provided some engravings, which with statuary ordered from England will comprise
the next Art-Union Distribution. It is intended in future that the Society's financial year shall terminate on the
30th June, in lieu of 30th September as at present.

ABRAHAM ABRAHAMS, Hon. Sec.

APPENDIX C.
Abstract of Proceedings of the Adelaide Philosophical Society for the year ending September 30, 1872.
At the 18th annual meeting, held in October, 1871, the following officers were elected for the ensuing

year:—His Excellency the Right Hon. Sir James Fergusson, Bart., President; Messrs. R. Ingleby and C. A.
Wilson, Vice-Presidents; Mr. C. Todd, Representative Governor; Mr. J. H. Clark, Treasurer; Mr. C. W.
Babbage, Hon. Secretary.

During the year the following papers have been read before the Society:—
"On the Government Bill for Promoting Elementary Education in South Australia," by Mr. Jas. Hosking.
"On the Fermentation of Grape Juice," by Mr. S. Davenport.
"The Theory of Evolution," by His Honor Sir R D. Hanson. Kt.



"An Improved Plan of Erecting Telegraph Lines," by Mr. A. Murray.
"On the Superiority of the System of Perpetual Leases," by Mr. Jas. Cumming.
"The Early History of Vaccination," by Dr. Paterson.
"On the Poisonous Plants Cultivated in the Botanic Gardens, their Properties and Effects, with some

remarks on the Poisonous Plant that appeared lately at Port Lincoln," by Dr. Schomburgk. Living specimens of
all the plants were exhibited.

C. W. BABBAGE, Hon, Sec.
William Kyffin Thomas, Printer, Grenfell-street, Adelaide.

Otago Institute.
AN Ordinary Meeting of the Institute was held August 13, 1872, in the University Building. The attendance

was rather small. The business of the meeting was introduced by the following address, delivered by the
President, His Honour Mr Justice Chapman:—

We meet this evening to inaugurate the fourth year of the Otago Institute. And first, I have to thank you for
again electing me President. At the same time, you must permit me to suggest that this office should not be
permitted to devolve, as of course, continuously on the same individual. The infusion of new blood is salutary
to an Institution like this. Many of our members are more masters of their time than I am, and on several
occasions, when I have especially desired to attend the meetings of the Society, I have been prevented either by
absence at the Court of Appeals or on circuit, or by my engagements here. There are also many members of
scientific attainments, whose election to the office of President would tend to promote the success of the
Institute. I therefore hope that at the election of officers for the year 1873-4, your choice will fall upon some
Worthy successor.

The constitution of this Society, and others of a similar character in close union with the New Zealand
Institute, seems to me to be highly favourable to the promotion of science. Taking our own Society alone, it
provides for the free interchange of the scientific knowledge and scientific thought, possessed and capable of
being communicated by each and all of the members. It also furnishes the wholesome stimulus of emulation
and friendly competition. It has another advantage, apart from science—its primary object. It has a social
usefulness. It brings together, in friendly social intercourse, men who from their private engagements and
pursuits, or remoteness from each other, might never otherwise have an opportunity of meeting. The New
Zealand Institute performs for the several societies united with it, that which each society does for its own
members. It makes common property of the contributions of all. Whatever is useful in the deliberations and
proceedings of one, is thrown into the common stock, with a salutary power of rejection and selection. The four
volumes of Transactions bear witness to this. No one society, howsoever able its members, or howsoever
liberally supported, could have produced such a valuable body of scientific in-formation as we find in the
volumes to which I have alluded. Nor could all the societies, working independently, have done so. The mere
pecuniary economy of the present arrangement is a source of efficiency which no amount of isolated energy
could attain. All share in the liberality of the legislature. The power of selection, too, to which I have alluded,
which involves rejection, has imparted to the Transactions a character which has called forth commendation
from the scientfic bodies of other countries.

A few words upon the history of these institutions will, I trust, be deemed not out of place. The first attempt
to establish a scientific body in New Zealand was the New Zealand Society, in 1851. Its chief promoter was Sir
George Grey. It had about 70 members, and I had the honour of being one of its Vice-Presidents. Among the
members were several gentlemen of scientific attainments, and others not unversed in literature. I may mention
the names of the late Mr Swainson, the well-known naturalist; Mr Walter Man-tell, a geologist by descent; Dr
Sinclair, an accomplished botanist; Dr Ralph, a skilful microscopist; and there were others. At that time,
however, the whole Colony contained only about 32,000 Europeans—scattered over the whole length and
breadth of the two islands; and it cannot be matter for surprise that the society, though well intentioned,
languished; and, I believe, after a few years died what must be deemed a natural death. But let us be grateful to
it, as the precursor and germ, and perhaps even the suggestor of the existing well-established Institute.

The New Zealand Institute owes its existence to the "New Zealand Institute Act, 1867." The geological
survey of the country is very wisely one of the principal objects connected with the Institute, and the Governor
is empowered to appoint a manager of such survey, and also assistants. Branch societies may be incorporated
with the Institute, and when so incorporated, each Society elects a member to vote for the elected governors.
Practically, this gives to each Society a voice and influence in the Institute. Although I cannot but lament the
loss of Dr Hector to this Province, I think that those whom I am now addressing will rejoice that so able and



accomplished a man has been secured as the animating spirit of the New Zealand Institute. Of his scientific
attainments no one has any doubt; but it is not all who are aware how well fitted he is to direct the affairs of the
Institute, by his genial nature, his equanimity, and his cheerful readiness to assist those who are in search of
scientific knowledge. The Transactions bear witness to his firmness, discrimination, and skill as an editor.

The Wellington Philosophical Society, which, from its locality, has a closer connection with the Institute
than more distant Societies can have, numbers among its members several men of high scientific attainments,
nor is any one of the Societies destitute of members capable of making valuable contributions to the common
stock of scientific ideas. Sir George Bowen, the Governor, has directly promoted the success of the Institute,
and indirectly that of the affiliated Societies by his zeal, and especially by his encouraging addresses.

When the New Zealand Institute Act was passed in 1867, several local Societies were in existence, doing
yeoman service no doubt, but limited in their range of usefulness by the feebleness incidental to local effort.
The New Zealand Institute imparted to them a new character; and the service was mutual, for without them the
Institute itself would have been a mere in-corporeal entity—but little better than a phantom. In June, 1868—the
year after the passing of the Act—the Wellington Philosophical Society and the Auckland Institute were
incorporated with the New Zealand Institute, and in October of the same year the Philosophical Institute of
Canterbury and the Westland Naturalists and Acclimatisation Society followed. By this solid and compact
union, the New Zealand Institute became what the French call un fait accompli. From my connection with the
old Society of 1851, and from my previous intercourse with Dr Hector, I naturally felt a strong interest in the
new Society. Its constitution seemed to me to be sound—an opinion fully borne out by results; and as there was
then no similar body near my own home, I at once joined the new Society. Our own Society did not long lag
behind its predecessors. The Otago Institute dates from July, 1869, under the presidency of Mr Justice Ward,
and on my return from Europe in 1870 I found it in full vigour. In January, 1871, the Nelson "Association for
the promotion of Science and Industry" was established under the presidency of Sir David Monro. Both these
Societies were at once incorporated with the Institute, so that at this time the New Zealand Institute may be
characterised, not by perfect resemblance, but by analogy not very remote—as a quasi-University of Science,
composed of six scientific colleges, with a general resemblance to each other, and yet with sufficient variety in
their objects to impart vigour to the whole; and render more profitable interchange of thought between them,
than would be practicable among isolated bodies all cast in the same rigid and unvarying mould.

Hitherto the attention of all these societies has been directed principally, but not quite exclusively, to what
are called the natural or physical sciences. Of these, undoubtedly geology and her twin sister mineralogy are of
the greatest importance to us. New Zealand is especially rich in mineral resources—gold, iron, and other
metals, and coal. Unscientific enterprise may develope, and indeed has developed, these resources to a
considerable extent; but they are capable of being rendered available with immeasurably greater rapidity, if
energy be directed by scientific knowledge. Now, all science is susceptible of two distinct kinds of progress.
First there is the improvement and development of science itself—the increase of the sum total of scientific
knowledge; and, secondly, the extension of the existing stock of scientific knowledge, be it great or small,
among those who may reap practical benefit from it.

One of our poets has said—

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing,
Drink deep, or taste not—

No doubt, full, accurate, and exhaustive knowledge is better than the poet's little knowledge; but,
practically, a little knowledge is better than no knowledge at all; and although superficiality is to be avoided,
yet the communication of even a little knowledge, if that little be sound in itself, is in the highest degree useful.
The miner works with more certainty, and with less risk of failure, if armed with even a small amount of
geological and mineralogical science, provided that the little which is imparted to him by the man of science be
accurate. The farmer, too, without aiming at being a great chemist, is saved from many disappointments by
even a "little knowledge" of that department of chemistry which treats of soils and the food of plants. Other
indus- trial pursuits are capable of being similarly aided. I was therefore not sorry to see that the youngest of
our Societies—that of Nelson—makes the promotion of industry one of its objects, coupling it with the
promotion of science. If the Transactions be extensively read, they cannot fail to promote the second mode of
extending science, and the Press throughout the country has a useful function to perform, by extracting such
portions of our Transactions as may be of practical utility to the miner, the farmer, and other developers of the
natural resources of the country.

But the natural or physical sciences do not exhaust what is comprehended in the word science; and our field
seems to me to be of much wider extent. There is a science in every department of human knowledge. Even our



manly English sports have their science; that is, their operations are referred to principles and reduced to rules.
Niebuhr has taught us that there is a science of historical criticism. Look at our best modern histories, as
compared with the dry chronicles of the middle ages. The historian now dives into the springs of human action;
he applies a rigid criticism even to the facts previously accepted as historical; and he arrives at conclusions with
a degree of moral certainty unattainable in early times. The early history of the native race of New Zealand is
not unworthy of the labours of the critical historian. Their traditions are worthy of being collected and critically
examined, upon recognised principles which constitute the science of history. The language of the Maori proves
beyond all doubt that he is a member of the widely-spread Polynesian family. His own tradition points to
Hawaiki as the place whence he came, and Hawaiki is no more than a linguistic variety of the name Hawaii,
and the two languages have no more differences than are capable of being accounted for by Grimm's law.
Philology is now copiously applied to the testing of traditions. This Society has already contributed something
to the common stock under this head, in the most interesting paper read to this Society by Mr J. T. Thomson,
and printed in the fourth volume just issued. But we in Otago are too remote from the great seats of the Maori
population to be favourably situated even for the collection of facts. The Northern Societies, however, have the
facts at their very doors, and I cannot help hoping that the attention of some members of those bodies will be
directed to the subject before it becomes too late.

There is another subject, or rather class of subjects, quite within the province of this Society. I mean the
science of language generally, and the science of each particular language and especially of our own mother
English Much has been done of late years in Europe in these departments of science. Max Müller has produced
two interesting volumes of lectures on the Science of Language, and he has, I think, succeeded in showing that
there is such a science generally, without reference to particular languages, except for purposes of illustration.
Writers in the present century Grimm in German (Geschichte der Deutschen Spache), and Littré in France
(Histoire de la Langue Francaise), Latham in England (The English Language), and Marsh in America
(Lectures on the Origin and History of the English Language), have all treated their respective languages more
or less scientifically. Until the present century there were very few dictionaries which were anything more than
collections of words with fancied etymologies, which were often misleading, and sometimes false. The
dictionary of the French Academy, the Italian Vocabolario della Crusca, and even our own Johnson's
dictionary, all fall short of the requirements of the present state of philological knowledge. The great German
dictionary of Grimm, the French dictionary of the learned Littré, and the new English dictionary of Latham, are
of a much higher character. It is of course our own speech which is of the most importance to us; and with a
few exceptions, at distant intervals, it is only recently that it has been philosophically investigated.

This has been much aided by the recent revival of the study of Anglo-Saxon, which is really English in its
oldest form. To take part in these investigations, with the hope of adding something to the common stock of
knowledge, is certainly not inconsistent with the general scope and objects of these Societies. And, be it
observed, that the wider the field which we embrace, the more do we place ourselves in communion with the
scientific and learned bodies in Europe and America.

In England, France, and the United States, each science has its distinct society. Geological societies,
geographical societies, botanical societies, antiquarian societies, philological societies, historical societies, and
many others, are to found in all the countries of Europe and America. We are far too young, and our population
is too small, and too much divided for such a division of scientific labour. The Institute is a happy expedient for
securing all the advantages of association which our circumstances admit of. And this principle of union for
scientific objects is not with-out example in England, where it is less needed than with us. The British
Association for the Advancement of Science is of this catholic character, and there is a certain correspondence
and connection (I am not sure whether I should be justified in calling it affiliation) observed between some of
the metropolitan societies and provincial societies which pursue the same objects. The Royal Society of
Antiquaries, for instance, has some such connection with various local antiquarian societies; so that the
principle of our Institute is recognised as sound by those societies which have more experience than we have.
What the French call l'esprit d'association is in fact one of the characteristic features of the present age.

I have alluded to the two kinds of progress of which science is susceptible; and let it never be forgotten that
if in our humble beginning we should add but little, or even nothing, to the increase or improvement of science,
extension and diffusion are within our reach. But may we not also hope to add something to the general stock?
Let me say a few words to encourage hope, and stimulate exertion, in that direction. Great and successful
examples cannot fail to animate hope in those who are laudably ambitious of scientific attainments, and of
making some contribution to the common fund.

One of the grandest discoveries of modern times—perhaps the most remarkable discovery of science ever
achieved—was effected simultaneously by two mathematicians, but little known at the time. I allude to the
discovery of the planet Neptune. This planet was literally discovered before it was seen, by two scientific men,
acting entirely without concert. These men were known rather as skilful mathematicians than as astronomers.



They were Leverrier, of Paris, and Adams, of Cambridge. The planet Uranus had been discovered by the elder
Herechel in 1781. During the ensuing half century its orbit had been observed and calculated and re-calculated
over and over again. Its theoretical orbit is of course an ellipse, but its actual and observed orbit differs from its
theoretical orbit. That is, its orbit as it ought to be, is found to be disturbed or perturbed. These perturbations, as
they are called, were accurately observed and recorded, not only by Herschel himself, but by hosts of
astronomers in all parts of Europe. Now, all except a fraction of these perturbations were capable of being
accounted for, and laid down with precision, as caused by the attraction of Saturn and Jupiter. The combined
influence of the smaller planets—Mars, the Earth, Venus, and Mercury—was so small as to be left out of
account; for besides their immense distance from Uranus, the size of the Earth, as compared with that of
Jupiter, is about that of a pea to a moderate-sized orange. But it was found that, after giving due effect to the
attraction of Jupiter and Saturn—which could be exactly estimated—there remained certain perturbations still
unaccounted for; and it was conjectured that these might be due to some unknown planetary mass far beyond
the orbit of Uranus. Leverrier and Adams, unknown to each other, imposed each upon himself the gigantic
labour of determining the place of this unknown planetary mass, by inference from the known and accurately
recorded perturbations. The converse process was familiar to mathematical astronomers, that is: Given the mass
and density of a planet, and its distance from the affected body, the perturbation could be found; but no one, I
believe, before their time had had the courage to grapple with the problem:—Given the perturbation of the
affected planet, what is the place of the unknown disturbing body? However, after labour which is almost
incomprehensible to persons not in some degree familiar with such calculations, Adams and Leverrier both
came to nearly the same conclusion at the same time, the difference between the two results being very trifling.

In September, 1846, Leverrier wrote to Dr. Galle, of Berlin, announcing the result at which he had arrived,
giving him the heliocentric longitude of the supposed planet for the 23rd September, and requesting him to look
for the disturbing body in or near the place pointed out. On the 23rd September, Dr. Galle, assisted by M.
Encke, discovered what then appeared to be a star of the eighth magnitude, very near the place indicated; but
either from its distance, or from the insufficient power of the instruments, it did not exhibit a defined disc, so as
to enable the observers at once to determine its planetary character. There was, however, no star in that place in
the most recent catologue. Star or planet was a question which could not be solved at once, and Galle had to
wait until the following night with what patience he could. Then, indeed, the newly discovered body had moved
in its orbit, and its true planetary character was placed beyond doubt. Subsequent observations have proved that
it is to this planet, since called Neptune, that the perturbations already mentioned must, according to the
Newtonian law of gravity, be assigned. This narrative is calculated to stimulate the study of science. It shews
what human perseverance governed by science can effect. Not that it is given to many men to discover a planet
or a star; but science has numerous fields of enquiry, which are open to the aspiring student, and in which every
one may hope to discover something new and useful to his fellow men.

Scarcely inferior to this as a scientific discovery by the mere force of reasoning, and superior in practical
results, is that which is described by Tyndall in one of his admirable lectures, namely, the discovery, or rather
invention, of the barometer, which was arrived at by a process of scientific reasoning. It grew out of the
common pump. About 1632, the Grand Duke of Tuscany was desirous of improving the public gardens of
Florence; and, in order to raise water to a considerable height, he ordered some large pumps to be made. When
they were set to work, it was found that the water would not rise above 32 feet. What could be the cause of this?
The hypothesis then current was, that nature abhorred a vacuum. Had her supposed abhorrence a limit? The
problem was submitted to Galileo, but he was then in an ill humour, in consequence of the persecutions of the
Church for his heretical and unscriptural doctrine that the earth moves round the sun; and he answered sulkily
that he supposed that nature only abhorred a vacuum up to 32 feet. The real meaning of his answer was that he
was unable to solve the problem. But it was taken up by his pupil, Torricelli. He assumed that the water could
not move up the exhausted cylinder of the pump without the application of some external force, and he
conjectured that that force was the weight of the column of the atmosphere. Galileo had previously proved that
air is not destitute of weight. Torricelli then reasoned thus: If the weight of the atmospheric column be the exact
equivalent of the weight of 32 feet of water, then, inasmuch as mercury is about 13 times as heavy as water, the
column of air ought to support about 30 inches of mercury. This grand scientific conception being once
generated, the proof was easy. Torricelli took a glass tube about three feet long, closed—that is, hermetically
sealed—at one end. Into the open end he poured mercury until it was full, then closing the orifice with his
finger or thumb, he inverted the tube and plunged his hand into an open basin of mercury, upon the surface, of
which the external air could freely act. He then removed his hand, and you may judge of his delight when he
found that the mercury fell to about 30 inches, and there stopped.

This experiment was soon followed by another, which confirmed Torricelli's theory (if indeed it needed
confirmation). The French philosopher, Blaise Pascal, reasoned thus:—If Torricelli be right, if the water in the
pump, and the mercury in the tube, be equally supported by the weight of the atmospheric column, then, as we



decrease the height and weight of that column by as-cending a mountain, the mercury ought to fall.
Accordingly, he ascended the Puy de Dôme, taking with him what we may now call a mercurial barometer,
which he found to fall as he ascended, and rise again as he descended, with perfect regularity.

Now, although we cannot hope to match the grand discoveries which I have just described, let this Society,
and others connected with the New Zealand Institute, comfort and animate themselves with this reflection, that
we enjoy, as the scene of our operations, a new country, and a comparatively unexplored field; and not only
may we add materially to the common stock of scientific knowledge, but we may exercise a much more useful
function—we may each in our humble sphere of life aid in the extension and diffusion of scientific knowledge
among those who by their practical skill are best able to turn it to profitable account.

Another word of encouragement to those who are actively engaged in the ordinary business of life. The
highest attainments of science have not been confined to those who have devoted themselves exclusively to
scientific pursuits. Merchants, bankers, clergymen, lawyers, musicians, medical men—actively engaged in their
respective professions and callings—have rendered themselves eminent in science by study during their hours
of leisure. Lord Bacon, a lawyer, and Lord High Chancellor of England, is considered the founder of the
inductive philosophy, the true method of "interrogating nature," to use his own expression. David Ricardo,
author of the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation, was an active and successful member of the Stock
Exchange. Thomas Tooke, the author of the History of Prices, and a scientific writer on currency, was a
Russian merchant, and at a time, too, when merchants had a prejudice against the science. George Grote was a
banker when he commenced his truly philosophical History of Ancient Greece, and became an active member
of Parliament during the progress of his work. John Stuart Mill, when he wrote his admirable "System of Logic,
Ratiocinative, and Inductive," and his "Principles of Political Economy," was a laborious officer of the East
India Company. It is only his recent works that can be considered as the fruit of "a learned leisure." His
philosophical works are enough for a long life of thought, and yet between thirty and forty years of that life
were occupied in a laborious and responsible office. The Power-loom was invented by the Rev. Edmund
Cartwright—a country clergyman. The great bell at the New Houses of Parliament was planned, and the casting
thereof superintended, by a barrister and a clergyman—E. Becket Denison and the Rev. W. Taylor; and it is a
curious coincidence that the first bell ever cast in England was cast by Turketel, a monk, Chancellor to the
Saxon King Edmund the Elder. Another barrister, Benjamin Rotch, was the inventor of the patent fid, now
universally used in ships for securing topmasts. And to descend to smaller things, but still with a scientific
element, another barrister, whose name I forget, was the inventor of a machine for making coffee—scientific in
its principle, simple in its contrivance. The safety valve of the steam-engine, or rather the mode of rendering it
self-acting, is said to have been invented by an idle boy to save his own labour.

The great astronomer, Sir Wm. Herechel, was by profession an organist. Music was the business of his life,
astronomy his recreation, until, in process of time, they changed places. Grove, the author of one of the most
profound and able works of modern science, an "Essay on the Correlation of Forces"—a work which ranks side
by side with the scientific writings of Tyndall and Huxley—was a practising barrister, then a Queen's Counsel,
and is now one of the Judges of the Court of Common Pleas at Westminster. It will be obvious, therefore, that
not one of the ordinary pursuits of active life is inconsistent with the prosecution of science. All such active
pursuits afford some hours of leisure. There is a conventional "day's work" in all occupations, and when the
mind once becomes habituated to healthy activity, inaction becomes unendurable; and we naturally crave some
new occupation for our hours of leisure. To all such craving spirits this Society offers comfort and help,
co-operation and encouragement.

Printed at the "Daily Times" Office, Princes Street, Dunedin.

Report of the Meeting of the Otago Institute,
Held on Tuesday, November 14, 1871.

AN ordinary meeting of the Otago Institute was held in the University Building on Tuesday evening,
November 14th, Robert Gillies, Esq., one of the Vice-Presidents of the Institute, in the chair.

After the usual preliminary business had been disposed of, it was announced that at this meeting the
Institute had the right of nominating a gentleman to be an honorary member of the New Zealand Institute—the
Governors of the Institute selecting three annually from amongst the nominees of the incorporated Societies.

Mr J. S. WEBB moved that Dr Wm. Lauder Lindsay, of Perth, be nominated by this Institute. Last year Dr.
Lindsay had been elected an honorary member of the Otago Institute, and it had been presumed that by this
election he became a member of the New Zealand Institute also. The Governors had evidently been of a
different opinion, and had subsequently passed rules for the election of Honorary Members. Under these rules
this Society ought last year, in common with the other incorporated Societies, to have had the opportunity of



nominating three gentlemen—the Governors electing nine out of the whole number nominated. He was
informed that notice of the new rule had notbeen received here in time, and this privilege had been lost. In
future one nomination annually would be allowed. Most of those who were present were aware of the grounds
on which Dr. Lindsay had been elected an honorary member of their own body. He was one of the few well
instructed naturalists who had personally examined the botany of Otago; he had always taken a great interest in
the Province; had published an interesting book, "Contributions to the Botany of New Zealand," which was
chiefly devoted to the plants of Otago, and had at the time of the Intercolonial Exhibition, held in Dunedin in
1865, made some valuable presents to the Province, which were now in the Museum. On these grounds, he now
moved the nomination of Dr Lindsay for election as an honorary member of the New Zealand Institute.

Mr A. H. Ross seconded the motion.
The CHAIRMAN, on putting the motion to the meeting, remarked that Dr Lindsay was the first person to

make the suggestion that a University should be established in Dunedin.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr D. BRENT then read the following paper:—

On Proportion Applied to Geometry.
The last time I read a paper before this Institute I promised to make some remarks at a future meeting on

the theory of Proportion in connection with Geometry. I propose now to give an outline of the treatment of
proportion in the Fifth Book of Euclid, and to show how arithmetic should be applied to geometry, and to
magnitude in general.

Geometry is the purest of all the sciences to which arithmetic or calculation is applied, for while all the
other sciences involve ideas of space in connection with either time, matter, or force, geometry involves that of
space only.

The fifth and sixth Books of Euclid, treating of the quantity of magnitudes, require a higher calculus than
the first four Books, which treat only of the quotity of magnitudes; for a single number will always express
quotity, but two numbers are in general necessary to express quantity. Now quantity involves the idea of ratio,
which is a fundamental idea existing in the mind, and as such cannot be defined so that the idea it represents
may be conveyed by words: we merely assert the existence of this idea in the following definitions which are
those usually given both in arithmetic and geometry.

Ratio is the mutual relation which exists between two magnitudes of the same kind with respect to quantity.
Magnitudes which have the same ratio are called proportionals; so that if four magnitudes are

proportionals, the ratio of the first to the second is the same as the ratio of the third to the fourth.
The ratio between two magnitudes is expressed arithmetically by the fraction which represents the

multiple-part the one is of the other: in Euclid we find no reasoning about ratios considered by themselves, but
only in connection with other ratios.

When two magnitudes are commensurable, that is to say, when they can be divided into equal parts of the
same size, we can find an arithmetical expression for their ratio; but, when they are incommensurable, we
cannot find a number which shall be identically equal to their ratio; and the fact of our being unable to do so
depends upon the nature of number, and magnitude, for numbers are essentially discontinuous, whereas the
latter are continuous.

As an illustration, suppose there to be two lines, each of the same length, and suppose one of them to be
produced to double of its former length, we cannot find a number which shall identically represent the ratio
which the first line bears to the produced line at any stage of its lengthening. For, suppose the first line to be
divided into a million equal parts, then the fractions 1.000,000/1,000,001, 1,000,000/1,000,002 and so on up to
1,000,000/2,000,000 represent identically the ratio which the first line bears to the produced line at each of a
million times during the lengthening; but the intervals between these are unrepresented. By dividing the first
lino into a greater number of parts, we may increase the number of these intervals, and diminish their size; we
may, in fact, make them as small as we please, but they will never absolutely vanish: that is to say, we can at
any point find a number which, if not identically equal to the required ratio, shall yet be the ratio which the first
line bears to the produced line at a point distant from the required point by less than any assignable distance;
and in this sense, and in this sense only, can it be said that numbers are capable of representing the ratio
between two continuous magnitudes.

In arithmetic, the test of proportion is the equality of the ratios, this naturally follows from the definition;
Euclid, however, gives a different test—the well-known fifth definition of the Fifth Book, "Four magnitudes are
said to be in the same proportion when any equimultiples of the first and third are respectively either greater
than, equal to, or less than any equimultiples whatever of the second and fourth, whatever be the two sets of
equimultiples taken." This definition is objectionable, inasmuch as it is not elementary; it does not satisfy the
notion of proportion already existing in the mind, namely, the sameness of relative magnitude. It is also not



good in logic, for its converse contains superfluous conditions. Besides, adopting this, we should have two tests
for proportion—one for arithmetic, and another for the purposes of geometry, or, more correctly speaking, for
magnitude in general; for the Fifth Book of Euclid, although geometrical in form, is not geometry, hut
arithmetic applied to magnitude, of whatever kind. For all magnitudes, whether of space, time, matter, or force,
may be properly represented by straight lines, which are continuous magnitudes, and therefore capable of
expressing all magnitudes.

Euclid has introduced no arithmetical expressions for quantity in his Fifth Book, and the want of this has
made his treatment of proportion cumbrous and wearisome, although it is conducted with great ability and
ingenuity, and characterised by rigid exactness of reasoning. It may be asked why Euclid did not introduce
measures in his Fifth Book, which is really a chapter in general arithmetic. Probably because the Greeks, in
consequence of their notation, were very bad arithmeticians (except in whole numbers, in which they made very
great advances), whereas fractions are in general necessary for measuring quantity, and are capable of doing
so to an ad libitum degree of accuracy. The first great advance was made by the introduction of our present
system of notation, where the position of a figure indicates its value; the next is duo to the master-mind of
Newton, who discovered fractional indices, and thus gave us another form for the representation of continuous
magnitude, and it is worthy of note that no other simple forms capable of expressing continuity as nearly as we
please have yet been discovered besides fractions, and fractional indices or logarithms. To Newton also we are
indebted for the first Lemma of the first book of his Principia, the foundation of the application of arithmetic to
the sciences.

I will now give a sketch of the application of arithmetic to the measurement of magnitude, and state the
principles upon which it is founded.

The principles are these:—
1. Any magnitude may be conceived to be divided into as many equal parts as we please,
2. (Newton, Lemma I.) Finite magnitudes, and also their ratios, which in any finite time tend continually to

equality, and which before the end of that time approach nearer to each other than by any assignable difference
are ultimately equal to one another.

A perception of the fundamental ideas of ratio and proportion is also assumed, and they may be thus
expressed.

Ratio is the mutual relation which exists between two magnitudes of the same kind with respect to quantity;
this relation being estimated, not by the difference of the magnitudes, but by the multiple part the one is of the
other.

Four magnitudes are proportional when the ratio of the first to the second is equal to the ratio of the third
to the fourth.

As all our ideas of magnitude are merely relative, in measuring a magnitude we must necessarily fix upon
some standard magnitude with which to compare it. This arbitrary standard is called the unit. Thus, in
measuring a line, all we have to do is to express its magnitude relative to a line of arbitrary length, called the
unit of length.

Suppose a line to contain the unit line a certain number of times exactly, say 3, then the number 3 is the
measure of the length of the line. Every number, whether abstract or concrete, is in fact a ratio, the number
itself denoting its relation to unity. Again, suppose the line not to contain the unit line a certain number of times
exactly; then, if this line and the unit line are commensurable, we can measure the line. For suppose that when
the unit line is divided into 10 equal parts, the line can be divided into 37 equal parts of the same size, then the
line contains one-tenth of the unit line 37 times, and the measure of the line is properly expressed by the
fraction 37/10

In the above, the line is supposed to be commensurable with the unit line. We will now suppose it to be
incommensurable, as, for instance, the diagonal of a square described upon the unit of length. Suppose now the
unit line be divided into 100 equal parts, the diagonal will contain one of these parts more than 141 and less
than 142 times; that is to say, the measure of the diagonal lies between the two fractions 1.41 and 1.42. Again,
if we were to divide the unit line into ten million equal parts, we should find that the diagonal would contain
one of these parts more than 14,142,135 times, and less than 14,142,136 times; the measure of the diagonal lies
therefore between the two fractions 1.4142135 and 1.4142136, that is to say, the fraction 1.414214 is the
measure of the diagonal correct to six places of decimals, and it differs from the true measurement by less than
half a millionth part of the unit line. By proceeding in the same way we may find theoretically the measure of a
lino to any required degree of accuracy; I say theoretically, for practically we should soon be stopped by the
imperfections of our instruments.

Again, since the unit may be conceived to be divided into as many equal parts as we please, we can
approximate as nearly as we please to the measure of an incommensurable line, and we can find a fraction
which shall differ from the true measurement by as small a quantity as we please; hence, by conceiving the



number of parts into which the unit line is divided to be continually increased, we may obtain a fraction which
will differ from the true value of the ratio by less than any assignable difference; it is therefore equal to that
ratio, by Newton, Lemma I. Hence two numbers forming the numerator and denominator of a fraction are
sufficient to represent quantity, for what has been said respecting a line is true for any magnitude whatever. It
is also manifest that what is called in the above the measure of a line, is merely the arithmetical expression of
its ratio to another line of arbitrary length, the unit line. Hence, in the same way, the ratio between any two
magnitudes may be expressed arithmetically by a fraction.

Geometry being, as I have already pointed out, the first (in natural order) of the sciences to which
arithmetic is applied, a chapter in general arithmetic applied to magnitude is not out of place therein, inserted,
of course, distinct from the other chapters, and explicitly shewn to apply, not only to geometrical, but to all
other continuous magnitudes. In the application of proportion to magnitude, the following theorem is the
fundamental one, the proof of which is founded on the principles stated above.

If in any general theorem, four continuous magnitudes are shown to be proportional in all cases where they
are commensurable, they will also be proportional in all those cases where they are incommensurable.

For let A, B, C, and D denote the four continuous magnitudes, and suppose that it can be proved that
A is to B as C to D
in all cases in which A, B, C, and D are commensurable, to show that they are also proportional, when the

four magnitudes are incommensurable.
If A and B are incommensurable, we cannot find an aliquot part of B of which A is a multiple. Suppose,

then, B to be divided into any number of equal parts, say n, and let A contain m but not m+1 of those parts,
then by hypothesis if D is divided into n equal parts, C will also contain m but not m+1 of those parts.

Let P and Q denote magnitudes which contain exactly m of those aliquot parts of B and D respectively.
Then, since P contains the one-nth part of B m times exactly, and Q contains the one-nth part of D m times

exactly, the mutual relations of P and B with respect to quantity are the same as those of Q and D; that is,
P is to B as Q toD.
Now P differs from A by less than the one-nth part of B, and as n is by hypothesis any number, we may take

n to be as large as we please, that is, the aliquot part of B may be as small as we please. Suppose, now, we
increase n continually, then the aliquot part of B diminishes continually, and by taking n sufficiently large we
may make the aliquot part of B less than any assignable magnitude, and as P differs from A by less than this, P
is ultimately equal to A.

Similarly, Q is ultimately equal to C, and since P is to B as Q to D., therefore A is to B as C to D.
The following well known theorems should also be inserted in this chapter of applied arithmetic, and are, I

believe, all that are required for the purposes of geometry:—
1. Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the same magnitude; and magnitudes which have the same

ratio to the same magnitude are equal to one another.
2. Magnitudes have the same ratio that their equimultiples or submultiples have.
3. If of six magnitudes, the first is to the second as the third is to the fourth, and the third is to the fourth as

the fifth is to the sixth, then is the first to the second as the fifth to the sixth.
4. If four magnitudes be proportional, and any equimultiples be taken of the first and third, and also any

whatever of the second and fourth, then the multiple of the first is to that of the second as the multiple of the
third is to that of the fourth.

5. If four magnitudes be proportional,
Then (i.) the second is to the first as the fourth is to the third—(incertendo.)
Also (ii.), the sum of the first and second is to the second as the sum of the third and fourth is to the

fourth—(componendo).
Also (iii.), the difference of the first and second is to the second as the difference of the third and fourth is

to the fourth—(dividendo).
Also (iv.), if the first be greater than the second, the third will be also greater than the fourth; if equal,

equal; and if less, less.
6. If four magnitudes of the same kind be proportional, the first is to the third as the second is to the

fourth—(alternamlo).
7. If any number of magnitudes of the same kind be proportionals, then the first is to the second as the sum

of the antecedents is to the sum of the consequents. (addendo.)
8. If of six magnitudes, the first is to the second as the fourth is to the fifth, and the second is to the third as

the fifth is to the sixth, then the first is to the third as the fourth is to the sixth. (ex equali.)
The adoption of Newton's Lemma is tantamount to a new definition of equality, and it may be urged as an

objection against it that although two quantities may be equal according to the Lemma, yet if multiplied by very
large numbers, it might be then possible for them to differ by an appreciable quantity. The answer to this is,



that by hypothesis the two quantities continually approach to equality, and ultimately differ by less than any
assignable difference, so that if they had any finite difference when subjected to any processes of arithmetic, we
might invert those processes and name a quantity by which they originally differed, which is contrary to the
hypothesis. Hence no error can arise in reducing theory to practice.

I will now point out the close connection existing between Euclid's definition and our common ideas of
proportion; a proof of the former as following from the latter, and vice versâ, is given in most algebras. In the
first place it is easily seen that the idea of the equality of submultiples connotes also the idea of the equality of
equimultiples for if one-fortieth of a £ is one-half of a shilling, it follows that two £ are forty shillings. Now, if
all magnitudes were commensurable, and therefore capable of being multiplied so as to become equal to one
another, Euclid might have given as his test of proportion the equality of corresponding multiples, which would
have been virtually the same as the equality of corresponding multiple parts; but this test would not apply
rigorously to incommensurable magnitudes. In such cases, strictly speaking, the arithmetical test fails, but not
so Euclid's, for he takes as his test not only the equality but also the like inequality of corresponding multiples
for every possible set of multiples; and he says if it can be shewn from the nature of the four magnitudes that
whatever be the equimultiples token of the first and third, and whatever those of the second and fourth, the
multiples of the first and second will he always similar, in excess or defect, to those of the third and fourth, then
the four magnitudes are proportional.

From the proof of the general theorem: given above it is seen without much difficulty that the adoption of
Newton's Lemma virtually amounts to this alteration in the definition of proportion. Four magnitudes are
proportional, when the first and third contain respectively the same aliquot part of the second and fourth the
same number of times exactly, or the same number of times with remainders less than the parts respectively,
whatever be the aliquot part taken.

The fundamental propositions of Euclid's sixth book, the first and thirty-third, admit of a simple proof
based on the above principles. I may add that Professor Challis, in his recent work on the Principles of
Mathematics and Physics, advocates the admission of those two theorems without formal proof. Firstly, two
rectangles between the same I parallels are to each other as their bases; as will, he says, "be perceived
immediately by conceiving them placed so that one extremity of the base of the one coincides with one extremity
of the base of the other, and the; larger rectangle includes the less." Hence, Euclid VI., I. follows at once, it
having been shewn in Book I. that parallelograms are: equal to rectangles of the tame base and altitude.
Secondly, Two arcs of the same circle, or of equal circles, are proportional to the angles at the centre which
they subtend; "for it is not possible to insert any argument between this statement and a rational perception of
the truth of the statement. The proportionality is seen at once by an unaided exercise of the reason, and
consequently there is no room for the application of reasoning such as that founded on Def. 5."

For my part, I must say that I do not agree with him here, for I think that no rem capable of proof should be
assumed as an axiom, however simple it be, and it appears to me that there is an argument which must be
inserted between the statement of the latter proposition and a rational perception of its truth, and that is one
based on the theorem that in equal circles equal arcs equal angles at the centre, and on this theorem depends
the truth of the second proposition; and on the fact that parallelograms, or triangles, on equal bases, and of
equal altitudes are equal depends the truth of the first one. Moreover, the mental superposition is in itself an
argument, unless I misapprehend the meaning he attaches to the word argument.

Before concluding, I wish to state that although I am in favour of the substitution of a chapter of arithmetic
applied to magnitude for the now nearly obsolete fifth book of Euclid, I do not therefore advocate the
introduction of arithmetical or algebraical symbols of quantity into pure geometry; far from it, for in the very
absence of these symbols consists its great value for mental training, inasmuch as at every step there is an
appeal to the reason. The pure geometry also more clearly exhibits the processes of the demonstration, and the
relations of the figure than does the younger and far more powerful sister-science analytical geometry, in
which, by the use of symbols, the reasoning is carried on independent to a great extent of the ideas of the
magnitudes themselves.

Mr. J. S. Webb then read the following
The article referred to In tills Paper appeared in the Quarterly Journal of Science for July, 1871, and was

reprinted in the Otaqo daily Times of Tuesday, December 5, 1871.
"Notes upon the Experiments on the so-called Psychic Force recently made by Mr. Crookes."
I desire at the outset to state that I am not about to offer any argument for or against the theories of

professed spiritualists. The subject is one of which, so far as regards its more recent manifestations, I know
nothing. In common with many others I feel very much obliged to those scientific men who have taken in hand
to examine the phenomena on which spiritualists base their theories, and offer the following criticism upon the
most recently published statements of one of these gentlemen, simply because I think the position he holds in
the scientific world is not unlikely to lead many persons to accept the results he may think he has arrived at as



those of pure scientific research, without enquiring into the methods which he may have adopted. New results,
when even of small importance, are not thus received by scientific men. The methods of experiment which have
been employed, the precautious against error, and the strictness of the explanation offered for the result which
is claimed as new, are all keenly scrutinized. Such is the case when a chemist announces a new organic
compound, or an astronomer a new line in some stellar spectrum, a naturalist some new species of a well
known genus, a metaphysician some new demonstration of the undemonstrable, a scholar some new reading of
hieroglyphic or arrow-headed characters an Etruscan inscription or a corrupt passage. The scrutiny ought to be
still more rigid, when anyone, however eminent he may be, asks us, on the faith of a short course of
experiments made by himself, to believe in the existence of a force hitherto unheard of, and which, if it be what
Mr Crookes supposes it to be, is so extraordinary in its habits and properties, that the true Spiritualist may well
say to those who believe in it—"Our faith is more consistent with all the rest of human knowledge than yours."

The first point I have to note in regard to the experiments relied on by Mr Crookes, is the very small
number of them. Those who were aware that he was investigating this subject expected that when he did speak
he would present us with a long and carefully classified list of phenomena, and that before he ventured upon
any important deductions he would prepare himself with a cumulated series of proofs, for any theory he might
propound. Such expectations were natural, because this is the recognised method of scientific investigation in
our day, and because we know Mr Crookes to be a person instructed in this method, and accustomed to use it.
By far the most unsatisfactory feature of his paper, is the fact that it does not in the least fulfil these
expectations. He does indeed speak of many experiments having been made, but he himself rejects as unreliable
all but the two of which we have now the account. It is remarkable, too, that whilst one of the reasons which
induced him thus to reject nearly the whole of the observations he had from time to time made as unworthy of
the name of scientific experiments, viz.: that "it has but seldom happened that a result obtained on one occasion
could be subsequently confirmed," has not been applied by him to those two experiments which he ventures to
call "crucial.' Until they are repeated over and over again—until it is demonstrated that, given certain conditions
this or that invariably happens, it is very hasty work to furnish us with a new theory, and to ask us to believe in
a new law of nature, which, instead of harmonising with all other known laws, appears to interfere with and
contradict them at every turn.

Verification is of the first necessity in physical investigations, and that not by repetition only, but by every
other available device. All physicists know that in their work there is invariably a liability to error on their own
part, over and above all the error which arises from slight imperfections of instruments, slight impurities of
substances used, and so forth, This is known as "the personal error," and arises as often from mental as from
physical characteristics in the operator. It ought, I think, to have suggested itself to Mr Crookes and his
colleagues that their report of the peculiar investigation in which they were engaged would have been most
securely verified by adding to it that of some competent person who should have played the part of an onlooker.
Had some individual, trained in scientific observation, been a bystander, engaged in assuring himself that those
who undertook these experiments omitted from their notice nothing that ought to have been taken into account,
the report of such a person would probably have been written in a very different style from that which we now
have, and would either have been much more convincing or much more hesitating.

I claim, then, that until the experiments related by Mr Crookes have been repeated over and over again,
with change of operators, and until a very large number of others yielding similar results have been instituted,
his deduction that a hitherto unknown natural force has been discovered has not the foundation which
established physical theories possess, and has no claim to acceptance at all similar to that which has been made
good for other natural laws.

The next point which attracts attention in these experiments is that annoying character which they possess
in common with all true spiritualistic phenomena—viz., the fantastic circumstances under which they are made.
The accordion operated upon in the first experiment was put into a cage, and the cage stowed away under a
dining-room table. Thus situated, no very critical examination of its alleged performances appears to have been
possible. Mr Huggins is obliged to confess that his "position at the table" did not permit him to be a witness of
the withdrawal of Mr Home's hand from the accordion. This circumstance alone is sufficiemt to throw a
suspicion over the whole investigation. Here are men of acknowledgeed scientific attainments undertaking an
inveestigation, for no trivial ends, supposed to be earnestly in the pursuit of truth, who permit themselves to be
placed during the experiment in such a position that they could not see distinctly what was going on. If they
permitted Mr Home to suit himself with the surroundings he delights in—to seat a little company around a table
in positions in which they must strain their necks in order to see what he was doing—to place the physical
object he was about to operate on in a position, the peculiarities of which appear to be objectless unless
intended to assist in a deception—if whilst themselves assenting to be placed in such positions as he might
dictate, they appointed no assistant free from such improper trammels to check their enervations—they threw
aside all that their training and personal experience had taught them of the conditions of accurate investigation.



In connection with this part of the subject it is very striking that Mr Crookes gives us no preliminary account of
the positions actually taken up by the observers. We only gather what we do know about this from chance
expressions, a fact which is alone sufficient to stamp the narrative as wanting in scientific precision, and if the
account of these experiments, written subsequently and at leisure, is thus wanting, it is a fair inference that
during the experiments themselves the minds of the observers were not in a judicial frame.

Another point which struck me very forcibly when reading the account of the second experiment is very
curious. The dimensions of the mahogany board used in this case are carefully given by Mr Crookes, and he
informs us that when the apparatus was adjusted before the experiment began, that portion of its weight which
affected the spring balance was 31bs. [Description quoted.] Now the specific gravity of mahogany, as ordinarily
given in the tables, is 1060 (that of water being taken at 1000), and irrespective of that portion of the board
which absolutely rested upon the table, we have in this case 342 cubic inches of mahogany suspended, one-half
of the weight of which would, if the board were truly horizontal, have rested upon the balance. A cubic foot of
water weighs rather more than 997oz avoirdupois, hence 342 cubic inches of mahogany at the specific gravity
just stated, weigh rather more than 209oz, or 131bs 1oz. It is strange that a trained man of science should not
have noticed this discrepancy. At the very least we might have expected that he would have assured himself of
the absence of all suspicious circumstances by weighing the whole board before adjustment, since it was the
effect of the so-called Psychic Force upon its apparent weight, which he had set himself to observe. It may be
answered that mahoganies vary much in specific gravity, and that a light timber would naturally be chosen for
the experiment. The discrepancy appears to me to be far too large to admit of such an explanation. Had the
board been of ordinary Scotch pine, the indicator ought to have shown more than 31bs 4ozs pressure on the
balance, and even had the common Canadian yellow pine been used, it could hardly have shown less than 31bs.
Moreover, it is evident from the context that the weight of the cord or whatever else was used to suspend one
end of the board from the balance is included in 31bs indicated, although with that want of precision on which I
have already commented, Mr Crookes omits to tell us so. This makes the matter slightly worse, and I cannot
avoid the conclusion that the circumstances under which this experiment was made are highly suspicious.

Other reasons might be adduced why these experiments cannot be accepted as having been made in a really
scientific spirit. Some of these have been concisely stated by a writer in "Nature" (No. 92, August 3rd, 1871, p.
279) from whom, with the permission of the meeting, I prefer to quote them:—

"Let us now examine the experiments in detail. Firstly, with regard to the accordion, we are not told why
the cage was constructed at all, and why, moreover, when constructed, it was placed under a dining-room table
of all places in the world. Does Mr Crookes wish us to believe that it is only inside such wooden cages, and in
such peeuliar positions, that this 'psychic force' manifests itself If that is not the ease, why: was not the cage
placed openly in the room, so that Dr Huggins might not have had to confess that he did not see the accordion
freely suspended in air, which Mr Crookes and others, by dint of straining under the table, did sec? Then, again,
the accordion was confessedly placed in Mr Home's hands before it was placed in the cage under the
table—this was certainly unnecessary, and is very unsatisfactory. Then, it is obvious that to play the accordion
the keys must in turn have been depressed. Yet Mr Crookes does not volunteer a single word to show that he
noticed whether the keys were successively pressed down or not; in fact, he rather leads us to infer that they
were not. Again, it is clearly a physical impossibility for the accordion to have go no round and round the cage
if Mr Home's hand was quite still; for, if he held the accordion at all, his hand must have followed its
movements, and what is there to show that the accordion moved his baud or his hand the accordion? Then,
again, as to the instrument chosen: would a concertina act in the same manner or not? for, from the frequency
with which an accordion has been appealed to by 'spiritual mediums,' it has acquired anything but a good
reputation. It is a pity we are not informed whether Mr Home could in the moments when he is free from
'psychic influence' play on the accordion or not, and also, as to what were the names of the 'simple air' and the
'sweet and plaintive melody' which it so obligingly played. We are also not told either how long the experiment
lasted, or how long the accordion was playing, or, what is much more to the point, how long it contravened all
the laws of gravity and of the acoustics of wind instruments. Surely this is an important question—quite as
important as that the temperature varied from 68° to 70° Fahr.

"Such are some of the questions which arise with respect to the first experiment, and which must he
answered before any reliance can be placed on the results attained.

"There still remains the second experiment, which was of an entirely different kind: the one with the
spring-balance. Mr Crookes here says—'Mr Home's lingers were never more than one and a-half inch from the
extreme end, and the wooden foot being only one and a-half inch wide, and resting flat on the table, it is evident
that no amount of pressure exerted in that space could produce any action on the balance,' and in this I quite
agree; but did Mr Crookes notice if the table itself was moved at all? From a very slight consideration of the
peculiar apparatus employed, it is obvious that were the table to tip up in any so small a manner, the index of
the balance must descend; and if the table was to tip up and down successively, the very same effect would be



produced on the index of the balance as that which Mr Crookes ascribes to 'successive waves of psychic force.'
I do not say that the table was tipped up—that would have been trickery—but we have to account for certain
results, and I do say that the tipping of the table would produce those very results, and that, moreover, there is
nothing said about the table being immovable, or even heavy, or in any way fastened to the ground, as it most
assuredly ought to have been. It does not appear so difficult to imagine that the Psychic Force' which could
produce such a strange effect upon an accordion could also so agitate the table that it also should show
tendency to move; and, if this were the case, the whole apparatus was so placed that the very slightest
movements of the table would be magnified by the index of the balance."

In conclusion, I may remark that, had we as accurate a measure of the meental temperament of the
observers as Mr Crookes has taken the pains to giveve us of the temperature of the apartment in which his
experiments were conducted, we should know better what to think about the whole of this curious affair.

At the request of the M Meeting Mr. Webb then road so much of M Mr. Crooke's article as contains the
descripription of his experiments.

Mr BRENT, referring to the he balance apparatus, said that Mr Crookookes had de-scribed the board as
beinging arranged perfectly horizontally, but had not said what means he had taken fo for proving it to be so. A
scientific man ought to have registered the upward oscillations as well as the downward ones. If the he board
had been moved by pushing it wirith the hand (which he did not say had been the case), then, if the oscillations
each way had been registered, it would have been seen that the upward and downward oscillations were about
the same in quantity. Again, assuming the apparatus to have been perfectly accurate when Mr Crookes put his
foot upon the end of the board, there would have been no difference in the register. Now, Mr Crookes
accounted for the downward pressure merely by saying that he might have put his foot beyond the fulcrum, a
point he might easily have made himself sure upon.

Mr STOUT said that Mr Webb's first objection was that the experiments had not been numerous enough. Mr
Crookes had stated in his article that although space would only allow the publication of the details of one trial,
that it must be clearly understood that he had for some time past been making similar experiments with like
results, and that his conclusions had not been arrived at hastily or on insufficient evidence. Another objection
was, that Mr Crookes, though a scientific man, had not paid sufficient attention to the experiments he made. No
scientific man would detail in a report every circumstance that occurred in experimenting on anything, except
he conceived it had some especial bearing on the subject in hand. Besides, they must assume that Mr Crookes,
as a scientific man, had skill which those who were not scientific men did not possess. They must rely on his
reputation in the scientific world, and, in fact, it was his reputation in the scientific world that had caused so
much attention to be drawn to this psychic force, for Mr Crookes was not the first person who had discovered
the existence of some such force. They had not only the scientific reputation of Mr Crookes, but also that of Dr
Huggins, in support of the statement that no fraud had been practised upon them. Even granting that they were
not scientific men, the meeting must surely credit them with possessing common sense, and sufficient ability to
detect any fraud on Mr Homo's part, or any attempts to dupe them. Another objection urged was that Dr
Huggins did not see all that was taking place under the table, but Mr Webb must have overlooked the fact that it
was stated in Mr Crookes' paper that while the accordion was waving about and playing, Mr Crookes' assistant
got under the table, and reported that the accordion was expanding and contracting; and that at the same time it
was seen that the hand of Mr Homo which held it was quite still, and his other hand was resting on the table.
That, surely, was a sufficient reply to any charge of fraud that might be urged against Mr Home. Even taking
the experiments as a whole, they must admit that, call it what they may, something had been discovered that
had been as yet unknown to the scientific world, though it should be kept in mind that Mr Crookes was not the
first scientific man to investigate the subject, that there were men well known in the scientific world, Fellows of
the Roya! Society, who had gone far further than Mr Crookes in their investigations of the new force. Professor
Varley, for example, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and one who had made assertions regarding this new force
far more decided than Mr Crookes had ventured to express, says that he had in broad daylight seen a small table
raised off the floor and carried horizontally through the air for a distance of ten feet. Mr Webb in his paper had
dealt with petty and trivial details, overlooking the main fact acknowledged by Crookes, Huggins, and Sergeant
Cox, and which was the exist ence of some force. Some of the details to which he alluded were perfectly
valueless; for example, that of the weight of the mahogany board. Granted, that the weight was inaccurately
stated, still there was this fact not explained by Mr Webb, that Mr Crookes could not show on the index of the
spring balance with his full weight resting on the mahogany board, as great a pressure as Mr Home could by
merely putting his finger on the board. There was also the fact, which Mr Webb and those who found fault with
every petty detail that might have been over-looked by Mr Crookes had yet to explain, and it was this: How was
it that, no matter what the scientific training, or the reputation, or the intellectual ability of any person might be,
no sooner did he come into the presence of Mr Home than he seemed to lose his senses I What sort of force was
it that Mr Home had mastery of that enabled him to dupe, as it is said, his observers? Would not the fact of Mr



Crookes being duped, of Dr Huggins being duped, of Sergt. Cox, notwith-standing his legal training, being
duped, and of all those scientific men who had given in their adhesion to what is termed speculation, being
duped, be far more wonderful than even the existence of a Psychic force? Until Mr Webb, or some of those who
objected to Mr Crookes' conclusions, could explain this strange anomaly, it must be accepted, as being more
probable, that Mr Crookes and other observers had observed the manifestation of some force not previously
known to them, than that they, notwithstanding all their scientific training and intellectual ability, had been
duped. Mr Crookes' reputation was well known, he being a Fellow of the Royal Society, editor of the Quarterly
Journal of Science, and also of the Chemical News. Dr Huggins had also a scientific reputation to lose, and
Sergt. Cox was a well trained lawyer. Could it be said that these men were all, on the occasion alluded to by Mr
Crookes, duped by Mr Home, and that their "mental temperature" was suddenly increased.

A short conversation ensued, and Mr Webb briefly replied to some of the remarks made by Mr Stout.
Some fossils from the Caversham Tunnel were exhibited by Mr. Blair, and the meeting then adjourned.

Salmon Acclimatization in New Zealand, by W.
Lauder Lindsay, M.D., F.R.S.E., F.L.S.,

HONORARY MEMBER OF THE NEW ZEALAND
INSTITUTE, AND OF THE OTAGO INSTITUTE.

Through one of its office-bearers (Mr. J. S. Webb) the Otago Institute has twice invited me to contribute a
paper to its Proceedings. Hitherto, though feeling honoured by the invitation, and being desirous of furthering,
in any way that lays in my power, the objects which the Institute has at heart, I have not felt myself in a position
to comply with the request, for various reasons, one of the chief of which was the difficulty of selecting a
subject at once familiar to myself and of immediate interest to its members. Though I have still much
unpublished material relating to the Natural History of New Zealand, and particularly to the Geology and
Botany of Otago, it is the fruit of a visit paid to the Colony and Province more than 10 years ago, and in the
interval I cannot doubt that most, or much of what I might have to say, has been said—and better said—by
local naturalists having superior opportunities to those enjoyed by myself during the height of the first gold
fever in Otago, in 1861. A recent application, however, made to me by the General Government of New
Zealand to co-operate in an experiment now in progress to stock the southern rivers of the Colony with British
salmon, and the correspondence to which that invitation has given rise, have led to the belief on my part that
grave errors have been committed, and are being repeated, regarding the means adopted for the introduction of
the salmon into New Zealand; that much misconception exists in the Colony as to what the best means are; and
that the subject of salmon acclimatization is one both of scientific and popular interest, equally in the Colony
and at home. My own views on the Otago experiment of 1867, and on the present experiment of the General
Government, have involved a large correspondence with most, if not all, our leading British authorities on
salmon propagation, and with some of these gentlemen I feel myself compelled to differ in opinion on certain
important points. I venture to think, moreover, that it is in consequence of the non-adoption of the views to
which my own inquiries have led me, and which I am now about to advocate, that the Otago experiment failed,
and the present one promises failure; while it seems to me that, when the Governments of Otago or New
Zealand vote so large a sum as £700 or £800—[Dr. Buller, in a letter of November 26, 1872, tells me that the
amount of expenditure authorised is £800 for the shipment of 1873]—for a single shipment of salmon ova, all
precautions should be adopted for the safe transport of the valuable cargo, and for its proper reception in the
Province or Colony. Moreover, Otago is the Pro vince more directly interested in this matter, seeing that—
• It led the way among the New Zealand Provinces in this department of scientific experiment; while,
• All experiments of the kind will probably be made, in the first instance, at least, in some of its mountain

rivers. For such reasons, I have been induced to address the Otago Institute on the general subject of
Salmon Acclimatization in the Colony.

The paper I have now therefore the honour of submitting consists of and contains—
1. A history of my connection with the two experiments of 1867 and 1873.
2. An exposition of my special views relating to the following points connected with the transport of

salmon ova across seas:—
• The necessity for speed mess of transport; the importance of shortness of interval between the collection



of ova and their deposition in the breeding pond.
• The desirability of substituting steamers for ordinary sailing ships, in order to minimise the duration of

the voyage.
• The propriety of selecting California instead of Britain, as the source of supply.
• The advisability of making a variety of experiments on means of preservation of ova, calculated to secure

greater certainty of result at a less expenditure than package in icehouses on shipboard.
• The necessity for skilled supervision throughout the steps of the procedure of collecting, transporting, and

hatching ova.
• The importance of making due preparation for the reception of the ova in ponds, not only constructed on

suitable sites, but competently supervised by skilled superintendents.
• The possibility of transporting live parr or smolt, or even mature salmon, on short voyages in swung tanks

or decked wells.
• The necessity for swinging the ova-boxes on gimbals, and so fixing their supports as to prevent upsets or

violent jolts.
• The importance of keeping the ova cold throughout the voyage—by ice-cooling or refrigeration of the

water, or other substances in which they are embedded.
• The propriety of extending the experiments over a series of years, so as to guard against contingencies.

3 Excerpts from my correspondence with
• Representatives of the New Zealand Government, or of the settlers interested specially in the subject of

salmon acclimatisation.
• Authorities connected with various British salmon fisheries and experimental pond.
• Naturalists, or experimentalists on pisciculture—including various authors—showing their respective

opinions on details, regarding which considerable difference of opinion exists.
My chief correspondents of these classes were the following gentlemen who include some of the most

eminent living authorities on the subject of salmon-culture:—
• John Auld, W.S., F.R.S.E., Home Agent (in Edinburgh) of the Otago Government.
• Dr. Robert Burns, Dunedin, member of Council of the University of Otago.
• Dr. Featherston, M.D., Agent-General (in London) of the New Zealand Government.
• Dr. Buller, Sc.D., F.L.S., author of "The Birds of New Zealand" and many other memoirs on New

Zealand Zoology, who some time acted as Deputy or Assistant Agent-General in London for the Colonial
Government.

• Jas. A. Youl, Esq., of "Waratah House, Clapham Park, London, a retired Tasmanian colonist of 20 years
experience, who has personally conducted all the experiments that have latterly been made in the
introduction of salmon to Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand.

• Dr. Buckland, F.R.S., editor of "Land and Water," author of a work on Pisciculture, constructor of the
Model Breeding Ponds connected with the Kensington Museum, London, and one of H.M.
Commissioners of Salmon Fisheries for England and Wales.

• The late Robert Buist, Esq., Perth, Superintendent for the Protection of the Tay Salmon Fisheries,
Director and Historian

His History of the "Stormontfield Piscicultural Experiments," of 1853 to 1866, was published in
Edinburgh in 1866, as one of Mossrs. Edmonston & Douglas' series of "Odds and Ends," No. 14, Price
6d.
of the Stormontfield Experiments between 1853 and 1866, the well-known "Peter of the Pools,"

If This nom de plume was founded on the fact that the name of the resident superintendent of the
Stormontfield Pond was, and still is, Peter Marshall.
of the "Field" newspaper.

• William Brown, Esq., Perth Academy, author of a work on the Scotch Salmon,
"The Natural History of the Salmon, as ascertained by the recent experiments at Stormontfield on the

Tay." Glasgow, 1862. This, along with Mr. Buist's brochure, I commend to all students of Pisciculture in
New Zealand.
and associated with Mr. Buist in all the Stormontfield Experiments.

• Jas. Ritchie, C.E., F.G.S. Edinburgh: constructor of the Stormontfield Breeding Ponds.
• The Tay District Fishery Board, its Secretaries, and Mr. Alex. Croll, the present Superintendent of River

Police and Fisheries, Perth. To the said Board the Stormontfield Ponds belong, and are under the direction
of Mr. Croll, with the now well-known Peter Marshall—the real "Peter of the Pools"—as Resident
Curator.

• The Lord Provost of the City of Perth, John Puller, Esq. of Neinfield, an ex officio member of the Tay
District Fishery Board.



• J. Watson Lyall, Esq., editor of the "Perthshire Constitutional and Journal," one of the chief amateur
salmon fishers in or about Perth.

• Professor Turner, Chair of Anatomy in the University of Edinburgh, and one of the editors of the "Journal
of Anatomy and Physiology."

• Professor Macalister, Chairs of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in the University of Dublin, and
Director of the University Museum.

• Dr. Ransom, of The Pavement, Nottingham, who has long distinguished himself by his experimental
researches on the impregnation of fish ova.

• Dr. Mcintosh, of Murthly, near Dunkeld, the author of many important zoological memoirs in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and the Linnean Society of London, who has himself
conducted experiments on the Hatching of Tay Salmon-ova, and has written on the Natural History of the
Tay salmon.

• Dr. Robert Brown, Ph.D., F.R.G.S., commander of the Vancouver Island Exploring Expedition, who
spent several years as Naturalist Explorer on the Pacific Seaboard of North America, and has written
many papers on its Zoology or general Natural History.

• Professor Cunningham, Chair of Natural History in Queen's College, Belfast, author of a work on the
"Natural History of the Straits of Magellan," Naturalist of H.M. surveying vessel "Nassau" in 1867.

• Professor Bastian, F.R.S., F.L.S., Chair of Pathological Anatomy, University College, London, author of
"The Beginnings of Life," and various memoirs on Heterogenesis.

About the close of 1861, after I had spent three months in Otago, some of the leading colonists did me the
honour to invite me to address the provincial public, in the form of a public lecture, on the development of the
natural resources of the province. I ultimately consented, in deference to the solicitations of a deputation from
the "Young Men's Christian Association of Dunedin," and the result was a lecture on "The Place and Power of
Natural History in Colonization, with special reference to Otago," portions of which were subsequently
published as a pamphlet, with the same title, in Dunedin, by the said association in the beginning of 1862.

After acquiring a general knowledge of the topography of the interior of Otago, and especially of its river
and lake system, by means of the admirable maps of the Survey Department, Dunedin, and conversations with
various members of the Survey Staff, I had occasion to visit the Lower Clutha district. While there I had been
much struck with the apparent adaptability of the Clutha (or Molyneux) and other rivers of the Province for the
acclimatization of salmon and trout, and the desirability of giving attention to experiment in this direction was
one of the subjects to which I ventured to draw the special notice of the settlers in my Dunedin pamphlet, [p.
29.]

The first intimation I had that the subject was attracting the attention of the provincial authorities was
contained in a letter from Dr. Robert Burns, of Dunedin, of date June, 1867.

Dr. Burns intimated that the Otago Government might make application to me for assistance in carrying out
their scheme for stocking their rivers with British salmon, and this hint determined me to lose no time in
studying the subject, and in putting myself in communication with our first British authorities on Pisciculture.
At this period, I had correspondence with Mr. Youl, Dr. Buckland, Mr. Buist, and Mr. William Brown. The
most important communication I received was the following from Mr. Youl, of date September 27, 1867:—

"On my return from Paris," [the International Exhibition,] "I found your "letter of the 20th inst., and, in
reply, have to state that I am very pleased to "learn the Government of Otago have determined to get a supply
of salmon "ova direct from England, instead of waiting until they have multiplied in "sufficient numbers to
justify the Government of Tasmania in supplying their "neighbours. This course I have advocated for some tune
past; and, in 1864, "induced Mr. John Morrison, the agent for some of the New Zealand Governments, to send
out a working model of the Stormontfield Ponds to Southlaud, so that ponds might be ready to receive the ova
when they arrived.

"Having last August received from my friend, Mr. Thomas Ashworth, one "of the best and most successful
pisciculturists of the day, a letter recommending me to advocate with the several Australian Colonies the
desirability "of each of them getting a supply of ova direct from England, I sent his "letter, with one from
myself, to the different local Australian leading journals for publication. It is therefore very pleasing to find the
Otago people"have anticipated our appeal.

"I may just state that, since 1854, I have been at this work, and failed in "two attempts; but at last hit upon
the plan of placing the ova in moss in an "ice-house. The only two shipments made in this way, were eminently
successful; and I believe it is the only plan by which Salmon or Trout ova can be "sent to the Antipodes. I
would earnestly urge you to follow it out exactly, "I shall be very glad to give you every assistance in my
power. But you "must come and see me, as it is impossible to convey the necessary information "in writing. If
the ova are to be sent this winter, no time should be lost in "arranging the details and ordering the ice. I would
strongly. Recommend "that the ova be shipped in a vessel sailing direct to Otago. The cost would "be from



£550 to £750, depending upon the price of the vessel and the cost "of obtaining the ova. The best time for the
ship to sail from London, would "be the month of December—about the 20th, I would prefer; and you ought "to
have a clear month to build the ice-house properly on board ship,—as, "after all, the cost and expense in other
matters will be lost unless the icehouse is an efficient one, and well placed in the ship.

"As I personally superintended both the successful shipments—as well as "both the failures—and packed
the ova in the little boxes myself, I will be "glad to do the latter for you at the proper time; and to give you all
the "assistance in my power to accomplish such a boon to the Southern Hemisphere as that of stocking its rivers
with the king of fishes."

While thus corresponding with Mr. Youl, I received the following official communication from Mr. Auld,
as representing in Britain, the Government of Otago—

"Edinburgh, 25 September, 1867.

"SIR,—It has been suggested to me by his Honor the Superintendent of "the Province of Otago, New
Zealand, to request the favour of your advice "and assistance in the following matter:—

"The Provincial Government having voted a sum of money towards the "introduction of salmon ova into the
rivers of the Province of Otago, the "Government has resolved to make the experiment from Britain direct; and
"his Honor the Superintendent has, with this view, instructed me, as their "Home Agent, to forward a quantity
of salmon ova to the Province; and has "also instructed me to engage the services of a suitable person
thoroughly "conversant practically with the art of Pisciculture to accompany the ova, and "who should be able
to superintend the breeding of the fish for the first year "or two in the Province.

"In a subsequent letter received by me at the same time, his Honor further "requests that a quantity of the
ova of the Red Trout of the Rhine shall be "procured and transmitted along with the others. He states that, from
what "he can learn, the Societies of the other Colonies have committed a mistake "in introducing the common
Brown Trout, which never attains any size, and "is inferior as an article of food. While, on the other hand, the
Rhine Trout "attains a large size, and, as an article of food, is little inferior to the salmon,

I am unaware whether the attention of the New Zealand Colonists has been drawn to he "hucho" of the
Danube [Salmo hucho], which weighs from 20 to 601bs; or to the "Lake Trout" of the Eastern United States
and Canada, which are sometimes as large as salmon, weighing as much as 601bs., [e.g., Salmo
alipesespecially—with S.fontinalis—S. amethyatus—S. namaycush—S. siscowe. and S. erythrogaster]. In all
probability some of the salmonidæ of the Easternses board of North America are common also to its Pacific
coast rivers—a circumstance of importance in connection with my remarks on the salmoiudæ of California. On
this subject Dr. Robert Brown remarks [in a letter of December 6, 1872,] "as to the question of Salmonidæ
common to the Eastern and Western States. I believe there is no doubt but that there are several—among
others, the best of them, all, s. quinnat.

"It would appear that the roe of this latter fish are supplied in any quantity, "carefully packed, and
forwarded to England and Scotland; so that probably "there will not be much difficulty in having them sent to
the Province along "with the salmon ova.

"His Honor also suggested for consideration the practicability of sending "out fish alive in swing tanks
under proper care and attention; and remarks "that fish of groat delicacy have been sent from Java to Australia
alive in "this way.

"The mode of transit suggested by his Honor, is by the steamship 'Great "Britain,' which carries an
ice-house to Melbourne, from which place his "Honor would have to make arrangements for continuing the
passage. But "in another letter, he states, as a somewhat remarkable circumstance, that "the Victorian
Acclimatization Society did not avail itself of this mode of "conveyance; and he thinks, therefore, that there
must have been some "objection to it, arising perhaps from the oscillation caused by the engine; "and he is
desirous, before this mode of transit be adopted, that the opinions "of competent judges should be taken on this
point, before I commit myself "to any special mode of conveyance.

"In these circumstances, his Honor,' knowing the deep interest you take in "this subject, has expressed to
me his conviction that, if applied to, you would "kindly give me such information and advice as may enable me
to carry out "my instructions with a reasonable prospect of success. This, and the very "great importance of the
subject in reference to the progress and prosperity of "the Province, in which I believe you also to take an
interest,—and I may "add, my own ignorance in regard to this matter, must be my apology for "intruding upon
you.

"May I therefore very respectfully request that you will kindly favour me "with any instructions and advice
which your experience may suggest on the "points before mentioned? and if, in addition, you can inform me
who are "the most trustworthy persons to whom I may apply to procure the ova—"what is the most suitable



time to do so!—and what precautions ought to be "observed?—I shall esteem it an especial favour.

"I have the honour to be Sir,
"Your most obedt. servt.,

"JONSR AULD, W.S.

"Agent of the Provincial Government of Otago."

I had been so struck with the unique experience of Mr. Youl, and with his willingness to undertake all the
trouble connected with the more difficult and delicate details of the collection, package, and shipment of ova,
that I did not hesitate to recommend Mr. Auld to place himself entirely in Mr. Youl's hands, expressing,
however, certain strong views of my own (e.g.) regarding the port of shipment, which I thought ought to be the
Clyde, and the preparations necessary for the reception of the ova on their arrival in Otago, pointing out, as
regards the latter, that all arrangements in Britain would be rendered utterly futile by any failure in those
connected with breeding ponds in Otago.

Mr. Auld replied to my suggestions to the following effect of date 2nd October, 1867:—
"I have to thank you most kindly for your full and obliging letter of 26th "ult., and also for that of the 28th,

enclosing letters from Mr. Youl to you" [and above quoted],
"Your observation about the necessity for having proper ponds constructed. "in Otago for the reception of

the ova is most important, and I am not aware "that anything has been done in that direction. I yesterday,
however, wrote "to his Honour the Superintendent on the subject, and pointed out that a "model of the
Stormontfield Ponds had been sent to Southland."

"I have written to Mr. Youl. . . . . . It is gratifying to find, from "his letter to you, that he is willing to advise
and assist. I believe that the "wisest course for me will be to follow his advice—find, in the first place, a
"suitable person to superintend the construction of an ice-house, and the collection and package of the ova; and
when l ascertain the time these can be "had, to have a ship in readiness. I believe the only course to be followed
"will be to send them by sailing vessel, as it would appear that transshipment "from Australia to New Zealand
would probably prove fatal."

Transhipment is, no doubt, vexatious, but it is inevitable. In the Otago experiments the ova were
transhipped from Port Chalmers to the Waiwera and up the Clutha. In the experiment of 1873 they will have to
be sent a further distance—first from Port Chalmers to Invercargill, and then to the Makarewa. Were ova to be
sent from California by mail steamer to Auckland, transhipment would be necessary to Invercargill. But the
chief danger of transhipment rises simply from the additional delay in depositing the ova in the hatching
troughs of the breeding ponds. According to the present principle of package and transport, there should be no
opening of the ice-house—no intermeddling with the ova in the interval between their package at the port
whence they are shipped and their unpacking at the Colonial Breeding Pond. Provided, then, the ice-house and
ova botes are not tampered with, transhipment is much less likely to prove mischievous than protracted voyage
in the same ship of over 100 days.

"You will, I trust, allow me to apply to you again for advice, as occasion "may require."
Ultimately, my suggestion regarding the acceptance of Mr. Youl's offered services was acted upon,

whereupon, believing the experiment to be in the best hands, I ceased to take any further personal share in its
practical details. I had a third letter from Mr. Auld on the 18th March, 1868, after the shipment had been made,
under Mr. Youl's directions, wherein he remarks—"I can only "say that I feel very grateful for the kindness
shown, and trouble taken, by "yourself and others, which far exceeded anything I could have supposed at "the
outset."

Of the progress of the experiment I heard nothing of consequence till I received copies of the "Otago Daily
Times" of May 5 and 16, 1868, with 12 or 13 columns devoted to narratives by "special correspondents" of the
triumphal reception and deposition of the ova—a series of proceedings that amounted literally and figuratively
to a public "ovation." Notwithstanding the tone of self-congratulation that pervaded these newspaper accounts,
the details given convinced me that the experiment deserved to fail, and probably would ultimately do so; and
this opinion I felt bound to express at the time in private letters to various Dunedin friends. I sent a copy of the
newspapers in question to Mr. Buist, and the impression produced on him was similar, as the following extract
from a letter to me of date 27th July, 1868, sufficiently shows:—

"Many thanks for sending me the two numbers of the 'Otago Daily Times' "of May, which I am reading
with much interest. What has been done is "truly wonderful. No labour nor expense has been spared to promote
the "great object, and the enthusiasm at Dunedin is astonishing. I am sorry to "say that from much I have read
of what appears in the accounts of the "transmission and plantation of the ova, a sad disappointment awaits our



"countrymen. I shall say no more at present than that it will give me much "pleasure to find my fears
disappointed and their sanguine hopes realized."

I based my vaticinations of failure on the following facts or features in the history of the. Otago experiment
of 1867-8:—
• The duration of the voyage, consequent on shipment, per sailing vessel, from London, which is probably

the worst port of any in Britain from which ova could be shipped!
• The premature package of the ova before the ship was quite ready for sea thus protracting the interval

between collection in Britain and deposition in New Zealand.
• The mouldy condition of the packing material and moss.
• The faulty position of the ice-house on board the "Celestial Queen," and imperfect fixture of the ova

boxes.
• The faulty Bile and condition of the Waiwera Breeding Ponds.

The "special reporter" of the "Otago Daily Times" of May 16, 1868, remarks, in regard to the first Waiwera
experiment—"If it should happen to "be bungled, through mistaken economy in small matters, or ignorance as
to "minor constructive details, after the expenditure at home and the labours of "love which no expenditure
could buy, the thing would be a long-lasting "disgrace to the Province and its Government." And now, bearing
in mind that a model of Stormontfield was sent out in 1864, and that Mr. Auld, acting on my suggestion, made
a special communication on the subject to Mr. Mac-andrew, the Superintendent of Otago, in 1867, let us see
what was the actual state of affairs at Waiwera, when, after a protracted voyage, the invaluable ova arrived in
Otago! The same "special reporter" above-mentioned, in the same number of the "Otago Daily Times," in his
article headed "Port Molyneux "to the Waiwera," thus animadverts on the shortcomings of these provincial
imitations of Stormontfield—"The pond will not be completed for three "weeks or a month;" of the Resident
Superintendent's house "the framing "and a portion of the flooring were all that could be seen;" of the breeding
boxes, "they leaked most confoundedly, and nearly everybody was aghast at "the bare suggestion that the
leakage would be continuous The "water was going through the bottom of the boxes in streams rather than in
"drops. . . . . That the substructure was not what it ought to have "been remained an uncontested statement." ....
And no wonder, he adds, "It is an unpleasant task to have to state these things."

Again, the site of the ponds was a mistake, in so far as they were connected with a tributary of the Clutha,
which contains the washings of so many goldfields.

The nominal constructor of the pond was Mr. Robert Grigor, C.E., a member of the Survey Staff, but he
divested himself of all responsibility for such a state of matters by the assertion that he had not been allowed to
construct it according to his own ideas of the fitness of things—in short, that his operations had been controlled
by red tape at headquarters. I accept the evidence of the resident authorities themselves as to how far proper
preparations had been made for the reception of the ova, supposing all had gone well with them up to that point.

But a second chapter of accidents appears to have occurred on board ship, or prior to its sailing. In the first
place, we are told that the ice-house of the "Celestial Queen" was so built that it was necessary to get out a good
deal of cargo before it could be reached or detached. Then "the rolling of the ship "had knocked the boxes into a
state of confusion." The report of the subcommittee of the Acclimatization Society of Otago, and of Mr.
Clifford, its manager, in the "Otago Daily Times" of May 16, 1868, says—"Many of the "boxes containing the
ova were observed lying on their sides, or turned over "as if they had been disturbed by the rolling of the
vessel." Much of the moss in which the ova were packed was brown and dead—moulded with
fungus-mycelium, in which case the ova also were invariably dead. It is a disadvantage of ordinary ships, for
such purposes, that the date of sailing cannot be depended upon, while it is a serious objection to sailing from
London, especially in December or January, that there is a liability to detention, even for three or four weeks, in
the Channel, which detention is sufficient sometimes to destroy all hopes of success in such experiments. The
London ships to New Zealand, as a rule, have a longer voyage by about 15 days than those from the Clyde—the
Clyde clippers averaging 85 days and the London ships 100. A second shipment of ova was made by Otago
from London by the "Mindora," which sailed on December 29, 1868. Like the "Celestial Queen" (the length of
whose voyage between London and Port Chalmers was 107 days), it had a protracted voyage. According to the
report of Richard Quinn, sergeant of Police, who was sent by the Otago Government on an official inspection of
the arrangements at Waiwera, immediately after deposition of the "Mindora's" ova, the latter were not less than
170 days old.

I heard nothing more of the Otago experiment of 1867 for five years. I had concluded that my anticipations
had proved incorrect, and that success had been the ultimate result, notwithstanding the many elements of
failure above narrated. It was with much surprise, therefore, that I received the following official
communication from Dr. Featherston, the Agent-General in London for New Zealand:—

"7, Westminster Chambers, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W., November, 22, 1872.



"SIR,—Knowing the deep interest you take in everything connected with "New Zealand, I venture to apply
to you for assistance in a further attempt "now about to be made to introduce salmon into that Colony.

"The Colonial Government has authorised the necessary expenditure, and "I have succeeded in making
arrangements with Messrs. Shaw, Saville & Co., "for a fast-sailing clipper ship to sail on the 20th prox. The
next thing is to "make sure of a sufficient supply of ova at the right moment. I have applied "to the Board of
Conservators of the Leven fishing district, and I am depending on other sources of supply so as to guard
against any failure at the last, "it being very essential that the ova should be brought in when the vessel is "on
the point of sailing."

"Having been informed that the Tay
The Tay seems to have been specially selected on this occasion—chiefly, apparently, on Br. Gunther's

recommendation, as supplying to the London market the largest and finest-flavoured salmon in the world.
would be a suitable river for the "necessary operations, I am anxious, through your local influence, to

obtain "permission to take say 30,000 to 50,000 ova from that source."
"In the event of this permission being granted, Mr. James Youl, who has "kindly undertaken to superintend

the practical part of the operations, will "send a reliable agent to Perth to take and pack the ova and bring
them to "London.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,
"Your most obedt. servt.,

'IE. FEATHERSTON,
"Agent-General."

In reply, I intimated my willingness to co-operate with the General Government in its effort to introduce
salmon into New Zealand, but took advantage of the opportunity to explain the details whereupon I differed
from the authorities charged with, the present and former experiments. I specially pointed out (e.g.) my strong
objections to London as the port of shipment, my preference for steamers over sailing vessels, of California
instead of Britain as the source of supply of ova, and my opinion as to the desirability of varying the mode of
preservation or package. Dr. Featherston wrote me of date "Nov. 30, 1872—"I have the honour to acknowledge
receipt of your letter "of the 27th inst., on the subject of the transportation of salmon ova to New "Zealand, and
to thank you for the valuable suggestions contained therein, all "of which I shall at once communicate to Mr.
Youl."

The reference in Dr. Featherston's first letter to the "further attempt" about to be made by the New Zealand
Government to introduce salmon, led me to inquire what had been the result of the previous attempt, how it
came about that "further" are required to be made? I found, on inquiry of Mr. Auld, Dr. Featherston, and Dr.
Buller.

Mr. Youl, however, as will be seen from his letter of November 29, 1872, considers it possible that salmon
of British parentage really exist in Otago; but, as in the case of Tasmania, one or more must be caught, and
exhibited to competent judges, before their existence can be proved or admitted.

that not only had the Otago experiment of 1867 proved a failure, but a second one also in 1868, both of
them apparently from easily preventible causes, which I had foreseen, and regarding some at least of which I
had forewarned the authorities concerned.

Never doubting that the New Zealand Government in 1873 would avail itself of the lessons so Obviously
taught by the errors of the Otago ventures of 1867 and 1868, I lost no time in the endeavour to secure the
privilege of taking ova from the Tay for shipment from London on 20th December, 1872. The securing of the
privilege, however, involved much trouble in correspondence, personal communication, and
newspaper-article-writing. During the long period that had elapsed since the establishment of the Stormontfield
Ponds (nearly 20 years), notwithstanding that many applications had been laid before the Tay District Fishery
Board—the owners of the said ponds, as well as of the River Salmon Fisheries—for permission to take ova for
scientific purposes from the Tay, all of these requests, without exception, had been reused

Dr. Buckland, in a letter of date November 28, 1872, says, in reply to a query of mine: "I am not aware of
any ease in which applications for ova for Tasmania or New Zealand have been refused"—a circumstance that
makes the repeated refusals of the Tay Board the more inexplicable.

, and there was the strongest possibility that a petition from the New Zealand Government would meet a
similar fate. So extremely unlikely was it that any exception would be made, that five years previously, when
making inquiry in connection with the Otago experiment of 1867,1 was advised by all the salmon authorities in
and around Perth not to make any request for ova to the Tay Board; and I accordingly recommended Mr. Auld
and Mr. Youl not to look to the Tay for ova, which were taken from the Leven and Tyne (England), Tweed
(Scotland), Ush (Wales), and Sereal (Co. Gal way, Ireland) to the number of 300,000 (according to a letter in



the "Times" of December 30, 1868, by Mr. Youl). On the present occasion, however, I determined on
ascertaining definitely the feelings of the noblemen themselves, who, as the great Strath-Tay landowners and
river-bank proprietors, constitute the leading members of the Tay District Fishery Board. The shipment was to
take place on 20th December; Dr. Featherston's application to me was in November; there was no ordinary
meeting of the Tay Board till January; and it was, therefore, arranged with the secretaries of the said Board that
a formal communication from myself should be submitted at a special meeting on 6th December. This was
done; it was favourably received, the coveted privilege being at once granted, for the first time, to the surprise
of many local influential friends, who had predicted the certainty of failure. To give ample time for his
arrangements between the 6th and 20th December, I telegraphed next day to Mr. Youl, and wrote to Dr.
Feathers ton. The former replied as follows, of date December 9, 1872:—

"I cannot tell you how glad I was at receiving your telegram on Saturday "night that leave had been granted
to take salmon from the Tay. It relieved "my mind from a load of anxiety. Mr. Ramsbottom, my right-hand
man, so "far as taking the ova properly is concerned, having written that in consequence of the serious illness of
his wife he would be unable to give me any "assistance. I should hardly have thought it right to make the
attempt "without having some ova on board, taken and impregnated by either Mr. "Ramsbottom or Mr. Peter
Marshall. The ship is not out of dry dock, and "it is impossible for me to be ready by the 20th. It takes about 15
days "after we begin to build the ice-house, to finish our work ready for the ship to "leave dock."

In a subsequent letter of December 14. 1.872, he continues:—
"I have read the letters you sent to Dr. Duller, and note the great trouble "you have taken to get permission

to take some ova from the Tay—a favour "never granted to anyone before. I congratulate you on the tact and
perseverance you have evinced being crowned with success. I am so "vexed that the ova cannot be shipped in
the vessel sailing on the "20th, the time I had selected as the very best, for the purpose. The AgentGeneral and
the owners believe they have bigger, better, and faster-sailing "ships for me to sail on the 15th January. But I
know, from painful "experience, how difficult it is to get salmon ova after Christmas; and the "packing of them
in January, with from 10 to 20 degrees of frost in the docks, "is almost enough to kill an old fellow like me.
However, there is no help for "it now. As soon as I have the ice-house sufficiently advanced so as to be able to
"judge when it will be ready to receive the first ova, I-will despatch Mr. Thos. "Johnson to Perth with a letter to
you. He will assist Mr. Peter Marshall in "catching the fish; and after Marshall has manipulated the spawn he
will "bring them up to me. This is a delicate and difficult matter to do properly, "requiring great care and
attention, and Johnson is capital in the performanceof this part of the work. I hope to have two other persons at
work at the "same time (elsewhere), so as to insure, if possible, a good supply (of ova), "and not to have all my
eggs in one basket."

Dr. Featherston's acknowledgment of the intimation of the success of the application to the Tay Board was
as follows, of date December 17, 1872:—

"I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 7th inst. reporting the consent of the Tay
Fishery Board to the taking of a certain quantity "of salmon ova from the Tay for the purpose of transportation
to New "Zealand, while congratulating you on the success that has attended your application to the Board, I
take this opportunity of thanking you, in the name of the "Colony, for the assistance you have so for rendered
me in this very important "undertaking. I need hardly add that it will give me great pleasure to bring "your
valuable services tinder the notice of the Colonial Government when I "submit my final report on this subject.
In the meantime, I regret "to have to inform you that, for reasons which Mr. Youl "will explain more fully, it
has been found impossible to ship the "ova by the 'Lutterworth,' as originally intended, and that it is arranged to
"send them by the 'Oberon,' appointed to sail on the 15th prox. "I trust that this necessary alteration in our plaus
will in no way interfere "with the proposed taking of ova from the Tay.

It will be noticed from the last-quoted letters of Mr. Youl and Dr. Featherston that when the much-desired
concession by the Tay Board was at length granted, the authorities in London were not prepared to take
advantage of it. It ultimately proved, indeed, that all efforts made, so far as regards Tay ova, became futile in
consequence of the change of arrangements in London. The weather during the interval between 6th and 20th
December, 1872, was dry and fair, and the Tay was comparatively low, so that all local circumstances were
favourable to the collection of ova. But, subsequently, the weather became very wet and stormy—the Tay
rose—heavy floods; and all the local conditions became as unpropitious as before they had been favourable.
Hence it happened that when Mr. Johnson came to Perth on 7th January, "There was," as Mr. Croll expressed it,
"no chance on the Tay, and little prospect, the river is running so high."

Holding the views I do, I cannot say that I regret the result so far as concerns the Tay. Because I hope that
before the next season for the collection of ova arrives, (November and December, 1873,) the promoters of the
experiment will have seen fit (1) to order a shipment—if, from Britain at all, direct from the Clyde; and (2) to
adopt various forms of preservation, and package or storage of the ova.

He left next day for the Tyne, accompanied by Mr. Peter Marshall, of the Stormontfield Ponds. Here, too,



he was virtually unsuccessful, probably from a similar cause. He next tried the Tweed district, and though the
Ettrick also was in flood, Marshall there succeeded in obtaining the requisite quantity of ova, the spawning of
the fish' and impregnation of the ova, being conducted by Marshall on 10th and 11th January.

Having now given the history of the experiments of 1867 and 1873, on salmon acclimatization in New
Zealand, so far as I have been myself connected with them, it remains to discuss some of the general topics
mooted in the foregoing correspondence; or, some of those considerations to which a study of the whole subject
of salmon acclimatization in New Zealand has led me.

In the first place, I have never been able to understand why the New Zealand colonists came so far as
Britain for salmon, when they may be had in much greater abundance at much less expense, and with much
greater ease so much nearer home. In other words, I confess my surprise that ova have not been brought from
California rather than from Britain—via San Francisco instead of London—and by the steamers of the United
States New Zealand, and Australian mail steam ship line, rather than by ordinary sailing vessels which are
liable to longer detention in the English channel from south-westerly gales, than would be occupied by the
entire voyage from San Francisco to Auckland! The average passage between the two latter ports, is only 24 or
25 days—the distance being only about 6,000 miles.

Or, in actual figures, according to the circulars issued by Messrs. H. Stow & Co., London Agents for the
said steamers—From San Francisco to Honolulu, 2,100 miles, or 10 days' sail. Honolulu to Auckland, 3890
miles, or 14 days' sail.

The idea of stocking the New Zealand rivers with British salmon, simply because they are British, is not in
itself a motive or object commensurate with the heavy expenditure and the great risks of failure; nor should
prejudice against salmon that are not British, be permitted to operate to the exclusion of exotic Salmonidæ that
nevertheless afford admirable food. The impression left on my mind by the perusal of various works of travel in
British Columbia, California, and adjoining countries, forming the Pacific seaboard of North America, was
this:—That the salmon of their rivers yield not only quite as excellent food, of quite as good flavour, as those of
Britain; but they have the advantage of being infinitely more abundant, and therefore cheaper. I have recently
noticed, moreover, from the American newspapers, that what are now called the "Pacific States" of North
America, supply large quantities of potted or preserved salmon—not only to the Eastern States, to South
America and to Jamaica, and other West India islands; but even to England and Australia! There is a steady and
growing demand, which sufficiently testifies to the character or reputation of the article as food. The shipments
take place from San Francisco, where the export trade in this article has already assumed an important
character; while its future, as the newspapers of that city say, is "quite flattering," the markets supplied
becoming daily more and more numerous. Before, however, making any distinct recommendations to the New
Zealand colonists that they should draw their future supplies of salmon ova from California via San Francisco,
and not from England via London, I was desirous of procuring recent and trustworthy information as to
• The quality of the North-West American salmon.
• Their abundance; and
• Their general suitability for acclimatization in New Zealand.

I therefore applied to my friend, Dr. Robert Brown, of Edinburgh, who spent several years as Naturalist
Explorer in Vancouvers Island, British Columbia, the Queen Charlotte Islands, Oregon, and California; and
who has published many memoirs on their Natural History, including their Zoology. He favoured me with the
following most important information, which I quote at length for the benefit of those New Zealand colonists
who are especially interested in the acclimatization of exotic Salmonidæ. It bears date November 26, 1872:—

"Your idea about stocking the New Zealand rivers with Californian salmon, "via the mail steamers to that
colony, is admirable. I wonder it was never " broached before. . . . . I have examined frequently the North-West
"American Salmonidæ; but never made a direct comparison with those of "the Tay. However, that is
immaterial, as I know they are different species. "As you ask particularly about California, I may mention that,
though there "are—as elsewhere on the Pacific coast—several species of Salmo in that "country, yet the chief
one, and the one likely to be introduced into New "Zealand, is the Salmo quinnat of Richardson. The common
size is from 10 "to 301bs.; but they have been caught weighing as much as 621bs. It is an "admirable
fish—quite as good as any European salmon for the table—and is "found on the North-West Coast in
enormous numbers. The furthest southern limit is about Point Concepcion." [Considerably to the south of San
Francisco.] "They are born in the rivers; but go down to the sea, where "they spend the greater part of the year.
In November, they enter the Bay "of San Francisco, and remain in the brackish waters for about three or four
"months. They then ascend the Sacramento and San Joaquim rivers, as well "as their smaller tributaries, deposit
their spawn, and in June go back to the "sea again. They are lean when they come in, and lean when they go
out; "but in early spring they are fat. Disliking the mud with which the streams "falling into San Francisco Bay
are filled by the miners, they do not now go "far from the sea, or ascend the smaller tributaries. But elsewhere,
as on "the whole North-West Coast, they ascend every little brook up to points "where there is scarcely water



enough for them to turn. They may be seen "wobbling about in the pools, affording rare sport to the bears and
their first "cousins, the Tigger Indians, who grow fat on the salmon's misfortune of being "in 'low
water"—another illustration of the maxim, that 'It's an ill wind "that blaws naebody guid.' The female salmon
having found a place, digs a "hole in the sand with her snout—the hole or trench being about 6 feet long, "a foot
or so wide, and about 3 inches deep. Here she deposits her spawn, "throws a little sand over it with her tail, and
departs. In May the young "salmon are found on their way to the sea, from 3 to 6 inches long. They are
"believed to always return to the river in which they were hatched. Though "salmon are most abundant in the
rivers from November to June, yet there "are always a few in the rivers all the year round, and are seen fresh in
San "Francisco market every day in the year. . . . . You can judge from "the above statements what would be the
best season for getting the ova.

The proper season for collecting ova in California and British Columbia, would appear to be the same as in
Britain, viz.:—November and December. At Stormontfield ova are collected in November to December; and
they do not begin to hatch till March or April—that is, three months after—more than ample time to permit of
transport across seas by steamers. The average duration of the hatching process, when begun, is 13 days.
"They could be sent by the mail steamers in ice; or by one of the many sail ing ships going to New Zealand in
the same way, or in any of the ways used " to send ova from this country. Soon, I expect, there will be fish sent
alive "to New Zealand or Australia via San Francisco. Then there will be still "less trouble [in collection,
preservation or package, and transportation], I "saw in the papers lately that ova had been taken out of the
California rivers "to stock some of the now salmonless lakes or rivers in the Eastern United "States.

S. quinnatis also found in enormous abundance all along the N.W. coast, "right into Alaska, over all the
Oregon, Washington territory, Vancouver, "and British Columbia rivers. In fact, without it, the Indians could
not "subsist. I can confirm nearly all that Lord

The late John Keast Lord, Curator of the Aquarium, Brighton.
says aoout its great plentifulness "In June and July it ascends (e.g.) the Eraser in incredible numbers, filing

"on the N. W. Coasts [see the 'Naturalist in British Columbia,' vol. 1, p. 407]. "off as they work up current into
every rivulet, filling even pools left on the "prairies or flats by the receding tides, and there also affording rare
sport "for the bears. The Indians often bait bear-traps with salmon. I have seen "pools into which they come in
such abundance as to be barely covered with "water; and where, in a few hours, tons could have been got by
gaffing "in the rudest way. I fancy (and the Indians all declare it) that the salmon, "which come up to spawn,
never go down again. The irresistible instinct to "ascend is shown on their worn noses, torn sides, ragged fins,
and ulcers over "their bodies, produced by the rugged work they have had in battling against "the stream. But
they never relax their labours for any obstacle. Some of "the smaller rivers and river-banks become perfectly
unendurable from the "stench emitted by decaying salmon. In such numbers do they sometimes "come into the
bays by river-mouths, that I have known so many caught at "Fort Rupert, on Vancouver Island, that they have
manured the gardens with "them, having no salt to preserve them with. There are one or two half-alive "Fishing
Companies; but still there is a marvellous waste of salmon on the "N.W, Coast. They will sometimes in the
Fraser and other British Columbia "rivers attain a size of 75lbs.

"In California are also Salmo [or Fario], gairdneri and F. stellatus—the "latter weighing about 2 or 31bs. .
. . . . Salmo gairdneri (Rich.) is "another common British Columbia salmon,—in the opinion of some, finer
"than the 'quirinal.' They are valued by the Indians as better, and are "reserved by the aboriginal gourmands for
high feasts and solemnities—such "as a good round murder! . . . . They weigh up to 11 or 12lbs. These "two [5.
quirinal and S. gairdneri] are the spring salmon; but, in autumn, "there are others, though much inferior in
quality.

"For instance, there is the ugly, flabby, white-fleshed one—S. scoutei, "(Rich)—S. quianut (Pallas). They
ascend in great abundance in the "autumn, and remain until January and February; but return down stream
"worn and emaciated, and hardly fit for food. The hump-backed salmon' "[S.protcus, of Pallas] is only another
form of it at different seasons, and not "a different species. The ' dog salmon' [S. canis, Suckley] is also,
according "to Gunther, another form of it; but this is dubious, I think. Among others "may be mentioned

"S. paucideus, Rich., 3 or 4 lbs., ascends rivers in company with S. quirinal "and s. gairdneri.
"S. aryyreus, Lord, 15 to 18 lbs. The 'Lotarp' of the Nisguallies of
"Puget Sound..
"S. pvffritah, Rich, the 'white salmon' of the settlers (?) "S. fornecatus, Suckley. Got, according to my

observations, at least as far "north as Fort Rupert.
"S. gibbsii, Suckley. Columbia salmon trout (food), 5 or 6 lbs.
"S. conflueutus, Suckley. The To-oh odtt of the Nisquallies.
"S. clerkii, Rich, an autumn species.
"S. maroni, Suckley and others
He does not specify trout, such as Salmo oreyonensis, the Oregon trout [which is mentioned in the article



Trout in Chambers' Encyclopaedia, vol. ix., 1867, p. 563]. On my pointing out this omission, he
replied:—"What S. oregonensis is I know not. I can find if neither as a species, nor as a synonym, in any works
on Western Ichthyology, which, just at present, I find at hand. Nor does he mention Salmo hearnii or S.
rossii—Arctic Americar salmon. But he explains:—"As my Notes referred only to the salmonidæ of
North-West America, [to the west of the Rocky Mountains, and south of the Arctic limit,] I neither mentioned
the Eastern species, nor the Arctic ones. The latter, I apprehend, would not suit New Zealand; they require too
cold water, and other conditions not likely to be found in that country. Moreover, they are fat and bilious
brutes."—[Letter of December 6 1872].
. However, a good many of these may "yet be found to be only varieties of others; but new ones will certainly
be yet "discovered.

"I made many notes on them, with drawings, &c., and a magnificent collection of these and other fishes
during the idle winter months; but, through "the gross neglect of those to whom these collections were
consigned from "America, arriving in this country while I was absent in Greenland, all were "destroyed."

I put the question to Dr. Buckland and Mr. Youl, whether salmon ova had never been taken for
acclimatization purposes from the Pacific Slates of North America; and, if not, why? The answer of the former
was simply this:—"With regard to the N.W. American salmon, I have a great idea 'that they are bull trout,
though I do not know for certain. The Duke of 'Northumberland's Chaplain is of this opinion; and I am trying to
settle the 'point.'"—[Letter November 28, 1872.] Mr. Youl replied:—"A shipment "has not been made to New
Zealand from California, which is so much nearer "because I believe the Government has not been able to get
any one who "understands the matter to undertake it; and the difficulty of obtaining persons who can take the
ova from the fish, and properly impregnate them with "the milt."—[Letter of November 29, 1872.]

Neither statement, however, really affects materially the suggestion that California
Though certain genera of Salmonidæ occur in the rivers of South America, I am not aware of the existence

of any species of the genus Salmo. But, even did they occur, their numbers must be insignificant, seeing that no
rivers exist of any importance—they would be difficult of access, seeing that there is no regular communication
of any kind between South America and New Zealand—while the distance between—say Dunedin and
Patagonia—it; probably as great as between San Francisco and Auckland.

offers a much more suitable source of supply of salmon ova for New Zealand than does Britain. So long as
the Pacific American salmon are excellent food, of palatable flavour, abundant and easily accessible, it matters
not what is their zoological species. My own impression is very strong, that the genera salmo and Fario abound
in illustrations of the unnecessary and arbitrary divisions of zoologists—that the distinction between these
genera is artificial; and that many of the so-called species

The salmon trout of Britain [Salmo trutta] weighs up to 24 lbs.
of both ought to be relegated to the category of mere varieties or states. Moreover, for practical

purposes—for such purposes as acclimatization in New Zealand, salmon and other trout should be considered
in the same category with true salmon, which they often equal in size or weight, as well as in excellence of
flesh and flavour.

The writer of the article Salmon in Chambers' Encyclopaedia remarks very truthfully that, "concerning
many of the species which have been named and partially described, there is still, however, great
uncertainty."—[vol. viii., p. 449].

The bull trout mentioned by Dr. Buckland [Salmo eriox, or qriseus; otherwise known in England as the
grey trout, and in Wales as the sewen, weighs 15 to 20 lbs.; is frequently mistaken for the salmon even in
Britain, and is as abundant—in the Tweed for instance—as the true or Tay salmon [the S. salar], whose weight
ranges from 20 to 83 lbs. External resemblance, however, or co equal abundance, does not by any means prove
specific identity. It is at least extremely unlikely that all the Sahmonidæ mentioned by Dr. Brown as occurring
in Pacific North America, should be referable to the single species, Salmo eriox! In a subsequent letter, of date
December 6, 1872, Dr. Brown himself remarks on this subject:—"Whether Mr. Frank Buckland's idea is correct
or not, I cannot, for the reasons already given you, [the loss of his fish-collections] pronounce a decided
"opinion; but I am strongly of belief that he is entirely in error."

Mr. Youl's objection merely adds to the number of arguments that can be adduced in favour of the
"permanent" appointment by the New Zealand Government of one or more officers [such as Mr. Peter
Marshall, whose name has been so frequently and so honourably mentioned by Mr. Youl himself] t reside in
New Zealand—have the superintendence of one of the principal Breeding Ponds, with perhaps a general
supervision of the others; and who Would be available to despatch to California or other countries to collect,
pack and convey, salmon ova to New Zealand, The ova require the most careful supervision, from the time the
parent fish are spawned, to their hatching in the Breeding Ponds. Every step of the process is delicate and
important; and failure in attention at any stage in the progress of the experiment may lead—and has over and
over again led—to its failure as a whole. We have already seen how much importance Mr. Youl attaches to the



artificial spawning of the salmon in our Scotch rivers, and how anxious he has been that this operation,
including the impregnation of the ova, should be entrusted to Mr. Peter Marshall. It has also been seen how
important he considers the process of conveying the fecundated ova per rail from Scotland to London—a
process which he deputes to another special officer, Mr. Johnson. The pack-age of the ova in moss and ice in
the boxes to be enclosed in the ice-house on shipboard he insists on managing himself. The use of a skilled
officer on board ship may be judged of by what Dr. Ransom says in a letter to be hereafter quoted. The
necessity of having a proper Superintendent at the Colonial Breeding Ponds, to unpack the ova, deposit them in
their beds, and watch their gradual development into parr and smolt, is evident from the history of the Waiwera
operations in 1868. Mr. Youl appears to have sent three of his assistants to New Zealand in charge of shipments
of salmon ova, viz.:—Messrs. Ramsbottom, Johnson, and Daubin, but all of them seem to have returned to this
country, their engagement having been of a very temporary character. All of them were trained in the work of
collecting, transporting, and hatching salmon ova; and one, if not all, of them should certainly have been
retained in the Colony as a permanent resident officer. The probability is that the services of such a man as Mr.
Marshall could be secured to New Zealand by adequate remuneration. He has had unrivalled experience,
connected not only with Stormontfield, but with various shipments gone to the Colonies. However,
Stormontfield is not the only salmon breeding pond in this country; and it is probable, therefore, that, failing
Mr. Marshall, other candidates would be forthcoming for any suitable colonial appointment. With the assistance
of such officers, there could be no difficulty, comparable to that which occurs in Britain, in procuring supplies
of salmon from California. But, even without such aid, the difficulty is probably more apparent than real.

Dr. W. O. Ayres, of San Francisco, is, Dr. Brown tells me, the chief authority on Califomian fishes, and if
applied to would, I doubt not, be glad to give his advice. But I would recommend the New Zealand Institute, or
the Otago Institute, to place itself in communication with the "Californian Academy of Sciences" at San
Francisco, and I have small doubt that its members would cordially co-operate in any scheme for stocking the
New Zealand rivers with Californian salmon.

I have never been able to understand why sailing ships are preferred to steamers in the shipment of salmon
ova, considering the obvious importance of permitting as short as possible an interval to elapse between the
collection of the ova and their hatching. There seems to me no more reason to fear the oscillation of the engines
or the motion of the screw of a steamer than the vibration of a railway carriage or the jolting of waggons over
country roads. Nor is the motion on board a steamer, and especially a fast or mail steamer, at all to be compared
with the shocks produced by the upset of boxes imperfectly fastened on board ship, while none of the possible
drawbacks on board a steamer are so serious as the disadvantages of a protracted voyage in a sailing ship. I
wrote the editor of the "Field,"

Probably Mr Francis Francis, the author of a well-known work on Pisciculture, who is one of the editors, is
giving his attention mainly, it is understood to fish.

asking if he had heard of any material objection to the use of steamships in the transport of salmon ova to
our Colonies, and in the number for November, 1872, he replied—"There "is no such objection. Get the
account of the transport of ova to Australia "and you will there learn all that you require." Dr. Buckland wrote
me, in reply to a similar query put to him—"I see no reason why steamers should. "not be employed, provided
the ova can be kept cool," which, of course, is a sine qua non in the present mode of package in ice. Mr. Youl's
statement is that "steamboats were not used (1) because when the experiments wore first "made there was only
one sailing to Australia—the 'Great Britain,' the "expense of freight in her would have been enormous, and she
did not sail "at the right season; (2), it is very much to be feared that the vibration of "a steamboat on a long
voyage would destroy the vitality of the ova." The latter objection, however, only amounts to a fear. The
experiment, apparently, has not been tried; it is at least worth a trial; its results can hardly be more unfavourable
than those of transport in sailing ships making a passage over 100 days from London, and, under all the
circumstances, I repeat the recommendation to make use of the mail steamers between San Francisco and
Auckland as a suitable means of transporting Californian salmon ova. The sensitiveness of the ova, or young
salmon, is just one of those points in their natural history, regarding which there is much difference of opinion
among the highest authorities—Dr. Gray, of the British Museum, London, Dr. Buckland, and Mr. Youl holding
the most opposite views.

I have a very strong impression that means may yet be, and indeed ought forthwith to be devised for
superseding the present expensive and destructive method of package, preservation, and transport of the ova.
By the present method large numbers of ova are taken, in order to guard against heavy loss from those which
are blind (or unimpregnated), dead, or decaying—all of which, by the way, should be carefully separated from
those which are living and healthy. In the first Otago experiment 300,000 ova were sent out from Britain, in the
second 110,000 ova, all of them having been ultimately lost! The cost of the first shipment to Otago was £720,
according to Mr. Edward D. Butts, Honorary Secretary and Treasurer of the Southland Acclimatization Society
at Invercargill



Vide "Paper relating to the Introduction of Salmon Ova," G. No. 26, p. 3, presented to both Houses of the
General Assembly in 1872, for which I am indebted to Dr. Buller (now in London), the most important
document in which is Dr. Buller's own "Memorandum."
The sum sot apart for the present shipment (of 1873) is £800. It appears to me that a small quantity of well
preserved ova would be more valuable than a thousand imperfectly preserved, while it is obvious that the
shipment of a small quantity preserved on some other plan would be infinitely less expensive than the package
of thousands of ova in a largo ice-house, requiring a storage for 20 or 25 tons of ice. It would, evidently, then be
of great practical importance to such colonies as Now Zealand were some more simple and cheaper means
devised for preserving and transporting salmon ova from distant countries. Such is my own conviction that a
new series of experiments is desirable for the preservation, in a viable condition, of fish ova; such is my
impression that some suitable means can and will be devised to supersede the present process of package in
moss and ice, that had I sufficient leisure at my disposal I would not hesitate to conduct certain essays at my
own charges and after my own fashion. I would connect myself with the Stormontfield Ponds on the one hand,
and some of the New Zealand Breeding Ponds on the other, and would avail myself, in the meantime—till
steam transit could be secured—of the clippers of Messrs. Patrick Henderson & Co., of Glasgow. In the form or
direction of the experiments, I should not permit myself to be dissuaded or deterred by any speculation or the
cry [e.g.') as to the results of the access or absence of oxygen or atmospheric air, or as to the action or
non-action of endosmose or exosmose. Nor would I found too much on mere analogies drawn from (e.g.) the
preservation of (a) vaccine lymph, (b) milk, (c) butcher meat, or (d) birds' eggs for hatching

If, as is stated by certain New Zealand and Australian Acclimatization Societies, birds' eggs from Britain
can be sent in a condition suitable for hatching by coating them externally with glycerine or other preservatives,
it seems difficult to believe that some similar principle could not be applied mutatis mutandis to fish eggs.
. However unlikely a priori to succeed, I would, therefore, try such plans as preservation in (a) hermetically
sealed glass tubes, (b) charcoal, cotton wool, or other solids, (c) glycerine,

Professor Turner points out, in a letter to me of December, 1872, that salmon or other fish ova preserved in
glycerine retain their transparency, but it has not been determined whether and how long they would retain their
capability of development if placed in circumstances favourable therefor.
water, or other fluids, the ova being steeped in them or coated with them—in the former case the fluid being in
a freezing

Dr. Gray claims to have been the first to suggest "that the eggs of fish might be carried "in the same way as
Dr. Davy (Sir Humphrey's brother) had sent trout and other "Salmonidæ from Cumberland into Devonshire,
more especially as he had observed that the "eggs of fresh-water fish and frogs were retarded, and yet kept alive
when they were in "places that were frozen." (Papers relating to the introduction of salmon ova into New
Zealand. P. 11.)
state or exhausted by air.

At the present day the most unexpected and surprising results are constantly being obtained from
experiment on the origin and preservation of living bodies. For instance, Professor Bastian's researches on
heterogenesis have proved how many forms of life can exist and multiply under circumstances generally
supposed to be utterly incompatible with life of any hind; and Professor Burdon Sanderson, a most accurate and
cautious observer and narrator of facts, tells us in "Nature" (of January 9, 1873, p. 181) that the development of
Bactra "can proceed with the greatest activity in hermetically "sealed glass vessels from which almost the
whole of the air has been "expelled by boiling."

As the result of his repeating certain of the experiments on spontaneous generation recorded by Bastian in
his "Beginnings of Life."

Again, while I am compiling the present memoir, the "Times," and following it the general newspaper press
of the country, are giving circulation to a paragraph headed " Living sea-fish in a post letter"

The paragraph from the "Times" was so headed (e.g.) in the "North British Daily Mail" of January 14,
1873.

—a paragraph that might be considered a fiction were it not for the well-known name of the naturalist who
contributed it originally to the "Times." It is there stated that on 4th January, 1873, Dr. Anton Dohrn, Director
of the Zoological Station, Naples, sent to London in wet seaweed, by post, five small marine living fishes—the
lancelet of the Mediterranean (Amphioxus lanceolatus). The package, which weighed 7 oz., arrived on the 9th,
all the fish being exhausted, but four out of the five recovered when placed in running sea-water. They were
sent to illustrate a lecture at the Crystal Palace. The writer of the paragraph, Mr. W. A. Lloyd, the well-known
aquarium authority, tells us, moreover, that in England "small, hardy "fishes have frequently been sent by post
during journeys "of twelve hours." We need not, therefore, despair of discovering some simpler and cheaper
means both of preserving and transporting salmon ova!

My own leisure, however, is so fully occupied, and will be so for several years at least, that I cannot myself



undertake any practical operations having such an end in view, involving as they would much time and
personal labour. I venture, however, to offer here certain suggestions "to all whom it may "concern." In order to
discover whether and how far my experimental views might be considered Utopian, I addressed a series of
queries to various eminent zoologists. I have, as yet, failed in eliciting, by means of this correspondence, any
specific data to support my own ideas;

The nearest approach is contained in the letter of Professor Bastian, afterwards quoted.
but it is obvious the matter has not been practically or experimentally studied from my point of view, and all
that is at present forthcoming amounts to a series of hopes or fears that certain results would or would not
happen. Certain other results, however, have occurred from my inquiries which may be of interest, if not of
practical importance, to those to be hereafter engaged in the transport of salmon ova to New Zealand, and these
results I need not apolegise for submitting to my present audience or readers.

The most important communication which resulted from this department of my inquiries was one from Dr.
Ransom, of Nottingham. I was recommended to apply to him by Professor Turner, of Edinburgh, who
described him as "the gentleman best fitted to give you information about the ova of "fish. . . . . . . He has
worked for years at the impregnation of "ova artificially, and at the changes thereby produced" [letter of
December, 1872]. The following is Dr. Ransom's letter to mo, quoted in extenso, the date being December 14,
1872:—

"I will, as far as I can, give you my ideas on the subject of your letter. "But I cannot tell you of any method
of transporting live salmon ova to the "antipodes which differs in principle from that now in common use.

"My inquiries were directed towards the physiological problems of impregnation only. But, as it was
necessary for me to become familiar with "the structure and properties of the ova prior to and after
impregnation, I "was led at the time to think over the question of transporting ova to "distant places.

"I cannot see any probability that the method used for preserving vaccine "lymph would meet the need of
this case. Nor do I think that any of the "methods known to me of treating birds' eggs, to be used for hatching,
"would be applicable to the ova of salmon.

"The method now in use for these latter is founded on the known "influence of cold in delaying the
development of the embryo, and the eggs "of the salmon lend themselves admirably to this method, because
they "withstand a cold of 32° P. But the details of the present system, as I "understand it, are open to
amendment; and perhaps if they were so "improved as greatly to diminish the loss of eggs on the journey, it
would "not be too expensive. I assume that you would take impregnated ova, so "as not to lose a day if possible.
It is important that there should be few "or no unimpregnated ones among them, as these would decompose and
"damage the healthy ones—partly by the foetid products of decomposition, "but more so by favouring the
growth of a vegetable parasite, a species, "probably, of Saproglena [Saprolegnia he, no doubt, means]. The
separation "of the unfecundated eggs is, however, difficult in the early stages except to "a very practised eye;
and it may be necessary to abandon the attempt. "In that case the operator would choose, artificially or
naturally, the impregnated ova, according as experience may have told him which yield the "smallest proportion
of failures.

"The eggs-should be placed in a trough, in a single layer, upon pure "cotton wool, covered with ice-cold
water about two inches deep, and then "with another layer of cotton wool above them—the trough to be
furnished "with a perforated lid made to carry a layer of ice, the melting of which "would renew by percolation
the water in which the ova are immersed. "The eggs would thus be kept in water at 32° F., and prevented from
"shaking about by a very pure, soft package. I have found moss apt to "favour the growth of the parasite, and
also that it is important to keep the "eggs quite covered by water, with as little shaking as possible. I cannotvery
well, within the compass of a letter, tell you the grounds of these "assertions, but they rest upon Experiment and
Observation.

"If possible, during the voyage, an intelligent man should be taught to "remove with a pipette all opaque
ova, or those attacked by the parasite. "If this cannot be done, in any case, a weak solution of permanganate of
"lime—say rose tint—in ice-cold water should be daily passed into the "trough by means of a tube inserted for
the purpose By this method the "decomposing matter of dead or dying eggs is rapidly destroyed, and the "water
purified. The deposit from the salt is quite harnless. Toward the "close of the voyage this should be done
somewhat oftener. If the ice be "well packed it would not dissolve too fast; and a series of such troughs, "placed
near to each other in a frame, would help, by their mass, to keep "down the temperature. The solution of the
permanganate of lime might "be used with advantage by the manager on the arrival of the eggs at their
"destination. The permanganate may be obtained in the crystalline form.

"I enclose a diagram to assist the description." Assuming, in the meantime, that ice is necessary to the
preservation of salmon ova during a voyage to the antipodes, it still seems to mo that the storage of 20 or 25
tons of it might be avoided by the use of some means of mechanical or chemical refrigeration, while there
should be no difficulty in supplying any quantity of fresh water by means of distillation from sea water. Proper



attention to the ice and water would, however, fitly occupy the attention of a special officer. Further, assuming
that ova must, in the meantime, be conveyed in boxes or troughs, and that it is desirable to avoid every kind of
shaking or mechanical shock, these boxes or troughs should always be slung or swung on the principle of the
Bessemer saloon in the proposed new channel steamers, of swinging trays in ships' cabins, of compass boxes or
barometers on gimbals, or of other similar fittings in all classes of ships.

Dr McIntosh, of Murthly (Dunkeld), suggests [in letter of November, 1872] that "an apparatus might be
constructed having a considerable body "of water in a vessel surrounded by a mixture (freezing or otherwise) to
keep "the water at a nearly uniform temperature, and a small pump attached so as "to keep up a constant trickle
by raising the water which overflows." The only fear would be the early hatching of the fish and the injury to
the yolks by the motion of the ship. But this might be overcome by careful "adjustment and suspension."

A still further development of the idea would be the conveyance of young or mature living fish in tanks or
wells—on the principle in which live fish are brought to British markets in deck-welled vessels—often so long
and so persistently advocated by Mr. Dempster, of Edinburgh. That this will some day be possible between
even San Francisco and Auckland, I do not doubt—it is a mere question of time. It will be remembered that Mr.
Auld, in his letter, mentions the successful conveyance of live fish between Java and Australia. From the
nearest part of Java, to the nearest part of Australia, the voyage would not be long in fine weather—especially
by a steamer. But the voyage from Batavia to Melbourne or Sydney, by ordinary sailing ships, in adverse
weather, might (and no doubt frequently does) occupy as many days as the passage of the mail steamer from
San Francisco to Auckland.

A friend of mine in the colony sent me, some years ago, the following "ingenious suggestions:—"For four
years now it has been running in my head "that salmon and other fish even might cross the seas in other and
simpler "ways than in ice. Three years ago, I got an old friend in Edinburgh to procure some fecundated ova
from Stormontfield and transmit them to me" [for experimental purposes]. . . . . "Vaccine lymph can be
preserved for "any length of time when hermetically sealed. . . . . It is a dreadfully "wild non-sequitur to assert
that ergo salmon ova are to be preserved similiter. "But the question remains, is there that reasonable amount of
probability in "the plan to justify one's trouble in packing up in glass tubes 10 or 12 pellets "of ova—separated
one from the other by finely-ground charcoal—or any "other soft substance, and hermetically sealing the open
ends of the glass "tubes, which could be done by corking, and then while the tubes were immersed to near the
top in a jug of (hot or boiling) water, letting fall a drop "or two of melted glass on the cork."

The majority of my correspondents gave opinions adverse to the probabilty of success from such
experiments as those here suggested. But I have lately had a long conversation on the subject with Professor
Macalister, of Dublin, and I find that he agrees with me both as to the general desirability of making new or
further experiments on the modes of preservation of salmon ova, and as to special direction of some of the said
experiments—being unable, with me, to see any valid a priori ground for not making attempts at package and
conservation in vacuo—in hermetically-sealed tubes—in various anti-septic fluids or substances—in water
deprived of its air and regarded merely as a mechanical support to the ova. Similar testimony has been offered
in writing by Professor Bastian, in the following letter to me of date January 17, 1873:—"I have had no actual
experience with regard to the preservation of salmon "ova. It is, of course, purely an experimental question.
Packing in wool or "charcoal would doubtless be good. How the ova would stand glycerine, I "do not know; but
I should fancy a weak solution of bi-chromate of potash "might do better—about I grain to the ounce of
distilled water. You would "have a difficulty in hermetically sealing the tubes when full of fluid; but "there
would be no necessity for filling them if the atmospheric air in the "tubes were replaced, more or less
completely, by nitrogen gas. I have no doubt that by some such means salmon ova might be preserved in a
viable state "for one to three months!" There is nothing, therefore, that should discourage local
experimentalists—having the requisite leisure and enthusiasm—from following out to a definite
conclusion—whether favourable or the reverse—their own peculiar ideas or designs as to the precise form or
direction of experiment.

It appears to me that, assuming all the New Zealand Breeding Ponds to be properly constructed on the
model of Stormontfield, their site, in certain instances at least, is objectionable. We have already seen, from Dr.
Robert Brown's statement, how salmon have deserted those Californian rivers or streams which contain the
debris of gold diggings; and this kind of experience is far from peculiar to California. It is obvious, then, that
Breeding Ponds should not be connected with rivers which drain goldfields; or which are contaminated with
any other forms of mechanical or chemical impurity. The rivers selected should therefore be pure—they should
have no industrial works of any kind on their banks. They should be cold—hence those of the extreme south of
New Zealand should be preferred—those fed by glaciers, having the character of mountain rivers, with their
sources in large cold lakes, and numerous rapid alpine torrents. For these reasons the Waiau, in Southland,
appears to me to be by far the most suitable river in New Zealand, connected as it is with two large lakes and
one smaller one, and draining a wild, virtually uninhabited, cold, mountainous region. Probably, however, it is



too remote from Invercargill to render it—and especially its upper feeders—of easy access. For it is on these
small upper affluents that Breeding Ponds should be placed, and not on the main stream near the sea. Mr. Buist,
in his pamphlet descriptive of the Stormontfield operations, points out (p. 17) the importance of allowing the
young fish to make their way "to the upper streams and tributaries of' a salmon river." It is no advantage to
them to go to sea too soon, seeing that they are apt, according to their immaturity, to fall an easy prey to their
stronger and very abundant aquine enemies. Of the Stormontfield smolt, some remain two years in the Ponds
before they go to sea. The same objections that are to be urged against too easy and early access to sea, applies,
with diminished force, to estuaries and the main trunks of large rivers. Hence salmon should be hatched and
reared at as great a distance as possible from their hordes of natural enemies; and hence Breeding Ponds are
most appropriately constructed on the smaller affluents of rivers, far from their embouchure, high up among the
mountains, which give them birth. There should, however, at the same time, be easy access to the smaller
mountain streams, as well as to the main branches of rivers, and to the lakes which form their reservoirs or
back-waters.

There is, moreover, a difference of opinion as to the desirability of having breeding ponds at all. Dr. Gray
holds an unfavourable opinion, but Mr, Buist controverts such adverse views in his pamphlet already quoted (p.
15), basing his ideas on his experience at Stormontfield, the usefulness of which, in reference to the annual
stocking of the Tay, is unquestionable. My own impression is, that though the ponds are desirable, they are not
indispensable in such projects as stocking the New Zealand rivers with exotic salmon. In ponds the
Superintendent can control the experiment of hatching and rearing, and can estimate its results. I should be
inclined, however, to place certain quantities of ova on gravel beds in the affluents of mountain rivers,
resembling the "redds" or spawning places of salmon in our home rivers. In this case allowance must be made
for heavy losses from their being devoured by the native fish, including certain of the Salmonidse themselves,
to be found in the New Zealand rivers. The probability, however, is that the risk of loss in this direction is much
less in the Colony than at home. At all events, it is desirable to determine this point, in such a river as the
Waiau, by actual experiment and experience.

There seems to be some difference of opinion, also, as to whether the ova selected for transport to the
antipodes should be naturally or artificially impregnated. In a letter to me, of date September 20, 1867, Mr.
Wilkin Brown, of Perth,† thus argues in favour of the latter:—

"I would recommend artificially fecundated ova in preference to collecting them off the salmon redds for
the following reasons:—

"(1) A great portion of the ova deposited in the river in the natural way "misses the milt of the male, and is
therefore lost.

"(2) In collecting ova from a redd a large per centage must necessarily be "injured in the process of
collecting.

"(3) You can never be sure of getting ova of the same age, as there may have been more than one pair of
fish at work on the same redd at different times."

Mr. Buist, in his pamphlet, (p. 15) also shows the disadvantage of taking naturally impregnated ova from
the "redds;" while Mr. Youl appears invariably to have used artificially fecundated ova—the operation of
fecundation in Scotland having always been performed by Mr. Peter Marshall, as aforesaid.

It is taking much too limited a view of the experiment of salmon acclimatization in New Zealand, to
confine our efforts to a single shipment, or to one now and then. The operation of importing ova, hatching
them, and turning the parr and smolt into the New Zealand rivers, should extend over a series of years; and
should not be intermitted or put a stop to until either the experiment has become a decided success by the
proved presence of multitudes of salmon in the Colonial rivers, or has as signally failed, notwithstanding the
adoption of the best means of acclimatization under the circumstances most favourable to success. As before
explained, such a persistent effort, or continuous series of efforts, is only possible in the event of the New
Zealand Government possessing a sufficient staff of competent resident officers.

As a fitting conclusion to the present memoir, I am glad to have it in my power to append the following
excerpts from another letter of Mr. Youl's, of date November 29, 1872. To all concerned in salmon
acclimatization experiments, they must possess the highest interest and importance, as giving an
auto-biographical history (1) of the present mode of transporting salmon ova by sea; and (2) of the various
efforts—futile as well as successful—that have been made, of late years, to stock the rivers of Australia,
Tasmania, and Now Zealand with British salmon:—

"I am in receipt of your favour of the 26th, and will endeavour, as briefly "as I can, to answer the questions
you have put.

"The first attempt to introduce salmon into Australia, was made in 1852, "under the supervision of a Mr.
Boccius—the leading man, in his day, of "the new plan of propagating salmon and trout by catching the fish,
taking "the ova from them by hand, impregnating them with the milt of the male "fish, and hatching the eggs in



troughs on gravel, and water running over "them. This experiment was made at the expense of the Government
of "Tasmania, at a cost of about £350, and failed. No ice was used to cool the "water in which the ova were
placed.

"In 1854, on my return from Tasmania, after a residence of 20 years in "that Colony, I first heard in London
of this experiment; and, having met "Mr. Boccius, and heard from him all about it, and his reasons for "the
failure, I thought what a grand thing it would be to introduce this "noble fish into the Australian and New
Zealand rivers, and determined to "use every effort in my power to accomplish it. To this end I read all the
"books I could get relating to the salmon and their natural history—had "many interviews with Mr. Boccius and
others—got up a small subscription "to make another attempt, and wrote to the colonies for further aid; "But
Mr. Boccius and myself could not agree as to the means to be adopted. "I came to the conclusion that ice must
be used to cool the water in passing "through the tropics, while he maintained that the ice would kill the ova.
"He judged that £400 would be ample to cover the expenses of conveying "safely 60,000 eggs to Tasmania;
while I maintained that £1,500 would be "required to make any attempt likely to be successful. I could not
afford "to spend so large a sum myself for an experiment from which I "would derive no benefit; and it was not
until 1858, when a friend "just arrived from the colonies, dining with me, the subject was broached, "and we
headed a new subscription list; and, by dint of great exertion, "raised about £650. But here I met with a
difficulty which I had never "anticipated, viz.: the objection of shipowners to receiving so large a quantity as 25
tons of ice, the least quantity I thought we should require. I "could not get a ship from the port of London to try
the experiment in; and "at last, to save losing another season, sent a person to Liverpool, who "succeeded in
securing a fine ship there. The subscribers requested me to take the "management, and I proceeded forthwith to
Liverpool; but the time when the "ship was to sail was so short, that everything had to be hurried; and, in
consequence, the arrangements, which altogether were of a novel character, could not "be properly carrted out,
An ice-house was built, and 20 tons of ice placed in it. "Water was carried in pipes round and round the
ice-house to cool it before running into the apparatus in which the 30,000 salmon ova were lodged. The ship,
"S. Gushing, sailed from Liverpool on the 25th February, 1860, with my first experiment, in charge of Mr.
Black, and failed.

"The Governments of Victoria and Tasmania, however, were convinced from a "careful examination of Mr.
Black, that, with more attention to arrangements, ova "or the young fry of salmon could be brought, and voted
money for a further "attempt. I was requested to superintend it; and, in order to qualify myself for "the task,
made two visits to Ireland, where in the Custom House at Dublin they "had a complete system of hatching
salmon ova under the supervision of Mr. "Ffemelo, the then Superintendent of Irish Fisheries, and Mr Thomas
Brag, the "then Secretary of the Board, from whom I received most valuable advice and "assistance. I also went
by sea from London to Edinburgh, with two sets of "apparatus, with ova in them, to try which was the best. I
visited the Stormontfield Ponds, and had several interviews with that veteran pisciculturist, Mr. Buist, "Perth,
with whom I had been in correspondence, and who gave me a plan, drawn "by himself, of the way he would
recommend the ova to be carried on board ship. "I then visited Pans, with letters of introduction to M. Coste
and others; and in "the College de France, saw the way they packed ova in moss, which they were in "the habit
of sending to different parts of France to re-stock their rivers. And "although, in reply to my question, they
declared it impossible to send ova to Australia in moss, this visit led to my eventually adopting this plan, which
has proved "so successful. I also went to Brussels to see their plan of artificial breeding.

"The result of all the information I collected, and the experiments I have carried "out myself, was that the
ova should be placed on gravel and in small troughs; and "these fixed on a swivel like a swing-tray, or on
gimbals like the compass, with a "stream of pure cold water constantly flowing over the eggs. When I had
matured "all my plans, and the season had arrived for taking the ova, I could not get a ship, "although several
shipowners whom I knew had promised me room in their vessels. "But, when they became acquainted with
what I required, they all declined, from "the fear of the consequences of the melting of so large a quantity of
ice, and other "equally, to my mind, frivolous excuses; and the only vessel the brokers I employed could get the
offer of, was a new vessel just built at Newcastle for a firm "in Sydney. This small

It is obvious that the larger the vessel, the loss the risk of motion in boxes of ova from pitching and rolling,
which is also less in a steamer than in a sailing vessel. Were it possible, therefore, to secure such a steamer for
such a purpose, the "Great Eastern" would he the sort of vessel that should be selected for the transport across
seas of salmon ova.

ship I was most reluctantly compelled to accept. After "five weeks of incessant labour in building the
ice-house and fitting up two machines for carrying the ova, I had a trial of how they would work. Everything
"seemed to promise well, except the difficulty of controlling the running water "amidst the rolling and pitching
motion of a vessel at sea. I knew, if I could not "keep the ova quiescent, they would die; and, thinking over all I
had seen and "heard, with a view of trying another plan in conjunction with the running stream, "all at once,
and as if by inspiration, I thought of the packing in moss. I felt convinced the plan I had seen adopted in Paris



would not succeed. I had also seen "some ova packed in moss and glass bottles, which a gentleman thought he
could "send by this means safely to Tasmania—all dead within a fortnight after packing.

"Still, believing that a constant supply of cold water, however small, was necessary to the life of the ova,
and that the dead ova would also injure the living—"and many would be sure to die under the most favourable
circumstances—I hit "upon the plan of a small deal box, perforated with holes on the top, sides and "bottom,
intending placing it at the bottom of the ice-house, and so covered with ice "that, as it melted, the water would
run into the holes at the top sides of my box, "and out at the bottom, and away through the drainage pipe made
for that purpose. I also placed some charcoal in the box, as a disinfectant, to take up the "noxious gases
generated by the dead ova. Then making a nest of well-washed and "living moss at the bottom, and spreading
my ova carefully in it, I covered it with "well-watered moss, and, on top of all, a handful of powdered ice.

"It was, however, at the last moment that I matured my plans, and could not " therefore put my box at the
bottom of the ice, where alone it could be made safe "from rolling about; but amongst the ice. And I would here
remark that, when "I produced my little box with the moss and charcoal, all those present on "board the ship
ridiculed the plan as the most absurd. Fish, they said, must be "hatched in water, and not in moss. Now, some of
these gentlemen were the best "Pisciculturists of the day, and had paid great attention to the subject: they
looked "upon me as a mere tyro compared with themselves.

"The 'Beautiful Star' sailed, with my second attempt, to convey salmon ova to "Tasmania from the London
Docks on the 4th March, 1862; met with a gale of "wind in the Channel, and had to return to the Downs; started
again, met with "an accident, and had to put into Scilly for repairs; and, after a prolonged pas "sage of 140 days,
arrived in Hobart Town. The ice having all melted before the "ship got through the tropics, the temperature of
the water rose, and all the ova "died. But of those in the little box, after 74 days imprisonment, many were
"found alive, and the moss in which they had been placed, green and growing.

"When the news of the failure of this experiment became known in Tasmania, "every kind of abuse was
heaped upon me by the press and the people.

If it can be any consolation to Mr. Youl, I can assure him that his case is by no means singular. The man
who serves a Colonial Government, or public, must act upon the principle that "Virtue is its own reward." He
must not expect gratitude as a necessary consequence of his devotion. Where it is offered, let him accept it
thankfully! But, however pure and disinterested may have been his motives—however self-sacrificing his
efforts—however unique his qualifications—however signal his ability or reputation—he must be prepared to
have his motives misconstrued and misrepresented—his efforts depreciated—his qualifications sneered at—his
reputation made the butt of ungenerous and unjust insinuations by a Press too frequently disposed to sacrifice
truth to sensationalism!

This experiment cost the Government, who provided the funds, upwards of £1,400, "although I gave the
whole of my time and services gratis. I believe the Govern "ment of Tasmania thought the packing in moss
would succeed, although they did "not mention this in their correspondence with me. Neither did they give me
any "credit for having put the little box on board as an experiment. They, however, "determined to try again;
but, as the Colonial press wrote that 'it never "would succeed so long as the experiment was entrusted to such
incompetent "persons as Mr. Youl,' they tried to gel somebody else. Failing in this, they "applied to me to
superintend a third attempt. Feeling now confident of success—"notwithstanding their abuse—and, as I
considered at the time, ingratitude, I accepted the trust.

"Messrs. Money, Wigram & Co., the large shipowners, most generously gave me "space on board their
beautiful ship, the 'Norfolk,' in which I built an ice-house "and stowed away in it 181 boxes, containing about
100,000 salmon ova, and 3 "boxes containing about 2000 brown trout ova, packed in moss, and 25 tons of ice
"on the top of the boxes. The 'Norfolk' sailed from London on the 21st "January, 1864, and arrived at
Melbourne on the 15 th April. When the ice-house "was opened, some of the boxes were examined, and, to the
great delight of the "people, the ova found alive. Above 4000 were kept at Melbourne, and 400 fry "hatched;
the remainder were sent on to Hobart Town by the Government steamer "'Victoria,' and thence conveyed to the
beautiful Breeding Ponds prepared for "them on the River Plenty—a tributary of the Derwent. The ova were
placed in "the Ponds 91 days after being taken from the parent fish. On May 4th the first "trout was hatched,
and on the next day the first salmon that ever made its "appearance in the southern hemisphere, was hatched;
and, eventually it was "declared about 6000 salmon and 300 brown trout were hatched; and so my 10 "years of
labour were at last crowned with success.

"A further and more successful shipment was made in the ship 'Somersetshire' "to Tasmania in January,
1866, when it was reckoned that about 10,000 salmon "ova were hatched, and 400 salmon trout. These eggs
were packed by me in the "same manner exactly as those of the 'Norfolk.' And, now for the results:—The
"brown trout, the ova of which were taken from the river Itchen, in Hampshire, is "a complete success. They
have reproduced themselves by thousands, and New Zealand rivers

The time may come when the rivers of New Zealand may be stocked with salmon from Tasmania; or those



of Tasmania from New Zealand. But that period is yet far-distant, apparently, seeing that it is still problematical
whether salmon of British or other parentage yet occur in the rivers of any of our Australian Colonies. The
hopes of the Colonists should therefore, meanwhile, be directed to the teeming rivers of the Pacific seaboard of
North America.
have been stocked from them. Fish 5, 6, 7 to 10 lbs. weight "have been taken; and there is now better
trout-fishing in the Derwent than almost "anywhere in England. The salmon were kept in the Ponds and fed for
about "two years; when, putting on their silvery smolt dress, they were let out and permitted to find their way to
the sea. About 3000 are supposed to have left the "Ponds, of the eggs per 'Norfolk'; and, in 1866, from 6000 to
8000 of the 'Somersetshire' shipment, together with several hundred salmon trout.

"No salmon, that I am aware of, has ever been caught to prove that they have "come back from the sea to
spawn in fresh water. But Sir Hobert Officer, who is "the Chairman of the Salmon Commissioners appointed by
the Government especially to take charge of the experiment, and who lives on the banks of the Derwent, writes
to me that he is sure he has seen salmon in the Derwent of not less "than 10 lbs. weight many times, and quite
close to him; and many other gentlemen report the same. Sir Robert concludes that he is as certain salmon are
there "as that he has a head on his shoulders. People here say, 'if salmon are there, "why don't they catch one?'
Until they do, of course, there will remain a doubt of "the salmon being acclimatized.

"In 1867, at the request and expense of the Otago Government, I superintended "a shipment of salmon ova
to that Province. They arrived in pretty good order; "but, as far as I can learn, the troughs in which they were
placed were not in "proper order to receive them, and just as they began to hold, the water was "covered with
ice. As far as I have been able to ascertain, about 500 salmon fry "left the Ponds for the sea in 1869, and
nothing more has been heard or seen of "them since. It is therefore possible that some of these young smolt may
have "returned as grilse, and that they have the salmon in New Zealand.

"Another shipment was made by me in 1868, by desire of the Otago Government; but the ship was detained
in the English Channel a month, and the voyage "was so long, that not one was hatched; although, from the
account I received, "at the opening of the boxes, the eggs were full of fish, plainly to be seen. I have "found by
experiment, that when the ova are kept over 100 days in the moss, and "in an ice-house, very few will hatch
when placed in water.

"In almost all the shipments I have made, I have obtained ova from the Tyne, "the Tweed, the Severn, the
Ribble; and some from Ireland,

No mention is here made of the Tay; and, in point of fact, no ova have as yet been taken from it. Mr. Youl
himself, in a letter to Mr. Auld, [quoted in the "Otago Daily Times" of May 16, 1868,] states that "Mr. Johnson
was engaged to procure ova from the Tyne or Tweed:" so that the assertion of the Otago newspapers—or their
"special correspondents"—that in 1867 there was a "box of Tay salmon contributed by Mr. Johnson," is
obviously a mistake.

some from the Usk, "and once from the Davey, in Wales.
"At the request of the Agent-General for New Zealand, I have undertaken to "superintend the shipment now

preparing, and pack the ova in the moss with my "own hands. Not one fish has been hatched in Australia, the
ova of which I "have not packed, except a few boxes in the 'Norfolk' when I was tired but "stood by all the time.

"I do hope we may get the services of Mr. Peter Marshall to take and impregnate some ova for this
shipment. He is one on whom I can depend; and if the "owners of the Tay [fisheries] would let him take a few
fish for this purpose from "that river, it would tend more than anything I know to the success of this shipment,
the cost of which will be over £700."

In my communication to the Tay Board in December, 1872, I made special allusion to the desirability of
placing at the command of Mr. Youl the services of Mr. Marshall. The result was, as has been already stated,
that it was by Mr. Marshall the spawning operations in the Ettrick were conducted, in January, 1873. His
services were also taken advantage of in the Otago experiment of 1867. In narrating the history of the
operations, Mr. Youl ported that—'Mr. R. Buist, of Perth, kindly lent us Mr. Peter Marshall, of the
Stormontfield Ponds, to take the ova from the fish and impregnate them."
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Offices and Medical Referees.

New Zealand. Government Life Insurance and
Annuities.

A Summary of the Acts and Plain Directions for the Guidance
of Persons Desiring to Insure their Lives or to Purchase
Annuities.

THE Government having been empowered by recent Acts of the Legislature to enter into contracts for
Insurances on Life, and for the grant of Endowments and Annuities, the Commissioner, acting under the
provisions of the Acts, thinks it necessary to call public attention to the particular classes of business which will
be undertaken, and to the advantages secured to persons insuring under them.

The Acts referred to are "The Government Annuities Act, 1869," and "The New Zealand Government
Insurance and Annuities Act, 1870."

I. The Commissioner is authorized to enter into contracts
Nature of contracts the Commissioner authorized to enter into.
for—
1. The sale of Immediate Life Annuities depending on single lives; or on joint lives with benefit of

survivorship; or on the joint continuance of two lives.
2. The sale of Deferred Life Annuities depending on single lives.
3. The payment of a Sum of Money on Death; or on death within a period agreed upon; or at the expiration

of a period agreed upon; but only in respect of persons between the ages of sixteen and sixty.
4. The granting of Endowments.
5. Generally, any contract whatever in the nature of Insurance, Endowment, or Annuity, dependent on the

contingencies of human life, where not repugnant to public policy.
For the purposes of such of these various transactions as are
Tables.
immediately contemplated, tables have been framed showing the purchase-moneys or annual or other

periodical payments to be made in respect to the various Annuities, according to the several contingencies
under which they are payable, and the premiums chargeable in respect of the several classes of Insurance and
Endowment.?

Special powers of Commissioner.
II. Amongst the special powers given to the Commissioner are the following, namely:—
1. That he may contract for the grant of Deferred Life Annuities on condition that the purchase-money paid

shall, at the option of the purchaser, be returnable at any time before an actual payment of the Annuity, or that
the purchase-money shall not be returnable.

2. That he may, in the case of inability to continue the payment of annual premiums for the purchase of a
Deferred Annuity, grant to the person on whose behalf the payments have been made, an Immediate or
Deferred Annuity equivalent in value to the amount actually paid.

3. Where a single sum has been paid for the purchase of a Deferred Life Annuity, he may grant, in lieu
thereof, at the request of the person interested, an Immediate Life Annuity, proportionate to the amount paid.

Classes of Life Assurance confined to, &c.
III. With regard to Life Assurance, it is proposed at present to limit operations to Assurances in the

following cases, namely—
1. For the payment of money at the death of the party whose life is insured—

• By payment of premiums during the whole term of life.
• By payment of premiums for a specified number of years.
• On death occurring within one or seven years, by payment of annual premiums.

2. For the payment of money on death or attaining a specified age, whichever may first happen—
• By payment of premiums until death or until the specified age is attained.



3. For the payment of money on the death of either of two lives.
4. For the payment of money upon the death of one life, provided another he then living.
The tables before referred to show the premiums payable in each separate case.
IV. It is intended, for the present, to confine transactions in the nature of Endowments to Endowments for

Children, to be effected either by the payment of one sum or of annual,
Classes of Endowment confined to, &c.
half-yearly, or quarterly premiums, according to the tables annexed.
Contracts of this nature may be made conditioned—

• Without return of premiums, in case death happens before the specified age.
• With return of premiums in such case.?

V. In the case of any Insurance for the payment of a fixed
Insurance may at death be commuted for an Annuity.
sum of money at death, the person insuring may, during his life, direct that the sum so payable shall at his

death be commuted for an Annuity, according to the then tabular value, in favour of some person to be at the
same time nominated.

VI. The following advantages are secured by special pro-
Advantages provided in the Act.
visions in the Acts to persons contracting under them:—
1. All money received and paid by the Government under
Account laid annually before the General Assembly.
the Acts is kept in a separate account, the particulars of which must be annually laid before the General

Assembly.
2. In ease the funds held by the Government under the
Any deficiency to be met out of Consolidated Revenue.
Acts shall be insufficient to meet the liabilities, the deficiency is to be met out of the Consolidated

Revenue.
Insurers are thus not only enabled to obtain authoritative information of the exact position in each year of

the transactions effected under the Acts, but have also the security of the Consolidated Revenue for the
performance of the Commissioner's contracts.

3. Annuities payable under the Act are exempted from all
Exempted from taxation.
taxation.
4. Policies, powers of attorney authorizing the receipt of
Exempted from stamp duty.
moneys, and receipts for moneys payable under the Acts are exempted from stamp duty.
5. The following transactions, subject to the limitations
Transactions exempted from Bankruptcy laws or seizure.
noted below, are exempted from liability to the law of Bankruptcy, and from seizure under process of

execution, namely—
• A Policy of Assurance bond fide effected by the Assured upon the life of himself.
• A Policy for a future Endowment for the wife or any child of the Assured.
• Any purchase of an Annuity for the wife or any child of the Assured.

In the cases a and b, however, no policy or the contri-
Restrictions on exemption of policies and premiums from Bankruptcy laws and seizure.
butions made towards the same is protected until it has endured for at least two years, in which case the

protection extends to the sum of £200;
After five years to £500;
After seven years to £1,000; and
After ten years to £2,000.
In the case c, the Annuity and the contributions towards it
Restrictions on exemption of Annuity Contracts and Premiums from Bankruptcy law and seizure.
are only protected—

• When payments on behalf of the Annuity have extended over six years; or
• When it has been purchased at least six years before the commencement of the Annuity; and
• When the Annuity does not exceed £100 per annum.

Further restriction on protection of policies and Annuity contracts.
Further, the protection applies, in the case of an Assurance Policy, only in favour of the personal

representative of the Assured; in the case of an Endowment Policy, only in favour of the nominee; and in the



case of an Annuity, only in favour of the actual Annuitant, and then to such parts only of the Annuity as shall
be payable after the Annuitant attains the age of fifty years.

Married women may contract as if sole.
6. Married women may effect policies and dispose of the money assured by will, as if single; and policies

effected by married women are, subject to the following restrictions, freed from the debts or control of their
husbands. The restrictions are—

Restrictions on protection of policies held by married women.
a. That a policy or contract for a Payment to be made on Death or otherwise, or for a Life Assurance or

Endowment, held by any married woman, shall not be protected against the debts of her husband, unless it has
endured for two years and then only to the extent of £200;
• If for five years, £500;
• If for seven years, £1,000;
• If for ten years, £2,000.

Restrictions on protection of Annuities purchased by married women.
b. That an Annuity shall not be so protected unless the payments made on account thereof have been made

at annual or more frequent intervals during a period of at least sis years, or unless purchased more than six
years prior to the commencement of the Annuity, and that such Annuity shall not exceed £104 per annum.

Insurance for benefit of wife and children.
7. Insurances may be effected by way of settlement for the benefit of the wife and children of the Assured,

with power to apportion the amount; and such Insurance may be effected either in the name of the Assurer or of
his wife, or of a third person as trustee, with his consent.

Duration of premiums.
The premiums may be payable during life, or any less period not under seven years, and, in any case,

yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, at the option of the Assured.
Existing policies.
Existing policies may be indorsed so as to operate as settlements, but notice of any such indorsement is to

be given.
Apportionment.
When no apportionment is made on such policy in favour of children specially, all the children of the

Assured living at his death share equally.
Extent of protection.
To the extent of £2,000, the money payable under any such policy is to be free from the claims of creditors.
Proof of age.
8. Proof of age once received, is sufficient for further transactions.
VII. In addition to the foregoing advantages, which are? specially provided in the Acts themselves, the

following additional
Advantages provided by Regulations.
advantages are secured by the Regulations promulgated under their authority:—

• Transactions are effected without any charge to the Assured.
• Premiums are received in most cases either yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly, at the option of the Assured.
• Premiums may be paid at any Money Order Office in Great Britain, Ireland, or the Australian Colonies,

on the due dates.
• Days of grace are allowed for payment of premiums; and in case of death whilst any premium is in

abeyance, the amount in arrears will be deducted from the sum payable to the Assured.
• Residence is permitted in any part of the Australasian Colonies and in Europe.
• Surrender values are granted after a contract has existed for five years, and may extend to the whole or

part of a contract.
• The Commissioner is in certain cases allowed, even on default of payment, to revive a contract.
• Any contract open to surrender may be exchanged for any other contract within the provisions of the

Acts, on reasonable terms.
• Payments are made immediately on proof of death and compliance with the regulations in relation

thereto.
• Proposers will not be required to pay any fee for medical examination, or to pay the cost of any inquiry

which the Commissioner may think fit to make with regard to their health, habits, age, and occupation, or
to pay any fee for the issue of any contracts which may be made in accordance with their proposals, or to
pay any postage for the transmission of their proposals, or for the transmission of any correspondence
arising out of such proposals between them and the Commissioner, except as specially provided in clause
10 of Regulations.



VIII. Certain restrictions are imposed by the Acts upon deal-
Restrictions imposed by the Acts.
ings with policies.
1. By section 21 of the Act of 1869, no Annuity purchased
Annuity contract not assignable.
under the Act can be assigned except in case of bankruptcy, in which case the said Commissioner is

directed to repurchase at a tabulated value.
2. By section 15 it is declared that the Commissioner is not
Commissioner not affected with notice.
to be affected with notice of any trust affecting any Annuity, or any contract for payment on death or

otherwise, made under the Act.
Contracts rendered void and payments forfeited.
3. Section 25 of the Act of 1869 expressly renders void contracts, and directs all payments made to the

Government thereunder to be forfeited, on the following grounds:—
• If any certificate or declaration shall be produced to any Officer employed in the administration of this

Act which shall contain any untrue statement of the age of any person to whom an Annuity has been
granted under this Act, or of any person who has contracted for a sum payable at death with intent to
obtain an Annuity on the continuance of the life of any person under the age of ten years, or to obtain any
higher rate or amount of Annuity or any Payment on Death greater than would or might be allowed under
the provisions of this Act, according to the true age of such person.

Arbitration.
IX. Provision is made for the settlement of disputes by arbitration.
Purposes for which Regulations may be made.
X. Power is given to the Governor in Council to make Regulations for the following purposes:—
Fixing limit of risk.
1. For fixing maximum and minimum limits for the amounts of the several Annuities and Payments on

Death and other payments to be contracted for under this Act.
Form of policies, &c.
2. For regulating the mode and form of making contracts under this Act, and for requiring medical

certificates, either in every case or where demanded, and for providing that the rates of premiums to be paid for
Annuities and Payments on Death shall be made to depend upon the goodness of the lives of applicants or
others, and upon the insertion in or omission from any such contract of stipulations as to residence in the
Colony or in particular places, and as to hazardous or unhealthy trades, employments, and occupations, and for
requiring the payment of extra premiums or other moneys in cases where payments are to be contracted to be
paid on death where the lives of the person or persons upon the deaths of whom such payments are to be paid
are deemed bad, and, generally, for the payment of extra premiums or fines in cases of contingencies which
may be declared by such regulations to be special risks.

Proof of age, death, and identity.
3. For prescribing the mode of proving the age and identity and the existence or death of persons, and the

mode of paying sums of money payable in respect of Annuities and Payments on Death and other payments
under this Act, and for dispensing with the production of probate of a will or letters of administration either
generally or in any particular class of cases,?

4. For the management of the accounts required to be kept
Management of accounts.
under this Act.
5. For prescribing beforehand the terms upon which pre-
Terms on which premiums are to be returned.
miums paid under contracts for payments to be made at death or otherwise shall be returned to any person

beneficially interested in the contract, and for determining beforehand the cases or classes of cases in which no
premium shall be returned.

6. For any purpose for which it may be necessary or
For any purpose that may be necessary.
expedient to make any rules or regulations for carrying this Act into effect.
7. For imposing penalties not exceeding twenty pounds
Imposing penalties. Rules and regulations to be published in Gazette.
for breach of such regulations. Provided that no such rules or regulations be inconsistent with or repugnant

to this Act; and all such rules and regulations are to be published in the New Zealand Gazette, and to take effect
from the day of such publication, or from such other day as shall be therein fixed.



Plain Directions for effecting Insurances and other Contracts
under the before-mentioned Acts and Regulations.

1. Certain Post Offices, the names of which may be obtained
Post Offices hare been opened for receipt of proposals.
at any Post Office, have been opened for the receipt of proposals for the Insurance of Lives and the

purchase of Annuities; and forms of proposal, with full instructions for filling up and delivering the forms, may
be obtained at these Post Offices.

2. Tables of the various premiums to be charged may be seen
Tables may be seen and procured.
and procured at the Post Offices which have been opened for the receipt of proposals, or they will be sent

post free on written application. The following pages contain the principal tables, exclusive of the Deferred
Annuities.

3. Any person desirous of effecting an Insurance or Endow-
Application to be made to nearest office.
ment, or of purchasing an Immediate or Deferred Annuity, may apply to the nearest office for information.
4. The officer in charge of the office will furnish the appli-
Officer will furnish forms.
cant with a form or forms applicable to the particular transaction contemplated,
5. The applicant is advised, in each case, to produce as soon
Proof of age should be produced as soon as possible.
as possible to the officer such evidence of his age or of the age of the person upon whose life the contract is

to depend, as may be in his possession; and in case the same is insufficient for the purpose of the proposed
transaction, the officer will inform him in what respect it is defective.

The regulations specially bearing upon this matter are numbered 46 and 48.
As the contract is declared to be void in case of any misstatement on this point, it is essential that persons

proposing transactions should be especially careful in regard to it.?
Best proof of age.
6. Since the Registration Acts under which Births, Deaths, and Marriages are registered have been in

operation, the best evidence on the subject will be an examined, certified, or office copy of, or extract from, the
Register.

This should be accompanied by a statutory declaration by some third person able to speak to the fact of the
identity of the person named in the copy or extract with the person on whose behalf the proposed contract is to
be entered into.

Such a declaration may be made before any Justice of the Peace or Solicitor of the Supreme Court.
Commissioner may accept other proof.
7. In cases where the proposer is not in possession of any official proof of age, the Commissioner is at

liberty to accept other sufficient proof, such as an entry in a family Bible, and so forth, provided the same be
accompanied by reasonable evidence of the genuine character of such entry, and due proof of identity be given.

Address of proposer.
8. It would be advisable in all cases that the proper postal address of the proposer should be given to the

office to whom the proposal is delivered.
Notice of claim must be given.
9. When any person is entitled, unde the terms of any contract, to the payment of moneys by the

Commissioner, he should at once give notice in writing of the claim, and produce the contract upon which it is
based, to the nearest officer authorized to receive proposals. The officer will indorse on the notice of claim such
particulars as will direct the attention of the Commissioner to the particular transaction, and then at once
forward the notice to the Commissioner.

Officer will inform proposer when any evidence is required.
10. Should any proof of age or of identity be required, the officer will inform the proposer thereof, and he is

recommended to obtain the same without delay, in such form as will satisfy the requirements of the
Regulations.

Notice of change of residence should be given.
11. It is essential that in all cases of proposed change of residence where the person whose life is insured

intends going outside of the permitted districts, that notice in writing thereof should at once be given to the
nearest officer, stating the intended place of residence and the mode of travel to reach it.

This notice will forthwith be forwarded to the Commissioner, who will then determine whether and upon



what terms the requisite permission will be given.
Notice of change of occupation.
12. In case of any proposed change of trade or occupation, notice must also in each case be given in the

same way; and in the event of the new trade or occupation coming within the category of "hazardous trades or
occupations," the Commissioner will determine whether he will continue the risk, and upon what terms.

Notice of the determination of the Commissioner in each of
Notice of decision of Commissioner.
the foregoing cases will, without delay, be sent to the postal address of the party affected, as given by him.
All forms of proposal, and all notices and other documents,
Handwriting should be clear and distinct.
must be written in a clear and legible hand.

Regulations Respecting Government Insurances and
Annuities.

THE following Regulations are made under the authority of "The Government Annuities Act, 1809," and
"The New Zealand Government Insurance and Annuities Act, 1870"—

1. The Government Annuities Commissioner, appointed and
Commissioner may appoint persons to receive proposals.
acting under the provisions of the said Acts, and who throughout these Regulations is termed "the said

Commissioner," may from time to time appoint persons to receive proposals for Insurance of Lives or the grant
of Endowments or Annuities, and to receive and pay moneys under the said Acts, and such appointments may
from time to time revoke or alter.

2. Every person who may he so appointed is, throughout
Person so appointed to be termed Officer.
these Regulations, termed "the Officer."
3. The Postmaster at any Post Office, whether the same shall
Any Postmaster may be so appointed.
be a Money Order Office or not, may be appointed by the said Commissioner as the Officer for all or any

one or more of the purposes mentioned in Regulation No. 1.
4. The Officer appointed in any place as aforesaid may
Officer may receive any proposal.
receive proposals for any transaction from time to time intended to be effected under the said Acts or either

of them, and shall in respect thereof strictly conform to these Regulations.
5. Any person desiring to effect any such transaction shall
Form of proposal.
make his proposal for the same in the form applicable thereto.
6. Blank forms of proposal shall, on application to the Officer
Blank forms supplied free of cost.
acting in any place, be supplied to the applicant free of charge.
7. The person making any proposal shall, at the time of
Declaration to be signed in presence of Officer.
delivering the same to the Officer, sign and make the declaration at the foot thereof in the presence of the

Officer.
8. The Officer to whom any proposal has been delivered
Officer may refer Proposer to Medical Examiner.
may either forthwith direct that any person upon the continegency of whose life the particular transaction is

to be dependent shall present himself for medical examination by a legally-qualified Medical Practitioner
appointed by the Governor for the purpose of such examination, or may in the first instance refer such pro posal
to the said Commissioner.

Commissioner may order examination.
9. The said Commissioner may in any case direct such medical examination to he made.
One guinea to be deposited before examination.
10. In respect of each person to be so examined there shall forthwith be paid by the proposer the sum of one

guinea as a deposit.
Deposit will be repaid.
11. In case the proposal be accepted after such examination and the proposed contract completed by the

Proposer, the amount of deposit will be repaid to the Proposer.



Form of Medical Examination.
12. The medical examination shall be conducted according to a form applicable to the special transaction.
Medical Examiner may put other questions to Proposer.
13. In addition to the special questions set forth in any such form, the Medical Examiner may put to the

person examined any other questions which he may think necessary, and may report specially to the said
Commissioner in reference thereto.

Person examined to sign a declaration.
14. The answers given by the person examined to the special questions set forth in the form above referred

to shall be reduced to writing by the Medical Examiner, and shall be read over to the person examined, and
signed by him, and he shall at the same time make and sign a declaration of the truth of his statements at the
foot of the form of examination, in the presence of the Medical Examiner.

Proposal and papers connected therewith to be sent direct to Commissioner.
15. The proposal and medical examination, and all other papers connected therewith, shall, so soon as the

same have been duly completed, be transmitted by the Medical Examiner to the said Commissioner for
examination and approval.

All tables to specify rate of premium for first-class lives only.
16. All tables of premiums for sums to be secured at death or otherwise shall specify the rate of premium

for first-class lives only.
Premium to be fixed by Commissioner.
17. The rate of premium for each proposal shall in every case be fixed by the said Commissioner, in

proportion to the eligibility of the life proposed, as evidenced by the proposal and papers connected therewith.
Commissioner to give notice of acceptance.
18. If the said Commissioner shall elect to accept the proposal, he shall determine the premium or sum of

money payable in respect of the proposed transaction, and he shall forthwith cause notice thereof to be given to
the person making the same, by posting to the address of such person, as given in the proposal, a notice to that
effect.

Officiating Minister allowed a reduction of 5 per cent.
19. When the person desiring to insure his life is an officiating minister within the meaning of "The

Marriage Act, 1854," or any Act for the time being in force amending the said Act, the premium or other
payment to be paid thenceforth by such person, whether he shall thereafter cease to be such officiating minister
or not, shall be such sum consisting of an integral number of pence as shall be nearest to nineteen-twentieths of
the sum which would be required to be paid by such person if not an officiating minister as aforesaid.

20. Within thirty days after the receipt of such notice, the
Deposit forfeited.
Proposer shall pay or cause to be paid the premium or sum of money payable in respect of the proposed

transaction; and if he shall fail to do so, then the said proposal shall be deemed to have been abandoned, and all
moneys paid thereunder forfeited.

21. Upon payment of the money payable in respect of any
Contract issued upon payment of premium.
accepted proposal, the said Commissioner shall cause to be issued and delivered to the Proposer a contract

in the form applicable to the particular transaction.
22. Annual payments, payable under any contract, must be
Periods of grace.
made within twenty-one days, and payments payable at less intervals than a year within fourteen days, next

after the day appointed for payment; and non-payment within such periods respectively shall be deemed to be
default of payment.

23. Every contract shall be deemed to be void, and all pay-
Conditions of contract.
ments made thereunder forfeited, in such of the following events as are specially applicable to the character

of the same:—
• If the statements of the Proposer, as set forth in the proposal, or of the person or persons examined by the

Medical Examiner, as set forth in the medical examination, or any of such statements respectively, be
untrue, or if any person whose life is assured has wilfully withheld any information required of him.

• On default of payment of the annual or other periodical payment to be made thereunder.
• If the person, or any of the persons upon the contingency of whose life or lives the particular transaction

is to depend, shall go or travel beyond the limits allowed by the Regulations without the leave of the said
Commissioner.

• If the Assured shall adopt any trade or occupation declared by the said Commissioner to be hazardous



without the leave of the said Commissioner.
• If the Assured shall die by his own hand, or by duelling, within twelve months, or by the hands of justice.

24. Every contract for the assurance of a sum of money pay-
Voyaging and residence.
able at death shall become void if the person or any of the persons upon the contingency of whose life the

same is dependent shall go beyond the limits of New Zealand and the Australasian Colonies or shall die on the
high seas (except in passing in sailing vessels, being whole decked, and not less than fifty tons register, or in
steam vessels, from any part of New Zealand to any other part, or in passing direct by a similar conveyance
from any part of New Zealand to any of the Australasian Colonies, or in passing by a similar conveyance from
any part of New Zealand to any part of the United Kingdom); and every such contract shall also become void if
such person or any of such persons as aforesaid shall be actually employed in any military or naval service
whatever, except such as may for the time being be in the employment of the Government of the Colony, unless
special permission shall in any of the said cases have been granted by the said Commissioner, which permission
may be granted by the said Commissioner on payment of such extra premium or sum of money as the said
Commissioner may deem adequate to the risk incurred.

Occupation,
25. Every contract for the assurance of a sum of money payable at death shall be void if the person or

persons upon the contingency of whose life or lives the same may be dependent shall engage in any trade or
occupation which the said Commissioner shall from time to time notify in the New Zealand Gazette to be
specially dangerous without the express permission of the said Commissioner, which permission may be
granted by the said Commissioner on payment of such extra premium as the said Commissioner may deem
adequate to the risk incurred.

Contract not in force till payment of first premium.
26. No contract made under the provisions of the said Acts is to be in force as against the said

Commissioner until the first moneys payable thereunder, by or on behalf of the Assured, shall have been
actually paid.

Contract may be renewed.
27. In case of default of payment, the said Commissioner may permit any contract of Insurance to be

revived at any period not exceeding three calendar months after its expiration, on satisfactory proof being given
of the unimpaired health of the person or persons upon the contingency of whoso life or lives the same may be
dependent, and on payment of the premiums or other moneys payable thereunder and then in arrear, together
with a fine not exceeding one-half per centum on the sum assured.

Death of Assured during days of grace.
28. The amount payable under any contract will be paid in case of the death of the Assured during the days

of grace, mentioned in Regulation No. 22, notwithstanding the non-payment of the premium or other moneys
for the time being payable; but the said Commissioner may, from the moneys payable under the contract,
deduct the amount so remaining unpaid.

Contract voided may be revived.
29. If the person, or any of the persons, upon the contingency of whose life or lives any contract is

dependent, not being the person or one of the persons for the time being beneficially interested in the same,
shall go or travel beyond the limits of residence or travel allowed by the contract, or engage in any military or
naval service other than as aforesaid, or adopt any trade or occupation declared by the said Commissioner to be
hazardous, before notice thereof shall have been given to the said Commissioner and his permission to do so
shall have been duly obtained, the contract thereby voided may be revived by the said Commissioner, if notice
of such breach, non-observance, or non-performance as aforesaid shall be given by the person or any of the
persons beneficially interested therein, other than the person committing such breach, non-observance, or
non-performance, immediately after the fact shall come to his knowledge, upon such terms as to payment of
extra premium or otherwise as the said Commissioner shall think fit; but such revival shall in no case extend to
the interest of any person beneficially interested in such contract, if there be more than one, who shall himself
have committed such breach, non-observance, or non-performance.

30. In case the person who has contracted for any Endow-
Non-payment of premiums caused by death not to affect interest of child.
ment shall happen to die before the whole of the premiums payable under the contract shall have been paid,

and by reason of such death the premiums thereafter payable shall not be duly paid, the said Commissioner
shall, on the person in whoso favour such contract shall have been effected attaining the age at which but for
such failure of agreement the Endowment would have become payable, pay over to or for the benefit of such
person the surrender value of such contract at the date at which the same had become void by such
non-payment of premiums as aforesaid.



31. If the said Commissioner shall (either at the time of the
Age may be admitted.
making of the contract or afterwards, and before the moneys payable thereunder to the Assured shall

become payable) be satisfied that the age or ages of the person or persons upon the contingency of whose life or
lives the same is to be dependent has been correctly stated, he may indorse the same upon the said contract, and
the age or ages thus admitted shall not subsequently be called in question.

32. The said Commissioner may, instead of charging the usual
Doubtful lives.
extra premium payable during the whole of life, indorse on the policies of those applicants for Assurance

who are considered below the average standard of health, and who shall have applied for such Assurance on or
before the 1st October, 1870, a sum representing the extra risk. The amount thus indorsed on the policy will be
deducted from the sum assured, in the event of the policy becoming a claim before the paid-up premiums
amount, at £1 per cent, compound interest, to the sum assured. But if the duration of the life be such that the
premiums paid amount at compound interest at the rate aforesaid to the sum assured, then no deduction will be
made, and the policy will he paid in full.

Contract may be surrendered.
33. Any contract which has existed and been duly observed by or on behalf of the Assured for the period of

five years may be surrendered with the consent of the said Commissioner, either as to the whole or any part of
the interest of the Assured in such contract, who shall thereupon pay to the person entitled to surrender the same
a sum of money equal to the then value of such surrendered interest according to such regulations as shall then
be in force in that behalf; or, at the option of the person or persons entitled to make such surrender, shall grant
to such person or persons a paid-up contract of Assurance equivalent in value to the then value of the
surrendered interest.

Contract may be exchanged.
34. The said Commissioner may, if he think fit, permit the person for the time being entitled to surrender

any contract to exchange the same for a contract of any other class which may be made under the provisions of
the said Acts, subject nevertheless to such regulations as may hereafter be in force in that behalf.

Proof of age and identity required before payment of claim.
35. Before any moneys payable in respect of any Deferred Annuity or Endowment will be paid under any

contract in that behalf, the said Commissioner may require satisfactory evidence of the ago and identity of the
person claiming to be entitled to the same.

Settlement of policy to be effected by Deed Poll.
36. When any person shall have effected an Insurance upon his life, for the benefit of his wife, or of his

wife and children, or of his wife and some or one of his children, or of his children only, or some or one of
them, as the case may be, pursuant to the provisions of the eighth section of "The New Zealand Government
Insurance and Annuities Act, 1870," it shall be sufficient for him to declare the same by a Deed Poll indorsed
upon the contract, and to be executed by him at the time of the issuing thereof to him, in the presence of and
attested by the officer issuing the same, and either with or without any directions for the apportionment of the
moneys assured, as the Assured shall think fit; and such Deed Poll shall be in the form in that behalf set forth in
the Appendix to these Regulations, or as near thereto as the circumstances of the case will admit.

Form of apportionment of existing policies.
37. Any declaration and apportionment to be made pursuant to the provisions of the tenth section of "The

New Zealand Government Insurance and Annuities Act, 1870," in respect of any Contract or Insurance already
issued, shall be in the like form, or as near thereto as the circumstances of the case will admit.

Assignment may be made.
38. The right and interest in any contract for the assurance of a sum of money payable at death or otherwise

may be assigned, but notice of every such assignment shall be given to the said Commissioner, and a fee of 10s.
6d. be paid thereon; and in every case a copy of the Deed of Assignment shall be delivered with such notice,
and the contract produced to the said Commissioner, who shall indorse thereon the receipt of such notice.

39. Any premium or other payment required to be made by
Premiums may be paid by Money Orders.
for on behalf of the Assured under any contract made under the said Acts or either of them, may be paid by

means of one or more Post Office Money Orders, and the person liable to the payment of the same shall not be
held to have made default of payment, if such Money Order or all such Money Orders shall appear to have been
issued on or before the last day on which such payment ought to be made under the provisions of the contract,
exclusive of the days of grace mentioned in Regulation number 19, and to have been posted for transmission
immediately after the issue thereof.

40. If any person who shall have contracted for the purchase



When purchase money is returnable, application for such return to be made on a form.
of a Deferred Annuity by payments made annually, or oftener, on condition that in the event of default of
payment, or in the event of the death of the person on whose life the Annuity is to depend before the period at
which the Annuity is to commence, the purchase money paid shall be returnable, shall make default of
payment; or if the person on whose life the Annuity is to depend shall die before the Annuity commences, then
the person for whose benefit the Annuity was purchased, or his representatives, shall make application to the
said Commissioner, on a form to be obtained from any Officer appointed under Regulation No. 1, for the return
of so much of the purchase money as shall have been paid.

41. No Annuity shall be granted under the said Acts other-
Annuities may be granted to trustees in certain cases.
wise than in the sole name of the person on whose life and for whose benefit the said Annuity is granted,

except in the case of females, infants under the age of twenty-one years, idiots, persons of unsound mind, or
incapacitated by bodily or mental infirmity from taking care of themselves, proof of which shall, in any case in
which the Annuity is to be dependent upon the life of any such person, be afforded to the said Commissioner to
his satisfaction at the time of making the contract, in which case it shall be lawful to grant such Annuities as are
authorized upon the life of any such person to such person, and to any two or more persons not interested
therein, as Trustees for such person; but in all such cases the name of the person on whoso life and for whose
benefit the Annuity is granted shall be inserted in the contract as joint proprietor of the said Annuity.

Commissioner to pay by warrants. Claims for payment to be supported by proper vouchers.
42. All payments which shall become due or payable under or in respect of any contract into which the said

Commissioner shall enter under the provisions of the said Acts shall be made by warrant, which warrant shall
be issued from the office of the said Commissioner in Wellington to the person entitled to receive such
payment, and shall be made at such of the offices appointed for the purpose as such person shall select. The
Officer shall be advised from the office of the said Commissioner in Wellington of all warrants made payable at
his office, and shall not pay any warrant unless so advised, and unless the person entitled to receive such
payment shall present the warrant in person, and sign the receipt at the foot of the said warrant in the presence
of the paying Officer, and shall produce evidence of his identity. If, by reason of bodily infirmity, the person
entitled to receive such payment shall be unable to present the warrant in person at such office, then the Officer,
or some Officer of the Postal Department authorized by him, shall, on notice of such inability, carry the amount
of the warrant to the residence of such person, pay him such amount, and take his signature on the receipt at the
foot of the warrant. The warrant, when paid and receipted, shall be transmitted to the office of the said
Commissioner in "Wellington.

Proposer to provide proof of age at his own cost, but not the cost of the Commissioner's inquiries, nor any
medical fee.

43. Any person proposing to enter into any contract under the provisions of the said Acts shall provide, at
his own cost, such evidence of age as shall be required by the said Commissioner, but shall not be required to
pay any fee or fees for medical examination, or to pay the cost of any additional inquiry which the said
Commissioner may think fit to make with regard to his health, habits, age, and occupation, or to pay any fee or
fees for the issue of any contract which may be made in accordance with his proposal, or to pay any postage for
the transmission of his proposal, or for the transmission of any correspondence arising out of such proposal or
contract between him and the said Commissioner, except as provided by these Regulations.

Proposed Annuitants to pay a fee if required.
44. Persons proposing to purchase Deferred Annuities shall, if the said Commissioner think fit, be required

to pay, at the time of purchase, a fee of one shilling for every pound of Annuity purchased.

REGULATIONS AS TO PAYMENTS ON DEATH.
Notice of death to be given.
45. On the death of any person upon the contingency of whose life any contract may be dependent under

the said Acts or either of them, notice in writing of such death shall immediately be given to the said
Commissioner.?

46. In every case where the age of any person upon the
Proof of age.
contingency of whose life any contract shall be dependent has not been admitted by the said Commissioner,

the age may be proved by furnishing to the said Commissioner either—
• An examined official or certified copy or extract from the register or other official record of the birth.
• A declaration, affirmation, or affidavit by some person other than the Assured, stating that no register or

other official record of the birth is to be found, and stating with particularity the belief of the person



declaring, affirming, or swearing as to the age of the Insured and the grounds of such belief. Such
declaration, affirmation, or affidavit must be made in such form and manner that the person making it
would, under the law of the place where it is made (if there be any such law) be criminally responsible if
any statement therein be false to his or her knowledge.

47. Death may be proved by production of any of the following
Proof of death.
evidence:—

• A certificate under the hand of the medical attendant (if any) of the deceased during his or her last illness,
stating the date, and place, and cause of death.

• An examined official or certified copy or extract from the register or other official record of the death or
burial.

• A declaration, affirmation, or affidavit staling the time and place and circumstances of the death, and that
no official record of the death or burial is to be found; such declaration, affirmation, or affidavit to be
made in the manner herein prescribed with regard to declarations as to age.

48. The identity of the deceased, and the person upon the
Proof of identity.
contingency of whose life the contract is dependent, shall be proved by declaration, affirmation, or affidavit

made in the manner herein prescribed with regard to declarations as to age, and stating the knowledge or belief
of the person making the same as to the identity of the deceased, and giving with particularity the grounds of
such knowledge or belief.

N.B.—As the difficulty of proving the age increases with time, holders of contracts are advised to send in
proofs of the age of the person or persons upon the contingency of whose life or lives the contract is dependent
to the said Commissioner, either before or as soon as possible after the contract is effected.

When proofs have to be obtained in Great Britain, the said
On payment of a deposit, Commissioner
Commissioner will make inquiries through the Government
will aid ill obtaining proofs.
Agent in London, but a sum of £5 must be deposited with the said Commissioner towards covering the

expenses of searches and certificates. The balance (if any) of this sum, after deducting such expenses, and a fee
of 5s., will be returned to the depositor, who will be held liable for any excess of cost.

Commissioner may discontinue or refuse to make inquiries.
The Commissioner reserves the right of refusing to make inquiries, and to discontinue inquiries

commenced, at his uncontrolled discretion.
Probate and letters of administration dispensed with in certain cases.
49. Probate and letters of administration shall be dispensed with in the following cases:—

• Where the death has happened beyond the limits of the Colony, and probate or letters of administration or
some equivalent thereto, has been granted by some Court or person of competent authority out of the
Colony, and an exemplification or other formal proof thereof is produced.

• Where the money payable by the said Commissioner is received by a Curator of Intestate Estates in New
Zealand duly authorized by law to receive the same.

• Where the whole legal right to the moneys secured has been assigned to some person still living, in
ac-cordance with the provisions of the said Acts, or of any Regulations for the time being relating to such
transfers.

Evidence of the right of any person to receive payment of a claim must be produced.
50. All powers of attorney, probates, letters of administration, exemplifications, or other formal proofs,

orders of Courts and other instruments, evidencing the right of any person to receive any money under any
contract of the said Commissioner, shall be produced to the said Commissioner, or to such person as he shall in
each case appoint.

Contract to be given up when claim paid.
51. The contract shall be given up when the money payable thereunder by the said Commissioner is paid.
Commissioner may accept other proofs.
52. The said Commissioner may accept proofs of age and identity or death other than as aforesaid, which

shall to him appear substantially sufficient for any of the said purposes.
Proofs made at the expense of person tendering
53. All proofs shall be made at the expense of the person; tendering the same.
Payment of claim.
54. Immediately after due proof of death shall have been supplied, and the Regulations in other respects

complied with, the moneys payable under the contract shall be paid by the said Commissioner.



Appendix.
Form of Declaration to be indorsed on Contract for Life Assurance, where same is effected for the Benefit

of the Wife, or of the Wife and Children, or of the Children or any Child of the Assured, under Section 8 of the
Act of 1870.

KNOW all men by these presents that the within contract of Assurance has been effected by me for the
benefit of [

"My wife," or "my wife and children," or "my children by my present wife," or "my child A.B." [naming it],
or otherwise as the case may require.

Here insert words designating the person or persons to take benefit].
In case the Assured intends to apportion the amount of Insurance money, add as follows:—
And I hereby declare that the amount insured by the said contract shall be apportioned as follows [Here

insert proposed mode of apportionment].

As witness my hand and seal, this day of one thousand eight hundred and
Signed, sealed and delivered by the above-named in the presence of
A.B.,
The officer issuing the within contract.

Life Assurance—TABLE I.
TABLE OF PREMIUMS for the Assurance of £100 payable at Death, and for Assurances effected for the terms

of ONE and SEVEN years.
Age next Birthday. Annual Premiums. Half-Yearly Premiums. Quarterly Premiums. Premium for One

Year. Term POLICIES. Annual Premium for Seven Years. ? s. d. ? s. d. ? s. d. ? s. d. ? s. d. 16 1 7 6 0 13 11 0 7
0 0 15 7 0 16 3 17 1 8 2 0 14 3 0 7 2 0 15 10 0 16 9 18 1 8 10 0 14 7 0 7 4 0 16 1 0 17 3 19 1 9 7 0 15 0 0 7 7 0
16 4 0 17 8 20 1 10 4 0 15 5 0 7 9 0 16 7 0 18 2 21 1 11 1 0 15 8 0 7 11 0 16 9 0 18 7 22 1 11 11 0 16 2 0 8 2 0
16 11 0 19 0 23 1 12 10 0 16 8 0 8 5 0 17 1 0 19 9 24 1 13 10 0 17 2 0 8 8 0 17 3 1 0 4 25 1 14 10 0 17 8 0 8 11
0 17 10 1 0 10 26 1 16 0 0 18 3 0 9 2 0 18 2 1 1 6 27 1 17 I 0 18 10 0 9 5 0 18 9 1 2 1 28 1 18 2 0 19 5 0 9 9 0
19 2 1 2 9 29 1 19 4 0 19 11 0 10 0 0 19 11 1 3 5 30 2 0 6 1 0 6 0 10 4 1 0 7 1 3 10 31 2 1 8 1 1 0 0 10 8 1 1 2 1
4 6 32 2 2 10 1 1 7 0 11 0 1 1 9 1 5 2 33 2 4 0 1 2 3 0 11 3 1 3 3 1 5 10 34 2 5 2 1 2 11 0 11 7 1 4 0 1 6 8 35 2 6
6 1 3 7 0 11 11 1 4 9 1 7 4 36 2 8 0 1 4 5 0 12 3 1 5 6 1 8 1 37 2 9 6 1 5 2 0 12 8 1 6 3 1 8 10 38 2 11 2 1 6 0 0
13 1 1 7 0 1 9 8 39 2 12 11 1 6 11 0 13 7 1 7 10 1 10 6 40 2 14 8 1 7 10 0 14 0 1 8 11 1 11 5 41 2 16 5 1 8 8 0
14 5 1 10 0 1 12 4 42 2 18 2 1 9 6 0 14 11 1 10 9 1 13 1 43 2 19 11 1 10 5 0 15 5 1 11 3 1 14 0 44 3 1 10 1 11 5
0 15 11 1 12 0 1 14 10 45 3 3 10 1 12 6 0 16 5 1 12 10 1 15 9 46 3 6 0 1 13 8 0 17 0 1 13 8 1 17 2 47 3 8 5 1 14
10 0 17 7 1 14 7 1 18 8 48 3 11 0 1 16 2 0 18 3 1 15 7 2 0 5 49 3 14 0 1 17 9 0 19 0 1 16 8 2 2 0 50 3 17 4 1 19
5 0 19 11 1 17 10 2 3 5 51 4 1 1 2 1 4 1 0 10 1 19 1 2 5 1 52 4 5 0 2 3 5 1 1 11 2 1 7 2 7 0 53 4 9 3 2 5 7 1 3 0 2
3 6 2 9 4 54 4 13 6 2 7 9 1 4 1 2 5 7 2 12 4 55 4 18 0 2 10 1 1 5 4 2 7 9 2 15 8 56 5 2 9 2 12 7 1 6 7 2 10 4 2 19
5 57 5 7 0 2 14 9 1 7 9 2 13 4 3 3 7 58 5 11 8 2 17 2 1 8 11 2 16 8 3 8 3 59 5 16 7 2 19 9 1 10 3 3 0 7 3 12 10 60
6 1 7 3 2 4 1 11 6 3 5 2 3 17 11 EXAMPLES. Life Assurance for the whole term of Life.—A person may at the
Age of 30, next Birthday, by the payment of ros. 4d. per Quarter (being at the rate of less than 10d. per week),
secure to his family at his decease £100; or by the payment of £2 11s. 8d. per Quarter, the sum of £500. At the
Age of 40 years, an Assurance of £1,000 may be effected by paying £27 6s. 8d. Annually; £13 18s. 4d.
Half-yearly, or £7 Quarterly. Life Assurance for a term of years.—A person, Aged 30, next Birthday, may be
Assured for £100 for one year, on payment of £1 os. 7d., or for seven years on payment of an Annual Premium
of £1 3s. 10d.

Life Assurance.—TABLE II.

Terminable Rates of Premium.
TABLE of Annual Premiums for a specified number of years, for the Assurance of £100 to be paid at Death,

the Policy continuing in force after the Premiums have been exhausted.
e next thday. Single Premium. Five Annual Premiums. Ten Annual Premiums. Fifteen Annual Premiums.

Twenty Annual Premiums. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 16 26 1 6 5 12 0 3 2 6 2 6 3 1 18 6 17 26 11 8 5 14
2 3 3 8 2 7 2 1 19 3 18 27 1 0 5 16 3 3 4 10 2 8 1 2 0 0 19 27 11 2 5 18 5 3 6 1 2 8 11 2 O xo 20 28 1 8 6 0 9 3 7
4 2 10 0 2 I 6 21 28 12 8 6 3 0 3 8 8 2 11 0 2 2 5 22 29 4 4 6 5 7 3 10 2 2 12 1 2 3 6 23 29 16 6 6 8 3 3 11 9 2 13



8 2 4 7 24 30 9 2 6 10 11 3 13 4 2 14 7 2 5 7 25 31 2 4 6 14 0 3 15 0 2 15 10 2 6 8 26 31 15 10 6 16 11 3 16 9 2
17 1 2 7 9 27 32 9 10 7 0 1 3 18 8 2 18 7 2 9 0 28 33 7 0 7 3 0 4 0 4 2 19 10 2 10 4 29 33 17 2 7 6 0 4 1 11 3 1 2
2 11 5 30 34 9 6 7 9 1 4 4 3 3 2 7 2 X2 5 31 35 1 11 7 11 9 4 5 2 3 3 9 2 13 5 32 35 14 10 7 14 7 4 6 11 3 5 0 2
14 6 33 36 8 6 7 17 8 4 8 9 3 5 11 2 15 xo 34 37 3 0 8 0 11 4 10 6 3 6 10 2 17 0 35 37 18 0 8 4 0 4 12 6 3 8 0 2
18 2 36 38 13 4 8 7 6 4 14 8 3 10 2 2 19 8 37 39 9 10 8 11 3 4 16 10 3 12 8 3 I 0 38 40 6 3 8 15 0 4 19 1 3 14 4
3 2 7 39 41 3 2 8 18 10 5 1 4 3 16 1 3 4 0 40 41 19 11 9 2 10 5 3 8 3 17 10 3 5 7 4I 42 16 0 9 6 5 5 5 8 3 19 5 3
7 0 42 43 12 0 9 10 2 5 7 10 4 1 0 3 8 5 43 44 8 0 9 13 10 5 10 0 4 2 9 3 zo 0 44 45 4 10 9 17 5 5 11 11 4 4 4 3
11 6 45 46 1 11 10 1 2 5 13 11 4 6 1 3 13 0 46 47 0 1 10 5 0 5 16 3 4 7 11 3 14 9 47 47 19 4 10 9 0 5 18 7 4 9 8
3 16 10 48 48 19 11 10 13 10 6 1 9 4 12 2 3 19 2 49 50 2 5 10 18 9 6 5 1 4 14 11 4 1 8 SO 51 6 6 11 3 9 6 8 9 4
17 8 4 4 0 51 52 12 1 11 9 10 6 12 0 5 1 7 4 6 9 52 53 18 2 11 15 9 6 15 4 5 5 8 4 10 5 53 55 4 8 12 2 2 6 19 2 5
9 0 4 14 5 54 56 11 7 12 8 7 7 3 6 5 12 8 4 18 3 55 57 19 3 12 15 2 7 8 10 5 16 6 5 2 3 EXAMPLE. At the Age
of 30 £100 may be Assured by a single payment of £34 9s. 6d., or on payment of £7 9s. 1d. Annually for Five
years, or £4 4s. 3d-Annually for Ten years, or £3 2s. 7d. Annually for Fifteen years, or £12s. 5d. Annually for
Twenty years, when no further payments are required, and the Policy continues in force.

Life Assurance.—TABLE III.
TABLE of ANNUAL PREMIUMS, UNTIL THE ATTAINMENT OF A SPECIFIED AGE, for the Assurance of £100 to

be paid to the party on attaining said Age, or to his heirs at his Death, if it happen sooner.
Age next Birthday. POLICY PAYABLE AT DEATH OR AT Age 65. Age 60. Age 55. Age 50. £ s. d. £ s.

d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 16 1 9 6 1 12 3 1 16 3 2 2 0 17 1 10 4 1 13 4 1 17 6 2 3 9 18 1 11 3 1 14 4 1 18 11 2 5 6 19 1 12
3 1 15 6 2 0 4 2 7 7 20 1 13 2 1 16 8 2 2 0 2 9 8 21 1 14 3 1 18 0 2 3 8 2 12 0 22 1 15 5 1 19 5 2 5 5 2 14 5 23 1
16 7 2 1 0 2 7 5 2 17 2 24 1 17 11 2 2 5 2 9 5 3 0 2 25 1 19 3 2 4 2 2 11 9 3 3 4 26 2 0 7 2 6 0 2 14 3 3 6 9 27 2
2 3 2 7 11 2 16 10 3 10 9 28 2 3 11 2 10 0 2 19 8 3 14 10 29 2 5 6 2 12 1 3 2 6 3 19 3 30 2 7 1 2 14 3 3 5 8 4 4 2
31 2 8 9 2 16 6 3 9 0 4 9 5 32 2 10 8 2 18 11 3 12 6 4 15 4 33 2 12 6 3 1 7 3 16 8 5 2 0 34 2 14 7 3 4 6 4 1 0 5 9
7 35 2 16 11 3 7 9 4 6 0 5 18 3 36 2 19 5 3 11 3 4 11 6 6 8 3 37 3 2 1 3 15 0 4 17 7 6 19 10 38 3 4 11 3 19 1 5 4
5 7 13 4 39 3 8 2 4 3 8 5 12 1 8 9 3 40 3 11 3 4 8 7 6 0 9 9 8 5 41 3 14 7 4 13 10 6 10 8 10 11 7 42 3 18 3 4 19 9
7 1 9 12 0 6 43 4 2 1 5 6 2 7 14 9 13 17 8 44 4 6 6 5 13 6 8 10 3 16 7 3 45 4 11 2 7 1 10 9 8 9 19 16 10 46 4 16
5 6 11 5 10 11 7 47 5 2 5 7 2 5 12 0 1 48 5 9 3 7 15 6 13 17 0 49 5 17 2 8 11 3 16 6 7 50 6 6 2 9 10 3 19 16 5 51
6 16 9 10 13 10 52 7 8 10 12 3 2 53 8 2 11 14 0 10 54 8 19 7 16 11 0 55 9 19 8 20 1 2 56 11 4 1 57 12 14 8 58
16 6 6 59 17 5 3 60 20 16 3 EXAMPLE. At the Age of 30 a person may Assure £100, payable to himself at 65,
for an Annual Premium of £2 7s. 1d.; or at 60 for an Annual Premium of £2 14s. 3d.; or at 55 for an Annual
Premium of £3 5s. 8d.; or at 50 for an Annual Premium of £4 4s. 2d., and in each instance, if the person should
happen to die before the specified Age the money will be paid to his heirs.

Life Assurance.—TABLE IV.
JOINT LIVES. Annual Premium for the Assurance of £100, payable on the Death of either Life.

SURVIVORSHIP ASSURANCE. Annual Premium to be paid during the Joint Lives of A and B, for Assuring
£100, to be paid at the Death of A, provided B be then living. AGES OF Annual Premium. A B £ s. d. 20 20 2 7
0 25 2 10 5 30 2 14 10 35 2 19 8 40 3 6 5 45 3 14 2 50 4 6 6 55 5 8 0 60 6 12 0 25 25 2 13 8 30 2 17 9 35 3 2 5
40 3 9 1 45 3 16 8 50 4 8 4 55 5 8 5 60 6 14 2 30 30 3 1 8 35 3 5 10 40 3 12 4 45 3 19 7 50 4 11 2 55 5 10 5 60
6 16 10 35 35 3 10 0 40 3 16 0 45 4 2 10 50 4 14 0 55 5 12 11 60 7 0 0 40 40 4 1 6 45 4 7 10 50 4 18 6 55 5 17
0 60 7 3 0 45 45 4 13 3 50 5 3 2 55 6 1 0 60 7 6 4 50 50 5 12 3 55 6 9 1 60 7 13 5 55 55 7 5 1 60 8 8 10 60 60 9
11 11 AGES OF Annual Premium. AGES OF Annual Premium A next Birthday. B last Birthday. A next
Birthday. B last Birthday. £ s. d. £ s. d. 20 20 1 3 6 40 45 1 18 6 25 1 2 8 50 1 16 2 30 1 1 10 55 1 14 0 35 1 0
11 60 1 12 0 40 1 0 2 65 1 10 4 45 0 19 5 50 0 18 7 45 20 2 14 9 55 0 17 10 25 2 13 11 60 0 17 1 30 2 12 9 65 0
16 4 35 2 11 3 40 2 9 3 25 20 1 7 9 45 2 6 8 25 1 6 10 50 2 3 8 30 1 5 9 55 2 0 6 35 1 4 9 60 1 17 5 40 1 3 8 65
1 14 7 45 1 2 8 50 1 1 9 50 20 3 7 6 55 1 0 10 25 3 6 8 60 0 19 11 30 3 5 8 65 0 19 2 35 3 4 3 40 3 2 3 30 20 1
12 10 45 2 19 8 25 1 12 0 50 2 16 1 30 1 10 10 55 2 12 1 35 1 9 6 60 2 8 1 40 1 8 2 65 2 3 11 45 1 6 10 50 1 5 6
55 20 4 7 7 55 1 4 5 25 4 6 10 60 1 3 6 30 4 5 11 65 1 2 7 35 4 4 9 40 4 3 0 35 20 1 18 7 45 4 0 6 25 1 17 8 50 3
17 0 30 1 16 6 55 3 12 6 35 1 15 0 60 3 7 10 40 1 13 4 65 3 3 0 45 1 11 6 50 1 9 9 60 20 5 14 10 55 1 8 1 25 5
14 2 60 1 6 9 30 5 13 5 65 1 5 7 35 5 12 6 40 5 11 1 40 20 2 6 3 45 5 8 10 25 2 5 4 50 5 5 5 30 2 4 2 55 5 1 0 35
2 2 8 60 4 15 11 40 2 0 9 65 4 10 5 EXAMPLE.—Two persons of the ages of 25 and 30 may secure £100,
payable upon the death of either to the Survivor, for an Annual Premium of £2 17s. 9d. EXAMPLE.—On
payment of £1 3s. 6d. Annually, the sum of £100 may be Assured, payable on the death of a person Aged 30
(next Birthday), provided another person Aged 60 (last Birthday) shall survive him. Thus A, Aged 30, having a
contingent Life Interest depending on his Survivorship of B, Aged 60, is enabled to secure the value to his



family by an Assurance under this Table.

Endowments for Children.—TABLE V.

Without Return of Premiums.
RATES of Premium for Assuring the sum of £100, to be paid when the child attains the respective Ages

underwritten. The Premiums not to be returned if Death occur previous to the specified Age.
ENDOWMENT OF £100 TO BE PAID AT 14. Age next Birthday. Single Premium. Annual Premium.

Half-Yearly Premium. Quarterly Premium. No. of Ann Premiums £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1 46 1 10 5 8 1 2
15 4 1 8 0 13 2 52 2 9 6 2 6 3 2 10 1 11 10 12 3 58 1 2 6 18 10 3 11 4 1 16 1 11 4 62 13 8 7 17 8 4 1 2 2 1 2 10
5 67 2 5 9 0 5 4 13 2 2 7 4 9 6 71 1 4 10 8 6 5 8 1 2 15 0 8 7 74 16 8 12 4 2 6 7 3 3 4 11 7 8 78 10 4 14 11 10 7
12 10 3 18 2 6 9 82 3 11 17 18 5 9 8 2 4 16 3 5 ENDOWMENT OF £100 TO BE PAID AT 18. Age next
Birthday. Single Premium. Annual Premium. Half-Yearly Premium. Quarterly Premium. No. of Ann Premium
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1 38 8 2 3 15 3 1 18 4 0 19 5 17 2 43 8 11 4 3 5 2 2 7 1 1 6 16 3 48 6 5 4 12 3 2 7 2 1
3 10 15 4 52 4 9 5 2 0 2 12 2 1 6 4 14 5 55 18 8 5 13 1 2 17 11 1 9 4 13 6 59 4 6 6 5 9 3 4 6 1 12 8 12 7 62 7 3 7
0 9 3 12 4 1 16 8 11 8 65 8 8 7 18 8 4 1 8 2 1 5 10 9 68 10 0 9 0 6 4 13 2 2 7 4 0 10 71 12 0 10 8 0 5 7 10 2 14
11 8 11 74 16 0 12 3 3 6 6 7 3 4 7 7 12 78 3 5 14 10 6 7 12 2 3 17 10 6 13 81 13 2 17 16 9 9 7 4 4 15 10 5
ENDOWMENT OF £100 TO BE PAID AT 21. Age next Birthday. Single Premium. Annual Premium.
Half-Yearly Premium. Quarterly Premium. No. of Am Premium £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1 33 8 8 2 19 3 1 10
2 0 15 2 20 2 37 16 4 3 5 0 1 13 1 0 16 8 19 3 42 1 3 3 11 2 1 16 3 0 18 3 18 4 45 9 5 3 17 9 1 19 8 1 0 0 17 5
48 13 9 4 5 0 2 3 5 1 1 11 16 6 51 11 0 4 13 1 2 7 7 1 4 0 15 7 54 5 7 5 2 10 2 12 7 1 6 7 14 8 56 19 0 5 13 2 2
17 11 1 9 4 13 9 59 12 6 6 5 6 3 4 4 1 12 7 12 10 62 6 6 7 0 3 3 12 1 1 16 6 11 11 65 2 2 7 18 0 4 1 5 2 1 3 10
12 68 0 10 8 19 10 4 12 10 2 7 2 9 13 71 2 4 10 7 2 5 7 5 2 14 8 8 14 74 7 0 12 2 6 6 6 2 3 4 4 7
EXAMPLE.—The sum of £100 may be secured on a child Aged 2 years next Birthday attaining the Age of 14
years by Single Payment of £52 2s. 9d.; or on attaining the Age of 18 years by a Single Payment of £43 8s.
11d.; or on attaining the Age 21 years by a Single Payment of £ 37 16s. 4d. All the Premiums being forfeited
should the child not reach that Age. EXAMPLE.—The sum of £100 may be secured on a child Aged 2 years
next Birthday attaining the Age of 14 years by a Annual Payment of £6 2s. 6d.; or on attaining the Age of 18
years by an Annual Payment of £4 3s. 5d.; or on attaining the Age 21 years by an Annual Payment of £3 5s. All
the Premiums being forfeited should the child not reach that Age.

Endowments for Children.—TABLE. VI.

With Return of Premiums.
RATES of Premium for Assuring the sum of £100, to be paid when the child attains the respective Ages

underwritten. The Premiums to be returned without interest in the event of the child not attaining the Age fixed
for the payment of the Endowment.

ENDOWMENT OF £100 TO BE PAID AT 14. Age next Birthday. Single Premium. Annual Premium.
Half-Yearly Premium. Quarterly Premium. No. of Annual Premiums. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1 59 5 6 6 3 7 3
3 4 1 12 1 13 2 62 7 3 6 17 0 3 10 4 1 15 7 12 3 65 7 5 7 12 10 3 18 8 1 19 11 11 4 68 6 8 8 11 10 4 8 8 2 5 0 10
5 71 6 6 9 15 1 5 0 11 2 11 4 9 6 74 7 3 11 4 2 5 16 6 2 19 4 8 7 77 9 7 13 1 8 6 16 7 3 9 9 7 8 80 13 11 15 11 9
8 3 3 4 3 6 6 9 84 0 4 19 1 10 10 0 5 5 2 7 5 ENDOWMENT OF £100 TO BE PAID AT 18. Age next Birthday.
Single Premium. Annual Premium. Half-Yearly Premium. Quarterly Premium. No. of Annual Premiums. £ s. d.
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1 50 1 2 4 4 0 2 2 10 1 1 8 17 2 52 14 0 4 11 6 2 6 9 1 3 7 16 3 55 5 6 4 19 11 2 11 1 1 5 10
15 4 57 16 5 5 9 6 2 16 0 1 8 4 14 5 60 7 10 6 0 7 3 1 10 1 11 4 13 6 63 0 2 6 13 8 3 8 7 1 14 9 12 7 65 13 11 7
9 2 3 16 8 1 18 10 11 8 68 9 5 8 7 6 4 6 4 2 3 10 10 9 71 6 10 9 10 2 4 18 4 2 10 0 9 10 74 6 5 10 15 7 5 11 11 2
17 0 8 11 77 8 2 12 15 2 6 13 2 3 7 11 7 12 80 12 4 15 4 0 7 19 2 4 1 4 6 13 83 19 0 18 12 6 9 15 5 5 0 0 5
ENDOWMENT OF £100 TO BE PAID AT 21. Age next birthday. Single Premium. Annual Premium.
Half-Yearly Premium. Quarterly Premium. No. of Annual Premiums. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. 1 43 19 9 3 8 3
1 14 9 0 17 7 20 2 46 6 7 3 13 9 1 17 7 0 19 0 19 3 48 12 5 3 19 6 2 0 7 1 0 6 18 4 50 17 8 4 6 3 2 4 0 1 2 3 17 5
53 3 6 4 13 10 2 7 11 1 4 3 16 6 55 10 1 5 2 5 2 12 4 1 6 5 15 7 57 18 0 5 12 3 2 17 5 1 9 1 14 8 60 7 6 6 3 7 3 3
4 1 12 1 13 9 62 18 10 6 17 3 3 10 6 1 15 9 12 10 65 12 2 7 12 8 3 18 7 1 19 10 11 11 68 7 6 8 11 8 4 8 6 2 4 11
10 12 71 5 1 9 14 11 5 0 10 2 11 3 9 13 74 4 11 11 4 1 5 16 6 2 19 4 8 14 77 7 0 13 1 6 6 16 7 3 9 9 7
EXAMPLE.—The sum of £100 may be secured on a child Aged 2 years next Birthday attaining the Age of 14
years by a Single Payment of £62 7s. 3d.; or on attaining the Age of 18 years by a Single Payment of £52 14s.;



or on attaining the Age of 21 years by a Single Payment of .£46 6s. 7d. All the Premiums being returned should
the child not reach that Age. EXAMPLE.—The sum of £100 may be secured on a child Aged 2 years next
Birthday attaining the Age of 14 years by an Annual Payment of £6 17s.; or on attaining the Age of 18 years by
an Annual Payment of £4 11s. 6d.; or on attaining the Age of 21 years by an Annual Payment of £3 13s. 9d. All
the Premiums being returned should the child not reach that Age.

Immediate Annuities.—TABLE VII.
TABLE shewing the SUM to be paid for an IMMEDIATE LIFE ANNUITY of £1, according to the Age and Sex

of the person upon whose Life the Annuity is to depend. The FIRST Half-yearly Payment of the said Annuity
will in all cases become due, and be payable on the SECOND Quarterly Day of Payment, next following the day
of Purchase.

Age of Person at the time of Purchase upon whose Life the Annuity is to depend. MALES. FEMALES.
Age of Person at the time of Purchase upon whose Life the Annuity is to depend. MALES. FEMALES. £ s. d. £
s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. If 10 and under 11 21 6 5 21 6 8 If 41 and under 42 15 9 4 15 19 8 11 " 12 21 3 8 21 4 0 42 "
43 15 4 3 15 15 1 12 " 13 21 0 5 21 1 0 43 " 44 14 19 1 15 10 1 13 " 14 20 17 1 20 17 9 44 " 45 14 13 10 15 5 2
14 " 15 20 13 6 20 14 5 45 " 46 14 8 6 15 0 1 15 " 16 20 9 10 20 11 0 46 " 47 14 2 11 14 14 10 16 " 17 20 6 3
20 2 7 47 " 48 13 17 5 14 9 5 17 " 18 20 2 8 20 4 1 48 " 49 13 11 8 14 3 10 18 " 19 19 19 1 20 0 10 49 " 50 13 5
10 13 18 2 19 " 20 19 15 9 19 17 8 50 " 51 12 19 11 13 12 3 20 " 21 19 12 6 19 14 8 51 " 52 12 13 11 13 6 1 21
" 22 19 9 5 19 11 9 52 " 53 12 8 0 12 19 10 22 " 23 19 6 3 19 8 10 53 " 54 12 2 0 12 13 5 23 " 24 19 3 0 19 5 10
54 " 55 11 15 10 12 6 8 24 " 25 18 19 9 19 2 11 55 " 56 11 9 8 12 0 2 25 " 26 18 16 4 18 19 9 56 " 57 11 3 4 11
13 7 26 " 27 18 12 11 18 16 8 57 " 58 10 17 0 11 7 0 27 " 28 18 9 4 18 13 6 58 " 59 10 10 7 11 0 5 28 " 29 18 5
9 18 10 4 59 " 60 10 4 1 10 13 9 29 " 30 18 2 0 18 6 11 60 " 61 9 17 6 10 7 0 30 " 31 17 18 2 18 3 7 61 " 62 9
11 0 10 0 4 31 " 32 17 14 3 18 0 0 62 " 63 9 4 5 9 13 7 32 " 33 17 9 10 17 16 6 63 " 64 8 17 10 9 6 9 33 " 34 17
6 2 17 12 10 64 " 65 8 11 3 9 0 4 34 " 35 17 1 11 17 9 0 65 " 66 8 4 9 8 13 6 35 " 36 16 17 7 17 5 2 66 " 67 7 18
4 8 6 10 36 " 37 16 13 1 17 1 3 67 " 68 7 11 11 8 0 4 37 " 38 16 8 7 16 17 1 68 " 69 7 5 8 7 13 10 38 " 39 16 3
11 16 12 11 69 " 70 6 19 6 7 7 5 39 " 40 15 19 2 16 8 8 70 " 71 6 13 5 7 1 2 40 " 41 15 14 4 16 4 3 The above
Annuities end with the payment at the term immediately preceding the Death of the Annuitant. EXAMPLE. A
Man, Aged 65, can purchase an Immediate Annuity of £10, payable Half-yearly, for £82 7 6 A Woman of the
same Age can purchase a like Annuity for .. .. .. .. .. 86 15 0 A Man Aged 70, can purchase an Immediate
Annuity of £10, payable Half-yearly, for 66 14 2 A Woman of the same Age can purchase a like Annuity for ..
.. .. .. .. 70 11 8


